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[jeaCommitteeUnderFire
omission Named
oRadio-Press Study
Freedom of the press and
be scrutinized in a two y by a commission headed
bert M. Hutchins, president

niversity of Chicago. it was
here this week. Although the
lion la to be financed by
which issues "Time."
d "Fortune." the publishing
Ion is said to have no other
with the commission and
tttlintain a hands-off policy.
simony from newspaper work all departments will be sought
C. wtiswrd .n Pane n

Sunday's air raid

Demands Renewal Of FCC Probe
Or Chairman's Resignation

alarm. Fred Allen complained bitterly that of the 18 hours of radio
programs

I

Rep. R. B. Wigglesworth"On House Floor

%ir Alarm
During last

aired

each

day.

the

mayor had to blow his horn during
his program. "Why couldn't he have
blown it during Jack Benny's program? It would have been the highlight of the program." he said.

Report Marshall Field
Interested In Stations

House Of Commons

Washington Rurean, RADIO DAILY

Washington - Rep. Richard B.
Wigglesworth, minority member of

the House Select Committee investigating the FCC yesterday called for
the immediate resignation of Chairman Clarence F. Lea if Lea "persists

Chicago-Marshall Field reported in his refusal to carry forward the
interested in purchasing either WJJD, probe into FCC activities." In a House
20.000 watts, WIND 5,000 watts or speech blistering with charges of
To Investigate CBC WAIT, 5,000 watts. The sfirst two are "coercion, intimidation and blackowned by Ralph Atlass and the lat- mail," the Bay Stater demanded that
Montreal-Once again the Canadian ter by Gene Dyer, who also controls "the new deal permit the people to

House of Commons has decided to WGES and WSBC here. Multiple have the truth, the whole truth and
conduct a probe into the affairs of ownership ruling requires that Atlass nothing but the truth in this investigation or stand convicted of wrong
CBC. A motion to set up a special and Dyer dispose of extra outlets.
(Continued on Page 5)
house committee for this purpose
was proposed by the minister of Na- North Carolina's Outlets
Raltin. program manager for tional War Services, Major -General

n Named Sec'y-Treas.
'elevision Organization
I

Mont television station.
Du
VV. yesterday was named secrcTelevision
reasurer of the
.casters Association at a meet 4 the organization's board of

L. R. LaFleche, and carried last night

without a decision. The minister.
under whose department CBC falls.
said he hoped to announce in a few
days appointment of a new governor
ors Raltin will devote himself for the corporation, but explained
idling the business affairs of that until the board had made a
morlatlon and will co-ordinate recommendation to him he was
(r+nrrnwrd nn Pear

(i nntinned on Page 7)

22)

In WAVE Recruiting Drive Jergens Co. Renew
The biggest and most concentrated

WAVES recruiting drive is being
conducted by the Navy in the state
of North Carolina with the cooperation of all the stations of that state

Renewal of Walter Winchell and
together with other private indus- the
Chamber Music Society of Lower
tries. The drive, which began February 21 and scheduled to close March Basin Street" on the Blue Network

dal Peace Programs

(Continued on Page 7)
A. Hopkins Signs With NBC
bred Stations By WRAC
To Produce Series Of Hits Receives Blue Net Award

oering
1nnaoffering
WKRC-

to
is
third sustaining peace dist,

series,

problems of peace.

g nationally known authoriall stations paying wire costs
will furnish free recordings

For "Sardi's" Show Stunt
Arthur Hopkins. legitimate stage
producer, will produce a new series
Cincinnati-Officials of the Blue
of dramatic programs on NBC starting Wednesday. April 12. under the Network have just announced that
title of "Arthur Hopkins Presents," station WSAI of Cincinnati has been
C. L. Menser. NBC vice-president in judged winner of the Blue's recent
(Coatinsrd .n

g packing and shipping costs

stations scheduling regularly
I weekly half-hour Sunday prof( -unused ,n Pane 21

('rathed
"Gay Nineties.' show, crashed
plate glass doorway

day night while hurrying to the

ro for his CES broadcast. Bloch
\ped Intury and Is now a mem
of

the exclusive "Glass Door

IRhers"
group.
w was one of

lals

of

The

offending

a double set of
a store on the ground

w of the CBS building.

)

(Continued on Pape 2)

was announced yesterday by Lennen
Mitchell, agency handling the
Andrew Jergens Company account.
The renewals become effective March
&

26.

WOR Signs Commercial
With Lopez and L. Sobol
"Bright Lights of New York," a new
program featuring
Louis Sobol, columnist, and Vincent
Lopez and his orchestra, debuts on
weekly variety

Expect No Post -War Conflict
Between FM And Television

(Continued on Page 2)

iltnhitlOrl

lay Bloch. orchestra leader on

qqh a

I`.,

Winchell & 'Basin St.'

Women Staff Member To

Salute Women in the War

There is no conflict between FM
and television, Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, vice-chairman of the Radio

Produced as a salute to their sisters Technical Planning Board, told a lunin the armed services, women of NBC cheon meeting of the Television Press

will present a series of four all -wo- Club yesterday in the Blue Ribbon
men programs. "Now is the Time." Restaurant, New York. An improved
beginning Saturday, March 25, at 9:30 sound service and an expanded sera m., EWT.
vice of sight are complementary, he
The half-hour broadcasts will be a stated. The only issue, he added, is

series

of

dramatizations based
e. Pepe 2)

on between

immediate

planning

(Continued on Page 7)

and

Realized

Long ago, Alvino Rey predicted

that if he ever gave up music he

would follow a mechanical career.

These days Rey, who appeared
with his orchestra on the "Spotlight Bands" program last night

over the Blue Network, is happy at

last. He's engaged in a war plant
in Southern California during the
daytime and continues with his
music activities at night.

2
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Special Peace Programs
Offered Stations By WRRC
(Continued from Page 1)
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114,

Women Staff Member To
Salute Women in the War

g3
ffl

COMING sad GOI4i

(Continued from Page 1)

grams March 5 through July 2. Ken official data and field trips by Scripter
Church, general. manager announced Priscella Kent and Narrator Ernesta
yesterday. The programs were planned Barlow to service camp centers in the

by an advisory committee of Cincin- New York area where women are on
nati religious and educational officials duty as WACS, WAVES SPARS and
and feature peace plan problem dis- Women Marines. The program will
cussions of such notables as Dr. H. pay tribute to the American women
Lester Smith, president, council of who, by their enlistment in more than
bishops Methodist church and bishop, 200 varied jobs within these services,
Ohio area Methodist church; Charles have freed men for service on fightR. Hook, president, American Rolling ing fronts.
Mill Co.; Harvey S. Firestone, Jr., Their approximate figures at prespresident, Firestone Rubber Co.; R. ent total: 55,000 WAVES, 15,000 Mar-

=

B

ROGER

K.

HUSTON,

CBS Radio Sales,

is

in

Western

mare,

New York on p1/

trip from his home office, which
Columbia's O

G O outlet

is

in Chicago.

at,Bpd

EVANS, of the network's Radio Sales
York is visiting this week at WBBM.
GEORGE W.

"JOHNNY"

Blue Network's director of
events, is returning today
spent in Florida.

me
h(¡

JOHNSTO d
news andpe,ii

from

twre d

aging Editor; Cheater B. Hahn, Vice President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.

K. Brodie, vice-president, Brother- ines, 7,100 SPARS and 62,000 WACS

of Tri-Penn Stations, comprising WKB dn.

Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,

ican Petroleum Institute.

NAB meeting in the Keystone State.

ROBERT GULICK, national

J.

sales

nt

Terms (Post free) United States outside of hood Railway and Steamship clerks; of whom about 3,000 are on foreign risburg; WORK, York, and WGAL, L nit/
conferred here yesterday with his Ni 1
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, William R. Boyd, Jr., president, Amer- duty.
station reps. and plans to leave today r
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone

Wlsconsin 7.6336, 7.6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

III.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.
Entered as second class matter, April 5,
1937, at the poatoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Hunan

NBC's stay-at-home women empresent this tribute to women by
A. Hopkins Signs With NBC to
women. It will be the first all -feminTo Produce Series Of Hits ine undertaking of the sort at NBC.
ployees have been put on their mettle

coordinated by Jane Tiffany Wagner,
(CwUinued from Payc 1)
director of war activities for women,
charge of programs, announced yes- it will be directed by a woman, proterday. Signing of Hopkins will bring duced by a woman, promoted and
to radio some of his many stage sue - publicized by women.
cusses which include "Burlesque,"
"What Price Glory," "The Old Soak," Receives Blue Net Award
"Holiday," "Paris Bound" and "Anna
Christie." The Hopkins broadcasts

will be heard each Wednesday from

(Tuesday, February 29)

11:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
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Janeiro, Brazil, has the distinc.
Lion of being the highest one of its

kind in the world.

Graham

McNamee,

WEAF's ace announcer, will cover
both the Republican and Demo-

cratic conventions.

GREATEST STATE

OVER STATION

WOR Signs Commercial
With Lopez and L. Sobol
(Continued from Page 1)

Thomas D. Connolly, CBS director WOR, New York, Monday, March 6,
of program promotion, yesterday ad- under sponsorship of Borden's Farm
dressed the students of Finch Junior Products. Program will be heard
College of New York City on the vari- weekly for 52 weeks on Mondays at
ous business and promotional aspects 7:30 p.m. Young and Rubicam handles
of radio.

the account.

JOHN TOOTHILL, president of id)
Company, Inc., Chicago and New York
reps. is here from the Windy City fot

days on business.

RICHARD W. DAVIS, general many
WNBC, Hartford, has returned to the hr

fices following a quick trip to New Yo

BARBARA LUDDY, heroine of the fill
programs heard over WGNdI
arrived in New York recently nit
with her husband, R. Ned LeFcvre, ilt

Nighter"
cago,
U.

S. Coast Guard.

ELWOOD C. ANDERSON, station masts'
WEST, Easton, Pa., in town for comas.
with the New York representatives lit
station.
ARTHUR ROSENBERG,

PFC.

formed.ri'

the Barnes Ptg. Co., returns to Camp 1í
Tampa,

Florida.

JACK DONOHUE, of the Blue Newer'
troit sales staff, is back at his Michi

quarters after having spent
New. York.

the wee

R. V. JENSEN, formerly commerela
of KTRI, Sioux City, la., has arrived
burgh, Kans., to take over his new
general sales manager of KOAM.

w

How About Th'

Little Fellow?
You hear about the
did you know that the
have been mighty fe
boom and big outfits. B

casualties among the lit(
and medium size Baltimo
firms? Look into this stab
market!

Only Philadelphia Station Featuring 3 HOURS
of Classical Music EVERY DAY
No wonder WDAS audiences say

COVER THE 3rd
IN THE COUNTRY'S

Connolly Addresses Co-Eds

attended the two shows at the Hotel
Netherland Plaza's hall of mirrors.
Star of the show was Frazier Thomas
of WSAI, who acted as host for Tom
Breneman of the local airing-taking
over after the guests and WSAI listeners .had heard a special message
from Breneman in Hollywood.

lough.

Top of the

mountain is some 2,100 feet above
the city... -Jt is' generally under-

LARGEST MARKET

Christian Association. Gould has been
of June 4-11.

A recently completed radio station situated on the peak of Mount
Corcovado which overlooks Rio de

that

Will Honor YMCA

.... commissioned by the YMCA to complete a symphony in time for a premiere performance during the week

(March 1, 1924)

stood

(Coulinued from Page 1)

A symphonic work is being composed by Morton Gould as a tribute
to the youth of America for the 100th
anniversary of the Young Men's

OVER THE COUNTER

WCAO (Baltimore)

fast At Sardi's" program, according
to Brett Howard, promotion director
of WSAI who was in charge of planning the local stations "Breakfast At

-

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE

Nat. Union Radio

Baltin Named Sec'y-Treas.
Of Television Organization

Sardi's." Originally scheduled for one
the
12
- 3/a the activities of member television day, December 6th in Cincinnati
to
repeated
companies for the advancement of
35
on the second day December 7th, in
271/e - Vs television during wartime and in the arder to accommodate more than the
post-war period.
91/4
1/4
1,500 "Breakfast At Sardi's" fans who
721/-

94

941/2
351/8

Radio

(Continued from Page 1)

inter -station promotion for its "Break-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net

For "Sardi's" Show Stunt

STAFF SGT. JOEY KERNS, formerly
conductor at WCAU. Philadel
caller this week at the station while
band

WSAY
ROCHESTER
N. Y.

"Thank you!" In addition to other
musical programs, WDAS features
classical music for two hours every
morning from 10 to 12 A.M. and again

for another hour from 11 to 12 P.M.

WITH
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, Presiding

REPRESENTED IT NEADLEYREEI

-read the staggering
facts on listening
habits in America's
` `t
2nd biggest market!1.1
1

1 FIN'tt
Iw .

Sv

We asked: "What station do
you listen to most?"

In a recent nation-wide, all -county survey,
people were asked:

//O

AID

YY MAQ
420/ WMAQ

MORE PEOPLE ANSWERED

"WMAQ"
THAN THE NEXT 3

STATIONS COMBINED!

"What radio station do you
listen to most?"
In the Chicago area-America's second largest market -42% of the thousands who answered named WMAQ. This overwhelming
choice of WMAQ is greater than that accorded to all other Chicago network outlets
combined.

This fact is a fitting tribute to the great
shows, the expert production and the fine
transmission which are characteristic of
NBC's key Midwest outlet.
To blanket the 2,855,700 families in the

Chicago area-to cut a cash slice of do,
$3,500,000,000 market -astute advertiser,

WMAQ
CHICAGO

place their local and spot campaigns on WMAQ.
America's No. 1 Network

They all tune to the

National Broadcasting Company
A Service of Radio

It's a National Habit

Corporation of America

4
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LOS RDGELES

CHICAGO I

By RALPH WILL

By PEGGY BYRNE

LOU CROSBY, announcer on the

rrIED

Blue Network's "Lum and Abner"

program, is boasting about his own

"Pin Up Girl." She's his infant daugh-

ter-and occasionally Lou is called
upon to do the "pinning."
Al Pearce is operating on a busy
schedule these days, playing Army

and Navy camp and war bond shows
five days a week and rehearsing and
broadcasting his Blue Network "Fun
Valley" show on the other two. Last

week he and Arlene Harris (the
human chatterbox) made a trip to
Sacramento to aid in the big war
bond show put on in that city's civic
auditorium.

Carlton E, Morse, writer and producer of the CBS "I Love a Mystery"
series, left for a week of vacationing in San Francisco, February 27.
Harry von Zell, deep -voiced radio
announcer, competed in the recent
War Bond and Charity Golf Tournament sponsored by Bob Hope and
3ing Crosby. While Harry held up his
.n -id of the golf pretty well, he really

should have won, as Mrs. von Zell
was scorer for the foursome, and his
young son was a part of the faithful
gallery.

Sigrid Schultz, who was stationed
in Berlin as a foreign correspondent
from 1919 to 1941, and served for

Notes From a Ringside Seat... !

Armstrong" series leaves for

This ringsider goes on record to say that the "Mary Small
Show which bowed into Kilocycle Row last Sunday at 5 p.m. via the
Blue Network, is one of the "best radio programs launched in the past
several years"
both, Director Jack Rubin and Producer Ed Wolfe,
have proved they rate top-ranking positions in this thing called Radio

production manager for the Bii
WCFL and the Navy Depa
are working on plans for the
to feed three daily newscasts ti,!
war plants on a closed circuit. ,1
Homer Courchene, chief er
at the WENR-WLS transmitt
become the father of a baby b,
fourth child.
A. L. Rice, WLS continuity
was married on February

Fritz Blocki will direct the Treasury Bond Wagon MBSaturday program, "Happy Land," starring Fredric March
MacKinlay Kantor. who
authored the story, will also appear in the script which was adapted for
radio by David Victor
Tom Dolan, traffic manager of the Blue Net,

and his lovely bride, Betty Davis, who "I Do'ed it" last Saturday, are
spending their honeymoon in Montreal

Lee Grant, his orchestra was
formerly heard via NBC and WMCA, dons a suit of khaki. March 24
Fred Allen will guest on the Truth Or NBConsequences show Saturday

so Ralph Edwards, will return the compliment and will heckle the Texacomic the next day on the latteí s program
Vera Massey, the Blue
Net's "Girl Back Home" vocalovely, who is as easy on the eyes as on
the ears, used to teach dramatics, at High School "back home"
Abe Lyman, Rose (Mrs. Lyman) Slane and Block & Sully, have finally received the green light and soon embark on an overseas entertainment
tour

*

*

*

lywood to join the armed forces is
fic department, who joins the WAVES
as an Ensign on March 8. Ensign

Otis Skinner's tune titled, "Our Hearts Were Young and Gay,"
which will be released when Paramount releases the picture with

work commentator until the declaration of war against Germany, is the
author of the recently published book,
"Germany Will Try It Again,"
First feminine employee of the National Broadcasting Company in Hol-

Grace Guarnera of the program traf-

Guarnera will take her indoctrina-

tion course at Smith College, Northampton,

Mass.

February 19th.

She

left NBC on

Kay Kyser's "College of Musical

Knowledge" producer, Paul Phillips,

is the proud pappy of a baby boy,
Paul Junior, born February 10.
Cass (Cutup) Daley, of the films
and -radio, was guest comedienne on
the Monty Woolley show February 23.

Jon Hall signed with Producer C.
P. MacGregor for the lead in an
original radio drama, "Love Divided
by Two," written by Hector Chevigney and Paul Franklin for Skippy
Hollywood Radio Theater's series.

At the start of his 4th year of service camp shows, Kay Kyser, "Old

Professor" of the "College of Musical
Knowledge," tabulated statistics on

his war activities and found that in
three years he had played a total of

Y.

* *

*

A major film company has signed Paul Whiteman for an important sequence in the forthcoming production. "Atlantic City"
way
back in 1920, after a six-month engagement at the Hotel Alexandria. L. A.,
Pops and his band made musical history at the Hotel Ambassador in
Atlantic City
the film moguls have asked Whiteman to assemble as

Heard Frery Sunda)
PHILHARMONIC -SYMPHONY

be the "experienced voice" of Art Green

Bernard Dudley
N.

the same title based on Miss Skinner's book of the the same name
Some time ago, we predicted a bright future in Radio, for a
little lady named Lisa Barrett Drew
last Wednesday, the War
Writers Board, awarded her script, titled, "The Candle and the
Gun," the "outstanding script of the month"
Stuart Buchanan,
script editor of the Blue Net, has appointed Bernard Dougall to his
staff to replace Tom Langan who moved over to NBC
Eric
Correa, handsome young Maestro, whose sweet -swing orchestra
has been featured at Knott Hotels for the past year, opens at the
McAlpin Hotel in Gotham March 14, with plenty of airtime.

many of his old time aggregation as possible, to lend authenticity and
"Musique Whitemania" to the production
A RADIOKAY to Jackson
Beck, who didn't know that we knew, he donated a blood transfusion to
his radio pal, Lawson Zerbe, who we are happy to report, is on the road
to recovery at St. Luke's Hospital
When the new "Voice of Experience" returns to the airwaves next Monday via WHN. his announcer will

1,700 shows in 480 camps.

Sponsored by U. S. Rubber Co.
FOR RATES CALL

LA 4-1200

MacMURRAY, WEN

1 producer now handling tilt°

U. S. Maritime Commission officials will soon name a
Liberty Ship, the "Raymond Clapper," in honor of the late columnist and MBS commentator, who lost his life during the Marshall
Islands invasion
Tommy Taylor, NBC baritone, is thrilled by
Jerome Kern's telegram, in which the composer lauded Tommy's
recent introduction on the airwaves of his song, "Make Way For
Tomorrow," from the forthcoming picture, "Cover Girl"
Larry Harding, CBStaff announcer. has written the lyrics to Cornelia

many years as a Mutual -Don Lee net-

'1

Wednesday, March

ir

ÍY

wood, March 11 to become Wes

Marian Nelson, of the Leo E
ad agency.

New feature has been intrt

into local WLS "Barn Dance"
casts. Red Foley has inaugura
five-minute interview shot with

hers of the studio audience.
staff is doing some advance p

tion for this summer's victory g
Last summer some 50 staff me

worked together on a garden
ing and canning a large amot
food.

Bobby Jellison WBBM-CBS

heads for California this Thu
He'll set up permanent rest
there.

Hugh Terry, manager of KU

lumbia's

Denver outlet and

Smythe, station's program dir

in town for a few days visiting R
and talent scouting.
WBBM educational departmet

added two new members to its
it was announced by Florence

ner, educational director.

a women's commentator for two;

Evelyn Dow, of Birmingham,
bama, has also joined the educat
staff. Her husband, Maj. Claytc
Dow, Jr., now stationed at head.
ters in Algiers, was formerly a
engineer in New York.

I ENNIr I' SPEEDY
Sound Effect Records
LARGEST LIBRARY L
THE WORLD
All $2.00 Each
INCLUDING LATEST
ACTUAL WARFARE
, EFFECTS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES

Order From Nearest

Remember Pearl Harbor -

Offir

CHARI.ES MICHELSON

New York, N. Y.
67 W. 44th St.
STARR PIANO CO.

*

Ba

Lang comes to WBBM from \l
Louisville, Kentucky, where sht

STARR PIANO (

Richmond, Ind, Los Angeles.
So. 1st and B Sts. 1344 So. Flower

March 1, 1944

rel lesday,
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ea For Continuance Of FCC Probe

Commission Named

'oiced In Congress By Wiggleswortii For Radio -Press Study
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

lin on

a plea of guilty before the

public opinion." He denounced

iite House, the Department of
1st; , the FCC and any one else in

(ministration today or in the

B
1st

ho might be involved.

Charges Freedom At Stake
Sp king
bpi

both for

himself and

entative Louis E. Miller, R.,
trigglesworth called for study

efficient political favoritism, iletion, corruption and dictatorial
ition of the air," which he said
een heard against the FCC for
r, "They have involved the whole

the FCC. He protested also that no man of the committee, Representative
investigation has been conducted on Cox, (D.) of Georgia to announce his
the major licensing functions of the resignation in a dramatic floor speech
commission, "although these in all last September 30. The Justice deprobability constitute the most im- partment is said to have been enlisted
portant aspects of the investigation." in the campaign, bringing pressure
The WMCA inquiry opened, he said, upon one of Counsel Garey's assoonly after a threat that it would be ciates to persuade him to give up the
brought to the House floor. "The hear- thankless task of exposing Fly and
ings" said the Bay Stater, "devel- his dictatorship methods which have
oped startling testimony alleging con- reduced the radio industry to terror.'
spiracy and coercion.
"If these facts are true, Mr. Chair"They were abruptly terminated man, that is dirty ball. If these facts
and indefinitely postponed by action are true it is coercion or blackmail
of the three majority members of by the executive branch of this govthe committee, one of whom had ar- ernment in attempting to obstruct

by the commission. Its 14 -man personnel and four -member foreign advisory committee include college professors, bankers and lawyers. Work-

ing newspapermen are barred from

membership in the commission. Plans
have been made for a reseach organization to be quartered in New York.
Commission members associated
with the radio industry are Robert D.
Leigh, chief of the Foreign Broadcast

Intelligence Service of the FCC and
head of the United Nations Monitoring Committee, and Archibald MacLeish, Librarian of Congress and
author of NBC's
Story."

"The

American

les in of freedom of speech over rived by aeroplane from Attu the day the proper functioning of the legislaIn New York a spokesman for pube ," he said; both from within before the meeting. Neither minority tive branch of the government in the
ithout the industry and even member had any information as to interest of the people. It is difficult lisher Henry Luce reiterated that
to
believe
that
the
attorney
general
Time,
Inc., had no connection with
om tithin the administration itself. the purpose of the meeting; one minorsleet Committee, he said, "had ity member had no notice of the or the assistant to the attorney gen- the commission other than underto expect cooperation from meeting whatsoever until after it had eral or any other responsible person writing it. "We just gave them a
and the administration gen - been held. Both minority members in the department would lend himself grant of money for a project they're
interested in, to wit, the freedom of
there were no foundation were absent at pre -arranged meet- to such tactics of the gutter.
the press," said the representative
"charges, the investigation ings of other committees.
Shouts Demands to House
ave been welcomed. Truth "The action taken and the pretext "I demand an end of these tactics," of Time, Inc. "All we've done is put
eks the dark shadows of for the action can only be interpreted he shouted. "I demand that the major- up the money," he emphasized.
raud invariably finds com- as a determination to yield to the ity members of the committee resume
e cloak of concealment. Has administration pressure and to sup- hearings on station WMCA at the
Army and Navy ET's
t Committee received the press indefinitely unsavory facts said earliest practical moment. I demand
n of the administration? It to involve high administration officials that they take immediate steps to Kent -Johnson, Inc., transcription
on the contrary, it has and advisers, past and present.,
insure the production by the Federal outfit, report sthe completion of a
constant obstruction, intimiCommunications Commission of essen- series of 39 five-minute recordings in
Refers
to
Garey
Matter
d underhand tactics, in what
tial documents and data. I demand co-operation with the Medical Corps
"Resignation of Eugene L. Garey as that they permit the orderly conduct of the Army and Navy. The series,
o be a desperate effort to committee
counsel," he continued,. of this investigation without fear or titled "The Wounded Don't Die," is
the work of the committee
ppress the truth." Wiggles - "had been sought, desired and plotted favor. I demand that they comply sponsored by the Mutual Life Insurby
those
whose
sordid activities can- with the mandate of this House re- ance Co. Platters are to be heard
n referred to the silencing
and Navy officers by the not stand the light of an honest in- gardless of pressure from the admin- initially on á limited group of eastern
use. He challenged the Pres- vestigation." He quoted Garey's letter istration or any other source. If the outlets, with later expansion planned
ght to gag these proposed of resignation Wigglesworth charged present chairman is unwilling to to cover other markets.
He spoke also of testimony also that the resignation of E. E. Cox comply with these demands he should
ents desired by the com- as committee chairman last fall was immediately resign from his position
Gets Philco Post
om the budget bureau and "brought about by methods both and permit the appointment of a The newly elected vice-president
and denied by the White brutal and shameful. They were with- fearless successor who will not bow in charge of the Home Radio Division
out justification, whether or not the to executive domination."
er.
of Philco Corporation is Larry F.
chairman was to continue in office.
egos Requests Denied
Hardy, John Ballantyne, its president,
Are we to assume that these methods
announced recently. Mr. Hardy has
ry instance," he said, "it was continue?" Wigglesworth asked, "can
Final Cantor Count
fear that the committee had no it be that counsel for the committee
associated with the company
San Francisco-Final count of Eddie been
`or the disclosing of any mili- has also felt the fires of coercion? Cantor's recent's 24 -hour marathon since 1932 and will be in charge of
hformation whatsoever. In- Statements in the public press indi- War Bond broadcast over KPO is Philco's entire home radio business.
lax returns have been made cate that Mr. Garey's resignation was $40,172,350, according to KPO. A check
e to other committees. Income demanded under threat of criminal
that 17,435 people passed
!urns requested almost a year action, not against himself but against showed
through the doors of Studio A dur/ this committee have been a friend and associate. I quote from ing the 24 -hour broadcast. More than
by the President. When the the Washington "Times -Herald" of 100,000 words of script were prepared
chairman of the committee February 19, 1944.
for the stunt, by producer Don
appointed, it was reliably
" `The same tactics are being purand his aides-Bill Shea,
el that the White House had sued that caused the original chair- Thompson
Noel Francis and Helen Morgan.
IS THE HEART
atructions to whitewash the in -

CHATTANOOGA

Lion and fold up the committee.

hht this story to the attention
hairman personally with the
g that I did not propose to be

to any whitewash."
then, Wigglesworth said,
las been continuous difficulty
ining documents and data from

WANTED
f

Engineer

for

1,000 -Watt

(RCA

Mittel.) Radio Station in Texas. Give
uience and
references
o

Daily,

educational background
in application.
Write
Box 806, 1501 Broadway,

York 18, N.

Y.
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OF A POWER

EMPIRE SERVED BY

Full Time Operation

WDOD

FOR BETTER THAN AVERAGE RESULTS
Joseph Lang, Gen. Mgr.
New York Studios: 29 West 57th Street, New York City

*
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5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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TELE TOPICS
Megacycle Mumbo
Watch Farnsworth for a big development...That 13 -page "secret" docu-

ment, which is being circulated by
CBS among its top executives, makes
out a case for higher frequencies
along the lines of perfecting television to the point of public acceptance

..FCC's coming statement on tele

may give FM the green light instead.

Incidentally, an expected post-war
boom in FM may detour eye -and -ear
development for a spell.
+
*
*
-* /
Speculation is current whether
Arde Bulova is planning considerable
sight -and -sound operations
Don
Emilo Azcarraga, radio's head man in

Mexico, will have a look-see at tele
when he visits Gotham soon....Spon-

taneous growth of the Television

Press Club in the past six weeks now
shows a membership of scribes from
publications with a combined circulation estimated at 14,000,000

Live

shows are practically a certainty over
NBC in early April....Television
Workshop is readying a package show

on juvenile delinquency over Du
Mont:

*

*

The two Henry's-Ford and Kaiser
-are eyeing the home -receiver market

Governments - in - exile

are

scrutipizing the tele field as a postwar "ladder" industry....FCC inspectors have been looking over the

VIPIRCGILa1M IRIEVIEDy.
"IT PAYS TO BE

STORYLAND THEATER

Philip Morris Cigarettes

Saturdays, 6:15-6:30 p.m., EWT
WIZ, The Blue Network

IGNORANT"

WABC-CBS, Fri., 9.9:30 p.m.. EWT
The Blow Company

ectady....Wonder what plans the tions correctly, with the result that
Balaban & Katz station in Chicago is both the senders of questions and
hatching for coverage of the GOP guest participants in the program are
+

*

*

RKO may soon have some inter-

esting news on the use of film in

LROMOTICr
Bond Auction
In a new -type of bond prole
that netted Uncle Sam $;
KVOR, Colorado Springs, WI,

the air for six hours in the

A simple story and effective orches- War Loan Drive Radio Auctior.
"It Pays To Be Ignorant" ,bowed in tral themes combine to make "Story - plete with auctioneer, studio
over the Columbia network last Fri- land Theater" a delightful introduc- ence, and approximately 150 kW
by local businessmen rj
day night under the banner of Philip tion for America's youngest radio donated
Six staff membersv
Morris cigarettes. And while the first audience to the magnificent store of dividuals.
program wasn't as mirthful as it great music, That is why Jules Wer- stationed by telephones to tall
might have been, the show that con- ner's charming dramatizations to- from the listening audience o'.
tributes to second -childhood delin- gether with Paul Creston's pictur- thing from a live de-odorize.
four pair of nylon hose.
quency is a great improvement over esque musical accompaniment provide to
its predecessor, the Philip Morris one of the most progressive educa- nannie goat brought $1,850,
Bonds, and the audience was.
Playhouse.
tional programs on the air today.
fever pitch .by the annour
The two persons who must be cred- One of this series, entitled "A Mex- to
"The next six phone c:
ited for making the format success- ican Treasure," is the story of two. that
ful are Lulu McConnell and Tom little Mexican children who are very one box of peanuts apiece f.
Howard. Miss McConnell's aggressive anxious to see the colorful fiesta being War Bond bid." The excited t shouted staggering sum
moronism on the answering side of held in the town not far from their girls
and the studio a
the fence and Howard's patient em- farm. When the youngsters approach auctioneer,
all the humorous
ceeing on the other help to "brighten" their parents for permission to make supplied
to a successful
some of the duller moments of what the trip, they learn that their farm necessary
ance. This auction managed
may be called the prankster's "In- is in a very bad financial state. Not similar
last Se
formation, Please." Let's hasten to add forgetting that children are children, by moreperformance
than $75,000, and it
that Harry McNaughton and George Mr. Werner permits his characters to a Fifth War
Drive, KV+
Shelton are not dispensible voices to act normally-impulsively, recklessly. pects to clearLoan
even more, bec.i
this show. Their effervescent ignor- And not forgetting to bring out the dividuals are already
offering,
ance fetches many a chuckle, too.
altruistic purpose of the program, thing from Elk's teeth to ho .,
For the few persons who don't Werner's script shows how children preserves
anticipation o
know how much it pays to be ignor- can be thoughtfully instrumental in Sam's next in
drive.
ant, "It Pays To Be Ignorant" is just saving a happy home. Yes, the childlike "Information, Please" except for ren, with the blessings of their grandEducational
the cast, as you can see, and the mother and in possession of the famRadio plays a very import
quizzes are so worded as to contain ily luckpiece-a priceless emerald cational
role, as indicated
the answers somewhere in the body necklace-get to the fiesta. The story most recent
brochure w,
of the questions, In the case of "In- ends with the farm saved at the price nounces the program
formation Please," persons whose of the necklace-which the children signed to benefit the sched
classr',

Du Mont experimental outlet in New
York prior to the granting of a com- questions are incorrectly answered
mercial license, which ,ought to be become the recipients of sets of Encoming through soon...General Elec- cyclopedia Brittanica. Not so in the
tric is reported to be seeking shows case of IPTBI. The freak contests
for presentation over WRGB, Schen- manage to never answer the quesand Democratic conventions?

Sustaining Series
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always assured remuneration. It does
pay, doesn't it?

"MUSIC U. S. A."

Sustaining Program
Nat
entertainment
Woolf seems to be keeping M -G -M's WNEW, Sundays, 12-12:30 p.m., EWT
extensive tele plans well under wraps "Music, U. S. A." provides a cheerin Hollywood....Dick Hubbell, tele ful half hour of American folk music
specialist for N. W. Ayer & Son, has for every listener in the family, young
summed up the sight -and -sound situa- or old. The format of this program

eye -and -ear

sold at the fiesta.
the Chicago public schools.
A world of advice to Mr. Werner: Chicago stations are eooperatinó
If his foreign children are going to the school system for the purp
speak as well as American children bringing to the listening stt
do, please have their parents express miscellaneous programs arrang
themselves in the same idiom. It's a bring informative news prol
little incongruous to have the elders biographical dramatizations of
speak with a heavy dialect, while the standing Americans, talks or
children sound like the kids next United Nations, scientific prof
door. However, that's such a minor music of great composers, book

point to what this program accom- authors, stories pertaining tc
plishes.
fighting fronts, and good nei
It is, obvious to say that a program policy programs, not to mentio
of this type will do more to encour- merous others which are aired
age a greater audience to listen to stations WIND, WJJD and WBF
fine music than practically any other; these programs are aired d
for Mr. Creston, one of our im- school hours, of course, and in
portant modern composers, imparts cases begin at 10:30 a.m, and

tion very neatly for the distaff side isn't anything unusual, however, the appealing musical transitions to these tinue through until 2:45 p.m.
in a piece for "Mademoiselle" mag, on simplicity and casualness with which stories, and without them, they might
the newsstands yesterday ... Scophony the selections are announced make be devoid of the charming touch.
Hill Billy Fanfare i
Corp. is considering the manufacture this interlude a very refreshing one.
of home -receiving sets at war's end, The first program featured the the following numbers which were Houston, Texas-Series of qul
in addition to its theater -tele projects. "Song Spinners" led by Margaret diversified enough to attract music hour broadcasts are being aired
as the opening guns in ail
Johnson, who read descriptive and lovers of all kinds of music-from KXYZ
the classics to jazz: "Skip To My paign to "draft" Senator W.!
informative
histories
of
the
various
of Texas for the Demo(1,
I'D RATHER WRITE THAN
selections which included folk dance Lou," "Soldier, Won't You Marry O'Daniel
nomination this
songs, early nonsense songs and many Me?", "Shoot the Buffalo," "Low presidential
BE PRESIDENT-BUT FOR
Bridge," "Keemo Kimo," "Betsy From Program is against a backgrour9
others,
all
adding
up
to
a
musical
RADIO
Pike," "The Old Chisholm," "A -Rid in the hillbilly music which helper
history class.
Fort Worth flour salesml
This series should hit a most re- Old Paint," "Mr. Froggy Went a former
Newspaperman for 17 years
seat of governor of Texas
sponsive chord for the reason that it Courtin'," "The Old White Mare," the
with radio writing experience,
is aired at a time when the whole "Paper of Tins," "The Deaf Woman's thence to the Senate.
Courtship," "Lil' David, Play On Your
available for comedy -dramafamily is able to listen to it.
Joins KRGV Staff
Heard on the first program were Harp."
tic and news shows. PresentWeslaco, Texas-Brad H. Sr.
ly employed. Draft status -4F.
formerly news editor of KRGV
Martha Brashears Engaged
Olsen and Johnson Audition
Martha K. Brashears of Blue Net been named assistant station man
Olsen and Johnson, of "HellpapopWrite to Box 811
pin" fame, are the latest to audtion publicity dept., has announced her en- by Archie J. Taylor, KRGV stt
RADIO DAILY
as prospective substitutes for Ralph gagement to Samuel J. Gibson of the manager. Station is member of
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, 18, N. Y.
Edwards "Truth or Consequences" on merchan marine, recently returned Taylor -Howe -Snowden group h

iti.

NBC. Edwards enters army Mar. 8.

from the Mediterranean.

by O. L. "Ted" Taylor.

i

ra.eaday, March 1, 1944

&M -Tele Conflict
ie,n In Post -War Era
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House Of Commons

* AGENCY NEWSCAST
VERNON M. WELSH, copy direc-

To Investigate CBC

McKESSON & ROBBINS, INC., has

and ARTHUR A. SURIN, art appointed Benton & Bowles, Inc. to
(Continued from Page 1)
(1,mtinued from ('agc 1)
director, have been elected vice- prepare market studies and advertisng rm planning. He forecast rapid,
of Geyer, Cornell & Newell, ing plans for a new drug product to powerless to act, under the constituder development of FM after the presidents
Inc., it has been announced by B. B. be introduced within the next few tion of CBC, to make a move regardlr ong with a systematic and less
president. Welsh has been with months, it has been announced by L. ing a general manager.
pic;rowth of television. "You can Geyer,
In the course of a general criticism
agency since 1942. He was pre- M. Van Riper, McKesson vice-presise that the RTPB will recom- the
of the CBC set-up and programs,
copy director of Campbell - dent and advertising director.
sn, that will be in the interest of viously
John
Diefenbaker urged creation of
Company, served as copy and
tical prosperity and the return - Ewald
contact executive with G. Lynn Sum- E. INGRAHAM COMPANY, Bristol, an independent board, similar to the
viceman,"
he
said.
z
Company, and was editor of Conn., manufacturers of clocks, board of transport commissioners, to
pl he question of allocations desir- ner
House, publishers of Limited watches, industrial timing devices, regulate radio in Canada and the relale , both FM and tele, the speaker Cheshire
books. Surin joined the agen- and woodworking specialties, an- tions of the CBC to privately owned
Sic ed that the Planning Board Editions
art department at the Dayton nounce the appointment of Ruthrauff companies.
,u try to make a reasonable ap- cy's
Rep. E. G. Hansell (N. D., MacLeod)
office in 1931, was transferred to New & Ryan, Inc. of New York as their
rtiiment to each service, since York, and became art director in advertising agency.
said he would go a step farther and
th ould not occupy the same fre- 1938.
revamp the whole structure of the
ieres. Recommendations of the
tor,

rp would be two -fold, he signified.

in ºrcial operations, he disclosed,
al : not be held back by any major
an, that took time, although there
rs i intention to freeze standards.
:pi mental assignments would be

LORRAINE B. RHODES, formerly
GODDARD LIEBERSON, director program director of WBYN, joined
of classical artists and repertoire for the Blackstone Co. on February 11 as
Columbia Records, will also assume script writer in the radio departcharge of the educational and child- ment. Sally Cavanagh, formerly with

ren's catalog. It is the purpose of the
he went on, based on the Company under his direction to make
"We propose to have a host a thorough investigation of the edu`experimental bands based on cational record field, musical and
otherwise, and also the field of childere," he said.
ren's records.
Against Obsolescence
-rig

the inevitability of a

ver about a decade after the
Goldsmith made public his

posed a three-man commission with
one member nominated by the CBC,
the Blue Network spot sales depart- one
by private stations and one by
ment, has joined the agency as head
the government. Gen. LaFleche said
of Radio Research.

he did not agree that the CBC had

of the people. The board should resign

producers.

Stations
Joan Davis Coming East
Joan Davis, star' of
In
WAVE
Recruiting
Drive
im or transitionary period
Program with Jack Haley," returns
three years, he set forth, the

to New York after an absence of six
years, March 23 for a four week stay
during which the show will originate
over NBC from Radio City on Thursat 9:30 p.m., EWT. Accompanyheld that 30 lines in a pic- interested in this branch of the U. S. days
ing Miss Davis will be Jack Haley,
e good enough, and another Navy, Lt. Armand Deutsch of the Verna
"Blossom Blimp" Felton,
cally advocated 45, to the Branch Radio Section of the Navy's
"Penny Cartwright" Douglas,
t -day standard of 525 lines. The Office of Public Relations, announced Sharon
Dave Street and the writers of the
highlighted his sketch with yesterday.
y of a recent request from a Participants in the campaign in- show.
ning head for a large motion clude the Standard Oil Company
Joins RDKA Staff
and theater chain. The film - which turned over its Esso Reporter
executive inquired about programs over WPTF, WBT, WCNC Pittsburgh-Charles L. Devault
requency allocations and fa - and WSJS, to this worthy cause noted news analyst, who joins KDKA's
for 1,000 -line pictures operat- through the efforts of Donald O'Brien staff on March 6 will be introduced to
of the company's advertising depart- Pittsburgh civic leaders and news15 megacycles.
meeting was attended by a ment; G. W. Freeman of Marschalk paper editors at a luncheon Thursturnout of more than 30 and Pratt advertising agency pre- day, March 2 at the Hotel Roosevelt.
es and editors from the gen - pared the 60 spot announcements
(Continued from Page 1)
ver could be accomplished
5, has already caused a 700 per cent
'nimum of inconvenience.
opment of television was influx compared to the amount of inom 1925 when one school of terest previously shown by persons

trade press. Richard W. Hub - which are read over these stations;
vision author and consultant, 28 copies of the one -half-hour tranchairman..
scription featuring a variety show
produced at the WAVES school, Hun-

ter College, New York City, are beBU On The Air
ing presented over the 28 stations coChristi-The official call operating in the drive; a special reor Corpus Christi's new sta- cording of "WAVES In Navy Blue"
KWBU and is owned and with Fred Waring and his ensemble
by the Century Broadcast- was dedicated to this cause by the
pany. The new station took popular conductor; five 15 -minute
programs called "American Women
rlanes last week.
that will sell?
Consult

'BOB BRIGHT
eiRadio Registry, LA. 4-1200 or write

le 80, Radio Daily,
N. 18, N. Y.

1501

Broadway,

ors control only over the affairs of
the corporation. For the general regulation of radio in Canada, he pro-

confidence of the people and
WOV, New York, has designated lost the
sorry to hear statements to that
the Surety Advertising Company as was
made in the House.
its advertising agency. Herbert S. effect
Mr. Diefenbaker deplored the fact
GENE KUEFNER has been ap- Chason is account executive.
that no general manager had yet been
pointed circulation manager of
"Look" magazine. Kuefner has been NAT RUBENSTEIN, former special appointed. The CBC was in great
associated with the publication for representative for Lackner's, has just danger of becoming a political footfive years, serving as assistant circu- been appointed sales manager by ball, he said, adding that the board
lation manager prior to his new ap- Frederic W. Ziv, Inc., transcription of Governors had lost the confidence

to cushion the shock, which
ade to the Planning Board.
um guarantee against obsowas necessary, he indicated,
nment restrictions on trans - pointment.
and manufacturers' limita set production for a period North Carolina
d seven years. Coupled with

eed Bright Commercial Jingles

corporation, leaving the CBC govern-

the press of Canada.
Private stations have their place in

the broadcasting set up in Canada.
He wanted no monopoly. Today all
private radio stations were under the
control of the CBC, he observed, urging a limitation on the extent of commercial advertising which the corpo-

ration should be allowed to carry.
Another member urged an investi-

gation of the profits made by sponsors
of radio programs. He felt that comedians drew too much money. "We are

permitting the commercialization of
the Sabbath." He said, it was the thin
edge of the wedge to destroy Christian principles.

Night Club Sponsor
up, and due to her perseverance, Expanding
its radio advertising
every station agreed to devote the budget, Leon &
Eddie's, New York
sustaining time besides trying to obclub, have launched a five-mintain their sponsors' time to boost this night
news program, "Midnight Extra,"
patriotic campaign, Lt. Deutsch ex- ute
on WJZ.
plained. Lt. Markel is also cred-

ited for having delivered all the recordings and transcriptions pertain-

ing to the drive, he added. Lt. (J. G.)
Helen Jacobs, USNR, famous tennis
star, is touring part of the state, appearing at the various women's clubs
At War" were also donated by the and functions.
Wrigley Company.
Call letters of the North Carolina
Navy personnel largely responsible stations devoting their efforts: WISE,
tor the publicity arrangements: J. WWNC, WBBB, WAYS, WBT, WSOC,
Harrison Hartley, Lt. Andrew Dudley,
Lt. Lodwick Hartley. Lt. Hazel Markel, of the Office of Public Relations
in Washington, D. C., contacted each
N. C. station for the purpose of familiarizing them with the campaign set -

and the Government appoint men
who would carry out the principles
as enunciated in committee reports
over successive years, he said. On the
board should be a representative of

WEGO,
WGNC,

WDNC,
WBIG,

WCNC,
WGBG,

WGBR, WHKY, WMFR,
WHIT,
WPTF,
WRAL,
WEED, WSTP, WRRF,
WGTM, WAIR, WSJS.

WFNC,
WGTC,
WFTC,
WCBT,
WMFD,

TELEVISION
Technical Director
Production Engineer
A very large organization for the production
and

broadcasting

of television

programs

needs a man who is thoroughly grounded
in the engineering phases of television and
who has also had studio experience from
the very beginning of the art. He must be
able to actually stage the program, handle
the controls, if necessary, take charge of
everything from supervision of lights to
putting program on the air. Salary commensurate with ability. Write giving complete details of experience. All communi-

cations will be held strictly confidential.

Box No. 810, Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.
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***COAST -TO -COAST**
-WASHINGTON -

-OHIO-

- INDIANA -

SEATTLE-Housewife listeners to FORT WAYNE-WOWO-WGL Is airing
CINCINNATI-When Bradley KinKIRO are being richly endowed the Indiana High School basketball tour- caid,
WLW's authority on American
with (quoting an appreciative writer) naments with Tom Carnegie doing play- folk
music, was laid up with the flu
"interesting and useful" programs. by-play and sponsored by Perfection Bis- recently,
station was deluged
"Housewives" is a radio news -maga- cuit and Eckrich Meat Co..... WOWO with mail the
and telephone calls. He's

zine directed by Judith Lane; new hosted 85 members of the Fort Wayne back now miking thrice weekly
quarter-hour titled "Making a House Navy Mothers Club recently on the "Meet "Boone County Jamboree"....KHG,
a Home," features Adena Latta, home Your Navy" program when movies on Los Angeles, is the 24th Mutual stafurnishing authority and the music Navy recruiting were a feature of the tion to sponsor Jimmy Scribner's oneof Charlotte Musgrave, pianist; to show.... Also guesting recently at the
show, "The Johnson Family,"
which are added frequent guests with studio were Art Kassel' and Hal McIntyre, man
originates from WKRC....
helpful hints to the ladies.... Popular band leaders, and newscaster Arthur which
CLEVELAND-Ned Mann, a special
demand had its way and "Pet Peeve Reilly.
magazine feature writer, has taken
Show" is again being heard over KIT.
- FLORIDA over the two newscasts on WHK,
Return airing is handled by Mike WEST PALM
BEACH-Cy Newman which are sponsored by the Kurtz
and Ike-Harrison Miller and Ben is the newly appointed
of Furniture Co.
Lasser, Simon's Furniture Co. man- publicity at WJNO wheredirector
he is also
ager and sponsor of the show.
- MASSACHUSETTS directing sports, special events and
- SOUTH CAROLINA -

- NEBRASKA OMAHA - "Cheer -up Time" t 'a
program sponsored by Iowa Masti
ers Hatcheries over WOW. Meloi

words of cheer are presented

b,

DeMoss, Stan Rucker, violinist, 01.1

Oden. organist....KOWH is spon
series of Thursday programs der
the

"Youth

Club,"

a

citywide

movement to cut down vandalisn
city's parks and to help solve th
ile delinquency problem.... Sgt.1
Baker, former WOW announcer,
in India and Milton Bieck, former e
director, is in Australia with 1
Cross.

- OKLAHOMA -

OKLAHOMA-CITY-Afte

months'

radio

engagement,

holding forth in the commercial dept.
BOSTON-Linus Travers, exec vice prez Sellers, WKY organist, goes.
COLUMBIA-WIS staffers are missing Busy man, Cy!....Uncle Sam pointed of Yankee Network, has been invited to Oriental Theater in Chicago
Scott Holt, engineer and Cosette Merrill, again to WJNO; result, Lee Taylor attend the coronation ceremonies of Snow announcer is Jack Caldwell,
director of women's programs. Happy pair and Cal Morrow reported to Camp White at WLW, Cincinnati, Ohio.. WEEI: ing Tony Chastain, Army b
were married recently and are now honey- Blanding. Taylor's a.m. show and Banter, songs and piano ramblings com- WKY covered the Phil
mooning in the East ....Civic club leaders Homemaker's matinee have been bine this station's newest program, "Home launching of the Cruiser
U.S.
are currently trying to answer the ques- taken over by Bill Marlowe, newest Front Hannah and Her Pianna." Her real homa City, subscribed by t
tions of Jack Peterson and Bill Simmons staffer acting as regular newscaster
on the WIS weekly quiz called "Put and and announcer.... Becky
Frasier,
Take," originating from local hotel.... traffic manager -secretary, vacationing
Called the oldest army camp program is in Minnesota...MIAMI-WIOD aired
"Fort Jackson on the Air." heard weekly an address by Morley E. MacKenzie,
as a sustaining.
Imperial Potentate for N. A., to South

-NEW JERSEY NEWARK - Paul Brenner

name is Alma White.... WORCESTER- spectacular $45,000,000 bond
Phil Terranova, world featherweight box- one day-April 22, 1943.

ing champion, was a recent guest on
WTAG's "Scoreboard" conducted by Phil
Jasen, station sportscaster and news edi-

tor.... Barbara

Milliken

is

Mildred

Florida Shriners recently.... Femme Bailey's new secretary.
of control engineer replaces same at
WAAT's "Requestfully Yours" pro- WIOD - Sheila Cameron arrives;
- NORTH CAROLINA gram is glad they don't all swoon at Adele Goddard departs.
GOLDSBORO-WGBR
has obtained
mention of the "name." Some buy
Captain Terence Michael Harcourt as
- OHIO bonds, as evidenced by the sale of
new production manager. Harcourt
$23,500 worth in connection with his DAYTON - WING's popular variety its
re -cent offer of 386 of Sinatra's Holly- show, "Sunny Side Up," had to add 15 hails from the West Coast where he
been prominent in radio for the
wood Bowl Concert Souvenir Pro- minutes more to its half-hour program, has
grams to "first come, first served" because new sponsors want their commer- past several years at KFAC, KMPC,
and KLX, as well as production
bond ,buyers....Ted Webbe, program cials aired over it....WHIO recently ar- KHJ
director at WPAT, has been tendered ranged a special broadcast for Dr. Ray work on CBS. His wife, the former
Farrar, well known Mutual
a scroll by the N. J. State War Fund Wyland: National Director of Education Dorothy
will join him shortly....NEW
in recognition of his efforts in the and Relationships of the Boy Scouts of actress,
BERN-During the recent War Bond
campaign.

-DISTRICT OF COLUM
WASHINGTON-Tied in with

gram titled "Crime Clues." a 10

dramatization of police bulle
WINX's offer of 10 weekly rewc
taling $1,000 for information lead
the arrest
conviction
the
inals. Police will co-operate in

ing clues and perform any folios
leads resulting

from

the

broc

- MISSOURI ST. LOUIS-Gordon Carter, 1
producer and well known in
theatrical circles, is scheduled
rect the skits to be featured

Tenth Anniversary Gridiron I
which is being given by the Wt
America. when he arrived from N. Y.
Drive, the station raised a total of Advertising Club of St. Louis
$173,800.
Chief Announcer Paul Hotel Jefferson, March 23. Cat
- PENNSYLVANIA for the skits will b
Parker
garnered
more than $42,000 chorus
nounced at a later rate.
PHILADELPHIA - Anniversary: on his popular Blues
Chasers
proLeonard Matt, WDAS newscaster, gram; Program Director Ed Burwell
recently celebrated his 10th consecu- netted over $39,000 on his 1450 Club;
tive year with this outlet-in same and a night show, "Let's All Back the
capacity.... Katherine Clark, WCAU Attack," grossed better than $84,000.
newspieler, whose weekly news -letter is being published in 54 local

March 1
Kathryn Field
Kitty F. Harrald
Syd Kurlan
Harold Kean
Charles Martin
Charles Lyon
Glenn Miller
Herb Plambeck
Dinah Shore
Teddy Powell
Jimmy Stevenson Edward A. Davies
George Frame Brown Ted Shupp

junior high and high school newspapers, has been requested to address
the Girl Scouts' Annual Convention
in March....Anice Ives, director of
WFIL's "Everywoman's Club," attended the "American Home Campaign" confab of the NAB Association
of Women Directors last week....
Arthur Scanlon, formerly of WHOM,
is now miking at WIBG.
- WISCONSIN MILWAUKEE - Bob Heiss who conducts the WTMJ "Furlough Fun" program from USO Headquarters would

WANTED
HAMMOND ORGAN
Write RADIO DAILY
Boo 809

1501 B'way, New York 18, N. Y.

is for

COVERAGE

WKY, on 930 kc., covers

The WTAG
Mobile Unit

more of Oklahoma

than any other Oklahoma
City station.

find a warm welcome in at least one FOR BIG EVENTS IN A BIG MARKET
New Jersey home. On two occasions
in the short space of three weeks he

placed a call during the show to Sea-

man Houston's wife in Cresthill-the
second being on Houston's seventh wedding anniversary. Now Bob is "lust a
friend of the family."

WTAG
WORCESTER

OKLAHOMA CITY
The Kate *teary
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TEN CENTS

Outlines Future Of Tele
1 Seeks Hearing

Lost And Found
When a four -year -old boy recent-

ly strayed into the swamp lands

1 o Lea Committee

near St. Augustine, Fla., WFOY
broadcast an appeal for volunteers
to join the search. Police and de-

tashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

fense units quickly responded to
the radio call. After an all-night
hunt the tot was found the next
morning. The Florida outlet kept

ishington-The FCC would welt questioning by Congress as to
cart in the WMCA sale, Chair James Lawrence Fly wrote
ence F.

Lea, chairman of the

the public

informed during

news.

7 declared that he felt "impelled
again to request that the Corn -

ion be given a prompt hearing
4e the Select Committee," writ this in view of the "critical

Of AFM-Chi. Stations

Hutchins Defines

Commission's Role

IllMurrcm HarrrlF Prod.
ct

m
;vi:

an increase in the number of staff
musicians employed and raises the

response to an inquiry made by

(Continued on Page 2)
'i d RADIO DAILY, yesterday defined the
lurra, a mer ber 4i the Blue radio aspect of the investigation to be
'ork's ..mtral d. vision production conducted by the "Commission on the FCC Receives Application
.

at jd

n

,

For WQXR-"Times" Deal

t

radio 20 years ago as an an-

cer at station KFVE, St. Louis,
in 1934 joined the CBS Chicago
t as a production supervisor. In

he joined NBC for which he was
eduction director until 1942.

table Wire Recorders
Id Out For Invasion Use
periments with the portable wire
tding equipment for use by radio
tspondents during the forthcominvasion of Europe have been

acted by the networks, it was
ted yesterday, and the new re trig device will be given a trial;
(Continued on Page 2)

,Willkie Guest Tonite
44 Wendell Willkie will be heard on

e "March of Time" program to
3 ght, speaking on unity in party
te>vernment in the United States.
3 will be heard from New York
-'er NBC at 10:30 p.m.. EWT,
leo appearing en the program will
Lt. Commander W. R. McWhir1

in charge of

all the British

aval Cadets now receiving train.
9 at 7«pnar.cola, Florida.

r?"t
'

(Continued on Page 3)

Net Attorneys Oppose

,

since , January.. 1942. He will Freedom of the Press." Mr. Hutchins,
Chicago, March 11, ,to assume as chairman of the commission, detew duties. MacMurray first en - clared:

r,

and sciences of radio, Niles Trammell,
president of NBC, issued a statement

American Federation of Musicians networks.
and Chicago's four network -affiliated "The addition of sight -and -sound to
stations has eliminated the current radio is as revolutionary as was the
threat of a strike, has provided for addition of sound to sight on the mo-

eago-Robert M. Hutchins, pres- pay of music librarians and their aster of the University of Chicago, sistants. Effective March 15, the pact

,f

.g.

developments promised by the arts

Chicago-A new contract signed in which he outlined the net's plans
last night between Local 10 of the for the development of post-war tele

.

e I.
's

Declaring that "television presents
the greatest -challenge and the greatest opportunity" of all Post-war
to NBC affiliated stations yesterday,

(Continued on Page 7)

r

New Pact Settles Row

the

search and later flashed the rescue

to Select Committee investigating
?CC, yesterday.

Trammell, NBC President, Announces
Web Interest And Plans To Develop
Television In Post -War Period

T

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - Network affiliation
"The commision on the freedom Washington-The FCC yesterday contracts should not be made public
of the press will investigate and re- announced receipt of the application by the FCC because radio is not a
port on radio communications in the from the Interstate Broadcasting common carrier, the Commission was
same way in which it will investigate Company. New York, for transfer of told yesterday by James D. Wise and
control. The transaction will shift Philip Hennessy. The two attorneys
(Continued on Page 6)
were appearing to oppose the Com(Continued on Page 2)
mission's proposed new rule 1.5 reTele, Film Execs Deny
quiring the filing for public inspecCcma. War Labor Board

Reports Of Affiliations

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Classifies Radio Comm.

Denial of affiliations between television firms and film producing or- Montreal-The National War Labor
ganizations were received yesterday Board today came to the support of
from two sources.
Claire Wallace, Toronto radio comCourtney Pitt, assistant to James mentator, and ruled her exempt from
(Continued on Page 3)

(Continued on Page 2)

Second District NAB Confab
Opening Today In New York
Political Groups Use Radio
Extensively In Primary
Wisconsin Rapids-With Wisconsin
being among the first states to conduct a preferential primary election
for delegate slates, indications point

An unprecedented crowd is expected at the two-day conference of
the Second District NAB which opens

today at the Roosevelt Hotel. Highlights of both meetings will be the

legislative situation and tentative
post-war plans, Kolin Hager of WGY,
Schenectady, district director, anto. extensive use of radio facilities for nounced.
reaching the electorate. The Stassen
luncheon will be held jointfor President Club of Wisconsin is lyToday's
with members of the Radio Exe(Continued on Page 6)

t

Suggested FCC Rule

(Continued on Page 3)

tion of

a number of broadcasters'
(Continued on Page 3)

Will Report to Nation
On 4th War Loan Drive
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Henry

Morgenthau,

Jr. secretary of the Treasury, will
tell the nation tonight the Fourth
(Continued on Page 2)

Soundless Fury
A certain script at CBS had the

network's sound

effects depart-

ment in a dither the other day.
It called for "the roar of a dine

sour," giant prehistoric reptile. A
telephonic huddle with the American Museum of Natural History
brought the information that the

dinosaur, like our modern giraffe,
could make no sound. Mr. Dinosaur was eliminated from script.

2
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WILLIAM

A. RIPLE, commercial manager
JOHN A. BACON, sales manager of WKBW,
promotion director of WTRY, Blue CBS affiliate in
N. Y., has arrived
Network affiliate in Troy, N. Y., is spending for conferences atBuffalo
the headquarters of the
a few days
in New York.
network.
and

sales

GUNNAR 0. WIIG, treasurer and general
manager of WHEC, Rochester, N. Y., outlet

Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), of CBS,

WALLACE

BEAVERS,

program

director of
WCOL, Blue Network station in Columbus who
is in town for conferences at network has been here since early
in the week, leaves
headquarters.

N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
today on the return trip to Ohio.
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mercer eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
HUGH R. NORMAN, station manager of
CHARLES P. SCHOFFNER, director
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- WNBH,
is here from New Bedford for a short broadcasts for WCAU, Philadelphia, is
agin/ Editor; Chester B. Baba, Vice President; Charles

A.

Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,

PAT KELLY,

production manager

of rural
back at

the station following a short trip to New York.

Secretary. visit on station and network business.

Alienate,

of KFRC,

ROBERT C. SOULE

town.

is in

He's

vice-

will run for three years from

date.

The terms of the agreement,

ported late last night,

call

fol:

addition of five additional musi

to the present staff of each st

on the effective date of the cor
and the addition of five more a
beginning of the second year.
will be added at the beginning o
third year. Wage scales for the r
cians will remain as presently e

San Francisco, is back at the home offices fol- president and merchandising manager of WFBL, lished.
a ¡aunt to Hollywood, where he conferred Syracuse outlet of the Columbia Network.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY, lowing
Librarians Get Pay Boost
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone with Don Lee executives.
BARBARA DEGAN, secretary to Dan Donnelly,
The salaries of music librarian.
Wlsconsin 7.6336, 7.6337, 7.6338. Chicago (15),
manager of KFRC, San Francisco, vacationing
ARTHUR J.

year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.

Ill.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.

Entered as second class matter, April

5,

1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.

KEMP, manager of CBS Detroit in New York.
is visiting here

office, network sales,

briefly.

GORDON

of

the

office of
VICTOR C. DIEHM, station manager of WAZL, WTOP, CBS -owned outlet in Washington,
Hazelton, Pa., in New York on station business. is on a short business trip to New York. D. C.
sales

Cana. War Labor Board
Will Report to Nation
Classifies Radio Comm.
On 4th War Loan Drive
(Continued from Page 1)

FinAntiAt

HAYES,

(Continued from Page 1)

wartime wage and salary control re- War Loan Drive was a finer public
strictions.
of support for our
The board said it considered it had demonstration
men than any of the previous
(Wednesday, March 1)
no control over increases to Miss fighting
He will pay high tribute to
Wallace and had no intention of dele- drives.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
the film and radio industry, and other
gating
authority
in
the
matter
to
Net
volunteer workers in the drive. MorHigh Low Close Chg. any other body.
report, which will reveal
Am. Tel. Cr Tel
1583/4 1585/8 1583/4 + 1/s
"We must conclude that she belongs genthau's
the overall and series "E" sales totals,
CBS A
271/2 273/8 27% - 1/8 to the uncontrolled and legally unwill be made over the Blue Network
17% 177/8 17% - t/e controllable section of the communCrosley Corp.
at 9:30 tonight EWT. The program,
Farnsworth T.
123/4 113/4
113/4 + 7/8 ity, not, however, overlooked nor entitled "Five Million Patriots"
in
Gen. Electric
351/8 35
35
forgotten by the Income Tax De- honor of the volunteer bond sellers,
Philco
273/4 27% 273/4 + 5/s partment," the board said in a 500 will feature Fredric March as narRCA Common

93%

91/4

word decision which commended Miss rator.

91/4

73

73

+

1/2

12%

121/2

125/8 +

1/8

941/2
345/e

94%

941/2 +

1/4

345/e

34% +

1/8

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
30
293/4 293/4 +

1/4

RCA First Pfd.

731/2

Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

Zenith Radio
Hazeltine Corp.

OVER THE COUNTER
Asked

Bid

Stromberg-Carlson
WCAO (Baltimore)

113/8
21

WJR (Detroit)

32

123/e

23

...

Wallace as a radio personality.
The board's decision was given on
an appeal by advertising agencies of
Canada against an Ontario War Labor
Board decision refusing to approve an
increase from $170 to $200 a week in

Portable Wire Recorders
Tried Out For Invasion Use

to be a bit pessimistic as to
added: "As far as we are concerned ported
they (the National War Finance Com- the quality of recording which may
mittee) can make the increased pay- be obtained in battle. He believes that
sound effects will be more
ment retroactive to the extent that studio
they feel the public conscience will realistic in commentator's attempts
to dramatize the news.

20 YERRS HO TONY FCC Receives Application
For WQXR-"Times" Deal
(Continued from Page 1)

In conjunction with his guest appearance over the Bamberger radio
station, WOR, Newark, Jackie Coogan, boy screen star known as "The
Kid," was at the Bamberger department store to personally address his
boy and girl fans. Thousands of disappointed children had to go home
without seeing their idol at the
store because of the overwhelming

control of WQXR and WQXQ from
John V. L. Hogan to the New York

crowds.

master -of -ceremonies on a special
Red Cross program over WMCA Mon-

Chief

Engineer

for

1,000 -Watt

(RCA

transmitter) Radio Station in Texas. Give
experience and educational background
and references in application. Write
Radio Daily, Box 806, 1501 Broadway,

New York 18, N.

Y.

"Times," for a total of $987,500. Com-

pletion of the sale contract in New

York was announced in RADIO DAILY

more than a month ago.

Hawk On R. C. Show Of WMCA

Bob Hawk, of the CBS "Thanks to

the Yanks" program, will act

as

JAMES union
Consultant
Television

Television

Advertising

Programs

Where librarians and their a:
ants formerly worked six hours

tinuously, they now will work
hours out of an eight -hour perio

It was stated that another cl

in the contract permits staff music

to make musical arrangements

Motion Pictures for Television

clude Katharine Cornell and Jack

ADDRESS

Dempsey.

Saturday night was reunion night

at "Thanks to the Yanks," when Cpl.

Irving Hopkins, former CBS producer,

appeared as a contestant on the Bob
Hawk show.

RADIO DAILY, Box 812

1501 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

't

single -engagement basis. This font

ly was forbidden.
The four network outlets invol
are: WMAQ (NBC), WBBM (C

WENR (Blue Network) and V
(Mutual) .

First Corwin Show
Norman Corwin's new CBS se
"Columbia Presents Corwin,"

sound off

for the first

time

"Movie Primer," a Hollywood st
featuring Everett Sloane and Mini
Pious, Tuesday, March 7, from
10:30 p.m., EWT.

TEST HOUR
COPY APPEALS
sell it in BaltiIf you can
can
sell it anymore you

stable,
where. It's a
a war
that
even
market
make
ruffle.
To
boom can't
people

the
sure you reachtest
copy o'
of Baltimore,
they listen to.
the station
le... grab 1

time is a

e

day, March 6, from 1:30 to 2:00 p.m.,

EWT. Other guests on the show in-

WANTED

V50 to $75 weekly.

(Continued from Page 1)
Miss Wallace's salary.
Authorizing the increase, the board Elmer Davis, chief of the OWI, is re-

tolerate."

(March 2, 1924)

been raised from $75 to $95 we
while the compensation of assi
music librarians will be boosted

-I-T-N

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY. President

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REF'

Today, March 2, 1944

I31nd District Meet
Ip,ns

Today In N.Y.(.

(Continued from Page 1)
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Trammell Outlines NBC Plans Net Attorneys Oppose
For Developing Post- War Tele Suggested FCC Rule
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

documents. Wise represented
developments which the business
NBC and Radiomarine Corporation
'Will be provided by Milton "Television will open a new era of radio art has brought forth.
and Hennessy the Kingy omic strip artist and author broadcasting entertainment, informa"In preparation for the expected of America,
Broadcasting Corporation
y and the Pirates"; Sylvia tion and education to the home."
expansion of television services in the Trendle
and Scripps -Howard radio. Julius
"television girl" with Jack
In detail the statement sets forth the post-war period, NBC will, within Brauner, for CBS, declared his agreefood as emcee and J. Norman pioneering
the limitations of wartime operations: ment with the arguments.
already
done
in
the
telepresenting "This War's News."
field by NBC and delays inci- " (a) Expand its existing program
Briefs were filed by Brauner, WilIiecussing the legislative situa- vision
to the war. After reviewing pro- service by tapping new sources of liam J. Dempsey for Don Lee, Robert
the speakers will touch upon: dent
program
material
and
talent,
and
by
gress of tele developments to date
T. Bartley for NAB, and by James A.
-Wheeler Bill; Holmes Bill; the statement sets forth NBC's policy. developing new program techniques; Kennedy for All America Cables and
tve Service and Man Power; It reads as follows:
(b) Transmit field programs once a Radio, Commercial Cable Company,
talon of Labor Matters; "Freemonth or oftener from points out- and Mackay Radio and Telegraph.
Text of Statement
¡tt Radio" controversy and NAB
side the studio; (c) Resume studio
DWI Survey; Regional War "The policy of the National Broad- broadcasts from the NBC television Radio is a "private, competitive incasting
Company
always
has
been,
and Hennessy declared.
i by Broadcasters.
in Radio City, which is now dustry," Wise
will continue to be, to foster and studio
contracts are not uniform,
i reference to the post-war and
being reconditioned preparatory to Network
encourage
any
developments
in
the
Wise
said,
but
are reached by private
discussions, the following de the renewal of broadcasting live
ants will be touched up: NAB broadcasting field which promise bet- talent programs; (d) Continue re- negotiation-public inspection of
contracts would be a move
!flees and their work; A. F. of ter service to the public.
and development in all phases these
toward uniform rates and prices.
"This policy applies to both fre- search
jtecording and Transcription
of
television.
FCC Chairman James Lawrence
Music-Ascap-Petrillo; quency modulation and television. In
lbn;
Fly agreed with this statement, he
First Station in Washington
! a broadcast service-Current respect to FM, we recently explained
our plans for the development of FM
"As soon after the war as mate- said, where "standard products" were
f1 AM problems.
as a companion service to standard rials become available, NBC will con- involved. Broadcasting is not a
It
sound broadcasting. In respect to struct a television station in Wash- standard product, he added, question's Adv. Campaign
television, it is the policy of NBC to
D. C., so that a service of ing Wise as to whether publication
;pped Up In 100 Cities contribute to the utmost towards the ington,
sight -and -sound may be available in of these contractual details would not
earliest
possible
development
of
teles
the nation's capital, and from the encourage competition among broadad in the nationwide cam - vision as a national service and in- nation's capital to other cities when casters.
Both Wise and Hennessy protested
y the Blue Net and affiliated dustry.
interconnection between stations is that
the Commission has not made
"It is pertinent to note that the his- made available.
of
plugging the virtues
just what information it in(lsting services is now being tory of radio up to this time, with all
"To establish the anchor points of clear
in magazines and news - the changes and advances that science television system, NBC has filed ad- tends to make public, with Hennessy
the web announced yesterday. and research have constantly made, ditional applications with the Fed- suggesting specific listing by the FCC
100 Blue affiliates are sponsor - has always been a history of addition, eral Communications Commission for of the records which it will open to
He agreed with Wise that
drive in their own cities, ac- never of subtraction.
construction permits for television the apublic.
competitive field it is improper
to Edgar Kobak, the netstations iii. Chicago, Cleveland, Den- "in
Sees Permanent Necessity
negotiated contracts to
disclose
executive, vice-president.
ver, San Francisco and Los Angeles, to
het itself is running full -page "Because of its extensive coverage where NBC already maintains a pro- competitors," adding that the public
in "Fortune," "The New and accepted type of highly devel- gramming organization and studio has no interest in these contracts,
competitors are interested in
Week"
and oped program service there is no fore" "Business
It is hoped that the FCC only
them, he said.
States News," and 1,500 -line seeable period when sound broadcast- facilities.
will
act
favorably
on
these
applicaing
will
become
unnecessary.
ThereHennessy asked on behalf of the
per ads in New York, Chicago
St. Louis "Post -Dispatch" that the
n Francisco, the three cities fore, NBC will continue to maintain tions.
its
sound
broadcasting
services
at
the
Predicts
Net
Expansion
Commission not make public finanCh the Blue owns stations and
"A nationwide network will not cial details filed by newspaper broadrecorded for spot broadcast- highest peak of technical entertainand
educational
excellence.
ment
spring
up
overnight,
but
must
procasters which do not directly pertain
yer, Cornell & Newell is the
Radio now is virtually an around -the - ceed as an orderly, logical develop- to their radio activities.
clock service. Even when television ment. Such a development, as we see
becomes universally available, there it, would establish television netwill be times when the radio audience works in the following possible ways. Tele, Film Execs Deny
Court Dismisses
be predominately listeners rather
Reports Of Affiliations
"1. An Eastern network that will
Dr. Berg's Libel Suit will
than viewers.
extend from Boston to Washington,
television is the capstone of with stations located at such inter(Continued from Page 1)
$250,000 libel suit brought by the"But
radio structure. It is a new art,
Quis Berg against Printers' Ink not merely an improvement in a vening points as Worcester, Provi- Carmine, vice-president of Philco, deHartford, Schenectady, New clared that no discussion of a tieup
)lne to a close as the United hitherto established art. Television, dence,
Circuit Court of Appeals for bringing sight as well as sound to the York, Philadelphia, Wilmington and between his company and Warner
Baltimore, with perhaps an extension Bros. have been held and that none
ccond Circuit unanimously de services of mass communica- to Syracuse, Rochester and Buffalo. is in the offing.
'to sustain the position of Print - many
tion,
adds
a
new
dimension
to
radio.
"2. A Mid -West network that will
Wendell L. Willkie, chairman of
Qt, it was learned yesterday. Dr.
develop with Chicago as its hub, 20th Century -Fox, stated that there is
Summarizes Web Activities
the psychiatrist, who became a
spreading
out
to
Milwaukee,
Minnea"The
basis
of
NBC
television
activino
foundation for the report that the
of daytime programs, sued the
polis, St. Paul, Des Moines, St. Louis, film organization and General Elecration after it had printed an ties may be summarized as follows:
"NBC will cooperate with the Gov- Indianapolis, Detroit and Cleveland. tric have engaged in negotiations
a about him which was written
"3. A Pacific Coast network be- with an eye to a television affiliation.
ax Wylie of N. W. Ayer & Son, ernment and with other members of
the industry in line with its research, tween the great talent center of Holn a Feb. issue of 1943.
experimentation and practical operat- lywood connecting with San FranYankee Net Shows To Chi.
ing experience in television, in the cisco and gradually extending to B. S. Pearsall Co., makers of Elgin
Hicks In London
effort to secure the best possible other important points.
Brand Margarine, have signed for 52
trge Hicks, manager of the Blue standards of operation for a commer"These regional networks will
of the Yankee Network news
ark's London news office, who cial television broadcasting system in gradually stretch out over wider weeks
Schwimmer & Scott, Chi)een with the Fifth Army in the United States.
areas, and will themselves become programs.
arrived in London late yester- "In developing a basis for an even- linked together. Thus, city after city, cago, was the agency.
tfternoon. Arthur Feldman, as - tual television network, NBC will co- across the continent will be brought which is to be used will be governed
t manager of the Blue Network's operate in every way with the owners into network operation, until finally by the relative efficiency of the sern news office, arrived yesterday and operators of the stations affiliated complete nationwide networks will vice they render and their comparagiers, en route to India. Hicks with its network, many of whom become a reality.
tive costs. It is likely that both
the only American radio news have from the very beginning demon"NBC has experimented with both methods will be used in providing the
pondent to land with the Allies strated their willingness and capacity the coaxial cable and the radio relay, facilities necessary to serve the
sica.
to include in their service the latest and the ultimate determination of nation."
e Club, during which entertain - tion picture screen, Trammell stated. technical

In just a moment ...the World might pass you by
FROM sunrise to Vespers and on
through the night great sounds

As each second passes around the
clock this sound becomes clearer-

are filling the air.

clearer.

Grave and portentous sounds-ex-

And as the hours march in parade
there is music and fun-gaiety and
laughter-great ringing speech and

citing and joyous sounds.

The sound of news from distant
lands that even Axis propaganda
cannot distort for long.

From dawn to dusk and around the
clock.

The sound of marching feet and the

roar of battle and the whir of pro-

peller to remind us that there is
greater strength in free -thinking in-

dividuals than in slave -whipped
hordes.

-to act upon.

the whisper of lullaby.

This is your world.
Know it.

Listen to your radio.

There is stirring drama for the asking, the throbbing evidence of man's

In just a moment, the world might

will for progress-and the hush of

pass you by!

prayer.

It is the sober intent and solemn

The minds of our allies to listen tothe thoughts of alien lands to hear

pledge of the Blue and its affiliated
stations that every program emanating from our studios, sent across the

and understand-and by understanding accept or reject as they
may accept or reject the principles
we hold with.

THIS IS THE

AMERICAN

There is much to hear-and having
heard-to heed-and having heeded

e__W

BROADCAST !

world by our transmitting towers,
shall be worthy of the greatness of
man's newly -found power - Radio.

NETWORK
N

SYSTEM.

I

N

C.

HERE is Advertisement No. 2 in The Blue Network Year-

round National Campaign. Like the first, this ad will
run nationally -in newspapers and magazines. It will also
go out on the air over BLUE stations to millions of homes.

In this advertisement we carry our theme one step furtherby telling the story of radio in terms of the world's dramaby relating the whole movement of history to radio-and
by relating the listener to history through radio.
It is our belief that by assigning to our audiences a
specific place in the whole "world of radio," we will be

building more listening to radio-to The Blue Network and
to all of our programs.
From the advertiser's viewpoint the purpose of these advertisements may be summed up: more listening, better ratings,
more sales, more value for every dollar invested in The BLUE.

As we have suggested before-

HE giále IS GETTING TO BE A BETTER BUY EVERY DAY
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LOS ARGUES

LcHIAG0

By RALPH WILY

By PEGGY BYRNE

GINNY SIMMS, the NBC star, in
recent months has been increasingly in demand as a concert artist,
despite her status as a vocalist in the

popular field. She will sing the famed
Jewish lament, "Eli, Eli" as the highlight of a concert she is giving at the
Wilshire Ebell Club in Los Angeles

March 1st for the benefit of Jewish
war victims.

Lou Fulton, writer -director of the

new Horace Heidt Monday night show

on the Blue, is that rare thing in

Hollywood an actor who turned from
acting to writing. It's usually the
other way around in the film capital.
Once the lure of camera lights blinds

a young man, he is not expected to
take to swapping gags and dialogue
on radio scripts. For several years he
appeared in the role of "Oscar" and

"Elmer" on Al Pearce's "National
Barn Dance." His characterization of
a boy from the West was so good
that Republic Pictures offered him a
seven year contract. "I made what

LLOYD HOCKIN, former Blt

tral division engineer, and
full lieutenant and naval bomb

Radio Is My Brat..
Meandering, as is our wont, in and about Kilocycle Row, we
ran across several opinions aired by various radiolites re: the "Blind Date"
program, heard last Monday via the Blue Net, which because this happens to be "Leap Year," changed the format
the consensus is that
the reversal, which had the girls trying to "date" the servicemen, instead
of the other way round, resulted in a faster -moving and more interesting
bit of romantic chit-chat, with the servicemen giving a better performance
since the girls, not only know the answers, but certainly know the questions
Seeking a girl to sing in the Copacabana Lounge, Monte
Proser, after auditioning about a hundred girls, finally selected a vocalovely
from St. Louis. named Roberta Hollywood
and thereby hangs this
tale
Hollywood happens to be the real name of the songstress (we
might add that this is also the real name of filmdom's Lyle Talbot and
Robert Preston and too, that they are not related)
but on with the
story
according to Bob (Believe It Or Not) Ripley, a number of years

ago, a man at a race track in England, won a considerable amount of
"lettuce leaves" on a race -horse named "Hollywood" and returning to

seems today like a thousand westerns
for Republic!"says Lou. More recently

America, settled in California, purchased a great deal of real estate there
and named the extension holdings there, Hollywood, after the race horse.
whose fleetness made all this possible
(are you still reading?)

mained for 30 weeks.

now to complete the circle, we find that the horse was named after a

he has been head writer on the Jack
Carson comedy show, . where he re-

Our selection of the week of the

most photogenic non-professionalMarjorie Moline in charge of studio
assignments at NBC.

It's never been told....that Eddie
Paul, musical director on the Joan
Davis show with Jack Haley, won
the coveted Academy Award in 1939
for his musical score on the picture,
"Stagecoach,"; that Dave Street, feat-

ured vocalist on the show, has just
composed a new tune, "Who Cares
the Most"; and that Sharon Douglas,
who plays "Penny Cartwright" on the
show, spends her spare time between

broadcasts making scrap books for
friends in the armed forces here and
overseas.

Political Groups Use Radio
Extensively In Primary

well -to do family in England, named Hollywood, who are the ancestors
of Roberta
P S. Did we mention the fact that her name is Hollywood?

* *

*

Don't be surprised if the Theater Guild, Inc. sponsors a
radio program or at least becomes much more interested in "what
the airwaves are saying and who does the saying"
We heard
Lois January's swell vocalizing job on the CBSaturday nite "Pet
Milk" program, pinch-hitting for ailing Jessica Dragonette
belongs on a commercial of her own
Michael Chimes, the
wizard of the harmonica, has been classified 4F by the draft board
Joan Davis' Sealtest, NBCream show, will emanate from the
East for four programs, starting March 17
Which recalls to
mind that Morton Downey will be honored by Coca-Cola execs.,
on St. Paddy's Day, with a testimonial banquet
and quoting
a few lines from a song we once wrote, we add, "we'll be greetin'
that day with a tra-la-la-la-with a hey nonny nonny and Erin Go
Bragh"
Fred Waring has signed a one-year exclusive pact
with Decca
Elmo Russ, Composer -Organist, who will give a re-

launch its campaign in the state via
radio, using 19 stations in Wisconsin
for a political talk by Governor Ed

cital of his own compositions March 9 at Carnegie Hall Chambers,
will be interviewed by Katherine Cravens next Wednesday over
WNEW
Quentin (Report To The Nation) Reynolds' new tome,
"The Curtain Rises," published by Random House, will be released
Monday
Nick D'Amito's musicrew, heard twice weekly from

the club, headed by A. E. Smith of

the Essex House, via MBS, has been renewed for another four
Disagreement over salary is the reason for Denny
weeks

(Continued from Page 1)

the first political organization

to

Thye of Minnesota, yesterday.
In addition to the 15 -minute period,

Madison, Wisconsin, purchased three
commercial announcements heralding the talk by Governor Thye.

Traffic for the statewide hook-up
was handled by the Wisconsin net-

work which includes WRJN, WCLO,

WHBY, KFIZ, WHBL, WIBU, WSAU

and WFHR. In addition to regular
affiliates of the Wisconsin network
the political organization used stations WEMP, WIBA, WKBH, WEAU,
WOMT, WJMS, WATW, WTAQ,
WIGM, WDSM and WOSH. Ralph

Tinunons, Inc., Madison, Wisconsin,
agency handled the negotiation with
Wisconsin network offices at Wisconsin Rapids.

Beckner's swell band bowing out of the Park Central Hotel, middle
of this month.

*

*

*

Marjorie Fisher's whimsical fantasy, "Fortunatus' Cap." featured every Wednesday over the Blue Network, will be known as "Piano
We listened to Phil Brito's vocalisPlayhouse" starting next week
thenics for the Musicraft Record Co
his "Besame Mucho" rendition,
with accompaniment by Paul Lavelle s orchestra, definitely stamps him
"big time"
We like Carl Brissoá s description of Quiz Kid Joel
Kupperman: "The PUPIL in the Public's eye"
Ken Roberts, CBStaff announcer for the past 13 years. will loin the Navy any day now.

* *

*

- Rsaembrx Pearl Harbor -

has just returned from 10 mot
the South Pacific area.
Quaker Oats, sponsors of
and the Pirates" on the Blue, i

ducting a $5,000 jingle contest
10 Blue affiliates which do tb

promotion jobs on the contel
receive certificates of merit
the cereal company.

E. J. (Mike) Huber, Bl
division sales manager, off,
York for a week's business
Archie Sweet, Blue studi
who claims the title of "natio
man band champion," will d
claim against challenger Par
Pete of Grand Island, NebraB
Don

McNeill's

"Breakfast

March 9. The mayor of Grant
will be on hand for the occasioth
Wayne Dickinson, WGN
technician for the past two year

been assigned the role of "Jit
the high school comedian on p
Sunday "Citizens
starting March 5.
Bill Thompson,

of

Tomor

erstwhile

Wimple on the Fibber McGee

has finished boot training at

Lakes Naval Training Station as 1

man of his company. He has

recommended for a petty officer
ing of musician, third class.
Effective March 5, the A. B. Wi

Co., via George H. Hartman Ag
will sponsor the WGN 10:30
p.m. Sunday newscast.

R. M. Hutchins Defines
Role of Commis2
(Continued from Page 1)

and report on all other me
communication. The title 'Core
sion on the Freedom of the P
was chosen because it is brief

not because it is accurate. The
mission will consider all aspect
radio communications including
role of government, the people;
independent stations, and the ad
tisers. It will state its opinions
the effectiveness with which the

is serving the purposes of a f
ciety and will make recommen
for improvement if it finds t
room for it."

The commission is being fi
by Time, Inc., on a two year
ment to make a thorough su

the radio and press. It will
membership of 14 with a four
ber foreign advisory commit
eluding college professors,
and lawyers.

WTBO
Full Time

NBC Affiliated

Cumberland, Md.
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:rm Lea Committee
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Washington Front

ANNIE PINNEO, college teacher in

By ANDREW H. OLDER
(Continued from Page 1)

president's order on deferus of the Commission's budget THE
ments, coupled with the OWI inriation already slashed by the
s,ºnd now before a Senate Ap- vitation to older engineers, isn't making broadcasters feel any better. Keep
/tions Subcommittee.
(CC head pointed out that the a close watch on discharged service-

GUEST-IIOG

Washington.... Leif Eid has been doing a bangup job as commentator
here. It was to be expected after his
years of handling radio news....
Johnny Southmayd has left the FCC
legal department to join the Wayland
and Fisher law firm here.
They're saying here that. the worst
of the storm is over for Elmer Davis.

/tee has in its possession all men.... of course, local boards have
r>sion records pertaining to the been getting pretty rough on radio
- deal. Declaring it is important lately, anyhow, so the effect of these
cue be no question as to Com- new developments may not be apThat OWI will find the going a lot
willingness to testify about parent at once.
easier from here on in. We can't help
fitter, he suggested early quest of Commission members and The National Press Club runs a remembering, though, that this is an
y the committee. "I should Saturday afternoon canteen for ser- election year ....Bob Sherwood is exE; unfortunate," he said, " if the vice men. About a month ago, dur- pected to resign as soon as he returns
! charges so loosely flung about ing the week-end of the President's from London....We were tickled to
!ng this private transaction Birthday celebration, the entertain- hear from Palmer Hoyt last month.
,emitted to cast any reflection ment featured a show put on by He's back in harness out in Portland.
1 integrity of this Commission soldiers from Fort Belvoir. Guiding
b

Greece who was the last woman to

leave that country, on the Martha

Deane program, Friday (WOR-Mutual, 2 p.m.).

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON, on
Groucho Marx's "Blue Ribbon Town,"
Saturday (WABC-CBS, 8 p.m.).
HELEN HAYES, in a Red Cross appeal on the Ellery Queen show, Saturday (WEAF-NBC, 7:30 p.m.).

GEORGE COULOURIS, featured in

the stage and film versions of "The

Watch on the Rhine," on "Stars Over
Hollywood," Saturday (WABC-CBS,
12:30 p.m.).

jegal propriety of its decisions." spirits in the preparation of this matefdlunteers Re -Examination
Inizing that the resignation

rial were a lad whom we don't know
and Irving Morrow, who's done a raft

;ele for the committee's four of radio and stage acting in New
1, staff members had depleted York (and whose wife, Anna Karen,
noel, Fly wrote that "in view is heard more and more often now
ompetence of the committee's on the nets) ....Just to prove what

s and of the documents and a tough life a soldier leads, listen
on in their possession, and in to this one. Irv's show was about to

the further fact that the Corn - get under way when a well-intenstaff will carefully organize tioned but thoughtless major arose

Padia execoli-tied 0.4
Cfd iv. 4. /3. -1lilb c o

to be presented, I think it and announced, "Men, any moment

k%in4eu

t the committee can proceed now-through that door in the rearorough-going hearing." He will enter Jinx Falkenburg, Lucille
at if there should be any Ball, Maria Montez, Joan Fontaine,
at such a hearing were not John Garfield, Brian Aherne, Walter
ly comprehensive, Commis- Pidgeon...." and one or two of the

ibers and staff would stand other Hollywood stars here for the
appear for re-examination at birthday week-end.... To the credit
até.
of the Engineers (from Fort Belvoir)
ajority of the committee, at there were very few heads turned
or hearing the Commission toward the rear by the time they
airman Clarence Lea of the finished their show. Fortunately, the
ommittee investigating the stars didn't enter during the show.

LUNCHEON
Hotel Roosevelt
Grand Ballroom
Mezzanine Floor
Today

ti RADIO DAILY yesterday. Lea

/had not had a chance to con -

And Phil Cohen, just back from

be suggestion by FCC head Hollywood, tells us Ransome Shertthe Commission be permitted
had the best gag out there-with
y or "answer" questions re - man
exception which we'll tell you
its part in the WMCA affair. one
tter will be brought before directly. Sherman's son, who speaks
t/mittee, he said, possibly to- Spanish rather well, was in a Holly-

e meantime Lea said he is
select a counsel, and that he
finitely has no intention of
g

the committee chair.

Bahama" On Saturday

wood hospital. Freqently nurses came
to him for aid in linguistics when they

had to deal with Mexican patients.
One day one of the sisters of mercy
asked him the Spanish for "Please
turn over"....She vanished, to return a few moments later wringing

12:30 P. M. Sharp

i's "La Boheme" will be aired her hands and asking the Spanish for

"Met" on Saturday after - "I'm sorry you fell out of bed"....
The other laugh was provided by
r the Blue Network.
Bernie Schoenfeld, who used to head
the OEM radio bureau before it was
absorbed by OWI and put under the
wing of Bill Lewis. Bernie's been
there about a year, doing A-1 scripts
for-we believe,-Universal. That he
hasn't lost his excellent sense of

humor is attested to by the words
with which he greeted Phil, whom
he hadn't seen since before he left
Washington. They were: "I've got a
wonderful

cream -colored

with a top that works."
*

KLZ Delivers
the
Denver Market

roadster,

*

Scoop Russell, back at his NBC desk

for several weeks now, was passing

out cigars late last month. His charming wife, the former Phebe Gale, presented him with nine pounds of
femininity on the birthday of George

Features : : :
MILTON CANIFF-Famous comic strip
artist and author of Terry and the Pirates.
J. NORMAN LODGE-This War's News.

MIRTH AND MADNESS TROUPE-M. C.
Jack Kirkwood and Sylvia Opert, Television
Girl.
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***COAST -TO -COAST**
-CALIFORNIA-

at -large in the Philadelphia Council of

- GEORGIA -

-KANSAS WAN FRANCISCO-The hundreds of the Boy Scouts of America.... WPEN's
WAYCROSS-Climaxing a Fourth
SALINA-New faces at E
taxi cabs Miss Barbara Degan Robert Bloomfield, continuity director, has War Loan effort that started in Jan- Halcyon
Meyer at the traffic
saw when she was vacationing in just gotten a new suit-all khaki.
uary with an initial sale of $15,200 Dean Ayres on the announcerla
New York recently away from her
station KFRC, amazed her....Food

and carried through 15 days of war- Greer has been stepped up as
- CANADA bond street shows, WAYX conducted director. He was on the armour:
PRINCE
ALBERT-The
celebration
Machinery Corp. of San Jose, de- is over and CKBI is now in its 11th a spectacular sale which brought in originally
....Farewell dinner i
signers and builders of the famed year of commercial broadcasting with $106,350 and pushed the county's total for Bob Atherton
and his wife,
Water Buffalo amphibian tanks for new vim, vigor and plans....Just re- purchases beyond the million dollar Bob leaves KSAL to assume
the Army, has signed to sponsor the turned to the fold from various busi- mark. Outlet's sales were mostly of duties as program director of
Navy Chapel Choir from Treasure ness trips are manager Lloyd Moffatt, the "E" bond variety, representing
- CONNECTICUT Island over KQW, for a half hour Gerry Tonkin, commercial head, and individual purchases of listeners.
HARTFORD-Pappy How
every Sunday morning. Gordon Wills chief engineer Tom Vanness who cov- DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA Connecticut Kernels are
will produce.... Believing music to ered 3,000 western miles taking field WASHINGTON-WOL has contracted His
heard over WTIC
be of definite curative value, KGO's strength readings....Due to get his again for the exclusive airing of the Wash. ing
Saturdays at 6:30 a.:
blind pianist Glenn Hurlburt is mak- "sea -legs" in March is Vaughn Bjerre, ington Senators baseball games which through
name, The Champit
ing personal appearances at bay area announcer....And Jerry Prest, pub- Arch MacDonald and Russ Hodges, sports former
England Hillbillies, not q>:
1

service hospitals for men wounded licity director, now has a directress; announcers, will again describe play-by- scribing the boogie -to -balladoverseas.
play. Contract calls for 136 games, 47 of music, Pappy changed the
she's Mrs. Jerry Prest.
which will be night games, to be heard well as the network. In the
- COLORADO - ARIZONA over WWDC by special arrangement on
DENVER-KLZ station manager Hugh
PHOENIX-Odds and ends from KOY: account of WOL's previous commitments. title corn and Kernels are
mous.
B. Terry recently addressed the University Porter Reporter is the title of a new
-NORTH CAROLINAof Denver Institute for Better Speech on quarter hour commentary covering state
FAYETTEVILLE - New program
"probable innovations in post-war radio" and local news plus the outstanding
....Charlie Roberts, station's farm editor, story of the week, sponsored by West's over WFNC with a fast -mounting Forecasts Great Futu
is publicity director for the Denver City Most Western Store for 52 weeks ....New audience is Jane Pohl's "Found on
For Tele Develoi
Gardening project for 1944.... Mrs. Peggy traffic manager is Elizabeth Taylor. for- My Desk"....Announcing staff has
two
new
members-Richard
Harding
Aftreth has joined KLZ as continuity edi- merly continuity editor, who has travelled
San Francisco-The magic
tor....Major Virgil Reames, former KLZ up from dramatic roles and the business Davis of the nitespots and Jimmy vision will reach into nearly i
salesman, was a recent visitor to the office....Lilah Lohnes Matson has left Bowling from Durham.... WFNC par- American homes after the
studio.... Al Menke and his band are WMBD continuity (Peoria) for KOY con- ticipated in the coast to coast Mutual ordinary radio does today, ac
now playing in Denver at the Rainbow tinuity....Current attraction at the Hotel show, "Victory Gardeners Report to to Ralph R. Beal, former
the Nation," in that portion which
Ballroom and are remoting over KLZ.
Westward Ho. The Four Senators, now emanated from Fort Bragg. WIN- director and now assistant to ti
president of RCA laboratories
a regular feature of KOY.
- INDIANA STON-SALEM-WSJS sales depart- address
the San Francis
- ILLINOISment lost a member recently when gineeringbefore
VINCENNES - The Pepsi -Cola
Council.
Bottling Company has contracted
PEORIA--When the $90,000 early Schallert F. Foltz reported for Army Radio relay
towers,
supple.
through Newell -Emmett Co., Inc., to morning fire destroyed the Kennedy service.
by
specially
designed
wire c
place 454 transcribed jingles on Laundry, recently, Chief Announcer
- FLORIDA will serve as "a sort of optic
1!

WAOV. The series commences March Ed Cooper of WMBD became a very

MIAMI-Award of merit has been prethe entire nation," Beal sail
cynical man. He can still be heard sented to WIOD and personnel by the of
that it will be no trick at
muttering, "My God I lost my shirt- National Conference of Christians and ing
easterners to glimpse the scent
in fact 12 of them!"....Mutual's com- Jews for its program titled "The Miami ties
California in the tw:
medable "Abe Lincoln's Story" has Round Table of the Air." a Saturday night of anofeye.
Soup Mix"....A 15 -minute show met with such popular appeal, that feature on which present-day problems
Such post-war development:
called "Hollywood Bandwagon," feat- WHBF of Rock Island will do the are discussed by representatives of all added, will be accompanied by
walks
of
life.
uring waxed tunes from recent mo- transcription of the program so that
Jim LeGate, manager of
camera so sensitive it wi
vies, is the additional program spon- 18,000 students assembled in auditor- WIOD, received the award at a Washing- vision
up
a
bumble
bee in flight. Bil
ton
Day
dinner.
sored by Mack's Men's Shop....The iums of 120 schools in four counties of
happenings
of
the day will In
Vincennes Savings and Loan Associa- Illinois and Iowa may hear it.
-NEW YORKcast over the Great Divide,
tion has contracted for daily spot an- MINNESOTA NEW YORK-John Roy Carlson, owners of home television sets I
nouncements.

21, for 32 weeks....Standard Brands,
Inc., through Kenyon and Eckhardt,
Inc., has placed 195 transcribed spots
with this station in behalf of "Stox

MOORHEAD-Mr. M. M. Marget, resident manager of KVOX for many years,
PHILADELPHIA-WDAS, having been has been elected to the vice-presidency
successful in receiving the proper pri- of the company, it was announced by
orities, is installing completely new RCA John W. Boler, president of the KVOK
control room equipment.... Joe Fraselto, Broadcasting Company. Inc. Mr. Marget's
with the outlet goes back to
WIP orchestra conductor, added another connection
the time that Robert Herbst obtained
measure to his "Happy Birthday" song: license
to build. Marget supervised conBob Hor, staff announcer, had one on the struction
20th of this month.... John E. Surrick. that time. and has been manager since
WFIL sales mgr., has just become a Boy
- CONNECTICUT Scout-he was elected to membership. HARTFORD
- Regional winner

- PENNSYLVANIA -

chosen by WTIC in the Hour of

Charm's search for the "Undiscovered
Voice of America" is. Aldea Brennan
of Hartford. WTIC has recorded Miss
Brennan's voice for further audition-

ing by members of the orchestra in
Cleveland .... STAMFORD - WSSR

has added to its world news coverage,

reports from correspondents in such

spots as Algiers, Australia and London
via the Blue and shortwave. Program
March 2
Jessie Fordyce
Walter Scott

author of "Under Cover," and Chan- stand seats.
ning Pollock, eminent author -lecturer,

Home television sets will ha

appeared in the "Wake Up, Amer- screens and be within rang

ica"

quiz -debate on "Is American average pocketbook, he said.

Democracy Threatened From Within" over WMCA, Feb. 27.... WABF's
new program is called "Coast to
Coast" and conducted by Malcolm
Child, widely known motion picture
and drama critic. Program discloses
oddities of the celebs in Hollywood
and Broadway .... SCHENECTADYOn the eve of the 22nd birthday of
WGY, Kolin Hager, station manager,
received a certificate of appreciation
from the Schenectady Blood Plasma
Center in acknowledgment of the station's numerous broadcasts on behalf
of the center....OGDENSBURGBob Bingham is the new production
and program director of WSLB. He
was formerly with the Overseas'
Branch of OWI....BROOKLYNWaldo Mayo, musical director of
WLIB and former musical director of
the Major Bowes Family Hour, was
stricken with a heart attack recently.

is aired Mondays through Saturdays
between 8:30 and 8:50 and also includes local last minute news as well
as reports from Washington.
He's mending nicely now.

"The heart of electronics,"
plained, is the radio-electr
whose uses have been multip

side the field of sending and
ing messages.

He cited the electron mi

capable of magnifications up t

diameters, as having a wart
A tuberculosis germ under it
the size of an elephant's foot,

corpuscle becomes as large
foot sofa pillow.

Radiothermics, or radio

finding many wartime appl
Beal asserted. He pictured
bilities as ranging from co
.`

heating homes to making pla
said it had been invaluable i
ing production of laminated

propellors and other aircr

drying textiles and temperin

Beal also forecast a nationw

work of frequency modula
tions in the post-war era.
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Draft Problem Discussed
hIC Tele Statement

snag recently. A survey revealed
that the radio public is fickle and

Second District NA B Meeting Reviews
Manpower Shortage In Radio Field;
Discuss Need For Replacement

to stick states, cities, etcs.

Four Top Radio Names

radio stations highlighted the dis-

Pass Draft Med. Exams

the Second District NAB Conference
which began its two-day session yes-

Sic Transit Gloria
Post-war planning

after

jrhington Bureau, RAPID DAILY

iscussed in radio circles. James
ce Fly, chairman of the FCC,

Itit

of the city and as a con -

(C011 lillVed on Page 3)

oes Want Commercials
i h Army Radio Programs
ination of the commercial anements on popular American
programs rebroadcast for our
d forces over the Army's radio
rk in North Africa and Italy is
ing to the G. I. Joes, Major

Pullman

Company publicists to name cars

Interests Capital
ington-Statement by Niles
ell, president of NBC, regard le future of television, was re with great interest here yes i. Speculation concerning the
fed Washington tele station and
on that may be taken by FCC
sequel to the announcement

of

famous

radio stars hit

a

stars today are not always the
stars of tomorrow. Company plans

Increasing manpower problem of

cussions of the opening sessions of

WJJD, Inc., licensee of broadcasting

terday at the Roosevelt Hotel, New
York. This discussion was led by,
Hollywood-Four top flight names C. E. Arney, Jr., secretary and treasof radio received pre -induction ap- urer of NAB, and temporarily its
proval of Army doctors at the Los managing director.
Angeles Selective Service Center yes- "There has been a disposition in
terday. The four are: "Red" Skelton, some areas to disregard the designaAlan Ladd, Tommy Riggs ("Betty tion of domestic broadcasting as an
Lou") and Norris Goff ("Abner") of 'essential industry' and certain occuthe "Lum and Abner" team
e-onanvr nn Pr 7r 6)

Atlass, H. Leslie Atlass and Philip
K. Wrigley. Contract of purchase is
subject to the approval of the FCC

CBC Casualty Case Will
Be Tried in Canada Courts

Marshall Field Buys
WJJD, Chicago Outlet
Chicago-Marshall Field concluded
negotiations Wednesday to purchase

the

outstanding

stock

of

Skelton was classified IA after
station WJJD with studios at 230 North hisRed
wife, Mrs. Edna Skelton, divorced
Michigan Ave. The principal stock(Continued on Page 5)
holders of WJJD, Inc. are Ralph

and an application for such approval

KGEZ Lease Okayed;

Other FCC Activities

Baruch, former CBS announcer if obtained, absolute control of the
Montreal-In spite of objections of
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
on furlough, declared yester- affairs of the station will remain with the Canadian Broadcasting CorporaWashington-FCC has announced
the
sellers.
e complaints from the service tion, an action in which Mrs. Edward consent
to the lease of KGEZ, KalisMr. Field stated that it will be his Baudry is suing the corporation as
according to Major Baruch, are:
Montana, for a 20 -year period
are Americans. We are used to
(Continued on Page 2)
the result of the death of her hus- pell,
Firbroadcasting. Please give
band, will proceed in the local at $5,000 per year. Assignor is Donald
Treloar, who has leased the property
American commercials."
(Continued on Page 2)
Powerful Shortwave Station
'

ript Writer Honored

By Writers' War Board

Being Built In Canada Hope, Crosby And Thomas
Milwaukee Poll Winners
Montreal-A radio transmitter that

will broadcast from Canada by short('he Candle and the Gun," a radio wave all around the world is hoped
ma by Mari Yanofsky heard over to be in operation by the end of the
i, was given the February award year, authorities of CBC said here
"The Script of the Month" by yesterday.
Writer's War board. Miss Yanof- Dr. Augustin Frigon, acting man -

was formerly a script writer at

P, Harrisburg, Pa. Marx Loeb
(Continued on Page 2)

"Mayor" Returning
Noxzema Chemical Co., will present "Mayor of the Town." starring

:tonal Barrymore, when the show
turns to CBS Saturday, March
Il, according to an announcement
by the sponsor. Program was for-

nerly heard on the same net unler the banner of Lever Brothers'
linso, whose sponsorship ended
ast December after a 65 -weeks

*des.

(Continued on Page 5)

Milwaukee-Twin honors were won
by Bob Hope, Bing Crosby and John

One of four talks to be given in

March before educational and civic
groups by NBC representatives will
include John T. Williams, manager
of the Television Department when
he appears before the Union Congregational Church, Upper Montclair, N.
(Continued on Page 2)

payment of $15,000 for the first three
(Continued on Page 3)

Blue Consolidates Groups
In New Information Division

Charles Thomas in the fourteenth
annual radio popularity poll con- Consolidation of the Blue's producted here by Richard K. Bellamy, gram research division and the information department into the new
(Continued on Page 4)
program

Post -War Boom In FM Field
Forecast By Zenith Executive
NBC Speakers Scheduled
For Series Of Radio Talks

for A. W. Talbot, with immediate

FM has made obsolete a high percentage of AM receiving sets in use,
James J. Nance, vice-president and
director of sales for the Zenith Radio
Corp., told a press luncheon yesterday at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New York. The occasion marked the
announcement of the formation of a
distributing subsidiary, Zenith Radionics Corp. of New York. H. J.
Wines, formerly with the Frigidaire
(Continued on Page 5)

information division

has

been announced by the net. Main
(Continued on Page 2)

"Snow White" Victor
Cincinnati-A typical American

girl. II -year -old Arloa Rae Fetter

of Marion, Ohio, is the winner over

nearly 3,000 other contestants in
a "Snow White" cartoon contest
staged in connection with the current showing of Walt Disney's
"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs" sponsored by station

WLW, RHO Pictures, Inc., and Walt
Disney Productions. Inc.

Ise More You Give -The More; Will Live -Red Cross War Fund
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Coming and Going

Fri., Mar. 3, 1994

JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

:

Price 10 Cts.

MILLER McCLINTOCK, president of Mutual,
JOHN SALT, deputy director for the BBC
is expected back today or Monday from a va- in North America; ROY
LOCKWOOD, proFRANK BURKE
Editor cation
trip of one month in Mexico.
duction
manager, and STANLEY L. STEVENS,
MARVIN KIRSCH : : Business Manager
publicity manager, left yesterday for Wash"PETE" JAEGER, network sales manager for ington, D. C., where they will attend a cockthe Bluer
yesterday on a business trip tail party
a playback of the Marines story,
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays to Wheeling,left
West Va. He'll be back Monday. "They Calland
'Em Leathernecks."
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Allocate,
HAROLD C. BURKE, station manager of
IRVING R. ROSENHAUS, vice-president and
President and Publisher; Donald M. Mercer - WBAL,
is
here for conferences general manager of WAAT, Newark, and FRANK
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin with the Baltimore,
New York representatives of the V. BREMER, chief engineer of the station, off
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Manon a short business trip to Schenectady and
aging Editor; Chester B. Balm, Vice - station.
Canada.
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
JACK BENNY, MARY
LIVINGSTONE and
Terms (Post free) United States outside of other
members of the comedian's program comEARL M. KEY, manager of WKEY, Blue NetGreater New Yorke, one year, $10; foreign, pany will
travel to Fresno on Sunday for the work affiliate in Covington, Va., is spending
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. broadcasting
of their NBC show from nearby a few days in New York.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY, Lemoore Army Air
Field.
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
LYNN L. MEYER, commercial manager of
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),
HAROLD R. KRELSTEIN, general manager of KLO, Ogden, Utah, in town for talks with the
111.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone WMPS,
Memphis, who had been conferring local station representatives.
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28). Calif,-Ralph this week at the headquarters of the Blue
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite Network, left yesterday for Chicago.
MAX ERNEST HECHT, publicist, off to Pitts6607.
burgh to confer on special promotion for Dale
Entered as second class matter, April 5,
GERALD
H.
WING,
station
manager
of
KROC,
Belmont,
singer heard over WMCA.
1937, at the postof6ce at New York. N. Y.,
Rochester, Minn., left yesterday for the home

under the act of March 3, 1879.

i

offices following a few days in New York.

BRUFF W. OLIN, JR., manager of WKIP,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., a caller 'yesterday at
CHARLES GODWIN, acting director of sta- the headquarters of his New York station
tion relations for the Mutual Network, has representatives.
returned from Memphis, where he attended
the district meetings of the NAB.
KEN B. JOHNSTON, president of WCOL, Blue
Network outlet in Columbus, has arrived from
EDWIN E. KOHN, manager of WFPG, At- Ohio on a short business trip. Visited yesterday
lantic City, spent yesterday in New York.
at Rockefeller Center.

(Thursday, March 2)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net

Am. Tel. 6 Tel
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CBS A
CBS B

Crosley Corp.

Farnsworth T. 6 R
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd
Stewart-Warner
Westinghouse

Zenith Radio

High Low Close
1583/4 1585-/@ 1583/4
273/4 273/4 273/4
273/4
18
123/4
351/4
273%
91/2
727/e
121/4
941/2
345/4

271%

18

123/4

35
271/2
91/4
727/4
123/4
941/4
345/4

Chg.

+

18

1%

123/4 -.. 4

351/e +

1/4

3/4

1/4

941/2
345/4

291/2
41/4

291/2 +

41/e -

1/4
1/8

The action is for $8,375 and was

Speakers to sound off on future
dates are: Enid Beaupre, of NBC's
Advertising and Promotion Depart-

"War Work for Women" before the
N. Y. State Federation of Women's
Clubs Junior Department, on March

Script Writer Honored
By Writers' War Board

of an wartime American town over
Mutual on Sunday at 5 p.m., EWT.

201/2

Exchequer court.

(March 3, 1924)

For the first time in the history

of radio a West Coast radio station
and an eastern outlet exchanged
broadcasts on the air in a two-hour
midnight feature. ...Vaughn De
Leath, beloved by radio audiences

as the "Radio Girl," and William

Haensler, song writer, acting as her
accompanist, gave a much praised
performance recently over a local
outlet. Haensler is Miss De Leath's
collaborator.

Chief

Engineer

for

1,000 -Watt

(RCA

transmitter) Radio Station in Texas. Give

experience and educational background
and references in application. Write
Radio Daily, Box 806, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. T.

wil

operated separately and apart
the Chicago "Sun." "WJJD will
tinue to render the best possible

service to the people of this

)

I

munity" he said. The station ope
on a frequency of 1,160 kc. and 2
watts.

Blue Consolidates Grou
In New Information Divis
(Continued from Page 1)

functions of this division, which

report to research manager Ed;

F. Evans, are to record and dissel
ate information on all Blue come

cial and sustaining shows, inclu
the answering of questions from
listening public.

Halifax 'Hams' To Mee

Halifax, N. S.-First national mt
ing of amateur radio station opera
to be held in Canada since earl'
the war has opened here with Li

Gets Universal Post

25.

Bellamy On "Green Valley"

Ralph Bellamy, stage and film star,
will appear in the second dramatization of "Green Valley, U.S.A.," tales

Good

Sports Sho
In the making now. Fea-

(Continued from Page 1)

turing Sports Editor of

produced and directed "The Candle
and the Gun" and Bernard Herrmann
composed and conducted the special

a Baltimore paper. Once
a week 6:15 P. M. Check

music.

it now!
WTIC Show Sold

The WTAG
Mobile Unit

Hartford-"Quiz of Two Cities"
heard over WTIC, Hartford Fridays
7:30-8 p.m. was bought by the Lambert Pharmacal Co. for Listerine. The

new series has been contracted for
52 weeks. The show formerly spon-

WANTED

past, and that the station

Inglewood, Calif.-Universal
ment, will address the Parent -Teach- phone
Co. has appointed Donald 1
er's
Association
of
School
No.
15,
Corporation, was killed by Spanish
Diarmid as materials inspection s
Yonkers,
N.
Y.,
March
14;
William
C.
anti-aircraft while flying to the Casaervisor. He was formerly a preciE
blanca conference of Pr e m i e r Roux of the Spot Sales Department inspector -instructor with the Spe
will
speak
at
the
Kiwanis
Club
meetChurchill and President Roosevelt.
Co., New York, and an
at Mineola, N. Y., March 16; Gyroscope
spector at Erie,' Pa., plant of G. E.
In the present proceeding the CBS ing
Ernesta
Barlow,
actress,
will
discuss
claimed that it could not be sued in

Asked

Bid

is obtained, to continue the same

of operations as has existed it

(Continued from Page 1)

the Superior court here because it
is an agency of the crown, and all
....
32
.... actions against the crown must be
taken in the Exchequer court after
examination of the law on the point.
His lordship decided that the local
20 YEARS RGO lOORY court has jurisdiction and not the

OVER THE COUNTER

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

purpose if approval of this tra

Gordon Phelan RCN, former oper.
of Velkg presiding. The gather
concentrates on discussion of postSuperior court, according to a deci- J., March 8, the network's Speakers' plans.
Bureau announced yesterday.
sion today of Mr. Justice Surveyer.

- 1/4 taken by the widow after her hus914
band, a war correspondent in the em727% -{ploy of the Canadian Broadcasting
123% +
27

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE

.. 291/2
Hazeltin Corp.
Nat. Union Radio .. 41/4

CBC Casualty Case Will NBC Speakers Scheduled
Be Tried in Canada Courts For Series Of Radio Talks
(Continued from Page 1)

273/4 +

WJJD, Chicago Oui
(Continued from Page I)

Publisher

:

Marshall Field Buy

sored by Noxzema is now in its fourth

year. Teams on program made up of
contestants representing civic organizations of Hartford and Springfield.
Emcee's are Springflelds' Howard
Keefe's Hartford's George Bowe.
Agency is Lambert & Feasley, Inc.

FOR

BIG

EVENTS IN A

BIG MARKET

WTAG
WORCESTER

TOM TINSLE
President
Represented

b

HEADLEY-REEI

BALTIMORI

It

I

WHO'S WHO IN TELE
ALLEN B. DU MONT
PIONEER in the development of the commercialized cathode-ray tube,

which transforms electrical values into pictorial terms, Allen B. Du

Wont was recently honored for his sight -and -sound achievements by

election to the presidency of the newly formed Television Broadcasters Association, Inc.

Inventor. equipment manufacturer and telecaster, Du Mont began his

engineering career with the Westinghouse Lamp Co., where he made radio 'eceiving tube history with a patent for the automatic production, testing,
aging and sorting of tubes. Later, in an association with the reorganized DeForest, Radio
Company, he turned a dormant plant into a high-

f

t
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speed producer of transmitting tubes and equipment.

Allen Du Mont was born in Brooklyn, N. Y., in

1901.

In his youth he went to sea as a com-

mercial radio operator, later owned and operated
a "ham" station. Desire for engineering knowledge led him to matriculate at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, N. Y., where he graduated with an electrical engineering degree.

After a period with Westinghouse. he went
to DeForest as chief engineer. Promotion soon
followed as v. -p. in charge of engineering development and manufacturing. When the vetTcle Pioneer
eran DeForest outfit took over the Jenkins tele
I holdings. Du Mont was named to supervise the DeForest television activi-

In 1930 his accomplishments at DeForest were capped by the
ties.
n launching of the first regular look -and -listen programs in the United States
over W2XCD, Passaic. N. J., the company's tele station. At that time
60 -line mechanical scanning was in use; the present-day electronic
method consists of 525 lines.
t:

A year later in the basement and garage of his home in Montclair,
N. J., Allen Du Mont went on his own and, with the aid of two glass
blowers, began his experimentation with the cathode-ray tube. Today

r

1 `.Itf

the Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., operates a war plant in Passaic,
which in normal times would manufacture tele transmitters and sets.
Stemming from this activity are an eye -and -ear broadcast outlet in New
the
a
York, W2XWV, operating three nights a

I,

I:

e

W

c

13114VES

fir construction -permit stage at Washington, D. C.

Tele Statement Of NBC
Interests Capital Circles
Other Activities By FCC

tit

eLczse Of KGEZ Okayed;
.

(Continued from Page 1)

.

k and Paul V. McElwain to Mar- nouncement. It is believed that an
k E. Cornett and Lee W. Jacobs FCC announcement concerning tele-

,906.40.

"Swap" Approved

for FM stations have been reported
from the Valley Broadcasting Company, Steubenville, Ohio, WFBM, Inc.,

Iwapping of GKBX and KWTO, Indianapolis, the Capital Broadcast?ingfield, Mo., was also permitted, ing Company, Washington, D. C., the
ringfield Newspapers, Inc., were Liberty Broadcasting Company, Pitts-

'milted to purchase for $25,000 all
iss A stock (250 shares) in KGBX
in Lester E. Cox, Ralph D. Foster,
Arthur Johnson and L. M. Gruder.
ringfield Newspapers, Inc., already
ned all but three of the 250 shares

burgh, the Plaza Court Broadcasting
Company, Oklahoma City, the Drovers

,

3n a Tighting Mood

They can hasten the day of VICTORY by protecting their own

(Continued from Page 1)

rs of the lease. Transfer of KBKR, sequence could not be reached for a
ter, Oregon, from Glenne McCor- statement on the NBC television an-

.120,000 also was approved. At the vision will be forthcoming some time
le time, the Commission approved next week.
purchase of KSLM, Salem, Ore, by McElwain and McCormick S. Jewell, T. W. Duvall, Tams Bixby,
n H. B. Read, for $69,000. Approval Jr., and Jeanne Bixby transferred 500
i granted also for the transfer of shares of Class B stock in KWTO to
trol of the Lehigh Valley Broad- Cox, Foster, Johnson and Magruder
ting Company, licensee of WCBA for $100,000.
l WSAN, Allentown, Pa., from the Fort Industry Company, assignee of
entown Call Publishing Company, the construction permit and license to
Royal W. Weiler, Fred W. Weiler, WFTL, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., was
:alvin Shumberger, David A. Mil- granted permission to move its main
. Donald P. Miller, Samuel W. Mil - studio from Ft. Lauderdale to Miami.
and Miller Associates. Stock turn- The Commission also approved the
er included 495 shares (76.98 per change in call letters of WMTU,
.t) at $90.72 per share-a total of Tupelo, Miss., to WELO. Applications

.

health and the health of their working family ... by preparing well balanced, vitamin rich meals every day
. by saving FATS, salvaging tins
and buying more BONDS. They can

TA
CLEVELAND

remember or forget your brand name
... depending on whether or not you
keep them reminded of your product
by suggesting new war time uses for

it. On WTAM the COST is only
$.000073 per Housewife.

REPRESENTED BY
America's No. I Network

NBC SPOT SALES

Millions stay tuned to the

Journal Publishing Company, Chi-

cago, and the Broadcasting Corporation of America, Riverside, Calif. The
last named applicant has also applied
Class B stock. At the same time for permission to build a commercial
ringfield Newspapers, Inc., and H. television station,

National Broadcasting Company
It's a National Habit

iteof of

A
C

ogor

Amerlq

L
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LOS ADGELES

CHICAGO

By RALPH WILE
By PEGGY BYRNE

VRIENDS of Norman Nesbitt and

r Margaret Thomas will be sur-

prised to learn that on August 7th,

;hey slipped quietly out of town, and
were married in Ventura, California.
'Liss Thomas, who is a member of the

KHJ staff, was born in Shanghai,
china, and attended the University

>f Hawaii. Nesbitt, who for the past
six years was news reporter and narator for KHJ, will announce his new
affiliation shortly.

Claudia Drake, star of the W. R.

Frank's "The Private Life of Dr. Paul
Joseph Goebbels," was guest on the
'Breakfast at Sardi's" radio program

the Blue Network Saturday
Don Ameche once toured on a
vaudeville circuit with the "Hello,
over

(26th).

Sucker" girl, the late Texas Guinan.
The life and loves of Charlie Mc-

-arthy, Edgar Bergen's wise -cracking

.ittle protege, will soon be the subject of a full length film....possibly
in Technicolor.

Richard V. Bosworth, an honorably
lischarged air cadet recently on the

Horace

Heidt

jobs -for -servicemen

show, shocked Southern California
listeners by asking for work in Miami,
Florida!

Dinah Shore's arranger -accompanist, Ticker Freeman, who has been as-

;ociated with the songstress all durng her climb to fame, this week was
accepted by the U. S. Army.
"Music by Sweeten," popular num>ers played in symphonic style by
laude Sweeten and an augmented
orchestra of 21 men, and a special
>rogram of Easter organ music by

'aul Carson feature Standard Ralio's March release. The release also
ncludes transcriptions by Freddy
Jtartin, Billy Mills, the Charioteers,
be Reichman, the Gypsy String En-

amble and Al Sack's Rhythm Masters,
new combination.
Carlos Ramirez, M -G -M singing
tar who completed "Mr. Co -Ed" with

:avier Cugat, is appearing at Hollyrood's Clover Club for a limited enagement.

lope, Crosby And Thomas
Milwaukee Poll Winners
(Continued from Page 1)

adio editor of the Milwaukee "Joural." More than 3,000 listeners cast
allots.

Hope's NBC program was judged
to best in radio, in addition to wining him first place in the favorite
>median class,.which he shared with

ibber McGee, Abbott and Costello,
ed Skelton, Joan Davis, Edgar Ber-

m and Jack Benny, in that order.

rosby topped the voting as favorite
arson and most popular male singer,

hile Thomas took his pair of firsts
I the best concert program and the
ast concert singer.
A first-time winner this year was
'ances Langford, Hope's vocalist,
ho was voted the most popular girl
ager.

Reporter At Large.

KLEVE KIRBY, NBC Chicago t
nouncer, has resumed
schedule of programs after an atta
!

.

It took a World War to uncover the histrionic ability of a lad

about whom we've written before
twelve -year -old Alastaire Kyle,
whose British parents sent him to America to escape the London Blitz
Alastaire, currently playing the role of "Pickle" In the NBC strip,
"Portia Faces Life," and who starts rehearsals late this month in H. Clay

Blaney's Broadway Production, "The House in Paris," first caught the ear of
Radio Execs. when he was one of the British refugee children, who were
granted the opportunity, thru the facilities of Short Wave, of speaking to
their parents... It was Jackson Beck himself, who phoned us to say
"he didn't know that we knew or were going to print the RADIOKAY,
but that other loyal friends of Lawson s, including Don McLaughlin. Margaret Skelton and James Van Dyke also donated transfusions"
we're
happy to make this acknowledgement and add our personal thanks for
their gracious and generous acts... Frank Telford, director of "Valiant
Lady." goes to Young & Rubicam... Ruthrauff & Ryan may "packageproduce" a radio show, "You Can Write A Song," by and featuring tune smiths, Lew Brown and J. Fred Coots
sounds like a clickeroo.
When Emil Coleman's Orchestra opens a six -week engagement, starting March 14, at the St. Francis Hotel in San Francisco, they'll be heard six
times a week via the networks
it's about time.

*

*

*

One of the zippiest shows we've ever seen, was the

reward to those attending yesterday's Radio Exec -Second District
NAB luncheon at the Roosevelt Hotel... Maurice Rocco, cartoonist Milton Caniff and Jack Kirkland's NBComedy "Mirth and
Madness" troupe made this one of the year's best 'meals'....and
those hard-working NABoosters, C. E. Arney, Jr. and Willard Egolf,
were seen actually relaxed... When Maestro Al Goodman took
a much -needed vacation some time ago, his arranger Tom Jones,
took over his programs and did so well he was rewarded with a
program of his own to 'baton'....Dorothy Kirsten's Sunday program,
"Keepsakes," heard via the Blue... Graduates of WEEI's School
for Announcers are awarded a 'sheepskin,' on which is printed "The
Announcer's Creed". . . well worth writing for, framing and kept
in a conspicuous place... Evelyn Knight, "Million Dollar Band"
songstress, has been signed to an exclusive Deena contract... Joan
Edwards has been selected to appear as guest soloist in the forthcoming George Gershwin Memorial Concert, which will take place
at the Roxy Theater late next month and which will feature a 65 piece orchestra conducted by Paul Whiteman... Dale Belmont,
WMCA vocalovely, has been given a two-year picture pact by
20th Century -Fox.

* *

*

to Join the Navy... Bruce Kamman is taking a week's vacation late

this month to find a house for his family... Having completed his new
book, "Secret History of the War," which will shortly be published. by

Scrlbneí s, newspaperman -commentator Waverly Root returns to WAAT for
another series of Saturday programs. . . Bill Schingel, formerly associated with WISH, WIBC and WIRE in Indianapolis. has been appointed
Mid -West supervisor for the Hillman Publications.
Genial Bob Mc -

..

Raney, general manager of WCBI, from way down Mississippi way, Sub,
promises us an earful of "southern stories" when he arrives in Gotham
about the 20th
if they'll pass the censors, we might print one or two.
A loyal group of Tennessee listeners tried to convince Roy Acuff, singing star of the NBCorn-fed program, "Grand Ole Opry," that they'll nominate him as the Democratic Gubernatorial Candidate
but he begged

*

at 1

home in West Palm Beach, Fla,
March.

WAC Pvt. Irene Shields, form

central stenographic supervisor
NBC Chicago, now stationed at Mac%
Ga., is visiting Chicago friends wh1
on furlough.

NBC announcer Jack Gibney is
pictorial artist in his spare time at
has presented a canvas of a mosgt
as a wedding present to fellow at

nouncer, Hugh Downs, who was ma;
vied recently.
Maj. F. C. Shidel, NBC Chicago el

gineer on leave with the U. S. Arno/
is detailed to the headquarters' ofllf
of the Allied Command in Britain,'
Capt. Norman Ross, former Chi

eago freelance announcer, now
Randolph Field, San Antonio, T

1

attended the graduation ceremony
Williams Field, Chandler, Ariz., wh
his son, Donald, was commissioned'

second lieutenant in the AAF. R
had the privilege of pinning the wi
on his son's uniform.
WGN brings its "War Garde
series back to the air Sunday, Ma

5, from 10:30 to 10:45 a.m., CWT. B

Markland will again conduct the p

grams.

Margaret Kenny, formerly with thi
FBI, has joined WBBM as secretary
to Don Roberts, CBS western sales,
manager.... Gloria Ignatius, another
WBBM newcomer, is a secretary in
the local sales departmhnt.

-1

Henry J. Becker joins the WJJD

transmitter staff this month. He was

previously with WING, Dayton, Ohio.

Edna O'Dell, the "Hoosier Songbird," has returned to WGN after an
absence of several months to participate in a new musical show, which

made its debut February 26, from
10:00 to 10:15 p.m., CWT. Show is
sponsored by Charles E. Zimmerman

Co., through A. N. Baker Ad Agency.

"Hall Of Fame" Guests
Distaff -side guests will outnumber

Frank Miller, first cellist with the NBC Symphony Orchestra,
makes his last appearance Sunday (which happens to be his birthday),

*

of laryngitis. He will vacation

*

-Rwawwbor Pearl Harbor-

the visiting male talent five to one
on Philco's "Radio Hall of Fame"
next Sunday over the Blue. The three

Andrews Sisters, 'Gracie Fields and

Ilka Chase will hold forth against

lone comedian Danny Thomas. In addition to the regulars, narrator Deems
Taylor and Paul Whiteman's Orches-

tra and Chorus, will also be heard.

Special Red Cross Show
Katharine Cornell, noted

actress.

and Guy Lombardo's Royal Canadians

will be heard on a special WMCA
broadcast launching the 1944 Red
Cross Drive in New York City's

schools on Monday, March 6, 1:30-2
p.m., EWT. Another feature of the
program will be an original sketch
starring the cast of radio's famous

juvenile program,
Junior Detective."

"Chick

Carter,.

pylarch 3, 1944

iii Exec. Sees FM

)r Rapid Growth

5
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"Among Ourselves"

m f General Motors Corp., has
In its attractive blue and white WJR's house organ "Among Ourtp inted general manager and promotion piece the Yankee Network selves,"
which has been issued since
tells prospective buyers of the "Shell January 1941
ct of the new operation.
mostly in mimeographed
,u ism over the immediate Digest" news program why listeners form, has been revamped into a four ra 'uture of FM was expressed enjoy listening to the program. Here's page, nine by twelve printed news-

"I'm sorry to say," he why, says the brochure: radio audicontaining numerous pictures.
.e don't share that opinion ences obtain a crisp, compact presen- paper
The first issue under the new format
elision." Although he ex - tation of headline news, taken from has just come off the press. It will be
d tisfaction with the technical the wires of the Associated Press- published each month by the Detroit
( television, he said that the Nelson Churchill presents the sport
rotas in the broadcasting end news, with features on New England station's publicity departtpent.
t mically but economically. activities, and then nationwide cov- "Among Ourselves" contains news of
s Bing to pay for the pro - erage-then follows a friendly mes- personnel, programs and devotes an
?".e queried. The public had sage from your community Shell entire page to letters from servicee :customed to a high qual- dealer, interesting facts you'll want men. It features a column "Things
m ie fare, he indicated, which to hear-in this spot is presented a You Might Like To Know About
Radio" which calls attention of staff
t difficult to duplicate over story pertaining to the home town,
to stories and items of in,e -id -ear medium,
with stories prepared by feature writ- members
th had a different feeling ers in New England. This interesting terest running in RADIO DAILY and
other publications which serve the
I e broadcasting for theaters, program should find more parents
radio industry.
ted. Prizefights and other in its vicinity.
ents, where the stage was
an.

.1; et, were ideal for televised
FM Brochure
r iesentation, he signified. "We
Persons possessing frequency moduet isagreeing with those who lation receivers in the Evansville,
:e ,ion is around the corner," Indiana area are being sent very atn d up. "We hope they're tractive program announcements
( interest was the fact pre- which
issued bi-monthly by
y >inted out by the speaker WMLL.are
In
addition
the programs
e.h had operated a sight- listed in the colorfultobrochure,
this
iut station in Chicago for the FM station broadcasts a special pro-

Four Top Radio Names
Pass Draft Med. Exams
(Cautioned from Page 1)

him; Ladd had been discharged from

the army for physical reasons after
several months services; Goff is 37
years old, married, and father of two
children and Riggs recently received
a IA classification.

It was learned that their draft
boards will be notified of their acceptability for the armed forces and
pending any appeals will be subject

to induction:

Coast Newscast Renewed
Fisher Flouring Mills of Seattle has
renewed "James Abbe Observes" for
52 weeks over the Blue's 18 Pacific
Coast outlets, effective March 27.'The
five -a -week, ayem show plugs Zoom
through the Pacific National Advertising Agency of Portland.

Q

'

,'ears.
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Very truly yours, P010'33 .tq<

gram designed to boost war workers'

morale. Also interesting to note is
that this station provides a wellassistant to the eastern balanced diet for its listeners by airanager of NBC is the ing both classical and modern music
and local newscasts under the headson born Wednesday to ing
"Our Town."

tork News

e former Eleanor Sullion, at White Plains Hosby, which weighed seven
unces, at birth, has been

SOA's 'Royal Flush'

It's small-KOA's new promotion
Hall.
booklet now on its way to national
and local advertisers and agenciesierce, NBC Chicago engi- but it carries a well -directed punch.
n leave with the U. S. The cover, captioned "You draw a
1 Corps, is the father of Royal Flush on KOA," portrays the

Warren, born to him and deal of a poker hand. Unfolded sheets
recently.
that follow give survey statistics on
dealer preference, listener loyalty and
son, named John, Jr.., was best programs of the 50,000 watt outEb. 29th to Mr. and Mrs. let's seven -state coverage. Summary
general manager KTUL. neatly parallels KOA advertiser satisfaction to an unbeatable hand.

11E5 LEAmnn

Powerful Shortwave Station
Being Built In Canada
(Continued from Page 1)

Consultant
elision

Television

lv(ising

Programs

ager of the corporation is in Washington negotiating finally for the
necessary priorities for the equipment. It is made in the U. S. A. and
the armed forces of course have the
first call.
Meanwhile the building for the
shortwave station is being constructed

at Sackville, N. B. close to the At-

lantic seaboard.
The station will be of 50,000 watts
Ott Pictures for Television
ADDRESS

R.)10 DAILY, Box 812

aniway, New York 18, N. Y.

mom

and will both send and receive. Part
of the equipment in the shortwave
receiving station in Ottawa will be
used.

The station and equipment will cost
$800,000 and the maintenance around
$500,000. It will be powerful enough
to reach Europe, Asia, the Antipodes
and South America.

ae,

On December 27th, WMCA introduced New York to Norman Jay's "Very
Truly Yours". We knew that in this outspoken method of news commentary we
were launching a mild sensation in local
broadcasting.

1555,
V55'..

ouRs'

q0°
S'

You see, Norman Jay addresses pertinent open letters to prominent persons in
the news, strikes hard at headlines and headliners, strips important issues down to bare
facts. He couldn't miss.
And he didn't. During the first
month's running, Jay's mail box looked like

a fugitive from a diplomatic dispatch -carrier. Unexpected responses to "Very Truly
Yours" in January alone came from an admiral, a general, a University president, a
senator and a former presidential candidate.
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Yes, the voice of "Very Truly Yours"

has gained resonance rapidly here in New
York. It is the news program to be reckoned
with this year. For a surprisingly modest investment, the right sponsor can ride this rising tide. Interested? We're at Circle 6-2200.

wmca

First on New York's Dial -570
Represented by tl'7eed & Co.
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Manpower Problems To Fore
As NAB 2nd Dist. Opens Meet
A record breaking attendance of
NAB Visitors

broadcasters, agency executives, net-

(Continued from Page 1)
work reps, station reps, music publishers and others allied with the pations as 'critical'," Arney said. The tion urgency, may be given as certibroadcasting industry attended Thurs- remedy for this condition must be ap- fication by Army, Navy, or other
day's session of the Second District plied locally, he said, pointing out Government agency or by represenNAB meeting at the Hotel Roosevelt. that members of selective service tatives of such agencies in industries
boards should be thoroughly informed and plants. The local board or the
Among those present were:
Wm. Doerr, Jr., WEBR, Buffalo, N. by the broadcasters of the important appeal board having jurisdiction must
Y.; Cy King, WEBR, Buffalo, N. Y.; part which domestic radio is playing make its own determination in each
individual case and according to all
Major E. M. Stoer, WINS, N. Y. C.; in the war effort.
NAB Advises Broadcasters
available facts and factors of which
Earle Godfrey, WBAB, Atlantic City,
N. J.; Ray McClosky, WNBF, Bing- NAB, through its Selective Service it has cognizance."
hamton, N. Y.; Jack Lee, WHAM, Handbook and supplements, has
Other Subjects Discussed
Other subjects discussed by Arney
Rochester, N. Y.; Kolin Hager, WGY, placed in the hands of every broadSchenectady; C. D. Mastin, WNBF, caster, regardless of NAB member- touched upon war activities, postBinghamton; Chas. Godofsky, WLIB, ship, complete information as to se- war problems, with discussions from
Brooklyn; William Fay, WHAM, lective service procedure, Arney ex- the floor; NAB membership and comRochester; Jerome M. Layton, WINS, plained, adding that the organization mittees, labor and legislation.
N. Y: C.; Clarence G. Cosby, WINS, strongly recommends a careful study "While there are occasional outN. Y. C.; J. Trevor Adams, Jr., WINS, by all station managements of selec- bursts and criticisms in the Halls of
N. Y. C.; John H. McNeil, WJZ, N. Y. tive service procedure. The recent Congress against certain commentaC.; D. L. Provost, WEAF, N. Y. C.; W. change in policy under which the tors and certain broadcasts, there
C. Roux, WEAF, N. Y. C.; J. V. Mc- cases of all registrants are required have been no serious proposals diConnell, WEAF, N. Y. C.; Walt Den- to be transferred to the local board rected toward broadcasting," he de-

A

GUEST -1111
SIMON BARERE, piani
FRANK PARKER, tenor, t
Coca-Cola program, Sunday
CBS, 4:30 p.m.).

¡'

LARRY BELL, president ti
Bell Aircraft Corp., makers,ti
Airacobra fighter planes, of gi

Horizons," Sunday (WOR-Mall
p.m.) .

MERLE OBERON, in an adta

of "Wuthering Heights," on Pa
Pidgeon's "The Star and theta,
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 8 p.m.;

RALPH BELLAMY, on 1rd
Sunday (WOR-Mt al,

Valley,"
p.m.) .

FRANK SINATRA, SPRIP
INGTON, EDWARD EVERETIO,
TON and GLORIA DE HAVE id'

adaptation of "The Gay Divor ,
nis, WHN, N. Y. C.; John H. Field, Jr., in the community in which the regis- clared. There is a genuine interest by the program of the "Screet3t
WABC, N. Y. C.; Arthur Hull Hayes, trant is actually working should do the members in broadcast policies Players," Monday (WABC-(11

WABC, N. Y.

C.;

E. H. Twamley, much to correct some of thé causes with particular reference to the part p.m.).

WBEN, Buffalo; C. L. Egner, NBC, N. that have been most troublesome. played in the dissemination of news
Y. C.; Oscar C. Turner, NBC, N. Y. C.; Boards distant from the place of work and doctrines. The Congress appears

Chas. F. Phillips, WFBL, Syracuse;
Wm. A. Riple, WTRY, Troy; Wm.
Schudt, Jr., CBS, N. Y. C.; Wm. I.
Moore, WBNX, N. Y. C.; Sheldon B.
Hickox, Jr., NBC N. Y. C.; Leo. F.
Bissell, WMFF, Plattsburg; Joel H.

BETTE DAVIS, in an ad

Attention of the broadcasters was are unfounded, he said, adding that
Maugham's "O
called to a portion of a statement Congress appears to favor self dis- Somerset
Tuesday (WEAFmade by Maj. General Lewis B. Her- cipline by the industry in its own be- Bondage,"
sey, Selective Service Director, which half in preference to any fixing of p.m.).

Scheier, WMFF, Plattsburg. Also A. G. MacDonald, WGY, is published in the February issue of
Schenectady; Bruff W. Olin, Jr., "Selective Service." The statement,
WKIP, Poughkeepsie; Charles D. Os- in part, reads as follows:
borne, WMBO, Auburn; Gunnar O.
"In determining whether induction
Wiig, WHEC, Rochester; A. E. Spokes, of a registrant would be harmful to
WJTN, Jamestown; Frederick L. the war effort, local boards and apKeesee, WMBO, Auburn; Nathan W. peal boards must take into consideraCook, WIBX, Utica; Geo. S. Jones, tion, where war production is conWIBX, Utica; Michael R. Hanna, cerned, changing demands for defin-

WHCU, Ithaca; Thomas L. Brown, ite types of production. AccumulaWHDL, Olean; John A. Bacon, WGR- tions of stock -piles, or needs altered
WKBW,
WIBX,

Buffalo; Elliott Stewart, by changes in war strategy, may cause
Utica; Wm. O. Dapping, that which was critical today to be

ington;

Alex

WMBO, Auburn; Wm. Tilenius, NBC surplus tomorrow, or vice versa. InSpot Sales; Willard D. Egolf, NAB, formation on such general consideraWashington; Howard S. Frazier, NAB, tions is issued by National HeadquarWashington; Dorothy Lewis, NAB, N. ters and also, in cases of war producY, C.; C. E. Arney, Jr., NAB, WashSherwood, Standard ated Music Publishers, N. Y. C.; Dinty

Radio; Manuel Rosenberg, The Ad- Doyle, WABC, N. Y. C.; Carl Haverlin,
vertiser.
BMI, N. Y. C.; LeRoy Keller, United
And Marvin Kirsch, Radio Daily, Press; A. F. Iiarrison, United Press;
N. Y. C.; Frank Burke, Radio Daily, Victor Vonn, Standard Rate & Data
N. Y. C.; Murray B. Grabhorn, Blue Service; Jim Kelly, Standard Rate &
Spot Sales, N. Y. C.; Cy Langlois, Data Service.
Also Herman, Greenberg, Ascap;
Lang -Worth, N. Y. C.; Leonard D.
Callahan, Sesac, N. Y. C.; Gus Hage- Jim Collins, Ascap; Paul J. Senft,
nah, Sesac, N. Y, C.; Robert Jay Bur- Geo. P. Hollinberry; Slocum Chapin,
ton, BMI, N. Y. C.; M. E. Tompkins, WJZ; Guy Capper, WJZ; C. H. HacBMI, N. Y. C.; R. L. Harlow, BMI, N. kett, Abbott Kimball & Co.; D. E.
Publications;
Capper
Y. C.; Tod Williams, BMI, N. Y. C.; B. Robertson,
J. Rowan, General Electric Co., Harry Levin, OWI; J. F. Flanigan,
Schenectady; Harold B. Sherrill, New McCann-Erickson, Inc.; Phil Newsom,
York Telephone Co., Albany; Geo. W. United Press;; Arthur Sinsheimer,
Brett, Katz Agency, N. Y. C.; Stephen Peck Agency; C. Herbert Masse,
R. Rintoul, Katz Agency, N. Y. C.; WBX, Boston; William S. Hedges,
Willis B. Parsons, NBC Thesaurus, N. NBC, N. Y. C.; Easton C. Woolley,
Y. C.; Wade Barnes, NBC Thesaurus, NBC, N. Y. C.; Gerald King, Standard

N. Y. C.; Claude Barrere, NBC Thesaurus, N.. C.; Edwin H. Kasper, Kasper -Gordon, Inc., Boston; Aaron S.
Bloom, Kasper -Gordon, Inc., Boston;
Ben Selvin, Associated Music Pub.,
N. Y. C.; Clinton M. Finney, Associ-

JASCHA HEIFETZ, violinist

are obviously in no position to deter- to be wary of fixing restrictions but "Great Artists Series" of th
mine the essentiality of the employ- appears anxious that .broadcasters phone Hour, Monday (W
ment, he said.
themselves will see to it that criti- 9 p.m.).
Hersey Statement Heard
cisms against advocacy and unfairness

statutory requirements to promote

operation in the public interest.
Will Elect Director

Joins Blue Sales

Today's session will concern Sales Dickens J. Wright has be
and Sales Promotion Activities, with pointed a member of the sal
discussion led by Lewis H. Avery, of the Blue Network by D. B.
director of Broadcasters Advertising ham, Eastern sales manager..
division of NAB. During this meet- places James G. Bennett who
ing, Willard D. Egolf, assistant to the ly shifted to Blue spot sales.
president of NAB, in charge of pub- has been a member of the sal
lic relations, will propose the publi- of station WMCA, New Yor
cation of a book on the subject of past five years. He was
with station WHN in the
public relations for industry.
Election of a director for this dis- city for four years.
trict and the adoption of resolutions
will highlight this" afternoon's session
Military Booking
of the two-day conference.
Raleigh, N. C.-Organizat
Edythe Bull, C. E, Hooper Organiza- independent military ent
booking unit to function
tion.
Carolina camps represent
And Victor A. Bennett, WAAT, troops,
was announced her
Newark; George W. Allen, WABC, N.
Y. C.; Paul Morency, WTIC, Hartford; tenant -Colonel Philip H.
Chief of Special Servi
James G. Bennett, Blue Spot Sales; CAC,
of Camp Davis, N. C. The
Michael Sweeney, Blue Spot Sales; of
the group came out of
Larry Hasbrouck, Blue Spot Sales; G. attended
special servic
C. Packard, Paul Raymer Co.; Robert and publicby
relations officers fr
B. Rains, Paul H. Raymer & Co. (De- Army and Marine
Corps instal
troit) ; Patricia Murray, Printers' Ink; in the Tarheel state.
Wm. Malo, WDRC, Hartford; P. L.

Romaine, Paul H. Raymer; Arthur
Poppenberg, Blue Spot; Capt. Griff
Thompson; Arthur Simon, WPEN,
Philadelphia; Captain John Doran;
Lionel Colton, Helen Wood, radio station reps; Hazel Westerlund, CBS;

Speaks On Post -War ©ecttj
"The Post -War Electronic

be the subject of an. illustrate

dress Wednesday evening, Ma`
before the New York Electric,Peggy Stone, Spot Sales; Loren Wat- ciety at the Engineering Audits

son, Spot Sales; Eliz. Black, Joseph 29 West 39th Street, by Dr. Ores

Radio; Milton Blink, Standard Radio; Katz; Ninette Joseph, J. D. Tarcher; Caldwell, editor of Electronic i
Howard Lane, CBS; H. V. Akersberg, Helen Hartwig, Ruthrauff & Ryan; tries. Dr. Caldwell will give a
CBS; Rhoda Magid, BBC; Gordon Helen Thomas, Spot Broadcasting; survey of the many new uses of
Heyworth, BBC; Louis M. Block, Jr., Harriet Belisle; Murray Carpenter, tronic tubes in industry, be
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System; Compton Advertising Agency, and science, medicine, the homer
everyday life.
J. O. Parsons, Jr., W. W. Dorrell, Milton Caniff, Cartoonist.
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By BEN KAUFMAN

'09E INVITATION"
petl Program for Red Cross 1944

War Fund
Ft 26, 7:35-8 p.m.. EWT, WNEW
Prucer and Director: Ted Cott
Vriter: Milton Robertson

ten on our fighting fronts

ting as foolishly as some of
drnatists depict them. On the
r lad, there are very few writwl can pen the heroic deeds
lis ar's heroes with the wisdom
re:aint that reflects our nation's

Thirty -Second Notes
HISTORIANS of the "Mairzyology" period in the Tin Pan Alley archives

may be interested in an informed theory that "Mairzy Doats" goes
back to some anonymous source generations ago, possibly in Scotland. The
latest learned opinion on the novelty variation, which has even been used
as a language study in the University of Pennsylvania curriculum, comes
from Jerry Belcher, public -events chief of WCKY, Cincinnati. Jerry says
he used the nursery rhyme nine years ago on "Vox Pop" over CBS.

tir*
The mares -eat -oats story is a very old one, according to Jerry
it

s ntribution to the Red Cross

Belcher. He declares he got it from Paul Wing, who in 1935 was
handling production for "Vox Pop." Here's how Jerry tells it: "I
used it on the air, asking the question, 'What language is this?' The
wording used at that time was identical to that appearing in the

in soldier. However, while the

song today. I later encountered it here in Cincinnati in a more

,nt.

w: fitting for WNEW to present

4r Fund a play about our
must have been an unwit-

tti

the American soldier was

et

ayl in this program as a soft,
and thoughtless individual.

otoriously disputed motion
ifeboat," "The Invitation"

two supposedly bright

soldiers are foiled by a
ne is somewhere in the

fic where two of our scouts

g a part of the island for

ape.

Following a few or-

s, the two soldiers come
ery-much-alive Jap who
implores his captors not
After brief deliberation,

e to let him live because

complete or expanded form, obviously coming from another source.

It always has seemed to me that it must have been handed down
for generations from some anonymous beginning."

*

soners is their next probtying him to a tree with

strong rope," they go

more Japs. But they don't

far when they hear the'
voice at the most unex-

me, "Putee hands upee high!"

hisame Jap. And how did he
rc since he has no companion
hi? The next scene shows the
PÍtl
r.

soldiers at the mercy of

a ,cities-the only redeeming
r ,he production.

'

my cases, musical transitions
tecsponsible for the success or
ref a comparatively good script.
is articular instance, the music

nspiration, leaving the prow almost completely without

¡i

Stations Added

Fir "Brave Tomorrow"
stations have been added to
tion NBC network carry r & Gamble's serial drama,
omorrow" (NBC, Mondays
idays, 11:30 a.m., EWT).
Advertising handles the acttlets added are KGBX,
I, Mo.; WALA, Mobile, Ala.;
nsacola, Fla.; KRIS, Corpus

ex.; KRGV, Weslaco, Tex.;
uquerque, N. Mex.; KTSM,

ex.; WMFG, Hibbing, Minn.;
Virginia, Minn.; KANS,
ans., and KWBW, Hutchinas,

*

Bumped into Gray Gordon off Broadway the other night and we talked
of today's rapid turnover of bandmen. Gray, whose stylistic combination
opens a month's stand soon at the Flagler Gardens in Miami, mentioned

the great number of rehearsals that were now necessary because of
the constant departures of sidemen to the armed forces. The personnel
data of a few of the Blue Net's "Spotlight Bands' emphasize the mounting shortage of manpower in the music business. George Olsen has
hired and lost 92 men to different branches of the service; Les Brown,
44: Tommy Dorsey, 41: Will Osborne, 39; Tommy Tucker, 24; Frankie
Masters. 28. and Jan Garber, 21.

nouncements weekly, 35 weeks,
through Harvey Massengale Co., Inc.,

Durham; P. Duff & Sons, Inc., Pitts-

burgh (Duff's Ready -to -Bake Mixes),
participation, "Model Electric Kitchen,"

13

weeks, through W. Earl

Bothwell Advertising Agency, Pittsburgh; Lever Brothers Company,
Cambridge (Lifebouy Soap) , one

half-hour ET program weekly, 52
weeks, through Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Inc., New York; North American Accident Insurance Company, Newark

(accident insurance), three quarter

hours weekly, 13 weeks, through
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., New
York; Sunway Vitamin Company,
Chicago (Sunway Vitamins), 12 quar-

ter hours weekly, 13 weeks, through
Sorensen & Company, Chicago; Mac-

fadden Publications, Inc., New York

(True Story Magazine), four fiveminute ET programs, through Raymond Spector Company, Inc., New
York; Ward Baking Company, New
York (Tip Top Bread), five quarter
hour newscasts weekly, 52 weeks,
through J. Walter Thompson Company, New York; American Chicle
Company, Long Island City (Adams
Clove and Dentyne Chewing Gum),
seven station break announcements
weekly, 32 weeks, through Badger &

Browning and Hersey, New York;

*

Carter Products, Inc., New York (Car-

Robert Goffin has written an informative little volume titled
"Jazz: From the Congo to the Metropolitan" (Doubleday, Doran &
Co.). You may not always agree with the continental flavor of
Goffin's standards about a phase of what is really American folk
music, but you'll appreciate the loving care he has lavished on
the story of our rhythms....Nationwide search by the "HOur of
Charm" for the "undiscovered voice of America" has narrowed

minute ET announcements weekly, 52
weeks, through Ted Bates, Inc., New
York; National Toilet Co., Inc., Paris,

down to 125 finalists from a field of 9,813 femmes. They will be heard

beginning next Friday by the quintet of lovely judges from Phil

announcements weekly, 52 weeks,
through Wm. Esty & Co., Inc. and Ted

Spitalny's all -girl orchestra-co'ncertmistress Evelyn, soprano Vivien,
pianist Rosa Linda, trombonist Velma and trumpeter Kathryn.

minute ET announcements weekly, 52

*

ok." What to do with him

go scouting for other pros-

*

WAPI, Birmingham, Ala.: B. C.
Remedy Company, Durham (B. C.
Headache Powders), six five-minute
newscasts and 15 one -minute ET an-

ter's Little Liver Pills), seven one -

*

*

*

Looks like Gene West is hitting his stride again. The writer of
"Broadway Rose," "Roll On, Mississippi, Roll On" and other past
favorites now has two promising songs on the market. They are: "I
Want You to Meet My Mother," a war tune written in collaboration

with Stan Keller and Bert Mann, and "Don't Say You're Sorry
Again," a collaboration with Art Berman and Lee Pearl, published

by Kane's Music Co. Both are already in the books of topflight
bandleaders.

announcements weekly, 48 weeks,
through Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham,

Chicago;

Colgate -Palmolive -

Peet Company, Jersey City (Palmolive Soap and Super Suds), 24 ET

Bates, Inc., New York; Swift & Co.,
Chicago (Jewel Shortening) five one -

weeks, through J. Walter Thompson

A series of 20 more 12 -inch V -disks has been cut by the Music Section of the Army's Special Services Division for distribution to overseas
stations of all the armed forces. The platters are exclusively for servicemen, now add up to 160 records, totaling almost a million copies. Among
the recording artists who have contributed their services are: Andre
Kostelanetz, Bing Crosby, Mlscha Elman, Red Norvo, John Kirby, David
Rose, Tony Pastor, Artie Shaw, Phil Brito, Tommy Dorsey, Arturo Toscanini and the NBC Symphony, Frank Sinatra. Al Goodman, Lt. Rudy
Vallee. Capt. Glenn Miller, Freddy Martin, Jimmy Dorsey, Woody Herman,
Les Brown. Louis Jordan, Benny Goodman and Harry James.

*

Tenn. (Nadinola), four station break

Co., Chicago.

KFRC, San Francisco: Hale Bros.

Dept. Stores, daily anns., through

McCann-Erickson, Inc., four weeks;
Kilpatrick Bakery (white bread),

two anns., ETs, weekly, 13 weeks,

through Emil Reinhardt-Adv.; Bulova
Watch Co., daily anns., 52 weeks,
through The Blow Co., Inc.; Colgate
Palmolive Peet Co. (Peet's Granu-

lated Soap), four anns., weekly, 13

weeks, through Leon Livingston Adv.
Agency; Lever Bros. Co. (Vimms &

Rinso), daily anns., ETs, 13 weeks,
through BBD&O; Piso Co. (cough.
syrup),- tri-weekly five-minute ET
programs, 13 weeks, through LakeSpiro-Shurman Inc.; Columbia Pictures Corp. ("None Shall Escape"),
10 anns., ETs, weekly, four weeks,
through J. H. Diamond Co.; Prudential Realty & Finance Co. (realty),
Saturday newscasts, 13
through Pacific Adv. Staff.

weeks,

8
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-TEXAS -

SAN ANTONIO-Lone Star Gleams:

A third anniversary was celebrated recently by "Los Charros,"
regular Latin-American Monday
through Friday program over KTSA
and

Friday,

PICTURE OF THE WEEK

quarter -

SAN

sales manager of Shreveport "Times,"

"Billboard"

selections.... DALLAS-Alex Keese,
manager of WFAA ' and the Dallas
division of KGKO, has resigned as of
March 15 to become assistant to O. L.
Taylor of the Taylor -Howe -Snowden
group of Amarillo.

-NORTH DAKOTA -

VALLEY CITY-KOVC sportscasters,
Bob Ingstad and Charles Siorstrom did an
ambitious play-by-play job on the Barnes

County Basketball Tourney, in which 2)
teams participated and covered four days
of tourney play....KOVC has a new halfhour program titled "Hebrew -Christian

Buddy Brooks, formerly with WLI

- MISSOUR -

handling pickups for WCOP ft
Copley's Oval Room....Ashley lit

ST. LOUIS-The KWK novelty in
music, "The Coon Crick Boys," has
been bought by the GriesedieckWestern Breweries for Stag Beer on
twice -weekly,

,I

treasurer, completely recovered mho

at his desk after recent automo ut
cident....Richards Clothing Mfg. Id
sponsoring Leon Lipson, newscaee
three quarter-hour summaries di..
HOLYOKE-WHYN has announc
addition of George Heyward of 511
the mike staff.

transcribed basis.

Platters are emceed by Ed Wilson.

This weird music of bottles, cowbells,

horns, kazoos, etc. will be in broad
contrast to the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra on the occasion of that
organization's Pension Fund Concert
in the Munjcipal Auditorium March

I

- LOUISIANA NEW ORLEANS-The adv
Miss Donna Louise Lewis (I
and ounces not given) was a

3.... Fred Moegle, for three years past
program head at KARK, Little Rock,
has been newly welcomed to the announcing staff of KWK.

out -of -line

nouncer.

worker in Chicago. Marie graces a ton of waste paper
salvaged by studio employees during February. Imbedded
in the bales are scripts that once moved the radio audiences
to tears, cheers and laughter. Now the scripts will be used

in the production of parachutes, cartridges and medical
field kits.

Lester Blumenthal
Lucy Gilman
Jerry Marlowe
Madge Marley
Herman Fields
George Shelton
Helen Van Tuyl
Dominic Bruno

Edward J. Fitzgerald
March 5
Henry Gladstone
Sam Hearn
Chick Johnson
N. H. Myers
Lowell Peters
Ben Selvin
Lieut. Tod Swaim

Clinton Twiss

announcement

b:

father, Don Lewis, WWL stag

A real life radio worker who in this instance might be
called a paper doll is Marie Karlstrom, Blue Network office

March 3
Joseph Ainley
I. Frank Burke
Kingsley F. Horton Kenny Sargent
Donald Novis
March 4

`r

BOSTON-Heard from WCOPEt
George Lasker and A. N. Armsegi
officiated last month at presents', t
vices honoring WCOP service a..

Hour" conducted by Dr. Michelson of Los
Angeles, Monday through Saturday. Tom
Westwood placed the business.

a

FRANCISCO-"Pot

by Neg Monett, and featuregri
Gill's band, singer Vivian La:
high school lass-and guesta
night clubs and shipyard
former KGO announcers ar
regularly to the station: E
ald Currlin is at Kodiak;
Frank Cady is with the Ar
where in England"....Alan
the new announcer at KFR
Williamson has moved h
the Name of That Song?"
from KFRC to the Hollyw
of KHJ, where it will rela
station of the Don Lee -Mu
-MASSACHUSETTS-

gram heard Saturday nights titled
"Parade of Hit Tunes" featureS refrom

- CALIFORNIA -

Party" is the new variety s
KQW, CBS outlet, and is pf

breaking into radio via sales staff of
KTSA....New KABC half-hour protaken

DETROIT-The manpower sho:;ek

need for maintenance time hav41
necessary for Will to discontinuad

broadcasting, according to Leo F., ll
vice-president and general mana., Jli
March 7, schedule will revert to 1 r
signoff and 5 a.m, weekly, 8 axnuri
resumption,

hourly, over WOAI and the Texas
Quality Net....Ted McCann, former

cordings

ai

- MICHIGAN -

....South Texas Cotton Oil sponsoring Crustene Ranch Party Monday,

Wednesday

-r

-NEW YORK -

BUFFALO-WBEN's victory got'
listeners are eagerly awaiting the W
series of chats by Peggy Gardener le
emphasis this season will dwell WK.
tables rather than flowers. Miss Gre
airs her valuable hints and answer"
tions from fans Mondays. Wednesdis
Fridays at 10:45 a.m..... Another 6r'
returning to the airwaves of WBENtt

children's delight, "Uncle Ben,'
club meetings are heard Saturday

at 9:30.
- CONNECTICUT MINNEAPOLIS-The annual Red Cross
HARTFORD-For every $100,000 Pinkley
War Fund Drive kickoff show featuring raised in Hartford's Red Cross drive,

- MINNESOTA -

Governor Edward J. Thye was aired over searchlights will flash a beam directly
WCCO recently with skits depicting work over the central part of the city, a
of the R. C.....Robert L. Anderson, tech- clever idea for which James F.

Named V. -P.
Of U. P. Organiza)

Before leaving this week fat

nician, has left WCCO after a six -year Clancy, sales promotion manager of London headquarters, Virgil Phe
association, to become chief engineer of WTIC, is responsible....Former an- general European manager of
the Franklin Transformer Mfg. Co. of this nouncers of WDRC, who are now with United Press, was elected a vice -1
city. MANKATO-New names at KYSM: Uncle Sam overseas, ask for station ident, it was announced yesterdtl
Dick Johnson from KWLM, Willmar; Paul news and developments. Program Hugh Baillie, president of the,
Santee from WDGY; Gene Letts. new to Manager Walter Haase has worked Pinkley succeeds to the post J'
radio-all announcers. Ruth Lambert is out. a plan to send them recordings ously held by the late E. L. I'
the new bookkeeper and Geraldine Otte, of the show "What Is It?" heard over UP's first European general mall','
stenographic addition.
this station.
and vice-president.
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1AB Opposes AFM Deal
ivsion Coverage

lid Memo Subject

Tele Talent

Adopt Resolution Urging WLB To Reject

chalk talk and comments at the

Principles Of Union's Demands
In Recording Co. Matter

Milton Caniff, artist, author, and
after -dinner speaker, through his

NAB-REC luncheon in New York

to isight into network plans for
voile of the forthcoming Euro -

gained from a
anundum sent out by Paul White,
is

an invasion

á: of news broadcasts at CBS,

thtveb's staff and station affiliates
rim the past -week-end.
Elet.ding the proposed invasion as
the greatest military
rpbly
ét¡sin in our history and the
Ktt news story of all times."
asserts that "every man, every

the other day, qualified as good
post-war tele talent. Caniff, creator
of "Terry and the Pirates." will be

heard from when television gets
in full stride.

WLB Panel Decision
Assured This Week

Canada May Censor

Long-awaited decision of the WLB stand and urging WLB to reject the
special panel regarding the dispute principles embodied in James C.

between the American Federation of
Musicians and the three recording
companies opposing direct payments
ibility."
Montreal-Tightening of the regu- to the union is expected to be handed
wing with the first announce (Continued on Page 6)
lations regarding the responsibility down by next Thursday. Companies
of news commentators making radio involved 2,e Columbia Recording,

on our staff faces a grave

utal Pre -Invasion Data
Ifdio Editors & Stations

Radio Newscasters

'or anying mats and photographs commentators.
1V:ual's overseas and domestic
Gen. La Fleche told the Dominion
ws ommentators was mailed yes - House of Commons that he underto radio editors and affiliated stood the script of a broadcast by
of the network.
(Continued on Page 2)

I on the premise that if the

an invasions would come toMutual officials declare that
organization is

prepared to

ull news of a United Nations
the nation's radio listeners.

tk. To Address WKRC
O Post -War Conditions

Petrillo's demands. Kolin Hager,
manager of WGY, Schenectady, was
re-elected director of the Second Dis-

trict by acclamation and the meet-

ing complimented him on the success
of the rr.eetirg.
broadcasts was hinted at by Gen. RCA -Victor and NBC Recording Divi- The WLB resolution, one of several
LaFleche, Minister of War Services, sion.
(Continued on Page 7)
who gave the impression that censor- Understood that the panel's find -

ship may be expected. This has not
'e -invasion news sheet with heretofore existed as regards news

y

With the WLB panel's decision on
the AFM recording matter still pending, members of the Second District
of NAB at the concluding session of
their two-day meeting in New York
on Friday adopted a strong resolution
commending the recording companies

(Continued on Pane 4)

Edwin C. Hill, veteran newsman
and radio commentator, will be heard
on the full network of 133 CBS staHistory Of Television
tions starting Tuesday, March 28, at
On CBS Show Today 6:15 p.m., EWT. in "The Human Side
of the News," sponsored by Johnson
Television is scheduled to be dra- and Johnson.

matized this morning over CBS in
one of the "American School of the
Air" radio series, titled "The Vacuum
Tube." Featuring Worthington Miner,

Annual DuPontAwards

Edwin C. Hill To Be Heard
On New CBS Commercial To Be Made Saturday

ACLU Opposes Method
Of N. Y. Intolerance Bill

Annual Alfred I du Pont awards
to a news commentator and radio
station for distinguished and meritorious performance and service will be

awarded by Dr. Francis P. Gaines,
president of Washington and Lee
University and chairman of awards
(Continued on Page 2)

manager of Columbia's tele departNew Public Opinion Show
the script dramatized the role
Defeat of the pending New York From Time, Inc., Auditioned
Innati-Speaking on the sub - ment,
"Communications," Dr. W. R. of the tube in the development of State Wicks-Steingut bills, which
would penalize malicious publication
er, vice-president in charge of eye -and -ear entertainment.
A new 30 -minute program analyzTransporting the listener into the or broadcasting of statenlents involy- ing
nics, General Electric Cotnthe latest public opinion surveys
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
vill address the "Problems of
has been auditioned for the Blue
radio forum over WKRC on
Network by the radio programs de (Continued on Page 2)

Offer P.

A. Systems

address system sound
egAment will be made available
blic

limited number of industrial
Phis engaged in essential war
to

the WPB has announced.
Tb systems provide music as a
we:,

s1 tlus to workers during fatigue
Penis, page personnel, distrlbu information to workers, and

e also used to give emergency
redngs.

* THE WEEK
IN RADIO
NBC Blueprints Tele Expansion ..-'-w. .R
By BEN KAUFMAN

POST-WAR blueprint of NBC television expansion by Niles Trammell, network prexy, highlighted the
past week's broadcast news. In a comprehensive statement to the web's
affiliated outlets, he outlined plans for

evident assurance that NBC was tak-

ing definite steps toward extensive
tele operations in the future.
Resignation of Eugene L. Garey as
counsel to the House Select Commit-

tee investigating the FCC followed

the development of tele networks the dropping of the WMCA sale inafter the war. Three regional look -and - quiry a week earlier. Charges of hos-

listen links were envisioned by Tram- tility toward the FCC probe and "polimell, who sketched the development tical interference" were hurled at
of nets in the East, Midwest and on Committee Chairman Clarence F.
the Pacific Coast. Significant was the
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 2)

Gets Added Time
and Madness," NBC's
daily comedy show featuring Jack
"Mirth

Kirkwood,

author -comic.

Jeannie

McKeon and Don Reid. vocalists,
has had a Saturday session added
to their Monday through Friday
schedule. Show is heard Mon.
day through Friday at 9 a.m.,
EWT, and under the new schedule
will broadcast on Saturdays al
10 a.m., EWT.

That Your Red Cross Mali Continue At His Side

Monday, March S.

RADIO DAILY

?

History Of Television
Canada Mulls Censoring
On CBS Show Today Of Radio News Programs
(Continued from Page 1)
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Nat. Union

41/8

0

medium of flashbacks, the contributions of Edison, Fleming, DeForest,
Langmuir and Nipkow are set to be
highlighted in order to convey a
working picture of what makes television work.

the Blue

of

sight and sound. Through the Army commander overseas, was men-

41/8

25th Bombing Mission

201 YEARS AGO TODAY
(March 6, 1924)

Rothafel, familiarly

ing race and religious intolerance,
night at the St. Regis Hotel in New was urged Thursday in a memoranYork City. The awards will be broad- dum sent to members of the Legislacast over the Blue Network from 7 ture by the New York City Committo 7:30 p.m., with Milton Cross as tee of the American Civil Liberties
master of ceremonies.
Union. Charging that the legislation
is "a quack remedy which will cause
more evil than it cures," the ACLU
WEVD's New Show
the bills proposing amendA new weekly series of 15 -minute attacked
to the New York criminal libel
programs entitled "Unusual People" ments
will be launched by WEVD begin- law.
ning Tuesday, March 1, 9:45 p.m..
EWT. Scripts for the program will Baker To Address WKRC
be written by Edward Ludlum and
On Post -War Conditions
directed by Richard Moeller. Cast for

audiences that a network of three

stations-!DEAF, WCAP and WJAR
-are broadcasting his concert every
Sunday night. ...Charles !Vold, well
known musical glass artist, tvhose

music resembles a church organ,
was heard recently over a local
outlet.

M

NORTH COUNTRY'S

George P. Hollingbery, Rep.

F

sales

promotion

mane

,BENEDICT CIMBEL, JR., president o
Philadelphia, left on Friday for a shod
tion trip to recuperate from the confi
brought 9n by a recent prolonged illne

BEN CRAUER has returned from W
ton, D. C., where he acted as master o
monies at the White House corresp
dinner.
FULTON LEWIS, IR., Mutual's comet
on national affairs, has left on another
combined

lecture

and

news -gathering

He will appear today in Kansas City, K.
CAMPELL ARNOUX, manager of WTAI
folk, Va., left yesterday for Atlanta,
he will attend
the War Clinic being
ducted by NBC.

WILLIAM O'NEILL, president and mans
WJW, Cleveland, and JERRY ROBERTS,
engineer of the station, have returned
a
two-week trip to Florida.

WILLIAM A. RIPLE, manager of WIRY
Network affiliate in Troy, left on Satu
upstate headquarters following conic
at Rockefeller Center and with the at
New York reps.
his

CLEMENT FULLER, BBC's European new

respondent in this country, is leaving the
for a few weeks in London, where he will
plans for coverage of elections and war M
MONROE B. ENGLAND, president of I
Pittsfield, Mass., and JOHN PARSONS,
tion manager, were visitors Friday will
New York representatives of the outlet.

WOODY HERMAN and the

band are in Detroit to fill

a

ment.

members

theater en

DAVID O. ALBER, having just returned
D. C., is off again today
trip to Philadelphia.

Washington.
business

PARKS JOHNSON and WARREN HULL a
Du Pont, Del., for the broadcaatlf

Fort

tonight's "Vox Pop" program from the to
station for Army engineers.

(Continued from Page 1)

No Sudden

in any permanent peace program, is

being conducted by Judson J. McKim, who is director of education

Payroll Collap

12. NBC, 7:30 p.m., EWT. Hazel Scott

JAMES LEAmnn

1944 making ships, pl
communications. Sell

Wins Sectional Title

Consultant

a

will be needed all ou

classification, will be featured on the
"Fitch Bandwagon" Sunday, March

will also appear on the program.

Cincinnati-Winner of the sectional
singing contest, held at the WLW
studios last week as part of General
Electric's "Hour of Charm" national
contest to find the "Undiscovered

Voice of America" is Nelle Stuart
Foster, 22 years old, teacher in the
North Norwood, Ohio, elementary
WANTED

Plattsburg, N. Y.

RICHEST MARKET

HUBER,

2/3 of Baltimore pe
now employed in war

BLUE NETWORK

F

J.

4F draft

business after getting

school.

CONSISTENTLY
SELLING THE

E.

Network's central division,
turned to the Chicago offices after havin
the major portion of last week in New Y

Sunday evening, March 12. The
forum, a series of eighteen discussions
on problems which will be considered

Vaughn Monroe, orchestra leader WKRC.
who recently returned to the band

known as "Roxy," and his Gang,

have become .so popular with radio

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
committee, at a dinner Saturday

Monroe On Bandwagon

L.

before the speaker went on the air.
Questions about the broadcast were

asked recently by J. G. Difenbacker,
who said that Philpott had discussed
the McNaughton incident after Premier King had said in the House that
New Public Opinion Show further discussion of the case by
might not be desirable.
From Time, Inc., Auditioned members
Diefenbacker said it should be
stated whether censorship had been
(Continued from Page 1)
partment and the public opinion de- used in checking Philpott's script.
partment of Time, Inc. Elmo Roper Gen. LaFleche read a censorship
is chairman and the guest panel on directive citing a broadcaster's rethe audition included Gerard Swope, sponsibility for what was said. GorGeoffrey Parsons and Joseph Barnes. don Graydon, Progressive -ConservaThe program was presented by tive House leader, asked if the reguFortune for which Roper has for some lations would be tightened to prevent
years prepared public opinion polls. a similar occurence in the future.
Net is considering it as a sustaining Gen. LaFleche replied that some such
action might be considered.
feature.

are LaVerne Martin.
Lieutenant Harold Edelstein of the the production
Cartwright, Diane Cladwich.
U. S. Army Air Corps, formerly of Dorothy
Jaey, Gloria Hoffpauir. Jack
WMCA, New York, has just com- Grace
Curtis and Norman Gould. Norma
pleted his 25th bombing mission over Hayes
will produce.
Germany, friends learned Saturday.

Samuel

tioned, had not been read by an official

ACLU Opposes Method
Annual Du Pont Awards
Of N. Y. Intolerance Bill
Will Be Made Saturday

FinAntin

COMING and Goll

(Continued from Page 1)
future to the Presidential inaugura- Elmer Philpott
of Vancouver, in
tion in 1945, the program is intended which the leave granted Lt. Gen. A.
to portray the history and problems G. L. McNaughton, former Canadian

Chief

Engineer

for 1.000 -Watt (RCA
transmitter) Radio Station in Texas. Give

i

experience and educational background
and references in application.
Write
Radio Daily, Box 806, 1501 Broadway,

New York 18, N. T.

Television
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Advertising
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ADDRESS
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workers over stat
W -I -T -H. If time is a
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TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED MY HEADLEV-
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One of our twin selves
moves to a glamorous

NEW HOME!

>á t 11%11'

ittpüni,+

With our complete facilities in St. Paul, KSTP
now has the outstanding production center in
each of the rich Twin Cities. As a matter

of fact, our Minneapolis -St. Paul
studios and offices are greater
than those of all other Twin
City stations combined.

The Minneapolis half of KSTP is now located in the
most stunning entertainment center in the Midwest ...
the Northwest's own dazzling Radio City.

Radio City in Minneapolis brings together in one impressive
building the Northwest's largest and finest theatre, seating 4400
people, and KSTP's ahead -of -the -minute new studios (including
provision for future television developments). It's the Twin Cities' major
center of interest, visited every day by throngs of Twin Citians and folks
from all over Minnesota.

Naturally, this new development is making Minnesota people more KSTPconscious than ever. Locally, we're telling listeners about Radio City by means of
newspaper ads, 24 -sheet posters, triple -size car cards and rural magazine and screen
advertising... And all this spotlighting of KSTP is going to mean more listeners-urban
and rural-for KSTP advertisers !
And remember ... our complete facilities in each of the Twin Cities enable us to give
detailed attention and comprehensive service in bot)i cities to all our accounts.
. With this new capacity for greater service-plus the audience that comes from being
the exclusive NBC outlet for the Twin Cities-plus a continuous, statewide
promotional campaign to keep our audience steadily growing-KSTP is now
more than ever before the Northwest's leading radio station.

Exclusive NBC Affiliate for the Twin Cities

,000 Watts
EAR CHANNEL

THE NORTHWEST'S LEADING RADIO STATION
Represented Nationally by Edward Petry and Company

1f.,
;;
,

4
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LOS ADGELES

Sew For Victory

By RALPH WILZ

Washington ladies can no -

LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, vice-presi-

dent and general manager of the
Don Lee Broadcasting System and
executive director of the Mutual
Broadcasting System, returned last
week from Washington, D. C., where
he attended a special meeting of the
Radio News and Policy Committee of
the Office of War Information. Weiss
represented both broadcasting systems at the conferences.
His brother, Ken, will take over for
Wendell Niles as announcer on the
Blue Network's "Al Pearce and His
Gang in Fun Valley" Sunday broad-

casts during the several weeks the
latter will be on tour with the Bob
Hope company.

"Voice of Experience," a popular
radio feature for several years, returned to the air over KECA Sunday
morning, February 27th, at 11:15 a.m.

Beverly, of KNX "First Call With
Beverly" fame, is now a cover girl!
The Victorville Army Flying School
has transformed its newspaper into a
magazine. And on the cover of the
very first issue will be a picture of
the cadets' favorite gal-Beverly.

WLB Panel Decision
Assured This Week
(Continued from Page 1)

for Victory" and stand a ch
financially benefitting in the If
for a Sewing Contest has jus

Memos of an Innocent Bystander... !
We still don't know for sure whom the Democrats or the Republicans will name as their respective standard bearers in the coming
election but one of our spies swears he overheard Oombriago noising it
about Kilocycle Row
that a dark horse has allowed his fedora (the
one he slams onto the floor whenever his proboscis brushes against the
microphone) to be tossed into the Presidential Ring
so if you start
hearing "Durante For President," you'll know that Oombriago himself.
has taken over as the "Schnozí s campaign manager and from now on it's
everybody for "hisself.". . Jerry Wayne, singing emcee of the U. S.
Maritime MBService program, "Full Speed Ahead," has been named to

for judging between April 15

soon -to -be -launched

Liberty Ships, late

that his "Take It Or Leave It" program originates from there

we'd name Jack Benny and Eddie Cantor shows.

.

.

herself.

families. Entries are to be

off -hand

1.

Entry blanks are availab
station and at the pattern co

Her several

CBScintillating guestrillings on Morton Gould's "Crests Blancapades" has
resulted in Dorothy Shay being signed by William Weintraub as a regular
weekly feature. . . Phil Brito, Blue Network thrush, opens a four week engagement at the Blue Room of the Roosevelt Hotel in N'Awlins
Thursday. . . Francis Lederer of the flickers will guestar tomorrow
night on "In Old New York," the Judith Allen -Johnny Kane WINShow.

most 5 & 10 cent stores in W

and vicinity.

WLW's "Buy Way",
Cincinnati's WLW has a

one performer in its month
merchandiser called the "Buy
It's a seller, a personality b
upper and an informer. Yes,
complishes all three in its att

*

NCAC, the agency which discovered Garry Moore on a
morning show and plugged him to a top position among radio
comics, has just sold the 'short -haired' clown to Filmogul David O.
Selznick on a seven year contract
will probably make his first

Captain C. Turner Foster, U.S.A. in Gotham, April 12... Hazel
Scott, pianiste extraordinaire at Barney Josephson's Cafe Society
Uptown, will guestickle the ivories on next Sunday's "Fitch Band-

Monday, March 13, over NBC network, 8 p.m., EWT. Edwin Jerome
stars with Miss Munsel, who plays

Clothing, and Senior Dre

Suits and Coats. Each group
sion has its own prizes. The

this month.

of its

Will Dramatize Girl's Career
Story of Patrice Munsel's rise to

Spokane" on "Cavalcade of America,"

at

ment on her program "Listen
of the contest which offers p
over $500 in War Bonds. Th
six different divisions in
Children's Clothing, Cons
Group, Original Designs,

You can look for Phil Baker to guest on several Coast programs now

christen one

picture late in April when the 'Carnelcade' program goes to the
coast for several months. . A RADIOKAY to Gwen Davies,

fame as an operatic star will be dramatized under the title, "Song From

tion yesterday made first

is open to women of all a
the exception of professio
employees of the station

ings have been made but are -being
held up for approval in Washington.
Since the economic factor facing the
disk companies crippled by the musicians' strike is a serious one, no
further delay in arriving at a decision
is anticipated.

under way on WOL. Eleanor I
home and fashion director of

radiolite, whose songs and cheerful patter at hospitals for wounded
Yanks, has done so much for so many... Hollace Shaw, who is
known as "Vivien," on Phil Spitalny's 'Hour of NBCharm,' will wed

wagon" via NBC... Howard Riley, director of the Fred Allen
CBShow dons khaki Saturday and will be succeeded by the program's

production manager, Larry Harding

Larry will continue as

production manager for the "Lucky CBStrike Hit Parade"... Bill
Edmonds, (he's on the WHN announcing staff) became the proud

eight -page glossy promotion st
.

Under the "seller" heading
some of the nationally adv
products that sponsor WLW'
grams; in the "personality b
upper" category are the eye

performers heard regularly ov
station; and perhaps most imi
are the newsy items in the publ
that disclose what's what on th
ness front of "the nation's mos
chandise-able station."
This particular edition is de
tó tell druggists how the radio
tising campaigns are promot

order to serve wholesalers at
tailers in WLW's listening area

papa of a seven pound -14 ounce boyby Wednesday. . . Syd
Zelinka and Howard Harris, scripters for Garry Moore and Jimmy
Durante, have had their options picked up by the Camel CiggieBiggies.

*

*

*

Maestro Dean Hudson. on leave of absence from the Army,
will take his musicrew back to his old stamping grounds at the Flagler
Gardens, Miami Beach early next month... Don Reid's vocalisthenics
on Jack Kirkwood's zany morning program, "Mirth and Madness" is big
he'll be heard on an evening spot soon, We'll wager.
The R & H Beer'dless youths, Guy Bonham, Wamp Carlson and Dwight
Latham and Diane Courtney's songs will be heard fifteen minutes earlier,
(7:30-7:45 p.m.) via WIZ, starting April 11th... B B D á O may sponsor a series of Schenectady -originated television shows this Spring.
time

Dick Todd, the "Basin Street" baritone, will go overseas on an entertainment tour in May if and when the okay is granted. . . Can't
understand why someone doesn't grab Wilbur Evans for a coast -to -coaster
The "Mexican Hayride" star's baritones can't miss enticing the ears
of dialers.

*

*

*

-Remember Pearl Harbor -

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCAS

How Long Is
"Main Street"?
Hartford's "Main

h the
Street"
winds its way
Hartford
26 towns in the
a long
Trading Area. It's

walk-but if you take to the
air on WDRC, you can cover
this entire

market

quickly

and effectively-at one

tow

cost!

USE WDRC TO CONNECT
IN CONNECTICUT

40t 1441k
pERSt

í-

i
No single station, no amount of power, can deliver the loyalty, the
intense "listening interest," of this, Maryland's "all home" Network.
You only have to know local geography and local
customs to know why the Eastern Shore is as different
from Western Maryland as day is from night. And
neither have too much in common with Baltimore.

WFBR is Baltimore, WBOC is the voice of the
Eastern Shore, and WJEJ is the magnet of the Hagerstown market of Western Maryland.

When the big political candidates are out for votes,
they don't try to do it with a Baltimore station alone.
They use the Maryland "all home" Network because
they know the full power of local interest.

Actually, Maryland's "all home" Network can cost

less than a single large station. With quantity discounts it's often considerably less!
GREATER INTEREST - LOWER COST

Yet look at what you get: Baltimore's favorite station plus the two really vital non -Baltimore stations
with their intense local interest and loyalty! A combined "all home" market of over 2,000,000 people.

The Maryland "all home" Network is truly one of
the great buys still left open in radio!

MARYLAND ;'! NETWORK
FOR INFORMATION RADIO STATION WFBR, BALTIMORE

Weed,1.4 aae 44te9 rieyyu24419-

Write Wire Phone

DOUGLAS F. STORER
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ly Before House Today
ian Named V. -P.

Ford Folly
"Senator" Ed Ford of radio fame
yesterday announced his candidacy
for second vice-president of the
United States." He expressed confidence that the name Ford will be

f BBD&O Agency
Wade Rindlaub, a copy group

a driving force in the 1944 campaign. P. S. The "Senator's" press

Batten, Barton, Durstine &

is the first woman to be
a vice-presidency in the

d was one of six executives
ce -presidents at the annual
of the BBD&O directors,
rton, president, announced

agent is working on his platform.

Canada Educators

dlaub, a food authority, has
copy writing at
r 14 years. Five other vice -

Form Advisory Unit

aged in

(Continued on Page 2)

Toronto-First meeting of the Cana-

dian National Advisory Council on
' Programs Dominate School Broadcasting will be held at
Royal York Hotel in Toronto on
rer Business At WMAQ the
Thursday and Friday of this week.
The council, which includes repre1-Placement of a new five- sentatives
from the provincial deews program, renewal of partments of education, Canadian
uarter-hour news program universities, Canadian Federation of
s for 32 new and renewal

Chairman Of FCC Appears In Defense
Of Actions By The Commission;
Others Also To Be Heard
Seek New Station CP

In Finger Lakes Area

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Fireworks are due to
pop again today in the House investigation of the FCC. Chairman James
Lawrence Fly of the Commission will

be heard for the first time since last
July, when he refused to testify on
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
matters involving the RID and FBIS.
Washington-Application was filed Before Fly is heard, minority memyesterday with the FCC for a permit bers Louis E. Miller and Richard B.
to erect a radio broadcasting station Wigglesworth of the Select Commitin the Finger Lakes region to serve tee will-individually or jointly-isthe United States Navy's new large sue another statement protesting the
Sampson Naval Training Station lo- action of the committee majority.
cated on Seneca Lake, N. Y., which Fly's testimony today will probably
locality does not now have a radio
(Continued on Page 7)
station. The applicant is the Finger
(Continued on Page 5)

P. Kelly Joins Barry Wood 'Hour of Charm' Show

and home and school clubs
to spot announcements com- Teachers,
On 'Million Dollar Band'
formed to provide a means of
e business week at WMAQ, was
Winners To Broadcast
more
regular
consultation
between
nounced by Oliver Morton,
Patsy Kelly, screen comedienne, has
(Continued
on
Page
7)
f the NBC central division
been signed to co-star with Barry Climaxing the talent quest for the
spot sales department.
and the "Million Dollar Band"
Voice of America,"
. and Burch Biscuit Company, KSTP Minneapolis Studios Wood
on NBC starting Saturday, April 1, "Undiscovered
(Continued on Page 5),
Phil Spitalny's "Hour of Charm," will
New
format
besides
including
the
In Radio City Theater zany antics of Miss Kelly will feature feature the first district winners during their broadcast from New York on

Contest Winners
nnounced Yesterday

p-One hundred and forty

ered tryouts for the "undisvoice of America" at WOW
Kopp, Mrs. Cecil Slocum

Al S. Davis serving as judges.

were Evelyn M. Patrick of
ladyce J. Eisenach of Linnore Beck of Lincoln and

:Larks of Columbus, Neb.
Conley, formerly with
}(Continued on Page 2)

WOW

pring Advice
Moore, manager of the
it Gardens campaigns for the
Bt

ent of Agriculture, will tell

lers how to plant such early
Íl crops as lettuce, onions,
Ys, etc., during the Victory

1n" program, Friday, March
12:45 p.m., EWT over the

'letwork. Moore hopes thereby

1944 gardening under way
Iarly.

Minneapolis-With the Northwest

(Continued on Page 2)

premiere of Paramount's "Lady in the

next Sunday, over NBC, at 10 p.m.,
EWT. It is planned to introduce sec-

Report Show Promotion
tional winners on the succeeding nine
ten Sundays. Girls come from 97
Minneapolis which will house
Sent To All CBS Stations or
audition points throughout the nation.
KSTP's Minneapolis studios, will be
dedicated on Wednesday evening.
An impressive report on the results
The theater, formerly the Minne- obtained by 128 CBS stations in the Urges More Concentration
sota, is being re -opened by John J. 1943 campaign of program promotion
Friedl, president of the Minnesota was mailed the past week to stations, AmongListening Audiences
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
Omaha-Greater concentration in
listening to radio programs was urged
here by Mrs. William H. Corwith, of
New York City, assistant to Dr. James
Dark," the new Radio City theater
in

'Bicycling' Of ET's On Coast
Aids Program Clinic Of CBS

J. Olson Gets Two Shows;
Signs Five -Year Blue Pact
Johnny Olson, former WTMJ, Milwaukee, announcer, who recently was

Los Angeles-Designed as an aid for
affiliates on local programming prob-

lems, CBS this week inaugurated a
"Radio Program Clinic," comprising
a lending library of transcriptions
of selected local programs furnished
by the individual stations for use by

given a five-year pact with the Blue
Net, starts two new shows within the affiliate members,
week. On Wednesday he will intro- Originated by Edwin Buckalew,
duce his "Rumpus Room" recorded field
manager of station relations, who
show over WJZ and on next Monday
as librarian and distributor of
launches a "Pantry Party" show on acts
the contributed discs, the transcripthe Blue.
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

Gangland Televises
"The Shadow," that relentless
foe of the underworld, whose In-

visible gimmick cloaks him from
the ordinary racket guy's range
over WOR-Mutual, will run into

some heavy opposition from a television device next Sunday.
A
mob of killers, aided by an unusual
sightand-sound apparatus, will try
to spot their invisible nemesis with
the aid of tale.

More to lied Cross This Year-Soldiers Are Giving All

2
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Amusement Company, in co-operation with Stanley E. Hubbard, president and general manager of KSTP.
Opening ceremonies will be conducted by the Minneapolis Civic and

Rowland Angell, public service counselor of the National Broadcasting
Company.
Here to

address a

meeting of

HARRY CAMP, commercial manages
arrived from Ohio for confen

has

Omaha's newly -organized area radio the New York representatives of the
FRANK BURKE
Editor Commerce
council, Mrs. Corwith said careful lis- KINGSLEY HORTON, assistant e
Association.
Beginning
MARVIN KIRSCH : : Business Manager with the premiere night, KSTP will tening would "bring an appreciation rector of programs and sales for N
owned outlet in Boston, is in New
be cut in on the theater's public ad- of what radio is trying to do." She brief
trip.
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays
said it was only through co-operation
dress
system
and
give
60
seconds
of
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (1$),
G.
W. "JOHNNY" Johnstone, direct
of
listeners
and
broadcasters
that
proN. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alienate, the up-to-the-minute news. This grams
special events for the Blue N
could be improved in the and
President and Publisher; Donald M. Meraer- feature known as "The Minute's News
back
in town after attending the W
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin Flash" will come at the conclusion future.
Correspondents' Dinner in Washington
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man.
Many
people
forget
one
important
day.
aging
Editor; Chester B. Hahn, Vice- of the news reel screening.
Prestdent;

Charles

A.

freedom we have in America-the

Secretary.

Alicoate,

Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,

1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone

WOW Contest Winners'
Announced Yesterday

Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7.6338. Chicago (15),

Ill.-Hill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite

(Continued from Page 1)

freedom to listen-Mrs. Corwith said.

Because we have this freedom, enjoyed but few places in the world,
radio tries to present programs its
listeners will like, she explained

Mrs. Corwith defended variety pronews staff, is sporting gold bars.... grams, saying they helped bolster
6607.
Henry Bristowe of the same staff has morale. She urged council members
Entered as second class matter, April 5, been boosted to a corporal.... Kermit
to look for the programs with "meat"
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
Hansen, formerly on the staff of in them and to guide others to listen
under the act of March 3, 1879.
KOWH, is now a major and assistant to them.
G-2 of an outfit in the Mediterranean
Good programs challenge thinking
area.

and that in turn leads to more readIrene O'Hara Seipmann, who was ing of newspapers and books and thus
married very recently, has left WOW a more intelligent America, Mrs. Cor-

mount
(Monday, March

6)
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net
High

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS -A

CBS B

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. G R..:
Gen. Electric

Low

1/8

--

1/2

271/
271/
177/8
12
351/4

121/2
355/4

Philco
RCA Common

275/8

RCA First Pfd.
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

277/e
279/4
177/8

-

91/2

27%
9%

731/4

731/4

731/4 -

12%

12%

123/e

93/

1/4

t/4

94

+

1/2

OVER THE COUNTER
Asked

Bid

WCAO IBaltimore)

201/2

WIR (Detroit)

32

Woman Named V. -P.
Of The BBD&O Agency

(Continued from Page 1)

agencies and the press. Stations, re-

port pointed out used 38,220 live broad-

(March 7, 1924)

WJZ, New York, was the focal
point of one of radio's greatest experiments-a trans -Atlantic and

sional experience between the ages
of 15 and 20. He will hold auditions
on Thursday evening. Fields will
(Continued from Page 1)
broadcast as piano soloist over WJZ Barry Wood's singing and sketches by
at 11:15 tonight a special show top-ranking Hollywood guest artists.
which will feature his own arrange- Show, heard Saturdays at 10 p.m.,
ments of well known compositions for EWT, will continue under sponsor-

AUDIENCESE

broadcast from WJZ to WGY which

BEEN

tute of Technology. Program was

relayed it via long and shortwave
having trans -Atlantic coverage.

for

1,000 -Watt

(RCA
Give

experience and educational background
and references in application.
Write
Radio Daily, Box 806,

New York 18, N. Y.

1501

FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS
PHILADELPHIA knows that
this loyalty makes WDAS

WANTED

i

ship of Palmolive soap.

piano,

transcontinental broadcast. Occasion
was a banquet held in the ballroom
of the Waldorf-Astoria by the
Alumni of the Massachusetts Insti-

Engineer

sales

e

gel
ro

SHEP FIELDS and the members of bi
in Philadelphia for

a

theater date.

W. ENNIS BRAY, manager of WI
outlet in Greenville, S. C., is in Nei
station and network business.

HERBERT L. KRUEGER, commercial 1
of the
Club, has returned to
offices from Providence, where he e

WTAG and vice-preseident
Advertising

district board meeting of the AFA H

HORACE FITZPATRICK, commercla

of WSLS, Blue Network affiliate
Va., a visitor yesterday at the

In
I

Center offices of the network.
J.

KELLY SMITH,

general manage

Radio Sales with offices at WBBM,
outlet in Chicago, is visiting netwi
quarters in New York.

"The Girl Back Home" heard over the start of the compaign last Sep-

on Tuesdays and Fridays at 7:30 tember.
.... WJZ
.... p.m., is preparing a new program,
"Youth in Revue," which will feature
male and female singers with profes- P. Kelly

20 YEHRS 000 10D0Y

transmitter) Radio Station in Texas.

national

casts and 8,825 recorded announcements in the campaign. Newspapers
Off To India
presidents selected by the board are: carried 4,395 insertions in 354 cities
Roy Porter, NBC correspon
Edward A. Cashin and John M. for a total lineage of 3,767,000. Over en route to India by freight ti
Bridge of the Minneapolis office; Carl 175,000 posters were used both in- plane to represent the nets
Williams and Willard A. Pleuthner of doors and outdoors and a total of war coverage from this area.
the New York office and Wayne Tiss 104,074 car cards in 47,792 vehicles.
joining NBC last November,
In addition 128 stations used 500,000 was a Blue analyst.
of the Hollywood office.
cards for direct mail and all stations
special press reports based
Fields Preparing Youth Show compiled
results obtained from a complete
Irving Fields, musical director of on
kit of publicity matter furnished at

Joins Barry Wood
On 'Million Dollar Band'

Chief

HAL WADDELL,

is here from Cleveland on
ness and for talks with the local

WAY,

(Continued from Page 1)

353/4 +

275/8
91/4

9414

1/8

12% +

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
30
Hazeltine Corp.
30
30

place.

executive vice -p

New England convention in lane.

Report Show Promotion
Sent To All CBS Stations

Chg.

Close

1587/8 1583/4 1587/8 +
277/8
273/4
177iá

join her sailor husband on the with said.

Atlantic coast. Promotion Manager
Bill Wiseman's secretary, Ruth
Herchenroeder, is taking Irene's

LINOS TRAVERS,

the Yankee Network and of WNAC,
spending a few days in New York
and network business.

Broadway,

the best dollar buy
in this area. That's why
78% of its sponsors
renew regularly.

z

/

When Payrolls

Shrink in '44
son
to be
need fi
There's bound
tapering off in the
B
certain war materials.preti
is
sitting
Baltimore
workers
2/3 of the war
ven
employed will1944!
all out in
the R
them through
low-cost s
producing,
W -1 -T -H.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY - R

ALL NIGHT
they are listening

to WBAL in 22
Eastern states
Since WBAL has been on the air all night
every night, even we at the station have had

- and one of the few who broadcast something worth listening to! It is the ONLY

some surprises.

50,000 watt station on the Atlantic seaboard
outside of New York on the air all night,

When we began to get mail including "cash

every night. And its ALL NIGHT STAR
PARADE is building a fine audience-widely
scattered, but huge in the aggregate.

enclosed" orders-from 22 Eastern states we
realized that WBAL was really blanketing
the East from midnight to dawn.

Here's how we figure it out: There are a lot
of people listening to the radio at different
hours of the night - not only in the big industrial centers, but all through the country.

It happens that WBAL is one
of the few stations that can be

The 22 Eastern states covered by W B A L
at night have a population of more than 75
million. You need only reach a very small

percentage of that number to make your
advertising at W B A L's low midnight -to dawn rates pay off in a big way.

Talk it over with the Petry
representative.

heard clearly in these "wee" hours

ALL NIGHT

surt

WBAL
50.000 WATTS

BALTI moil E

OIIE OF AMERICAS
GREAT RADIO STATIOIISI

lE

***

RESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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LOS AIIGELES

CHICAGO

By RALPH WIL[
By PEGGY BYRNE

WITH Harry James as his first guest,

Al Jarvis, radio's record king,
inaugurated a brand new hour-long
program of the greatest records of
all time as selected by the listening
audience, March 4, on the KHJ-Don
Lee Network. Program, called "Down-

beat Derby," and is sponsored by the
Union Oil Company over all stations

of the Don Lee system. Carlton
KaDell announces the show, and Irvin

Ashkenazy handles the writing.
The Groucho Marx "Blue Ribbon
Town" program has been extended its
renewal for another six-month period,

effective in March. The show is approaching the one-year mark.
When "Scramby Amby" took the
air on Wednesday, March 1, the NBC

word -puzzle quiz show debuted a new

orchestra leader. On that day, Opie
Cates replaced Charles Dant as conductor of the musical clues which
help the contestants unscramble the
words.

Continuing

on

"Scramby

Amby" are Perry Ward as emcee,
Lynn Martin, vocalist, and Larry
Keating as announcer.

Patrick McGeehan, announcer for

Columbia's

"America -Ceiling

Un-

limited," has the highest praise for
Texas hospitality. Just back from a
junket to Grand Prairie, near Dallas,
where he announced several shows
to capacity audiences of Air Corps
men, Pat says that Texans for miles
around came to pay their respects to
the troupe and to offer their famous
brand of southern hospitality.

IIECHNICAL

Radio Vitamins for Tuesday
Signs of Spring: Bev Kelley, radio director of Ringling Bros.
and Barnum & Bailey circus, off to the "big top"s" winter quarters at Sarasota to ready 1944 radio scripts
show opens at Madison Sq. Garden
April 5... Miss Lou Sawyer to CBS as assistant to Norman Corwin
Corwin's new book entitled. "More by Corwin." was published yesterday
and his new air series starts tonight at 10 p.m.. EWT
current crop
of publications by radio commentators is getting excellent reviews in the
elite book sections of the "Times" and "Herald -Tribune"
Leigh White's
"The Long Balkan Night" gives a review of the troublesome European area

along with a running account

of

the escape

of

White and other

cor-

respondents from the oncoming German army
Curtain Rises," also published this week,

Sergeant

1 Azine, U. S. Marine Cor
respondent and former member
WLS continuity and news

ments wrote "Bougainville La
lead article in Harper's mt
for March. Sgt. Azine is n
officers candidate school at Cat
Jeune, N. C.
Purity Bakery Corp., Chic
renewed sponsorship for 13
the 7:45 to 8:00 a.m., CWT,
of "Record Reveille" Monday
Saturday on WGN, effective
Campbell-Mithun, Inc., is the

Johnny Coons, who plays

Quentin Reynolds' "The
is his sixth book since he
started overseas for Collier's originally and book reviewers et al like
his great reporting and easy style of setting important items down.

Ramsey" on the Blue's "Capta

Blue Network's "Blind Date" program is subject of a piece in the March

sake into the world.
Mark Russell, formerly a W
ducer has joined the Chicago a
Spot Sales, Inc., as sales execs
Atlas Brewing Company, of Cl

.

issue of "Coronet."

.

***

Comedian Milton Berle has received a Treasury Dept.
citation in recognition of his efforts in the Fourth War Loan Drive.
Rise Stevens, Met opera star will be Eddie Cantor's guest star

tomorrow night...

CBS pix clip sheet set up a pretty picture

of Bob Hawk in a Valentine setting draped with gorgeous models
in bathing suits
Bob is wondering, said the caption, if he could
send the beauties to the service camps as quiz prizes
sometime
later there comes a copy of The Western Signal Corps "Message,"
a Calif. army paper
On the front page is a large reproduction
of the Hawk picture but Hawk is not in it
instead there is
a picture of Corporal Raul Salazar and the caption tells the readers
not to get excited
the Cpl. is "still sad" because he is in
Calif. and the Conover models are in New York
"just a trick"

night," is the father of a ba
John Douglas, born in Leba
on March 1. Dr. John D.
Johnny's father, brought hi

has signed with WBBM to sponl
new "Atlas Sports Reel," which
its debut recently from 6:05-6:1

CWT. Show will be aired Mt
through Fridays at the same th
weeks. Contract was
through the Arthur Meyerhoff
tising agency.
52

Berch Gets New Con
Jack Berch and the Three

winds up the caption, thru courtesy of CBS... Radio Club of

has had their Mutual network t
tions enlarged and will begin
series of programs effective A

much waste fat they could collect-

America members will witness the ultra -ultra -tiny by means of the
electronic microscope Thursday night when the club meets at
Columbia University
demonstration will be by Dr. C. H.
Bachman of General Electric... Current issue of "Look" maga-

1:30 p.m. Group have been on
ited network since Sept. 20.

in.

"Five All-American Entertainment Teams"
Fibber McGee and
Molly and Count Basie are pictured among them.

Amos 'n Andy and Eddie Cantor,
had a field day on the "People Are
Funny." One unsuspecting member of

the audience tried to teach Amos 'n'
Andy microphone technique, while
a femme spectator joined Cantor in
a house -to -house canvass to see how

but she was under the impression she
was with Eddie's movie studio stand-

Freeman F. Gosden (Amos, of Amos

'n' Andy) is telling one about the
nervous landlady who was asked by
a househunting Army officer: "Do you

take in roomers?" "I'm a patriotic
citizen," she twittered defensively,
"Even if I do, I can assure you I don't
repeat them!"

SALES DOLLARS

TRAVEL FAR
°
. . when you
use them on
GEN'L. MGR.

WIBW
The Voice of Kansas

TOPEKA

t

under the sponsorship of Ke
All -Bran. Program will be
Mondays through Fridays, 1:

zine, dated March 21, includes radio people in a layout entitled

***

March issue of The Chicago Theological Seminary Register,
has an article by Everett C. Parker. entitled, "Big Business in Religious
Radio"
which recounts the commercial and free -time religious programs

their good and bad points, as it were...

Scripters Stan

Horse Opera Hero

Roy Rogers, movieland and
cowboy, makes his first Lux
Theater appearance on Mo
March 13, over CBS at 9 p.m., a
of "In Old Oklahoma." Martha
and Albert Dekker will also be

ured in the cast,

Silverman. John Gould, Bob Rose and Wayne Shoemaker, are currently
putting all their efforts into material for the OWI radio division. . .
Week-end comedians are most certainly getting funnier these past two
weeks or more
Fred Allen and the Quiz Kids set a high mark on his
show a week ago Sundee night, but he didn't fall off any when he ap-

peared on Ralph Edwards'

"Truth 'or Consequences"

and even

topped it when the duo got together on the Allen stanza
'Jack Benny
the past two weeks has picked up considerably in the laugh line
and Charlie McCarthy with a husky delivery due to Bergen's cold was
a funny piece of business even the not funny to Bergen... Paul Hollister, CBS v. -p, and John Kieran of "Info. Please," recently recorded a
15 -minute program for the Overseas Branch of the OWL. In the series.
"Answering South Africa"
questions by South African listeners were
answered for use on local stations over there
Hollister, among other
things cited the war accomplishments of U. S. Radio and Kieran, a botanist

-

on the side, compared South African and North American wildflowers.

*

*

*

-Remember Pearl Harbor
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* AGENCY NEWSCAST *

14 TELE TOPICS

:.t .

rl nii r11 111.111

tele writers
dUKMra wh cer go to England
iag made here by the BBC. Unsold that the British net, which

. t;RNATIONAL PICTURES,

I

NORMAN D. WATERS AND AS-

:ne new producing unit headed SOCIATES have been named to
by Leo Spitz and William F. Goetz, handle the advertising of Max Davis
announce the appointment of Buchan- & Sons, fashion accessories.
an & Company, Inc., to handle their
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN, INC., has
advertising account. The campaign on
International's first picture, "Casanova been appointed to handle the adver-

News Shows Dominate

WMAO New Business
(Continued from Page

1)

through Leo Burnett Company, Inc.,
will sponsor the five-minute news
period on Mondays through Fridays
from 5:00 to 5:05 p.m., CWT for 52

soldering a look -and -listen web
n/ N per cent of the island king - Brown," starring Gary Cooper and tising of Bendix Home Appliances, weeks, beginning March 13. The name
of newscaster still to be announced.
b walling for Germany to crack Teresa Wright, directed by Sam Inc., South Bend. Ind.
Peter Paul, Inc. (candy and gum),
dare pressing the go-ahead but - Wood, is already in preparation.
WILSON
&
HEIGHT,
INC..
Hart
through Platt Forbes, Inc., (New
..Rumored Signal Corps offer
ford,
Conn.,
has
been
elected
to
memGUILFORD
ADVERTISING
'
York)
renewed its 15 -minute news
over tele in the New York
Ity la packed with dynamite AGENCY has been formed by Frances bership in the American Association program with Hub Jackson as newscaster on Mondays, Wednesdays and
It implies a surplus of man- Goldin Guilford, account executive of Advertising Agencies.
Fridays from 5:45 to 6:00 p.m. for 52
ir at the Army's Astoria (N. Y.) with Alfred J. Silberstein agency.
JOSEPH B. ELLIOTT has been weeks, beginning March 13.
)studios. .. Lots of applications
LEO WOLMAN, professor of econo- named general manager in charge of
*instruction permits are pouring
Balaban and Katz Corporation,
mics at Columbia University, will sales and advertising for Shick, Inc. through M. M. Fisher Associates,
the FCC offices.
deliver a talk before the Sales Execu- He formerly was with RCA Manufac- ordered 20 transcribed spot antives Club at the Hotel Roosevelt to- turing Company.
nouncements
over a four -week
rryl Zanuck is slated to head the day.
period, beginning March 13, to adverzt)eth Century -Fox tele opera DR. WILLIAM JAY HALE, founder tise four motion pictures to be shown
The same picture company's disINTERNATIONAL SALT COMChicago theaters. Spot renewals
arm with equipment manufactur- PANY will feature in its forthcoming of the Dow Chemical Company, will in
including General Electric, have radio and publication advertising the deliver an address at the luncheon consisted of 12 placed by the Bailey
meeting of the Advertising Club of Prihoda Company (Fur Tone Cleanmade with an eye toward the catch -line -No Shaker Clog."
His sub- er), through Campbell -Sanford AdNew York tomorrow.
There's
base of apparatus only
ject will be "The Shape of Industries vertising Company (Cleveland), to
of M -G -M buying into a tele
TRACY -KENT & CO., New York, to Come."
be aired at the rate of three a week
the
Return from
sfacturer
for four weeks, beginning Feb. 27.
t yesterday of N. Peter Rathvon, announces the addition to its copy
CLIFF C. DOZELL has resigned as
One expansion order also was reproxy, ought to accelerate ae- staff of Charles O'Neill and Russell
a partner in the M. H. Haskell Co. to ported, coming from the Goldenrod
on the company's recently com- Branch.
become associated with Young & Ice Cream Company, through Good d eight -and -sound survey ....CoE. P. REED CO., Rochester, make rs Rubicam, Inc.
kind, Joice and Morgan, and calling
itPictures and Universal are
of Matrix shoes, through Gey er,
for 52 time signal announcements,
be marking time.
Cornell & Newell. Inc.. is starting its
JOHN BLACK has rejoined the added at the rate of one a week to
spring advertising in 75 leading cit ies publicity and public relations depart- the firm's present schedule, starting
Walter Thompson and Young & of the country.
ment of J. M. Mathes, Inc.
February 27.
cam are scouting around for tele
K. C. KEN) TITUS, a former memLook
for
ramming talent
tnghouse as a triple -threat con - ber of the staff at WCCO and for
!r for post-war tele laurels- several years a time buyer for Knox
leasting and manufacture of re- Reeves Advertising, Inc., in Minneap-

el and transmitters....NBC is olis, has become head of the radio
dating a reprint of Noran Ker- department of the Minneapolis office
article. "What About Televi- of McCann-Erickson, Inc.....Miss
among prospective advertisers Evelyn Vanderploeg, radio time buyer
dozen and a half ad agencies at McCann-Erickson, Inc., for the
waiting for tele time on Du past year, has been transferred to the
Chicago office of the organization
t.

where she will be a member of the

appears that Mutual is dependan Don Lee. Coast affiliate and
Clot of W6XAO in Hollywood, for
.:taut eye -and -ear contributions.
Leto outlet is reputed to control

nl vital patents and has a very
director in Harry R. Lubcke....

radio staff of the agency. Before coming to Minneapolis, Miss Vanderploeg was associated with various
radio accounts in Chicago for several

wcKY

years.

DONALD BILLSTONE has
Kaye is doing an industry -wide joined Benton & Bowles, Inc., as an
M.

DELIVERS A

What's delay - account representative. effective imunit'
The mediately, it has been announced by

survey for RCA

STRONGER SIGNAL

the CBS mobile
a problem may affect tele seri- Clarence B. Goshorn. president of the
agency. Billstone comes to B&B from
f in its limbering -up stages.
Cluett, Peabody & Co.. Inc. where.

O

for the past six years, he was promotion manager of the firm's Sanforized
Divisi"n

Seek New Station Permit
In Finger Lakes Area
t1vVRSFO
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MORE PEOPLE
THAN ANY OTHER STATION
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1-!a1r-yr,

Lakes Broadcasting System owned
and operated by Gordon P. Brown
The station will use the idle equip ment and the frequency which will

be vacated in the near future by

WSAY. when WSAY increases its
y power to 1.000 watts and changes its
frequency to 1.370 kilocycles a permit

for which has already been granted

by the FCC.

CBS

FIFTY GRAND IN POWER
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PROGRAM REVIEWS

WHO'S WHO IN RADIO
GLENN SNYDER

`BRIGHT LIGHTS OF NEW
YORK"

Borden Milk Company
(Young & Rubicam)
WOR, Monday, 7:30-8 p.m.
THE TALENT-OF LOUIS SOBOL. VIN-

MANY years of contact with the average man-the typical radio listener

-led Glenn Snyder into the broadcasting business as a means of

realising his ideas of rendering service to the urban and rural dial spinner.
Now, as vice-president and general manager of WLS, Chicago, Snyder
directs a key outlet where the philosophy of service is an everyday
consideration.

It was natural for genial, hard-working Glenn
to understand the other fellow's point of view.
Early in life he had lived in 20 different Mid-

CENT LOPEZ AND ORCHESTRA AND

western cities and held 20 different jobs. Perhaps
all this activity stemmed from his being a native
of the show -me State. He was born in Grant City.

GUEST ARTISTS.

Louis Sobol, Hearst "Journal -Amer-

ican" columnist, carved for himself a

niche in radio's hall of fame last

Mo., in 1891.

night. He was the guiding genius in
the writing, the producing and the
directing of a half-hour variety show

Glenn Snyder came to WLS as commercial
manager in 1930. Up to that time his employment record included work at four ad agencies.

which definitely is network calibre.
The program, billed as "Bright
Lights of New York," combine music,

guest artists, Sobol's fine voice and
scripting in creating an engaging
Manhattan pattern.
Sobol had the expert musical backing of Vincent Lopez and the members of his orchestra, who lent rhythmic pacing to the show. Lopez, who'll

do the batoning weekly, was at his
best in the piano solo and splendid
orchestration of "Holiday for Strings."
Bright spots were many in this half-

hour presentation. Celeste Holm, of
the "Oklahoma" cast, was heard in a
splendid rendition of "My Mediocre
Man." Dean Murphy, master satirist,
convulsed with his impressions of
Wendell

Willkie,

Mrs.

Roosevelt,

Charlie McCarthy and others, while
Akim Tamiroff, character actor of the

three newspapers, a photo -engraving company,

six farm papers, the ad departments of three
department stores, and a bank. During World
War I he enlisted. Before the Armistice was

signed, he had won his second lieutenant's com"philosophy of service"
mission while attached to the Eighty-ninth Division at Camp Mills. New York.
Alter the war, Glenn did newspaper work in Mitchell, S. D., and Waterloo.
Ia. Executive posts followed as advertising manager of the "Nebraska
Farmer" and general manager of the "Wisconsin Agriculturist." In 1929
Snyder joined the advertising department of the "Prairie Farmer." agricultural publication associated with WLS. A year later he became commercial
manager of the station; in 1931, manager, and six years later vice-president.
The success of the 50,000 -watt, clear -channel outlet in the Windy City
has been attributed in many respects to Glenn Snyder. But Glenn credits
his staff with the work.

Dick Day Joins KDB

As Program Director

Entries In WOR Art Contest

On View At Adv. Club

Tuesday, March 7, 14

IIEU! BUSBIES!
WGY, Schenectady: Wilson &

Inc., Chicago, Ill., (B -V Boul,
Cubes) thorugh U. S. Adverb
Corp., Chicago, Ill, participations,

"Market Basket", 26 times, two ti
per week; Standard Oil Co. of D
Jersey, (Esso), through Marscl:
and Pratt, N. Y. City, newscasts,

weeks; Esquire Inc., Chicago,

(Coronet Magazine), through Schw
mer & Scott, Chicago, Ill., one announcements, scattered sched

times per week; Colgate Pa
Peet Co., Jersey City, N. J. (,L
Suds) through William Esty an
Inc., New York City, one- ,
arms., 156 times; Colgate Pal
r`

r.

Peet Co., Jersey City, N. J. (Palm

Soap), through Ted Bates Inc.,
York City, "Musical Clock," 26

Lambert Pharmacal Co., ' St.

Mo. (Listerine Toothpowder), th
Lambert Feasley Inc., New York
station breaks, 78 times; Colgate -

olive Peet Co., Jersey City,

(Palmolive Soap), through Ted
Inc., New York City, anns., 156
Chris Hansen Labs., Little Falls,
York, (Junket Brand Food Prod
through Mitchell Faust Adv.

Chicago, Ill., participations in
ket Basket," 69 times; P. Duff &
Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa., (Duff's W
through W. Earl Bothwell Adver
Agency, Pittsburgh, Pa., "Hoes;
Chats" program with Betty Le
39 times; The Spool Cotton Co.,
York City, (Sewing Books), th

Santa Barbara-Richard M. Day, Three prize winners in WOR's art Huber Hoge and Sons, New York
films, used his delightful accent effectively in conjunction with good Sobol recently discharged from the U. S. contest are Betty Stephanidis, of 1040 participations in "Market B. -'
Army Air Forces in which he served Fifth Avenue, whose painting "Play- two times; New York State So
gagging.
For showmanship, the kind that as Captain until his plane was shot house Performance" Came in first; Bank Association, through Rut.4
radio thoroughly needs, Sobol was a down in North Africa, has joined Stanley Dershwitz, of 273 Ryerson and Ryan, Inc., New York City, -"Mt
master at the art of conversational KDB, Santa Barbara, Calif. as pro- Street, Brooklyn, whose "To The Ra- ical Clock," 105 times, 52 weeks.
story -telling. He mingled human in- gram director. Day was formerly dio Maintenance Man" came in secKQW, San Jose, Calif.: Denalan
terest with comedy and even brought well-known in New York and Mil- ond; and Jessica J. Zemsky, of 33
in a fine element of surprise. Early waukee radio and advertising agency Riverside Drive, whose "Audience (dentifrice), weekly station breal
circles.
in the program he made wordy referOver -Participation" won third prize. five weeks, through Rhoades & Day
ence to such stage hits, past and preThe paintings, which won $100, $50 Community Fed. Savings & Lo
sent, as "Mrs. " Kimball Presents,"
$25 war bonds respectively, are Assn., 30 -min. "Golden Melodic
Gets Westinghouse Promotion and
on exhibition at the Advertising Club show weekly, 13 weeks, through F
"Bright Boy" and "Thank You, Svoboda." Later he drew a nostalgic pic- Appointment of Ira B. Stiefel as of New York, 23 Park Avenue, and cific Adv. Staff; Langendorf Unit
ture of New York during World War assistant to the vice-president in open to the public from 12 noon to 4 Bakeries (American Meal Breac
daily station breaks, 26 weeks, throu,
I and dramatically told of the occa- charge of Industrial Relations for the p.m., through March 18.
sion when Enrico Caruso introduced Westinghouse Electric and Manufac- Displayed with the prize-winning Erwin, Wasey & Co.; Old Homeste.
Company was announced paintings are the 10 contending works Bakery (Rutter -Nut Bread), nl
George M. Cohan's "Over There." turing
Then, as his surprise, he presented the recently. Stiefel has been manager entitled: "Rehearsal," "WOR Serves anns. weekly 13 weeks, through P
recorded voice of Caruso, with Tos- of Industrial Relations at the Com- the Nation In Wartime," "The Ear of cific Coast Adv. Staff; Columbia Pi
East Pittsburgh Works since the World," "The Control Man," "Lat- tures Corp. (None Shall Escape),
canini's orchestra, in a rendition of pany's
1937.
"Over There."
est Reports From .
"Television," anns. weekly, two weeks, through
Diamond Agency; Bell Broc
"Freedom of Speech," "Impression," H.
(milk), four anns. week'
"MUSIC AMERICA LOVES that he was listening to a program "The Influence of Radio," "Today's Dairies
through Botsford, Constantine
of recorded music.
Programs include ..."
BEST"
Gardner; Alameda County Nurse'
'Music America Loves Best" doesn't
RCA Victor
(strawberry plants), two five-n'i
suggest
a
program
to
be
aired
with
Sat., March 4. 7:30-8 p.m., EWT
ETs weekly, indefinite, through Em
Communications
Discussed
formal
continuity.
Conventional?
Yes.
WJZ, The Blue Network
Reinhardt Agency; Cleveland Wren)
However, the continuity and format of
By Civilian Executive ing
Co. (building supplies), week'
Agency: I. Walter Thompson
the
program
should
be
arranged
and
Producer: William Livingston
station breaks, 13 weeks, throng
produced
with
a
casualness
that
reA
greater
amount
of
better
radio
This department cups its chin in its
Theo. Segall Agency; Day & Nigi
communications was needed in Heaters, anns., weekly, 39 week
palm to deplore the fact that the new flects its suggested wide appeal.
domestic
aircraft,
Charles
I.
Stanton,
Some of the interesting items that
program called "Music America Loves
through Hixson-O'Donnell Agency.
Best" replaces one of the programs were aired on the first program: "01' Civil Aeronautics administrator, indicated
to
a
point
meeting
of
the
InstiMan
River"
adequately
played
by
the
America loved best-that refreshing
Heads Nebr. "Hams"
orchestra; "One Kiss" and "Ah, Sweet tute of Radio Engineers and the
"What's New?"
The format of this new series is Mystery of Life" sung by Miss Mac- American Institute of Electrical Engi- Lincoln, Neb.-Donald Miller o
as old as radio itself. And while the Donald; "Temptation" and "I Love neers held in New York. Stanton en- Ceresco, Neb., has been name,
first program presented the live talent You" consolingly rendered by Como; visioned post-war production of 500,- Nebraska radio aid to head an organ
of Jeanette MacDonald, Perry Como Third Act Intermezzo of "The Jewels 000 civilian airplanes, many of them ization of amateur radio operator
and the RCA Victor Orchestra and of the Madonna" and "Swanee" effec- fitted out with radio, entirely apart who can help the state defense corn
Chorus, the formality of the per- tively projected by the RCA Victor from the requirements of commercial mittee in the event of disaster
flying.
emergency.
formance gave one the impression ensemble.
()
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fl Called To Testify
At FCC Probe Today

*PROMOTION*
Columbia's Corwin

(Continued from Page 1)

"660 On Your Dial"

"Columbia The slogan "660 on your dial,"
h on the IRAC, Jap broadcasts CBS's new theme song,
up to the hilt in the eastern
Pearl Harbor and the finger - Presents Corwin," is handsomely played
by the National Broadt dispute with the FBI. Foreign brochurized in four pages that an- newspapers
Company, is now the theme
uage broadcasting matters, the nounce the tentative plans Norman casting
has for his newly scheduled for WEAF's new, huge and attractive
l ower contained in the network Corwin
non and other matters already and highly publicized series of 26 promotion brochure.
The first page informs its associates
red by Garey will also be dis- programs.
The first page of the brochure sum- that this elaborate newspaper adver.
ed by Commission members and
marizes
the
genius's
theme
of
his
tising campaign occupied "103,000
Discussion of the WMCA sale
'CC witnesses will probably not series by quoting his words, "Its only lines for 18 consecutive weeks in
consistency
is
its
inconsistency."
The
eight leading Manhattan dailies....
iermitted.
brochure points out that each pro- reaching more than four million readNot to Resign
gram in the series is a unit in itself, ers....in addition, 13,020 lines for 10
insisted yesterday that
Eller
no relation to what has gone consecutive weeks in the leading
ier he nor Wigglesworth intends having
before, or may come alter, but having Newark daily, reaching more than
esign from the committee.
in common with them the pervasive 105,000 readers."
to morning statement, as the Corwin genius. On another page, CorThe brochure also contains 25 retugs opens, will be brief, but win is shown studying one of his
today Miller will use probably scripts-with the caption of the pic- productions of all the advertisewhich cleverly compared the
till half hour of time he has redeclaring that Corwin has re- ments
660 slogan to the familiar New York
ed for a speech on the House ture
turned
from
Hollywood
"delightfully
price of $6.60. These are effectively
r. Warren G. Magnuson, a major highlighted by a heather background
member, also has half an hour unchanged."
The
pages
that
follow
announce
the
éved for this afternoon. Miller's first four programs with resumes for on a dull finish paper.
it is expected, will be used
i

ely as was Wigglesworth's last
`day-in charging political moto the committee majority in

each. Highlighting these pages are

four fascinating sketches done by the

artist Hill. The tail end of the bro-

divulges the tentative list of
CA matter and other subjects chure
26 programs together with photoe inquiry. He may also charge, the
the stars to appear.
Wigglesworth, that resignation graphs of some ofthe
promotion piece
gene L. Garey last month as isAccompanying
a
richly
filled
kit
giving a bird's
Bel was a political matter. In the eye view of Corwin's background,
his
A matter, Miller, like others of ups and downs, etc. Included is a mat
Ileagues, objected to the com- and other practically designed data
s decision to eliminate discus f the sale of WMCA by Donald to solve newspaper editor's problems.
to Edward J. Noble.
WFIL Selling Piece
WFIL, Philadelphia, being of the
uson, whose able defense of opinion that a satisfied customer is
ommittee majority was lost last the highest form of success, is saying
by most of the press because so in the 1943 edition of its own
Expect Magnuson Fireworks

the statements of his Success Story now in the mails. This
' ity colleagues-Ed Hart and is a two -page brochure which lists

"Gardens For Victory"

to cut loose today on the consistently used the outlet's facili

blican members of the, commit art, Lea and Magnuson all shot
barbs at Garey last week, with
iticism of the Republican mem-

ties, together with an arresting array
of new 1943 accounts. Also given are

methods of merchandising, promotion

and publicity undertaken for WFIL

advertisers. Booklet is nicely done in
believed that the failure of the blue and white.

rity to agree to the granting to

CC an opportunity to present its
as widened the partisan breach

Cana. Educators To Meet
As Radio Advisory Council

'dual committee members.

the CBC and educational authorities

g members sufficiently for the
rity to adopt methods similar to
of the minority-discussion of
Barger Acting Head

ad of the House Select Commit-

taff at present is Harry Barger,
was chief investigator. Barger's
e to resign with Garey, Walker,
r and McCall apparently came
surprise to them and to Miller

levision Sweethearts
linger G Lanny" Co With TELEVISION
"Bacon G Eggs." Returning tonite
to appear on

'Bob Emery's Video Varieties"
Dumont Station W2XWV Channel 4
ues. March 7, 8:15-9:15 p.m., EWT

Ginger & Lanny" Grey
Fifth Ave.

LEx.

2-1100

(Continued from Page

1)

of Canada.

Dr. Robert C. Wallace, principal
and vice-chancellor, Queen's university, Kingston, is chairman of the
council.

and Wigglesworth. The committee is
presently at loggerheads, it is reported, over the appointment of new
staff members.

Although Chairman Lea has de-

clared that the Commission witnesses
will be available for re-examination
when a new committee staff chief is
appointed-assuming Barger does not
retain the post, which is not certain-

the GOP members insisted that the
new staff members should be appointed first, given time to study the
record and then the FCC appearances
be scheduled.

Coast ET's 'Bicycled';
Aids CBS Show Clinic
(Continued from Page 1)

tions are forwarded in "round robin"
fashion station to station, as requested.

Immediate response of many Co-

lumbia -Pacific affiliates to Buckalew's
offer to forward a "KNX Potluck

Party" transcription as an aid to the
stations' local spot business problems

was the forerunner of the idea, with
Buckalew querying the Coast affiliates as to their willingness to submit their "best programs" for great-

est benefit of all. Responses were immediate, and discs from many of the

stations soon were being stacked in

the librarian's offices.
Present plans include the forward-

ing of at least one transcribed program to a station per week, in accordance with the affiliates expressed
desire, until the current programs
have been reviewed by those wishing to participate. Upon the completion of the "round robin" of current
programs, new program ideas will be
transcribed and forwarded, enabling
busy executives to keep abreast of the

With America's third wartime latest in programming by listening
spring season just around the corner, to one or two recordings weekly.
United Press Radio has prepared a CBS Affiliated Stations that have
special series of scripts on "Gardens already joined the "Clinic" include
for Victory." A series of 13 five-min- members of the CBS Inter -Mountain
ute articles. written by Lee Hannify, area and the Columbia Pacific netUnited Press Radio farm editor, will work, with the daily mail bringing
be released starting March 13, and more queries, acceptances and trancontinuing daily through March 25. scribed recordings.
Packed with practical gardening
Pertinent facts and history of the
know-how, the scripts are writen for development of each program accomthe amateur, and designed to answer panies all the transcriptions.
all his questions on how to make a
Victory garden produce. They were
Britain Gets Sets
prepared with current food -shortages
in mind, and they stress the cultiva- Montreal-Canadian press London
tion of vitamin -rich foods, to main- cable says 40,000 radios sent from
tain a well -stocked pantry, the year United States to Britain under lend-

man Clarence . F. Lea-is ex - advertisers and the years each has 'round.

d
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* * * (ORST-TO-(ORST
- MASSACHUSETTS - COLORADO BOSTON-Listerine Toothpaste is
DENVER-BMYR will carry daily court the new sponsor of the "Quiz of side
broadcasts of games in the national
Two Cities" miked over WNAC.... A.A.U.
basketball tournament beginning
First there were eight, but now there March 19,
and sponsored by the Max
are three on the new WEEI program Cook Sporting
Goods Company.... Boom-

called "Wild Azaleas" because the ing business Is responsible for the new
Army took five.... WORCESTER- and renewing sponsors on BMYR: Daniels

porium....Newcomers to the staff outlying homestead. While maroon
include

Melba Cates of Talihina, town his one worry was that the
Okla., who has taken on the duties of fall wouldn't last long enough on hi
program director; and Helen A. New- acreage to relieve the year's mo

ton, secretary to W. E. Ware, manager. shortage ....Newcomers to WMBD
Bay Wear, assistant copy director:
- ALABAMA -

Cooke and Bob Savage, copywriters.

BIRMINGHAM - Judge Charles N.
Phil Brook, WTAG chief announcer, & Fisher, May Company, Sears Roebuck Feidelson, author, lecturer and labor rela- Gibson, news and publicity.... So p
ful is Pepper Hawthorne, studio song
and George B. Currie, collector of

internal revenue, will be the consultants for puzzled taxpayers who
dial in on the "Aid for Taxpayers"
program over this station....FITCHBURG-Newest sponsor on WEIM is

and Denver Dry Goods-all department tions expert, has been appointed educastores. ...Nancy Kay is the name of the tional director of WSGN. Before coming
new seven pound baby girl born to Mrs. to Birmingham where he is also contributand KLZ engineer Al Raper.... Male mem- ing editor of the "Birmingham News,"
bers of BLZ attended a stag party given Judge Feidelson was a professor at Wilin honor of Jack Ross, bookkeeper, who liam and Mary College and regional direc-

tor for NLRB.
HyCrest Farm, breeders of of Brown - dons Navy blues soon.
Swiss Cattle, for the thrice -weekly
- CANADA - CONNECTICUT aired "News Between the Lines."
WINGHAM
(Ontario)-As a feature
NEW
HAVEN-WELI
is
now
pre- NEW JERSEY of its Red Cross participation in conNEWARK-Here' s one for Dean Hud- senting "The Connecticut Forum of nection with the Blood Bank, CKNX
son's record! While being interviewed by the Air" in place of the former aired a remote broadcast, from the
Paul Brenner on WAAT's "Requestfully "American Town Meeting of the Air." local clinic recently which featured
Yours" and asked his birthplace, Dean New program, heard Thursday at 8:30 interviews with donors in process of
glibly answered, "Oh, I was 'originally' p.m., is unrehearsed and guests well giving blood, as well as the remarks
born in Lake Worth, Florida!".... High. known personalities from the state of Red Cross workers and doctors.
light of Hal Tunis's Sporting Parade is in national and international discus- Enthusiastic response is reported
the spot he devotes to "the past in famous sions. Ralph Dellaselva, special event- from CKNX listeners.
sports events." Each program takes up a er, directs.... HARTFORD-James F.
- ILLINOIS different phase of sports, ranging from Clancy, promotion manager of WTIC,
has been appointed radio director of PEORIA - Emil "Farmer" Bill opens
"fistic front" to "realm of baseball."
the city's Red Cross drive which got each broadcast day over WMBD at 5
-NORTH CAROLINA
way March 1st....Because of a.m. but he couldn't dig his way through
ASHEVILLE-Bill Melia, WWNC under
popularity, W D R C' s ten miles of snow drifts recently to his
production manager, will air a spe- outstanding
cial production of the station's "Curb- "Shopper's Special," regular week-

-

a.m. feature, has been extended
stone College" quiz program for the day
to Sundays from 8 to 9 a.m. Listeners
officers of Moore General Army Hos- then
hear about drug stores, theaters,
pital, Swannanoa, March 10....The
Esso Reporter newscasts were broad- etc. open on Sunday.
cast from the corner window of
-SOUTH CAROLINAIvey's Dept. store twice daily during CHARLESTON - Chuck Simpson,
the two weeks' WAVES North Caro- WCSC's sports announcer, special events
lian recruiting drive. Commercials chief and emcee of the early morning
and window display were devoted to "Yawn Patrol," is now in the, Army. Anythe WAVES.... Gladys M. Heath has way, he's had basic in early rising.
been named secretary to Don S. Elias,
- SOUTH DAKOTA exec director of WWNC....The new
sponsor for "The Weird Circle" is YANKTON-Another step in the

SUNSt

that visiting schoolmarm wanted to
why she wasn't at classes. Note: Pep
:

husband of three years is in the,
Guard.

- MICHIGAN DETROIT-Charles Park, WJR

nouncer, has been honored wit
citation

by the

Benj. V. Got

Auxiliary of the Veterans of For
Wars in recognition of an "outst,
ing Americanism program" ... Du:

Moore made a plea on his F
Forum program over WJR for

skates for fliers at the Rom:
(Mich.) Ferry Command and 35

were sent to the soldiers by lis
ers. Hewes Palmer, announcer

the early a.m. program, did his l
too in airing this recreational n
of the boys.... SAGINAW-Sant

Skinner, formerly with WTRY,
N. Y., has joined WSAM in the ea
city of commercial manager.

TOPS IN

V01111

RED pRED.PROGRAMS

the Carolina Power & Light Company. expansion of WNAX is the new

- CALIFORNIA -

street -floor news room in the Or-

RN ROMANCES
cofi
g each a ages
MODS
programs,

SAN FRANCISCO-NBC's outlet KPO pheum Theater building at Sioux
has three fair maidens anxious to try on City. New setup will be the point of

the Cinderella slipper in the Hour of origination for all news broadcasts
Charm search for an unknown voice to of Whitney Larson and Russ Van
loin the Spitalny group. The girls are Ruth Dyke. Intense interest is evidenced by
Cousins, Joyce Scott and Jean Reinecke
.BSFO's Margo, mistress of ceremonies

from the

of Woman's Page of the Air, still blushes sented.
when she recalls the faux pas she made

10

-INDIANA -

VINCENNES-Howard N. Breenlee,
while emceeing a swank fashion show
at a hotel recently, "Women's clothes manager of WAOV and Emmett M. Jack-

are always interesting: as a matter of son, program director, are preparing their

-

off'
March 7
Sidney Flamm
Ted Jewett
George Shockley

laundry
life. Successfully
furs, cosmetics,
food prodand cake,
various ood or eve
disinfectant,
audition rectings.

.

data, today.
*
Programs
-'Recorded
NBC
esRto half-hour.
Many other
5

tax by Victor IC. Langford. senior deputy

ords, availability
orris.

collector for the city.... Business items:
East Side Market sponsoring U. P. series,
"Gardens for Victory," 15 -minute Sunday
afternoon, live -minute weed -day evening
program; People's Credit Clothing re-

suming series of three daily spots;

real

service'
ucts. Excellent presentation,

fact I have been working with them on farewells, Uncle Sam has called... WAOV
will air a series of talks on the income
and off for the past 10 years."

\,#--coo,

ag

ute
N
78 fifteen- dramatized
MOD
mag
slices
píete story,
magazine
inspirational
for
of the CE-exciting+
sponsored

listeners who are now able to see
how the news is prepared and pre-

re-

newal by Elson G. Sims, local Ford dealer,

of the account with 300 additional local
spots.

CRADIO-RECORDING DIVISION

- ARKANSAS -

AMERICA S NUMBER

HOT SPRINGS-"Reminiscing with
Kempner's" is the title of a new daily

quarter-hour musical program combining style hints over KWFC, local-

ly sponsored by shoe and hat em-

E

E Service of Ado
orpo,o ion of Emnho

1

SO}IRCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg., Radio City, N. Y... Merchandise Mart, Chicago, Ill.
Trans -Lux Bldg., Washington, D. C... Sunset and Vine, Hollywood, Cal.
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ply Testimony Opposed
w Announces Ban

idio Appearances

"Consequences"

Ralph Edwards, head man of
"Truth or Consequences" reported

this morning at 5:30 a.m. at the
Grand

on Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Central Palace

induction

center where he was to take his
Entire office and other
staff bade him farewell and good

on-Although present con -

physical.

Navy has ordered an end
ly programs, sponsored or

luck last night.
But, at 4 a.m.
this morning the whole crew in
rented soldier, sailor and WAC
uniforms appeared at Edwards'
house with a huge floral horseshoe. They stayed up all night in

options will not be dis-

le

The purpose here is to
exploitation of service

is actors, musicians and en -

and a major reason for the

the order was a strong

preparation.

inst all -service shows from

pl law forbids servicemen
feting with civilians, and
orities feel that if AFRA

ke its objection to court

ontinued on Page 5)

fiery To Produce

s Television Series

WMCA Deal Revived

FCC Chairman Testifies Over Protests
Of House Select Committee Minority;
Will Resume Stand This Morning
News Staff Transfers

Reorganize NBC Dept.

James Lawrence Fly yesterday began
the presentation of testimony aimed
to refute the voluminous record built

the Commission during
Preparing both for special invasion up against
13 months the House Select Comcoverage and the Presidential elec- the
tion at home, William F. Brooks, direc- mittee to investigate the FCC has
tor of new and special events for been in existence. Fly will continue

this morning and several more mornNBC yesterday announced rearrange- ings.

ment of duties in his department.

The first part of the two-hour sesToward this end, Francis M. McCall, sion
was
to
manager of operations, has been asBy Miller In House signed to assist Stanley Richardson,
(Continued on Page 5)
London manager, in covering the
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
forthcoming invasion.
Washington-Pressure was exerted Adolph Schneider, NBC news edi- Tele Channel Fight

on the FCC to approve the transfer

of WMCA in 1941, Representative
television Louis E. Miller, R., Mo., told the
he DuMont station W2XWV House yesterday. Taking the floor for
uced and directed by Bob another blast against the majority
experimental

inator and conductor of members of the Lea committee-and

(Continued on Page 6)

Blue Net Promotions
Announced In Chicago

pular "Rainbow House" the administration generally.
Merritt R. Schoenfeld, formerly
grogram, with the first teleWarren G. Magnuson, Washington, network sales manager of the Blue
uled for Tues., Mar. 14,
Network central division, has been
(Continued on Page 6)
o 9:15 p.m. The first show
appointed assistant general manager
e a dramatic plea for the Youth Problems Discussed of the division. E. K. Hartenbower, of
ontinued on Page 3)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Over protest of the
committee minority, FCC Chairman

On WSSR Panel Programs

(Continued on Page 5)

Looms In Windy City
Chicago-Moves by NBC and sta-

tion WGN, the latter owned and operated by Col. Robert R. McCormick's

Tribune, are complicating the television situation here.

Station WGN has applied to the
FCC for a construction permit for a
commercial tele station, while NBC
is seeking the Zenith No. 1 tele fre-

Stamford, Conn.-In the nature of a Radio Unit For Pix Adv.
(Continued on Page 2)
combination of radio promotion and
Set By Donahue & Coe
community public service, a roundn Bureau, RADIO DAILY
table discussion was held here Mon- Donahue & Coe, Inc., New York ad Gunnison To Middle West
on-The military situa- day under the auspices of WSSR on agency, has created a special radio
For 'Election Interviews
front and their relationship the subject of "Youth in Industry." unit to handle motion -picture exploiPanel
was
the
second
in
a
series
de
tation,
it
was
learned
yesterday.
On
theme of a one -day off Royal Arch Gunnison, Mutual net(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 2)
conference of 200 broadwork commentator recently repatrinagement and advertising
ated from Japanese prison camps,

dv. Execs Meeting
v't Officials Today

here today. They will

Continued on Page 2)

fii AWOL.

at WOL

announcers at WOL, Wash-

,

attracted by a fire alarm

their posts at the
itNI. Result: one station Iden
on was missed completely:
door left

ee mmerclal announcement for'oll and the night supervisor, in

tr urn, and eagerness to run
the tire engine, tripped over a
gelm cleaner cord and sprained
tb kle.

Flood Of Applications To OWI leaves New York today for a two
For Overseas Radio Positions
No Free Rides

-

(Continued on Page 4)

Thirty-five hundred men, 25 per cent
Time, Inc., Annual Report from
have made application by
Refers To Radio Investment letterradio,
to the OWI for overseas assignments as a sequel to Elmer
In the annual report of Time, Inc., Davis' appeal for 450 specialists made
publishers of Time, Life, Fortune and two weeks ago, OWI officials in New
The Architectural Forum magazines York disclosed yesterday.
and producers of March of Time radio
All of the inquiries for OWI posiand cinema shows, a net profit of tions are being processed in New York

is reported for 1943 com- and the 3,500 applicants represent
pared with $2,998,942 in 1942 and all of the letters received in Wash$3,748,908 in 1941. Referring to the ington and at OWI offices throughout
(Continued on Page 3)
$3,687,625

(Continued on Page 3)

Montreal-When is a tax, not

a tax, is answered here by Mr. justice Wilfrid Lazure, who Indicates,
"when it is a radio license," as
the correct answer. In a decision
rendered in the court of King's
Bench His Lordship reversed a
lower court which believed
that Indians, not obliged to

pay taxes should not have to pay
a fee for owning a radio set.

Your Privilege to Help Humanity Give to the Red Cross

2
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Radio-Adv. Execs Meeting Radio Unit For Pix Adv.
With Gov't Officials Today
Set By Donahue & Coe
(Continued from Page 1)
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Gen. Electric
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OVER THE COUNTER

Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

21

Asked
23

Most of those attending represent been director of creative radio for
RKO, will be primarily concerned
with the exploitation of motion pictures. He has handled either promo-

large manufacturers, with radio men,
agency executives and officers of
newspapers and magazines, War Advertising Council and OWI have sponsored the meeting in order that those
attending the conference may obtain
military
production
information
which will be important in determin-

tions on RKO films, including "Behind

the Rising Sun" and "Hitler's Children," as well as the movie company's
presentation of the George Putnam
newscast on WEAF, New York. A

ing their advertising and public in- televised version of "Rising Sun" was
formational policies in the future.
recently produced by him over
Morning sessions in the Pentagon W2XWV, Du Mont tele outlet in New
Building willbe addressed by Under - York.
Secretary's Robert P. Patterson and Only lately returned from HollyJames V. Forrestal of the War and wood, Rigrod produced some tranNavy departments, respectively. Other scribed programs there for Samuel
speakers will include Major General Goldwyn's musical, "Up in Arms,"
W. D. Styer, Chief of Staff, Army starring Danny Kaye. Donahue & Coe
Service Forces; Col. Warren J. Clear clients include Goldwyn, M -G -M and
of the War Department's general Republic.
staff; Vice Admiral John S. McCain,
During the past month the agency
Deputy Chief of Naval Operations has added six other people to its
(air) ; Rear Admiral L. D. McCormick, radio department. They are: Richard
Assistant Chief of Staff, and Maj. Nicholls, former radio chief of Morse
General DeWitt Peck, U. S. M. C., International, Inc.; Betty Barrett,
assistant to the commandant.
previously spot time buyer with J.
The afternoon sessions at the Hotel Walter Thompson Co.; John Hugh,
Statler will consist of a question and writer and producer from Kenyon &
answer meeting at which Donald M. Eckhardt, Inc.; Joe Lincoln, time

Nelson, chairman of the War Produc- buyer from Erwin, Wasey & Co.; Bob

tion Board, and Charles E. Wilson, Monroe, free-lance radio producer,
executive vice-chairman, WPB, will and Latham Ovens, scripter from
preside. Other WPB vice-chairmen WLW, Cincinnati.
also will attend.
Speakers at the dinner session will

be Nelson, General H. H. Arnold, Tele Channel Fight
Chief of the Army Air Forces, and
Looms In Windy City
Harold B. Thomas, acting chairman

of the council. Dinner guests will in(Continued from Page 1)
clude heads of various war and Gov- quency channel,'with the latter comernment agencies served by the War pany fighting the move bitterly.
Advertising Council in connection
& K, Paramount theater affiliate,
with home front information cam- is Breported
developing ambitious tele
paigns.
plans for the post-war period, meanwhile going ahead with its scheduled

Will Discuss Electronics

programs.

Seventeen different ways in which

20 YEARS AGO TODAY post-war advertising will be aided

and somewhat revolutionized by the

new science of electronics, will be
described by Dr. Orestes H. Caldwell,
editor of Electronic Industries, during his illustrated address on "The

(March 8, 1924)

H. W. Whitby who built and oper-

ated WGM, station of the Atlanta

Post -War Electronic Era" before the
New York Electrical Society tonight,
at the Engineering Auditorium, 29 W.
39th Street, New York City.

Constitution, and also operated WSB

of the Atlanta "Journal," has joined
the operating staff of WOR'
Newark. The addition of Whitby en-

ables the Bomberger station to pursue certain research work along the
lines of remote control which will
do much to extend the scope of the
outlet. ...Giuseppe Adamic, concert
violinist, was featured soloist recently over the local airwaves.

Engineer

for

1,000 -Watt

(RCA

transmitter) Radio Station in Texas. Give
experience and educational background
and references in application.
Write
Radio Daily, Box 806, 1501 Broadway,
New York 18, N. Y.

i

*

wI

Sgt. List On WOV Tomorrow
Sgt. Eugene List, nationally known

concert pianist now detailed with

Special Services, U. S. A., and sta-

tioned at the Army Base in Brooklyn,
will be heard over WOV tomorrow as

Peggy Lloyd's guest on her "Wake
Up, New York" program, which is

broadcast each day from 7-8 a.m. Sgt.
List is scheduled for 7:40 a.m.

*

*

1480 Kilocycles

-

*
Full Time Operation

FOR BETTER THAN AVERAGE RESULTS

WANTED
Chief

*

COIfIfG and

(Continued from Page 1)

spend the day with ranking WPB and the heels of this report comes word
Price 10 Cts. military officers, of OWI and the of the appointment of A. Carl Rigrod,
War Advertising Council, acting as of RKO Radio Pictures, Inc., to the
:
Publlabar joint sponsors.
agency's radio department, effective
The executives will also be re- next Wednesday.
Editor ceived at the White House.
Understood that Rigrod, who has

Buena. Mannar

M

Joseph Lang, Gen. Mgr.
New York Studios: 29 West 57th Street, New York City

GO,'

JANE TIFFANY WAGNER, NBC's d:f
war activities for women, and IRENE NIN
network's assistant director of inform),

in Washington today to participate in
via closed circuit, to the women of

*

*

1

HOWARD L. CHERNOFF, vice-presi
managing director of WCHS, CBS a1
Charlestown,
days

West Va., is spending
York for conferences
of the network.

New

in

headquarters

LUCILLE MANNERS, soprano, expects
town following her appearance yeti
soloist with the Symphony Orchestra
land, Me.

LT. PAULA AMREIN, chief of the

tion, Sixth Service Command, Chicago,

trip to Ann Arbor, Mich., with returns
cago scheduled for Saturday.
FULTON LEWIS, JR., commentator ii

Mutual, will speak today
stop in

in

Denver,

his current lecture tour.

LEO FITZPATRICK, executive vice general manager of WJR, Detro
of CBS, is here for talks with James I
who will appear March 18 on the

and

"Victory FOB" program.

DOROTHY KIRSTEN, soprano, is fi
engagement in Baltimore today
scheduled for another in Philadelphia
day.
opera

MOSE GUMBLE, of MPHC, is plai
Friday for two weeks at Miam

leave

BEATRICE KAY goes out to Newark I
for appearances at the Adams Theater.
WILLIAM

D.

assistant

MURDOCK,

of WTOP, Columbia's O &

manager

tion in Washington,

D. C.,

is

in town

lion and network business.
JACK MELVIN, West Coast advertisini
is on a short business trip

executive,
York.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT is scheduled fo

cert today in Boston.

I

1,201,436
Baltimore!
Civilians in
Baltimore
That's the latest There'll

area census figure.
collapse in
be no sudden
worker
1944 of Baltimore
doing
firms
payrolls. Most
before
war work were here
be needel
the war and will
2/3 c
Hhey
employ
in 1944.
To reach thel
the workers. W -I -T-111
workers use

m)"
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

*

i

Navy, Marines and Coast Guard.

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-R

1IGRRm REVIEWS
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Time, Inc., Annual Report Bob Emery To Produce
Refers To Radio Investment WOR's Television Series

'fOLLYWOOD STAR
TIME"
RKO Pictures. Inc.
(Foote, Cone & Belding)

GUEST-IIDG

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

Cross, the start of a "pin-up
ARMEN, Blue Network vocalrecent Blue Network stock deal the Red
series" for servicemen, and a per- istKAY
formerly of "Lower Basin Street,"
report states:
sonal
appearance
of
WOR's
Martha
"Broadway Matinee," Thursday
"During the year 1943 the Company,
with her announcer, Bruce on
(WJZ-Blue Network, 4 p.m.).
in view of its interest in radio, mo- Deane
Eliot.
tion

picture and television fields,

made an investment in American

HARRY COOL vocalist, on "Here's

'he Blues Coastal Stations
Broadcasting System, Inc., which
to Romance," Thursday (WABC-CBS,
tough Fri. 12:15-12:30 p.m., PWT owns all the capital stock of the Blue
Frank Sinatra's show leaves Holly- 10:30 p.m.).
Producer: Arnold Maguire
Network, and increased its invest- wood
on March 19 for New York and
rs: Fred Runyon and Tom Pettey
ment in General Precision Equipment
ZIMBALIST, violinist, on
Gary Breckner and Larry Corporation. The investment in Amer- the Wednesday night Vimms airshow theEFREM
program of the Philadelphia Org, "Hollywood Star Time's" ican Broadcasting System, Inc., repre- will originate in New York for seven
chestra, Saturday (WABC-CBS, 3:30

Sinatra Coming East

get together on who's doing sents 121/2 per cent of the common broadcasts starting March 22, at

where and how, this 15 -minute stock of that company."
night to be a delight to listen m coast to coast-and not only
ted to the Blue's Rocky Mounid Pacific Coast stations.

sparkling array of Hollywood

aying and doing a little more
he usual "This is so and so,"
;her idle chatter should do a
promote the public's interest in
performers and productions,

are given an opportunity to

jetted across the airlanes.
the first program, Breckner

eating miked around the stu-

anchroom and gave Eddie Can; opening to publicize his forth g "Show Business" with a few,

gags; Ginger Rogers' mother
Georgia Carroll, Cary Grant

ay Kyser were on hand to chit -

giving the listeners an inside
about Georgia's laddering to
together with her rendition of

,

9

p.m. EWT over CBS.

,0
ON

p.m.).

laiu y Radia fi.'dtaut!

WHN

NEW YORK

7:45 P. M. MONDAYS

thru

FRIDAYS

/lse

it*thing You Dream"; disserta-

n clothes included the master
he Menjou; the love scene from

er Comrade," starring Ginger
s and Robert Ryan, transcribed
the RKO soundtrack, climaxed
cresting interlude "on the set"

:h should become a daytime
if effectively followed up.

y Apply For Positions
ith OWI Overseas Unit

VOICE OF
LIVE

SPONSORED

WITH MILLIONS OF FANS FROM COAST -TO -COAST

(Continued from Page 1)

nited States. Recent announce regarding a step-up in Selective
'e reclassifications is regarded
:ontributing factor in the aval of job requests.

't urgent need of OWI at the
at time

are radio engineers,

^s and executives who have a

ledge of French, German or the
a languages. Only a small perge of applicants to date are linit was stated.
(flight radio executives, men ac 'shed in handling personnel,

ing station operation, and doing
intelligence assignments, are
ically sought. These executives,

is pointed out, will have un-

nt roles in psychological warfare

Also available in transcribed 15 minute programs cut

to allow opening, center and closing commercials.
Here's a program that sells anything, anywhere! Now
sponsored and sustaining on many stations. Some
markets still open. For further details, call, wire or write.

eas.

wers Joins Blue Sales Staff

E. Powers has been named as -

at to Jack Donohue, district sales
tger for the Blue Network in De Powers will cover network sales
troit and Cleveland and will be

large of spot sales in the same
He was recently honorably dis-

(ed from the U. S. Army.

VOICE OF EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
140 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Wisconsin 7-4964
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LOS AIIGELES

CNICAG1!

By RALPH WILL
By BILL IRVIN

MARY ELLEN RYAN, traffic manager for Don Lee System,

was married Sunday, Feb. 27th, to

Ensign Jack Cook, USNR. Miss Ryan
will return to her position at Don Lee

Notes From a Ringside Seat..

San Francisco.
For many years Gary Breckner and
Larry Keating have known each other

pillar, to the effect that the new Eversharp show, when it bows in next Tues-

after a two weeks' wedding trip to

as radio personalities-by reputation
only. Not, however, until they both

were set for the new RKO show,
Star Time," launched
over the Blue last week, did they
"Hollywood

meet personally, and then it was to
discover that they had served in the
same regiment in 1917-1918, the 66th

Brigade of the 148th Field Artillery
Regiment.
Clifford Sanforth has appointed

Sam Armstrong as exclusive agent to
handle radio rights to "Son of Robin
Hood," the stories by Paul Castleton

which he will produce as a picture.
Howard

Hill,

world's

champion

archer, will star in both the radio

series and films. Armstrong is now
working on two radio deals, both in-

day via the Blue Network, might name Milton Berle as the emcee
Milton Berle, it is, with a format calling for a different guestar
each week
and music supplied by Jacques Renard's Orchestra... We caught last
Saturday's program of the "Man Behind The Gun," and it was announced
that this was to be the "last program" of this CBSeries
what a sad
decision
this is undoubtedly one of the finest series of dramatic programs on the air
intelligently directed, beautifully narrated and
superbly played, this series is a "natural"
in fact if we were trying
to
a ready-made audience, we'd seek no further. . . When Ed
"Archie" Gardner transplants his "Duffy's Tavern" to Hollywood, three
weeks hence, his vocalist, Benay Venuta, will remain in the East and may

team up

with

Carl Brisson for a musical -comedy

for guest stars on the mystery show.

Wfong Number."
Ken Darby, musical director of the
Kings Men on the Fibber McGee and

Molly program, and also director of
the chorus on the Westinghouse show,

became the father of a baby girl,

born last month. Her name is Chris-

tiana.

Gunnison To Middle West
For 'Election' Interviews
(Continued from Page 1)

week trip through the Middle West
where he will sample public opinion
on the coming November presiden-

tial election.
Commentator is scheduled to interview prominent mayors, Congressmen
and Governors in the territory he will

visit, also men and women in industry and on the farm. While en -tour,

Gunnison will be picked up from

local MBS stations for his Wed. and
Sat. commentary on the network.

"GINGER & LANNY"
THANK 'STAR FOR A NITE"
(Adam Hat Show on the Blue)
for a most pleasant association with a swell

company and a grand cast. "We go for the
men who make those Adam Hats (whistle)."
"GINGER & LANNY" GREY
595 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.
LEx. 2-1100

janitor at WÉNR in Chicago,

himself on playing the "s
music this side of Cicero,"
Panhandle Pete, who hails

Grand Island, Neb., claims his
sounds like "Tschaikowsky it
ecstacy". In Archie's corner i
Mayor Edward J. Kelly of C

while Pete's second will be
Harry Grimminger of Grand
Paul Whiteman will supply t11
gram notes by pickup from
York City.

The 30 -minute WGN program

uring songs and chatter by Joht
for the first 15 minutes, and ace
music by Wendall Hall on the

quarter-hour portion, has bet

creator of the cornier music, in the "one-man band battle of music of the
century"
the contestants "Panhandle Pete," worshipper of the Muse.
who hails from Grand Island, Nebraska, (he ought to know his Corn) and
Archie Sweet, janitor of the Merchandise Marl Building in NBChicago, and

That's quite an article columnist Dorothy Kilgallen tossed

Patsy Montana, hill -billy perfc
of "National Barn Dance" fame,
her debut on WGN MarCh 1 in

protege of Don (Breakfast Club) McNeill.

Actress played the lead in "Sorry,

.

9, broadcast of the Blue Ne
"Breakfast Club." Archie, a

newed for 13 weeks, effective
6, by the Charm Kurl Company
Paul, Minn., through United
tising Companies, Inc., Chicago
gram is heard Monday through f
day, 2.30 to 3 p.m.,
Don Ward, formerly with KS
Louis, is the newest addition to
Network central division annou

tion for several important roles in
productions now being planned.
At the request of radio listeners,

and 28 for the third time-a record

.

Paul Whiteman has been called upon to judge music, cows, hogs,

with the accent on the first syllable

Agnes Moorehead returned to the
"Suspense broadcast on February 24

radio series.

bathing beauties, (editor's note: Scoops 01 boy, couldn't you, at least have
reversed the order so that the latter -named group might at least have
been given precedence over the four -legged animals?) and many other
unique contests, but tomorrow. Pops will again be in the "Judge's corner"

volving network programs.
Paramount is giving a national

build-up to Bill Goodwin, ace radio
announcer, in connection with his
featured role in its picture, "Incendiary Blonde," soon to be released.
Studio has Goodwin under considera-

!

We can now confirm a line we ran several weeks ago in this

ABATTLE between Panhant
and Archie Sweet for the
"World's Greatest One -Man
is scheduled for the Thursday,

he must decide which is the

off on Gertrude Lawrence in the current issue of Collier's....
f'rinstance we glean that as a "leggy, gawkie child in a suburb of
London, her best pal (and the one to whom she loaned her bicycle)
was not just a kid named Joe but a kid named Noel Coward"....and
again we quote: "when as a three -pound -a -week chorus girl she
understudied Beatrice Lillie, the fate that watches over Gertrude
Lawrence saw to it that Miss Lillie did not merely come down with
a slight head cold but was tossed off her horse to break a leg"
we merely use the item because La Lawrence, each week brings to
the microphone in the "Revlon Revue," histrionic talents, perfected
by her early struggle for experience, recognition and subsequent
success. .
Honorably discharged from the Army, where, as a
featured member of the cast of Irving Berlin's "This Is The Army,"
he introduced the hit, 'I'm Getting Tired So I Can Sleep', tenor
William Horne has been signed to sing the role of 'Paris,' in the
New Opera Company's forthcoming production, "Helen Goes To
Troy"
agencies will scramble for this lad's vocalisthenics on
learning here that Horne, before entering the Army, had been
guest soloist with Toscanini, Stokowski and Barbirolli.

**

Don Douglas, MBStar of the "Black Castle" series of chiller -

thrillers, will be screen-tested by 20th Century -Fox.
vaudeville idea, "Melting Pot-pourri," can't miss

.

.

Irving Caesar's
if

the songwriter

impresario can corral additional material of the calibre he demonstrated
for us in his office yesterday. . . Kyle Crichton's feature story, "Expensive Air," which deals with the CBSensational rise in national popularity
of Joan Brooks, is a must
it'll be seen in the next issue of Collier's.

out Friday...

day...

Phil Brito, radioriole, became the pappy of a boy Mon-

The late Lt. John J. Powers, dive bomber pilot of the U. S. Navy.
who was posthumously awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor for his
sinking of five Sneakenese vessels, was the brother of Betty Powers of
the Blue Network research Dep't.
i'

*

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

staff.

minute program of guitar and
dolin
and songs. Patsy
be heard Monday through Safi:
2:45 to 3 p.m., CWT, under spo:

ship of the Charm Kurl Compan,
Paul, Minn.

Iii A ATEO
RADIO STATION PERSONNI
Engineers - Announcers
Salesmen available for employ,

ment May 15, 1944. Applica
tions treated
in
stricter
confidence.

Applicants with actual expert
ence in Louisiana, Texas, as
Oklahoma preferred. Replie
must be in detail, noting edt
cation, experience, backgroun
salary desired, date whe
available, and references. On!

lifelong citizens of the Unite
States need apply.

All replies confidential, a
no present employers or ref
ences will be contacted unl:

and until specifically autho
ized by you. Reply Box 81
RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broa'

way, New York

18,

N.

5
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h irman Fly Heard

WHO'S WHO IN RADIO

Navy Announces Ban

CHARLES M. DALE

On Radio Appearances

iy Lea's Committee
ii-oniinued from Page

PUBLIC life has given Charles M.

1t

Dale,

new owner of

WHEB,

Ports-

(Continued from Page 1)

Richard B. Wigglesworth, R.,
of a carefully worded protest
st the Fly appearance. The Bay
's statement was also subscribed

mouth, N. H., a ready insight into the needs and preferences of the
radio listener-the average citizen. As Mayor of the thriving city that
houses a key U. S. Navy Yard. he can draw on
his own valuable record of community service to

it would have a clear case. The practice of turning a whole show over to

provide an informed broadcast coverage.

dms Committee "Handicapped"

A "Down Easterner" by adoption, Dale settled
down to the practice of law at Portsmouth in

"Early in the war period it was important for morale purposes to keep

.

Rep. Louis E. Miller, R., Mo.

:glesworth, as the session opened,

ed that "as soon as Mr. Garey
fed and it was evident that the
.ittee

was

hopelessly

handi-

d in proceeding with further

,igation of the FCC, Mr. Fly deed a prompt hearing setting out
Ic subjects on which he desired

heard and intimated that any
tt lack of legal personnel for
immittee might be compensated

y the fact that the staff of the
Communications Commis Mould 'carefully organize mate) be presented.'
al

Wigglesworth Statement

demand by Mr. Fly, to be heard
Wigglesworth conStately,"
fs

(, "Is in striking contrast to his

1920. soon after he resigned his Army commission

in the Coast Artillery. By 1926 he had acquired
a standing in the community that resulted in his
election as Mayor. He was re-elected the following year, which was followed by three terms in
the New Hampshire Senate. Resident of the State
Senate from 1935 to 1936, he served as a member

of the Governor's Council during the next two
years. At present he is filling a two-year term as
Mayor of Portsmouth.
Charles Dale was born at Browns Valley, Minn., COMMUNITY LEADER
in 1893. Journeying farther West in his boyhood

to comparatively pioneer country, he graduated from Minot, N. D.. High
School in 1911. Four years later he received his Bachelor of Arts degree
from the University of Minnesota, and, in 1917, his sheepskin as a Bachelor

of Laws. On the Minnesota campus, he was business manager of "The
Gopher," his class yearbook, and also headed the Student Court. At the
outbreak of hotilities in L917 he joined the Coast Artillery.

a to testify when called as a

1s before the first public hear which testimony was taken by will be replaced. When Miller asked
aamittee in July, 1943. Neverthe- if Lea would consent to have Milton
he majority members of the I. Hauser, law associate of Garey who
ittee have
determined to had served on the committee staff
id with immediate hearings over without compensation and resigned
with Garey, cross-examine the Comigorous and repeated protests,
i believe that hearings should be mission witness, Lea refused on the
ted at the earliest possible mo- grounds that Hauser has already reConsistent with the employment signed.

adequate and competent staff,
reasonable opportunity for

Fly then declared that "there is one

charge that has been repeated once

tion to present the full facts too often," he quoted Wigglesworth's
investigation as commanded charge that Fly demanded the Commission be heard as soon as Garey
Congress.
have publicly condemned the was out of the way. "The record is
'on, intimidation and under - replete with requests and even detactics employed by the ad- mands from the Commission that we

ation with a view to ham - be heard," he said.
g this investigation. We can ever, consent to the resump-

Fly Statement Lengthy

Fly charged that he has "never
f hearings at this time with taken a runout powder in his life"

tee doesn't have to hear me at all."

If it were left to the committee minority, he said, I suppose "I'd never get a
hearing." Wigglesworth then weakly
replied that assurances the Commission would be heard were backed up
by the committee as a whole.
"Prosecution Witnesses"

Barger, then remarked that eight
commission members or staff had
been heard thus far, to which Fly
replied that they were "prosecution

service personnel, "just grew like
Topsy," an officer said yesterday.

the Navy on the air." Now, he added.

the Radio section is snowed under
with requests for Naval men back
from the fighting fronts-men with
real stories to tell. The Navy is happy

to have these men on the air, he

added, and never contemplated banning them.
Only a few shows would be affected

by the order which came out over

the week-end. The only two network
shows affected, it is believed, will be

Blue's "Meet Your Navy," and the

CBS "Great Lakes Choir" broadcast.
Even here, the present contracts may

run through and the sponsors may

pick up options for balance of pacts.

Blue Net Promotions
Announced In Chicago
(Continued from Page 1)

the central division sales staff, will

succeed Schoenfeld as sales manager
of the division, and Gilbert R. Berry,

sales manager of WENR, will take
over the post of assistant sales man-

ager of the central division.
Appointments were announced by
E. H. Borroff, vice-president in charge

of the Blue's central division who
said that the three-way shift reflects

witnesses" against the Commission the growth of the organization.

and not permitted to testify at liberty.

"I think Commissioner Craven was
brought here because his views are

Home On Leave

Lt. Tom Braden, former WOR pub-

accord with the views of the licist, has returned to the United
States for his month's leave from the
Lea was badly on the spot as Fly Brtish 8th Army. Braden has been
continued leisurely explaining the with the King's Royal Rifle Corps,
organization of the Commission (even Seventh Armored Division of the
giving the committee an organization British 8th Army under General
chart) and generally discussing tele- Montgomery, for the past two and
in

former counsel" he added.

mittee staff in its present and is here to produce evidence on
ad and under -manned condi- and to answer everything dealing
with the FCC. He does however, he phone and telegraph matters and var- one half years.
"Whitewash" Charged
added, want a hearing with "some ious other things. He was just about
cannot escape the conclusion semblance of judicial fairness,"
ready to crack down and demand that
lie decision to proceed with ira- Fly then launched into his long Fly speak on a matter directly exte hearings, in response to Mr. initial statement, ignoring with Lea's plored by Garey when the FCC chairletter, is further and substantial tacit support, cries by Miller that he man pulled another trick out of his
ice of the determination of the was using the hearing as a "sounding hat.
tistration to whitewash the en- board." Making it plain that he felt
Champions "Freedom of Speech"
).vestigation."
it was unfair to deny the Commission
Fly
declared that there had been
1rman Clarence F. Lea replied the opportunity to be heard on RID numerous charges that the FCC opb Wigglesworth-declaring that and FBIS in view of the impending posed-and actively-freedom of
day's session was not in re - Senate decision on funds for these speech. Then he related commission
e to Fly's letter of last week. services, Fly lashed back at Wiggles - efforts to encourage broadcasting in
nally, he said, he thought Fly's worth when the latter declared that remote areas, mentioning the saving
uncalled for in view of the appropriations should be justified betelephone charges, etc., he claimed
t ittee's earlier decision to hear fore Appropriations Committees. The in
in this connection "the relaxation of
'CC. Appealing directly to the FCC head retorted that a January
controls-that is, New York
ity members to cease sniping, speech by Wigglesworth, powerful remote
controls." The network rules, he
asked that they "judge us by member of the House Appropriations City
spread free speech by perwe do-give us a fair chance" committee, made it plain the Com- continued,
broadcasters wider choice of
omised a scrupulously fair hear - mittee's recommendation of cuts to- mitting
programs.
with no attempt at whitewash.
talling $1,599,990 in the budget for There was no discussion of WMCA,
Hints Replacing of Garey
these two services was based on the aside from Fly's declaration that he
for counsel, he declared that record built up by Garey.
CBS
was willing to testify. Attorney Philip
g Committee Attorney Harry S.
Fly Loses Temper
J.
Handelman,
representing
Donald
5,000 WATTS
r, with 25 years experience as Fly lost his temper all the way at Flamm, was in attendance, he said
er, was a competent man and one point, when Miller objected to his "just in case."
DAY AND NIGHT
hly familiar with the record. statement. The Texan declared, "I
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
Fly
resumes
his
testimony
this
dicated, however that Garey
t

suppose, Mr. Miller that this commit- morning.
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WMCA Deal Revived

By Miller In House

\ \,

AND music *
By BEN KAUFMAN

(Continued from Page 1)

a member of the committee majority
arose after dutiful applause from the
GOP side for Miller, to declare that
Miller "is getting himself in the position whereby he is judging the case

before the committee can get the

full facts." He made it plain that he
referred not only to the WMCA mat-

ter but as well to the entire list of
charges against the FCC.

Criticizes Miller
Magnuson also attacked

Variations

(Continued from Page 1)

mittee. the memorial was staged for the benefit of the Armed Forces Master
Records, Inc. Deems Taylor opened the affair by introducing Jimmy Walker,
debonair ex -mayor of New York Town, who emceed the star-studded show
that followed in his inimitably suave style.

Washington, has been named ass
to Brooks. Miss Gillis, well kno

it

*

A highlight of the evening was the "Information Please" session

ence F. Lea last month by former
worth the other minority member

Iturbi, Mary Martin, Billy Gaxton, Gertrude Lawrence, Wilbur Evans,

Committee Counsel Eugene L. Garey.
Representative Richard B. Wiggles -

had also read the letter on the House
floor last week. "No member of the
House, under the House rules, could
make those statements about another
member," Magnuson said, terming
Lea a "model of integrity."
The Washington Democrat called

for an end to the bickering of the

minority members, the airing of unfinished committee business on the
floor of Congress, and dispatch in
completing the investigation. Miller
repeated Wigglesworth's charges that

Lea had deliberately held up the

WMCA study. It will be found, he
said, that Noble employed attorney
William J. Dempsey, former FCC general counsel, at the suggestion of
Tommy Corcoran.
Refers to Deibler Testimony

It is significant that Miller, in reading his statement, on the House floor,
omitted several remarks concerning

Corcoran which were contained in
the copy of his statement given the
press earlier.
The Missouri freshman Congress-

man then referred to testimony allegedly given in private by David H.
Deibler of the FCC legal staff last
May. Deibler is reported to have tes-

tified that Dempsey and Corcoran

were "very, very close," and that Corcoran was "the front man" for

Dempsey. Asked whether the Commission may have had information as
to whether Corcoran profited from
the WMCA deal, Deibler is reported

to have answered that he did not

know but he himself had heard Corcoran figured in it.
Postponement "Without Parallel"

Postponement of the WMCA case is

without a parallel in Legislative history, Miller continued, "there is no

record of any case where the mere
pendency of a civil action has been
made the protest for stopping hear-

ings once commenced on a matter between private persons. Such conduct

is neither supported by reason nor
justified by apology. And if there
could possibly be any merit to the
contention that continued hearings
by the committee could prejudice

either party to the Flamm -Noble suit,
then Flamm has already been injured
by the disclosures which he has been
compelled to make, and the postponement obviously has benefitted Noble
and possibly injured Flamm."

Reorganize NBC DI
tor, has been appointed acting
ager of operations in McCall'
sence. Ann Gillis, former CBS
and special events representatj

on Rodgers -and -Hart tunes. Quizmaster Kip Fadiman extracted
answers from a board of experts consisting of Dorothy Fields, Billy
Rose, Oscar Hammerstein II and Russel Crouse. Among the performers who took part in the program were: Jimmy Durante, Jose

reading during his speech of the resignation letter sent Chairman Clar-

News Staff Transfer

Radio and the show world paid their respects to the late Larry Hart
in a turnaway tribute Sunday night at the Majestic Theater in Gotham.
Sponsored by Ascap and the American Theater Wing's Music War Com-

*

Miller's

Wednesday, March 8,

Gene Kelly, Celeste Holm, Alfred Drake, Joan Roberts, Vicki
Vickee, The Double Daters, Arleen Farrell, Paul Draper and Larry
Adler.

*

*

*

A sextet of conductors took turns in leading the WOR (N. Y.) orchestra.

They were Paul Whiteman, Morton Gould, Robert Russell Bennett, Bert
Shefter, Bob Stanley and Maurice Abravanel. Spotted in the audience
were: Fredric March, Florence Eldridge, Jeanette MacDonald, Jesse Lasky,
Jack Alicoate, Ed Gardner, the Brock Pembertons, Ruth Gordon, Garson
Kanin, Doris Nolan, Lucy Monroe, Irving Caesar, Louis Bernstein and Herman

Starr. A tremendous hand shook the house as Jimmy Walker read Howard
Dietz's poem on Larry Hart for the final curtain.

7'-`íf

*

Raymond Scott, whose contract has another seven months to
run with MCA, has been signed to a long-term pact following that
period by the William Morris Agency ....Duke Ellington is bedded
with the flue and, to add to his troubles, four of his boys are due
for Army service at Camp Upton next week-Harry Carney, sax;
Wallace Jones, trumpet; James Hamilton, clarinet, and Johnny
Hodges, sax....Hy Reiter, genial, soft-spoken flack for E. B. Marks,
went into the Army last week. Incidentally, that publisher's "Poinciana" is reportedly hitting toward a high mark in the Hit Parade.

*

*

*

The "Mairzy Doats" boys are trying to do it again. Songsmiths Milton Drake, Jerry Livingston and Al Hoffman have written a novelty ballad,
titled "Don't Change Your Horses," for Robbins Music Corp. The same
company is publishing the score of night-spot impresario Dave Wolpeí s
forthcoming Broadway musical, "Follow the Girls." A tune worth watching in the new show is "You're Perf," a takeoff on basic English by Dan
Shapiro, Milton Pascal and Phil Charig.... "Double or Nothing." the Mutual
quiz favorite, will be booked for one-night stands by the William Morris
office, Billy Shaw handling. That talent outfit has also signed the Milt
Britton and Herbie Field bands.

*

*

*

J. Fred Coots has written a couple of likely new tunes. They

Capital radio circles, started in

11 years ago as general office ass

in CBS' Washington station at

1936 was appointed news and sj;

events head in the Capital,

position she resigned a year af'
Chaplin To London
Brooks also announced the apI
ment of W. W. Chaplin, news at

heard on NBC to the London 1
He will leave shortly. Chaplin's
here on "World News Today," n
taken over by Don Hollenbeck,
ently returned from Italy and`
Africa. David Anderson, Stock
NBC representative, is also hej
for London, Brooks said, and a
reach there in a few weeks. His
in the Swedish capital will bet

over by Bjorn Bjornson, who

been transferred from Iceland. 8
W. Peterson, NBC London broad

er, is returning to the United á
after a year and a half of frot}l

coverage in London and other pi
Peterson will be assigned to a dot
tic news spot.

Youth Problems Discus#
On WSSR Panel Progrc
(Continued from Page 1)

signed to work out problems ii
community and originated by H'
Meyers, manager of the station*
Stanley High was moderator
panel and among those takin
were: Charles Olsen, commerc
partment of the Stamford
School; Roland Trudell, per r'
manager of Sears, Roebuck
Malmquist, president of Norwa

School; Dorothy Lewis, Coor
of Listener Activity of the N
seven students from high scho
Stamford, Darien, and New

Panel's discussion was air-,.

WSSR for one hour and so
interest more people in the pr'
of youth, what they are doin_:
their spare time; whether p work would interfere with
studies etc. Consensus was th

dents felt they should not '
their education and that par

work in industry would not P
detriment to competing their s'

are "When the Logs Come Rolling Down the River," set for a number -

ing. The combination of pa

one plug with Bob Miller, Inc., and "When the Chimes on Chapel
Hill Ring Ave Maria" (Chappell & Co.), which Bing Crosby has just
recorded for Decca. Publishers may soon beat a path to the Coots
songsmithy for the rights to his latest, "Some Day, Sweetheart,"
which Blue net thrush Neila Whitney has selected as her theme
song....It occurs to this pillar that maestro Woody Herman could
restrict his music library to songs written exclusively by his own
sidemen and not run out of good numbers for broadcast purposes.

Meyers plans to hold add
discussions of general interest

Gene Sargent, Chubby Jackson, Cliff Leeman, Joe Bishop, Hy White

and Woody himself have all had a number of successful tunes
published.

work and keeping up studies w
to be excellent experience and
preciable value for the future,.
student.

community.

Bolivian Honor For Cu'
Xavier Cugat will be award

Simon Bolivar Medal, Bolivia's
est honor, it was announced yes

Cugat is cited for his work
moting good neighborliness.

renesday, March 8, 1944
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COAST -TO

- CALIFORNIA -

7

-COAST***
- MICHIGAN -

-CALIFORNIA -

-MINNESOTA -

DETROIT-"I listen to your WIR proSAN FRANCISCO-New actors in
regularly and wonder if you are
KFRC's weekly "Main Line" series gram
nice little boy named 'Charles Webfor Southern Pacific Railway are that
who was in one of my classes at
Howard Culver, Howard McNear, Carl ster'
Kent, Cliff Clark, Phil Kramer, Harry Pittsburgh. If you have time and care to
be glad to hear from you.
Lang and Pinky Parker....Dean write I would
retired school
Maddox's regular Saturday night Annie Swift. 65 -year -old
amateurs, sponsored by Marin Dell teacher wrote to Chuck Webster who emon WIR's "Know Your America."
the boys had musical talent. That evening Milk Company, now offers a weekly cees
Chuck replied, "You have a rea half-hour show was arranged with New salute to downtown firms-banks, de- And
markable memory. You know, I moved

yp FRANCISCO-Ralph De Salle,
MANKATO-A case of the Lost Battarmer KFRC announcer, has lion finding itself on KYSM: A group of
1 the Dinah Shore program. He'll Army Air Force technicians missed its
the writing side of the show.... train connection in Mankato and was
AND-Standard Oil Company faced with the prospect of spending 24
lifornia has begun a sked on hours in town with nothing to do
"Freedom's Mightiest However, the local USO and the station
of
V
an" transcriptions. BBD&O is soon changed that when they learned that
fency.

-FLORIDA -

Talbert of Jersey's Don Palistrina vocalizing. Frankie partment stores, etc., as part of its away from Pittsburgh 31 years agois beginning to believe that March Holthum, formerly a pianist with Mal Hal - good -will policy....OAKLAND-For right after you taught me the ABC's in
an earmarked date in his life.... let's Band. tickling the keyboard, and his participation in the recent WAC the first grade. Your letter has made ms
first place, it's Talbert's birthday. Brooklyn's Joe Camanatti emceeing. The Recruiting Drive, A. V. Bamford, of very happy and I hope I don't make too
was awarded a certificates for
to his wife's birthday. To simplify spontaneous program was a tremendous KROW,
"contribution of time and effort in many mistakes on my program."
bservance of anniversaries, the success-listeners 'phoned in for encores. the interest of obtaining enlistment
- MASSACHUSETTS was married on their mutual birth - but the servicemen couldn't afford to miss
of WAC Recruits."
BOSTON-Cecile Roy, radio girl of
to top things off, Talbert has re - another train.
Greetings from the President of the
a thousand voices, joins the crew
- MASSACHUSETTS -KANSAS totes to report for pre -induction
heard on the comedy show over
BOSTON-Gerry
Harrison,
Yankee's
examination on March 29th.
SALINA-"l certainly appreciated the WNAC-Yankee, a morning daily
AUGUSTINE-Harry

station relations director, returned news about KSAL. Please write again,"
recently from a week of skiing in was the genuine reaction of Dick Cahill,
Franconia Notch, N. H.....Eugene former KSAL engineer now in Sicily, to
Jones, baritone, is the new voice on the letter written to him by Ben Greet,
Carl Moore's "Coffee Club" which
d high schools. Youngsters originates from WEEI and is miked present program director of the station...

- KANSAS A-KSAL's Junior Radio
e boasts a constitution and
ter members from Salina

onstrate talent may become over the CBS net....John Parker, R. B. Ricklefs, owner of Kansas Landscape,
s after passing the club coin - chief engineer of WORL, has devel- answers questions on landscaping, nurdecision. Program director oped a new "plastic dial" which he sery and gardening sent in by listeners
eer is the producer of the believes will revolutionize post-war to the "Gardeners' Question Box" each
e which will present short radio construction of control boards Sunday. Salesman George Cirotto is
the air shortly ....Newcomer ....WORL's Bill Elliot, station disc combing Salina for his baby's favorite,
is Don Inglett, announcer, spinning announcer, may be given a Pet milk that comes in the can, and will
of Mt. Vernon, Ill.....Recent screen test soon by 20th Century -Fox give a reward to persons who can guide
ed visitor to the studios was ....WORCESTER-WTAG will wel- him to a plentiful source of supply. His
ames F. Lantz, Jr., former come the spring season with a series son was born Feb. 9.
ow with the paratroops.
of 30 -minute programs called "Easter
-NEW YORK Parade."
-COLORADO NEW YORK-WABF (FM) has
DPIER-Jack Ross, KLZ bookkeeper
-WISCONSIN scheduled the guest appearance today
as fined the United States Navy. ...The
MILWAUKEE-The final results of the of Canada Lee on "Coast to Coast
re script for "The Rise of a City" a 14th Annual Radio Popularity Poll con- with Malcolm Child." Interview of
.

item.... Jesse H. Buffum, WEEI's director of agricultural ' programs and
New England director for the Columbia Broadcasting System, recently attended the Radio Agricultural Direc-

tors convention held in New York
City....Ashley Robison, WORL's

treasurer, has recovered from the injuries he sustained as the result of an
auto accident.... WORCESTER-Lou
Chapin, director of the Riverboat

Rondoliers, kiddie chorus on WTAG's
"Uncle Tom's Juveniles," was recent-

ly appointed musical director of the
Worcester County Light Opera Company.

- KENTUCKY -

LOUISVILLE-Business tripping to the
West Coast is D. E. ("Plug") Kendrick.
owner of WINN.... "Stepping Along with
Frances Ferguson" new femme feature on

this widely known negro star pro- WINN has a novel "I Spy" department
four staffers and two local programs of mises to be of considerable interest through which listeners are told where
..Eddy Brown, American violinist, hard -to -find items can be located....New
WTMJ in high place. They are: Bob Heiss,
chief announcer; Paul Skinner and Gordon has been named musical director of business includes year's contract with
11ilnntinuity writer and broadcast over Thomas, announcers; Russ Winnie, as- WLIB.
Mr. Brown, formerly at Olshine's (men's read -to -wear) for two
ftd three other Denver stations.
sistant manager and sportscaster; the WQXR in the same capacity, will daily newscasts; "Southern Melodies,"
noon -time "Grendadier" program and conduct the String Ensemble and Tuesday, Thursday and Sunday dinner
- MISSISSIPPI supervise the selection of recorded music program, now sponsored by Old
'ELO-Bob McRaney, general "Those Who Serve."
music ...."Numbers In The News" is Colony Furniture; "Bing Sings," Monday
igsr of WELO, has announced the
-IOWAthe title of a new quarter-hour just through Friday record show sold to Bond's
of the new outlet's manager. He
DES MOINES-Personalities of bowed in over WBYN. Maurice Bread for 13 weeks.
ire Tibbett of Birmingham, Ala.

Mile presentation of the part the
Unr Chamber of Commerce and its
isrers have played in the building of
r, was prepared by John Prince,

ducted by The Milwaukee "Journal" found

John Drake, promotion Dreicer, vet radio originator, acts as
ribbett brings to his post the KSO-KRNT:
chief, has been appointed publicity

stage of considerable radio and
[ass experience-plus the wealth chairman for the Manufacturers'
U3ew joy-his eight pound daugh Representatives' Association... -New
editor on the news staff is Don Miller,
named as yet.
formerly with the publicity division
of information of the U. S. Treasury
for the state. Miller will also mike a
couple of ayem newscasts ....Jeanette
Cottingham has come from the local
display department of the "Register Tribune" to sales promotion....Jean
Jeffords, newcomer in the transcription department.
- NORTH CAROLINA March 8
or Arden
Claire Trevor
Fletcher
Will Hudson
yn MacCormack Adele Bros
Mrs. Charles Schenck

quizzmaster and news analyst.

- OHIO -

Priorities For Canadian
Super -Short Wave Station

CINCINNATI-New vocalist on the
WLW-WSAI staff is Max H. Condon, tenor.

Montreal-Delivery of equipment
formerly with station WDAF in Kansas for the new shortwave station to be
City....The WKRC Cornhusker's Jam. built by the Canadian Broadcasting
boree is now being booked exclusively by
the Gus Sun Booking agency with headquarters in Springfield, Ohio and Chicago
....CLEVELAND-Jack Soo, the only

Chinese baritone in the country, and the
singing "find" of many seasons, comes
to the listeners via the daytime variety

ASHEVILLE-A troubled sailor walked
into the WV/NC studios recently during
the Asheville station's Western North
Carolina Farm Hour and told Emcee
Charlie Newcomb that he had lost $180
while home on leave. While relating the

show, "Mutual Goes Calling" on WHK.. .

came in to have his discovery aired,

station.

Corporation at Sackville, N. B., will
start in a few weeks and will be completed in July or August, Dr. Augustin Frigon, acting CBC general manager said on his return from Washington where he obtained priorities
for the equipment. Dr. Frigon said he
had also held "important conversations" with competent authorities in

Dana Bode has Joined the engineering
staff of WJW....Also, Helen Cottrell, regard to post-war conditions in
formerly with WLEU, Erie. Penn..... broadcasting in North America.

"Important changes in broadcastCOLUMBUS-WBNS announces the appointment of F. Geer Parkinson as traffic ing methods may be expected which
story. the gentleman who found the money manager and musical director of the will affect frequencies and power allocations," he reported.
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And Fly At Odds

w Wattage Outlets

Fines Himself

When the Blue's Master Men-

al Time -Sales Rise
rglgton Bureau, RADIO DAILY

gton-Net time sales for
t1il stations with power from
t(Á),000 watts was reported at

by the FCC yesterday.
are represented a boost of

111)

Wan 21 per cent from 1942,
Al total for the same stations

$42,051,000. These figures re-

stations between five and
)eats had a somewhat better

'Ian the nation's 52 50,000er-channel stations-where

li

'(Continued on Page 2)

,t

i' Walter Winchell!
ss3 Eventer' Airs Views

talist Dunninger appeared in a New
York court recently for an overtime parking charge, the judge invited him to attempt to prognosticate his sentence before it was announced. "Certainly," said Dun-

ninger, "five dollars or two days
in jail." Clerks, deputies and other

court attendants were astonished

as the judge verified the line which

he had previously written on his
blotter.

Joe E. Brown's Show

Program"

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Tele Advertising

Washington-Challenged to be more
specific, Representative Louis E. Mil-

Demonstration Set
new

advertising

techniques in television, Thomas F.
Joyce, manager of the radio, phonograph and television department of
RCA -Victor,

will address a special

"Television Day" program at the Sales
Executives Club of New York City on
Starts On Blue Mar. 13 Tuesday
noon at the Hotel Roosevelt
ballroom.
Using professional talent, drama Joe E. Brown's new "Stop and Go"

h gton-Only 48 hours after show will debut on the Blue on
of her third child, Bruce, Thursday, March 23, 10:30 p.m., under
a Lamborn, broadcast her the sponsorship of McKesson and
Eventer

Clash Between Congressman And Head
Of FCC On Subject Of Pearl Harbor
Characterizes Lea Probe Hearing

Demonstrating

At'

over Robbins.

rom her room at the Alexospital giving added assurthe many expectant Wash others who had anxiously
Mrs. Lamborn's broadcast.

TEN CENTS

Brown, who recently returned from
an extended USO off -shore tour, will

(Continued on Page 6)

Nelson Rockefeller to Speak

On'Lands Of Free' Series

ler, R., Mo., yesterday refused to
charge FCC Chairman James

Lawrence Fly with responsibility for
the Pearl Harbor disaster. After failing to accept Fly's direct challenge,
Miller then continued hurling statements which he has been uttering for
several days now about responsibility
for the successful Jap attack.
Yesterday's session of the Lea committee investigating the FCC was in
(Continued on Page 6)

Public Service Series

WBBM Institutional

have Dorothy Lamour as his guest Nelson Rockefeller, coordinator of In keeping with its policy to emon the first "Stop and Go" presenta- Inter -American Affairs, will be the phasize local public service programtion. Quiz format of the show takes guest speaker on "The Americas and ming, WBBM will premiere "Work
World War II," final program of the Shop for War," a new documentary
enthusiastic approval of the
(Continued on Page 3)
school year's first semester of "Lánds series on Saturday, March 11, from
.3 and
staff and assisted
of the Free," on NBC, Sunday, 4:30 12:30 to 1:00 p.m., CWT. One of the
(Continued on Page 3)

s Towles Stations
BO-KRNT Farm Editor
hines-Joe Ryan, formerly a

teegional Chief of Information
e Var Food Administration in

lute, has been named to the
ofFarm Editor for KSO and

P Cyan came to the Des Moines

es stations, direct from special
r fl its on the Milwaukee "Sen-

wards Still Healthy

PA Opens 20th Bureau
At Charlotte, This Week

(Continued on Page 3)

R&H Beer Renews WJZ;
Taylor -Reed Extends Time

Oliver Grarnling, assistant general
manager of Press . Association, Inc.,
the radio subsidiary of the Associated
Business signed yesterday on WJZ
Press, announced this week the open- included one renewal and one extening of PA's twentieth regional news tion of time on Alma Kitchell's "Wobureau at Charlotte, N. C. This is the man's Exchange." Latter client is
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 5)

Big Radio Drive Arranged
For Debut Of Navy Movie

Hong received the blessings of

d:tors at the induction center

stelay morning, Ralph Edwards,
hiconfidently expected, further
hoed his IA status, and Is now

bie to call. Meanwhile his "T
C cohorts who sneaked into
a ling room at 4 a.m. serenaded

d ok him to breakfast wand ad round dazed yesterday for
mid a little shut -eye.

UP Staff Shifts Announced Chicago-Six network programs
10 local shows will be used in
In Asiatic Theater Of War and
the radio exploitation of "The Navy
News staff promotions and re -organization in the Asiatic theater of
war for the purpose of co-ordinating
news coverage was announced yester-

Way," new picture produced by Paramount which will be premiered at the

Great Lakes Naval Training Station
on March 24.

Colorful opening ceremonies before
day by John R. Morris, Far Eastern bluejackets
at the training base
the film was produced will be
Walter Rundle, formerly of UP where
broadcast on the "Meet Your Navy"

manager of United Press.

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page

3)

most ambitious sustaining productions

ever attempted by the station, the

series, special -event in format will be
(Continued on Page 4)

Special WOR-MBS Show
Via Girl Scout Auspices
WOR-Mutual, under the auspices
of the Girl Scouts, now celebrating
their 32nd anniversary, will present
a special program dedicated to the
(Continued on Page 4)

Valor
Montreal-The proudest employe
of CBC is Mrs. Paul Triquet, stenographer, whose husband, Major Paul
Triquet, of the Royal 22nd Regi-

ment in Italy, has been awarded
the Victoria

Cross for

heroism.

Major Triquet has been wounded
since the action in which he won

the award and is in a hospital
in Italy. The medal is Britain's highest honor.

Irch With Your Fighting Men Give to the 1944 Red Cross

!
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R.

BORROFF, vice-president of the Blue

LINUS TRAVERS, executive vice-president of
Network in charge of the central division, and the Yankee Network and of WNAC, Boston,
E. R. PETERSON, of the Blue sales staff, have is back at his Bay State headquarters following
left on a business trip to Memphis, Louisville a quick trip to New York.
and New Orleans.
FREDERIC W. ZIV, president of the transKINGSLEY HORTON, assistant manager -di- cription organization bearing his name, is en
rector of programs and sales for WEEI, CBS - route to Hollywood.
owned outlet in Boston, has returned to the
home offices following several days in New
CLAIR SHADWELL, assistant manager of
York.
WELT, New Haven, a caller yesterday at the
offices of the Blue Network. Leaves today for
ELMORE

B.

LYFORD,

of

the NBC stations Connecticut.

department, is expected back today from Atlanta,

Terms (Post free) United States outside of where he attended
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, War Clinic.

the meeting of the NBC
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
CPL. WALTER KANER, formerly director of
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone publicity and special features at WLIB,
BrookWlsconsin 7-6336. 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15), lyn, will arrive in New York today on a 10 III.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone day furlough from Fort Leonard Wood, MisOakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph souri.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite

MAJ. GEORGE FIELDING ELIOT is in Texas
City, Tex., for the broadcasting of his "World
News" program over CBS tonight from the

6607.

week.

Entered

second

as

class matter,

April

HARRY CAMP, commercial manager of WGAR,

recently -completed oil refinery
of the Gulf of Mexico.

on

the

coast

EARL WRIGHTSON, singer heard in the past

on NBC, is on a concert tour of the Midwest.
He plans to return to New York late next

1943 sales rose 18 per cent fr(l
1942 totals. It was pointed out
ever, that several 50 kw station
forced to refuse to sell time tie

they didn't have it to sell.
It is apparent also that they'
age 50 kw station nets bette
three times the average statio:

power between five and 20,000 al

Total net for the 10 50 kw grub
year was $49,793,000 or near) u
million dollars per station. Wp
only one 50 kw station repo:Q
smaller net in 1943 than in thud
vious year, five of the lower pct
group sold less. Highest in!t
among the latter was $182,000 ;v.(

16 50 kw sttions showed incret;
over $150,000-top figure

Cleveland, who has been here since the early
$540,000.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., part of the week conferring with his New
BENAY VENUTA is back In town from Atunder the act of March 3, 1879.
York reps, is leaving for the home offices today. lantic City, where she entertained several
5,

REGINALD
MARTIN, general manager of
Blue Network affiliate in Springfield,
Ohio, is on a short business trip to New York.

WIZE,

MARTIN

thousand

wounded

Air Forces.

veterans

of

the

American

MACK HARRELL, of the "Keepsakes" program, is filling concert engagements in Texas.

F.
MEMOLO, president of WARM, The tour will keep him away from New York
outlet of Mutual, has arrived for until March 19.
conferences at network headquarters.
E. E. HILL, managing director of WTAG WorWILLIAM NEWTON, representative in the cester, Mass., has returned to the home of(Wednesday, March 8)
Middle West for BBC is here from Chicago and fices after attending a meeting of the Radio
plans to remain a week.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Technical Planning Board which was held
Net
recently in New York.
HARDY C. HARVEY, manager of KABC, San
High Low Close Chg.
Am. Tel. Cy Tel
1593/ 1591/ 159y2 + 3/8 Antonio, and of KNOW, Austin, who has been
DICK REDMOND, program -publicity director
28
27/8 27x/8 - 1/8 in town since Monday, will leave Sunday on the of WHP, CBS affiliate in Harrisburg, Pa., in
CBS A.return trip to Texas.
New
York this week on network business.
2734
CBS B

FI1lA11CIAL

271/2
181/2

271/2 - 1

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. Cr R.
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

13

13

361/2

353/4

287/8

281/

363/8 +
283/4 +

RCA First Pfd

7334

Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

Zenith

.

Radio

183/4

1338

10

93/4

731/4

Scranton

181/2

10

3/8
3/e

-!-

3/8

-I-

1/2

731/4

131/4

123,4

131/8

9638

941/2

363/8

3534

961/8 -I- 15/8
361/4 -5/8

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat.

Union Radio...

41/4

41/4

41/4 +

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

201/2

1/8

New Business At WOR
Five More Stations Sign
Led By "Uncle Don" Show
For AP Wire Service
Participation on the Uncle Don pro-

H.

(March 9, 1924)

For the first time in the history of

radio a program will be supplied

E

(Continued from Page 1)

third regional bureau opened ti
this year. Other bureaus were e
lished recently at Oklahoma Ciit

New Orleans. Charles Whitefoih
been named chief of the PA Cho;
bureau.

Decca Dividend

The board of directors of

e

Records, Inc. at its meeting hell

week declared a regular qua!

dividend of 30 cents per share,'

able on March 31, 1944 to stockh't
of record on March 18, 1944. Tht

Five radio stations announce the ac- presents an increased dividend

grams as well as 21 one -minute an- quisition of the special AP radio wire the company having previously)
nouncements per week over various through Press Association, Inc.: a regular quarterly dividend
other WOR programs has been newly WLBC, Muncie, Indiana; KOIN, Port- cents per share.
contracted by the Skinner Manufac- land, Oregon; KAST, Astoria, Oregon;
turing Company of Omaha, Nebraska KHMO, Hannibal, Missouri; WHBC,
for 13 weeks, effective March 13. Canton, Ohio.

Agency is Ferry -Hanley Company of
Kansas City, Missouri. De Mower, of for 13 weeks on the WOR "Food and
Asked WOR's western office, is the account
Home Forum" program. Effective
.... executive.
March 6, the contract was handled

20 YEARS AGO TODAY

PA Opens 20th Bureau
At Charlotte, This V

Two other new sponsors are: the through Alley and Richards ComC. Brill Company, makers of pany. WOR account executive: Jack

spaghetti sauce, and John Opitz, Inc., Lowe.
for J.O Insecticide, for "Claire Wilson
Hearn Department Stores, Inc. has
Reports," heard over WOR Satur- joined the sponsorship list of Martha

days. Both accounts are handled by Deane Women's program for 52 weeks.
Tracy Kent and Co., Inc., with John Contract was handled through Milton
Nell the WOR account executive.
Rosenberg, Hearn's director. Account
The Allen B. Smith Co. for Smith's executive in charge is William Craw-

Split Peas has renewed its contract ford.

How About TI

Little Fellow?
You hear about

the

I

boom and big outfits.

I

did you know that
have

chi

mighty

fi

casualties among the

lit

been

and medium size Baltimc
firms? Look into this stal
market!

continuously to twelve cities, en-

abling stations at these points to
broadcast their choice of features to
respective audiences. This innova-

tion is taking place in connection
with the coming Republican Con-

vention in Cleveland and the Democratic Convention two weeks later in
New York.

WANTED
Chief Engineer for 1,000 -Watt (RCA
transmitter) Radio Station in Texas. Give
experience and educational background
and references in application.
Write
Radio Daily, Box 806, 1501 Broadway,

f

New York 18, N. Y.

ON TARGET!
"PATTERN BROADCASTING"
OVER STATION WDAS

I1

COVERS PHILADELPHIA
Cover your market with
a package of spots that
cover the day.
To assure intensive coverage, ask Philadelphia's
Outstanding Full -Time In-

dependent Station about
"Pattern Broadcasting."

1-4_78-4-H

IN BALTIMORE
TOM JINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED MY HEADLEYEti

inlay, March 9, 1944
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AGENCY NEWSCAST
,WARD BRANDS, acting upon

T.

i

V. HARTNETT president of

rease in cost of raw materials Brown & Williamson Tobacco CorpoI the production of vitamins, ration, following a meeting of the
ugurated a campaign through board of directors, has announced the
idle West. With Ted Bates, Inc., election to the board of W. S. Cutchins
.cy, the drive is utilizing prin- and Louis F. Bohach. Cutchins joined
Brown & Williamson in a sales caparadio and newspapers.
LOND GOTTLOBER, president

WHY..

city in 1927. Since that date he has
occupied numerous sales positions

in most of the country's principal

Foreign Language Press Insti- marketing areas. Bohach, a native of
Few York, has completed a Hellettsville, Texas, has served in the
:.treating the foreign language Corporation's field sales organization
of the metropolitan area.
for the past 18 years in many parts

STAN LOMAX THE

of the United States. For the past

CADET NURSE CORPS ad- seven years he has been zone sales
li;nents being sponsored by East - manager with home and office in San

HOTTEST SPORTS

nlgn for 65,000 recruits are the reside and from which point he
lk )f Washington," according to directs Brown & Williamson's operalkl Sutter of OWL "The results tions in eight western states.
teen most gratifying," Sutter
BATTEY, JR. and
EDWARD
J. Walter Thompson is the
FRANK GRIFFIN, vice-presidents at

BUY IN NEW YORK?

Y.

a :odak Company as part of a Francisco, where he will continue to

11

Compton Advertising, Inc., have been
PHILADELPHIA CONVEN- appointed directors of that company.
ND TOURIST BUREAU has

B ECAUSE Stan Lomax is how the only

d the advertising agency of HOTEL VICTORIA, New York
Ira and Hanson to handle its City, has placed its advertising ac-

sportcaster on a major New York

rsing and public relations cam- count with the J. It. Kupsick Advertising Agency effective immediately.

station with a nightly 15 -minute program ... 6:45 to 7:00 P.M. on WOR.

ig.ig Walter Winchell! Nelson Rockefeller to Speak
lewd Eventer' Airs Views On "Lands of the Free' Series

B ECAUSE Stan Lomax now chalks up

(Continued from Page I)

a .em the program will be heard
ily'.rout the Alexandria Hospital
1 red over WWDC at 1:08 p.m.
arlonday through Friday.

a rating more than 50% greater

(Continued from Page 1)

p.m., EWT. This program which deals
with the Good Neighbor policy,
rounds out a 21 -program series which
was presented under the general title,

-,-;

than his last year's audience scorewhich was no slouch, either.

"The Americas and the World." The
second semester, which begins March

BECAUSE Stan Lomax is gaining extra

Joe E. Brown's Show
Starts On Blue Mar. 23

Saturday Army hospital show,

(Continued from Page 1)
tiTeachers College. 1VIacDougal radio audiences on mythical journeys

BECAUSE Stan Lomax bats 1000 with
all income groups. Crossley personal interviews also reveal his
family appeal. (Of the 26 people
in every 10 homes tuned to Lomax,

up Council Of N. J.

leets In Newark Today
tao Council of New Jersey

is

Id ; an all -day session today at
t ssex Hotel, Newark, when a
p1. on Education will be sub by Robert MacDougal of the

president of the Council's eduicommittee. Other speakers will
including Dorothy Lewis,
oordinator of Listener Activity.
films will be shown, Westing -

26, has the overall title, "Development of Ideas in the Americas."

to all points of the earth with audi-

ence participation.
First broadcast will signalize a na-

tionwide "Good Looks and Good
Health Week." Show will be heard

"On the Air" and Fred War- every Thursday.

Heavy Radio Exploitation
For Film On Navy Theme
(Continued from Page 1)

show on the Blue. Other network

shows scheduled to originate at Great
Lakes in connection with the picture

The WTAG
Mobile Unit
I IG

EVENTSPN A BIG MARKET

NTAG
IORCESTER

premiere are the CBS Special Red
Cross show, March 22; Don McNeill's
Blue Network Breakfast Club on

March 21 and 23 and the "Quiz Kids"
on March 26.

Singer Will Tour

Nadine Conner, soprano star of ra-

dio

and the

"This is Halloran".

10 are men, 10 are sports -conscious

leasure Time."
1

personal prestige with both servicemen and civilians through his deft,
straightforward emceeing of WOR's

Metropolitan

Opera

leaves New York for concert appearances in Defiance, Ohio, Parkersburg,
W. Va., and California, and will re-

turn in time for her scheduled appearance in the Easter Pageant at
Carnegie Hall on April 6, 7 and 9.

women, and 6 are juvenile Lomax
fans.).

BECAUSE Stan Lomax, right at the

threshold of a promising Spring

sports season, is available for spon-

sorship on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday evenings. Call, write or
wire today!

That power full station
at 1440 Broadway, New York, 18

WO R
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Public Service Series

LOS ADGELE.

WBBM Institutional
(Continued from Page 1)

By RALPH WILK

a salute to war workers as well as

Midwestern war production, and will
include, steel, railroads, Great Lakes
shipping, agriculture, meat packing,
etc.

Scope of production is illustrated

by "Steel and Men of Steel," premiere
program, which will use full orchestra
and dramatic narration from the

studio, as well as two remote pickups from the plant of the Carnegie Illinois Steel Corporation in South
Chicago, with on -the -scene descriptions and interviews.

The script is written by John
Barnes, WBBM news analyst, Robert
F. Hurleigh, with Jonathan Cole and
Gordon Gray, will handle the narration. Music is under direction of

Jimmy Hilliard and the production is
under the supervision of Shep Char toe, WBBM-CBS director of special
events.

Special WOR-MBS Show
Via Girl Scout Auspices
(Continued from Page 1)

women's branches of service, this
Saturday 3:30-4 p.m., EWT. From
Washington the program will present
Vice Admiral Randall Jacobs, head
of the Navy Bureau of Personnel, and
the heads of the three womens' Naval
branches-Col. Ruth Cheney Streeter,

Director of the Marines; Lt. Commander Helen Schleman, Executive
Officer of the Spars; and Lt. Commander Tova Wiley, assistant Director of the WAVES.
Major Cora Bass, Staff Director of
the Second Service Command of the
WACS, will be heard in an interview

with Sgt. Louise Warren, of Jersey

City, who has just returned from duty
in Africa.
Col. Florence A. Blanchfleld, Super-

intendent, Army Nurse Corps, and

Capt. Sue S. Dauser, Superintendent,
Navy Nurse Corps, will be heard in
an interview with Lt. Doris Richey,
of Gloversville, New York, who has
just returned from overseas duty.

Music for the program will come
from Boston and will be played by
Bobby Norris and the "Army -Navy
House Party Orchestra."

Will Address Fawcett Party

Major George Fielding Eliot, CBS
military expert, will be a guest speaker at Fawcett Publications' 25th anniversary celebration on Thursday,
March 16 at the Hotel Biltmore, New
York City. He will address the
group on the "Responsibility of American Magazines in Shaping the Public
Mind for a Lasting Peace."

WTBO
Full Time
NBC Affiliated
Cumberland, Md.

"rrHE shadow" broadcasts, orig
1 scheduled to wind up et
series on KHJ-Mutual Don Lee
26, have been extended for

Unscrambled Vattnotes ! !

1

Income tax gags have long been prevalent and of course, particularly of late due to the complicated forms to be filled out
since
nearly every newspaper and cartoonist thereon has also been at it, hearing the income tax situation being gagged up on the air, comes as a sort
of anti -climax
not a few comedians have used it in turn, sometimes
all on the same night, and most of them failed to be real funny about
it
it's all very true about this being a free country, but the country
also happens to be at war and a more philosophical ending to the income
tax comedy scripts might not be amiss at this time
Tuesday night a
golden opportunity slipped through Ed Gardner's hands when he concluded his dialogue with Charlie Cantor (Finnegin)
Finnegin finally
learns it is the government that gets the money and not the income-tax
filer.. ...says Finnegin" "What do they do with it?"
or something
to that effect
right there was Duffy's great opportunity to give the
show a little different twist and feed Cantor one of those OWI or Ad
Council lines, or a bit of his own interpretation of what Uncle Sam is
currently doing with some of the income tax money
it would have
made many listeners happy, those who don't mind paying taxes because
they feel they are backing up someone very close who is at the front
this is not to be construed as any aspersion on Duffy's patriotism
but for example, some of the most commendable shows done by
Fibber McGee happened when Molly steps out of character long enough
to deliver a war message, whether allocated or not
Tuesday night the
Red Cross theme dominated the show and it was terrific

*

weeks. The last broadcast will
place April 16. Bret Morrision
the title role.
Maestro Harry James has bee

vited by the senior class of

a

school in Baxter Springs, Kans

select

the winner for

its

A:

Queen Contest. The youngsters
Harry a group of photographs 1
which he is to choose the tee?

glamour girl.
Nelson Pringle, CBS news an
has another "first" to add to his
On the heels of the War Departs
announcement of armament deli
of the new "Billy Mitchell" bore
Nelson went up in the test hop.opl
big airship, investigated the 50 r,

guns and 75mm. cannon in acn
Says Pringle, "This is one of u
things which will mean taps n
Tokyo."

Cass Daley, movie and radio a:
dienne, will provide the comedy?
lief in Paramount's "Girl's Tci
with Fred MacMurray and Vero;
Lake. Shooting starts April 3.
Harry W. Flannery, CBS war ci

mentator and author

of the t!

"Assignment to Berlin," is writings

Lieut. (j.g.) Anthony Koelker, former Blue net publi-

chapter on war news analysis fc
new radio textbook to be publiti

cist in Chicago, passed through New York yesterday, en route home
for a short furlough
Tony has just completed a special course
at one of the Navy schools
and takes up a task force assignment

her biography will be included

in the near future. . . John B. Hughes, Mutual commentator,
will leave the airways for awhile for a Pacific assignment which
will keep him busy for the next nine weeks. . NCAC has
.

booked three prominent artists as guests on the RCA "What's New"
program
they are Patrice Munsel, recent winner of the
Met. Opera Audition Prize; Arthur Rubenstein, pianist and Jan
Peerce, tenor.
Yolanda D'Este, heard over WOV daily as
the lead on the La Rosa program, has been selected to be the voice
.

.

of Marlene Dietrich in the Italian synchronised version of "The
Lady Is Willing," produced by Columbia Pictures... FDR was
so pleased with Bob Hope's performance at the White House Correspondents' Assn. annual dinner, last Satdee night that he voluntarily sent an autographed program to the comedian, after the show
several other prominent radio actors and actresses took part in
the same program... Nancy Osgood, WRC, Washington producer,
has been assigned to direct the all -feminine show "Now is the Time,"

to be broadcast over NBC four Saturdays beginning March 25,
George L. Moskovics, CBS Pacific Network sales manager, is en
route on an extended tour of the East Coast.

i

it

*

"Our Bombing Policy," will be subject of a rountable discussion on WEN" tomorrow night at 8.. . From John Drake, of KSO, Des
Moines, comes the query: Shouldn't Tom Breneman of "Breakfast at Sardis"
be awarded some kind of a plaque or award
because he has never

been a guest star on anyone else's show?

.

. .

They had been cor-

responding for years but never met
yesterday, Irene Beasley, through
her new fan feature on the "Neighbors" program on CBS" she made her
first microphone visit and sent gardenias to Nanise Johnson of Memphis,
one of a series of surprise "visits" scheduled once weekly.

*

*

*

Remember Pearl Harbor -

this spring.
Dinah Shore, top girl singer of
airlanes, this week was notified

the forthcoming issue of "Who's 1
in the Western Hemisphere."

Kate Smith has been invited

appear on "Command Performan

the brilliant variety show prods

by the War Department and recor
for the exclusive entertainment
overseas forces, when it is presen
from Columbia Square. The prop
is not heard in this country.
All members of the Thursday 1

Burns air show will be busy me
making for the next couple of mon
The "Arkansas Traveler" will

emoting in the Dinah Shore-Gy
Rose

Lee

flicker,

"Belle

of

Yukon," Spike Jones and his C
Slickers will be committing muss
mayhem on "Ziegfeld Follies." 111
5000 WATTS 13301

EVA

ENGLISH JEWISH

ITALIA

National Advertisers consider WEN

a "must" to cover the great Metr
politan New York Market.
Send for WHO'S WHO on WEVD
WEVD- 117 West 46th Street, New Yerk.M,

tit 1daYe March 9, 1944

JEW eusmEss 1

UP Staff Shifts Announced R&H Beer Renews WJZ;
In Asiatic Theater Of War Taylor -Reed Extends Time
(Continued from Page 1)

radio organization in New York and
Bernhardt more recently promotion manager,
been appointed manager for
in Co.,
d )tton), tri-weekly participation China. Other staff assignments in the
man's Magazine of the Air, 13 Asiatic theater include:
9e;; First Federal Saving & Loan Darrell Berrigan, now with Genicc ation, daily newscast, five min - eral Joseph Stilwell's forces in
1; 3 weeks, through Pacific Adv. Burma, becomes chief UP correspondat Globe Mills (Pillsbury), for ent for China-Iluliia-Burma, . and
of A-1 Flour, anns., ETs, 26 weeks; Southeast Asia command land operain Gilmore (auto dealer), four tions.
10, San
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Francisco:

Inc. (embroidery wool has

Harold Guard, assisted by Walter
n: ETs, weekly, 13 weeks, through
In Houlihan Agency; Southern Pa- Logan, will cover naval and amphibik Co. (railroad employment), ous operations of the Southeast Asia
,anns., 13 weeks, through Foote, command.

Taylor -Reed Corp. which originally

bought four weeks on the program

Woman's Club Brochure

If there is anyone who never has
and has now extended it to 13 weeks heard
of WTAM's "Woman's Club of
on the participation schedule. Prod- the Air"
its director, Jean Coluct is Tumbo pudding and a prize bert, theyand
should see the new promocontest as part of the campaign will tion brochure
:, of Howard Barton,
award $1,000 in bonds and stamps. WTAM promotion
and sales manager.
Tracy, Kent Co. ,is the agency.
is a readable and pictorial piece
Rubsam & Horrmann Brewing Co. This
a conclusive story about the
renewed "R & H Beer Time" on the telling
first lady, its variety of
station, effective April 11. , At the program's
advertised
large listening
same time, the 15 -minute musical audience, products,
talent highlights, sales
show starring Diane Courtney will points and advertisers.
Book is made
move up from 7:45 p.m. to the 7:30 up of six pages, approximately
9 x 12,
p.m. spot, continuing to be heard
glossy stock with a large cover
Tuesday and Thursdays. Samuel C. heavy
of Miss Colbert, and
Croot is the agency. Slight change of photograph
up with inside Benday line format will also go into effect with touched
the renewal when baritone Ken Tay- cut illustrations.
lor joins- the cast. Violinist Merle Pitt
and electric guitar expert Eddie
Timely
Grosso will join as musicians, to exWHYN, Holyoke, Mass., is taking
pand the instrumentation of the group. advantage of it's chain breaks to give
short, peppy war messages on behalf
of the current Red Cross drive as well
Mitchell To Produce
as for war bond purchase.

l: Belding; S. A. Moffett (Polar Frank Hewlett will be attached to
d Foods), 13 weeks participa - allied units operating in Western
Woman's Magazine of the_ Air, Burma.
Albert Ravenholdt has been given a
Ilya a week, through Erwin,
roving assignment that will keep him
& Co.
moving along the Sino -Burma border,
CI, San Antonio: P & G (Duz), the Indo-China frontier, or the Ledo
according to military developET program Monday through Road,
ments.
"The
.through
Goldbergs,"
i
John Hlavacek of La Grange,
dm Advertising, Inc.; Manhatiap Co. (Sweetheart Soap) 15 - formerly with the United States miliice wekly program, through tary attache in Chungking, has been
Los Angeles-Les Mitchell, formtin Bruck Adv.; Lambert Phar- appointed a staff correspondent.
erly production manager for CBS
,Co. (Listerine) 30 word ET
Central Division, Chicago, will take
times, through Lambert &
Production Record
the reigns of the Dari-Rich
Inc.; South Texas Cotton Oil The greatest month's production over
"Stars Over Hollywood" program for
Crustene Shortening) thrice ever turned out by the company in the sponsor's agency, Sorensen and
quarter - hour program, its 50 years at operations has been
Inc., of Chicago. Paul . Pierce,
{ Seegal & Weedin, Inc.; Kel- achieved by the Stromberg-Carlson Sons,
produced the last Dari-Rich
(Cereal), 15 -min ET pro - Company of Rochester, N. Y., it was who
Monday through Friday announced by Dr. Ray H. Man- show from KNX, reports for inducKenyon & Eckhardt; Progres- son, Vice -President and general man- tion into the United States Army.
mer Journal - (Magazine) , 15 - ager of the company. The company

-

Announcements

air.

three news programs per week for

52 weeks, through Neff -Rogow Inc.;
Chestnut Farm -Chevy Chase Dairy
(Sealtest), 42 time signals per week
per week at 7:15 p.m. for 52 for
52 weeks, through McKee & Althrough McKee & Albright bright
ladbill Oil Co. (Renuzit French Co., Inc.; Colgate-Palmolive Peet
(Palmolive soap), 16 spot an;leaner), three participations
per week for 52 weeks,
eek for 39 weeks in "Home nouncements
it' through Harry Fiegenbaum through Ted Bates Inc.; Colgate-Palm-

4

by his side. Give generously today.
WHYN, Holyoke, Mass.. 1,400 on your

dial." These announcements will be
continued for the duration of the Red
Cross drive, and continued indefinite-

ly to promote the sale of war bonds
and stamps.

NBC

RECORDED
PROGRAMS
1n

FROM "A" TO "1''

is for

DEALER

PREFERENCE

week for

52

weeks, through William Esty & Co.,
Fanny Farmer (Candy), three participations per week for 39 weeks, in

"Home Forum, through J. Walter
Thompson Co.
Grove's Laboratories (Cold Tablets), five -min. sports commentaries,
six per week for six weeks, through
Russel M. Seeds Agency; Grabosky

Dramatizing the eerie classics ... the ageless master-

pieces of such celebrated writers as Poe, Tolstoi,
Balzac, Dumas and Victor Hugo ... in a series of 52
half-hour programs, each complete. Skillful effects, top
talent, strongest Publicity and Promotion Kit ever
assembled for a recorded program. Now sponsored
by brewers, food manufacturers, clothiers, tobacco

Bros. (Royalist Cigars), five station

breaks per week for 13 weeks, through
ers and jobbers in Oklahoma
rather have WKY backing a
ct than any other Oklahoma
station.

VKY
OKLAHOMA CITY
The

RECE

Agency

,r,eel,ll,l

Harry Fiegenbaum Agency; Adam
Scheidt Brewing Co. (Beer & Ale),
three 15 -min. news programs per

week for 52 weeks, through Lawrence
I. Everling Adv.; Keystone Macaroni
(Macaroni), two participations per
week for 13 weeks in "Home Forum,"
through James G. Lamb Co.;, Manhat-

tan Soap Co. (Sweetheart Soap),

makers, furniture firms, a paint company and many
others. Send for audition records.
Many other NEC Recorded Programs 5 minutes to half-hour.

Notional locd,mling Co

i//

three 15 -min. news programs per
week for 52 weeks, through Franklin
Bruck Adv. Co.; Pillsbury Flour Mills
Co. (Pillsbury products) , four parti-

cipations per week for 19 weeks in
"Home Forum," through McCannErickson Co.

0.0E WoRp CtRC(r

a

NBC
A

knin Piled.

(WP"mir et A.eriu

2

bond." Or: "Your Red Cross marches

olive Peet Co. (Supersuds), 16 spot

WKY HAS EVERYTHING

"Time,

101

Washington, D. C.: Standard Agency; Bond Stores Inc. (Clothes),

announcements per

read:

p.m., the right time to buy another

THE5./

program, Monday through is turning out radio, radar, and comthrough Albert Sidney Noble munications equipment for the armed
ing Agcency.
forces on the land, the sea and in the
ew Jersey (Esso), 26 five -min.
' ograms per week for 52 weeks,
Marschalk & Pratt Co.;
Ice Cream Co., five station

pLOMOTION

(Continued from Page 1)

RADIO -RECORDING DIVISION
.. f1,PICA S NUMBER

I

SOURCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Eldp., Rodio City, N. Y... Marchandi,e Mort, Chicago, 111.
Trono-luo Sida., W0,hington, D. C... Sun,et and Viro, Hollywood, Cal.
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RADIO DAILY
PROGRAM REVIEWS

"THE MARY SMALL SHOW"
D. L. Clark Candy Co.
WIZ -Blue. Sunday 5-5:30 p.m.. EWT

Walker á Downing
STRONG SUNDAY AFTERNOON DIVER-

SION IN A NEAT PACKAGE.

If the

first "Mary Small Show"

Clash Between Fly And Miller
Characterizes Probe Hearing

I.

GUEST -111G
ALAN LADD, on the Kate Si

r

Hour, Friday (WABC-CBS, 8 p

(Continued from Page 1)

the main repetitive of Tuesday's ses- silence," Fly shot back, and Miller
sion, with Fly producing evidence to promised to permit him to proceed. GEORGE RAFT, on Bill
show that the responsibility for the Before he could do so, however, Mil- "Colgate Sports Newsreel,"

disaster cannot be laid to the FCC. ler suddenly asked, "do you know (WEAF-NBC, 10:30 p.m.).

After Miller had by several questions Mark Ethridge?"
made it plain that he intended to To this query, Fly replied, "I sureimplicate Fly by indirection, Repre- ly do." (Ethridge, publisher of the
sentative Warren G. Magnuson, D., Louisville "Courier-Journal"-which
Washington, whó as a member of the company is licensee of WHAS, LouisNaval Affairs Committee has been as ville-has been Neville Miller's close
close to the whole history of Pearl associate and backer). Here chairman
Harbor as any member of Congress, Lea choked off further discussion of
pointed out that until December 7, the matter.

developed a weakness or two due to
technical or mechanical faults rather
than the talent or method of presentation, something the average listener
never notices, the second show dis- 1941, "there were Japs all over the
pelled all fear 100 per cent and gave Navy yard. There was a Jap sanidefinite indication that it is bound to tarium within a stone's throw of the
build a good audience as it goes along, battle fleet."
in fact it is well on its way to estabDiscusses Tap Matter
lish itself as a Sunday afternoon featMagnuson pointed out the laxity of
ure for those who want to relax control
over Japs in the islands, then
under the guile of a smooth show of suddenly
asked Fly, "do you think
song, comedy (and for good measure)
a special dramatic feature with a new
twist.
Regular talent on the show is Mary
Small, Sunny Skylar, tenor and song-

you are responsible for Pearl Harbor?" Here Miller objected that it
mas a matter of opinion to which
Magnuson replied that those were
words and Miller's opinion.
writer; Olyn Landick as the Hacken- Miller's
he put the question to Fly,
sack Gossip and Ray Bloch and his Again
whereupon Fly promptly asked, "do

ALEC TEMPLETON, pian i

ALEXANDER KIPNIS, basso
MARTHA BRINEY, soprano on

"The Music America Loves
Saturday (WJZ-Blue Networ
p.m.).

MARGO, on "Stars Over

wood," Saturday (WABC-CBS,
Acting Committee Counsel Harry S. p.m.).
Barger Takes Over

Barger then took over the questioning,

doubling back once again to

COLBY CHESTER, chairman

cover much of the ground covered the executive committee of G¡
day before and early yesterday. He Foods, on "Victory, F.O.B.," Sa
asked at one point why the FCC did (WABC-CBS, 3 p.m.).

not intercept commercial messages
from Hawaii and turn them over to IRENE BORDONI and
the Army and Navy. Fly replied that LOMAX, on the Ellery Queel
the question had not been brought gram, Saturday (WEAF-NBC
up by the military and also read Sec- p.m.).
tion 605 of the Communications Act,
which prohibits interception and di- VIVIENNE SIMON, lyric s
vulging of private commercial mes- on "New Voices in Song,"

orchestra. Guest stars, are artists from you think so, Mr. Miller?" Miller rescreen, radio or the legitimate stage. fused to answer, asking questions on sages.
Quotes From Monitor
As heard last Sunday, Miss Small, material already covered. He then
currently appearing in the Broadway asked Fly if he would agree to having Barger read from the Monitor rehit "Early to Bed," opened with "It's Admiral Sanford C. Hooper, former port on Japanese language programs
Love, Love, Love," followed by Lan - Chief of Naval Communications "come analyzed by the FCC in Honolulu for
dick who does a gossipy femme hang- here and testify fully and without re- a week in July, 1941, a statement that
these shows had carried no plugs for
ing over the back fence. Landick has servations?"
Defense stamp sales and no attempt,
plenty on the ball and the least that

(WABC-CBS, 9:45 a.m.).

1

REV. JACOB PRINS, presid

the General Synod of the Ref
Church in America, on Colu
"Church of the Air," Sunday (V
CBS, 10 a.m.).

can be said is that his comedy and
delivery is apart from the usual run
of comediansand he always packs a
few laughs. Skylar sang, "I Didn't
Sleep a Wink Last Night." Duet by
Skylar and Miss Small, was the hit

Fly declared he had no authority in general, to stimulate loyalty to RUDOLPH SERKIN, piani
over Admiral Hooper's action, and this country. There was, however, BRUNO WALTER, conductor,
answered the same when Miller asked "no conscious" effort to "sell" Japan. program of the New York P
if he would object to having J. Edgar Fly admitted under questioning that monic-Symphony, Sunday (y
Hoover appear to testify fully.
this same type of foreign -language CBS, 3 p.m.).

miss with his famed impersonations
of Willkie, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt
and others in the public eye, as well
as a few movie stars. Bloch's offering
was an excellent dance arrangement
of "The Barcarolle" from "Tales of

rupted as Fly tried to explain that
the matter was a BWC matter, not
FCC, and that the BWC had decided
it should not be divulged. Fly did
finally say, however, that he was
willing to testify now on the matter.
The interruptions by Miller continued, and Fly could get nowhere,
until Miller suddenly demanded to

program had occasioned Commission
Miller and Fly Tangle
ROSE BAMPTON, soprano, on i
from "Oklahoma," titled "People Will Miller then questioned Fly about study in this country.
Barger then suggested that although Cocal -Cola program, Sunday (WAB
his refusal last summer to testify reSay We're in Love."
charges he had brought be- the Hawaiian stations were on per- CBS, 4:30 p.m.).
Dean Murphy, the week's special garding
fore
the
board of War Communica- manent license, stations along the
guest, currently appearing at the tions against
CHESTER MORRIS, on the "Silo
Neville Miller, former Atlantic seaboard which were guilty
Paramount Theater, couldn't possibly NAB head. Several
times he inter- of similarly uninspiring programs in Theater," Sunday (WABC-CBS,

Hoffman," and the music softened into
a dramatic mood as Miss Small opened

the foreign tongue had been put on p.m.).
temporary. To which Fly replied that
the Hawaiian stations dropped for- HENRY SHAPIRO, Moscow co

eign language shows after Pearl Har- respondent of United Press, on "a
bor, whereas the domestic stations put the People," Sunday (WABC-CB

on temporary license had been so 7:30 p.m.).

handled after Pearl Harbor.

GLADYS SWARTHOUT,

mez

Meet Again Tomorrow
the dramatic spot telling a story of
It was at this point that Chairman soprano, on the "Great Artists Serie
faith in a little shack down south. know how long it takes Fly to answer Lea
called for adjournment with the of the Telephone Hour, Sundt
good writing around a strong theme, a question.
FCC chairman to resume his testi- (WEAF-NBC, 9 p.m.).
faith in the Lord, plus a war angle "That depends upon the degree of mony this. morning.

as well. In this portion the prominent
Negro actor and actress Tom Wilson Tele Advertising
and Georgette Harvey of "Porgy and
Bess" played the role of preacher and
Demonstration Set
sister Bessie. Climaxing this excellent
piece was Mary Small's rendition of
(Continued from Page 1)
"Joshua Fit de Battle of Jericho."
tizations will be presented to visualAll this in a smooth, fast half-hour, ize the effectiveness of television comlooks like a good break for Clark's mercials. The program will also incandy bars from here.
clude the telecasting of a series of
special advertising commercials to be
viewed on home television receivers

Awarded Soldiers Medal

made available by RCA, General ElecPfc. Frank J. McGowan, Jr., former tric, DuMont and Philco.
junior auditor in the CBS Auditing The demonstration will utilize the
Department, has been awarded the sight -and -sound facilities of the NBC
Soldier's Medal by the War Depart- and the television programming dement for heroism at Porto Empedocle, partments of three leading advertising agencies.
Sicily on October 11.

Regional Labor Office
Opens N. Y. C. Branch

Thomas F. Burley, Jr.

New Jersey-Demise of Thomas 1
Burley, Jr., president of statio
WCAP, Asbury Park, N. J., on Tile'

The New York Regional Office of day, was announced by the Mor
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S. mouth Memorial Hospital authoritie

Department of Labor, was opened
by A. F. Hinrichs, Acting Commissioner of Labor Statistics. The
region includes the states of New
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Mr. Burley was 48 years old and ro
sided in Asbury Park. He purchase.
WDWM, former Newark station,
1927, and moved it to Asbury Par;
where it now operates under th
I

Delaware, Maryland, and the District present call letters.
of Columbia.

The new bureau office is located in
the Parcel Post Building, 341 Ninth

"Falstaff" From "Met"

Falstaff, one of the last three opera
Avenue, New York. Harold R. Hosea by Verdi, will be broadcast over th.
has been appointed Regional Direc- Blue Saturday from the Metropolital
tor.
Opera Stage.

Gentlemen of the Press:

sacio DAILY
Announces a

"PROOF PREViEW"
of Feature Articles
Appearing in the
Forthcoming

1944

RADIO ANNUAL
Articles by
Such Distinguished
Radio Personalities
as

James Lawrence Fly
David Sarnoff
Paul Whiteman
Miller McClintock
Gilbert Seldes
Niles Trammell
Mark Woods
Paul Kesten
Deems Taylor
Dr. Walter R. G. Baker
and Many Others
A Copy of the "Proof Preview" Has Been Reserved for
You. Please Fill Out the Following Blank and Return at
Your Earliest Convenience.
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* * * COAST -TO -COAST * *+1
- MISSOURI QT. LOUIS-Dick Haynes is miking
1.7 for KMOX now formerly with
KRIC, Texas....Pete Economou, president of International Stewards' and

Caterers, guested on Jane Porter's
morning program recently...Six five-

minute broadcasts pertaining to income tax returns were aired to

facilitate listeners' problems...Seventy singers, under Robert Shaw's direc-

tion, demonstrated results of a new
approach to choral instruction at the
Music Educators National Conference
which was aired over NBC last Satur-

day. Shaw is the young choral director of Fred Waring's Pennsylvanians.

-CALIFORNIA -

LOS ANGELES-William p. Ryan. general -manager of KFI-KECA, succeeded Cal

Smith, manager of KFAC, as director of

the 16th District of the NAB....Martha
Mears is the songstress fo rthe "10-2-4

and Stevens bakery. Program awards
cash prizes if telephone numbers called
during the program are received, and providing person is listenin' in....Shirley
Lunch and Jean Bromley are the new additions to WICC's distaff.

WQXR's "America's Artists" series
feature Frances Watkins, coloratura
soprano, and Frank Miller, cellist, as
its two Saturday soloists for this
month
William Weisman and
Aaron L. Jacoby, treasurer and vice-NEW JERSEY president, respectively of WLIB, will
JERSEY CITY-WHOM recently delegate to the Democratic National
moved its equipment to the Blood Convention sked for Chicago, July 19
..Miss Gerry Schwartz, formerly of
Donor Center, 2 East 37th Street, New
York City, for an all -day series of WNEW, now with CBS, and Jerry
broadcasts, This was the second pil- Marshall . are engaged. Jerry is
grimage WHOM's foreign and Eng- WNEW's spieler ....Edwin A. Panlish-speaking announcers made to coast is on WINS's salestaff....Novelthe N. Y. American Red Cross Center ist Fanny Hurst voiced her approval
....NEWARK-Prizes were awarded of the accomplishments of the United
winning entrants in the 4th Annual Neighborhood Houses over WNYC
New Jersey Scholastic Exhibition of recently....A series of special "missHigh School Art in a program aired ing persons" broadcasts to help locate
over WAAT last week-end. Paul American relatives of Italian prisonBrenner, "the station's special broad- ers interned in the U. S.- has been
inaugurated by WOV....Daisy May is
caster, was emcee.
one of Carolina Jim's "Hillbillies"
- COLORADO which bowed in over WBYN last

Ranch" time at KECA....OAKLAND-In
DENVER-On the occasion of its first
observance of Americanism Week cols.
hinted throughout the nation, KROW anniversary recently the BOA Music Cenpresented a quarter-hour broadcast of the ter for enlisted men received good wishes
Fremont High School A Capella Choir. Pro- from Arturo Toscanini, Niles Trammell and

gram was arranged in cooperation with Roy and Johan Harris. Program was
the Oakland Junior Chamber of Commerce graced by appearance of state's "First
and the Oakland public school depart- Lady." Mrs. John C. Vivian... , KOA's
ment.

-MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON - Clearweave Hosiery
Company sponsors the new "Clear weave Victory Matinee" which stars
Ted Cole, Louise Morgan, the Clear -

weave Trio and Bobby Norris and

"Men of the West," regionally famous for
15 years, guested recently on Atka -Selt-

zer'. "National Barn Dance" ....Special

15 -minute climax to KOA's "Back the At-

tack' support presented the voices
eight Denverites from overseas.

of

- OKLAHOMA -

the Clearweave orchestra, beginning OKLAHOMA CITY-WKY is losing
today.... Howard S. Palmer president its assistant programmer, Ben Morof N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., guested ris, to the Marines. Ben is one of the
recently on the "Youth On Parade" studio's old timers....Shirley Sadler,
and
Bob
program. Musical features of the show entertainer -continuity,
were provided by Ruth Casey, Dolphe Duane, announcer, are receiving conMartin's Choristers, the St. Croix gratulations on their recent marriage
.. Venida Jones, for 12 years "Queen
twins and Patsy Walsh. Program is

produced by Ray Girardin for WEEI of the Console" at KMOX, has gone
Dorothy Draper, noted
....WORCESTER - Sharing the WKY
speakers' platform with Gov. Salton - decorator, guested on Julie Benell's
stall at a mammoth Red Cross War "Women `Commandos."
Fund meeting at the Worcester Audi-INDIANA torium recently was Bob Dixon,
FORT WAYNE-Tom Wheeler, WOWOWTAQ special events chief.
WGL farm director, appeared on the Na- CONNECTICUT tional Farm and Home hour with four

March 9
Arthur Caesar
Art Landry
Sydney Moseley

..WCKY's new musical

direcinh

Theodore Hahn, Jr. and Carl Portunes

been added to WCKY's pianistaft

DAYTON-Robert Weede, concert
"Great Moments in Music" radio sit
made a mike appearance over

behalf of the Red Cross Camp
WING's program director, Lin
recently sang with the Knoxville
phony Orchestra.

-PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA - The Ph

phia Saving Fund Society will'
sor the Curtis Institute of Musi
day programs over KYW ...
Frank emcees WPEN's new p

"Victory Is Your Job"....W

added Miss Ruth Foxx to its p
writing staff ....Paul Collin
Philly announcer, who worked
week.
the name of Larry Thomas, is
his own monicker since joini
-SOUTH CAROLINA staff of WIBG....Lee Neal, W
COLUMBIA-Station WIS is proud nouncer, is replacing William
of the results that occurred after the es salesman in the commerci
Columbia recruiting office of the partment
PITTSBURGH - I'»
WAC sponsored a 15 -minute program Lewis, graduate lawyer, has jolt'
over its mike. Twenty minutes after WCAE's announcing staff.... WAS?
the program was aired, and the WAC INGTON-WJPA celebrated its li
representatives got back to their year on the air March 5, and M
headquarters, two young women were Felack celebrated his first year w
waiting to enlist. They attributed WJPA on the same day.

their enthusiasm to the appeal made

-TENNESSEE over WIS....Using South Carolina
as a trial state, the WPB staged a MEMPHIS New on WHBQ's anno
statewide appeal for heavy farm cerial staff are: Kay Allen, Frances Deer
scrap. WIS kicked off the air cam- Catharine Moore, John Orr and Alt
paign with a 15 -minute interview Kerr. Orr is also the station's progr
Purnelle, Memphis rel
with Purple Heart vets of the war director
fronts, together with representatives clothier, has signed a long term spot

from the WACS, WAVES and Women tract with WHBQ....Mulford's, Memp:

Marines, followed by a WPB appeal. jewelry store, has placed a year's
If successful in S. C., the WPB drive nouncement schedule with this station..
will go to other farm states.
Lawson -Getz, sporting goods firm, a:
i

-MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS-Rolf and Phyllis Herts-

signed a 52 weeks' contract,

which st

sponsor Will Carruthers sports hour he:
over the station.

gaard, WCCO announcer and singer respectively, left this week for KOA, Denver,

where Rolf has accepted a position as
staff announcer.... Franklin Page, of the

BRIDGEPORT-WICC finds itself repre- other radio farm directors in a quiz con- WCCO newsroom, also leaves this week
sented all over the globe: Supervisor Jud test which was held in conjunction with to assume reportorial work on the St. Paul
La Haye in the Navy chaplain's office In the Farm Safety program..'..Three thous- Dispatch....Charles Sarleant of Michigan
New York City-brother Lou Halm, former and barn dance partisans jammed the takes over Page's duties.... Larry Haeg,
announcer, in Brazil, and Major Floyd high school gymnasium when the WOWO WCCO Farm Service director, led the
Tones, former engineer, in India.... Denise Hoosier Hoppers appeared there recently roundtable discussion which originated
Keller and Ken Rapieff herald a new daily
..TERRE HAUTE --On March 13, Ferral from Chicago for CBS.
show called "Dialing for Dough" for Borck Rippetoe will celebrate his 4,475th news-

cast for "Champagne Velvet News" program heard over WBOW.

-OHIO-

CINCINNATI-William H. Rotret tl
Eugene Ader are new on WSAI sales iT

-IOWA -

WATERLOO-Edwin Shier, form-NEW YORKerly with WCOL, Columbus, Ohio,
NEW YORK-Pauline Alert, WOR has joined the announcerial staff of
"whirlwind" pianist, will give a con- KXEL ....Isabelle Loar, KXEL concert for merchant seamen and their tinuity editor, recently won first place
families Friday, Mar. 10, at the Janet in the radio scripts division of the
Roper Club, 3 E. 67th St.....Trade 1944 Iowa Press Woman contest....
expansion between New York and Hugh Muncy, farm editor, appeared
Mexico was discussed on WMCA's on Blue's National Farm and Home
"Business Forum" last Wed., by Julian Hour March 4, which originated in
Saenz, Mexican consul general in Chicago.... Glenn Goodwin, staff anNew York, and Walter Bomer, vice- nouncer, has been appointed news
president of Bristol-Myers.... WHN's editor of the station ....Geraldine
office boy, Joe DeNicola, is newscaster ' 'ahnke, control operator, became
and disc_ jockey for WGNY.. . Mrs. Melvin Springer last month.
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my KARL zOMÁR

"The Friendly Philosopher"
Denver,

is

on

KLZ,

at 9 A.M., MINT, opposite

a

network program that has a "Hooper of
more than 14. In spite of this alleged
popularity, "The Friendly Philosopher" is

currently drawing more mail than any
other KLZ feature-an average of 150
letters per week!
This script show is running on 76 stations

-is sponsored by every imaginable kind
of

business;

from funeral

directors

to

coffee roasters.

More than 30 stations
run it sustaining-as a good will builder
and an audience getter.
For audition copies and complete details

-write:

THE KARL ZOMAR LIBRARY
P.O. sox 417

DENVER I, COLORADO

The National Daily Newspaper of Commercial Radio and Television
..Nib

In News Programs

iloom
Ir

Iiscusses Tele

Citation
Marion Loveridge, 14 - year - old

;tLea Com. Hearing
1ington
,

Bureau, RADIO DAILY

ington - An opinion from
awrence Fly, chairman of the
i the Commission's attitude on
á and a rehash of testimony

g FCC's blame, if any, in the
arbor disaster, characterized
y before the Lea committee
by. As before, Representative

Miller, Rep., Mo., led the

$.

in the FCC with Chairman Fly

songstress on her own 11:45 a.m.
Sunday morning NBC program, has

just been cited by the CDVO for
her excellent results in organizing
the collection of waste paper. In
one day, Marion collected paper
which, stacked up, reached five
feet-exactly the little singer's own
height.

Unprecedented New Business Revealed
As Survey Shows All Major Webs
Running Ahead Of Last Year
By M. H. SHAPIRO
Managaing Editor, RADIO DAILY

Senate Also Asks Cut

In FCC Appropriation

News programs continue to

be one of the most saleable com-

modities in radio, with current-

sponsored shows running
ahead of last year on all four
major networks and every inly

John O. Public Show

(Continued on Page 6)

';

TEN CENTS

NEW YORK, N. Y., FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 1944

D126, NO. 49

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - Senate Appropria-

tions Committee yesterday slashed

further at the FCC budget for the dication being on hand toward

an increase before a decline in
such schedules comes to pass.
liopt New Resolutions Milwaukee-"John Q. Public" was war acti""ities budget and chopping This is based on the forthcom$209,000 from the $2,209,000 asked for
when a stepping
1e of the best attended meet- featured in a series of transcriptions its regular operations. The House had ing invasion
(Continued on Page 5)
made in Milwaukee's Red Cross drive

In Red Cross ET Series

1 Members Meet;

next fiscal year, recommending a cut
of $300,000 more in the Commission's

history, the New York
already voted a cut of $1,000,000 in
AFRA voted for three out and WEMP, WTMJ and WISN co(Continued on Page 4)

/

esolutions up before the mem- operated in using the Red Cross mesand decided not to set up its sages.
ephone service which was to Interviews with more than 50 Named Tech. Supervisor
ted at Cost for AFRA people. people on the subject of the Red Of WKY-KLZ-KVOR Works
was held at the Hotel Edison. Cross were conducted by Chuck Lam(Crease of 40 per cent in the phier of WEMP. Servicemen, workers,
Oklahoma City-Dixie B. McKey,
°, $2 monthly by both Tele- mothers of servicemen and discharged
associated for the past 21 years with
(Continued on Page 2)
xchange and Radio Registry,

World -Wide Program
To Salute Lend -Lease
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

the Graybar Electric Company, joins Washington-The OWI Overseas
staff of the Oklahoma Publishing Branch and BCC will collaborate on
Bruno Walter To Celebrate the
Company April 1, as technical super- a world-wide radio program tomorfrom 10 to 10:30 a.m., EWT, to
*vin Elected President
50th Anni. As Conductor visor of radio operations with com- row,
mark the third anniversary of the
(Continued on Page 2)
Xf Correspondent Assn.
lend-lease act, OWI announced yesBruno Walter celebrates the 50th
terday. The program will originate
anniversary of his debut as a con- Kate Smith To Christen
/line/ton
tingthine/ton
Bureau, RADIO DAILY
in Washington, Canberra, London,
on - The Radio Cone- ductor by directing the New York
(Continued on Page 5)
Association meeting Wed - Philharmonic - Symphony, Sunday,
Big Transport In Mid Air
at the NBC studios, elected March 19, in a concert which will
Earl Godwin to suc- be broadcast over the CBS network Los Angeles-Half-hour sustaining "We The People" To Try
kle Sevareid, CBS analyst, as from 3 to 4:30 p.m., EWT. Walter as- program tomorrow at 11:30-12 noon
'Gripsholm' Interviews
t. Sevareid is no longer in sisted by the orchestra, soloists and PWT over the Columbia Pacific Netigton.
NBC
commentator chorus will present Beethoven's work will have Kate Smith and Ted
Plans are being made to broadcast
L. Harkness, was named vice - Ninth Symphony.
(Continued on Page 2)
messages from passengers on the exnit, Rex
Rex Goad, general manchange ship, "Gripsholm," on "We
!
Transradio Press Bureau,
The People" which will be heard
(Continued on Page 6)

r

dntator

(Continued on Page 4)

Superstitious?
a iperstitions will

be aired

on

Ailaicle Hawley 's program over
WIUF, New York, Monday at 9:30

o when Miss Hawley interviews
Clidia deLys authority on the sub 7M Maybe Miss deLys will clear
43 for

all time why some folks
light

Ft walk under ladders,

the on a match or raise an umbtla indoors for fear of bringing
stortune on themselves.

Blue, Du Mont, Para. Officials
Scotch Repo its Of TeleDeal
"Invasion" Prelude
Scheduled Over NBC

Spiking rumors about an impending

deal with the Blue Network which
would link Paramount Pictures and
Du Mont television organization
Norfolk, Va.-An amphibious land- the
the network, spokesmen for all
ing operation on a large scale espe- with
organizations yesterday denied
cially staged for leading American three
merger was in prospect.
industrialists to show how their prod- a tele
It has been known for some time
ucts will go into battle in the com- that
the Blue Net has been casting
ing invasion of Europe, will be broad- around
for a television department
cast exclusively by
NBC

(Continued on Page 2)

next and that Time, Inc., one of the web's
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Two Bakers
As a coincidence, two bakers will
be featured on Sunday's "Hall
of Fame" broadcast which Is heard

over WIZ and the Blue Network.
They are Benny Baker, comedian
of musical comedy, and Kenny
Baker. radio singer. In addition,
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra
will honor the Emerald

Isle by

playing a medley of well-known
Irish tunes.

iáve to the 1944 Red Cross as You Never Have Given Before
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"Invasion" Prelude
Deny Tele Deal Among
Scheduled Over NBC
Du Mont -Blue -Para.
(Continued from Page 1)

cominG and Gel

(Continued from Page 1)

Wednesday at 6:15 p.m., EWT. Opera- major stockholders, was definitely inVol. 26, No. 49
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JOHN W. ALICOATE
FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

,

:

:

tion will be carried out by the Navy terested in sight and sound develop-

Price 10 Cts.
:

for both manufacturers and labor
chiefs who will be in attendance.
Operation will be carried out by
troops from nearby Camp Bradford
and will show the intense preparations, the number and quantity of

Publisher

Editor
Busbies* Manager

far with Du Mont were only on a
basis of time exchange similar to the
deal recently worked out with WNEW
in New York.

Both Paul Raibourn, representing
personnel and the split-second tim- Paramount, and Allen B. Du Mont
ing essential to such military move- yesterday denied that they had been

Published

daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),

N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Aliooste,

ment. However, Blue's negotiations so

ment. Actual amphibious landing will negotiating with the Blue on the
be staged with LCI boats and aboard rumored merger. A spokesman for the
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- will be veterans of similar operations Blue, who declined to be quoted, said
aging Editor; Chester B. Bello, Vice President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary. in the South Pacific and European he knew of no television plans.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of theater.
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,
Listeners will be brought the sound "We The People" To Try
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
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of various heavy and light artillery,
50 -caliber machine guns and other
activity which precedes movement
of troops through surf.
Lt. William Bailey, of the Industrial Incentive Division of the Navy
Dept. is coordinating the broadcast

Of WRY-KLZ-RVOR Works
(Continued from Page 1)
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To the Colors
Pittsburgh-Latest KDKA staffers
to pass their pre -induction physical
examinations

are

otinued from Page 1)

Sunday at 7:30 p.m., EWT, over CBS.
The plans are predicated on the
"Gripsholm" arrival in an eastern

port from Lisbon, Portugal, in time
with the news and special events for
the broadcast. Milo Boulton has

Named Tech. Supervisor

(Thursday, March 9)

Am. Tel. Cr Tel

(L

dept. of NBC. Many well known in- been assigned to do the interviewing.
dustrialists have. accepted invitations
to be on hand for the maneuver.

Hunan
CBS A

'Gripsholm' Interviews

newscaster Ben

plete charge of FM and television experimentation plans. The Oklahoma
Publishing Company, whose radio
operations include ownership of
WKY, Oklahoma City and the operational management of KVOR, Colorado Springs and KLZ, Denver, have
made application for FM and television licenses for WKY and KLZ. Mc -

John Q. Public Show
In Red Cross ET Series
(continued from Page 1)

members of the army forces were
asked to state what the Red Cross
had done for them.
"Public's participation in the radio
promotion in this year's Red Cross

drive proved very effective human

weeks ago to join General Electric

lowing a short talk, Miss Smith will
board the C-47 and take off and

CKLW

will be transmitted by shortwave to

BEST

christen the plane in the air. This
the ground and rebroadcast over KNX
and other Coast outlets.

Women Broadcaster Spots
On American Home Drive

engineer, clearly heard a message
delivered in Esperanto by James

leased to 650 women broadcasters this

WANTED
Chief

i

Aircraft Co.
Program will open at the arena band
stand before Douglas employees. Fol-

was believed to have been made
Denson over WOR, Newark.

for 1,000 -Watt (RCA
transmitter) Radio Station in Texas. Givs
experience and educational background
and references In application.
Write
Radio Daily, Box 806, 1501 roadway,
New York 18, N. 'r.
Engineer

ROBERTA

DUFTON,

director

of

and assistant to the president of Mutsu
Sunday

annual vacation,
year she'll spend In Mexico.
on

HOMER

her

B.

Photophone
GOODMAN,
Service

Co.,

w)

SNOOK,

sales manage
of RCA, and

section
assistant manager of
Inc., left Camden hee

this week for round of visits in the Ad

FULTON LEWIS, JR., commentator e
Mutual, is in Salt Lake City in t1/
of a combined lecture and news-gj
tour.
He'll leave tomorrow for S
Seattle.
CHARLES

ROEDER,

assistant

m

WCBM, Blue Network outlet in Balt
spent the last few days In New York
to leave tonight for the home offices.
JACK ROBBINS, executive head of
music

3.

publishers,

returns

to

after an absence of almost two months,

JOHN McNEIL, JOHN HADE, IOE
other members of the WIZ
Troupe" go out to Newark tomo
ncon for appearances at the Mosque
and

JANET ROSS, who conducts the
Circle" program on KDKA, Pittsbu
town on her annual visit to NBC
Gotham fashion centers.

Nizer On Crovens Pro

Judy Dupuy, who resigned some

(Continued from Page 1)

Long Beach plant of the Douglas

when Hiroshi Ando, Japanese radio

news

Arnold Blom, formerly a member

was accepted for Navy duty while the Collins christening one of the new in Schenectady.
C-47 Giant Transport and Hospital
Army nabbed Bryant.
planes named after Miss Smith at the

Richard Crooks, tenor, appeared
as a soloist on the two-hour concert
program aired by WEAF from Carnegie Hall, New York, which was
giren by the Associated Glee Clubs
of America... .A world radio record

Ford

heard over the Blue Network, is i
and will broadcast today f

ington
point.

of the broadcast staff of the New
Kate Smith To Christen
York "Daily News," has been named
Big Transport In Mid Air radio editor of "PM." He succeeds

gia Wildcats' hillbilly troupe. Kirk

(ilarch 10, 1924)

PAUL NEILSON, whose
is

Louis Nizer, attorney an
interest selling for our campaign,
the recently published bo
Frank Casey chairman of the drive of
said. Radio has done an excellent job." To Do With Germany" will
viewed on Kathryn Craven
Through a Woman's Eyes"
Blom
In
Judy
Dupuy
Post
over station WNEW, We
Key will make his headquarters in
Oklahoma City, according to Edgar T.
As Radio Editor Of 'PM' March 15 from 5:15 to 5:30
Bell, business manager.

Kirk and Loppy Bryant of the Geor-

20 YEARS ACO TODAY

C. P. HASBROOK, president and stal

ager of WCAX, CBS affiliate in 8urliry
is spending several days in New Tod

Spot announcements are being re-

RADIO BUY

in the

TEST YOUR
COPY APPEALS
sell it in BaltiIf you can
can
sell it anymore you
solid

It's a stable, war
market that even a make
ruffle. To

where.

boom can't
the people
sure you reachtest
copy If
of Baltimore,
to.
they
listen
the station
grab ít1
available
...
time is

DETROIT

week by the Association of Women
Directors of NAB in connection with

AREA

announced yesterday that three na-

5,000 WATTS

the American Home campaign. It was

tional organizations have been added
to the American Home Campaign list.
They are the National Society Daughters of the American Revolution; National Home Economics Association

and the National Council of Jewish
Women.

DAY and NIGHT
800 Kc.
MUTUAL SYSTEM

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY. President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-8E1'

WEAF

WBZ

WBZA

WTIC

WSAM

WJAR

WEBC

WK BO

WCSH

WDEL

WBAL

WRC

WGY

WIBA

WSYR

WKBH

KDKA

WIRE

W TAM

W 5P D

WWJ

WLW

WEAU

WENY

WOW

WAVE

WLOK

WMAQ

WTMJ

KODY

KSTP

W5J5

WSAN

WBEN

WJAC

WGAL

WMBG

WFEA

WLBZ

WRAK

WCRS

WBRE

WDAF

WMFG

WHLB

WGKV

WEEU

WRAW

WRDO

WIOD

WHIZ

WSOC

KELO

WBLK

WFBG

WMRF

WHIS

WFBC

WTMA

WBOW

WTBO

WGBF

WGL

WSAV

WA LA

KANS

KROC

KYSM

KFAM

WSM

WCOA

KWBW

KGBX

WTAR

WPTF

WBRC

WMC

KGNC

WISE

WOPI

WKPT

WSFA

WHAM

KGHL

WJAX

WFLA

WLAK

WFAA

WSB

KGIR

WJDX

WAML

WMVA

WBAP

WORK

KPFA

WA PO

'

WFOR

WSMB

WROL

KVOO

WKY

KYUM

KSD

WDAY

WIS

KRBM

K ARK

KPRC

WOAI

KOAM

KMED

KSOO

KRIS

KTBS

KYCA

KFYR

KGU

WHO

WOOD

KIDO

KPO

KTAR

CBM

KGLU

KSEI

KTFI

KOB

KTSM

CBL

KFSD

KVOA

KYW

KWJB

KMJ

KGW

KOMO

KHQ

KDYL

KOA

KFI

CBF

KRGV

What makes this network work?
These 143 stations, woven into a blanket
to cover the 3,026,789 square miles of

ica's millions under stress of war; salutes'

the United States ...
These 143 stations, interlaced into an
extensive pattern of clear channels, re-

American system of network broadcast -1
ing which is founded on the principle of
free enterprise devoted to the service of
a free people.
Their leadership in the past, their con-

gionals and locals .. .

These 143 stations,

affiliates

of the

National Broadcasting Company ... are
what make this network work.
NBC salutes its associated stations for
their individual and collective contributions to the war effort; salutes them for
the role they are playing, both nationally
and locally, in building morale, educating. informing and entertaining Amer -

them for their loyalty and belief in the

stant willingness and ability to render
public service during the war, their keen
awareness of the challenge of the future
which promises newer and even greater
service to the people, these are the most

important factors which give NBC its
leadership as a network, which make'
NBC "The Network Most People Listen
to Most."
America's No.1 Network

They all tune to the

Rational

__

777

roadcasting Company
It's a National Habit
A_Seniee of Radio
Oerweratiee el America
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LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO

By RALPH WILL

By BILL IRVIN

Merry Macs, who open a three -

weeks engagement at the Golden
Gate, San Francisco, are elated over
the showing of "Mairzy Doats,"
which they introduced on "The Lower

Basin Street" program. They also re-

corded the song for Decca and the
first pressing of 500,000 records sold
out the first day.

Though still in his twenties, Tony
Romano, talented musician who will
accompany Bob Hope on the Caribbean USO tour, is a veteran in the
radio entertainment world. He made
his airlane debut at the age of 13 as a
singer and guitar player on Al
Pearce's "Happy -Go -Lucky" show.
George Edwards, formerly with the
Fresno Bee, the San Francisco Chron-

SHE Blue Network is dicketi
1 buy WLS, the Prairie Farms
tioh, which shares time wilt
Blue's key Chicago station, W

Reporter At Large..
less "Truth" and of course an equal degree of
"Consequences" in the several reports concerning the successor to the
There is

zany emcee job on the "Truth Or NBConsequences" program when and
if Ralph Edwards (who incidentally passed with flying colors the Selective
Service physical. Wednesday) dons a uniform
i'rinstance one trade
journal this week had it that Olsen & Johnson were offered the job
the truth is that Herb Moss went to the Coast on a special quest for a
possible comic and had merely asked the "Hellzapoppin Twins" if they cared
to audition for the show
last week Danton Walker would have his
readers believe that Don (Chicagoriginated Breakfast Club) McNeill

Chester (Lum) Lauck and Norris

"had been signed, sealed and delivered" but again we hasten to inform
all and sundry that Don intends to remain in the Windy City
but a
new twist has taken place
the 31st to ask for and receive an audition
for the choice role is none other than Clayton Collyer, the fast -talking
and handsome announcer of the program
we wish to commend
everyone connected with the program for the far-sighted and intelligent
manner in which the "contest" is conducted
instead of handing a
"mike" to a comic and imply. "here you are, let's see you be funny for
the next half-hour," the Edwards group allow the auditioning comic the

"Lum and Abner" team, gave a Leap
Year party for a few intimate friends,
the idea being that all couples come
in the costumes they wore when they

use of the studio, mikes, gadgets, etc., for an entire day
thus we know
that when the successor has been decided upon, we can expect continued
comedy from "T Or C.". . NBCorrespondent Red Mueller, who is probably' the "most -blitzed" reporter in history, is either on the high seas now

icle,

the San Diego "Tribune," and

the Portland "Oregonian" newspapers,
has joined the CBS-KNX News

Bureau as a news writer,

Jean Parker has been signed by
Producer C. P. MacGregor to do a
stint on his Skippy Hollywood Radio
Theater series.

(Abner) Goff, the Blue Network's

first met-or reasonable facsimiles

thereof. One couple met in bathing
suits (In the beach-another in hunting togs-and others were wearing
everything from slacks to dinner
clothes.
George L. Moskovics, sales manager for Columbia Pacific network,
returned from a week's visit to San
Francisco. During the course of his
stay in the northern city, Moskovics
noted that future radio business possibilities are decidedly favorable.
"Old radio users are looking for more

time on the air to present new programs. New sponsors, too, are seeking to enter the field," said Moskovics.

Seek Municipal Station
Permit In Florida
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The FCC yesterday
received an application for a new
municipal station from the city of

Sebring, Fla. This station if approved,
will be the sixth municipally -owned

station in the country. The city of
Sebring seeks 250 watts unlimited, on
the 1,400 band.
Five other municipally -owned stations are located in New York, Jacksonville, St. Petersburg, Camden and
Dallas.

Seek Wheeler Replacement
Replacement for Bert Wheeler on
the Frank Sinatra show for Vimms
over CBS is being sought by the J.

Walter Thompson ad agency. Understood that the veteran comedian will
remain in Hollywood when "The
Voice" returns to New York with his
program, beginning March 22.

or will leave at any moment on a new "overseas roving assignment"

Blonde and vocalovely Marie Greene will repeat as quest songstress
on the "Broadway Matinee" CBShow, Monday.

*

*

*

this paragraph seems quite similar in sound (in
case you're addicted to reading out loud) to the start of today's
pillar, it is strictly NOT co -incidental
we're now on a topic
which we must label "Tooth Or Consequences"
it all started
two weeks ago when a tooth, owned and operated by the mental
quizard, Joel Kupperman, threatened to come loose during its
owner's guest appearance on Fred Allen's program
the molar
did not succeed in prying itself from the jaws of the laddie until
Joel was on the train en route home
thus it is that Fred Allen,
early this week received a letter, which, according to the TexaIf

comic, "tried to bite him"

knowing Fred for a great deal more
years than we'd care to own up to, we feel that Portland's dour visaged hubby won't consider our advice, to wit: "personal letters
should never be carried in one's hip pocket," a personal affront.

The MBSurefire "Pick and Pat" show with Mary Small and
Vincent Lopez' Orchestra directed by Jack Rubin and heard over a
40 -station network, will be heard locally as well, beginning March
28. ,

.

Gregory Coleman has a new radio idea that has a Na-

tionally -known organization at the signing stage.

.

.

Mrs. Ar-

thur (Dagwood of the "Blondie" CBScript) Lake, will make her
motion picture debut soon in "New Faces" under her maiden name

according to published reports
Burridge D. Butler, WLS pre&
was reported to be considerint

Blue's purchase offer at his u
home in Phoenix, Ariz. Acqu;
of WLS by the Blue, of course, y
ensure the network a 24 -hour Ch
outlet.
New addition to WIND anne

staff is Allen Earle, former
director of a Wilkes-Barre,
station. Earle is one of the
nouncers in radio, standing

six inches, and weighing 380

Bill Anson, well-known
announcer, has been chosen
duct the "Musical Score Boa
gram over WJJD as soon as t
ball season is ushered in.

Senate Also Asks Cut
In FCC Appropri
(Continued from Page 1)

the outlay for the Radio Intellig
Division-about 60 per cent-and t
that amount for FBIS. The additil
$300,000 cut was not earmarked,.

e

it was not specified as to

w

should be applied.
Thus the FCC lost its fight
its operation of RID and FBIS
the Senate committee concl
deliberations on the Inde
Offices Bill.

Commission members are on
as feeling that the paring of its

is attributable mainly to the the
against the Commission brought

Eugene L. Garey while he serves

counsel for the House Select C.
mittee investigating the agency, T
charge also that he delayed their

pearance to refute these charges
long as possible in order to pre%
the Commission from bettering
case with the Appropriations Corns
tee.

It is expected that there will b
fight on the Senate floor to repl
a large part, at least, of the bud

for the Commission as
posed by the budget bureau.

Godwin Elected Presider
Of Correspondent Ass
(Continued from Page 1)

of Patricia Van Cleve.

secretary, and William Costello

Phil "Take it or Leave It" Raker went to his local butcher's
and purchased a two-inch steak
he hastens to mollify Incredulous
readers by adding that he was referring to the length of the meat rather
than the thickness, .. Timmy McHugh and Harold Adamson will write
the score for Perry Comó s forthcoming Fox musical "Something For the
Boys." in which the crooner makes his screen debut... Yvette, blonde

as member exofficio.

songstress, who starts an engagement at the Clover Club in Hollywood Wednesday will be M -G -Movie -tested next month.

* *

*

-Remember Pearl Harbor

commentator, treasurer. Past
dent Fred W. Morrison, is to;

The new officers will be ini
at a dinner next month.
In April, Godwin, who has

serving as acting president, ref
that the organization has reach
highest membership. In additi
active radio reporters and con
tators in Washington, associate
bership has been made availa)
radio news workers and coma
tors elsewhere.

4c
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y,

'1ashington Front
DS TRAMMELL's statement of

.st week, calling for the lifting
C restrictions which, he said,
:r television

growth, were a

d outgrowth of his testimony
the Senate Interstate Corn Committee late last year. He
his position quite clear at that

..Thus far, the Commission has

no inclination to review the

r and in the absence of legisla !vision there is nothing to assure

review. What with White and

ler in disagreement on the con -

1 the bill they may bring out,
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Survey Reveals News Shows
Booming On Four Major Nets

11EU! BUSI11E55
KMO, Tacoma, Wash.: Binyon Op-

tical Company, Tacoma, seven proweekly, 52 weeks through
up of all news fronts will obviously holds true of other major networks. grams
and Ryan, Seattle; Gill
take place automatically. Plans to Mutual is out in front with the larg- Ruthrauff
Seed Co., Portland, one
care for this additional coverage have est number of hours of news and com- Brothers
naturally been arranged with the co- ment broadcast during the week, the program weekly, 16 weeks, through
first week in March of this year found W. S. Kirkpatrick Adv. Agency, Portoperation of the government.
Study by RADIO DAILY reveals that 23 and one half hours of news on the land; Cammarano Brothers, Tacoma
straight news and commentaries had network, of which nine and three (Soft Drinks) , three programs per
26 weeks, through The Condon
the largest commercial increase on quarter hours are straight national week,
Tacoma; Bekins Moving
the Blue Network, which shows a network clients while an additional Company,
boost in commercial news broadcasts 10 hours and 15 minutes are by net- and Storage, Los Angeles, six anns.
of 83.3 per cent over a comparative work newscasters or commentators weekly, 52 weeks, through Brooks
week in 1943. CBS has approximately sponsored locally on a cooperative Adv. Agency, Los Angeles; Dr. Orlando J. Johnson, Tacoma (Dentist),
50 per cent increase and Mutual about basis, such as Fulton Lewis, Jr.
100 per cent. Sample week in 1944 Compared with the first week in 42 anns weekly, 52 weeks, through
(Continued from Page 1)

slay on that bill lengthening and on the Blue has 20 hours of news March 1943, Mutual sponsored news- George Altnow and Co., Seattle; Murtening, it begins to look as if broadcasts of which eight and a quar- casts are up nearly 100 per cent. In ine Co., Inc., Chicago (Eye PreparaCC remains in the driver's seat ter hours are sponsored and 11 and 1943 Mutual broadcast a total of 24 tion) , three anns. weekly, 13 weeks,

convinced that the rule on tele three quarter hours sustaining. This hours and 55 minutes of news and
compares with four and one half comment weekly. Five and a quarter
r
hours of commercial newscasts in the hours were locally cooperative, and
best
same week during 1943 and 10 and one half hours national network sponélart proved to be the
Sr of the five members of the one half hours of sustaining news. In- sored and 14 hours and ten minutes
bmmittee during the hot session crease on the Blue in total time de- sustaining. MBS' newscasters and
l House floor last week ....In voted to news is 32.7 per cent.
commentators include Cecil Brown,
phlp should be relaxed.

rüB even drew praise from Clare

through Batten, Barton, Durstine and
Osborn, Chicago; United Mutual Savings Bank, Tacoma, seven anns. week-

52 weeks, direct; Tacoma Bread
Co., Tacoma (Bread), seven anns.
weekly, 52 weeks, direct; Brown and
ly,

Haley, Tacoma (Candy), six anns.
On the week, the Blue averages Boake Carter, Sheelah Carter, Leo weekly, 52 weeks, through Erwin,

who termed Hart's effort about 63 news programs, two of them Cherne, Upton Close (not exclusive) Wasey and Co., Seattle.
etc.... Wigglesworth being of 30 minutes duration and all Walter Compton, Ray Dady, Cedric

astute,"

lin a very matter-of-fact manner others 15 minutes. None of these are
arkably unexcited for the con - of the dramatized news shows, but
the speech he read. Perhaps straight news or commentaries, origwas that he did read, inated abroad and in the U. S. Blue's
1aserence
Hart spoke at length from newscasters include John B. Kennedy,
4three sketchy cards of notes. Drew Pearson, Walter Winchell,
ceived terrific hands when fin - Raymond Gram Swing, Earl Godwin,
with Wigglesworth getting the Westbrook van Voorhis, Gilbert
Lof it because there were more Martyn H. R. Baukhage, Henry J.
icans in the chamber. He got Taylor and others.

ovation-with Gene Cox the
CBS' Weekly News Sked
jority member joining in the The week of Feb. 28 to March 6,
Use ....Lea, whose words read 1944 on CBS finds a total of 15 hours
mely well, lacks the force of and 25 minutes of news on the netas an orator. He did, however, work of which six hours and 20 minremarkably well as he called utes is sponsored. Breakdown shows
the House to look back over his four hours and 60 minutes of spon3-27 years in Congress-to re - sored news reports, one hour and 15
he charge hurled at him. He was minutes of news analysis and 15 minsally incensed by Miller and Cox, utes of news reports and analysis.
ndicated early that they intend - Sustaining news in these same cataheckle him. He refused after gories runs somewhat higher.
minutes to yield for their quesAs a comparison, the week of Feb.
ig. Both were on their feet a 27 to March 4, 1943 shows 14 hours
ier of times before Lea had gone and 10 minutes of news in all catatar ....Magnuson, obtaining time gories on CBS weekly, with four

Foster, Arthur Hale, Royal Arch Gunnison, Gabriel Heatter and others.
NBC's 43.44 About Same

World -Wide Program
To Salute Lend -Lease

Key Outlets Loaded

for the New York "Times," from

Currently NBC is airing about 17
hours and 45 minutes of news and
(Continued from Page 1)
analysis weekly which is about the and Algiers and will be broadcast
same time devoted to news a year over a combination of webs of the
ago, and, is estimated as approximate- United States and the British Empire.
ly 15 per cent of the entire weekly Principal speakers will be Viscount
broadcast time. Of the time devoted Halifax, British Ambassador to the
to news, nine and three quarter hours United States; Edward R. Stettinius,
are sponsored currently. Seven and Jr., U. S. Under -Secretary of State,
one half hours is analysis and com- and Raymond Gram Swing, American
mentary, while two and a quarter radio commentator, all of whom speak
hours is straight news.
from Washington. Herbert V. Evatt,
NBC's battery of newscasters and Australian Minister of External Afcommentators includes H. V. Kalten- fairs, will speak from Canberra; Sir
born, Lowell Thomas, Richard Hark- Stafford Cripps, British minister for
ness, John W. Vandercook, Robert St. aircraft production, and Major GenJohn, Alex Dreier and others. Foreign eral John C. H. Lee, Deputy Comstaff heard at various times is a mander to General Eisenhower in the
strong one but usually two to five European theater of operations, will
manage to get on in course of the speak from London, and Milton
week, depending on various factors. Bracker, North African correspondent

stations of networks whose Algiers.
e last minute, entered an able hours and 30 minutes sponsored which Key
commercial news broadcasts are
Nine OWI transmitters will broad,se of Lea's conduct and his own. gives the network nearly a 50 per spot
not included in any of the above fig- cast the program on the regular
lade no bones about his dissatis- cent increase in sponsored newscasts. ures are fairly well loaded with news,
'n with Garey's handling of the That news was at a high pitch in 1942 although additional room for clients "Voice of America" stations from the
tigation from the very beginning is indicated by the fact that CBS is always found (according to man United States.

tssing the quantity of the com- broadcast a weekly average of two agers and salesmen). In nearly every
record which is taken up hours more news than it did the suc- city in the country, regular news
r by Garey's conclusions.
ceeding year. At that time, the week periods on all outlets are the rule
e

of March 1-7, in 1942, the web handled

a Food Distribution Administra - 16 hours of news weekly of which
on its "Consumer Time" show four hours and 50 minutes were comNBC February 26, ran a plug for mercial. CBS' figures do not include
vernment Cook book entitled dramatized news nor such shows as

such as 6 and 11 p.m. which are
rarely missed in the larger cities, New

York being especially set across the
board with all four network key stations having news at this time seven

time Fish Cookery." A scripter "Report to the Nation," etc. CBS nights a week. WEAF is a lone excepDA got the cute idea of present - newscasters and commentators on tion on Tuesday nights, but follows
discussion by Dr. Cod, Proles- commercial shows include: Kate with a quarter hour of news at 6:15

:lalibut, Mr. Lobster and Miss
-all of whom were horrified by
lea of such a cook book and red that it should be banned and
ation about it suppressed....
low, Barney Molohan tells us

Smith, Maj. George Fielding Eliot, p.m.
Edwin C. Hill, Jos. C. Harsch, Bill This also holds good during the
Henry, Ned Calmer, Warren Sweeney, week at 12 noon, with the exception
Quincy Howe, Edward R. Murrow, of WJZ and again at 8 a.m. with WJZ
William L. Shirer, Elizabeth Bemis (Blue) the exception. On Sundays
and others. Strong array of foreign
morning hour is 9 a.m. when WOR
the first mail request for "War - correspondents further supply news, the
(Mutual) is the exception. Otherwise
Fish Cookery" to arrive as a re- although not all of them may be there is news at almost any hour of
f the air plug came from Mrs. heard the same week, which also the day or night to suit early or late
. Salmon, Larchmont, N. Y.
goes for the Washington staff, and listeners.

COMMERCIAL WRITER
$6000 to $8500

One of New York's largest
Advertising Agencies seeks
radio commercial writer of
experience and ability. Age
25 to 45. Must be personable
and

have contact

ability.

Apply in confidence. Phone
for appointment LExington
2-8866.

WALTER LOWEN
(Placement Agency)

420 LEXINGTON AVENUE
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Fly Discusses Tele

At Lea Com. Hearing
(Continued from Page 1)

doing verbal battle with the Missourian.

Fly's statement regarding television
come following the introduction of a

letter purported to be from Chair-

Iry cG IRAI% Liu vIIIEwIf
"COLUMBIA PRESENTS
CORWIN"
"Movie Primer"
Sustaining
WABC-CBS

tele.

article, but it did not sustain the enFCC's Tele Attitude
tertainment power of "Movie Primer,"
The FCC head remarked that the the first in the new series, "Columbia
Commission had given television "the Presents Corwin," which bowed in
green light" under his leadership.
the past Tuesday. Written, directed
He claimed credit for the Commis- and produced by Norman Corwin,
sion that television "hasn't plunged fresh from a stint in the M -G -M
ahead on an inaccurate basis," and scriptery, the satire on the movie
declared that developments arising makers was set town impressive score
out of war research will be imoprtant composed and conducted by Lyn
in the television future. "If there's to Murray.
be any criticism of our action on teleBest described as a radio cantata,
vision," he said, "it should be for our this sustaining program was seasoned
authorizing commercial exploitation with sophisticated swipes at Hollya little too early."
wood and its formularized product.
Only new evidence in the Pearl The impression might be gained,
Harbor matter was the introduction though, that the musical parody was
by Miller of a letter written the FCC too worldly-wise for a radio audience,
by Representative Melvin Maas, R., say in Miles City, Mont., or Bangor,
Minn., in September, 1941, to oppose Me. Presented in the form of definithe granting of a license to any new tions for filmdom's credos about scenHawaiian station which would con- ario content, as the title implied, the
centrate on foreign language broad- show bounced along in a lilting style
casts. Maas said Army and Navy that unfortunately fell flat at times.
officers would agree with him that This uneven .equality, despite some
the Jap language shows over Ha- amusing interludes, was the script's
waiian.stations were, in total effect, major shortcoming.
harmful rather than beneficial 'to the
Succeeding productions in the 26 U. S. Fly pointed out that Maas' week series promise different types
recommendation was in line with the of experimental dramatic forms. Percourse which the Commission later haps they will build up to the high
followed in refusing the license then artistic and entertainment standard

worth and Miller, the two Republi- Miller, and Representative Ed. J.
cans on the committee, that if the Hart, Dem., N. J. and Fly.
question must resolve itself this way
Vinson Letter Discussed
it might be well to study the voting
records of some members of Congress
The
FCC
head made one serious
who opposed defense bills prior to slip when after
had read to
Pearl Harbor. He later said he re- him a portion ofMiller
a letter written by
ferred specifically to the bill to fortify Chairman Carl Vinson
of the House
Guam.
Affairs Committee to the PresiEarly in the session Miller ques- Naval
dent, in which Vinson suggested that

tioned Fly about a BWC matter point- Fly be removed as head of BWC, Fly
ing out that Fly had refused to tes- termed the contents of the letter
tify on BWC affairs last July. When "hogwash." He later made it plain
Fly declared that he did not think that he thought the matter read by
the resolution under which the inves- Miller was from a memorandum by
tigation was authorized extended to Admiral Stanford C. Hooper. Fly in-

the BWC, Miller snapped, "that is a sisted that the Vinson letter, written
matter for the committee to decide," two years ago, had "Admiral Hooper's
to which Magnuson shot back, "that fingerprints all over it." He drew
is a matter for the full committee sharp protest from both Miller and
to decide, not just one member."
Hart, who castigated him for implyFinger Print Question
ing that the Chairman of the House
Late in the session the questioning Naval Affairs Committee was irreturned to the reluctance of the FCC sponsible and signed his name to
to turn over 250,000 fiingerprints of "hogwash."
Magnuson pointed out, however,
radio operators and hams to the FBI.
There was nothing in the entire that the matter of Fly's fitness to head
record of yesterday's proceedings that the BWC never came before the
had not already appeared earlier. Naval Affairs Committee.
Most significant part of the session Fly put in that Vinson had never
was the series of sharp exchanges be - to his knowledge made any inquiry

(Continued from Page 1)

SHOW"

set the AFRA and other radio ar $
up in arms. It was arranged thatti
Sustaining
The Blue Network, Wed., 7-7:30 p.m., EWT official of each of the phone servs
have 10 minutes in which to expo
Producer: Vic Seydel
Writer: Bernard Dougall
CONNEE
FAIR.

CAPTIVATES;

SCRIPTING

to the members why the incne

was necessary. After considerable _

planation, it was voted to table

e

"The Connee Boswell Show," which resolution calling for AFRA to ol.
features Miss Boswell, Paul White- ate its own service.
AFRA members voted to sustain
man and his orchestra, and Comedian
passed by the New York Li
Jack Pepper, could be one of the ruling
requiring all resolutions
most delightful half hours on the air, Board
to the floor of mem
if the scripter provided the ensemble come
by way of an Agenda
with better humorous dialog. If the meetings
at least two weeks
listeners didn't have Miss Boswell's mittee
meetings. Until now sum
charming voice, the genius of White - such
were brought up on th
man's baton, and the effervescence of lutions
members knowing w
Pepper to listen to, they would mere- without
up.
ly sit back and read a book-or some- coming
Also voted was the resolu
thing.
Congress that the Ne
Captivating Connee had smooth notify
of AFRA supports co
sailing through "Don't Sweetheart Local
Me" and "Yo To Amo." Another high federal supervision of the soldi

the form of the Green-Lu
spot of this show was Whiteman's in
resolution passed was
brilliant arrangement of "That Old Other
port the existing joint confer
Black Magic."

CIO and R
When the spirited Pepper galloped labor groups (AFL,
set up to suppo
up to the mike, this department ex- Brotherhoods)
price and rent contr
pected much ado....and it was- sidies,
OPA home front cam
about nothing. He handled himself other
to send a representative
like the trouper he is, but his meat- and
on the Labor Advisory C
less gags put him at a disadvantage. vice
of the OPA and to public
Every week the format will pro- tee
of the joint conferen
vide for the rendition of a song the findings
follow its decision.

Boswell show producers believe will
live "forever and ever." It's a clever
idea.

Appoint New Committee

AFRA's Local Board in Ne

has appointed a new commi
Murray's music as performed by or- draft rules and regulations p

to discipline against memt
failing to report infractions. Ct

chestra and chorus. An able cast ing

so expertly set by former Corwin pro- played the dramatic portions creditgrams, specifically, in comparison ably. Among the principals were
Pearl Harbor Matter
Sloane, Frank Gallop, MinerThis statement was followed by a with the opening show, "Radio Everett
va., Pious, Ted DeCorsia and Peter
general discussion of who was re- Primer."
Donald.
Standout of the premiere was Lyn
sponsible for Pearl Harbor which
Magnuson choked off by declaring, tween Fly and Miller, Representative to either BWC or the FCC as to Warwith significant glances at Wiggles - Warren G. Magnuson, D., Wash. and time Communications functions.

being applied for.

List New Resolutio;

"THE CONNEE BOSWELL

Tuesday, 10-10:30 p.m., EWT

man Carl Vinson of the House Naval CORWIN SATIRIZES FILM BIZ IN FIRST
Affairs Committee which charged the OF NEW SERIES.
FCC with hindering development of Cleverness might be a serviceable

AMA Members Mel;

mittee chairman is Alan Bunce
members are Ned Weyer, George
Putnam, Crane
McKee.

Calder and A

This action follows on the heeh
seven members being fined for f
ing to report infractions of the AF

As Fly and FCC general counsel Code. They were brought up
R. Denny fumbled with charges and fined for conduct un
papers in order to "draw a parallel" coming AFRA members. One mem
Charles

between Vinson's letter and the
memorandum written a month later
by Admiral Hooper to the Chiefs of
Staff and thus buttress Fly's conten-

who had been previously up on si
lar charge was fined $50. The ott

were fined the amount which ti
were underpaid and the amount
tion that the Vinson letter was in- the scale they should have recen
spired by Admiral Hooper, Hart de- All involved had appeared at a a
clared that the committee was capable mercial audition and received
of drawing its own conclusion. He than scale.
said he did not like the idea of Fly
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
"running this invesitgation, we want
to run it." Abandoning the idea of Washington - FCC Commissioi
pointing out similarity between the T. A. M. Craven, yesterday approt
two documents, Fly remarked that the request of Jaffe and Jaffe, att
the similarity was proof that Admiral neys for the American Federation
I

Hooper had tried to remove him from Radio Artists for permission to 8b
office, whereas there is no proof that statement on the proposed comtr
Fly tried to cashier the Admiral out sion order requiring recording of
of the Navy, as had been charged by regional and national network 11

former committee Counsel Eugene grams. An exception was requil
since the date for filing such bri
L. Garey.

had been set for March 1, with lx
Softens Charge
Fly amended his description of the lic hearing March 15. AFRA does t
Vinson letter when informed that the contemplate oral argument.

document Miller had been reading
bore Vinson's signature. He stated that
it was "grossly inaccurate and a very

Ladd On Kate Smith Show

Alan Ladd will be heard today

unfortunate thing. I think chairman the Kate Smith program over
Vinson was misled," he said.

from 8-8:55 p.m, EWT.

What happens when
your hat comes down ?

Q
SOMEDAY, a group of grim -faced
men will walk stiffly into a room,

sit down at a table, sign a piece of
paper-and the War will be over.
That'll be quite a day. It doesn't
take much imagination to picture the
way the hats will be tossed into the
air all over America on that day.
But what about the day after?

What happens when the tumult
and the shouting have died, and all of

us turn back to the job of actually
making this country the wonderful
place we've dreamed it would be?

What happens to you "after the War?"
No man knows just what's going to
happen then. But we know one thing
that must not happen:
We must not have a postwar America fumbling to restore an out -of -gear
economy, staggering under a burden.
of idle factories and idle men, wracked
with internal dissension and stricken
with poverty and want.

We must not have breadlines and
vacant farms and jobless, tired men

in Army overcoats tramping city
streets.

That is why we must buy War

Bonds- now.

For every time you buy a Bond
you not only help finance the War.
You help to build up a vast reserve of
postwar buying power. Buying power

that can mean millions of postwar
jobs making billions of dollars' worth
of postwar goods and a healthy. pros-

perous, strong America in which
there'll be a richer, happier living for
every one of us.
To protect your Country, your fam-

ily, and your job after the War-buy
War Bonds now!

¿eZäatV KEEP BACKING THE ATTACK!
The Treasury Department acknowledges with appreciation
the publication of this message by
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
- CALIFORNNIA SAN FRANCISCO-Warden Clinton
Duffy of San Quentin

guested

recently on the NBC "People Are

- CONNECTICUT -

PICTURE OF THE WEEK

Funny" show when it orginated from
KPO.... "Town Topics," a local gossip program, is KGO-ed each Friday
by Clark Douglas, newcomer to the
station...The story of the shakedown

STAMFORD-Ernest Hartman
cees WSRR's "It's the 1400 h
Club" which provides miscellan
entertainment without a cover chat

..Nell Daugherty is the

Women's Activities for WSRR.

- MONTANA MISSOULA-Station KGVO was hoe
125 retail merchants and businessmen

cruise of one of the United States
Navy's newest ships, a deluxe sub-

a dinner held in the Governor's Rood
the Hotel Florence last Thursday. GIB
were given the first Montana showind
the NAB retail promotion committee o

marine tender, is originating from

KGO and miked over the Blue, under
the title "Radio Goes to Sea"....
RIVERSIDE-Gene Williams, former-

ly with the "Gazette" and radio sta-

sentation "Air Force and the Retai"

KPRO.

spieler for this station. is being slat

Vratis, commercial manager I
KGVO, was emcee.... Virginia Cook,

Soca

tion WCLO, Wisconsin, has been appointed commercial manager of

in the Montana Masquers' production

"The Women"....A. J. Mosby. gent
manager, has returned from a tf i

- NORTH CAROLINA CHARLOTTE-Larry Walker, WBT announcerentertainer and assistant program

weeks' trip to Los Angeles.

-NEW YORK NEW YORK - Joe Baksi,

director, has dreamed up a new show

titled "Charlotte Entertains" which made
its debut over the airlanes last Saturday.
Program features Charlotte's outstanding
talent and personalities ...A. D. Willard,
Ir., general manager, returned to his post

blurb writer at Simon and Sch

from Florida where he enjoyed a two

ter describes Ted Cott's forthcom
book, "The Victor Book of Musi
Fun." Cott is program director
WNEW....Roger Krupp, WHN si

vacation.... Parks Johnson, of
CBS' "Vox Pop" show, dropped in to see
Charlie Crutchfield. WBT program director.... Larry Walker, studio's pianist, produced and directed a musical skit as part
of the entertainment at the recent rally
of 2,000 volunteer Red Cross canvassers.
weeks'

announcer, has resigned to do
Blue Network newscast in the si

recently occupied by Lowell Thon:

..Edwin A. Pancoast

-TEXAS-

SAN ANTONIO-Talk given by
fore the San Antonio Chamber of

Shannahan has returned to her post
at KTSA after a brief illness ....Mrs.
Melba Welsh is latest addition to the
staff of KMAC, taking over duties in
the office ... .Floyd Roland, formerly
on KMAC's engineering staff, is in the
armed forces.

is new

WINS's sales staff....WBYN is g
ing special auditions in a quest

new talent. Since its move to

Under Secretary of War Patterson be-

Commerce was broadcast over KTSA
from the Gunter Hotel.... Frank
Stewart is miking for KABC. He was
formerly with KTSA, and before that
occupied in war work....Dorothy

r

heavyweight sensation, guested
cently over WMCA with Sam Ta
spórtscaster, interviewing... A "sh
delight for clef dwellers" is the v

1

borough across the river, outlet I
been a beehive of new activity in
departments.

- SOUTH DAKOTA -

William Dowdell, chief of the WLW-WSAI news room,

Cincinnati, says it's nice work if you can get it. Bill was

recently crowned "King of the Wolves" by Lillian Kloop of
the station's accounting staff. Runners-up in the selection
were Arthur Reilly, Frazier Thomas, Toby Tuttle, Norman

Ruvell and George Biggar. "Long May You Howl!" was
the toast to `King' Dowdell.

YANKTON-With manpower shorts'

growing more serious hour

by

he

WNAX takes pleasure in announcing C
some alleviation is forthcoming from t
area. Beginning Feb. 23, Rex Hays, m

ical director for this station, became '
proud father of a baby girl. Then, le
on his heels, on Feb. 26. came Pete Pei
son, announcer, the proud father of
eight -pound boy. On March 1, Eddie Ter

staff musician, announced the arrival o:
Hertsgaard, announcerial staff.... baby
girl....Ironlcally enough, the mo
Milton
Shrednick,
KOA
music
direcATLANTA-Mark Toalson, audio -engifag of Peterson's son's arrival, the Intl
tor,
was
one
of
the
judges
for
the
neer of WSB, is now in complete charge
received his "greetings" from the Pre
of production for the station. His assistant General Electric "Hour of Charm" dent, and is due to report shortly for
auditions
for
the
Denver
area,
held
in
is Annie Lee Stagg, who is also a staff
duction.

-GEORGIA -

announcer...LA GRANGE-Harvel Watch
Company, through A. W. Lewin Company.
Newark, has signed a 52 -weeks' contract
with WLAG for United Press transcription
March 10
Beatrice Berke
Carol Deis
Peter de Rose
Marion Hutton
Lieut. Robert Taplinger
March 11
Leonard Gessner
Don Lavery
Andy Sanella
Ramona
March 12
Harold C. Burke
Mandel Kramer
J. Charles Davis. II Lora Layman
George J. Podeyn Loretta Poynton

of "Soldiers of the Press"....Recent na-

KOA's studios..KFEL's news editor
Wally Reef played host last week to

a few students attending radio courses
at University of Colorado.

- MICHIGAN -

tional spot additions to the WLAG schedDETROIT-Duncan Moore, who opens
ule are Puritan Mills (flour), Cat's Paw
his "Farm Forum" program over WIR
Rubber Heels and Lane's Pills.

- COLORADO -

Radio War Correspondent
Featured in "News Froni
Three Blue web war corresponden

are featured in "News Front," tl
each day with the playing of the "Star fifth in the 2nd series of "This
Spangled Banner," is wondering what to America" films being released

DENVER-Miss Marie Lindbeck is do alter hearing from a troubled farmer's Pathe. The Blue personalities

t
at

KLZ's new bookkeeper, replacing wife: "For the love of Heaven, can't you Raymond Gram Swing, Dorott
Jack Ross who dons Navy Blues short- use some other theme than the National Thompson and Drew Pearson. Tt
ly....New additions to the KOA staff: Anthem? My two boys are intensely pa- picture is dedicated to 320 war co
Jack Snowden and Otis Bottoms in triotic and when you come on the air, they respondents, 16 of whom, like Rai
the newsroom; Helen Green, PBX usually are in the bathtub. They lump up mond Clapper, have already give
operator; Doris Templeton, exec - when they hear the 'Star Spangled Ban- their lives during their global repod
secretary; Cecil Seavey and Rolph ner." I'm tired of mopping the floor."
ing.
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II/LIB Recording Decision
ilont Radio Awards

ide At N. Y. Dinner
the second annual
'd, duPont Radio Awards an Saturday are Raymond Gram
1 Blue Network commentator;
1, CBS affiliate at Macon, Ga.,
W, NBC affiliate at Cinciners of

Expose?
Maestro Richard Himber 'tis said.
will

repeat Dunninger's mind or

thought reading act, and then show
"how it's done" on Ripley's program over WOR. April 4. It may or

may not result
exposure.

in

Time

a sensational

and

the

press

agents will tell.

Tri-partite panel of the War Labor Board on Saturday made
known its decision in the dispute between the American Federation of Musicians and Columbia Recording Corp. ; RCA Victor

Division and the Radio Recording Division of NBC in which

o.

ards were made at a dinner
,the Hotel St. Regis in New
áturday night at which Mrs.
' widow of the financier and
opist, was host. Dr. Francis
ces, president of Washington
f - 'e University, as chairman of

Recording Industry Victor Over A FM
In Report Issued By Panel Majority;
Petrillo's Demands Are Rejected

War -Effort Time Value virtually complete accord was found in the argument of the re-

cording companies against the payment of a direct fee to the
Panel further held that no great amount of unemploy$202,000,000 In 1943 union.
ment existed among musicians and stated it recommends to the

National War Labor Board it exercise its power to terminate the
strike "to the end that the conditions prevailing on July 31, 1942,
be restored."
the time-commercial and sustaining
Arthur S. Meyer, public member and chairman of the panel
.)hr McGee Heads
-put into the war effort last year by
Gilbert E. Fuller, industry member, concurred in the majorAt NBC -Chi. the broadcasting industry. The asso- and
ciation's research department esti- ity opinion. Max Zaritsky, labor member of the panel dissented.
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-A total of $202,000,000
is the value NAB has finally set upon

fgo-Fibber McGee and Molly mated $93,000,000 as the value of sta%ws of the World" have been tion and network time on a sustaining
by their sponsors for 52 basis, $81,000,000 as the value of comeach, it is announced by mercial time and $28,000,000 as the
(Continued on Page 4)
Cluer, sales manager of NBC
division. S. C. Johnson and
C., (Johnson's Wax) through CBS Affiliates Elect
Louis and Brorby, Inc., is

nsor of Fibber McGee and
ie full NBC network. "News
' The renewal is effective April

In holding that a "strike" exists and that the strike during

wartime is detrimental to the war effort, the WLB panel again
upheld the contention of the intervenors as argued by counsel
Ralph Colin and Robert Myers. Panel also takes the definite
stand that a "labor dispute between the Union and the Companies" does exist, the NLRB has jurisdiction.
1944 Advisory Board Decision is handed down some 17 weeks since hearings were

concluded on Nov. 22, 1943. It now appears the next step will be
made by the NLRB when it orders the AFM to resume making
Board have been re-elected to serve recordings for the companies involved. Clause in the contracts

Seven of the nine original members
World," sponsored by Miles of Columbia's Affiliates Advisory
(Continued on Page 4)

x om. Hearing
Resuming Tomorrow
ington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

gton-Resumption

of

Lea

of FCC is
led for tomorrow morning with
pn James Lawrence Fly of
tee investigation

in effect between the AFM and signatories including Decca

for the 1944 -season.

turning to the stand.

Those re-elected are: Arthur B. Records and World Broadcasting System provides for relief in
Church, KMBC, Kansas City, Mo.; the event of the union operating under more favorable condiFranklin Doolittle, WDRC, Hartford;

Leo Fitzpatrick, WJR, Detroit; I. R. tions with any other recording firms and this may pave the way
Lounsberry, WKBW, Buffalo; C. T. for a revision of such contracts.
Lucy, WRVA, Richmond; Clyde W.
Highlights among the panel's Findings and Conclusions and
(Continued on Page 4)

Recommendations follow, ar-

Lea Committee Hears Fly

;oilfrey Renewed
.mday through Saturday par-

ications in the "Arthur Godfrey"

mrams have been renewed by
3soral Baking Company as of
4 h 9. Account is handled by
1810.

The

Godfrey

program.

'3C's one-man variety show,

led from 6:30-7:45 a.m.. is spon4Hi by 17 companies and these
Nlnizations fill 90 commercial
.Pt a week.

ranged section by section, as
released by the panel of the

* THE WEEK IN RADIO*
By BEN KAUFMAN

(Continued on Page 6)

i

FIREWORKS flared before the Lea decision to proceed at a time when
committee investigating the FCC the committee staff was undermanned.

as Commission Chairman James L. Fly Chairman Clarence F. Lea appealed

testified last week in refutation of
the 13 -month record built up by the
House probe group. Protest against
the Fly appearance at that time was
made by the two minority members

to the minority members to cease
sniping. Though Lea pointed out that
Harry S. Barger, acting committee

attorney, was competent to deal with
the record, he indicated that Eugene
of the five -man committee-Rep. L. Garey, former counsel, would be
Richard B. Wigglesworth, R., Mass., replaced.
and Rep. Louis E, Miller, R., Mo.
Clashes between Miller and Fly
An administration attempt to white- characterized a good part of the past
wash the investigation was charged week's hearings, with the Missourian
by Wigglesworth in the majority
(Continued on Page 2)

Dies Writes a Bill
Washington-Smarting under the

refusal of the Blue Network to grant
him Walter Winchell's time to reply
to the commentator, Rep. Martin

Dies now is working on a bill to
require broadcasters to provide per-

sons attacked over their facilities
equal opportunity to reply. He has
been promised support by Representatives John Rankin
Clare Hoffman (R).

(D)

and
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THE WEEK
IN RADIO
Lea Committee Hears Fly
(Continued from Page 1)
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unsuccessfully trying to pin respon..Tele fight loomed in Chicago as
sibility for the Pearl Harbor disaster NBC was reported seeking Zenith's
on the FCC chief. Discussion followed number -one channel.... Spokesmen
FRANK BURKE
Editor on the pre-war origination of Jap- for Paramount Pictures, the Blue
MARVIN KIRSCH : : Business Manager language broadcasts over Hawaiian Network and the Du Mont television
outlets. Questioning also touched on organization denied rumors of an imPublished daily except Saturdays. Sundays the reluctance of the Commission to
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), turn over 250,000 fingerprints of radio pending merger.
Applications to the OWI for overN. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoste,
operators and hams to the FBI.
President and Publisher; Donald M. M
seas posts poured in from 3,500 men,
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
Attitude of the FCC on television 25 per cent from radio, as a sequel to
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Managing Editor; Chester B. Bahn, Vice - was elicited from Fly following the Elmer Davis' appeal for 450 specialPresident; Charles A. Alicoste, Secretary.
ists made about three weeks ago....
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
NBC's news staff was shuffled in
Home Front News
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,
preparation for invasion and Presiyear, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Radio Daily suggests that you
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
dential election coverage ....CBS inclip "The Week in Radio" news
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
augurated a "Radio Program Clinic"
summary and mail it each week
Wlsconsin 7.6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),
on the Coast, comprising a lending
[II.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
to someone from radio now in the
library of transcriptions of selected
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
armed forces.
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
local programs furnished by indivi6607.
JOHN W. ALICOATE

s

:

:

P%Wake*

Entered as second class matter, April 5, introduction of a purported letter
1937, at the poatoffice at New York, P. Y., from House Naval Affairs
Chairman
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Joseph E. Galvin

Joseph E. Galvin, executive vicepresident of the Galvin Manufacturing Corporation, makers of Motorola
Radios, died suddenly at his home
in Oak Park, Ill., Tuesday morning,
March 7. Galvin was born May 27,
1899 in Harvard, Illinois. He has been

with the Galvin organization in an
executive capacity since its organization in 1928. He is the brother of
Paul V. Galvin, president of Galvin
Manufacturing Corporation and the
Radio Manufacturer's Association.

20 MRS RGO 10DRY

personalities recently heard over
KDKA, Pittsburgh, were Mrs. R. B.
Robinson and Dr. Cora Helen Coo -

ledge. Mrs. Robinson u'ho

is the

Pennsylvania State WCTU secretary,

addressed the radio audience on
Prohibition. Dr. Cooledge is the
president of Pennsylvania College

for Women.

the green light under his leadership.
He claimed credit for the FCC that
television hadn't plunged ahead on
an "inaccurate basis," indicating that

.

Sell Them on

Affiliated with Mutual

Nat'l Reps.
SPOT SALES, INC.
ew York, Chicago, San Francisco

Winners of the radio station d
commentator awards, carrying t
prizes of $1,000 each and projecteg

hold the same place in broadcast
as the Pulitzer prizes in journals;
were present. Mr. Swing rece d
the commentator's award; Wilton
Cobb, general manager of Wld(
Macon, accepted for his station d
James D. Shouse, general managed

WLW, received the award for

e

Cincinnati stations.

Bernard D. Colen

Bernard D. Colon,

50,

died

F111Al1CIAl

ing in Gotham ....Merritt R. Schoen-

feld was promoted from network sales
manager to assistant general manager

(March 10)

of the Blue Network's central divi-

sion.
advancements there
war -research developments would be steppedOther
up: E. K. Hartenbower of the
important in the future of tele. Any sales staff
to sales manager, and Gilcriticism, he aded, should be for the bert R. Berry,
manager of
Commission's authorization of com- WENR, Chicago, sales
to assistant sales
mercial exploitation a little too early. manager of the central
division....
News Shorts: Boom in news shows Dixie B. McKey, formerly with the
was revealed in a survey by RADIO Graybar Electric Co., was named
DAILY, which indicated that currently technical supervisor of WKY, Oklasponsored programs on the four major homa City; KLZ, Denver, and KVOR,
webs were running ahead of last year Colorado Springs, with headquarters
.Net time sales for 1943 by 171 in the Oklahoma capital ....Earl Godlower -powered outlets up to 20,000 win was elected president of the
watts were reported by the FCC at Radio Correspondents Association in
$51,207,000, representing an increase Washington, succeeding Eric Sevareid,
of better than 20 per cent over 1942 no longer there.
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AFRA Submits Samples
B & K Increase Budget;
Of Union Pacts To FCC Set New Campaign In Chi.
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-AFRA on Friday submitted several samples of its contracts
to the FCC, along with a letter proposing that the Commission include
a

Chicago-Balaban and Katz have
doubled the use of radio for their

winter months film advertising. Their
latest order, through M. M. Fisher Associates, their radio agency is for 20
proviso against re -broadcast of spot announcements, on NBC, start-

transcriptions of network programs
in the event the Commission's proposed order calling for transcriptions
is put in effect. Hearing on this order
is scheduled for Wednesday.

1
,

(Continued from Page 1)

the committee, announced the aw.

Carl Vinson charging the Commission
with hindering sight -and -sound devel- re-elected director of the NAB Secopments. The FCC head commented ond District by acclamation at a meetthat the Commission had given tele

ing March 13th. Other circuits, plan
greater use of radio time, as the news-

papers, cut down on their film lineage. The Elevated and Street car ad
firms are seeking film business.

Only Philadelphia Station Featuring 3 HOURS

.

Made At N. Y. Dino

week at his home at 410 P:
dual stations for use by affiliate mem- Avenue. He was radio sales execut,
president and chairman of the bcl
bers.
Personalities: Kolin Hager, man- of Colen-Gruhn Company, Inc.
ager of WKY, Schenectady, N. Y., was

(March 13, 1924)

W JZ, New York, yesterday pre.
sented Mary Pickford, famous as
"America's Sweetheart," and Dougglas Fairbanks, in their first appearance over the air... .Two femme

DuPont Radio Awai!

Good

Sports Show
In the making now. Fea-

turing Sports Editor of
ia Baltimore paper. Once
to week 6:15 P. M. Check

hit now!

of Classical Music EVERY DAY
No wonder WDAS audiences say
"Thank you!" In addition to other
musical programs, WDAS features

TOM TINSL

classical music for two hours every

Presiden)

morning from 10 to 12 A.M. and again

Represented

for another hour from 11 to 12 P.M.

HEADLEY-RE

BALTIM01
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S

WORK
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ne,,oxk show
0

valley
The Shady GeOC epOd'
recently
with "Uncle" Vt.
6.2
rating °f
10:00 A.
not
a national.
at IOW

(originated
carried

Vocally.)

S ad t eQ,d `O131S Thelocally.
Shady
N

results
;30
15 to 12
at 12'
the
Their CWT h renewed for
S

Valley show

P.

*6.2 RATING

"Uncle" George Wood and his Shady Valley

Folks will broadcast from Shady Valley
in the foothills of the Missouri Ozarks.
DETAILED INFORMATION

A
... PAUL H. RAYMER,

SHADY

F01.KS

.

V Al ónday that
Monday
P. M
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to 5:15
Friday 5'p0 leforspon$Orship
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year.
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Fibber McGee Heads

War -Effort Time Vale

Renewals At NBC -Chi.

$101,000,000 In 193

(Continued from Page 1)

Labortories, Inc. (Alka Seltzer and
One A Day Vitamin Tablets) through
Wade Advertising Agency on the full
NBC network Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays and on 30 stations Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6:15 to 6:30 p.m.,
CWT, and on 91 stations Sundays
10:15 to 10:30 p.m., CWT, with renewal effective March 26.

(Continued from Page 1)

talent cost for both sustaining
We've watched the feud between Joseph Dunninger, mental telepathist of the Blue Network, and Maestro Richard Himber with natural interest

and feel that both principals would be the gainers, (at least of a great
deal of free publicity) if they are careful to confine themselves to banter

The F. W. Fitch Company (Shampoo

of the 'friendly rivalry' type and not make the mistake of being too serious
to us both are artists of no mean abilities and talents and we, playing
the role of 'innocent bystander' suggest that 'charges and counter -charges'
be forgotten
but immediately... Producer Fred Bethel. in charge

Dandruff Remover and No Brush

Shaving Cream), through L. W. Ramsey Company, also renewed its spon-

sorship of "News of World" aired at
the 6:15 p.m. CWT period on 76 sta-

of the "Here's To Romance" CBSonglest, has returned from six weeks in Hollywood. . .
George Seaton. author who is responsible for the screen
version of the sensational flicker, "Song of Bernadette," will guestar Sunday

tions Tuesdays and Thursdays, effective March 28. Program features
John Vandercook as commentator,
with overseas pickups from NBC correspondents.

on "Bob White's Deadline Dramas," heard via the Blue. . We like
the spirit that prompted Baritone Curt Massey to inaugurate a series of
guest appearances of lesser -known radio folk on his program, "Starring
.

CBS Affiliates Elect
1944 Advisory Board

Curt Massey" which bowed in Saturday via NBChannels

sentimentalist

Curt still remembers the day, not so long ago when he was among the
'undiscovered' and genuinely grateful to the Gods of Chance for smiling
in his direction, he is showing his gratitude in a manner which rates

(Continued from Page 1)

Rembert, KRLD, Dallas; ánd John M.
Rivers, WCSC, Charleston, S. C.

The two new members elected by
the stations within their districts are

sponsored shows.

Memos of an Innocent Bystander .. !

him this RADIOKAY.

t

WREC, Memphis.

Western Electric Report
Shows Big Biz Increase

screen possibilities of Little Bobby Hookey, six year old child -emcee

eral Manager, KARM, Fresno, California to represent the Ninth District;

' and W. H. Summerville, General Man-

ager of the CBS outlet in New Or-

leans, WWL, as the representative of
the Fifth District. They succeed respectively, C. W. Myers, KOIN, Portland, Oregon, and Hoyt B. Wooten,

Annual report of the Western Electric Company, shows that the produc-

tion for military purposes was approximately twice that of 1942 and for
the second successive year the com-

pany's over-all business was the
greatest in history. Sales for 1943
totalled $714,338,000 as compared with
$573,956,000 in 1942. Sales to the gov-

ernment increased steadily throughout the year and amounted to $596,112,000 as compared to $309,013,000 for

the previous year.

.

try contribution last year. The 'r

Food Administration was a poor ;.
ond, with the War Department, `Manpower Commission and OPA
lowing.

Woodell To Navy
Shirley Woodell, account execut
in the McCann-Erickson, Inc., fore

department, has left that agency

enter the U. S. Navy. Prior to

joining McCann-Erickson, Mr. Woi

ell was associated for several ye

with the National Broadcasting Co
pany as Sales Manager of the Int.
the post of Public Relations Manaf
of WEAF.

week Helen Ullery, that station's receptionist who had resigned
some time ago to await the arrival of Sir Stork, became the mother
of TWINS... We hear Les Freres Warners are interested in the

of the networks... Anna Sosenko, dynamic manager of Hildegarde, wrote the "Beat The Band" femcee's famous theme song, "Je
Vous Aime Beaucoup" (quelque gagnes tres beaucoup d'argent) look,
Scoops is showing off... Thru an error (not in this pillar) Bill
Livingston, of the Blue Production staff, was credited with being
the producer of the new program, "Music America Loves Best"
which succeeded the "What's New?" show
actually, the producer is Lester O'Keefe of J. Walter Thompson.
Shep Fields
has donated all of his 'rippling rhythm' arrangements to the scrap
paper drive
now if some local band leaders would donate some
of their 'curves' to Connie Mack, Leo Durocher or their favorite
managers of the baseball diamond, dozens of professional music
men would be happier.

**

of

to IVFDF Flint."

part of the programs, with the Tr.
ury revealed to have received net
25 per cent of the value of the int.

.

a LST boat.

.

.

Ethel

Smith's

There's a boom back
home, too, in the town

where this gun was
made.

*

Bob King. the roving reporter of the Blue Network, has been
'invited' to take the benefit of a complete physical examination, free, for
nothing and at absolutely no expense
yep, the Draft Board will donate
the services of their medicos March 23. . . Noting that Leo Russottó s
Inspirational tone poem, "Reverie." will be featured by George Shackley
on George NBCrook's program, "Down a Country Lane." next Sunday, we've
already reserved the time. 8:05 a.m. for 'a listen'... And howcome the
thrilling trilling of Liza Morrow hasn't been on the networks lately?.
.
Walter Treanor, former member of the Roxy Theater (Gotham) Service
Staff, has been promoted to Ensign in the U. S. Navy and is now in command

"I'm delivering a junior announcer

effort.
War bonds accounted for the grey

national Division and later he hi

r

Maestro Woody Herman flew into Gotham from Detroit
last Thursday where Medicos at the Grand Central Terminal Induction Center gave him a rating of "1A -L"
immediately following
his classification, the musical licorice stick manipulator planed out
to Cincinnati where his crew is currently featured.
"Power
of Advertising" would you say?
anyhow this is the item
for the past several months radio station WOV has been carrying on
an advertising campaign based on the 'Two -Market Idea'
last

Clyde Coombs, Vice -President, Gen-

d

These figures will shortly be
by NAB in a brochure for indt7'd
use, outlining radio's part in the º

option has been picked up by

M -G -Moguls who liked her work in her first flicker, "Bathing Beauty"
she'll return to the Culver City studios this summer.

- - Remember Pearl Harbor ---

COVER
THESE NEW MARKETS
WITH

RADIO

NEED
AND COMPANY

RADIO STATION REPRESENTATI'
NEW YORK
DETROIT

BOSTON

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICA

HOLLYWO

i

1

553

1
1
1
1
1

STATIONS

UCCESS STORY

from Coast to Coast are using

ASCAP
1

I

RADIO PROGRAM SERVICE

ASCAP's statement that an alert radio station can "turn music costs into music

profits" is bearing fruit. All over America ASCAP Radio Program Service
material is being profitably sold and continuously used.

One station writes: "Your 57 special programs are worth the price of our
blanket license." Another writes: "We have been able to sell, without exception,
each individual program."
These programs sell because they are written to be sold
whose business it is to write programs that sell.

... by top-flight writers

If your station has not made use of the ASCAP Radio Program Service, just
write or wire. The service is free to any ASCAP-licensed station.
MARCHING TO MUSIC

AMERICA SINGS

57 SPECIAL PROGRAMS

A ten-minute series three

A fifteen -minute program
three times weekly. Easily

Each program of this series is made for a special

times weekly. Flexible,
adaptable to many com-

adaptable to longer pres-

mercial uses. A significant
program of the new world

entation. A series about

of freedom, in terms of

terms of the Americans

the people who have made
it possible.

who made it and played it.

the music of America, in

event on the calendar.
57 program -department
headaches licked at once.
Have proved quickly sala ble individually, or by the
year.

30 Rockefeller Plaza New York 20, N. Y.
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WLB Recording
"Interference With
The War Effort"
Called Factor.
(Continued from Page 1)

War Labor Board to the press and
industry on Saturday.
I

"Since a labor dispute exists be-

tween the Union and the Companies
which interferes with the war effort,

the National War Labor Board has
jurisdiction.

II

"No present, important unemployment of musicians exists.
III

"The introduction of sound movies
caused a great decrease in the number of theater orchestras and, hence,

in the number of employed hzusicians;

RCA Victor --CRC Statement
Joint statement issued yesterday by Robert P. Myers,
counsel for RCA Victor Division and Radio Recording Division of NBC, and Ralph F. Cohn, counsel for Columbia
Recording Corp. follows:

"We are gratified that after so lengthy and complete a
hearing of the parties and so thorough a consideration of
the issues, the Panel of the WLB has recommended that
the National War Labor Board itself issue an order direct-

ing the musicians union to terminate its strike against
the recording and electrical transcription companies to
the end that the conditions prevailing on July 31, 1942
be restored.
"At this stage of the proceeding, the Panel's opinion is,

as stated, merely a recommendation to the NLRB. We
look forward to an early and ultimate termination, of the

question by the Board. We feel confident that the position
which the companies have maintained throughout the proceeding is sound, and hope that the Panel's recommendation will be accepted and that the back to work order will

probably diminished.
"Though juke boxes, playing phono-

"Until that final decision is rendered by the WLB and
while the matter is still under consideration, we desire
to make no further comment."

be issued.

graph records, have displaced live
musicians, as mentioned below, the
over-all use of phonograph records
to an unknown extent. The work they perform for the same emhas probably not, on balance,_ de- musicians
fact
that
the
displaced musicians and
create the technological uncreased the employment of musicians. the musicians employed in making ployers,
employment of their union brothers.
"Though wired music, playing trandisplacing
recordings
are
memVII
scriptions, has displaced live musi- bers of the same union practically
"The demand that the Companies
cians, as mentioned below, the over- distinguishes such displacements from
all use of transcriptions has probably the usual type of technological unem- pay money to the Union for its unnot, on balance, greatly decreased the ployment. The grievance is more poigemployment of musicians.
nant and the remedy more ready.
"The introduction and use of radio "Approximately 20 per cent of all
has probably not, on balance, de- phonograph records are used for uncreased the employment of musicians. intended commercial purposes, main"Substantial unemployment of ly in juke boxes. Transcriptions, on

musicians existed in the past but
neither the amount of such unemployment nor the relation of unemployment in the field of music to general unemployment is known.

"While the figures are too doubt-

however, have flowed to a selected royalties from going to the Union,
group.

plicit, contained in these findings and

that the union simply di

was no desire to nego

Subsequently the Justice
through Thurman Arnold

restraint of trade action

union in Chicago. Eventu

dismissed by Judge Ba
ground that it was a labor
Meanwhile there were
talks, official and unoffici
transcription and recordin

representatives and the
posals and some counter
failed to arrive at any con
either side. Senate appoin
mittee to investigate the
in 1943. Witnesses were he

ing Petrillo and as a result,
head said he would put for
ite proposition to the recoi
and try to arrive at a soluti
two months later Petrillo
lic his proposals which we

ceptable to the disk men
had carefully studied the pro
Apply for Conciliator

The transcription people were
impatient than the phonograph a

and it appeared that divergent
ests were at hand. The ET men al
ii

to separate themselves from the 1
recording companies and makeaa
of their own. The ET men also Iv/r

to go to the War Labor Boards

recording firms and the condl
were unsuccessful. On July 9,
the case was certified by the St
tary of Labor and sent to the
tional War Labor Board. The
certified the case to a tripartite

p

on July 20, and it took jurisdic
This panel composed of Arthu
(Continued on Page 7)

this report, the Board should not di-

rect that the Companies pay money to
the Union for its Employment Fund."
Disc -Ban History

Chronological series of events as

under proper safeguards, for the bene- they concerned the AFM and the

IV
fit of unemployed musicians instead three WLB petitioners involved in
"Due, in part, to the fact that the of going to the well paid musicians the War Labor Board decision naturUnion has no effective standards of who make the recordings.
ally dates from August 1, 1942 when
the AFM put into effect its ban on
admission, approximately two Union
VI

members out of three do not depend
on music for a livelihood. The problem of unemployment cannot realistically be studied in terms of so undifferentiated a group. The Union's
criterion, that a member not working
full time on music is unemployed, is

Of Musiciat

employment fund, though not without held back for a time.
faint analogies in other industries and
Early in June 1943 the recta
though certainly not repugnant to men applied for a Federal conclli
trade union practice, is not a "cus- but meetings between the AFM

tomary" demand in any acceptable
sense of the word and may not properly be imposed on the Companies
the other hand, are always used for under the prescriptions of the War
an intended purpose.
Labor Disputes Act and the practice
"No royalty accrued from the unin- of the Board.
tended, commercial use of phonograph
VIII
records because under our federal "The Panel concludes
that because
laws, as contrasted with the laws of of the reasons, both explicit
and immany American and European coun-

ful to warrant a conclusion, the number ..of musical jobs (the effect of tries, no copyright in recordings
sound movies being eliminated) ap- exists.
pears to have followed the economic "Should copyright legislation be
cycle, with a general upward trend. secured, sound social policy would
Any increase in employment may, not prevent all or part of the resulting

Present Hiré

to make any more recordin

but the Companies have no connection with moving picture industry.
"During the period of the growth
of mechanized music, the number of
bands and symphony orchestras has

increased, but the opportunity for
small job musical employment has

Denies Radio Hi

all recordings of music, whether for

"The sole demand made by the phonograph records or electrical tran-

Union on the Companies is that the scription. This action was announced
Companies should pay certain monies immediately upon the opening of the
AFM annual convention in Dallas in
to Union for its Employment Fund.
"No instance has been cited where the spring of 1942, by James C. Peemployers have paid money to a trillo, musician union president, who
untenable.
union for the benefit of unemployed set that date. Petrillo's move was
"The Union has offered no statistics, union members who are not the em- based on action taken the year before
no specific objectives and no organic ployees of the paying employers. The at the AFM convention in Seattle and
plan to support its demand for funds Panel concludes, however, that such as is the custom at the organization's
to relieve unemployment.
payments, under proper safeguards, annual meetings, most important resoV
would not be opposed to social policy lutions are left to the executive board
"R,ecordings played in juke boxes at least in those instances where mem- and the president for execution.
and over wires have displaced live bers of the same Union, through the It was Petrillo's stand for awhile

SEASONED NEW YORI
SALES EXECUTIVE
widely known in the

indass

Now employed, seeks position as Is
eral or
commercial manager sr

Florida or West Coast station.
advisable

because

of

child's

Ms

heat

Accept contract basing compensan
on equitable percentage of increase
billing or earnings. Earned $16.0
in 1943 on straight commission bad

Thoroughly conversant with coo*
station operation. Can move by AM
15.
Let's talk it over.

Write Box 814, RADIO DAILY
1501 Broadway, New York 18, N.
1
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GB Panel Sees Little Unemployment
mong Union Musicians At This Time
(Continued from Page 6)

panies since

is

Mt/NOTION

highlighted by the and which are intended for more than
one use by your customers, lessees
or licensees as part of your library

clauses:
:hairman; Max Zaritsky, repre- following
(12)-In order to give effect to the
labor and Gilbert E. Fuller, principle
of a continuing interest
2ting industry, opened hear - which all the members of the Federapt. 7, 1943 and concluded the tion have in the use of recordings

Service To Clients
To call the attention of advertisers
to the amount of promotion done by
the station in connection presentation
of their accounts, WHBQ, Memphis,
has had designed and printed a folder
in which tear sheets of ads and men-

service or otherwise, a payment equal
to three per cent of the gross revenues tions in radio columns of the two
derived by you from the sale, lease, local newspapers are pasted each
iv. 22. Briefs were submitted containing instrumental music, you license or other disposition thereof. week. Opposite the ads and plugs, a
-weeks by both sides.
of the times the program is
shall pay to the American Federation
For spot announcement transcrip- summary
beam Signs Meanwhile
given air plugs by WHBQ itself is
of
Musicians
the
following:
tions,
commonly
known
as
"Jingles,"
i the hearings opened before
"News For You - From
Fees Listed
a like payment of three per cent of pasted.
j panel petitioners were a (a)-For phonograph
WHBQ" is the slogan on the ouside
records
manuthe
gross
revenues
shall
be
made.
.of independent transcription factured or produced by you or others
of the folder, whose corner is con(c)-For commercial electrical tranfirms, including smaller
masters hereafter recorded by scriptions manufactured for commer- veniently folded out for quick openogg companies. Not a party to from
containing performances by cial broadcasting, intended for a ing. Folders are sent to the adverWon was Decca Records and you,
of the Federation, and which single use and only so used, there tiser, the agency handling his account,
¿subsidiary World Broadcast - members
phonograph records are sold by you shall be no payment pursuant to the and to Mutual's publicity dept.
gem. These firms through their or
by the lessees of your masters to terms of this paragraph 12.
r. Milton Diamond had been others,
Clever Timetable
g out a series of confabs de - lowing: a payment equal to the fol(d)-All payments stipulated in this Originality has gone into station
to accede to the AFM's wishes
12 shall be made to the KWK's and its affiliates' new promo1/9 cent for each record, the manu- paragraph
1 back to recording. Thus on facturer's
Federation pursuant to the resolution tion piece -it's a dial -timetable, or as
retail
price
of
suggested
last, Decca and World signed
referred to in the 11th paragraph KWK chooses to name it, a "radio
does not exceed 35 cents:
M proposals. Since transcrip- which
hereof within 45 days following each time evaluation dial." Prepared for
1/2
cent
for
each
record,
the
manuanpanies making commercial facturer's suggested retail price of calendar half -year and shall be ac- the use of radio time buyers, the dial
d under AFM directions were
companied by a statement certifying shows percentage of audience each
tiged to pay additional fees, which is more than 35 cents but does all payments required to be made station must deliver at a given time
soon signed the same type of not exceed 50 cents:
to justify its rate, based on one-time,
3/a cent for each record, the manu- pursuant hereto.
(e)-The Federation at its option quarter-hour rates.
facturer's suggested retail price of
lttorney Roster Impressive
have access and right of ex- On the reverse side of this handy
et most of the petitioners be- which is more than 50 cents but does shall
amination of your books and records gadget are four letters written by
AFM out excepting the Radio not exceed 75 cents:
1 cent for each record, the manu- relating to this subject at all reason- clients who express their satisfaction
lag Division of NBC. This firm
with the results of their programs.
pot sign for the ET activity facturer's suggested retail price of able times ..
1 the AFM decreed that any which is more than 75 cents but does
t owning both a transcription not exceed $1.00:
21 cents for each record, the manuihonograph recording company
lot sign for one and not the facturer's suggested retail price of
Thus NBC remained in the which is more than $1.00 but does not
d was joined by Columbia Re- exceed
.

r5:

Corp. and the RCA Victor 5 cents for each record, the manub. A. Walter Socolow was the facturer's suggested 'retail price of
y for the original transcription which is more than $1.50 but does
des before the panel until his not exceed $2.00:
21/2 per cent of the sales price of
signed up. Taking up the
I for the recording companies each record, the manufacturer's sugtlph Colin, for CBS -CRC and gested retail price of which exceeds
Myers of NBC -RCA Victor. $2.00.
eating the AFM as attorneys You have advised us that the manuoseph A. Padway as special facturers suggested retail prices as
referred to in the foregoing schedule
( and Henry A. Friedman.
ract sought by AFM and signed are published in your catalogues of
'ly by Decca and other corn- records.
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The other, and most important
is buying time on the RIGHT
TION ... the station that will do
biggest job for youl
,

In Baltimore, it's

IWCBM
f tALTIMORE'S Blue Network Outlet
SIN ELMER

President

GEORGE ROEDER

Gen. Mgr.
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minutes
Many other NBC

manufactured from masters hereafter
recorded by you containing performances by members of the Federation,

Quiz Show To Oriainate
On Exch. Ship 'Gripsholm'
"Double Or Nothing," Mutual's quiz
broadcast, will originate on March
24, from the war prisoner exchange
ship Gripsholm, docked in Jersey

City, with a passenger list of repatriates from Nazi concentration camps.

John Reed King, emcee, tenor Frank
Forest, Alois Havrilla and Nat Brusiloff and his orchestra will go aboard
the vessel to quiz seamen and prom-

r.'

lb". of* tir.

inent maritime officials.
War workers will participate in the
March 31st "Double Or Nothing"

RADIO -RECORDING DIVISION
AMERICA 5 NUMBER

show when it originates from Great
Neck, L. I.. site of the Sperry Gyro-

scope precision instrument war plant.
Guest contestant will be Jean Bartel,
current Miss America.

PROGRAMS

"BETTY

(b)-For electrical transcriptions,

QuytKg 7i4ce

u,

E.

MO"
.:
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l kr.is, of sadls
Co/potation of Ammo

I
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RCE Of RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg., Radio City, N. Y.. . Merchandise Mort, Chicago, tll.
Trans -Lox Bldg., Washington, D. C... Sunset end Vine, Hollywood, Cal.

T

RADIO DAILY

Monday, March 1315

COAST -TO -COAST
- MISSOURI ST. LOUIS-Ellen Lee Brashear of
the KMOX public relations department wrote the special quiz program for Russian War Relief which
was sponsored by the station recently

.While Lowell Thomas was dining
after a network broadcast which originated from KSD, a stranger walked

up to his table and remarked, "I've

just 'phoned my wife at Flint, Michi-

gan. She heard your news tonight
and says you were impressed by the
snow in St. Louis. Brother, have you
even seen it snow in Flint, Michigan?"

- NEW JERSEY -

NEWARK-WAAT climaxed its recent

promotional campaign with a brochure
filled with vital facts, pictures, and a tel-

graph blank complete with pencil

for

uct:

Stan -B Vitamins; show: announcements; time: 6 -min. spots weekly; agency:
Ted Bates, Inc. Sponsor: Globe Mills;
product: Globe A-1 Flour; show: trans-

cribed announcements; agency: McCann.
Erickson, Inc. Sponsor: Bernhardt Ullman
Co., Inc.; product: Embroidery Wool and
Cotton; show: Woman's Magazine of the
Air: agency: Grey Advertising Agency.
Sponsor: Pan American Coffee Bureau;
product: coffee promotion; show: Woman's
Magazine of the Air; agency: J. M.

YOUR

- NORTH CAROLINA -

prospective advertisers ...."Be prepared,"
is Paul Brenner's motto ever since the
miking a series of special
WAAT Coffee Club had several repre- currently
programs entitled "Amersentatives of the Boy Scouts as guests. transcribed
James Killough, scout executive of the ican Women" and "Full Speed Ahead"
in conjunction with the Navy De-

2. Ratings on "open" time periods comparable with
the past.*

3. "Sets -in -Use", "Share of Audience" during, preced-

ing, and following each program and "open"
period (a) released with the ratings (b) comparable with the past.*

4. Composition of radio program audiences - in each

NEW YORK-Herbert Weinstock, spy case.
author of "Tchaikowsky," and musi- COLORADO critic, is expanding WMCA's "The
is sponsoring a series
Reviewers Corner" to provide expert of DENVER-KOA
25 minute talks by Ralph

5. Sponsor Identification Analysis - in each report.
6. Same cities used during each week surveyed - as

March 7, the Women's Civilian Naval
"Artist Reviews Art" program for On
WABF (FM) ....Elmo Russ, popular Personnel Committee held a confab in

singer and composer of hit tunes, was honor of Lt. Frances Rich, daughter of
interviewed recently over WBYN by the popular actress, in KOA's studios.
Carl Goodwin....Capt. Sergei N.
-OHIOCINCINNATI - Ed Mason, WLW
Kournakoff, author of "Russia's Fighting Forces," Dr. Guy Emery Shipler, farm program director, and his aseditor of "The Churchman," and the sistant, Roy Battles, are attending the
Met's Donald Dame participated in Farm Program Director's Regional

the "Salute to the Red Army" pro- Conference being held this week in
Chicago by the War Food Administragram over WNEW recently.
tion....Entering one of Uncle Sam's
- CALIFORNIA SAN FRANCISCO-New business for branches this week is R. P. Jones,

KPO: Sponsor Standard Brands, Inc.; prod - sales

representative for WLW....
M. Fanning, manager of

Richard

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

report.

shortly on the Lehmitz-De Spretter

Products Mfg. Company has asked
result of widespread listener interest Food
three weekly station break spots on
in the building of home record libra- for
KOA.
Agency is E. M. Hunter Adv....
ries....Puma & Waren conduct the

WLW's trade relations grocery department, attends a special meeting
in Indiana of the National Assn. of
Retail Grocers soon ....COLUMBUS
-Kenneth B. Johnston is WCOL's
president and general manager in

charge of all operation.

7

with the past.*

Treat Council, signed Paul as
partment's drive to recruit WAVES
neighborhood commissioner to co-ordinate in N. C.....Edward Schidt, FBI
speactivities of three different troops.
cial agent, will speak over WBT

advice on the most representative internal revenue collector.... TheNicholas,
Bluhill
cross-section of classical music, as the

YES N

1. Sponsored network program ratings
comparable

Robert

- NEW YORK -

Chet
her

against these 14 points

Mathes.

CHARLOTTE-Ruth Morgan, newest addition to the WBT staff, is secretary to Wm. McGregor Parker, sales
promotion -publicity director ....The
Golden Bell Quartet, Negro song
spiritual group, has been sked for one
quarter-hour per week ....WBT is

M

PROGRAM RATING SERVICE

in the past.*

7.

Publication of two different "continuous" ratings
on same program avoided - as in the past.*

Ó. City -by -City Ratings on your sponsored network
program - comparable with the past.*

9. Network Ratings taken in cities of equal network
opportunity - as in the past.*

10.

Network Cross -Section Urban Ratings - properly

balanced to reflect each network's facilities individually, published periodically under separate
cover.

11. U. S. Cross -Section Urban Ratings - properly bal-

anced to reflect total U. S. network and independent
urban radio facilities collectively, published periodically under separate cover.

12. Program Audience Histories - comparative records

of network program performance dating from 1934.

C

C

13. Basic Trend Chartbook-graphic comparative basic
trend indexes.

14.

A Million
For Your Spots!
WDRC gives your advertising

wings-to reach

message

a

million people in the station's Primary Listening Area.
WDRC, Hartford, is the Basic
ConColumbia Station for

necticut.
USE WDRC TO
CONNECT IN
CONNECTICUT!

Pocketpiece - Network Ratings condensed for your
convenience, comparing current audiences with
"last report" and with "year ago."

March 13
Nat Abramson
Frances Adair
Aileen Clark
Hugh Cowham
Helen King
Paul Stewart
Jack Lait
David Mendoza
Bernie Pollack
Nellie Revell
Louis Roen
Alma Saunders

Radio Audience Measurements
Continuously by Coincidental Method
Since 1934

C. E. HOOPER, INC.
NEW YORK

*and future

LOS ANGELES

If you

tn.

Tl

Yes.

You.

T

r.
!.FM Girding For Battle
The National Daily Newspaper of Commercial Radio and Television

13 High Court Ruling

Bargain Day
about the
American Express Travelers Checks
They tell

Affect WOW Pact
Nebraska supreme court

ed cancellation of WOW's
Woodmen of the World
trance Society to Radio
,

Sta -

Inc., ruling that terms of

are

unfavorable

to

the

perated by a new company

se since January 15,
returned to

the

plugged on the Milton Rettenberg
program over WQXR. Listeners

wrote in asking what the cost of
carrying them was and it was decided to mention over the air that
they are available at 75 cents per
each $100 worth of checks. Next
mail brought many checks and
money orders for 75 cents, asking
that $100 worth be forwarded.

1943,

Continued on Page 5)

lisol On 15 Outlets
h.rthur Godfrey Show
has set a spot campaign

rwin, Wasey & Co. three
kly over 15 stations, to start
March 20. Arthur Godfrey
the transcribed program

song and

comedy,

this one

society

supreme court ruling. Moehearing is expected to be

1 be of

TEN CENTS
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Dies May Subpoena

Commentator Scripts

Padway, Counsel For Musicians Union,
Calls WLB ¡Decision "Vindication";
Makes Plans To Contest Edict
Recording Industry

Washington

Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-The panel report on

the AFM recording dispute is, "all in

all, a vindication and a victory for
the union," AFM counsel Joseph M.
Padway said yesterday. Revealing
that AFM will seek oral argument
Recording and electrical transcrip- before the full labor board, Padway

Awaits NWLB Action

tion industry is studying the decision
of the WLB panel which upheld the
argument put forth by Columbia Recording Corp., RCA Victor Division
and the Radio Recording Division of
NBC. In view of the fact that James
C. Petrillo, president of the AFM has

reiterated that he will take the case
Washington-The Dies Committee to the Supreme Court if necessary
is girding its loins for the first open rather than abide by the possible
Congressional war on radio in some
(Continued on Page 6)
time. Long expected as an accompaniment to the 1944 campaign, an Mills Opens Own Office
investigation of news commentators
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

As Consultant In Music
and broadcasters-presumably netasol Singers, will be on the works-yesterday was indicated by Edwin Claude Mills, formerly genLillian Lane as the feat - Rep. Martin Dies, Democrat of Texas; eral manager of Ascap and more
(Continued on Page 3)
e vocalist. Majority of the
recently executive director of the
n stations will play the ET
Song Writers' Protective Assn. has
,(Continued on Page 2)
Television Advertising
opened his own office in the InternaTo Have Preview Today tional Bldg. in Radio City where he
e. Ray Sinatra's orchestra

declared that the report "sustains our

fight, sustains our morality, and shows

that our position was consistent with
social policy." The panel, he added,
"virtually accuses the employers of
sophistry in their arguments against
us."
Although

maintaining

(Continued on Page 6)

that the

Libby, McNeill & Libby

Buys "My True Story"
Sale of Blue sustaining show, "My
True Story," to Libby, McNeil] and
Libby for sponsorship starting April
17, was announced yesterday. Program will move from its present time

(Continued on Page 2)
icers With Wings"
of 3:15 p.m., EW?, to be heard Monday through Friday from 10:15 to
Television advertising techniques
'o Premiere On Blue will
(Continued on Page 3)
R.
C.
Speaker
Scheduled
be demonstrated today in the
1'- tgeles-With Rosalind Russell Roosevelt Hotel, New York, at a spe- For REC Luncheon, Thurs.
Deakins To Head Victor
h Cotten as guest stars on cial "Television Day" luncheon of the

Address by Lindsay McHarrie, dibroadcast, "Soldiers With Sales Executives Club to be addressed
Organization In Canada
tone of the most ambitious by Thomas F. Joyce, manager of rector of public relations for the Red
RCA
-Victor
Division's
radio,
phonoCross in Great Britain, which will be Montreal-RCA Victor Company
to originate from Santa
y Air Forces Western Fly- graph and tele department. Joyce will made before the Radio Executives Limited, announced this afternoon
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
ing Command, moves over
that effective April 1, Frank R.
ue Network tomorrow, at
Deakins is to become president of the
PWT, after an extended
company. From 1933 to 1934, Mr.

Mark Woods To Be Honored;
Special Blue Shows At Phila.

(Continued on Page 7)

it Soap Opera?
Eh

Herlick,

mezzo-soprano

'thhe Metropolitan Opera Corn
IA has joined the cast of "The

-

41tergs,"

in the

role

of

Dora

radio chanteuse. This is
died to be the first time that
t sera singer has been cast in a
'PIT role in a daytime serial
alt,

e . Program is heard on WABCFridays,

B5 Mondays through
15) 2 p.m.. EWT.

Hollender Goes Overseas

Philadelphia-Plans to honor Mark
Woods, president of the Blue Net-

For OWI Radio Division work in

recognition of "his high

to radio" by the Poor
Al Hollender, chief of the radio contribution
Richard Club tomorrow evening have
outpost division of OWI in New York, taken on the proportions of a civic
has gone to London for OWI and celebration through the co-operation
will work under William Paley, CBS of Roger W. Clapp, president of WFIL,
president now on leave to OWI, Hol- and Ted Oberfelder, station's public
lender, formerly public relations di- relations man.
rector of WIND-WJJD, Chicago, came
Co -incident with the Poor Richard
to New York at the instigation of "Club
dinner honoring Woods at the
(Contierell en Pege 9)
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 5)

Welcome Home
Philadelphia-Benedict Gimbel,
Jr., president of WIP, returned to
his office yesterday morning following a long illness. To welcome
back their chief, the station's personnel presented him a chocolate
layer cake which was paraded
into his office behind the WIP orchestra. Gimbel announced that he
was "Happy to be back and happy
to be welcomed."

2

Tuesday, March

RADIO DAILY
Woods Denies Forcing
Mills Opens Own Office
Deal For BECA Sale
As Consultant In Music

Vol. 26, No. 51 Tues., Mar. 14, 1944 Price 10 Cts.

Refuting a trade paper report that
(Continued from Page 1)
Blue Network had endeavored to will act as general consultant and in
force Earle C. Anthony to sell KECA, advisory capacity to a limited num-

C0111IIIG sad GO

Los Angeles, Mark Woods, president ber of clients, having non -conflicting
TOM SLATER, Mutual's direct«
of the net, yesterday sent the follow- interests. He will specialize in matters features
sports, will be out of
ing wire to T. J. Slowie, secretary to relating to commercial usages of two days,and
accompanying a
of
FRANK BURKE
Editor the Federal Communications Com- copyrighted musical works, especially management representatives group
of law
plus radio representatives, ea
MARVIN KIRSCH :
Business Manager mission, in Washington:
in the fields of public performance, plants,
"It has come to our attention mechanical a n d synchronization an LCI to amphibious bases in Vk81
Published daily except Saturday,, Sundays through
WILLIAM D. MURDOCK, asskitt
an article published in rights; also television, electrical tranand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
manager of WTOP, CBS -owned outlet
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicante, 'Broadcasting' magazine today that scription and allied uses.
ington, D. C., has returned to tilt
Mills, who is regarded as one of the Capital following a brief visit In Nhl
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merger - Earle C. Anthony, in petitioning the
JOHN W. ALICOATE

:

Publisher

:

eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
Kirsch, Vice-President; M. H. Shapiro, Man-

Commission to extend the effective
date of Order 3.35, alleged that 'For
many months, and particularly since
.Terms (Post free) United States outside of the Commission's action of Nov. 23,
Greater New York one year, $10; foreign,
Editor; Chester B. Hahn, VicePresident- Charles A. Alicante, Secretary.
aging

foremost authorities in the field of
music and various types of public
performance, entered the field as
chairman of the board of the Music

Publishers Protective Assn. nearly 25
lation), the Blue Network Company years ago, for awhile held down both
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone has been endeavoring to compel peti- the MPPA and Ascap posts. He is
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),
Irvin, 4802 Do'.Fhester Ave., Phone tioner to sell KECA to it at a price credited with doing most to bring
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph very much less than it is worth. The Ascap into the big money, although
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite Blue Network Company has been, and he became associated with the organ6607.
Entered as second class matter, April 5, is, relying on the early effective date ization when the society grossed less
than $100,000 annually and saw it
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., of 3.35.'
under the act of March 3, 1879.
grow into several millions a year.
Denies "Emphatically"
"We most emphatically deny that
the Blue Network Company or any Television Advertising
year, $15.

Subscriber should remit with order. 1943 (adoption of the "Duopoly" regu-

Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,

of its executives have at any time

Human.
(Monday, March 13)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High Low Close
1591/2 1593/8 1591/2

Am. Tel. Cr Tel
CBS A
CBS -13

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. Cr R.

Gen. Electric

277/8
277/e
201/8
131/4

361/2
293/4
101/4
735/8
131/2
991/4
371/2

Philco
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

271/2
271/2
193/8
13

277/8
277/8
201/2

361/2
291/2

9t/a
7311

101/4

37

Chg.

+
+
+

1/a
1/s
3/4

13

361/8
293/8

133/8
981/2

Net

+

731
133/2

'/a

To Have Preview Today

endeavored to compel Mr. Anthony
to sell KECA at any price. The Blue
(Continued from Page 1)
Netwbrk Company has, from time speak on telé s role in boosting postto time during the past two years, war employment and prosperity.
made offers to purchase KECA, which
Demonstration of eye -and -ear comMr. Anthony was perfectly free to mercials and entertainment will be
accept or reject. We are in no posi- telecast over NBC to receivers set up
tion to compel Mr. Anthony to sell in the Roosevelt. Co-operating will be
his station at any price. It is true the programming departments of
that our affiliation agreement with three major New York ad agenciesKECA grants the Blue Network Com- Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.; Ruthrauff
pany the right of first refusal with & Ryan, Inc., and J. Walter Thomprespect to the purchase of the station. son Co.
If we fail within 30 days to meet the
terms and conditions of any offer
received. for KECA, Mr. Anthony is Barbasol On 15 Outlets

perfectly free to accept that offer.

With Arthur Godfrey Show

naturally shall expect Mr.
Anthony to comply with that provi(Continued from Page 1)
sion of our contract. Beyond the pro- Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays al291/2 - 1/ tection of that contractual right we
though in some cases the thrice week41/2
have no interest in Mr. Anthony's ly days will be varied.
negotiations with respect to the sale In New York the program will be
Bid Asked of KECA.
heard over WABC at 6:30-6:45 p.m.,
2011
"We are shocked and surprised that EWT. Godfrey who was last heard in
32
....
the petitioner should use, as an ex- the evening with Fred Allen last
cuse for his appeal for an extension season, will act as emcee throughout
of the Commission - order, the com- the show and sing as the spirit moves
pletely unsupportable allegation that him.
99

3/e

We

MERT

farm

EMMERT,

leaves today on a field

He will return

Haven.

editor

e

recording 4M
on

Friday;

EDWARD C. CAHILL, president
vice Company, Inc., and W. L.
president, have returned to %Wt
headquarters following a business feli

cago.

CHARLES

HAMMOND, NBC ,d

B.

advertising and promotion, left oa
participate - in the NBC War
cago.

He

will

continue to the

with the Clinic after a three-day
Windy City.

AUGUST W. GREBE, general
WBAX, has returned to Wilkes -8
conferences at the headquarters o

Network.

DeWITT LANDIS, general mana

Lubbock, Tex.,

has arrived in N
plans to stay until Wednesday or
JAMES

D.

SHOUSE,

vice-presl

Crosley Corp. and general mana

ROBERT E. DUNVILLE, assistant
ger, and JAMES CASSIDY, direr

events at the station, to New Y
business trip.

HAL WADDELL,

national

sales

WJW, who was in New York
Friday for the home offices in
ARCH

la

vice-president

manager of WTOL, Toledo, Is in
ferences with the New York

of the station.

WILLIAM S. CHERRY, IR., presi

Providence, returned to his Rhode
quarters on Friday after a short
York.

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Co}p,

....

Nat. Union Radio....

293/4

411

291/2
41/2

OVER THE COUNTER

WCAO (Baltimore)

WJR (Detroit)

20 YEARS RGO TODAY

the Blue Network Company has

sought to take unfair advantage of
(-)Ialrch 14, 1924)

WJZ. New York, celebrated "U S.
Army Night" last evening when
Brig. Gen. William S. Graves, Commanding General, 1st Division, U. S.
Army addressed the radio audience

on "American Troops in Siberia."
Musical entertainment was furnished

by the 16th Infantry Army Band

.,..The Tri-State Concert Company
was heard in an interesting program
aired over KDKA, Pittsburgh.

the petitioner's position with respect

to that order. We shall be pleased

to offer any testimony relevant to this
matter that the Commission may de-

now employed by radio station desires
change. Good references. Address
Box 815, Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway,
New York, 18, N. Y.

(Continued from Page 1)

sire to hear in any proceeding be- Louis G. Cowan, acting chief of the
fore it."
New York office of OWI, a year ago.
Robert Newman, script writer, suc-

R. C. Speaker Scheduled
For REC Luncheon, Thurs.
(Continued from Page 1)

Club luncheon at the Hotel Shelton,
New York, on Thursday, will be

broadcast on WJZ, 1:45 to

Continuity Writer

Hollender Goes Overseas
For OWI Radio Division

2

EWT.

p.m.,

Payroll Coll
2/3 of Baltimore
now employed in

will be needed all
1944 making ships,
communications. S

workers over B

W -I -T -H. If time
able

.

.

.

grab it!

ceeds Hollender as chief of the radio
outpost division in New York.

Ascap Dinner Scheduled
Mar. 29 At Ritz -Carlton
Annual Ascap dinner will be held
Wed., March 29, at 7:30 p.m. in the

McHarrie. formerly a producer -di- Ball Room of the Ritz -Carlton Hotel,

rector for the Blue Network, will New York. As is the usual procedure
give a word picture of the Red Cross' the annual meeting of the memberactivities among American forces in ship will be held earlier in the day.
England and Ireland. He will be the According to society officials, agenda
principal speaker of the special "Red this year is of more or less routine
Cross Day" program of the club.

No Sudd

nature.

W+T*I N BALTIMOR

TOM iINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED fY NEADLEf

,

March 14, 1944

RADIO DAILY

lay Subpoena
mentator Scripts
;essie"ed from Pape 1)

of the committee bearing
In a prepared statement
Dies

,

attacked

"certain

t" and said he expects to
scripts of radio commentaback for several years.
la that Congress is ready to
ih legislation, Dies declared
radio question must be
o e showdown "in a very

Libby, McNeill & Libby

* AGENCY NEWSCAST *

Buys "My True Story"

WENDELL P. COLTON COMDAVID O. SELZNICK has appropriated $250,000 for promotional ef- PANY has been named as agency to
(Continued from Page 1)
forts on "Since You Went Away." handle the accounts of the Newskin
Following release of the forthcoming Company, manufacturers of "New - 10:40 a.m., EWT. J. Walter Thompson
film an additional $250,000 will be skin," and Tyler Laboratories, pro- Company, Chicago, is the agency.
Deal came as -a. result of the Blue's
used for subsequent advertising. ducers of iodine preparations.
promotion of the show in co-operaFoote, Cone & Belding is the agency.
ANDREW WOLF has joined Comp- tion with the Macfadden publications.
ton Advertising as a merchandising First launched as a sustainer in FebBENSON & HEDGES, through executive. He comes to Compton ruary, 1943, each program in the
Arthur Kudner, Inc., has inaugurated from the position of assistant to the series has been based on a story from
an advertising campaign for Virginia national sales manager of General one of four romance magazines pubRounds cigarettes.
lished by Macfadden. Net heralds sale
Foods.

as typical of the success of Blue's
t," and added: "many people
entry are beginning to sus NEW YORK CENTRAL RAIL- E. LEITZ, INC., manufacturers of daytime radio policy under which
certain broadcasting corn- ROAD is starting an advertising drive Leica cameras and clinical instru- network has pioneered in the intros In collusion with certain
to mold public opinion by
la. Our committee is being
Investigate this matter on
As that it is distinctly un n

Names Mentioned
t the committee office

on the public service theme "The ments, has named Warcel Schulhoff duction of new types of programs.
Harder Job Ahead." Radio not as & Company as its advertising agency.
yet included. The agency is Geyer,
Cornell & Newell.

SURE -FIT

PRODUCTS

Resigns From OWI

COM-

Jack Van Nostrand, who has been
DANA F. BAIRD, formerly a mem- ers, announces the appointment of assistant Deputy Chief in the New
ber of the staff of Compton Adver- Marcel Schulhoff & Company as their York office of the OWI Radio Bureau
for the past 18 months has resigned.
tising, Inc., is now associated with advertising agency.
PANY, makers of furniture slip cov-

ho was urging the inves- Weed & Co., station representatives.
it was stated: "We may
scripts of certain radio
TODD DOWNING has joined the
over a period of sever careful study, and we copy department and MARGUERITE
bpoena the sponsors and M. KRAHANBUHL the public relaof the broadcasting com- tions department of N. W. Ayer &
quire into their motives Son, Inc. The former is an author, the
for the dissemination of latter had been associated with the
ments. In this way we Newark "Sunday Call."

ne whether or not the
some of the broadcasting

LLOYD B. MYERS, manager of the
e now lending aid and West Coast office of Arthur Kudner,
un-American propaganda Inc., has arrived from San Francisco
false. An exhaustive in conferences regarding Matson
will prove that fully 60 for
Line promotion.

the statements of
rs can be proved incor-

DR. JAN -ALBERT GORIS, comfor information for Beled investigations already missioner
gium
in this hemisphere, will deliver
Mal "literally hundreds of the principal
address tomorrow at the
binents." The Congressman regular weekly
celebrity -forum lunlbd refusal of broadcasting
of the Advertising Club of New
afford "maligned" persons cheon
!tunny to answer false York.
rer the same facilities would
lilt." The Congress and the Community Radio Group
11 understand that they are

ly furthering and aiding a
If un-American propagan-

Enlarge Their Activities

:lared.

C.-Civic re-

A competent typist gives no thought to the location of the various
keys on her machine. Instinctively, her trained fingers seek them out,
for their position is firmly fixed in her mind.

Winston-Salem,
sponsibility is being developed in this
city
through the Community Council
r Troopers 225th Show
Committee, which presented a Instinctively, the people of
.hr and Jackie Kelk particf- Radio
-minute discussion over WSJS the Southern New England turn to
WJZ's Victory Troopers' 15
Saturday on local problems
formance presented at the past
by working mothers. The WTIC for the best in radio. This
'heater, Newark, last Satur- caused
followed the broadcast on the is a habit, too ... a habit which
projects the "Homer" role forum
same topic by the NBC show, "Here's can spell sales and profits for the
Liddell Family" airings.
N.

to Youth," which is being promoted advertiser who capitalizes on it.
by the Community Radio Plan.
The constant and attentive
More than 275 applicants have entered the Community Radio Work- audience which WTIC enjoys
shop here in response to a pamphlet possesses (according to the latest
from the Community Council urging
partcipation in broadcasts over WSJS Sales Management figures) a buy-

-

ing

income more than 60%

greater than the average for the
entire country. Convince these

people of the merits of your
product. They can afford to buy

it ... and they will.

Get into the habit of getting

results in Southern New England
by allocating a part of your radio,
appropriation to WTIC.

and WAIR. Tuition for the Work-

7l,, VOICE A
TER KANSAS CITY

4 //yam a Dewy
BASF( MUTUAl
e

/

shop is paid by studying community
problems. This plan,. which is under
the supervision of Charlotte Demorest,
radio consultant, has been implemented by over 90 volunteer commit-

tee members representing 40 organizations. As a result, even before the
Workshop programs have reached the
air, radio is being used to educate
new audiences in community problems.

IN SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND
ale OF LISTENING TO WTIC

PEOPLE ARE IN THE

n

D11t1'.t:T ROUTE To .t.ui niCrt' Vo. 1 MARKET.
The Travelers Broadcasting Service Corporation

Member of NBC and New England Regional Network
Represented by WEED A COMPANY, New York, Boston,

(Arc, o..-.

,

Son Fron,,.ro end Hollywood
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LOS ADGELES

CHICAGO

By RALPH WDZ

By BILL IRVIN

ANEW Saturday night show for

everyone's entertainment got
under way on March 4th, from 10:30
p.m. to 12 midnight, over KFI. Under
the control of Jack Sherman, one of
radio's most popular emcess, "Saturday Night Party" features music comedy and entertaining patter.
Basil Rathbone's greatest rooter is

gray-haired ex -actor who never
misses a broadcast of "The Advena

tures of Sherlock Holmes." Although

the mystery play is not an audience
show, Rathbone's fan sits in solitary
state in the empty auditorium to
watch the show each week.

Groucho Marx and his "Blue Ribbon Town" cast are planning to resume their tours of the West Coast
service camps in March, after interrupting them for a three-week trek

to the Midwest. First camp date is

tentatively set for March 18.
Ingrid Bergman's first American
picture, "Intermezzo," will be radio dramatized over a 4 or 5 week period
by NBC's "Star Playhouse," beginning Monday, March 20. Miss Bergman co-starred with the late Leslie

Howard in the film. George Coulouris

will star in the air version.

Under the musical direction of
Edgar "Cookie" Fairchild, Deanna
Durbin has started recording the

Jerome Kern songs for her new Uni-

versal film, title of which has been
changed from "Caroline" to "Can't
Help Singing."

Bill Bendix, Sunday's "The Life of
Riley" star, wants his friend Ed
Gardner, "Archie" of Duffy's Tavern,
to. make a slight switch in the Duffy
slogan so as to promote Bill's sponsor, the meat packing industry. The
Bendix version would be: "Hello, dis
is Duffy's Tavern where de elite eat
de meat!"
Rupert Hughes announces that he

has increased his network listeners
by many hundreds. The NBC column-

ist has been advised by a fan in

Commerce, Texas, that he (the fan,

not Hughes) has installed a loudspeaker in the city park, where all
and sundry may gather to hear the

Hughes Saturday afternoon NBCcasts.

Bob Hope found out that there is a
limit to the price U. S. soldiers over-

seas are willing to pay for the right
to vote. The limit is Bob Hope. A
letter NBC received from Warrant
Officer J. P. Roberts, from a base
somewhere in England said: "For
God's sake don't let the American
doughboy vote. A few of us don't
want to come back home and find Bob
Hope president." Maybe Bob's war
zone entertainment tours really made
him popular.
HELP WANTED

Two announcers, one

musical

production

man, one dramatic show writer and headline Barn Dance personalities by leading

midwest clear channel station. Good pay to

draft exempt experienced people who can

really deliver.
Outline complete background, experience and salary expected.
Box 812,
RADIO DAILY
1501 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
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HEADING the business w

Radio Vitamins for Tuesday 1 1
New show starts Saturday night on the Blue called "The
Money Go -Round." 7-7:30 p.m. with Benay Venuta as mistress of ceremonies and Lanny & Ginger on the vocals
Fred Uttal will handle the
show with Miss Venuta. . . Two feature matches of the all-star Red
Cross Tennis show will be broadcast tonight from Madison Square Garden
Bill Stern will be heard on 122 NBC station network 12:0512:30 a.m. and Ted Husing from WHN, 10:15-11 p.m.
Red Cross messages will be broadcast by well-known sports people... Earl Wilson.
columnist will interview Eddie Dowling next Sunday when the "Wide
Horizons" program is televised at 8:15 p.m. over the DuMont station

WMAQ past week was tilt
sorship of a musical program e
newal of two news programs,
announced by Oliver Morton,
ager of the NBC central d
local and spot sales departme

Pianist Jim Blade and his

will be heard in a new 18-

program Mondays, Wednesday
Fridays 6:00 to 6:15 p.m., CWT,

ing April 3 and sponsored

64;

Chicago Motor Club through Al
Service Corp. Blade will be
with Bob Pilot, string bass ;
and Jeanne MacKenna, NBC yt
One of the newscasts renewed

W2XWV... Current issue of Collier's has an article by Kyle Crichton
telling all about Joan Brooks being brought to stardom
the CBS
warbler, it appears, lives on steak and baked potatoes, as per doctor's
orders
(doesn't say whether the medic gave ration points along
with the prescription)
anyhow Joan eats more steaks per day than

Laboratories, Inc., (Grove Cold
lets and B Complex Vitamins)'tb
Russel M. Seeds Company, wit!,

she does songs, if the story is right.

p.m., CWT Saturdays and $}t

*

once while playing Beethoven's "Fifth Symphony," a fan called

in to ask for some Hawaiian and to the query, "Who's his Bud?"
the caller answered "General Clark"
he got "Aloha" in a
hurry
the gagged commercials in place of those deleted on the
leading programs via ET from home
are always tops, such as:
"Do you wake up in the morning with bags under your eyes, tired,
lustless; do you do K.P. with no fervor or dig a lackadaisical latrine?
Then try Our product spelled S -L -E -E -P."
Major Baruch really

must have had an interesting job compared to the routine he left
when joining the army
little more color as it were.
KFEL, Denver, had its own swoonman on the job recently when
Victor Mature made a stirring appeal over the station to the femme
audience to join the SPARS
Incidentally, Ed Oversby has
joined KFEL as program director. In the past 15 years Oversby
has been on the staff of stations from Coast to Coast, literally,
from Providence, R. I., to Seattle. .
Bernice Maledon, of
Warrensburg, Mo. steps up to the "Hour of Charm" mike on NBC
this Sunday night
this will start off the contestants to be
heard, on the show, those vying for fame and fortune after many
years of study... Pat Adelman, is new gen. manager of KTBC,
.

.

succeeding Harfield Weedin, who joined the Navy.

Sergeant Barney Ross of Guadalcanal and "Golden Gloves"
fighting fame, will be the guest of the Maggi McNellis show
WINS on Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.

*

on

feller who used to be with Earl Burtnett's orchestra and now an announcer
on WGN
if you haven't recognized him, it's Tease Kirkpatrick.
"Spotlight Bands" next Monday night will come from across the border,
Mexico City
Blue Network Coca-Cola show will pay tribute to Presi-

dent Avila Comacho and the occasion will be the celebration for the
opening of the General Tire Company's newly -constructed guayule rubber

*

*

Thursdays and Saturdays, 5:451N

.

days and Thursdays 10:15
p.m., CWT. Contract is for

effective March 7.
The other news program r

for five-minute period spon
Wilson and Company, Inc
sandwich spread and Ideal D

through United States Ad
Corporation, aired Mondays
Saturdays 8:40 to 8:45 a.
contract is for 26 weeks,

March 20.

Tele Symposium
Symposium on educational
sion will be presented tonigh
Capitol Hotel, New York, be

at 8:45 p.m. Speakers and

scheduled are: J. Raymond
son, chairman of the seconder
ers' television committee of
tional Education Associatio
will discuss "The Largest C
in the World"; Lt. Lyle
senior utilization officer in

visual training for the U. S.
"Audio -Visual Training

in

sion's Tomorrow"; Prof. Her
Stack, of the New York Un

Safety Center, "Saving Li
Television," and Julien H.
traveler, lecturer and prod
documentary motion pictur

will speak on the subject "Th
Carpet of Television."

AVAILABLE

*

He-man posing in a series of ads in national magazines
wherein he is usually the brawny mechanic or machinist, etc
Is a

plant.

Jackson as reporter, aired Tttte
10:00 to 10:15 p.m., CWT an,.,

*

Major Andre Baruch, former CBS announcer, has a
yarn in the March 13, issue of Time magazine, relating to his network in the Mediterannean theater
this unique web wakes
the boys up in the morning not only with the bugle doing reveille,
but follows up with a snappy arrangement of "Bugle Call Rag"

Austin, Tex

minute period sponsored by

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

Musical Director of many ye
experience in New York C1I
available immediately for an
ecutive position in radio or re
cording field. Over militar
age.

Write Box 816
RADIO DAILY
1501 BROADWAY
NEW YORK 18, N. Y.
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N b. High Court Ruling

WHO'S 114-110 IN RADIO

Pay Affect WOW Pact
(Continued from Page 1)

by attorneys for WOW, Inc., the
sty and directors.

E. Bradshaw, former president
now chairman of the board of

society, favored the new corpora -

because of his "zeal to secure

welfare of close, personal friend,"

a J. Gillin, Jr., head of the new
pany and formerly station manfor the society, the high court

ROBERT O. REYNOLDS

IT was natural for KMPC, Los Angeles. to acquire a reputation for sports
broadcasts. Under the guidance of Robert O. Reynolds. vice-president
and general manager, the 10.000 -watt independent was bound to click
with athletic airings since he was an All-American tackle at Stanford in '34 and '35 and made
the University's all-time eleven. Broadcasting
of many other special events and public-service
features were also due to his aim to make the
outlet the outstanding independent in the United
States.

After Bob graduated from Stanford. he went
back to his native Oklahoma. then spent a period
In
in Detroit, before returning to California.
1938 he joined the sales staff of KMPC, became
sales manager in 1940 and was named v. -p.

Ion stated.
Court Split 4.3

ipreme court split four to three
he decision, Justice Wenke writ -

and general manager a year later. Progress
of the station has been rapid since then. An

the decision joined by Justices

ie, Carter and Messmore. Justices
ger, Chappell and District Judge
rd B. Ellis of Beatrice, substitutfor Chief Justice Simmons, dised,

ilrit to cancel the lease was brought

Homer H. Johnson, Lincoln,
alleged that the society does not
EVe adequate compensation. The
me court ruling reversed a nil by District Judge Rine.
10supreme court ordered that

0 of accounts turned over by
Society to the lessee be returned,
`'an accounting be made of the

yation of the station by the lessee
II he took possession, and that inli over operating expenses be reed to the society. Expenses contad with the transfer and costs of

5
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increase in power to 10,000 watts in 1942 was
followed a little more than a week ago by the
"All-American"
opening of the outlet's new studios in its own
building on Sunset Boulevard and a change in identification from KMPC,
Beverly Hills. to Los Angeles.

A family man, Bob Reynolds is married to the former Enna Lee Reynolds.
They have a two -year -old son, Christopher, who hasn't had enough time
to make up bis mind about a future in the broadcasting industry.

KHJ Adds 2 Announcers Joan Davis Heads East
And Technician To Staff Next Week -End For 4 Wks.

Woods To Be Honored

By Poor Richard Club
(Continued from Page 1)

Bellevue Stratford, the Blue Net-

work through the facilities of WFIL
will originate four shows in Philadelphia on that day.
As a part of the radio activity, the
Blue's Victory Troupe with Whisper-

ing Jack Smith will do a

special

broadcast over WFIL from the Naval
hospital, 17th and Pattison Streets,

from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. In addition
Morton Downey will desert the studios of Radio City, New York, for
that day to bring his "Songs by Mor-

ton Downey" to the Valley Forge

General Hospital at Phoenixville, Pa.

At 9 p.m., Dunninger, master mind
reader, will do his regular weekly
Blue Network show from the Belle-

vue Stratford as a feature
Poor Richard Club dinner.

of the

Web Executives to Attend

Among Blue executives coming
from New York to attend the dinner
are Edward J. Noble, chairman of
the board; Edgar Kobak, executive
vice-president; Phillips Carlin, vicepresident in charge of programs,
Keith Kiggins, vice-president in
charge of stations; C. Nicholas

Priaulx, vice-president in charge of
Hollywood-The entire cast of finance and Glen Harker of the netLos Angeles-Two announcers and
a sound technician have been added NBC's "The Joan Davis show with work sales staff.
to the staff of station KHJ. Ed Jack Haley," will trek eastward folStevens, announcer, comes to KHJ lowing the March 16 broadcast to
from KQW in San Francisco. He was present four broadcasts from New Deakins To Head Victor
recently discharged from the army York. The trip will be Joan's first

trial also were ordered paid by because of illness. Roy Rowan, KHJ's "vacation" in three years, and her
second new announcer, formerly was first trip East since she made stage
WGN in Chiago where appearances there in 1938. In addiMajority Opinion
the staff
t Is significant to note," the major - he handled news. He was also asso- tion to their regular broadcasts, Joan
pinion said, "that the lease re- iated at one time with announcing and Jack will make a number of
no down payment whereas in staff of WGY in Schenectady, N. Y. camp appearances during their stay
evious negotiations President
Selmer Westby, sound technician in the East. Leaving with them will
haw had made a substantial formerly was in the sound depart- be Verna Felton, Sharon Douglas, Dave
'n payment a requirement in addi- ment of KGB, Don Lee's San Diego Street, the writers and producer of
to the lessee having adequate affiliate.
the show.
itional financial stability for the
A New York orchestra as well as an
ire performance thereof. Not only with which to do business which announcer will be added to the prodefendant.

Organization In Canada

,AI

(Continued from Page 1)

Deakins was executive vice-president
of RCA Victor Company Limited and

then returned to the United States
to assume new duties with the parent
company. He now comes back to
Canada after 10 years with Radio
Corporation of America. Deakins' predecessor here was E. C. Grimley,
whose death by drowning occurred

but $25,000 of accounts receivBradshaw considered a gram for its eastern broadcasts, which last summer.
t were transferred by the society President
minimum. Bradshaw explains this by begin March 23rd.
he lessee so it would have $100,000 saying he felt Gillin was so essential
,

to the station that if he were left
in charge the society would be secure."
Giffin Gets Credit

The dissenting opinion stated "the

organization was entirely proper his "Pals" covers the front page, while
since it directly tended to provide the inside pages describe why the

FOR

ECONOMY
\\ KY reaches more

listeners per dollar
than any other Oklahoma City station.
FROM "A"

Giving careful consideration to the

record gives full credit to (Gillin) paper shortage, the Yankee Network
for the successful financial operation has produced an attractive, yet unof the station by the society during pretentious brochure for one of its
the later years. The evidence of his sponsors, Coco -Wheats. The promoability and valuable contracts in the tion piece, cheerfully designed in yelradio field is overwhelming, and un- low and burnt orange, plays up the
disputed. In view of these facts it program Coco -Wheats sponsorsseems that Bradshaw's apparent in- "Happy Hank and His Merry Pals."
terest in having Gillin in the lessee
A catchy photograph of "Hank" and

OKLAHOMA CITY

IS

Yankee Web Prepares
Brochure For Sponsor

TO

"7"

L

.GatMWA
//Hw
Sff{r7i(lfr

NL Baúnwle

assurance of the success of the lessee program will sell for its sponsor. The
and therefore for the performance of 15 -minute program, aired over the
the covenant of the lease.
entire Yankee net in New -England

"It is our opinion that this record Monday through Friday, is a child-

wholly fails to disclose any basis jus- ren's educational program, free from
tifying the court in disregarding the "scare and objectionable thrills."
rule that in the absence of fraud, 'the "Happy Hank" plays games, sings
wisdom and expediency of corporate funny songs, holds birthday parties,
business policies and the methods of dressing races, slogan contest, pick-up
executing them are left to the discre- parades and bank days-and has the
tion decision of the board of direc- children join right in enthusiastically
tors'."
with him.

Edward petr & Co., National Representative

l
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TELE TOPICS
Spectral Static

Padway, AFM Counsel, Plans Recording Industry
i
To Contest Decision Of WLB Awaits NWLB Actio

(Continued from Page 1)
Dr. Lee DeForest will visit Mexico
board lacks jurisdiction over the AFM very gently with Mr. Petrillo in afCity soon as a guest of the Mexican dispute,
Padway said he will argue firming that the kind of direct payGovernment. Behind the DeForest
mission is a project for the estab- the matter. The recommendation of ments he is seeking under proper
lishment of factories and schools look- the panel, he said, has no basis in law safeguards would not be opposed to
is completely erroneous. "The re- social policy, at least in those ining toward the development of both and
port itself, on the other hand," he stances where members of the same
sight and sound. Don Emilio Azcar- said,
raga, key man in Mexican broadcast- us." "was completely favorable to union through the work they perform
for the same employers, create the
ing, will figure prominently in any The parties must file replies,
or technological unemployment of their
eye -and -ear enterprises South of the comments, within 10 days, after which
border.... British tele activity is due the board will act. Padway will ask union brothers. We dissent, along
with the industry member of the
to provide domestic equipment com- oral argument, and it
i,s likely that panel, tram even this much qualified
panies with stiff competition after the he will be granted the request.
How Judgment. To our way of tninking,
Axis cracks up....Post-war reconthe board will actually hear him the panel has taken an unassailable
struction in other parts of Europe will soon
another question. It could be in position in maintaining that the
be complemented by an upsurge of is
two weeks, or not for two months.
union's demand is not customary and
television manufacturing.
There was no comment from FCC may not properly be imposed under
or the NAB on the panel report. Sena- the prescriptions of the War Labor
ele circles are adither over the tor D. Worth Clark, Democrat, Idaho, Disputes Act and the practice of the
imor that Philco may apply for chairman of the Senate Interstate board. No doubt Mr. Petrillo could
channel two in New York, which is Commerce Sub -Committee which held make out a strong legal case against
already held by CBS. Prospective an inconclusive investigation of the the WLB's assumption of jurisdiction
channel fracas is a sequel to the cur- AFM ban last year, said he had not over the dispute involving the musirent report that NBC is seeking had time to study the report and thus cians union. But that is an issue that
Zenith's number -one slot in Chicago could not comment on it. He revealed, should have been raised long ago
....There's word circulating that the however, that the committee record when the WLB first began to interBlue is negotiating a tie-up with will be opened Monday to permit tes- fere in disputes that had only a reWestinghoue
The New
York timony by Joseph M. Maddy, head of mote relation to the war effort."
"Herald Tribune" is mulling a look - the Interlachen, Mich., National Music
"Star" Calls Check Temporary
and -listen layout. A preliminary in- Camp. The camp's orchestra was The "Star," on the other hand,

spection of sight -and -sound possibili- banned from the air two summers ago found the report no setback to the
ties has been made by the Gotham by AFM.
long-range plans of the AFM presi-

"Post" Sees Setback
daily for action by the board of directors....PA, the radio part of AP, Views on the panel report were
is actively surveying the tele scene stated editorially yesterday by the
....J. Walter Thompson Co. will un Washington "Post" and the "Evening
Star." The "Post" saw the report as
cover a tele trump card shortly.
a setback to Petrillo and declared:
"All this talk about the banning of
Watch Steve Trilling, assistant to record -making because the use of
Jack L. Warner, for tele developments canned music takes bread out of the

dent. Recommending that the board

order the musicians back to work was
in -itself a setback, the paper said, but

there is a suggestion in the panel's
language that its decision might have
been different if unemployment attributable to radio and recordings

(Continued from Page 1)

decision of the National War

Board which received the rec
dation that the musicians go
work on the basis of July 31, 1
actual situation is status quo
further mandate from the NWI,B.
Decca, World Waiting

As per statement in yest
RADIO DAILY, the intervenors
and CRC contend their position

sound. Milton Diamond, couns
Decca Records and World Broa
ing System, said yesterday he
comment to make at this time,
his companies were not a party
WLB hearings. However be did
that if any deal was made by the

with any recording company w
got a better deal than Decca-W
and all the other signatories to
AFM pact, then he would natu
take advantage of the clause in
contract which promised him
relief, and make all pacts confo

An unofficial spokesman (not
mond) in talking of the status
smaller firms who signed with
musicians union, said they still
they did the right thing because
could not afford to fight Petrillo
longer. Fighting Petrillo he said,
a luxury the average transcripti
recording company could not s
Petrillo's week-end statement
tive to fighting the case in the
court is a repetition of what he tote
the WLB panel during the hearing
last fall,
"First Reboil for Petrillo"

Under title of "First Rebuff for Pe
"Star" also pointed to the fact that trillo," the New York "Herald.
at the 'Warner Brothers' lot in Holly- mouths of musicians is a smoke screen the panel said that under proper safe- Tribune" published a lengthy ediwood.... Paramount is keeping sensa- concealing the real issue in dispute. guards "the payment by an employer torial on the WLB findings in its issue
tional plans under wraps....Jam What Mr. Petrillo is aiming at, and of unemployment fees directly to a of Monday. The editorial in part
Handy, sound slide -film outfit, will has so far failed to obtain from the union would not be opposed to social reads as follows:
apply for a tele license in the near Columbia Recording Company and policy."
Now one Federal agency, a
future....Du Mont is considering RCA's recording subsidiaries, is an The Capital paper stated that Pe- fact-finding
panel of the War Lebo!
network operations along the east- agreement committing those two trillo may be checked for the dura- Board, has administered the first seriern seaboard....Ross Metzger, direc- large producers of records to direct tion of the war if the panel report is ous check to James Caesar Petrillo',
tor of radio for Ruthrauff & Ryan's payments into the unemployment sustained, but there is no reason to triumphant career. It has knocked the
Chicago office. has been scrutinizing fund of the musicians union. There suppose that he will not renew his props from under the whole elaborate
eye -and -ear entertainment.
is no Petrillo -imposed ban on the demands successfully when the war structure upon which he based his
making of records by companies ac- ends, always assuming that the music - arrogant demands for sovereign powceding to the union ultimatum and loving public remains indifferent or ers and has recommended that the
Cross-eountry trip by most of NBC's such
records are in fact now being perhaps willing to foot the bill for full War Labor Board direct the
top officials in behalf of the net's
American Federation of Musicians to
third annual "War Clinic" is also be- made. In our opinion, panel has dealt him.
cease its strike against those recording utilizied to sound out affiliates rewas widespread among musicians. The

Electronic Workers Show Benes On CBS Tonight
Salem, Mass.-Electronic workers
For 2nd Corwin Show
in the Sylvania Electric Products,

telecasts early next month
Al- ballroom of the Hotel Hawthorne.
though Columbia's tele plans for flesh Talent and studio audience comes
entertainment have not been dis- from the employees at the plant.

ing companies which still hold out
against paying Mr. Petrillo for the
privilege of continuing in business.
The majority of the panel, with the
President Eduard Benes of Czecho- labor member dissenting, finds no
slovakia will be heard on CBS today serious unemployment among musifrom London, seat of his exiled gov- cians. It has some difficulty In apernment, during the second, program praising the exact effect of mechanof the new series, "Columbia Presents ized music upon the performers, but
Corwin," broadcast from 10:00-10:30 points out that the union has no efp.m., EWT.
fective standards of admission and
The broadcast, a dramatic tribute that two out of every three members
to the Czech people, is titled "The do not depend on music for a liveLong Name None Could Spell," and lihood'."
is written, directed and produced by

Electrical Engineers' communications tation devices.

slovakia.

garding prexy Niles Trammell's rec-

ent statement on tele links. Production

heads of that web have been visiting
WRGB, Schenectady, for a look-see Inc., plant, are producing their own
at General Electric's methods prior program, "Sylvania Showtime" over
to the resumption of NBC's live -talent WESX every Saturday night from the

closed, it is believed that live shows
will also emanate from there shortly group, beginning Thursday evening at
afterward, at least via 'the CBS the Engineering Societies Building in
mobile unit.
Gotham....WPTZ, Philco's tele outlet in Philly, is playing around with
Basic principles of the television the composite alternate -carrier sys- Corwin. The production was originally
Canadian Dividend
art will be surveyed in a series of tem of synchronization.... WRBG's presented at Carnegie Hall last May
six weekly lectures under the joint production and technical staffs devote in a program arranged by the Amer- Montreal-Directors of Standard
sponsorship of the New York sec- an afternoon a week to a laboratory ican Friends of Czechoslovakia. To- Radio, Limited, have declared regution of the Institute of Radio Engi- session for experimentation with day's show will be given on the fifth lar quarterly dividend of 10 cents
neers and the American Institute of lighting, make-up and other presen- anniversary of the invasion of Czecho- per share, payable April 10, to shareholders of record March 21.
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H**COAST-TO-COAST***
-CALIFORNIA I)S ANGELES-Laly Dill, wife of
Field Marshall Sir John Dill, a
h'1 ranking officer in the British
R Cross, guested on the KECA Red
C ss program recently. She disci+ed international Red Cross and
mle interesting comparisons be-

the show being called "In the Huddle. News' with John Neal; and "Holly....PITTSBURGH-WCAE has engaged wood News" with Barbara Benedict
..Eddie Conwell, N. Y. U's 60 -yard
its first girl engineer-she's Helen Obsharsky....New publicity director for track star, guested on Sam Taub's
WCAE is Mitchell B. DeGroot, Jr., for- sportspot on WMCA.

-TEXAS -

merly with W. Earl Bothell Adv. Agency.

major league camps and make recordings of his interviews with the players.
The record will be aired on the "Sport
Page of the Air" while Molen is on va
cation.

- WASHINGTON -

SEATTLE-Wishing to be of service
FORT WORTH-Frank Mils is being
possible number of
YANKTON-Good example of radio heard over KGHO and stations of the to the largest
Pacific Northwest gardeners, Cecil
tven the American and English station cooperation occurred last week Lone Star Chain in a new series of news- Solly inaugurated a three -a -week
m ºnizations ....SANTA BARBARA at WNAX, when Wynn Hubler, casts under a sponsorship of the Bowen series of his "Gardening for Food"
-eorge Humphrey, formerly with "Neighbor Lady," was notified of her Motor Coach Company.... Ted Graves is program over KIRO....Miss Alice
K:A, Clovis, New Mexico, has "en - mother's sudden death and left for being heard as narrator on the Texas Elec- Haley, director of Home Economics
:?eyed" himself to KDB, Santa Iowa at once. Edith Hansen, of KMA, tric programs over BGKO....Bill Wood for the Celanese Corporation of Amerbara....OAKLAND-For the 8th Shenandoah, Iowa, who conducts a Photo Company has renewed its contract ica, discussed the "Do's and Don'ts for
tecutive year KROW will carry similar program, immediately volun- for a series of daily spots over KGKO Rayon Fabrics" in a guest interview
full schedule of Pacific Coast base - teered to fill Neighbor Lady's 35 -min- ...."Melodies That Linger" is being sponKIRO's Housewives program recb: league games in which the Oak- ute ad-lib show over WNAX by direct sored for five minutes daily over ICGKO on
ently....Jack McMullen is back at
by the Producers Creamery Company.
lai "Oaks" club plays, according to wire. The show went on.
KIRO helping Jim Upthegrove in the
Plip G. Lasky, station manager,
-FLORIDA -MINNESOTA department. He was
wt has just "on the dotted line" with WEST PALM BEACH-Dave Webster,
MINNEAPOLIS-WCCO and KSTP, engineering
with San Francisco's KSFO.
tt ball club for exclusive broadcast - senior announcer, and Whitt MacDowelL St. Paul; WDAL, Duluth; KROC, formerly
- CONNECTICUT ir rights.
chief engineer, of WINO, went fishing the Rochester; KWLM, Winona; KATE,
HARTFORD-WTIC was congratulated

-SOUTH DAKOTA -

other day. Ordinary methods of fishing
-MISSOURII'. LOUIS-'lobs for Heroes" is a new being too tame, the boys decided to go
feature heard over 1000K. On in for goggle -fishing.... which is the
program, Miss Virginia Davis inter - reason the entire staff of the station will
two honorably discharged war vet - have a fishfry this week with the eight
reviews their qualifications, and snappers Dave and Whitt brought back
.Otis Wright, who left the WINO enheir preference regarding civilianyment.
Prospective employers are gineering staff last August to join ROB,
Reno,
has returned to replace 'Tiny"
to telephone or write the station.
A.ough program had very little advance Bºker....Hal Barkas, on WJNO's anp.ficity, it was huge success. During the nouncerial staff, is engaged to Ruth
iii two weeks, 18 men and one ex-WAC Cookerly of WFBR's program dept.. Bal.
we interviewed. All received offers of timore.

Íute

L loyment, with a big majority definitely

- MICHIGAN -

DETROIT-George Cushing, WJR
news editor, has been suffering from
-KANSAS a painful infection of his left eye....
ALINA-New faces at KSAL are: New to this station's publicity deH b Clark is the new program direc- partment is Dick Frederick, formerly
t: replacing Ben Greer who is now on the Michigan OWI staff, a Detroit
n'pting lobs to their liking.

Albert Lea; and KVOX, Moorhead,
all collaborated in carrying the finals
of the statewide second annual 4-H
Club Radio Public Speaking contest
held at the University Farm campus
last week under the sponsorship of
the extension division of the University of Minnesota and the Minnesota

by Motor Vehicle Commissioner John T.
McCarthy for its excellent registration
radio publicity during the month of February. 'With your cooperation." said the

Commissioner, "we have completed a
most satisfactory registration period with-

out the usual long lines at the offices
past few days."
Jewish Council....More than 400 boys during the
- MASSACHUSETTS and girls from 70 counties in MinneBOSTON-Alton Hall Blackington,
sota participated in the contest.... photographer,
and lecturer,
One thousand dollars in War Bonds whose Yankeeauthor
are featured
and scholarships were awarded by the weekly over WBZYarns
and WBZA, is preMinnesota Jewish Council.
senting his popular motion pictures,

-MONTANA -

MISSOULA-Sots Vratis, commercial "Yankee Newsreel," as part of the
historical radio exhibit
manager of KCVO. is now being managed Westinghouse
taking place in Filene's Boston de

by Uncle Sam. His successor has not partment store.... Arthur Feldman,
yet been named.... Studio visitors to this former WBZ special events man, was
station

last week were Mr. and Mrs. heard recently in an exclusive BBC

w i WMC, Memphis, as special events newspaper and news editor of WXYZ W. F. Flynn of 11RJF, Miles City. Mr.
ai ouncer. New spieler is Bob Bundy,
..New spieler for WJR is Pat Quinn Flynn spent a week in Missoula as
w I was just graduated from a Cali- who hails from Detroit's FM station, guest lecturer in the school of Journalism
fc iia broadcasting school ....Listen - WENA. Quinn echoes from WASK, at Montana State University.

program over WBZ and WBZA. Feld=

man, now a Blue Network war correspondent, spoke from London and

described changes in the British capiel are expressing their written ap- Lafayette, Indiana, and before that
- PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA-Marion Mason, tal during his 18 months overseas.
val of the station's "Children's with WGRC, Louisville-then WCAR,
de Hour which is designed to Pontiac, Mich.
popular songstress, is featured twice
1`liarize youngsters with the Bible
weekly with Norman Black and his "Soldiers With Wings"
-OHIO,Three new nation-wide shows CLEVELAND - Newest addition to string ensemble over WFIL....M.
To Premiere On Blue
d on KSAL are: "First Nighter," WGAR is Lillian Mast.... Wallen J. Leonard Matt, newscaster for. WDAS,
(man

Adventure,"

and

"Cisco "Long" Sylvester is in complete charge interviewed

Col. John M. Gantner

(Continued from Page 1)
of local sales for station WJW....Edith recently on the work of the guard... series of broadcasts on another netMellen, new women's director for WJW, WCAU and RKO Pictures have com- work. fILADELPHIA-Station WHAT's new was formerly with WHIM, Niagara Falls. pleted arrangements for an ambitious
Arrangements for the show to go

- PENNSYLVANIA -

y:

pirram is called "1340 Club" with Joe
Dim as emcee....From WPEN comes
mi that Peter Arnett and Tommy Harm once conducted a sports show while

She will conduct two half-hour programs promotional stünt for RKO's- forth-

nationwide on the Blue were comlive days a week: "Women's Page" and coming "Tender Comrade" starring pleted at a luncheon last week atGinger
Rogers....Marvin
Crane
is
"What's Cookin "....COLUMBUS-Kentended by Don E. Gilman, vice-presineth B. Johnson, president of WCOL, has the new addition to the sales staff of dent in charge of the network's Westatnding the University of Michigan. assumed full management of the station, WPEN....Robert
Heckert, WIBG ern Division; Leo Tyson, the Blue's
interviewed
Paul Coast Program Manager, Major Eddie
now that Neal A. Smith, former manager, commentator,
has taken a post with Cincinnati station. Hagen recently. Hagen is author of Dunstedter, the program's musical
"Germany After Hitler"....James W. director, and Captains Fred Brisson
- NEW YORK NEW YORK-WNYC is cooperating Gantz, newspaperman and former and Ted Steele from the Santa Ana
119.---zwith the New York City Board of sports editor of the Philadelphia Air Base.
Education to present a new daily "Record," has been named news and
In addition to the orchestra, a
series of programs which are written, publicity director for KYW.
chorus of 16 voices, and a quintet o
produced and directed by the city
-WEST VIRGINIA singers called the Aircrew, guest stars
students and faculty members of the
CHARLESTOWN-John MacLean, for- will be featured on each broadcast.
B -E and designed to serve as an addi- merly of the WGKV newstaff, has joined
Future bookings of Hollywoo
tion to the regular public school cur- the announcerial staff of WCHS....Sam talent include
Paul Muni and Marth
riculum.... Louise Kadison is. doing Molen, sports director of WCHS and the Scott for the second
Blue Networ
March 14
publicity
for
WBYN....Features
and
West Virginia Network, will tour the broadcast on March 22; Merle Obero
Hoyle H. Cavanor Mark Brenneman
featured
on
WBYN's
"We
Bring
You
major league baseball training camps beanother screen personality yet to
Harvey Hays Madeleine Pierce
News" program are: "Between the ginning March 16. Accompanied by Odes and
G. Bennett Larson
selected for March 29, and Charles
Ed Pancoast
Lines" with Al Reid; "The Sportsman" Robinson, chief of the engineering depart- be
and another star for the
with Dick Bell; "Behind the War ment, Molen will visit eight of the 16 Laughton
April 5 airing.
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Spectral Static

19

Padway, AFM Counsel, Plans Recording Industry
i
To Contest Decision Of WLB Awaits NWLB Adio

(Continued from Page 1)
Dr. Lee DeForest will visit Mexico
lacks jurisdiction over the AFM very gently with Mr. Petrillo in afCity soon as a guest of the Mexican board
Government. Behind the DeForest dispute, Padway said he will argue firming that the kind of direct paymission is a project for the estab- the matter. The recommendation of ments he is seeking under proper
lishment of factories and schools look- the panel, he said, has no basis in law safeguards would not be opposed to
and is completely erroneous. "The re- social policy, at least in those ining toward the development of both port
on the other hand," he stances where members of the same
sight and sound. Don Emilio Azcar- said, itself,
raga, key man in Mexican broadcast- us." "was completely favorable to union through the work they perform
for the same employers, create the
ing, will figure prominently in any The parties must file
replies, or technological unemployment of their
eye -and -ear enterprises South of the
border ....British tele activity is due comments, within 10 days, after which union brothers. We dissent, along
to provide domestic equipment com- the board will act. Padway will ask with the industry member of the
argument, and it' is likely that panel, trom even this much qualified
panies with stiff competition after the oral
will be granted the request. How judgment. To our way of tninking,
Axis cracks up....Post-war recon- he
soon the board will actually hear him the panel has taken an unassailable
struction in other parts of Europe will is
another question. It could be in position in maintaining that the
be complemented by an upsurge of two
weeks, or not for two months.
union's demand is not customary and
television manufacturing.
There was no comment from FCC may not properly be imposed under
or the NAB on the panel report. Sena- the prescriptions of the War Labor
Ale circles are adither over the tor D. Worth Clark, Democrat, Idaho, Disputes Act and the practice of the
,vúanor that Philco may apply for chairman of the Senate Interstate board. No doubt Mr. Petrillo could
channel two in New York, which is Commerce Sub -Committee which held make out a strong legal case against
already held by CBS. Prospective an inconclusive investigation of the the WLB's assumption of jurisdiction
channel fracas is a sequel to the cur- AFM ban last year, said he had not over the dispute involving the musirent report that NBC is seeking had time to study the report and thus cians union. But that is an issue that
Zenith's number -one slot in Chicago could not comment on it. He revealed, should have been raised long ago
....There's word circulating that the however, that the committee record when the WLB first began to interBlue is negotiating a tie-up with will be opened Monday to permit tes- fere in disputes that had only a reWestinghoue
The New York timony by Joseph M. Maddy, head of mote relation to the war effort."
"Herald Tribune" is mulling a look - the Interlachen, Mich., National Music
"Star" Calls Check Temporary
and -listen layout. A preliminary in- Camp. The camp's orchestra was
The "Star," on the other hand,

spection of sight -and -sound possibili- banned from the air two summers ago found the report no setback to the
ties has been made by the Gotham by AFM.
long-range plans of the AFM presi-

"Post" Sees Setback
daily for action by the board of directors....PA, the radio part of AP, Views on the panel report were
is actively surveying the tele scene stated editorially yesterday by the
....J. Walter Thompson Co. will un- Washington "Post" and the "Evening
Star." The "Post" saw the report as
cover a tele trump card shortly.
A setback to Petrillo and declared:
"All this talk about the banning of
Watch Steve Trilling, assistant to record -making because the use of
Jack L. Warner, for tele developments canned music takes bread out of the
at the Warner Brothers' lot in Holly- mouths of musicians is a smoke screen
wood ....Paramount is keeping sensa- concealing the real issue in dispute.
tional plans under wraps....Jam What Mr. Petrillo is aiming at, and
Handy, sound slide -film outfit, will has so far failed to obtain from the
apply for a tele license in the near Columbia Recording Company and
future....Du Mont is considering RCA's recording subsidiaries, is an
network operations along the east- agreement committing those two
ern seaboard....Ross Metzger, direc- large producers of records to direct
tor of radio for Ruthrauff & Ryan's payments into the unemployment
Chicago office. has been scrutinizing fund of the musicians union. There
eye -and -ear entertainment.
is no Petrillo -imposed ban on the
making of records by companies acto the union ultimatum and
Cross-country trip by most of NBC's ceding
top officials in behalf of the net's such records are in fact now being

R

dent. Recommending that the board

order the musicians back to work was
in -itself a setback, the paper said, but

there is a suggestion in the panel's
been different if unemployment attributable to radio and recordings
language that its decision might have

Lab

actual situation is status quo unt
further mandate from the NWLB.

Decca. World Wafting
yesterday

As per statement in

RADIO DAuY, the intervenors RC.
and CRC contend their position is sti
sound. Milton Diamond, counsel fc
Decca Records and World Broadcast
ing System, said yesterday he had n
comment to make at this time, sine
his companies were not a party to th
WLB hearings. However he did sa
that if any deal was made by the AFI
with any recording company whic

got a better deal than Decca-Worl
and all the other signatories to th
AFM pact, then he would naturall
take advantage of the clause in th
contract which promised him sue)

relief, and make all pacts conform.
An unofficial spokesman (not Dia
mond) in talking of the status of thi

smaller firms who signed with thi

musicians union, said they still thinl
they did the right thing because the)
could not afford to fight Petrillo an)
longer. Fighting Petrillo he said, wa:
a luxury the average transcription of
recording company could not stand
Petrillo's week-end statement rela
tive to fighting the case in the high
court is a repetition of what he told
the WLB panel during the hearings
last fall.
"First Rebuff for Petrillo"

Under title of "First Rebuff for Pe"Star" also pointed to the fact that trillo," the New York "Herald the panel said that under proper safe- Tribune" published a lengthy ediguards "the payment by an employer torial on the WLB findings in its issue
óf unemployment fees directly to a of Monday. The editorial in part,
union would not be opposed to social reads as follows:
policy."
Now one Federal agency, a
The Capital paper stated that Pe- fact-finding panel of the War Labor
trillo may be checked for the dura- Board, has administered the first serition of the war if the panel report is ous check to James Caesar Petrillo's
sustained, but there is no reason to triumphant career. It has knocked the
suppose that he will not renew his props from under the whole elaborate
was widespread among musicians. The

demands successfully when the war structure upon which he based his
ends, always assuming that the music - arrogant demands for sovereign powloving public remains indifferent or ers and has recommended that the
perhaps willing to foot the bill for full War Labor Board direct the

third annual "War Clinic" is also be- made. In our opinion, panel has dealt I him.
ing utilizied to sound out affiliates regarding prexy Niles Trammell's rec- Electronic Workers Show Benes
ant statement on tele links. Production

On CBS Tonight

Salem, Mass.-Electronic workers
For 2nd Corwin Show
aeads of that web have been visiting in the Sylvania Electric Products,
WRGB, Schenectady, for a look-see Inc., plant, are producing their own President Eduard Benes of Czechoat General Electric's methods prior program, "Sylvania Showtime" over slovakia will be heard on CBS today
:o the resumption of NBC's live -talent WESX every Saturday night from the from London, seat of his exiled govtelecasts early next month
Al - ballroom of the Hotel Hawthorne. ernment, during the second program
:hough Columbia's tele plans for flesh Talent and studio audience comes of the new series, "Columbia Presents
entertainment have not been dis- from the employees at the plant.
Corwin," broadcast from 10:00-10:30
?.losed, it is believed that live shows
p.m., EWT.
Nill also emanate from there shortly group, beginning Thursday evening at The broadcast, a dramatic tribute
afterward, at least via the CBS the Engineering Societies Building in to the Czech people, is titled "The
nobile unit.
Gotham....WPTZ, Philco's tele out- Long Name None Could Spell," and
let in Philly, is playing around with is written, directed and produced by
Basic principles of the television the composite alternate -carrier sys- Corwin. The production was originally
art will be surveyed in a series of tem of synchronization.... WRBG's presented at Carnegie Hall last May
:ix weekly lectures under the joint production and technical staffs devote in a program arranged by the Amersponsorship of the New York sec - an afternoon, a week to a laboratory ican Friends of Czechoslovakia. Toion of the Institute of Radio Engi- session for experimentation with day's show will be given on the fifth
leers and the American Institute of lighting, make-up and other presen- anniversary of the invasion of Czechoi lectrical Engineers' communications tation devices.

(Continued from Page 1)

decision of the National War

Board which received the recomme
dation that the musicians go back
work on the basis of July 31, 1942, tl

slovakia.

American Federation of Musicians to
cease its strike against those record-

ing companies which still hold out
against paying Mr. Petrillo for the
privilege of continuing in business.
The majority of the panel, with the
labor member dissenting, finds no
serious unemployment among musi-

cians. It has some difficulty in ap-

praising the exact effect of mechanized music upon the performers, but
points out that the union has no effective standards of admission and
that two out of every three members

do not depend on music for a livelihood'."

Canadian Dividend
Montreal-Directors of Standard
Radio, Limited, have declared regu-

lar quarterly dividend of

10 cents

per share, payable April 10, to shareholders of record March 21.
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
t=

the show being called "In the Huddle."
- CALIFORNIA ILIS ANGELES-Laly Dill, wife of ....PITTSBURGH-WCAE has engaged
Helen ObField Marshall Sir John Dill, a its first girl engineer-she's director
for
ranking officer in the British sharsky....New publicity
Cross, guested on the KECA Red WCAE is Mitchell B. DeGroot, Jr., formerly with W. Earl Bothell Adv. Agency.
is program recently. She dis-

News' with John Neal; and "Holly- major league camps and make recordwood News" with Barbara Benedict ings of his interviews with the players.

YANKTON-Good example of radio
interesting comparisons bethe American and English station cooperation occurred last week
mizations ....SANTA BARBARA at WNAX, when Wynn Hubler,
Sorge Humphrey, formerly with "Neighbor Lady," was notified of her
A, Clovis, New Mexico, has "en- mother's sudden death and left for
,ered" himself to KDB, Santa Iowa at once. Edith Hansen, of KMA,

heard over KGKO and stations

,

ed international Red Cross and

- SOUTH DAKOTA -

.e

..Eddie Conwell, N. Y, U's 60 -yard The record will be aired on the "Sport

track star, guested on Sam Taub's Page of the Air" while Molen is on vasportspot on WMCA.

cation.

-TEXAS -

FORT WORTH-Frank Mills is being
of the

- WASHINGTON to the largest possible number of
Pacific Northwest gardeners, Cecil
Solly inaugurated a three -a -week
series of his "Gardening for Food"
program over KIRO....Miss Alice
SEATTLE-Wishing to be of service

Lone Star Chain in a new series of newscasts under a sponsorship of the Bowen
Motor Coach Company.... Ted Graves is
being heard as narrator on the Texas Electric programs over KGKO.... Bill Wood Haley, director of Home Economics
the Celanese Corporation of Amer3ara....OAKLAND-For the 8th Shenandoah, Iowa, who conducts a Photo Company has renewed its contract for
ica, discussed the "Do's and Don'ts for
sn

tecutive year KROW will carry similar program, immediately volun- for a series of daily spots over KGKO Rayon Fabrics" in a guest interview
full schedule of Pacific Coast base - teered to fill Neighbor Lady's 35 -min- , ..'Melodies That Linger" is being spon- on KIRO's Housewives program recleague games in which the Oak - ute ad-lib show over WNAX by direct sored for five minutes daily over KGKO ently....Jack McMullen is back at
by the Producers Creamery Company.
1 "Oaks" club plays, according to wire. The show went on.
KIRO helping Jim Upthegrove in the
ip G. Lasky, station manager,
-FLORIDA - MINNESOTA engineering department. He was
has just "on the dotted line" with
WEST PALM BEACH-Dave Webster, MINNEAPOLIS-WCCO and KSTP, formerly with San Francisco's KSFO.
ball club for exclusive broadcast - senior announcer, and Whitt MacDowelL St. Paul; WDAL, Duluth; KROC,
- CONNECTICUT rights.
chief engineer, of WINO, went fishing the Rochester; KWLM, Winona; KATE,
HARTFORD-WTIC was congratulated
other day. Ordinary methods of fishing Albert ' Lea; and KVOX, Moorhead, by Motor Vehicle Commissioner John T.
- MISSOURI ". LOUIS-'Jobs for Heroes" is a new being too tame, the boys decided to go all collaborated in carrying the finals McCarthy for its excellent registration
mute feature heard over KXOK. On in for goggle -fishing.... which is the of the statewide second annual 4-H radio publicity during the month of Febt program, Miss Virginia Davis inter- reason the entire staff of the station will Club Radio Public Speaking contest ruary. "With your cooperation," said the
s two honorably discharged war vet - have a fishfry this week with the eight held at the University Farm campus Commissioner, "we have completed a
snappers Dave and Whitt brought back last week under the sponsorship of most satisfactory registration period withis, reviews their. qualifications, and
extension division of the Univertheir preference regarding civilian ....Otis Wright, who left the WINO en- the
gineering staff last August to loin KOH, sity of Minnesota and the Minnesota out the usual long lines at the offices
,

loyment. Prospective employers are
fed to telephone or write the station. Reno, has returned to replace 'Tiny"
(nigh program had very little advance Baker....Hal Barkas, on WINO's anicily, it was huge success. During the nouncerial staff, is engaged to Ruth
two weeks, 18 men and one ex-WAC Cookerly of WFBR's program dept.. BalInterviewed. All received offers of timore.
loyment, with a big majority definitely

- MICHIGAN -

past few days."
Jewish Council....More than 400 boys during -the
MASSACHUSETTS and girls from 70 counties in Minne- BOSTON-Alton
Hall Blackington,
sota participated in the contest.... photographer, author
lecturer,
One thousand dollars in War Bonds whose Yankee Yarnsand
are featured,
and scholarships were awarded by the weekly over WBZ and WBZA,
is preMinnesota Jewish Council.
senting his popular motion pictures,

- MONTANA DETROIT-George Cushing, WJR
"Yankee Newsreel," as part of the
news editor, has been suffering from MISSOULA-Sots Vratis, commercial Westinghouse historical radio exhibit,
-KANSAS a painful infection of his left eye.... manager of KGVO, is now being managed taking place in Filene's Boston deALINA-New faces at KSAL are: New to this station's publicity de- by Uncle Sam. His successor has not partment store ....Arthur Feldman,
b Clark is the new program direc- partment is Dick Frederick, formerly yet been named. ...Studio visitors to this former WBZ special events man, was
replacing Ben Greer who is now on the Michigan OWI staff, a Detroit station last week were Mr. and Mrs. heard recently in an exclusive BBC
piing lobs to their liking.

WMC, Memphis, as special events newspaper and news editor of WXYZ W. F. Flynn of KRJF, Miles City. Mr.
program over WBZ and WBZA. Feldbunter. New spieler is Bob Bundy,
..New spieler for WJR is Pat Quinn Flynn spent a week in Missoula as
was just graduated from a Cali - who hails from Detroit's FM station, guest lecturer in the school of Journalism man, now a Blue Network war correspondent, spoke from London and

la broadcasting school....Listen- WENA. Quinn echoes from WASK,
are expressing their written ap- Lafayette, Indiana, and before that
1al of the station's "Children's with WGRC, Louisville-then WCAR,
é Hour« which is designed to Pontiac, Mich.
fliarize youngsters with the Bible
- OHIO Three new nation-wide shows CLEVELAND - Newest addition to
ld on KSAL are: "First Nighter," WGAR is Lillian Mast.. , . Wallen J.
Man

Adventure,"

and

at Montana State University.

described changes in the British capi- PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA-Marion Mason, tal during his 18 months overseas.
popular songstress, is featured twice

weekly with Norman Black and his
string - ensemble over ` WFIL....M.
Leonard Matt, newscaster for, WDAS,

"Cisco "Long" Sylvester is in complete charge interviewed

"Soldiers With Wings"
To Premiere On Blue

Col. John M. Gantner

(Continued from Page 1)
of local sales for station WJW....Edith recently on the work of the guard... series of broadcasts on another netMellen, new women's director for WJW, WCAU and RKO Pictures have com- work.
-ffLADELPHIA -Station WHAT's new was formerly with WELD. Niagara Falls. pleted arrangements for an ambitious
Arrangements for the show to go
promotional
stunt
for
RKO's
forthltam is called "1340 Club" with Joe She will conduct two half-hour programs
nationwide on the Blue were comR as emcee....From WPEN comes five days a week: "Women's Page" and coming . "Tender Comrade" starring pleted at a luncheon last week atGinger
Rogers....Marvin
Crane
is
I that Peter Arnell and Tommy Har- "What's Cookin' ".... COLUMBUS-Kentended by Don E. Gilman, vice-presionce conducted a sports show while neth B. Johnson. president of WCOL, has the new addition to the sales staff of dent in charge of the network's WestHeckert, WIBG ern Division; Leo Tyson, the Blue's
Idtng the University of Michigan. assumed full management of the station, WPEN....Robert
interviewed
Paul Coast Program Manager, Major Eddie
now that Neal A. Smith, former manager. commentator,
has taken a post with Cincinnati station. Hagen recently. Hagen is author of Dunstedter, the program's musical
"Germany After Hitler"....James W.

- PENNSYLVANIA -

- NEW YORK -

March 14
iayle H. Cavanor Mark Brenneman
iarvey Hays
Madeleine Pierce
Bennett Larson
Ed Pancoast

director, and Captains Fred Brisson
NEW YORK-WNYC is cooperating Gantz, newspaperman and former and Ted Steele from the Santa Ana
with the New York City Board of sports editor of the Philadelphia Air Base.
Education to present a new daily "Record," has been named news and
In addition to the orchestra, a
series of programs which are written, publicity director for KYW.
chorus of 16 voices, and a quintet o
produced and directed by the city
- WEST VIRGINIA singers called the Aircrew, guest star
students and faculty members of the CHARLESTOWN-John MacLean, for- will be featured on each broadcast.
B -E and designed to serve as an addi- merly of the WGKV newstaff, has joined
Future bookings of Hollywoo
tion to the regular public school cur- the announcerial staff of WCHS. ...Sam talent,include Paul Muni
and Martha
riculum....Louise Kadison is doing Molen, sports director of WCHS and the Scott for the second Blue
Networlt ,
publicity for WBYN....Features and West Virginia Network, will tour the broadcast on March 22; Merle
featured on WBYN's "We Bring You major league baseball training camps be- and another screen personalityOberonyet to
News" program are: "Between the ginning March 16. Accompanied by Odes be selected for March 29, and Charles
Lines" with Al Reid; "The Sportsman"
Robinson, chief of the engineering departand another star for the
with Dick Bell; "Behind the War ment. Molen will visit eight of the 16 Laughton
April 5 airing.
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Padway, AFM Counsel, Plans
To Contest Decision Of WLB

Recording Industry
Awaits NWLB Action

from Page 1)
Dr. Lee DeForest will visit Mexico board lacks jurisdiction over (Continued
the AFM very gently with Mr. Petrillo in afCity soon as a guest of the Mexican dispute,
Padway said he will argue firming that the kind of direct payGovernment. Behind the DeForest the matter.
recommendation of ments he is seeking under proper
mission is a project for the estab- the panel, heThe
said, has no basis in law safeguards would not be opposed to
lishment of factories and schools look- and is completely
erroneous. "The re- social policy, at least in those in'.'"1' ing toward the development of both
itself, on the other hand," he stances where members of the same
sight and sound. Don Emilio Azcar- port
" raga, key man in Mexican broadcast - said, "was completely favorable to union through the work they perform
us."
for the same employers, create the
"Á ". ing, will figure prominently in any
The parties must file replies, or technological unemployment of their
') eye -and -ear enterprises South of the
comments, within 10 days, after which union brothers. We dissent, along
border....British tele activity is due the
board will act. Padway will ask with the industry member of the
to provide domestic equipment cornoral
argument, and it' i,s likely that panel, trom even this much qualified
panies with stiff competition after the
'`'' Axis cracks up....Post-war recon- he will be granted the request. How judgment. To our way of tninking,
the board will actually hear him the panel has taken an unassailable
struction in other parts of Europe will Soon
another question. It could be in position in maintaining that the
be complemented by an upsurge of is
two weeks, or not for two months.
union's demand is not customary and
television manufacturing.
There was no comment from FCC may not properly be imposed under
or the NAB on the panel report. Sena- the prescriptions of the War Labor
i..
ele circles are adither over the tor D. Worth Clark, Democrat, Idaho, Disputes Act and the practice of the
mor that Philco may apply for chairman of the Senate Interstate board. No doubt Mr. Petrillo could
channel two in New York, which is Commerce Sub -Committee which held make out a strong legal case against
already held by CBS. Prospective an inconclusive investigation of the the WLB's assumption of jurisdiction
channel fracas is a sequel to the cur- AFM ban last year, said he had not over the dispute involving the musirent report that NBC is seeking had time to study the report and thus cians union. But that is an issue that
Zenith's number -one slot in Chicago could not comment on it. He revealed, should have been raised long ago
.There's word circulating that the however, that the committee record when the WLB first began to interBlue is negotiating a tie-up with will be opened Monday to permit tes- fere in disputes that had only a reWestinghoue
The
New
York timony by Joseph M. Maddy, head of mote relation to the war effort."
"Herald Tribune" is mulling a look - the Interlachen, Mich., National Music
"Star" Calls Check Temporary
and -listen layout. A preliminary in- Camp. The camp's orchestra was The "Star," on the other hand,
'

spection of sight -and -sound possibili- banned from the air two summers ago found the report no setback to the
ties has been made by the Gotham by AFM.
long-range plans of the AFM presi-

"Post" Sees Setback
daily for action by the board of dident. Recommending that the board
rectors....)'A, the radio part of AP, Views on the panel report were order the musicians back to work was
is actively surveying the tele scene stated editorially yesterday by the in -itself a setback, the paper said, but
t ....J.
Walter Thompson Co. will un- Washington "Post" and the "Evening there is a suggestion in the panel's
Star." The "Post" saw the report as language that its decision might have
cover a tele trump card shortly.
A setback to Petrillo and declared:
been different if unemployment at"All this talk about the banning of tributable to radio and recordings
Watch Steve Trilling, assistant to record -making because the use of was widespread among musicians. The
Jack L. Warner, for tele developments canned, music takes bread out of the "Star" also pointed to the fact that
at the Warner Brothers' lot in Holly- mouths of musicians is a smoke screen the panel said that under proper safewood.... Paramount is keeping sensa- concealing the real issue in dispute. guards "the payment by an employer
tional plans under wraps....Jam What Mr. Petrillo is aiming at, and of unemployment fees directly to a
Handy, sound slide -film outfit, will has so far failed to obtain from the union would not be opposed to social
apply for a tele license in the near Columbia Recording Company and policy."
future....Du Mont is considering RCA's recording subsidiaries, is an The Capital paper stated that Penetwork operations along the east- agreement committing those two trillo may be checked for the duraern seaboard....Ross Metzger, direc- large producers of records to direct tion of the war if the panel report is
tor of radio for Ruthrauff & Ryan's payments into the unemployment sustained, but there is no reason to
Chicago office. has been scrutinizing fund of the musicians union. There suppose that he will not renew his
eye -and -ear entertainment.
is no Petrillo -imposed ban on the demands successfully when the war
making of records by companies ac- ends, always assuming that the music to the union ultimatum and loving public remains indifferent or
Cross-country trip by most of NBC's ceding
records are in fact now being perhaps willing to foot the bill for
top officials in behalf of the net's such
third annual "War Clinic" is also be- made. In our opinion, panel has dealt I him.
.

ing utilizied to sound out affiliates regarding prexy Niles Trammell's rec- Electronic Workers Show
ent statement on tele links. Production
Salem, Mass.-Electronic workers
heads of that web have been visiting in the Sylvania Electric Products,
WRGB, Schenectady, for a look-see Inc., plant, are producing their own
at General Electric's methods prior program, "Sylvania Showtime" over
to the resumption of NBC's live -talent WESX every Saturday night from the
telecasts early next month
Al- ballroom of the Hotel Hawthorne.
though Columbia's tele plans for flesh Talent and studio audience comes
entertainment have not been dis- from the employees at the plant.

closed, it is believed that live shows
will also emanate from there shortly group, beginning Thursday evening at
afterward, at least via 'the CBS the Engineering Societies Building in
''1. mobile unit.
Gotham....WPTZ, Philco's tele outlet in Philly, is playing around with
Basic principles of the television the composite alternate -carrier sys,

art will be surveyed in a series of
six weekly lectures under the joint
'(e sponsorship of the New York section of the Institute of Radio Engi..`h;

tem of synchronization.... WRBG's

production and technical staffs devote
an afternoon a ' week to a laboratory
session for experimentation with

neers and the American Institute of lighting, make-up and other presenElectrical Engineers' communications tation devices.

Benes On CBS Tonight

(Continued from Page 1)

F

decision of the National War Labe
Board which received the recommet

dation that the musicians go back t
work on the basis of July 31, 1942, tI,

actual situation is status quo unt
further mandate from the NWLB.

Decea, World Waiting
in yesterday

As per statement

RADIO DAILY, the intervenors RC4
and CRC contend their position is nil

sound. Milton Diamond, counsel fo
Decca Records and World Broadcast
ing System, said yesterday he had n
comment to make at this time, sine
his companies were not a party to th,
WLB hearings. However he did sa'
that if any deal was made by the AFh
with any recording company whirl
got a better deal than Decca-Work

and all the other signatories to the
AFM pact, then he would naturally
take advantage of the clause in the
contract which promised him suet

relief, and make all pacts conform.
An unofficial spokesman (not Dia
mond) in talking of the status of the

smaller firms who signed with the

musicians union, said they still think
they did the right thing because they
could not afford to fight Petrillo any
longer. Fighting Petrillo he said, was
a luxury the average transcription or
recording company could not stand.
Petrillo's week-end statement rela-

tive to fighting the case in the high
court is a repetition of what he told
the WLB panel during the hearings
last fall.
"First Rebuff for Petrillo"

Under title of "First Rebuff for Petrillo," the New York "Herald -

Tribune" published a lengthy

edi-

of Monday. The editorial in

part,

torial on the WLB findings in its issue
reads as follows:

Now one Federal agency, a
fact-finding panel of the War Labor

Board, has administered the first serious check to James Caesar Petrillo's
triumphant career. It has knocked the
props from under the whole elaborate

structure upon which he based his
arrogant demands for sovereign pow-

ers and has recommended that the

full War Labor Board direct

the

American Federation of Musicians to
cease its strike against those record-

ing companies which still hold out
against paying Mr. Petrillo for the
privilege of continuing in business.
The majority of the panel, with the
President Eduard Benes of Czecho- labor member dissenting, finds no
slovakia will be heard on CBS today serious unemployment among musifrom London, seat of his exiled gov- cians. It has some difficulty in ap-

For 2nd Corwin Show

ernment, during the second ,program praising the exact effect of mechanof the new series, "Columbia Presents ized music upon the performers, but
Corwin," broadcast from 10:00-10:30 points out that the union has no efp.m., EWT.
fective standards of admission and
The broadcast, a dramatic tribute that two out of every three members
to the Czech people, is titled "The do not depend on music for a liv
Long Name None Could Spell," and lihood'."
is written, directed and produced by
Corwin. The production was originally
Canadian Dividend
presented at Carnegie Hall last May
in a program arranged by the Amer- Montreal-Directors of Standard
ican Friends of Czechoslovakia. To- Radio, Limited, have declared reguday's show will be given on the fifth lar quarterly dividend of 10 cents
anniversary of the invasion of Czecho- per share, payable April 10, to shareslovakia.

holders of record March 21.
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
the show being called "In the Huddle." News' with John Neal; and "Holly-CALIFORNIA News" with Barbara Benedict
VS ANGELES-Laly Dill, wife of ....PITTSBURGH-WCAE has engaged wood
..Eddie Conwell, N. Y. U's 60 -yard
Helen ObField Marshall Sir John Dill, a its first girl engineer-she's
track
star,
guested on Sam Taub's
hh ranking officer in the British sharsky....New publicity director for

major league camps and make recordings of his interviews with the players.
The record will be aired on the "Sport
Page of the Air" while Molen is on va-

sportspot on WMCA.
F1 Cross, guested on the KECA Red WCAE is Mitchell B. DeGroot, Jr., for-TEXAS program recently. She dis- merly with W. Earl Bothell Adv. Agency.
FORT WORTH-Frank Mills is being
-SOUTH DAKOTAed international Red Cross and
heard
over
KGKO
and stations of the
YANKTON-Good example of radio
e interesting comparisons been the American and English station cooperation occurred last week Lone Star Chain in a new series of newsanizations....SANTA BARBARA at WNAX, when Wynn Hubler, casts under a sponsorship of the Bowen
eorge Humphrey, formerly with "Neighbor Lady," was notified of her Motor Coach Company.... Ted Graves is
Iss
1-A, Clovis, New Mexico, has "en- mother's sudden death and left for being heard as narrator on the Texas Eleceered" himself to KDB, Santa Iowa at once. Edith Hansen, of KMA, tric programs over KGKO.... Bill Wood
:bara....OAKLAND-For the 8th Shenandoah, Iowa, who conducts a Photo Company has renewed its contract
tsecutive year KROW will carry similar program, immediately volun- for a series of daily spots over KGKO
full schedule of Pacific Coast base- teered to fill Neighbor Lady's 35 -min- ...."Melodies That Linger" is being sponleague games in which the Oak - ute ad-lib show over WNAX by direct sored for five minutes daily over KGKO
by the Producers Creamery Company.
ti "Oaks" club plays, according to wire. The show went on.
dip G. Lasky, station manager,
-FLORIDA -MINNESOTA p has just "on the dotted line" with
WEST PALM BEACH-Dave Webster, MINNEAPOLIS-WCCO and KSTP,
i ball club for exclusive broadcast - senior announcer, and Whitt MacDowelh St. Paul; WDAL, Duluth; KROC,
rights.
chief engineer, of WINO, went fishing the Rochester; KWLM, Winona; KATE,
other day. Ordinary methods of fishing Albert Lea; and KVOX, Moorhead,
- MISSOURI go all collaborated in carrying the finals
T. LOUIS-lobs for Heroes" is a new being too tame, the boys decidedisto the
of the statewide second annual 4-H
ninute feature heard over KXOK. On in for goggle -fishing.... which
Club Radio Public Speaking contest
h program, Miss Virginia Davis inter- reason the entire staff of the station will held
at the University Farm campus
ws two honorably discharged war vet- have a fishfry this week with the eight
last
week under the sponsorship of
as, reviews their qualifications, and snappers Dave and Whitt brought back the extension
division of the Univer....Otis Wright, who left the WINO enis their preference regarding civilian
sity of Minnesota and the Minnesota
ployment. Prospective employers are gineering staff last August to join KOH, Jewish
Council.... More than 400 boys
;lied to telephone or write the station. Reno, has returned to replace 'Tiny"
hough program had very little advance Baker.... Hal Barkas, on WJNO's an- and girls from 70 counties in Minne-

cation.

ve interviewed. All received offers of timore.

weekly over WBZ and WBZA, is pre

r

dicity, it was huge success. During the nouncerial staff, is engaged to R u t h
fit two weeks, 18 men and one ex-WAC Cookerly of WFBR's program dept., Bal-

- WASHINGTON to the largest possible number of
Pacific Northwest gardeners, Cecil
SEATTLE-Wishing to be of service

Solly

h" i !'

inaugurated a three -a -week ¡t

series of his "Gardening for Food" ¡
program over KIRO....Miss Alice

KIRO helping Jim Upthegrove in the .
engineering department. He was
formerly with San Francisco's KSFO.

-CONNECTICUT -

HARTFORD-WTIC was congratulated
by Motor Vehicle Commissioner John T.,
McCarthy for its excellent

registration

radio publicity during the month of Feb.
ruary. "With your cooperation," said the

Commissioner, "we have completed a
most satisfactory registration period with-

out the usual long lines at the offices.
during the past few days."

- MASSACHUSETTS -

Minnesota Jewish Council.
-MICHIGANsenting his popular motion pictures,
-MONTANA DETROIT-George Cushing, WJR
MISSOULA-Sots Vratis, commercial "Yankee Newsreel," as part of the news
editor,
has
been
suffering
from
Westinghouse historical radio exhibit
-KANSAS a painful infection of his left eye.... manager of KGVO, is now being managed
place in Filene's Boston de -1
ALINA-New faces at KSAL are: New to this station's publicity de- by Uncle Sam. His successor has not taking
E rb Clark is the new program direc- partment is Dick Frederick, formerly pet been named.... Studio visitors to this partment store.... Arthur Feldman
former WBZ special events man, wa
t, replacing Ben Greer who is now on the Michigan OWI staff, a Detroit station last week were Mr. and Mrs. heard
recently in an exclusive BB

h WMC, Memphis, as special events newspaper and news editor of WXYZ W. F. Flynn of KRW, Miles City. Mr.
anouncer. New spieler is Bob Bundy,
..New spieler for WJR is Pat Quinn Flynn spent a week in Missoula as
v o was just graduated from a Cali- who hails from Detroit's FM station, guest lecturer in the school of Journalism
f nia broadcasting school....Listen- WENA. Quinn echoes from WASK, at Montana State University.

are expressing their written ap- Lafayette, Indiana, and before that
-PENNSYLVANIA of the station's "Children's with WGRC, Louisville-then WCAR, PHILADELPHIA-Marion Mason,
He Hour"- which is designed to Pontiac, Mich.
popular songstress, is featured twice
f iliarize youngsters with the Bible
weekly with Norman Black and his
-OHIOThree new nation-wide shows CLEVELAND - Newest addition to string ensemble over ' WFIL....M.
lard on KSAL are: "First Nighter," WGAR is Lillian Mast.... Wallen J. Leonard Matt, newscaster. for. WDAS,
"uman Adventure," and "Cisco "Long" Sylvester is in complete charge interviewed Col. John M. Gantner
of local sales for station WY/. ...Edith recently on the work of the guard...
-PENNSYLVANIA Mellen, new women's director for WJW, WCAU and RKO Pictures have comHILADELPHIA -Station WHAT's new was formerly with WHLD. Niagara Falls. pleted arrangements for an ambitious
P gram is called "1340 Club" with Joe She will conduct two half-hour programs promotional- stünt for RKO's- forthCon as emcee....From WPEN comes five days a week: "Women's Page" and coming "Tender Comrade" starring
urd that Peter Arnett and Tommy Har- "What's Cookin "....COLUMBUS-Ken- Ginger Rogers.... Marvin Crane is
m' once conducted a sports show while neth B. Johnson, president of WCOL, has the new addition to the sales staff of
ending the University of Michigan, assumed full management of the station, WPEN....Robert Heckert, WIBG
e

lural

program over WBZ and WBZA. Feld=

man, now a Blue Network war cor
respondent, spoke from London an
described changes in the British capi
tal during his 18 months overseas.

"Soldiers With Wings"
To Premiere On Blue
(Continued from Page 1)

series of broadcasts on another net.
work.

Arrangements for the show to go
nationwide on the Blue were completed at a luncheon -last week at
tended by Don E. Gilman, vice-president in charge of the network's West-

ern Division; Leo Tyson, the Blue'sl
interviewed
Paul Coast Program Manager, Major Eddie?
now that Neal A. Smith, former manager, commentator,
has taken a post with Cincinnati station. Hagen recently. Hagen is author of Dunstedter, the program's musical;

March 14
Hayle H. Cavanor Mark Brenneman

Harvey Hays Madeleine Pierce
G. Bennett Larson
Ed Pancoast

:,3,-

ently....Jack McMullen is back at

BOSTON-Alton Hall Blackington,
sota participated in the contest.... photographer,
and lecturer,
One thousand dollars in War Bonds whose Yankeeauthor
Yarns are feature
and scholarships were awarded by the

oployment, with a big majority definitely
o epting jobs to their liking.

"

Haley, director of Home Economics IF
for the Celanese Corporation of Amer- +
ica, discussed the "Do's and Don'ts for
Rayon Fabrics" in a guest interview
on KIRO's Housewives program rec- .1

"Germany After Hitler"....James W. director, and Captains Fred Brisson;
- NEW YORK NEW YORK-WNYC is cooperating Gantz, newspaperman and former and Ted Steele from the Santa Ana
with the New York City Board of sports editor of the Philadelphia Air Base.
Education to present a new daily "Record," has been named news and
In addition to the orchestra, a
series of programs which are written, publicity director for KYW.
chorus of 16 voices, and a quintet of
produced and directed by the city
-WEST VIRGINIA singers called the Aircrew, guest stars
students and- faculty members of the
CHARLESTOWN-John MacLean, for- will be featured on each broadcast.
B -E and designed to serve as an addi- merly of the WGKV newstaff, has joined
Future bookings of Hollywoo
tion to the regular public school cur- the announcerial staff of WCHS. , ..Sam talent include Paul Muni
and Marth
riculum.... Louise Kadison is doing Molen, sports director of WCHS and the Scott for the second Blue
publicity for WBYN....Features and West Virginia Network, will tour the broadcast on March 22; MerleNetwork
featured on WBYN's "We Bring You major league baseball training camps be- and another screen personalityOberon
yet to
News" program are: "Between the ginning March 16. Accompanied by Odes be selected for March 29, and Charles
Lines" with Al Reid; "The Sportsman" Robinson, chief of the engineering depart- Laughton and another star for the
with Dick Bell; "Behind the War ment, Molen will visit eight of the 16 April 5 airing.

,
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Padivay, AFM Counsel, Plans

f
Spectral Static

To Contest Decision Of ' WLB

(Continued from Page 1)
Dr. Lee DeForest will visit Mexico
lacks jurisdiction over the AFM very gently with Mr. Petrillo in afCity soon as a guest of the Mexican board
Padway said he will argue firming that the kind of direct payGovernment. Behind the DeForest dispute,
matter. The recommendation of ments he is seeking under proper
mission is a project for the estab- the
lishment of factories and schools look- the panel, he said, has no basis in law safeguards would not be opposed to
and is completely erroneous. "The re- social policy, at least in those ining toward the development of both port
on the other hand," he stances where members of the same
sight and sound. Don Emilio Azcar- said, itself,
raga, key man in Mexican broadcast- us.' "was completely favorable to union through the work they perform
for the same employers, create the
ing, will figure prominently in any The parties must file
replies, or technological unemployment of their
eye -and -ear enterprises South of the
comments,
within
10
days,
after
which
border....British tele activity is due the board will act. Padway will ask union brothers. We dissent, along
with the industry member of the
to provide domestic equipment cornargument, and it' is likely that panel, trom even this much qualified
panies with stiff competition after the oral
he
will
be
granted
the
request.
How
Axis cracks up....Post-war recon- 400h the board will actually hear him judgment. To our way of tninking,
the panel has taken an unassailable
struction in other parts of Europe will is another question. It could be in position
in maintaining that the
be complemented by an upsurge of two weeks, or not for two months.
union's demand is not customary and
television manufacturing.
There was no comment from FCC may not properly be imposed under
or the NAB on the panel report. Sena- the prescriptions of the War Labor
ele circles are adither over the tor D. Worth Clark, Democrat, Idaho, Disputes Act and the practice of the
mor that Philco may apply for chairman of the Senate Interstate board. No doubt Mr. Petrillo could
channel two in New York, which is Commerce Sub -Committee which held make out a strong legal case against
already held by CBS. Prospective an inconclusive investigation of the the WLB's assumption of juriSdiction
channel fracas is a sequel to the cur- AFM ban last year, said he had not over the dispute involving the musirent report that NBC is seeking had time to study the report and thus cians union. But that is an issue that
Zenith's number -one slot in Chicago could not comment on it. He revealed, should have been raised long ago
...There's word circulating that the however, that the committee record when the WLB first began to inter.

1

1.

Blue is negotiating a tie-up with will be opened Monday to permit tes- fere in disputes that had only a reWestinghoue
The
New
York timony by Joseph M. Maddy, head of mote relation to the war effort."
"Herald Tribune" is mulling a look - the Interlachen, Mich., National Music
"Star" Calls Check Temporary
and -listen layout. A preliminary in- Camp. The camp's orchestra was The "Star," on the other hand,

spection of sight -and -sound possibili- banned from the air two summers ago found the report no setback to the
ties has been made by the Gotham by AFM.
long-range plans of the AFM presi-

"Post" Sees Setback
)' daily for action by the board of diViews on the panel report were
rectors... ,yA, the radio part of AP,
is actively surveying the tele scene, stated editorially yesterday by the
'" ...J, Walter Thompson Co. will un- Washington "Post" and the "Evening
Star." The "Post" saw the report as
cover a tele trump card shortly.

Watch Steve Trilling, assistant to

Jack L. Warner, for tele developments

at the Warner Brothers' lot in Hollywood....Paramount is keeping sensafil tional plans under wraps....Jam
..... Handy, sound slide -film outfit, will

,

apply for a tele license in the near
future....Du Mont is considering
,+. network operations along the eastern
ern seaboard....Ross Metzger, directe; tor of radio for Ruthrauff &Ryan's

` 4'1`;!Chicago office. has been scrutinizing
eye -and -ear entertainment.

order the musicians back to work was
in -itself a setback, the paper said, but

there is a suggestion in the panel's
a setback to Petrillo and declared:
been different if unemployment at"All this talk about the banning of tributable to radio and recordings
record -making because the use of was widespread among musicians. The
canned music takes bread out of the "Star" also pointed to the fact that
mouths of musicians is a smoke screen the panel said that under proper safeconcealing the real issue in dispute. guards "the payment by an employer
What Mr. Petrillo is aiming at, and of unemployment fees directly to a
has so far failed to obtain from the union would not be opposed to social
Columbia Recording Company and policy."
RCA's recording subsidiaries, is an
The Capital paper stated that Peagreement committing those two trillo may be checked for the duralarge producers of records to direct tion of the war if the panel report is
payments into the unemployment sustained, but there is no reason to
fund of the musicians union. There suppose that he will not renew his
is no Petrillo -imposed ban on the demands successfully when the war
making of records by companies ac- ends, always assuming that the music ceding to the union ultimatum and loving public remains indifferent or
such records are in fact now being perhaps willing to foot the bill for

Cross-country trip by most of NBC's
top officials in behalf of the net's made. In our opinion, panel has dealt
third annual "War Clinic" is also being utilizied to sound out affiliates regarding prexy Niles Trammell's rec- Electronic Workers Show
ent statement on tele links. Production Salem, Mass.-Electronic workers
heads of that web have been visiting in the Sylvania Electric Products,
WRGB, Schenectady, for a look-see Inc., plant, are producing their own
;f at General Electric's methods prior program, "Sylvania Showtime" over
to the resumption of NBC's live -talent WESX every Saturday night from the
telecasts early next month
Al- ballroom of the Hotel Hawthorne.
though Columbia's tele plans for flesh Talent and studio audience comes
entertainment have not been dis- from the employees at the plant.

closed, it is believed that live shows
will also emanate from there shortly group, beginning Thursday evening at
afterward, at least via the CBS the Engineering Societies Building in
mobile unit.
Gotham....WPTZ, Philco's tele outlet in Philly, is playing around with
Basic principles of the television the composite alternate -carrier sys-

language that its decision might have

him.

Benes On CBS Tonight

sponsorship of the New York section of the Institute of Radio Engineers and the American Institute of

Electrical Engineers' communications

of

19.

Recording Industry
Awaits NWLB Actio1
(Continued from Page 1)

decision of the National War Lab(
Board which received the recommer

dation that the musicians go back t

work on the basis of July 31, 1942,

actual situation is status quo untth
further mandate from the NWLB.

Dacca, World Waiting
in yesterday'

As per statement

RADIO DAILY, the intervenors RCi
and CRC contend their position is stil
sound. Milton Diamond, counsel fo
Decca Records and World Broadcast
ing System, said yesterday he had n,

comment to make at this time, sino
his companies were not a party to th,
WLB hearings. However he did sa)

that if any deal was made by the AFS

with any recording company whicl
got a better deal than Decca-Work
and all the other signatories to the
AFM pact, then he would naturally
take advantage of the clause in the
contract which promised him such
relief, and make all pacts conform.
An unofficial spokesman (not Diamond) in talking of the status of the
smaller firms who signed with the
musicians union, said they still think
they did the right thing because they
could not afford to fight Petrillo any
longer. Fighting Petrillo he said, was
a luxury the average transcription or
recording company could not stand.
Petrillo's week-end statement relative to fighting the case in the high
court is a repetition of what he told
the WLB panel during the hearings
last fall.
"First Rebuff for Petrillo"

Under title of "First Rebuff for Petrillo," the New York "Herald -

Tribune" published a lengthy

edi-

torial on the WLB findings in its issue

of Monday. The editorial

reads as follows:

in part,

Now one Federal agency, a
fact-finding panel of the War Labor
Board, has administered the first serious check to James Caesar Petrillo's
triumphant career. It has knocked the
props from under the whole elaborate

structure upon which he based his

arrogant demands for sovereign pow-

ers and has recommended that the

full War Labor Board direct

the

American Federation of Musicians to
cease its strike against those record-

ing companies which still hold out
against paying Mr. Petrillo for the
privilege of continuing in business.
The majority of the panel, with the
President Eduard Benes of Czecho- labor member dissenting, finds no
slovakia will be heard on CBS today serious unemployment among musifrom London, seat of his exiled gov- cians. It has some difficulty in apernment, during the second .program praising the exact effect of mechan-

For 2nd Corwin Show

of the new series, "Columbia Presents ized music upon the performers, but
Corwin," broadcast from 10:00-10:30 points out that the union has no efp.m., EWT.

fective standards of admission and
The broadcast, a dramatic tribute that two out of every three members
to the Czech people, is titled "The do not depend on music for a liveLong Name None Could Spell," and lihood'."
is written, directed and produced by

Corwin. The production was originally
synchronization.. , , WRBG's presented at Carnegie Hall last May
R, six weekly lectures under the joint production and technical staffs devote in a program arranged by the Amer-

art will be surveyed in a series of tem

,j

dent. Recommending that the board

Tuesday, March 14,

Canadian Dividend

Montreal-Directors of Stan
an afternoon a week to a laboratory ican Friends of Czechoslovakia. To- Radio, Limited, have declared re,
session for experimentation with day's show will be given on the fifth lar quarterly dividend of 10 c
lighting, make=up and other presen- anniversary of the invasion of Czecho- per share, payable April 10, to sh
slovakia.
tation devices.
holders of record March 21.

Tosday, March 14, 1944
sR
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
the show being called "In the Huddle." News' with John Neal; and "Holly.PITTSBURGH-WCAE has engaged wood News" with Barbara Benedict
..Eddie Conwell, N. Y. U's 60 -yard
Helen ObL Field Marshall Sir John Dill, a its first girl engineer-she's
director for track star, guested on Sam Taub's
publicity
sharsky....New
in
the
British
ranking
officer
,
Cross, guested on the KECA Red WCAE is Mitchell B. DeGroot. Jr., for- sportspot on WMCA.
-TEXAS its program recently. She dis- merly with W. Earl Bothell Adv. Agency.
FORT WORTH-Frank Mills is being
-SOUTH DAKOTA ed international Red Cross and
heard
over
EGEO
and stations of the
YANKTON-Good example of radio
e interesting comparisons been the American and English station cooperation occurred last week Lone Star Chain in a new series of newstnizations....SANTA BARBARA at WNAX, when Wynn Hubler, casts under a sponsorship of the Bowen
eorge Humphrey, formerly with "Neighbor Lady," was notified of her Motor Coach Company. ...Ted Graves is
A, Clovis, New Mexico, has "en - mother's sudden death and left for being heard as narrator on the Texas Elecwed" himself to KDB, Santa Iowa at once. Edith Hansen, of KMA, tric programs over EGEO....Bill Wood
oara....OAKLAND-For the 8th Shenandoah, Iowa, who conducts a Photo Company has renewed its contract
tecutive year KROW will carry similar program, immediately volun- for a series of daily spots over EGEO
full schedule of Pacific Coast base - teered to fill Neighbor Lady's 35 -min- ...."Melodies That Linger" is being sponleague games in which the Oak- ute ad-lib show over WNAX by direct sored for five minutes daily over EGEO
by the Producers Creamery Company.
( "Oaks" club plays, according to wire. The show went on.
-FLORIDA ip G. Lasky, station manager,
- MINNESOTA ;has just "on the dotted line" with
WEST PALM BEACH-Dave Webster, MINNEAPOLIS-WCCO and KSTP,
ball club for exclusive broadcast - senior announcer, and Whitt MacDowelL St. Paul; WDAL, Duluth; KROC,

-CALIFORNIA -

T is ANGELES-Laly Dill, wife of

major league camps and make recordings of his interviews with the players.
The record will be aired on the "Sport
Page of the Air" while Molen is on vacation.

- WASHINGTONthe largest possible number of

SEATTLE-Wishing to be of service
to

Pacific Northwest gardeners, Cecil
Solly

inaugurated a three -a -week

series of his "Gardening for Food"
program over KIRO....Miss Alice
Haley, director of Home Economics

for the Celanese Corporation of America, discussed the "Do's and Don'ts for

Rayon Fabrics" in a guest interview
on KIRO's Housewives program rec-

ently....Jack McMullen is back at

KIRO helping Jim Upthegrove in the
engineering department. He was
formerly with San Francisco's KSFO.

- CONNECTICUT chief engineer, of WINO, went fishing the Rochester; KWLM, Winona; KATE,
HARTFORD-WTIC was congratulated.
other day. Ordinary methods of fishing Albert Lea; and KVOX, Moorhead, by Motor Vehicle Commissioner John T.
'. LOUIS-"Jobs for Heroes" is a new being too tame, the boys decided to go all collaborated in carrying the finals McCarthy for its excellent registration
mute feature heard over KXOK. On in for goggle -fishing.... which is the of the statewide second annual 4-H radio publicity during the month of Feb-''
i program, Miss Virginia Davis inter- reason the entire staff of the station will Club Radio Public Speaking contest ruary. "With your cooperation." said the
at the University Farm campus Commissioner, "we have completed a
s two honorably discharged war vet- have a fishfry this week with the eight heldweek
under the sponsorship of most satisfactory registration period withs, reviews their qualifications, and snappers Dave and Whitt brought back last
the
extension
division of the Univer- out the usual long lines at the offices
..Otis Wright, who left the WINO entheir preference regarding civilian
loyment. Prospective employers are gineering staff last August to join KOH, sity of Minnesota and the Minnesota during the past few clays."
ed to telephone or write the station. Reno, has returned to replace "Tiny" Jewish Council....More than 400 boys
- MASSACHUSETTS bugh program had very little advance Baker... .Hal Barkas, on WJNO's an- and girls from 70 counties in MinneBOSTON-Alton Hall Blackington,
sota
participated
in
the
contest....
staff,
is
engaged
to
Ru
t
h
nouncerial
icily, it was huge success. During the
photographer, author and lecturer,
two weeks, 18 men and one ex-WAC Cookerly of WFBR's program dept., Bal- One thousand dollars in War Bonds whose Yankee Yarns are featured
and
scholarships
were
awarded
by
the
timore.
I interviewed. All received offers of
weekly over WBZ and WBZA, is preMinnesota Jewish Council.
- MICHIGAN loyment, with a big majority definitely
senting his popular motion pictures,
-MONTANA DETROIT-George Cushing, WJR
piing jobs to their liking.
MISSOULA-Sots Vratis, commercial "Yankee Newsreel," as part of the
news
editor,
has
been
suffering
from
Westinghouse historical radio exhibit
-KANSAS a painful infection of his left eye.... manager of EGVO, is now being managed taking place in Filene's Boston derights.

- MISSOURI -

.LINA-New faces at KSAL are: New to this station's publicity deb Clark is the new program direc- partment is Dick Frederick, formerly
replacing Ben Greer who is now on the Michigan OWI staff, a Detroit
WMC, Memphis, as special events newspaper and news editor of WXYZ
bunter. New spieler is Bob Bundy,
..New spieler for WJR is Pat Quinn
i was just graduated from a Cali- who hails from Detroit's FM station,
tla broadcasting school.... Listen - WENA. Quinn echoes from WASK,
ere expressing their written ap- Lafayette, Indiana, and before that
tal of the station's "Children's with WGRC, Louisville-then WCAR,
le Hour which is designed to Pontiac, Mich.
,kliarize youngsters with the Bible
-OHIOThree new nation-wide shows CLEVELAND - Newest addition to
fn' on KSAL are: "First Nighter," WGAR is Lillian Mast.... Wallen J.
'Man Adventure," and "Cisco "Long" Sylvester is in complete charge
of local sales for station WIW....Edith

-PENNSYLVANIA -

IILADELPHIA-Station WHAT's new

ram Is called "1340 Club" with Joe
n as emcee....From WPEN comes
that Peter Arnett and Tommy liar once conducted a sports show while
;ding the University of Michigan,

Mellen, new women's director for WJW,
was formerly with MILD, Niagara Falls.
She will conduct two half-hour programs
five days a week: "Women's Page" and
"What's Cookin' ".... COLUMBUS-Kenneth B. Johnson, president of WCOL, has
assumed full management of the stºtion,
now that Neal A. Smith, former manager.
has taken a post with Cincinnati station.

- NEW YORK with the New York City Board of
Education to present a new daily
NEW YORK-WNYC is cooperating

,y
March 14
iayle H. Cavanor Mark Brenneman
iarvey Hays Madeleine Pierce
". Bennett Larson
Ed Pancoast

series of programs which are written,

produced and directed by the city

by Uncle Sam. His successor has not partment store.... Arthur Feldman,
yet been named. ...Studio visitors to this former WBZ special events man, was
station

last week were Mr. and Mrs. heard recently in an exclusive BBC

W. F. Flynn of KRJF, Miles City. Mr.
Flynn spent a week in Missoula as
guest lecturer in the school of Journalism
at Montana State University.

program over WBZ and WBZA. Feld-

man, now a Blue Network war correspondent, spoke from London and

described changes in the British capi- PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA-Marion Mason, tal during his 18 months overseas.
popular songstress, is featured twice

weekly with Norman Black and his

string - ensemble over WFIL....M.
Leonard Matt, newscaster for, WDAS,
interviewed Col. John M. Gantner

"Soldiers With Wings"
To Premiere On Blue

from Page 1)
recently on the work of the guard'... series of(Continued
broadcasts on another netWCAU and RKO Pictures have com- work.
pleted arrangements for an ambitious
Arrangements for the show to go
promotional stunt for RKO's forth- nationwide
on the Blue were corn=
coming "Tender Comrade" starring pleted at a luncheon
-last week at
Ginger Rogers.... Marvin Crane is tended by Don E. Gilman,
vice-presithe new addition to the sales staff of dent in charge of the network's
WestWPEN....Robert Heckert, WIBG ern Division; Leo Tyson, the Blue's
commentator,
interviewed
Paul Coast Program Manager, Major Eddie
Hagen recently. Hagen is author of Dunstedter, the program's musical,
"Germany After Hitler"....James W. director, and Captains Fred Brisson,
Gantz, newspaperman and former and Ted Steele from the Santa Ana -sports editor of the Philadelphia Air Base.
"Record," has been named news and
In addition to the orchestra, a
publicity director for KYW.
chorus of 16 voices, and a quintet o

-WEST VIRGINIA -

students and faculty members oft.the
CHARLESTOWN-John MacLean, forB -E and designed to serve as an addi- merly of the WGEV newstaff, has joined
tion to the regular public school cur- the announcerial staff of WCHS....Sam
riculum.... Louise Kadison is doing Molen. sports director of WCHS and the
publicity for WBYN....Features and West Virginia Network, will tour the
featured on WBYN's "We Bring You major league baseball training camps be.
News" program are: "Between the ginning March 16. Accompanied by Odes
Lines" with Al Reid; "The Sportsman" Robinson, chief of the engineering departwith Dick Bell; "Behind the War ment, Molen will visit eight of the 16

singers called the Aircrew, guest starsfl
will be featured on each broadcast.
Future bookings of Hollywoo
talent. include Paul Muni and Marth

Scott for the second Blue Networ
broadcast on March 22; Merle Obero

and another screen personality yet t
be selected for March 29, and Charle

Laughton and another star for the
April 5 airing.
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Padway, AFM Counsel, Plans
To Contest Decision Of WLB

(Continued from Page 1)
Dr. Lee DeForest will visit Mexico
City soon as a guest of the Mexican board lacks jurisdiction over the AFM very gently with Mr. Petrillo in afdispute, Padway said he will argue firming that the kind of direct pay',
Government. Behind the DeForest the
matter. The recommendation of ments he is seeking under proper
mission is a project for the establishment of factories and schools look- the panel, he said, has no basis in law safeguards would not be opposed to
and
is completely erroneous. "The re- social policy, at least in those ining toward the development of both
sight and sound. Don Emilio Azcar- port itself, on the other hand," he stances where members of the same
"was completely favorable to union through the work they perform
raga, key man in Mexican broadcast- said,
for the same employers, create the
ing, will figure prominently in any us."
eye -and -ear enterprises South of the The parties must file replies, or technological unemployment of their
comments,
within
10
days,
after
which
border.... British tele activity is due the board will act. Padway will ask union brothers. We dissent, along
with the industry member of the
to provide domestic equipment cornoral argument, and it is likely that panel, from even this much qualified
;, panies with stiff competition after the
he
will
be
granted
the
request.
How
judgment.
To our way of tninking,
`y Axis cracks up....Post-war reconstruction in other parts of Europe will soon the board will actually hear him the panel has taken an unassailable
another question. It could be in position in maintaining that the
be complemented by an upsurge of is
two weeks, or not for two months.
union's demand is not customary and
television manufacturing.
There was no comment from FCC may not properly be imposed under
or the NAB on the panel report. Sena- the prescriptions of the War Labor
ele circles are adither over the tor D. Worth Clark, Democrat, Idaho, Disputes Act and the practice of the
mor that Philco may apply for chairman of the Senate Interstate board. No doubt Mr. Petrillo could
channel two in New York, which is Commerce Sub -Committee which held make out a strong legal case against
already held by CBS. Prospective an inconclusive investigation of the the WLB's assumption of jurisdiction
channel fracas is a sequel to the cur- AFM ban last year, said he had not over the dispute involving the musirent report that NBC is seeking had time to study the report and thus cians union. But that is an issue that
Zenith's number -one slot in Chicago could not comment on it. He revealed, should have been raised long ago
...There's word circulating that the however, that the committee record when the WLB first began to interJ

Awaits NWLB Actiai
(Continued from Page 1)

decision of the National War

Lal

Board which received the recommt
dation that the musicians go back
work on the basis of July 31, 1942,1

actual situation is status quo ur
further mandate from the NWLB.
Dacca, World Waiting

As per statement in yesterda,
I. the intervenors R(
RADIO DAy,
and CRC contend their position is st
sound. Milton Diamond, counsel t
Decca Records and World Broadcac
ing System, said yesterday he had

.

comment to make at this time, sin
his companies were not a party to ti
WLB hearings. However he did s:

that if any deal was made by the AF

with any recording company whi,
got a better deal than Decca-Wor
and all the other signatories to tl
AFM pact, then he would natural
take advantage of the clause in tt
contract which promised him suc
relief, and make all pacts confo
An unofficial spokesman (not
mond) in talking of the status o
fere in disputes that had only a re- smaller firms who signed with th
mote relation to the war effort."
musicians union, said they still thin
they did the right thing because the
"Star" Calls Check Temporary
The "Star," on the other hand, could not afford to fight Petrillo an

'

'.

Recording Industry

Blue is negotiating a tie-up with will be opened Monday to permit tesWestinghoue
The
New
York timony by Joseph M. Maddy, head of
"Herald Tribune" is mulling a look- the Interlachen, Mich., National Music
and -listen layout. A preliminary in- Camp. The camp's orchestra was
spection of sight -and -sound possibili- banned from the air two summers ago found the report no setback to the longer. Fighting Petrillo he said, wa
ties has been made by the Gotham by AFM.
long-range plans of the AFM presi- a luxury the average transcription o
"Post" Sees Setback
daily for action by the board of dident. Recommending that the board recording company could not stall(

rectors....PA, the radio part of AP, Views on the panel report were
is actively surveying the tele scene stated editorially yesterday by the
J, Walter Thompson Co. will un: Washington "Post" and the "Evening
Star." The "Post" saw the report as
cover a tele trump card shortly.
a setback to Petrillo and declared:
"All this talk about the banning of
Watch Steve Trilling, assistant to record -making because the use of
Jack L. Warner, for tele developments canned music takes bread out of the
at the Warner Brothers' lot in Holly- mouths of musicians is a smoke screen
wood....Paramount is keeping sensa- concealing the real issue in dispute.
tional plans under wraps....Jam What Mr. Petrillo is aiming at, and
Handy, sound slide -film outfit, will has so far failed to obtain from the
apply for a tele license in the near Columbia Recording Company and
future....Du Mont is considering RCA's recording subsidiaries, is an
network operations along the east- agreement committing those two
ern seaboard....Ross Metzger, direc- large producers of records to direct
tor of radio for Ruthrauff & Ryan's payments into the unemployment
Chicago office. has been scrutinizing fund of the musicians union. There
eye -and -ear entertainment.
is no Petrillo -imposed ban on the
R
making of records by companies acCross-country trip by most of NBC's ceding to the union ultimatum and
top officials in behalf of the net's such records are in fact now being

order the musicians back to work was
Petrillo's week-end statement rela
in -itself a setback, the paper said, but tive to fighting the case in the higl

there is a suggestion in the panel's court is a repetition of what he tat,
language that its decision might have the WLB panel during the hearing
been different if unemployment at- last fall.
tributable to radio and recordings
"First Rebuff for Petrillo"
was widespread among musicians. The

Under title of "First Rebuff for Pe

"Star" also pointed to the fact that trillo," the New York "Herald .
the panel said that under proper safe- Tribune" published a lengthy edi
guards "the payment by an employer torial on the WLB findings in its issue
of unemployment fees directly to a of Monday. The editorial in part

union would not be opposed to social reads as follows:
policy."
Now one Federal agency,
The Capital paper stated that Pe- fact-finding panel of the War Labol
trillo may be checked for the dura- Board, has administered the first serition of the war if the panel report is ous check to James Caesar Petrillo's
sustained, but there is no reason to triumphant career. It has knocked the
suppose that he will not renew his props from under the whole elaborate
demands successfully when the war structure upon which he based his
ends, always assuming that the music - arrogant demands for sovereign powloving public remains indifferent or ers and has recommended that the
s

perhaps willing to foot the bill for full War Labor Board direct

third annual "War Clinic" is also be- made. In our opinion, panel has dealt I him.
ing utilizied to sound out affiliates regarding prexy Niles Trammell's rec- Electronic Workers Show Benes On CBS Tonight
ent statement on tele links. Production
Salem, Mass.-Electronic workers
For 2nd Corwin Show
heads of that web have been visiting in the Sylvania Electric Products,
WRGB, Schenectady, for a look-see Inc., plant, are producing their own
President Eduard Benes of Czechoat General Electric's methods prior program, "Sylvania Showtime" over slovakia
will be heard on CBS today
to the resumption of NBC's live -talent WESX every Saturday night from the from London,
seat of his exiled govtelecasts early next month
Al- ballroom of the Hotel Hawthorne. ernment, during the second program
though Columbia's tele plans for flesh Talent and studio audience comes of the new series, "Columbia Presents
entertainment have not been dis- from the employees at the plant.
Corwin," broadcast from 10:00-10:30
closed, it is believed that live shows
p.m., EWT.
will also emanate from there shortly group, beginning Thursday evening at The broadcast, a dramatic tribute
afterward, at least via 'the CBS the Engineering Societies Building in to the Czech people, is titled "The
mobile unit.
Gotham....WPTZ, Philco's tele out- Long Name None Could Spell," and
let in Philly, is playing around with is written, directed and produced by
Basic principles of the television the composite alternate -carrier sys- Corwin. The production was originally
art will be surveyed in a series of tem of synchronization....WRBG's presented at Carnegie Hall last May
six weekly lectures under the joint production and technical staffs devote in a program arranged by the Amersponsorship of the New York sec- an afternoon a week to a laboratory ican Friends of Czechoslovakia. Totion of the Institute of Radio Engi- session for experimentation with day's show will be given on the fifth
neers and ,the American Institute of lighting, make-up and other presen- anniversary of the invasion of CzechoElectrical Engineers' communications tation devices.
slovakia.

the

American Federation of Musicians to
cease its strike against those record-

ing companies which still hold out
against paying Mr. Petrillo for the
privilege of continuing in business.
The majority of the panel, with the
labor member dissenting, finds no
serious unemployment among musi-

cians. It has some difficulty in ap-

praising the exact effect of mechanized music upon the performers, but
points out that the union has no effective standards of admission and
that two out of every three members
do not depend on music for a livelihood'."

Canadian Dividend
Montreal-Directors of Standard
Radio, Limited, have declared regu-

lar quarterly dividend of 10 cents

per share, payable April 10, to shareholders of record March 21.
4
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
the show being called "In the Huddle."
-CALIFORNIA 'OS ANGELES-Laly Dill, wife of ....PITTSBURGH-WCAE has engaged
Helen ObField Marshall Sir John Dill, a its first girl engineer-she's director
for
publicity
1;h ranking officer in the British 'harsky....New
Mitchell B. DeGroob Jr., for-

News' with John Neal; and "Holly- major league camps and make recordwood News" with Barbara Benedict ings of his interviews with the players.

..Eddie Conwell, N. Y. U's 60 -yard The record will be aired on the "Sport

track star, guested on Sam Taub's Page of the Air" while Molen is on va-

sportspot on WMCA.
d Cross, guested on the KECA Red WCAE is
-TEXAS recently. She dis- merly with W. Earl Bothell Adv. Agency.
FORT WORTH-Frank Mills is being
- SOUTH DAKOTA used international Red Cross and
YANKTON-Good example of radio heard over KGKO and stations of the
de interesting comparisons bethe American and English station cooperation occurred last week Lone Star Chain in a new series of newsizations....SANTA BARBARA at WNAX, when Wynn Hubler, casts under a sponsorship of the Bowen
rge Humphrey, formerly with "Neighbor Lady," was notified of her Motor Coach Company. ...Ted Graves is
mother's sudden death and left for being heard as narrator on the Texas Elec, Clovis, New Mexico, has "ened" himself to KDB, Santa Iowa at once. Edith Hansen, of KMA, tric programs over KGKO....Bill Wood
a....OAKLAND-For the 8th Shenandoah, Iowa, who conducts a Photo Company has renewed its contract

cation.

(ass program

- WASHINGTONthe largest possible number o

SEATTLE-Wishing to be of service
to

Pacific Northwest gardeners, Cecil
Solly

inaugurated a three -a -week

series of his "Gardening for Food
program over KIRO....Miss Alice
Haley, director of Home Economics'
for the Celanese Corporation of Amer-

discussed the "Do's and Don'ts for
cutive year KROW will carry similar program, immediately volun- for a series of daily spots over EGEO ica,
I schedule of Pacific Coast base- teered to fill Neighbor Lady's 35 -min- ...."Melodies That Linger" is being spon- Rayon Fabrics" in a guest interview

eague games in which the Oak - ute ad-lib show over WNAX by direct sored for five minutes daily over KGKO
"Oaks" club plays, according to wire. The show went on.
by the Producers Creamery Company.
G. Lasky, station manager,
-FLORIDA -MINNESOTA as just "on the dotted line" with WEST PALM BEACH-Dave Webster, MINNEAPOLIS-WCCO and KSTP,
all club for exclusive broadcast- senior announcer, and Whitt MacDowelL St. Paul; WDAL, Duluth; KROC,
ights.
chief engineer, of WINO. went fishing the Rochester; KWLM, Winona; KATE,

-MISSOURI-

program, Miss Virginia Davis inter two honorably discharged war vet -

-KANSAS a INA-New faces at KSAL are:
Clark is the new program direceplacing Ben Greer who is now

WMC, Memphis, as special events
ncer. New spieler is Bob Bundy,

was just graduated from a Caliia broadcasting school....Listenere expressing their written apHour

the station's "Children's
which is designed to

news editor, has been suffering from'
a painful infection of his left eye....
New to this station's publicity department is Dick Frederick, formerly
on the Michigan OWI staff, a Detroit
newspaper and news editor of WXYZ
..New spieler for WJR is Pat Quinn
who hails from Detroit's FM station,
WENA. Quinn echoes from WASK,

-PENNSYLVANIA -

HILADELPHIA-Station WHAT's new

rgram is called "1340 Club" with Joe
Lon as emcee....From WPEN comes
vrd that Peter Amell and Tommy Harlin once conducted a sports show while
University of

- CONNECTICUT -

Michigan.

Mellen, new women's director for WJW,
was formerly with WHLD, Niagara Falls.
She will conduct two half-hour programs
five days a week: "Women's Page" and
"What's Cookin' ".... COLUMBUS-Kenneth B. Johnson, president of WCOL, has
assumed full management of the station,
now that Neal A. Smith, former manager,
has taken a post with Cincinnati station.

- NEW YORK NEW YORK-WNYC is cooperating
with the New York City Board of
Education to present a new daily
series of programs which are written,
produced and directed by the city

March 14
Hayle H. Cavanor Mark Brenneman
Harvey Hays
Madeleine Pierce
G. Bennett Larson
Ed Pancoast

MISSOULA-Rocs

Vratis,

commercial

photographer, author and lecturer,
whose Yankee Yarns are featured

weekly over WBZ and WBZA, is pre-

senting his popular motion pictures,

"Yankee Newsreel," as part of the

manager of KCVO. is now being managed Westinghouse historical radio exhibi,

place in Filene's Boston deby Uncle Sam. His successor has not taking
store.... Arthur Feldman,
pet been named.... Studio visitors to this partment
station last week were Mr. and Mrs. former WBZ special events man, was
recently in an exclusive BBC
W. F. Flynn of KRJF, Miles City. Mr. heard
over WBZ and WBZA. FeldFlynnspent a week in Missoula as program
quest lecturer in the school of Journalism man, now a Blue Network war correspondent, spoke from London and
at Montana State University.
described changes in the British capi- PENNSYLVANIA Lafayette, Indiana, and before that
with WGRC, Louisville-then WCAR, PHILADELPHIA-Marion Mason, tal during his 18 months overseas.
popular songstress, is featured twice
Pontiac, Mich.

iliarize youngsters with the Bible
-OHIO.Three new nation-wide shows CLEVELAND
- Newest addition to
fIrd on KSAL are: "First Nighter," WGAR
is
Lillian
Wallen J.
itman Adventure," and "Cisco "Long" Sylvester is Mast....
in complete charge
of local sales for station WJW.... Edith

handing the

KIRO helping Jim Upthegrove in the
engineering department. He was
formerly with San Francisco's KSFO

HARTFORD-WTIC was congratulate
Ordinary methods of fishing Albert Lea; and KVOX, Moorhead,
Motor Vehicle Commissioner John T.
being too tame, the boys decided to go all collaborated in carrying the finals by
its excellent registration
in for goggle -fishing.... which is the of the statewide second annual 4-H McCarthy for
publicity during the month of Febreason the entire staff of the station will Club Radio Public Speaking contest radio
"With your cooperation." said the
have a fishfry this week with the eight held at the University Farm campus ruary.
Commissioner, "we have completed a
snappers Dave and Whitt brought back last week under the sponsorship of most
satisfactory registration period with....Otis Wright, who left the WINO en- the extension division of the Univergineering staff last August to join KOH, sity of Minnesota and the Minnesota out the usual long lines at the offices
past few days."
Reno, has returned to replace 'Tiny" Jewish Council, .. ,More than 400 boys during -the
MASSACHUSETTS Baker....Hal Barkas, on WJNO's an- and girls from 70 counties in MinneBOSTON-Alton Hall Blackington,

reviews their qualifications, and
their preference regarding civilian
pment. Prospective employers are
to telephone or write the station.
gh program had very little advance
ty, It was huge success. During the nouncerial staff, is engaged to Ruth sota participated in the contest....
o weeks. 18 men and one ex-WAC Cookerly of WFBR's program dept., Bal- One thousand dollars in War Bonds
and scholarships were awarded by the
interviewed. All received offers of timore.
Minnesota Jewish Council.
-MICHIGANpment, with a big majority definitely
-MONTANA DETROIT-George Cushing, WJR
ng fobs to their liking.

Val of

ently....Jack McMullen is back a

other day.

LOUIS-lobs for Heroes" is a new
ute feature heard over KKOK- On

.ylle

on KIRO's Housewives program rec.-

weekly with Norman Black and his
string ensemble over WFIL....M.

Leonard Matt, newscaster for. WDAS,
interviewed Col. John M. Gantner

"Soldiers With Wings"
To Premiere On Blue

from Page 1)
recently on the work of the guard... series of(Continued
broadcasts on another netWCAU and RKO Pictures have com-pleted arrangements for an ambitious work.
Arrangements for the show to go

promotional stunt for RKO's forthcoming "Tender Comrade" starring
Ginger Rogers -...Marvin Crane is
the new addition to the sales staff of
WPEN....Robert Heckert, WIBG

nationwide on the Blue were completed at a luncheon last week at-

tended by Don E. Gilman, vice-president in charge of the network's Western - Division; Leo Tyson, the Blue's
commentator, interviewed
Paul Coast Program Manager, Major Eddi
Hagen recently. Hagen is author of Dunstedter, the program's musical
"Germany After Hitler"....James W. director, and Captains Fred Brisso

Gantz, newspaperman and former and Ted Steele from the Santa An
sports editor of the Philadelphia Air Base.
"Record," has been named news and
In addition to the orchestra, a

publicity director for KYW.

chorus of 16 voices, and a quintet o
-WEST VIRGINIA singers called the Aircrew, guest stars
students and- faculty members of the CHARLESTOWN-John MacLean, for- will be featured on each broadcast.
B -E and designed to serve as an addi- merly of the WGKV newstaff. has Joined Future bookings of Hollywoo
tion to the regular public school cur- the announcerial staff of WCHS. , ..Sam talent,include Paul Muni and Marth
riculum....Louise Kadison is doing Molen, sports director of WCHS and the Scott for the second Blue Networ
publicity for WBYN....Features and West Virginia Network, will tour the broadcast on March 22; Merle Obero
featured on WBYN's "We Bring You major league baseball training camps be. and another screen personality yet t
News" program are: "Between the ginning March 16. Accompanied by Odes be selected for March 29, and Charle
Lines" with Al Reid; "The Sportsman" Robinson, chief of the engineering departand another star for the
with Dick Bell; "Behind the War ment, Molen will visit eight of the 16 Laughton
April 5 airing.
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'..'ele Outlook Promising
MICA Defends Policy

Tele Backfire?

A couple of unprogrammed bits

n Replying To NAB
S mgly resenting the NAB intrudecision to sell time as
v jis provide free facilities for dis"controversial issues,"
A through its president Nathan
!orin its
m in

s yesterday wrote to J. Harold
as NAB head explaining that

ew policy of the outlet does not
it or abridge rights enjoyed by
trganization or individual under

I

1

'

'JAB Code. Straus pointed out
lis move is an effort to remove
'ftfalls from the very front door
fio.

of a non
(Continued on Page 7)

que situation

-NAB

')li ' Network Officials

during a stage demonstration of
video

commercials

brought

the

house down yesterday at the "Television Day" luncheon of the Sales
Executives Club in Gotham. An advertised brand of rip -proof overalls
tore apart easily in a lug -of -war,
and a well-known grade of shock resistant, flexible plate glass shat-

tered under the persuasive tap of
a hammer.

Will Name Counsel
To Replace Garey

T. F. Joyce Envisions Post -War Boom
And Predicts Television Production
Will Hypo Industry's Employment
Small Signatories

Television received a potent trade

hypo yesterday when a turnaway

crowd of more than 1,000 sales managers, broadcasters, ad -agency offimotion -picture men and equipHail WLB Decision cials,
ment -company representatives attended a special "Television Day"
Although signed up with the AFM luncheon of the Sales Executives Club

under a direct fee payment plan to in the main ballroom of the Roosethe union, the sympathies of the tran- velt Hotel, New York. The S.R.O.
scription and record companies are. gathering heard Thomas F. Joyce,
with RCA Victor and Columbia manager of RCA -Victor Division's
Record Corp. according to spokesman radio, phonograph and tele departfor the signatories to the new AFM ment, speak on "Television and Post-

pact. As stated in yesterday's RADIO War Jobs."
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Increased employment and purchasposition of the smaller
Washington-Naming of counsel to DAILY, the
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 7)
replace Eugene L. Garey as head of

'o Confer In New York the staff of the Lea committee can
looked for this week, Chairman Revised W -W Measure
sting of department heads of the be
Clarence
Lea said yesterday. The
Now Being Considered Each Party In Canada
Network has been called for committeeF.met
yesterday afternoon

iat, 10 a.m. in the Jantzen Suite in executive session-with all five
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
e Waldorf-Astoria Hotel where members present-to consider the
To Gel Network Time
officials from New York and qualifications of two prominent attor- Washington-Faced with a new
draft
for
a
radio
bill
drawn
up
by
,go will take part in a general
Montreal-The revised policy of
(Continued on Page 7)
Senate Interstate Commerce Comssion of mutual problems. This
on political broadcasting will
mittee Chairman, Burton K. Wheeler, CBC
to first management
meeting
each leader of a recognized
members of the NAB legislative com- allow
since the network was pur- Draft Depletes Ranks
party, or his nominee, onemittee this week submitted compro - political
d by Edward J. Noble and sub half hour a month on a network, it
Of Radio In Chicago
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
was learned yesterday. Announcement of the new arrangement will be
Chicago-Drain on manpower in Wamboldt Leaves Blue
4iwest Farm Specialists
made within a few days.
midwest area continues with reclassi'orm Radio -Press Group fication of many important personaliFor 'Hall Of Fame' Post Heretofore network broadcasts of
(Continued on Page 6)
ties in radio.
hur C. Page, WLS farm pro - Guy Wallace, WBBM announcer M. P. Wamboldt, Blue commercial
director has been elected vice- and emcee of WBBM's "Victory Ma- program supervisor, has been granted Radio Prepares Cover
sent of the Midwest Radio Farm tinee," takes over Cliff Johnson's a leave of absence in order to repreOf Gripsholm Arrival
tors Association. The RFD is a duties on the Monday through Satur- sent Philco and its agency, Sayre M.
organization formed at a meet(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
Ben Grauer for NBC; Dave Driscoll
3

)

ecently at the Morrison Hotel,
tgo, under the auspices of the
of Food Administration. Mem(Continued on Page 2)

Variety Vets
rwo veterans of two -a -day vaudeIle
will revive memories of
livá s Trained Seals, Fink's

lies, and afterpieces, when Fred
len has Ted Lewis as his guest
CBS, Sunday from 9:30 to 10
n. Allen as the "juggling jokeer' and Lewis as the 'high hatted
rgedian of Jazz" played them all

the old vaudeville days from

ast to coast.

Mutual, Johnny Johnstone for
Blue and Paul White for CBS, will
for

N.Y. Outlets Of Major Webs be on hand at Jersey City this morn Reach Agreement With AFM 'Salute to Freedom'
(Continued on Page 2)

King Succeeds Whiteside
As WOR Production Head

Four key outlets of the major networks in New York have reached an

agreement with Local 802 of the AFM,

to run for three years and
Gene King, production supervisor the pact
or less an extension of the conof WOR, has been named production more
which expired between the stamanager of the station replacing tract
and the musicians union on
Arthur Whiteside, who resigned to tions
1, 1944. Major difference between
become a field engineer with Western Feb.
new and old contract is that the
Electric Company. Other staff changes the
include Barney Boyle's promotion scale may be slightly higher in some
Mechanically, the pact is held
from supervisor of the master control cases.
to be the same. Stations concerned In
(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 6)

The

Vocational

Opportunity

Campaign of the National Urban
League, seeking equal opportunity
for the Negro in the war effort, will

be observed In a special broad-

cast, "Salute To Freedom," which
will be heard over NBC on Saturday, Mar. 18, from 3-3:30 p.m.
Fredric March, H. V. Kaltenborn
and Lloyd K. Garrison. prominent
lawyer, will participate.
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Of Radio In Chicago
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mise proposals to the Montana Senator. Although these proposals were
somewhat along the line of the earlier
NAB proposals, submitted in January,
they represented a backing down on

Editar the part
Budgies, Manager spects.

of the industry in some re-

show (WBBM 8:15 to 8:30 a.m., CWT)

when Cliff, who has been sworn into
the Navy, reports to Great Lakes
Naval Training Station around March
18.

Dick Faulkner, WBBM announcer
The committee was recently shown for the past five years, leaves ChiPublished daily except Saturday». SundaTas a draft for new radio legislation pre- cago April 3 to joie the U. S. Mariand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (111), pared by Wheeler. This draft is far time service as an apprentice seaman.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alleoate. more comprehensive than the orig- He reports to Sheepshead Bay, BrookPresident and Publisher; Donald M. Memo,
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin inal S 814, sponsored by Wheeler and lyn, N. Y., for boot training.
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- Senator Wallace H. White, Jr., actNelson Olmsted, NBC story teller,
aging
Editor; Chester B. Hahn, Vice President: Charles A. Alienate, Secretary. ing minority leader of the Senate. To has passed his Army physical. He is
the
NAB
group
it
appeared
to
be
married
and the father of two childTerms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign, far less satisfactory than the original. ren. Jimmie James, WLS National
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. It differs from S 814 on several vital Barn Dance star, has been okayed by
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone points-points of difference which Army doctors and expects to report
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15), Wheeler indicated on numerous occa- for duty the first of April.
:

:

111.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.

matter, April 5,
1937, at the postodice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Entered

as

second class

sions during his questioning of wit-

nesses while the hearings were in
progress late last year.

Senators Confer

Wheeler and Senator

Clark,

(Tuesday, March 14)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
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upon Wheeler Monday-and which meeting will be held in May when the
has been meeting intermittently here association will be organized into a
for several weeks-were Clair Mc- national group.
Cullough, Nathan Lord, J. Harold
Ryan, new NAB president; Robert J.
Bartley,

NAB

legislative

officer;

James Shouse, James Woodruff, Jr.,
Don Elias, committee chairman; G.

Wamboldt Leaves Blue
For 'Hall Of Fame' Post

Richard Shafto,

(Continued from Page 1)

Joseph Ream, CBS, and Frank M. Ramsdell Associates, Inc., in handling,
the "Radio Hall of Fame" show heard
- 1/4 Russell, NBC.
Sundays on the Blue web. With this
sit

131/4 - 1/8
981/4 - 3/4
371/4 - 1/8

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio
411
43/e 43/4

1/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Worth
(Continued from Pay".1)
and Ed. bership includes farm paper editors

Asked

21

23

32

20 YENS HGO TODDY
(March 15, 1924)

Colorful in its presentation by
WEAF, New York, was last night's
special concert by Paul Whiteman

and his celebrated orchestra in

shift the executive committee on the
program will consist of Wamboldt,
Phillips Carlin, program director of
the Blue; William Murray, radio director of the William Morris agency,
(Continued from Paye 1)
and Abel Green of Variety. George
sequent sale of interests to Time, Inc.; Brengel, assistant to Wamboldt, will
Chester J. LaRoche, Mark Woods and be the acting commercial supervisor
Edgar Kobak.
during Wamboldt's absence.
Among problems to be discussed by
the 47 department heads will be that
of programming, engineering, sales, Radio Prepares Cover
station relations and other phases of
Of Gripsholm Arrival

Blue Network Officials
To Confer In New York

network broadcasting in wartime.

Purpose of the gathering, also, is to
mull common problems that beset all
departments and exchange ideas, and
at the same time, give each an opportunity to obtain a broader view of
the network's operations.

(Continued from Page 1)

ing to handle radio interviews with
passengers arriving on the diplomatic liner, Gripsholm. Schedule for the
radio pickups from the pier were uncertain last night.

a

guest speaker.

office and to attend the National Auo
of Chain Drug Stores convention at the
dorf-Astoria.

IVOR KENWAY, special assistant to

Kobak,

Network,

executive vice-president of the
is in Poughkeepsie today to a

the Rotary Club of that city.

BILL HENRY, chief CBS correspondent

V7DA1

AUDIENCES HAVE
BEEN

ass

lyst with offices at WTOP, Columbia's 0
station in Washington, D. C., is in New
this week.

His

Johns -Manville

newscast

originate here through Friday.

ALLEN LACY, JR., commercial manses
advertising director of WJDX, Jackson, hs
rived from Mississippi for conferences wit
New York representatives of the station
WILLIAM WYSE, president of KWBW, H
inson, Kans., is in Chicago at the momea
plans to be in New York on Thursday.
E.

in

E.

HILL, director of WTAG, CBS eft

Worcester, Mass.,

in New York.

is

spending severer

FULTON LEWIS, JR., Mutual's commit
on national affairs now on combined ledge
news gathering tour, will speak ton)
Yakima, Wash.

EARL CARROLL is in Detroit, wh
will rehearse a new "Vanities" show sc
to open there on April 9.
JONES EVANS, commercial manager of
Mutual network outlet in Wilkes -Bane,

is
in New York.
He paid a call y
at the offices of the station's local reps,

JOHN F. O'BRIEN, assistant sales
of RCA Victor's Photophone section,
at the home offices following visits

burgh, Buffalo and New York.

me

Is

In

CAROLE LANDIS and EDDIE CANTOR
Riverside, Cal., today.
The corn
"Time to Smile" program will be b
tonight from nearby March Field.
to

ROBERT MAGEE, sales manager of
Reading, Pa., here on station business. He

to remain until the latter part of the

When Payrolls

Shrink in '44
to be
gome
need
for
There's bound
tapering off in the
But
materials.
certain war
is sitting pretty
now
Baltimore

allrs

2/3
all

repeat of the program given recently

by the maestro at Aeolian Hall....
WIZ will air a special Saturday
luncheon direct from the National
Democratic Club today, at which
Senator Royal S. Copeland will be

CHARLES M. ROBERTSON, IR., presi4
the Ralph H. Jones agency and WILLIAM
LIAMSON, account executive, are in Nee
this week for conferences at their New

D.

Democrat,

Leonard Reinsch,

357re

291A
10

101/8

RCA First Pfd

28

Midwest Farm Specialists
Form Radio -Press Group

Craney, a close adviser of the Mon- and radio farm program directors. A
tanan, were locked in conference yes- twin association has been formed on
terday afternoon, and it is believed the coast and one is in the making
that the radio bill was the subject of in the East. Representatives of 30
at least part of the discussion.
stations are included in the memberIncluded in the group which called ship of the Midwest RFD. Another

FI11lAl1CIAL
High Low Close
1573/8 1571/8 157íA

Idaho

CORING and G01F

(Continued from Page 1)

day "Do You Know the Answer?"

the wwill bear enede

toyed
y in
out

19441

h the

them throng
low-cost
producing,
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sales -
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78% of its sponsors
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TWO GOOD GRIPS
on the NEW YORK MARKET
`/O"s firm hold on two great and responsive audiences gives this important
station a continuous, impressive, around -the -clock audience that results in

atisóed sponsors anytime of the day or night

In the daytime, according
to January Pulse, WOV dominates metropolitan New York's Italian-speaking
audience, reaching as mane as 7696 of the 520,000 Italian radio homes And
in the evening, between the Hooper checking hours of 7:30 and 10:00 p.m.,
WOV reaches more radio homes, at the lowest cost per listener, than any
other New York Independent station.
RALPH

N.

WEIL, GENERAL MANAGER

JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA, NAT'L REP.

'
THE KEY

New York
M

W
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CHICAGO
By BILL IRVIN

ALEX DREIER, NBC commenta

Notes From n Ringside Sent... !
We have, on numerous occasions in the past, paid tribute to
George (NBCaster) Putnam as a news reporter whose talents ranks him
high in his profession
but now we wish to pay tribute to George
Putnam" the man
the young, ambitious and fighting -mad American.
whose voice on and off the air contained the scorn he holds for our enemies, has answered the call" as have millions of his buddies
he
worked until 4:30 a.m. Tuesday at Fox Movietone News and then at
8:30 a.m. reported to his local draft board for the trip to Camp Upton
we were happy to lay aside all other tasks to be with George and a
group of his co-workers of NBC and Blue Network, who tendered the
handsome "soldier'. a going -away -party at Hurley's

Putnam will not

have to look at the watch" presented to him on behalf of his friends by
good old Pat Kelly. in order to remember that the "gang" is rooting for
him and his new buddies
the affection and esteem which George
earned and which was voiced by Ad Schneider, Ben Grauer, Charlie
McCarthy, Doctor Lee Miles. Joe Meyers, Bob Brown, Marshall Smith,
Bill Kapp, Roy Porteous, Ed Herlihy, Arthur Gary. Jim Waldrop, Bill Wyatt,
Bob Denton, Bob Sherry. Malcolm Furman, Fred B. Cole, Kelvin Keech,
George Ansbro, Douglas Browning. Roy Sharp. Jack Hilton, Howard
Scheeffler, Percy Baldwin, Joe Daly, Jesse Mass, Jack Meyers, Dorian St.
George, Preston Rittenhouse, Allin Robinson, Jim Rieder, Dave Maloney,
Charles Berry, Ray Diaz, Roger Krupp. Lyle Van (who succeeds Putnam on
the

O'clock newscast via WEAF) and Roger Bowman, will prove of
inestimable comfort to George in the days to come
we echo the words
of his pals and the thoughts of his listeners, which blend the phrase.
"Godspeed and hurry home.11

*

has been signed as talent of
new five-minute WMAQ news 1.
gram sponsored by Schulz and But
Biscuit Company, through Leo E.
nett Company, Inc., to be heard M.

days through Fridays, 5:00 to

p.m., CWT. Contract is for 52 wet
effective March 13.

Johnny Coons, who plays Chi
Ramsey in the Blue Network se:
"Captain Midnight," is the father
a son, John Douglas, Jr., born recc
ly at Lebanon, Ind. The baby :

delivered by Dr. John D.
father of Johnny.

Co(

Tech Sgt, Harold Azine, U. S. M
ine Corps correspondent formerly
member of the WLS continuity a

news departments, is the author
"Bougainville Landing," lead arti

in Harper's Magazine for March. S
Azine is now in Officer's Candid.
School at New Rivers, N. C.

Hendrik Willem Van Loc
Hendrik Willem Van Loon, Dutc

born historian and author, who di
suddenly at his home, "Niew Veer,
in Old Greenwich, Conn. last Sat:

day, will be buried today from t

Old Greenwich Congregation.
Church. Among those whose me

sages of condolence were received I

the widow are President Roos?ve
Princess Juliana of the Netherlan
and Ambassador Loudon.

Cecil B. DeMille will head East end of the month to

Mutual Billings

Up'

make several broadcasts in connection with the special preview of
his latest Paramount Production, "The Story of Doctor Wassell," at
Constitution Hall in Washington, D. C. for the Army, Navy and
Government biggies, April first. . . Will Osborne, one of the
first of "big time" crooners, who is making a sensational come -back,

Mutual billings for February, 194
reached the figure of $1,547,860,
increase of 87.4 per cent over that
February, 1943, which totalled $826
085.
Cumulative billings for tt

will sign his moniker to a Musicraft Record contract this week.
Comedienne Hope Emerson has been released from her "Ballen-

months of January and Februar:

tine" and "Camel CBShow" commitments, so that she may play the

increase of 81.9 per cent over th

same period in 1943, when the tot
for the two months on the networ

part of "Millie Moon" in the forthcoming Broadway production,
"Chicken Every Sunday," adapted by Jules and Philip Epstein, from
the best-seller of the same name
produced by Edward Gross,

the vehicle will open at the Henry Miller Theater April 1.
Filmatinee idol. Francis Lederer will play opposite Gertrude
Lawrence in "Revlon Revue" radio adaptation of "Rebecca" this
Sunday via the Blue... Prompted by the Major Andre Baruch

a

1944, reached a high of $3,308,159, a

was $1,818,189.

,

item in yesterday's pillar, George Vogel, Radio Contact Head for the
Institute of Public Relations, phones to add that back in 1941, (almost

a year before Pearl Harbor) when he was production manager of
KZRM, Manila, American soldiers, stationed in the Philippine Islands, proved via "fan mail," that the series of "hokum -commercials,"

aired by emcee Dave Harvey was the "hooper-duper" of the camps
proving at peace or at war, the G. I.'s want laughs.

**

*

Kate CBSmith will visit Abbott & Costello's NBCamelcade

tomorrow nits and the latter will return the favor the next nice on the
Smith -Collins variety program, which incidentally was the springboard
from which A & B catapulted to the w.k. fame and fortune... And

PAUL H. RAYMER

just as a reminder (to US) we add this closing line re: the "After the Parade"
party that Morton Downey will hold at Toots Shoí s, Friday afternoon.

* * *

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

GI
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The BLUE's Mr. Swing Wins
The Alfred I. DuPont Radio Award for a Commentator
On Saturday, March 11, 1944, broadcast announcement
over the Blue Network was made of the winners of this
year's Alfred I. DuPont Radio Awards.
Because of the deep significance of these awards (they are
the Pulitzer Prizes of Radio), The BLUE salutes Station
WLW.(NBC affiliate in Cincinnati, O.) and Station WMAZ
(CBS affiliate in Macon, Ga.) for the services which earned
them their awards.

The third and final award in the series-which is bestowed

upon a radio commentator-went to The BLUE's Raymond Gram Swing, who is sponsored by Socony-Vacuum
Oil Company and associated companies.

The BLUE is particularly proud of this-first, because
Mr. Swing is such an inveterate winner of awards, but

In his short speech of acceptance, Mr. Swing, with characteristic modesty, pays tribute to his brother commentators.
and extends that tribute to include all American journalists
who have done so much in the service of their country and
the people. Said Mr. Swing in part:

"They, (i.e. journalists and commentators) have to qualify

for their vital role in democratic life by their individual
sense of responsibility ... And if the liberties of a people
are safe, as the liberties of this country continue to be, this
is because individual journalists have known their responsibility, and have measured the fullness of their freedom to
the measure of their responsibility."
Perhaps The BLUE may be forgiven for believing that the
selection of Mr. Swing is, in a way, a recognition of The

BLUE's own policy in news-which gives to its com-

for and because its winning carries so great a measure of

mentators all the freedom they are guaranteed under the
Constitution-a policy we feel to be in the best interests of

approval.

the American people.

more particularly because of what the DuPont award stands

7/he Wluelr/
Shown in the photograph above, left to right: Dr. Francis P. Gaines, President
of Washington and Lee University and member of the DuPont Award Committee; Mra. Alfred 1. DuPont; Mark Woods, President of The Blue Network;
Raymond Gram Swing.

--
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CHICAGO
By BILL IRVIN

ALEX DREIER, NBC comments

,

has been signed as talent c

Notes From a Ringside Seat...

1

We have, on numerous occasions in the past, paid tribute to
George (NBCaster) Putnam as a news reporter whose talents ranks him
high in his profession
but now we wish to pay tribute to George
Putnam. the man
the young, ambitious and fighting -mad American,
whose voice on and off the air contained the scorn he holds for our enemies, has answered the call, as have millions of his buddies
he
worked until 4:30 a.m. Tuesday at Fox Movietone News and then at
8:30 a.m. reported to his local draft board for the trip to Camp Upton
we were happy to lay aside all other tasks to be with George and a
group of his co-workers of NBC and Blue Network, who tendered the
handsome "soldier' a going -away -party at Hurley's
Putnam will not
have to look at the watch, presented to him on behalf of his friends by
good old Pat Kelly, in order to remember that the "gang" is rooting for
him and his new buddies
the affection and esteem which George
earned and which was voiced by Ad Schneider, Ben Grauer, Charlie
McCarthy. Doctor Lee Miles, Joe Meyers, Bob Brown, Marshall Smith,
Bill Kapp, Roy Porteous, Ed Herlihy, Arthur Gary. Jim Waldrop, Bill Wyatt.
Bob Denton, Bob Sherry, Malcolm Furman, Fred B. Cole, Kelvin Keech,
George Ansbro, Douglas Browning, Roy Sharp, Jack Hilton, Howard
Scheeffler, Percy Baldwin. Joe Daly. Jesse Mass. Jack Meyers, Dorian St.
George. Preston Rittenhouse. Allin Robinson. Jim Rieder, Dave Maloney.
Charles Berry, Ray Diaz, Roger Krupp, Lyle Van (who succeeds Putnam on
the 11 O'clock newscast via WEAF) and Roger Bowman, will prove of

inestimable comfort to George in the days to come

we echo the words

of his pals and the thoughts of his listeners, which blend the phrase,
"Godspeed and hurry home."

Cecil B. DeMille will head East end of the month to
make several broadcasts in connection with the special preview of
his latest Paramount Production, "The Story of Doctor Wassell," at

Constitution Hall in Washington, D. C. for the Army, Navy and
Government biggies, April first.
Will Osborne, one of the
first of "big time" crooners, who is making a sensational come -back,
.

.

will sign his moniker to a Musicraft Record contract this week.
Comedienne Hope Emerson has been released from her "Ballentine" and "Camel CBShow" commitments, so that she may play the

part of "Millie Moon" in the forthcoming Broadway production,
"Chicken Every Sunday," adapted by Jules and Philip Epstein, from
produced by Edward Gross,
the best-seller of the same name

the vehicle will open at the Henry Miller Theater April 1.
Filmatinee idol. Francis Lederer will play opposite Gertrude
Lawrence in "Revlon Revue" radio adaptation of "Rebecca" this
Sunday via the Blue... Prompted by the Major Andre Baruch
item in yesterday's pillar, George Vogel, Radio Contact Head for the
Institute of Public Relations, phones to add that back in 1941, (almost

a year before Pearl Harbor) when he was production manager of
KZRM, Manila, American soldiers, stationed in the Philippine Islands, proved via "fan mail," that the series of "hokum -commercials,"

aired by emcee Dave Harvey was the "hooper-duper" of the camps
proving at peace or at war, the G. I.'s want laughs.
*
'l
'l
Kate CBSmith will visit Abbott & Costello 's NBCamelcade

tomorrow nite and the latter will return the favor the next nite on the
Smith -Collins variety program, which Incidentally was the springboard
from which A & B catapulted to the w.k. fame and fortune.

PAUL H. RAYMER

.

.

And

lust as a reminder (to US) we add this closing line re: the "After the Parade"
party that Morton Downey will hold at Toots Shoes. Friday afternoon.

*

*

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

days through Fridays, 5:00 to

p.m., CWT. Contract is for 52 wet,
effective March 13.

Johnny Coons, who plays ChOlt
Ramsey in the Blue Network se4.
"Captain Midnight," is the fathetóf
a son, John Douglas, Jr., born reap
ly at Lebanon, Ind. The baby d6
delivered by Dr. John

D.

Coll

father of Johnny.
Tech Sgt. Harold Azine, U. S. Nr.
ine Corps correspondent formerl;
member of the WLS continuity
news departments, is the author
"Bougainville Landing," lead art
in Harper's Magazine for March. 1
Azine is now in Officer's Candid
School at New Rivers, N. C.

Hendrik Willem Van Lot';
Hendrik Willem Van Loon, Dut
born historian and author, who d;,
suddenly at his home, "Niew Veet,;
in Old Greenwich, Conn. last Sat
day, will be buried today from

Old Greenwich Congregatio

Church. Among those whose m
sages of condolence were received

the widow are President Roosevi
Princess Juliana of the Netherlar
and Ambassador Loudon.

r

f

new five-minute WMAQ news
gram sponsored by Schulz and Bt
Biscuit Company, through Leo I
nett Company, Inc., to be heard N

Mutual Billings Up
Mutual billings for February, 19
reached the figure of $1,547,860,
increase of 87.4 per cent over that
February, 1943, which totalled $82

Cumulative billings for t
months of January and Februa
1944, reached a high of $3,308,159,
085.

increase of 81.9 per cent over t
same period in 1943, when the to
for the two months on the netwa J
was $1,818,189.

F FAN%rH' SPEEUYSound Effect Records
LARGEST LIBRARY IN
THE WORLD
All $2.00 Each
INCLUDING LATEST
ACTUAL WARFARE
EFFECTS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES
Order From Nearest Office
CHARLES MICHEISON

New York, N. Y.
67 W. 44th St.
ST.tuR PIANO CO.

STARR PIANO Co

Richmond, Ind.

Los Angeles, Cal

So. 1st and II Sts. 1344 So. Flower

..

in Recognition of
Distinguished and Meritorious Performances of Public Service . .
by Excellent and Accurate Gathering and Reporting of News ... "

The BLUE's Mr. Swing Wins
The Alfred I. DuPont Radio Award for a Commentator
On Saturday, March 11, 1944, broadcast announcement
over the Blue -Network was made of the winners of this
year's Alfred I. DuPont Radio Awards.
Because of the deep significance of these awards (they are
the Pulitzer Prizes of Radio), The BLUE salutes Station
WLW.(NBC affiliate in Cincinnati, O.) and Station WMAZ
(CBS affiliate in Macon, Ga.) for the services which earned
them their awards.

The third and final award in the series-which is bestowed

upon a radio commentator-went to The BLUE's Ray-

mond Gram Swing, who is sponsored by Socony-Vacuum
Oil Company and associated companies.

The BLUE is particularly proud of this-first, because
Mr. Swing is such an inveterate winner of awards, but
more particularly because of what the DuPont award stands

for and because its winning carries so great a measure of
approval.

In his short speech of acceptance, Mr. Swing, with characteristic modesty, pays tribute to his brother commentators.
and extends that tribute to include all American journalists
who have done so much in the service of their country and
the people. Said Mr. Swing in part:

"They (i.e. journalists and commentators) have to qualify
for their vital role in democratic life by their individual
sense of responsibility ... And if the liberties of a people
are safe, as the liberties of this country continue to be, this
is because individual journalists have known their responsibility, and have measured the fullness of their freedom to
the measure of their responsibility."
Perhaps The BLUE may be forgiven for believing that the
selection of Mr. Swing is, in a way, a recognition of The

BLUE's own policy in news-which gives to its com-

mentators all the freedom they are guaranteed under the
Constitution-a policy we feel to be in the best interests of
the American people.

9Ae Wlue./lelworfi
Shown in the photograph above, left to right: Dr. Francis P. Gaines, President
of Washington and Lee University and member of the DuPont Award Committee; Mrs. Alfred I. DuPont; Mark Woods, President of The Blue Network;
Raymond Gram Swing.
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Post -War Boom In Television Field
Envisioned By RCA -Victor Executive

1

Each Party In Canad

To Get Network Tine
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
turers and broadcasting stations can
ing power after the war as a result intelligently plan their post-war proof tele's boost were forecast by Joyce. gram. If these standards are not
"It is important for the future pros- agreed upon and approved by the
perity of our people," he said, "that Federal Communications Commission
large-scale television start immedi-

Attending Were

ately after the war." The sight -and sound medium was envisioned as a

.. .

Indicative of the interest in eyecnt-ear entertainment was the
sampling of attendance seated at

potential source of 4,600,000 new jobs

within a decade after its full commercialization, according to a state-

the dais. Observed were: James

ment which the RCA official obtained

H. Carmine, vice.president in
charge of merchandising for Phil -

from Paul G. Hoffman, president of
the Studebaker Company and chairman of the board of trustees of the
Committee for Economic Develop-

co Corp.; Wilbur L. Forrest, assistant editor, New York "Herald

Tribune"; O. B. Hanson,

ment.

president

Relative importance of television

and

chief

vice-

engineer,

NBC; Earle G. Hines, president,

over radio, FM or standard broadcast-

ing, Joyce declared, was in the ratio
of 100 to one. Proof of his deduction
was offered in an actual demonstration of spoken commercials and television advertising technique. Narration of radio plugs for various products by an announcer was followed

General

Precision

two stages as preview of how spon-

WOR, New York; Joseph Ream,

future.

dio & Phonograph Corp.; Robert

Equipment

Corp.; J. D. McLean, sales manager of tele apparatus, General

Electric Co.; Edward J. Nally,

first prexy of RCA; F. P. Nelson,
tele manager, Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.; J. R. Poppele,

by dramatized visual presentations on

chief

sors might utilize television in the

vice-president, CBS; Charles Robbins, vice-president, Emerson Ra-

Advertising Value Explored

Advantages of eye -and -ear broadcasting for department -store advertising, whose present radio budget
measured only five per cent of what
stores spent, were elaborated by the
RCA official. He drove home the point
that department -store executives had
found through actual experience that
they .had to show their goods in order
to sell them. And television would do
just that, he asserted.
"Because television has the power
to create consumer buying of goods
and services beyond anything that we
have heretofore known," Joyce said,

"we can count 'upon its helping to
bring about a high level of post-war
prosperity in agricultural, industrial
and the distributive industries, as well
as personal and professional services."

He then described what was needed
to start television immediately after
the war:
FCC Approval Needed

engineer

and

secretary,

Shannon, general manager,
RCA -Victor Division; George T.
Shupert, Paramount Pictures;
Norman D. Waters, president,
American Television Society, and
Edward Wood, sales manager,
F.

MBS. Allen B. Du Mont, president of Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories,
speaker.

Inc.,

introduced

the

in the opinion of a number of engi- a political controversial nature h
neering experts, it will be five or been barred, except at election ti
but the protests at this ban have
more years."
Any substantial delay in starting the Board of Governors of CBC
television after the war, Joyce de- devise a new procedure and the In
clared, would prove to be a disser- now is to allow each leader of a pry
vice to American farmers, American half an hour monthly on a netwcc.
labor, American industry and to all One of the problems created by e
of the people. "The price that will be new rule will be making decisionsn
paid for this delay," he continued, the status of political parties. The lo
"will be measured in terms of a re- major parties, Liberal and Progt
duced volume of turnover of goods, sive-Conservative, also the CCF ºi
which in turn means a reduced num- Social Credit parties will be extend
network facilities for half an hou
ber of jobs."
month, but it is not known how C:
Talent Situation Discussed
Availability of talent for tele pro- proposes to deal with requests frl
-

innumerable "leaders" of nr
grams was touched by the RCA offi- the
cial, who then switched the speaker's Quebec parties.
"Independents" Numerous
role to. William Morris, Jr., president
There also are the Labur-Progrof the theatrical agency bearing that
led by Tim Buck, who is :t
name, who was seated on the dais. sives,
The agency head drew a parallel in a member of Parliament, though t;
the development of television to the group has two members in the Hoc early periods of motion pictures and of Commons, Mrs. Dorise Neilsen al
radio when performers co-operated Fred Rose. There are several "inc
in the House, all of wh,.
fully by offering their services at pendents"
reasonable fees. Predicting that the claim to be leaders.
same would hold true for tele, Mor-

ris said: "Talent will be the key to N. Y. Webs' Key Stations
television entertainment and whether
In Agreement With AF
that entertainment takes the form of
live shows or film-or both, you will
from Page 1)
find a willingness on the part of the the pact (Continued
are WABC (CBS) ; WE,
artists to make their contribution to (NBC); WJZ
(Blue) and WOR (M
ti .e furtherment of this new industry. tual).
Obviously, their reward will come No important delay is expected
later as it did in the motion picture attaching signatures by all concern
industry."
expected to take pla
At the conclusion of Joyce's talk, and thistheisnext
two weeks, all o
a series of tele commercials originat- within
pending
on
how
soon attorneys t
ing at NBC were picked up by tele-

before the end of the war, obviously, vision home receivers installed in the
foyers by Du Mont, General Electric,
television will be delayed.
"Secondly, television started in a Philco and RCA.
portion of the radio spectrum, which
has been proved admirably suited for "Soldier Bonus" On M. Of T.
television broadcasting. Just now,
The subject of a soldier bonus will
some people are proposing that tele- be debated tomorrow night on the
vision broadcasting be shifted to "March of Time" program at 10:30
higher radio frequency channels. Be- p.m. over NBC. Speakers will be Sen.
fore the war, we started to learn just Ernest MacFarland, Millard Rice, nahow well we could do television tional service director of Disabled
broadcasting at the higher frequen- American Veterans, and Lt. Comm.
cies, but the war interrupted these Arthur T. Decker, U.S.N., who will
tests. We must still do this work and give an eye -witness description of the
then make practical field tests. This attacks on Truk and the Mariana

"First, a full agreement on television standards which will have the will take time, even if the results Islands.
approval of the Federal Communica- are satisfactory after the first trial.
tions Commission so that manufac- It will mean a relatively long delay;

*

*

*

*

*

Full Time Operation

1480 Kilocycles

V39-4-NVIPAY;

both sides are satisfied with the la
guage of the agreement. It is rehab

stated that the accord is more th.
99 per cent and details remaining a

minor.
Situation Generally Favorable
Thus the over-all situation betwec

the networks and the AFM is

co.

sidered good at the present time. Ch

cago situation is also cleared up at
these contracts which could hat

been signed and sealed in Chicag
are en route to New York for ne
work officials to look over, mainly ft

the purpose of keeping both

citii

uniform on certain points, regardle
of importance.

ONNUP/! (efl
WAR MATERIAL

KLZ ae.4,44
1

FOR BETTER THAN AVERAGE RESULTS
Joseph Lang, Gen. Mgr.
New York Studios: 29 West 57th Street, New York City

lames Allan

March 15

Macdonald Carey
Lucille Hunter
Bob Mayer
Patrick O'Malley
Charles Pease
John Gould
Gertrude Luis
Joe Higgins
Julia Knox
Everett Mitchell

THE. DENVER MARKS`'.

i
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MICA Defends Policy

In Replying To NAB
(( ontinued from Page
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New Counsel For FCC Probe
Will Be Appointed This Week

Hail WLB Decision
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Small Signatories

companies is that they could not af-

r station arguing with the neys whose names were suggested by terday inserted also a full treatment ford to further fight James C. Petrillo
as further developed in Straus' Lea.
of the finger print matter, outlining
the musicians union. All they
which found many faults in It was hoped earlier in the day the Commission's procedure to check and
do under the circumstances was
Code to the detriment of those that a decision might be reached in citizenship of hams and others whose could
a "sideline cheering section."
ay be entitled to air their this session, but it was deferred. Lea finger prints it had and presenting the form
Typical instance is also noted in a
but who may prove to be at insisted, however, that yesterday's full Commission correspondence on letter
sent to all stations by Standard

cy of the poor judgment of meeting was harmonious, with no
In attacking the sharp clashes between minority and
attitude, Straus actually was majority members.
fault with the language of the
The new counsel, he said, will be
written him by Willard D. a man of considerable prestige, exof the radio trade association. perienced in administrative law, and
uently Straus throughout his totally unconnected with either the
on manager.

the matter. Fly pointed out also that
which explains to the outlets
regardless of its legal right to do so, Radio
that "Our outright sympathy and

the FBI did actually tap wires in moral support has remained with
Hawaii prior to Pearl Harbor-both

RCA, Columbia Recording and NBC

telephone and telegraph wires. He and we rejoice with the industry in
quoted Congressional hearings and this first clearcut indication of ultimembers of Congress to support this mate victory....you doubtless realize
statement.

answered Egoif's arguments.
FCC or any of the matters under
s' letter stated in part: "When investigation. He will not be a radio
Quotes Sen. Barkley
ón manager's judgment is in lawyer, he said.
Fly declared that "there are no re_t with responsible organiza Fly Again Takes Stand
marks which more aptly describe
over what constitutes public

FCC Chairman James Lawrence

t in controversial issues, such Fly returned to the stand yesterday
ations should, in our belief, to resume his testimony before the

the right to obtain radio time Lea committee in defense of the Comh means other than gratuti- mission. Chairman Clarence F. Lea

" Taking issue with the NAB and Representatives Warren G. Magent that the WMCA policy can nuson and Richard B. Wigglesworth
an organization off the air if were on hand to hear him. The sespponent is unwilling to buy sion was markedly quiet, probably
Straus explained that fair demo - largely because of the absence of
procedure requires that all Representative Louis E. Miller, whose
f a controversy be given equal tussles with Fly featured last week's
g.

Calls Argument 'Specious"
us' letter continued:

sessions.

that if the War Labor Board upholds
the recommendation of the Panel, our
own present deal with the AFM will
be nullified."
those who raise the cry that Pearl .Because of the evidence tending to
Harbor was made possible only be- strengthen the broadcasting industry
cause there was no statute authoriz- in future arguments, it is felt that a
ing wire -tapping than those made by "definite contribution" has been made
Senator Barkley." Barkley had re- for radio's future well being.

marked that he has never heard of
anyone "stupid enough to think that
the debacle

at Pearl Harbor was Xing Succeeds Whiteside

caused by the failure of Congress to
pass wire -tapping legislation. There
may be some person stupid enough

As WOR Production Head
(Continued from Page 1)

to think that the attack on Pearl to the post of manager of the newly
Harbor resulted from that cause: but created traffic division of the program

There was little new material in- I do not know him."
department. George Willard takes
troduced during the brief
Fly will return to the stand this over King's former post as production
'a second premise says that the with acting committee counsel,session,
Harry morning.
supervisor.
"Mr.

A policy 'places money in the S. Barger again on the Pearl Harbor
e against the manager's judg- subject, and questioning Fly again
in deciding the weight of a con- about the finger prints the Commisial issue.' This, we submit, is
turned over to the FBI under
us argument. There is an im- sion
protest. Both
are already
on in this statement which we fully covered insubjects
the record. Fly yes resent: namely, that our
is intended to increase the sta- not impair "freedom to listen" and
revenue by allowing improper a fourth Egolf premise to the effect
tiworthy programs to be heard. that "there is nothing in the WMCA
is no substitute for alert, aggres- policy which enables a proponent of
public-minded management and a controversial issue to obtain broadis nothing in our new policy cast time more readily than he is able
e NAB Code which would pre - to obtain it under the NAB Code."
an irresponsible management, This is a false premise Straus conInterested in the public welfare tends and illustrates his point.

LOOK TO NBC FOR THE BEST
IN RECORDED RADIO PROGRAMS
THE

OF RADIO

'operly concerned with the main In conclusion Straus says the
Mee
of radio standards, from WMCA policy affords an appeal to
!Icing principles for profits."
an organization from the judgment of
her premises by Egolf are taken a station manager,
y Straus and attacked such as the

Complete 5 -minute programs. Sponsorship

identity at little more than cost of spot an-

anent that the NAB policy does

nouncements. Timed for sales messages at opening and close. Programs include such favorites

CHATTANOOGA

as: The Name You Will Remember, people
in the news; Five Minute Mysteries, thrilling
and complete; Getting the Most Out of Life

IN THE

L. Stidger, and two Stella Unger shows, Let's

Today, inspirational philosophy by Dr. William

Take a Look In Your Mirror, and Holly-

HEART OF

The WTAG
Mobile Unit

dSNORrs1ORT

POWER

wood Headliners.

TVA

Many other NBC Recorded Programs 5 minutes to half-hour.

EMPIRE

WDOD
CBS
5,000 WATTS

Notional Broad,o,Iing Co

e

DAY AND NIGHT

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

R S"ro of Idle
(oryomMon of Rn1wW

NB

CRADIO-RECORDING DIVISION
AMERICA'S NUMBER 1SJRCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg., Radio City, N. Y... Merchandise Marl, Chicago, III.
Trans -Ism Bldg, Washington, D. C... Sunset and Vin , Mvllytrad, Col.

Eddie Cantor 4

to town

came

:0%, during

and in a sun -up '

theme
War Loan
Two
to sun -up

broadcast over ó sold $40,130,075

in War Bonds ... to folks as

...far

far north as Canada

cast as Illinois! An all-time
peak

I,,

for one -day, one -station

War Bond marathons! Thanks lots,
Eddie,

1,

for showing again

how KPO really reaches.
KPO's the only 50,000 watter east of
Moscow, west of Salt Lake, north of
Los Angeles and south of Seattle

SAN FRANCISCO
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TEN CENTS

Battle On For FCC Funds
ITime Chairman
Iked For CBC Board

"Fort Dix" Reel

One -reel movie has been made,
based on Tom Slater's veteran
army -camp program on Mutual.

"This Is Fort Dix." Short will be
Antreal-War Services Minister
1:che yesterday suggested considm of the appointment of a full -

released soon throughout the coun-

Broadcasting

broadcast will have a cast including some who have appeared on
the show, such as Staff Sgt. Jack

chairman of the Board of Goys

of

Canadian

Addressing a session of the

nons Radio Committee Gen. La .e said the CBC has now reached
stature

of big business and "I

it is proper to say that the head
e corporation, the Chairman of
a3oard of Governors might with
(Continued on Page 2)

Vlt, Opera Sets Tour

'or Texaco Post -Season
Texas Co., sponsor of the Saturafternoon broadcasts of the

fpolitan Opera on the Blue Netwill sponsor four out-of-town
lcasts of the Metropolitan Opera
following the close of the New
season. The broadcast of April
ill originate in Boston, those of
22 and 29, in Chicago, and the
broadcast of May 6 in Cleveland.
,

Majority Leader Barkley --Senator Mead
To Aid In Restoring Extensive Cut
From Proposed Budget

try, produced by Columbia Pic-

tures and narrated by Slater. Condensed

version of

the

regular

Leonard and Reception Center Band.

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Blue Completes Plans

Washington-A strong attempt to
restore the FCC funds cut away by

the House and the Senate Appropria-

To Cover Conventions

tions Committee is looked for this
afternoon, when the Senate begins

consideration of the Independent
Blue Network has completed elab- Offices Bill. Administration leaders
orate plans for its first coverage of have been discussing the matter, and
national political conventions- Senator James Mead, (D., N. Y.), is
Arrival Of Gripsholm the
the Republican National Convention expected to lead the fight for the
opening in Chicago on Mon., June 28, Commission.
Senate majority leader Alben Barkthe Democratic National ConvenCovered By Networks and
tion, also to be held in Chicago be- ley is believed to have promised full
ginning Wed., July 19. In addition to support to Mead. The New Yorker
(Continued on Page 5)
Radio covered the arrival of the complete coverage of the sessions to
diplomatic exchange liner Gripsholm
(Continued on Page 5)
yesterday with on -the -spot coverage
by three networks. The Swedish ves- Radio Exec Meeting Today Four New Campaigns
sel, which carried more than 650 pas-

sengers released from Nazi intern- To Have Red Cross Theme
ment camps, docked at the closely
AmongWABC Accounts
guarded Pier F. Jersey City, at 3:30 Today's meeting of the Radio Exep.m., EWT. FBI men and Army and cutives Club in the Gothic Lounge of
Four new campaigns and two reNavy intelligence officers then began the Hotel Shelton will be Red Cross
a prolonged questioning of the vari- Day with Lindsay MacHarrie, recent- newals were signed yesterday by
the end of this year's opera ous nationals on board.
ly returned from Europe as director WABC, New York outlet for CBS,
Broadcasts were launched with a of public relations for the R. C. as the accounts being widely diversified
n, the Texas Company will have
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

(Continued on Page 2)

Agencies Consider Howard KMPC's Sister Stations
Talks Scheduled
br Marketing Luncheon As Summer Replacement
Send Congratulatory ET
Willie Howard, now on the Coast
en B. Du Mont, president of the
being considered as a summer relsion Broadcasters Association, is
by at least two important
share the speakers' stand with placement
r McClintock, Mutual net prexy, agencies. Sample script is being suble next radio -in -wartime lun- mitted currently and if okayed may
of the American Marketing serve as a basis for his series. Come (Continued on Page 2)
tiation, Thursday, March 23, at

Kurray Hill Hotel, New York.

font, head of tele outlet W2XWV
(Continued on Page 2)

'Unkindest Cut'
From London comes word from
;bard Hottelet, CBS correspond t about the blitz the other night.
th

the missus and others, he

playing bridge when the alarm

me. They dashed out

to the

eet and later returned to clean

the debris. Next morning upon
sing a bath, Hottelet remembered

> late that they overlooked the
ass in the bathtub.

Detroit-WJR, Detroit, and WGAR.
Cleveland, will participate Sunday in
the dedication of new studios for their
sister station KMPC in Los Angeles.
Attending the ceremonies in person
(Continued on Page 6)

Clinic Backs Trammell Plea
For Revision In Radio Laws
Radio News Analysts
Town Hall Dinner Guests

Chicago-Affirming radio's right to
freedom comparable to freedom of
speech and freedom of the press, 60
NBC affiliated radio station execuFive radio news analysts and cor- tives, representing 32 midwestern starespondents, Henry J. Taylor, H. V. tions, went on record yesterday as
Kaltenborn, William L. Shirer, Doro- favoring enactment of national legisthy Thompson, and Paul Manning, lation designed to secure that freewill be among the guests of honor dom. The declaration was made folat a dinner to be given by Town Hall lowing a meeting of station personnel
honoring returning war correspond- in connection with the Third Annual
ents to be given at the Waldorf As- NBC War Clinic, in session at the
(Continned on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

from the Ringling Bros. -Barnum and

Bailey Combined Shows to motion
pictures and ballet theater; 20th Century -Fox, for various motion pictures, will sponsor "Music for To (Continued on Page 4)

Boom In Post -War Radio
Forecast For Mexico
Forecasting a tremendous develop-

ment of post-war radio in Mexico
with inexpensive sets selling for as
low as two pesos ($2 in American
(Continued on Page 2)

Corwin Special
For the first time one of those
"Norman Corwin series" will be
performed before a studio audience
when Corwin produces and directs
"The Lonesome Train," a radio
cantata based on the railway cortege of Abraham Lincoln. Special
lyrics by Millard Lampell will be

heard along with music by Lyn
Murray. For large stage needed.
CBS is giving Playhouse No. 4.

2
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Radio News Analysts
Boom In Post -War Radio
Town Hall Dinner Guests
Forecast For Mexico
(Continued from Page 1)
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20 YEARS OGO TODAY

speaker.

MacHarrie,

a

former radio man, will speak of the
operations of the Red Cross overseas.
Arrangements

a special benefit performance for

Shriners by Samuel L. Rothafel
(Roxy) and his Capitol Theater

- Gang direct from Providence, R. I.
.Large listening audience heard
the recent broadcast of funeral services for A. H. Smith, former presi.

dent of the New York Central direct from St. Thomas' Church. Dr.
Stires and Dr. Glendenning offici-

ated.

ANNOUNCER NEEDED
Send E.T. or Call for Appointment
WDRC

i

WDRC-FM
HARTFORD

is expected back

in

town today.

TOM TINSLEY, president of WITH, agl
more, and R. C. EMBRY, commercial raii
of the station, are spending a few days 4,4
York.

LILY CARTHEW, whose "Lily Cartha In
terviews" heard over WHDH, Boston, is do
known in the Hub, is in Gotham audinbq
for a network sponsor.
SHIRLEY

WILCOX,

an

associate

i

operation of WGRC, Louisville, is back
tucky following a few days in New York

CARL JAMPEL, scripter on "Truth m oe

sequences," leaves today for Tulsa, Okla., let,

into the program on Saturday.
UPTON CLOSE goes

to Washington,

for the broadcasting of his
Parade" of March 19 and 26.

ARCH SHAWD, vice-president and lira
manager of WTOL, Toledo, who has heeler
for the better part of a week, left yesis
for the home offices.
JOHN LIERLEY, production manager rtu

Hollywood plant of RCA -Victor, is back (tu
West Coast after a three-week visit hie

WILLIAM WYSE, president of KWBW, Huinl
Kans., has arrived in New York on a on
business trip.
son,

WOV will broadcast an addresty
Vice -President Henry A. WallacriS
Friday, March 17, 10-10:15 p.m. to
subject of his talk will be "The S f1
Business Man." Mr. Wallace wil

drawings made by Milton Caniff in

his chalk -talk at the NAB-REC meetdian is planning to come East in time ing will be auctioned off for the benefor a June start or perhaps earlier, fit of the Red Cross.
indicating that the program if it

materializes, will originate in New
York. Howard is filling an engagement at the Florentine Garden, Hollywood, at present.

Tele Talks Scheduled
For Marketing Luncheon

Full -Time Chairman
in Gotham, will speak on "TNTNow and Tomorrow." SubAsked For CBC Board Television
ject of McClintock's talk will be
(Continued from Page 1)

"The Future of Advertising in the
Medium of Radio, FM and Televi-

advantage to the business of the sion."

organization devote his full time to
the affairs of the corporation." It is
for serious

consideration whether
necessary action should not be taken

to create the position of full time
Chairman, the Chairman representing the Board of Governors would
then be available at all times.

ATTENTION FLORIDA

ouT!

Much of our available time
That gives
is almost gone.
idea
what
a big job
you an
station does
this LOCAL
time
in Baltimore. When
opens up . .. grab it!

Twelve

WTBO
NBC Affiliated

Age 29; draft classification-Four-F. A-)
recommendations. Write immediately to

Cumberland, Md.

WATCH

EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER
AVAILABLE
years announcing, regularly employed entire period. Desires Florida location for family reasons. Salary not prime
objective. All types of announcing: News;
Ad-lib; Special Events and Staff work.
Good commercial man. Available April 1st.

Full Time

Box 818, Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway, New

York 18, N. Y.

c

"World rr

Agencies Consider Howard is expected.
There will be no solicitation of
As Summer Replacement funds
at the meeting, but original
(Continued from Page 1)

tk

he will handle a sequence which will I w

broadcast his talk from the meeting a guest of honor at a banquet
at 1:45-2 p.m., EWT over facilities of that evening by the American
WJZ. Luncheon will start at 12:30 ness Congress at the Waldorf
p.m. as usual and a large attendance Hotel.

(Continued from Page 1)

(March 16, 1924)
WEAF, New York, is airing today

H.

V. P. Wallace On WOV

(Continued from Page 1)

principal

,

NORTON, JR., station rtMli
manager of the Blue Network who haw
visiting affiliates in the Midwest and
JOHN

East on company business.

Met. Opera Sets Tour
Radio Exec Meeting Today
For Texaco Post -Season To Have Red Cross Theme
(Continued from Page 1)

133/3

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

few ways in which they . can
column; Anne O'Hare McCormick, of very
themselves entertained and inthe New York "Times," who has just keep
McClintock
continued.
made a coast -to -coast survey of the formed,"
"There is also a great deal of group
home front; and Sir Willmott Lewis, listening
in Mexico, where a family
Washington correspondent of the who owns
a radio regularly invites
London "Times."
his friends to listen."
Arthur Krock, chief of the Wash- inMcClintock
saw no immediate prosington Bureau of the New York pect of the development
of television
"Times," will be the toastmaster, in
Mexico. He predicted that FM
pointing up the reports of the war would
develop faster than tele, south

24 broadcasts of the Metro+ 3/4 sponsored
politan Opera, compared with 20
broadcasts during the 1942-43 season.
+
also the
spon+ 3/4 sored year
four additional broadcasts
+ 1/e originating
New York. Buch+ ifs anan & Co. outside
is the agency.
+ 11

Westinghouse

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio... 411
4%
4%

respondent at Bouganville; J. Norman
programs. The availability of
Lodge, Associated Press roving war musical
radios will be greatly increased due
correspondent, recently returned from undoubtedly to the exceedingly low
the South Pacific; Fillmore Calhoun, price of inexpensive sets. These may
"Time" Magazine correspondent, just be as low as two pesos, if there is
back from North Africa and Italy; some government encouragement.
Demaree Bess, roving war cormust be remembered that there
respondent for The Saturday Even- is "It
wide illiteracy in the rural areas
ing Post; Marquis Childs, Scripps- and
radio has a peculiar appeal to
Howard Columnist, who has just the people
who see in it one of the
taken over the Raymond Clapper

E

cominG and Goiiii

(Continued from Page 1)

toria on Wed., March 29, at 7 p.m. money), Miller McClintock, president
Some of the other speakers include:
Mutual Broadcasting Company, has
Lt. -Col. Vincent Sheean; Capt. Earl of
returned from a month's stay in
Wilson, who had charge of the Mar- Mexico City.
ine Corps Correspondents on Tarawa;
"Radio undoubtedly will be very
Bill Chickering of "Time" Magazine,
used in Mexico in the postjust back from Kwajalein; Sgt. Mil- widely
period," McClintock said "Mexiburn McCarty, USMC, combat cor- war
cans are very fond of radio, especially

correspondents in terms of recent hap- of the border.
penings on Capitol Hill.

15)

_

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REkl,

r

,n
z

raw

.,

,

itational network originations
make WXYZ a great station !

Originating a majority of his nightly coast -to -

coast sports reviews front alms-WXYZW1SMER
Blue network sports director HARRY
NEWS
recently was acclaimed by SPORTING

1943".
"Number -One Sports Announcer of
football
games
last
His play-by-play of thirl
history!
record
in
radio
year established a new

4
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pos

ANGELES

CHICAGO1

By RALPH WILK

By BILL IRVIN

WHEN he wasn't busy making ar-

/nHE Indiana State High School8
ketball Tournament will be ba

rangements for the Al Pearce pro-

gram on the Blue or working on his
income tax forms, Dick McCaffery
turned his hand to composition. His
latest song, "A Date in Dallas," will

be heard shortly on the Al Pearce
program.
Jack Carson, star of CBS "The Jack

Carson Show" is a very tired man

these days. Jack's been working in a
couple of pictures, making personal
appearances, and trying to keep up
the yard around his house in addition

to his weekly, air show stint. Mrs.
Carson found him sitting in the den
the other night, sound asleep, with a
book held upside down. Title of the

cast by WIND from 8 to 9:15

Brotherly Love NotesPhiladelphia

Busiest man in the Quaker City yesterday
was Roger Clipp, president of WFIL, major domo of the Blues big cocktail party and the Poor Richard Club dinner, at which 800 guests honored
Mark Woods
Roger and his associates had the responsibility of arrangements for entertaining 800 at the Bellevue -Stratford cocktail party,
handling reservations for the Poor Richard club dinner and taking care
of the many details incident to originating four Blue Network shows there
yesterday

*

ir

*

Eddie Cantor, Freeman F. Gosden,

Dunninger's demonstration of mental gymnastics was
the entertaining highlight of the dinner
famed mentalist originated his Blue Network show from Philly and completely baffled
everyone with his startling feats
Other Blue artists who added
radio atmosphere to WFIL's broadcasting schedule were Whispering

Hughes, Bob Burns, Ginny Simms,

Jack Smith and the WJZ Victory troupe; Morton Downey who
originated his "Songs by Morton Downey" from the Valley Forge

tome: "How to Cure Insomnia."
Our Passing Show: Sid Strotz, Jack

Benny, Kay Kyser, Edgar Bergen,

Red Skelton, Jim and Marian Jordan,

Charles Correll, John Elwood, Rupert

Carleton E. Morse, Harold Peary, Art
Baker, Louis Lochner, Alvin Wilder,

John Charles Thomas,

S.

General Hospital.

*

S. Fox,

Myron Fox, Bob Crosby, Art Linkletter, Edna Skelton, Charles Hammond,

Joe Ecclesine, Les Tremayne, Nate
Tufts, Norman Blackburn, W. B. Ryan,

Gil Paltridge, Hal Bock, Joe Alvin,
Matt -Barr, Spike Jones, Jack Haley,
Jack Melvin, Ozzie Nelson, Harriet
Hilliard, Helen Wood, Dick Heath,
Sam Hayes, John Guedel, Irving AdLuckenbill, Whila Wilson, John
Weiser, H. A. Stebbins, Murray Bolen

at NBC's "Parade Of Stars" dinner.

Feldman In India

Arthur Feldman, assistant manager
of the Blue Network's London news

has arrived in New Delhi,
India. Feldman was heard from his
new post for the first time yesterday
morning on the regular Blue broadcast, "Blue News Correspondents at
office,

Home and Abroad," at 8:30 a.m., EWT.

The ..broadcast from New Delhi was
repeated by transcription on WJZ at
10:15 a.m., EWT.

Join MBS
Two more stations have been added
to the Mutual network, with the affiliation of WDLP, Panama City, Florida; and KVRS, Rock Springs, Wyoming.

*
Others in attendance included: Leslie Joy, KYW; Dr.
Leon Levy, WCAU; Alexander Dannenbaum, WDAS; Douglas Hibbs,
WTEL; Edward Davies, WIP; Edward Clery, WIBG; Arthur Simon,

WPEN; Billie Banks, WHAT; Lee Wailes, Westinghouse Stations;
Paul Harron, WIBG; Benedict Gimbel, Jr., WIP
WFIL members included: George H. Johnson, Walter T. Grosscup, Joseph Gallagher, George D. Lewis and Alfred Blasband
Don Rose of
the Phila. Bulletin and Hal Hadley of the same paper were among
newspaper crowd. Sonny Werblin of MCA and his charming wife,
Leah Ray, and Lucy Monroe were there in style
Dan Tuthill
of NCAC and Ray Knight of the Blue huddled with Ted Oberfelder
Clarence Jordon of N. W. Ayer and Clara Zillensen,
of WFIL
advertising director of the Philadelphia Electric Company, were
John Ballantyne and
among the advertising fraternity present

James Carmine were Philco reps at the dinner while Thomas F.
Joyce, vice-president, and, Charles Brown, advertising manager
of RCA -Victor, came over from Camden to attend the party
Curtis Publishing Co. was represented by Walter Fuller, Ben Hibbs
and Don Van Metres.

*

Washington-Sessions of the Lea
investigating the FCC
have been postponed until Tuesday,
March 21.

*

Dinner were Edward J. Noble, chairman of the Blue's board. Edgar Kobuk,
Marvin Kirsch, business manager of Radio Daily; Phillips Carlin, program
director of the Blue; Keith Kiggins, C. Nicholas Priaulx, Frank Burke, editor
of Radio Daily, Glen Harker of the Blue sales staff, and Harry Rauch, of the
network's publicity department.

Postpone FCC Probe

committee

*

Among the New York crowd on hand for the Poor Richard

kins, Robert Coleson, Bob Hixson,
Carl Stanton, Helen Murray, Tom

Popular

*

*

Poor Richard Club citation awarded to Woods by Peter L.
Schauble, club president, read as follows: "In recognition of his leadership
in Radio network broadcasting. The high character of the programs
conceived and produced by the Blue Network under his leadership have

"GINGER GREY"

effective public opinion, and have exemplified and upheld the doctrine of free

Real "Ginger Grey" sings with "Lanny" on

speech, a priceless privilege of Americans and a basic ingredient of our

of

the

most

nmressful JINGLES and

outstanding PROGRAMS.

"GINGER & LANNY" GREY
595 Fifth Ave.

Saturday, March 18. Bert Wilsor
give the play-by-play account.
Of the more than 800 young w

who auditioned at the NBC Ch

studios, four have been select
enter the finals in the General
tric "Hour of Charm" search fo

"Undiscovered Voice of Ame:
Winners of the Chicago primary elt
tion, one of 30 held throughou j4t
nation, were Anna Mae Fielder, Ir
Hinchcliffe and Claire Winokuidi
of Chicago, and Jane Posey of Eat
ston, Ill. Judges of the Chicago di!

tions were Dr. Roy Shield, mutt
director of the NBC central diviil

Noble Cain, Chicago choral dint)/

and Josephine Antoine and 11

Mason, operatic singers. Recorii
from 125 contestants, representir 31

audition centers, will be judgelbj
Phil Spitalny and his
chestra.

Lea. 2-1100

liberty."

*

*

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

all-girltl!1

Four New Campaigns
Among WABC Account
(Continued from Page 1)

day," Monday, Wednesday and

day, 8:15 to 8:20 a.m., EWT, effet
March 27. The agency is Kay
Spiero Company, Inc.

Hurok Attractions, for the B.
Theater, will launch a short WJ
campaign beginning April 1, u
announcements adjacent to the
Midnight to 12:05 a.m. news pet

Kayton-Spiero Company, Inc. han
the account.
Seeman Bros. for "Air -Wick¡
kitchen deodorant, will participat

the "Margaret Arlen" program,
9:00 a.m., EWT, on a Tuesday,

day and Saturday schedule, eft
March 14. William H. Weintr
Company, Inc., placed the bu
After April 3, participations
on a Monday, Wednesday and
basis.

Ringling, for the Circus, w
ticipate in the "Arthur Godfre

gram, 6:30-7:45 a.m., EWT, be
March 29. The Caples Compan
agency.

New York Telephone has re

WABC's "The Odd Side of the

with Joe King, Monday throu
day, 8:20 to 8:25 a.m., EWT, e
April 3. The agency is Batten,

Durstine & Osborn, Inc.
Musterole has renewed its
Wednesday and Friday partici
in

the "Margaret Arlen" pr

Erwin,

Wasey

&

handles the account.

contributed to the educational, cultural and religious welfare of the nation. They have made substantial contributions to an enlightened and

Name!

In MCM's "Girl Crary" with Mickey Rooney.
Also 'Hay Fever" with Kay Kyser. BUT the
some

,

JOHN TILLMAN
CBS Announcer
LAckawanno 4.1200

Company,

>T',usdaY, March 16, 1944
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Ode Completes Plans

1) Cover Conventions
(Continued from Page I)

meld at the Chicago Stadium, the
a Network will maintain opera al offices and studios at the offi-

headquarters of both political
des throughout the conventionsel Stevens in Chicago.

Johnstone in Charge

. W. (Johnny) Johnstone, Blue
rotor of news and special features,
:supervise coverage operations for

Blue in Chicago. He will be as Id by George Milne, the Blue's
engineer in charge of technical
rations, Gene Rouse, the Blue's
lager of news and special features,

ial division (Chicago), and Bry3Bash, WMAL-Blue's director of
FS and special features in Wash:},.

Washington Front

Battle For FCC Funds

Gets Under Way Today

By ANDREW H. OLDER

(Continued from Page 1)

E action of the Senate Finance continued with a twinkle in his eye, was out of town yesterday, but was
Committee in chopping an addi- "in common justice any person un- expected in this morning in time to
tional half million from the FCC fairly or unjustly assailed or attacked lead the fight for the restoration of
appropriation was, putting it mildly, on the floor of the House should be funds for RID and FBIS.
a shock to the Commission. The Sen- given the right to answer any charge One and one half million was cut
ate group was expected to go along bearing on his character, reputation
from these services by the House,
with the House, and then the full or veracity." Sabath declared also with the Senate Appropriations Comthat
instead
of
considering
radio
an
Senate to restore a good part of the
mittee going the House one better by
better than one and a half million "unfortunate medium of transmis- chopping off another $300,000 from
the House had voted off the FCC sion, we should be thankful that we the agency's budget.
funds.... What will happen now is have the freedom of the air by which The Senate group also cut $209,000
anybody's guess. Normally we could people may express their views to from the proposed budget for the
expect the President to go all the reach the public to spread truth and normal functions of the Commission.
way down the line for the Commis- reveal error. Only about ten or 12 The House had left the full $2,209,000
sion, but in view of the late unpleas- per cent of the newspapers bring asked for the latter purpose.
antness over the tax bill he may not home to the people all the facts and
Hearings On Web Records
go as far as he'll have to. Fly is way unbiased reports of the news of the
The difficult manpower and mateday."
....The
venerable
Sabath
scored
out on a limb as regards RID and
rials situation was brought forth
FBIS, and it's certain that he's there once more over Dies, when he de- yesterday as the only substantial

with White House backing. The White
orps of announcers, technicians, House has failed to deliver in the
operators, and stenographers clinches before, and may do so now
essengers from the Blue's cen- ...The FCC matter, incidentally, may
vision headquarters in Chicago provide the first major test of the
ssist in the operations.
new "Dear Alben" Barkley. Ordinar-

clared that findings of the Dies Com- ground for objection to the FCC pro-

mittee which the Texan has refused
to make public "contain more complete information about the treasonable and seditious activities of the
Hitler -financed organizers and pubSullivan, Lindley Engaged
ily, Barkley would throw everything licists" than does the book "Under
k Sullivan and Ernest K. Lind- into a scrap to restore .FCC funds. Cover" against which Dies has been
<rominent Washington political He may do so this week. If he does railing.
s and authors of widely syndi- not, that might be a pretty fair indicacolumns, have been engaged by tion that hereafter he does not intend
ue Network to give a summa - to buck the more conservative of his
FCC Chairman Fly last week,
'f the happenings at the conven- colleagues on every matter that did a good job of disproving Commismmediately following the close comes along.
sion responsibility for the Pearl Harh night's sessions. Sullivan will
bor disaster. Referring specifically to
for the Blue on the Republican
We note that Silent John Rankin, the charge hurled by Garey that the
ntion and Mr. Lindley on the Mississippi's
most obvious gift to the Commission had blocked an agreecratic Convention.

thinks radio "has developed
am Hillman, Blue's Washing- Congress,
a most dangerous instrument so
orrespondent; Earl Godwin, dean into
country is
White House correspondents far as the' welfare of this
Dies, incidenecently elected president of the concerned"....Martin
tally,
got
his
nets
mixed
kept
Correspondents Association in blaming NBC for not givingand
him time
tgon; Baukhage, noted Wash-

aperman and economist heard
Hoffman had all come out for
Ir fly on the Blue, comprise a Clare
law to force broadcasters to give
of political analysts to be heard aCongressmen
time to reply to their
ently in broadcasts direct from
Adolph Sabath, dean of the
Chicago Stadium while the con - critics,
joined with them "in urging
ions are in progress, analyzing for House,
listeners every trend and activ- that that privilege not only be ex-

posed order calling for transcription
of all regional and national net shows.
Philip J. Hennessy, for the KingTrendle Broadcasting Co., Detroit, ap-

peared briefly to propose that the

order either be held in suspense or

dropped until recording materials and
manpower become more readily available.

King-Trendle airs an average of 106
hours monthly of network shows going to six Michigan stations. In order
to comply with the order, said Hennessy, the company would need two
instantaneous recording machines,
three full-time operators, 325 16" discs

between Hawaiian standard monthly and a number of filing cabibroadcasters and the Army whereby nets.
Japanese -language programs would Hennessy was the only one to apment

be taken off the air prior to Pearl pear for oral argument against the
Harbor, Fly produced letters from order, and the whole session lasted
each Hawaiian broadcaster denying less than 10 minutes.

to Walter Winchell-Win- any knowledge that such an agreecolumnist and Blue conunenta- to reply
of course, being a Blue com- ment had even been contemplated.
nd Henry J. Taylor, author, chell,
mentator.... After Dies, Rankin and Each said the military had never sug-

s it occurs.
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Bob Keller To Burn -Smith

that foreign language programs of any type be silenced, nor As Representative In N. Y.
had the broadcasters themselves con- Robert S. Keller has joined the New
sidered the matter....In fact, Fly York office of Burn -Smith Company,
quoted Attorney Ben S. Fisher, who
gested

radio station representatives. Keller
declared for a Honolulu client in Octo- has
been with NBC in New York and
ber,
1941,
to
the
effect
that
"FBI
and
tended to members of Congress, but,
with AMP in charge of music licensexpressed ing division and has been in radio
on the other hand, to anyone out- military authorities

Analysts to Attend
side of Congress who is unfairly as- their opinion to the effect that foraddition, a long list of commen- sailed or attacked by any radio com- eign language programs should be since 1926.

',t s heard regularly on the Blue mentator. By the same token," he continued."
originate their broadcasts from
ago for the duration of both conventions are in progress. John Rainey Leaves

Treasury
entions. These will include Ray - Madigan, in charge of the Blue's New
For Post With The NAM
r d Gram Swing, Dorothy Thomp- York newsroom, will temporarily reLeon Henderson, Drew Pearson lieve Gene Rouse at Chicago while
many others. Members of the the latter is assisting Johnstone with William S. Rainey, executive procorps of "Time" and "Life" convention broadcasts. The Blue's ducer for the U. S. Treasury Departring the conventions will also Chicago newsroom in the Merchan- ment's radio War Bond programs, has
cipate in many of the Blue pro- dise Mart Building will become the resigned to become radio director for
focal point for this operation.
the National Industrial Information
s from Chicago.
tensive plans have been consumCommittee, sponsored by the National
Shortwave Included
d to keep Blue listeners up to Chief Engineer Milne's corps of Association of Manufacturers.
on the war situation while the technicians will have broadcasting Rainey, however, will continue to
equipment installed on the podium at act as radio advisor to the Treausry
the Stadium, in the Blue's booth over- on a dollar a year basis. Before the
i

AVAILABLE

ration Manager or Commercial Manager.
gilt years successful experience in sta-

management, selling, programming,
riting, directing and announcing. Have
overseas, age 49, available April 1,
refer Eastern states. Write Box 819,
adio Daily, 1501 Broadway, New York 18,

'on

men

looking the arena, and in the tem- war, Rainey was for many years in
porary studios at the Hotel Stevens. charge of program production for
Blue engineers also will man portable NBC and in his new assignment will
shortwave equipment in order that handle radio exploitation of the
commentators and announcers may campaign for post-war jobs for workcirculate

on the

convention floor, ers and demobilized fighters which at

bringing interviews with prominent the present time is one of the prindelegates attending the conventions.

cipal activities of the NAM.

WEVD Van Loon Tribute
Fannie Hurst, H.

V.

Kaltenborn,

Sigmund Spaeth, Grace Castagnetta,
and other friends of Hendrik Willem
Van Loon will participate in a spe-

cial memorial broadcast to be presented by the WEVD "University of
the Air" ' Saturday at 9 p.m., EWT.
Dr. Van Loon, who died last Saturday, was the founder of and for many
years a contributor to the "University of the Air" program heard over
WEVD.

ANNOUNCER WANTED
Experienced - Turntable Technique -

40 Hour Week-Plus Overtime-Attractive Pay. Write Gerald J. Morey,
WNLC, New Lcndon, Connecticut.
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By BEN KAUFMAN

FITCH "BANDWAGON"
WEAF-NBC, Sunday. 7:30 to 8 p.m.. EWT

F. W. Fitch Company
L. W. Ramsey Advertising Agency
Guest Artists: Hazel Scott and Vaughn
Monroe orchestra
Hazel Scott climbed aboard the

Fitch Bandwagon Sunday night as
the guest personality of the evening

and when she finished with her singing and piano playing she had romped

Hep Chat
Radio Row has been suffering from a slight case of jitters regarding
St. Patrick's Day broadcasts tomorrow. Strained diplomatic relations with
Eire have made artists and nets nervous of public reaction to the customary programs doing honor to the patron saint of the emerald isle.
As far as music is concerned, the Irish question simmers down to a tempest
in a teapot.

*

away with nearly all the entertain-

ment honors of the show.
Miss Scott, a cultured Negro artist,

with fine radio technique was great

in her distinctive vocal interpretation
of "I Never Knew I Could Love Any-

body," and even better in her tricky

piano rendition of Gershwin's "Liza."

In an interview with Tom Reddy,
emcee, Hazel revealed interest in

everything musical from jive to opera

and paid tribute to her mother for

her childhood interest in music.
Vaughn Monroe and his orchestra
were the "Bandwagon" musicians for
the evening. Personable Vaughn with
his fine baritone voice was unable to

sing because of a case of laryngitis
and the musical spots accorded the
orchestra were not particularly complimentary to this excellent organization. Highlight of the orchestra's
numbers was Monroe's fine arrangement of "Holiday for Strings" employing muted brass effectively.

Thursday, March 16. 1

Sustaining Series
WOV, Mon., 10-10:30 p.m., EWT
Producer and Writer: Alan Courtney

Between 10 and 10:30 p.m., EWT,
every Monday night, listeners
throughout the civilized world should

have their radios tuned to the 1280
Club for a more than tolerably good
program aired at that time. Alan

Courtney conducts this ingenious
"Tolerance Through Music." The

question arises, how can people situ-

ated several hundred miles away
from a 5000 -watt station get any
tolerable results? In that case, the
only compromising measure this department could recommend is that
stations everywhere hook their wires
to WOV so that the impressionable

public may listen to the programs that
contribute constructively to better
understanding in a chaotic world.

This program of jazz music is for

adults only. And along with the sweet

or hot contributed by guest artists
who serve on this program without
remuneration, there are many discordant but vital notes for listeners.
No, the discordant notes are not
struck unwittingly by professional
musicmasters. They are the verbal
notes aired by Mr. Courtney and a
guest speaker (In this case, Column-

ist Albert Deutsch of "PM") to remind the world that the murky way
of life is still being inspired by
prejudiced people in a world too
large for them. For these people this
program should provide the sweetest
music on earth.

*

The current Army Hit Kit of popular tunes for all our armed
forces leads off with "When Irish Eyes Are Smiling" as a St.
Patrick's Day special. And, despite hated Nazi aggression, the public
still listens to Wagnerian opera and Strauss waltzes. So, the point
may be made that there is nothing inconsistent with patriotic
spirit in the rendition of beloved Irish songs. Web programs for the
big day, however, reflect this attitude only in a limited sense with
a small number of Celtic-complected shows.

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO, on
Kate Smith program, Friday (WA1
CBS, 8 p.m.).

td

SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE, CC
NEE BOSWELL and PATSY KELI

t>e

at the "Stage Door Canteen," Fric
(WABC-CBS, 9:30 p.m.).

DONALD DAME, tenor, on L

Murray's "To Your Good Healt
Friday, (WABC-CBS, 6:15 p.m.).

XAVIER CUGAT, on the

1:

Elle

Queen show, Saturday (WEAF7:30 p.m.).

ALEXANDER BRAILOWSE

pianist, on the program of the Phii
delphia Orchestra, Saturday (WAB
CBS, 3:30 p.m.).

Charlie Spivak is the pappy of a 51/2 lb. son, his second, who arrived
yesterday at the Le Roy Sanitarium in Gotham....A lot of ad -agency interest is being shown in the Blue net stanzas by Connee Boswell, who
has a theater date penciled in at New York's Boxy in May....Ray Heatherton, who has been at the Biltmore Hotel in the Big Town since. September.
goes into the Marines next month. Emil PettL now at the Pump Room,
Chicago, replaces with an enlarged combination.

*

-

"TOLERANCE THROUGH
MUSIC"

*

MARY MARTHA BRINEY, op(
tic soprano, on "Broadway Matins
Friday (WJZ-Blue Network, 4 pa

*

*

Peter "Deep Purple" De Rose has written an inspiring musical
setting for Lt. Gen. George S. Patton's magazine poem, "God of
Battles," which has been.published by Robbins Music....Duke Elling-

ton, who recently lectured at Boston University and Harvard, will
expound on le jazz hot to the students of Trinity College, Hartford

LLOYD NOLAN, on "Stars Ov
Hollywood," Saturday (WABC-C8
FRANCIS LEDERER, on
Armstrong Theater of Today," Sat
day (WABC-CBS, 12 noon).
PATRICE MUNSEL,

prano of the "Met," and ALF
on "The Music Amer
Loves Best," Saturday

Network, 7:30 p.m.).

(WJZ-:

MRS. F. WOODROFFE, assist

editor of "Better Homes and G
dens," on Billie Burke's "Fashion:
Rations," Saturday
(WABC-'
11:30 a.m.).

tomorrow.

ANN SOTHERN and JOE
BROWN, on "Cavalcade of Americ
Monday (WABC-CBS, 8 p.m.).

loan Edwards, CBS chanteuse, is reportedly attracting whistles from
servicemen fans as she emerges from "Hit Parade'. rehearsals attired in a
skirt -and -sweater ensemble, proving that you only get out of a sweater
what you put into it.

KMPC's Sister Stations
Send Congratulatory E

Ivan Black relays one in which Norman Reeves, the portrait
painter, asked him if he had heard Stokowski conduct the NBC
Symphony in George Antheil's "Fourth Symphony" the other night.
Reeves, Black and Antheil had been schoolmates together in Trenton,
N. J., a couple of decades ago. "Yes, I heard it," said Black, "and
T thought it was swell. Now Antheil will have to get busy and
compose his First, Second and Third Symphonies."

*

*

*

College fs the strange place to get started as a bandleader, according to
the records of many stick wielders of the Blue's "Spotlight Banda." Kay

(Continued from Page I)

will be Leo J. Fitzpatrick, WJR vice
president and general manager; P. M'
Thomas, WJR and WGAR, secretar»
and treasurer; Owen F. Uridge, WJIP

assistant general manager; John F i
Patt, WGAR vice-president and gen

eral manager and Carl George, WGAI
director of operations.
A special 15 -minute dedication

transcription 'begun in/ Detroit

anc

completed in Cleveland is bein6
forwarded to Los Angeles in time tot
the ceremonies. The Don Large
chorus of WJR sang favorite songs of

G. A. (Dick) Richards, president of
all three stations and congratulatory.'
messages to Richards and Bob Rey.;;

Ryser, Skinnay Ennis and Jan Garber made their bid for a place in the

nolds, KMPC vice-president and gen-

music business when they left the University of North Carolina. Les Brown
and Johnny Long did the same from nearby Duke. Sammy Kaye formed

WJR and WGAR executives.
KMPC is moving after 17 -years
Beverly Hills. to "Radio Row"

his unit at the University of Ohio, while Frankie Masters recruited his
outfit from fellow graduates at the University of Indiana. All of which
adds up to a lot of smart rhythm-and bn occasional "Mairzy Doats. "

* * *

I:

12:30 p.m.).

eral manager, were transcribed by

5939 Sunset Boulevard in Los Angel

Following the KMPC opening, o

cials of all three stations will m
several days in a business ses
with Richards.

bDRAKE,

c:
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(link Backs Trammell Plea
For Revision In Radio Laws
(Continued from Page 1)

D ke Hotel and was an affirmation radio station licenses; should provide
olie stand taken by Niles Trammell, that license revocation should only be
phident of NBC, in his appearance for cause, and that revocation should
bre the Senate Interstate Com- be made only following Government
n,ce Committee last December, urg- suit and trial by jury; should prohibit
in all broadcasters to exert every the FCC from administering the anti-

eirt to secure radio freedom. The trust laws; should prohibit discrimist on men presented their thesis in nation oil the basis of occupation or
th form of a resolution addressed to business in the grant of licenses for
T nmell. The text follows:
Whereas, in his testimony be re the Interstate Commerce

nnmi.ttee of the United States

,pate, Niles Trammell, president
the National Broadcasting Com-

,ny, enumerated the principles
hich should be incorporated in
e laws pertaining to broadcast -

g regulations in order to pre-

broadcasting as a free
nerican institution, therefore,
rve
it,

Resolved, that the Third and
District affiliates of NBC
y endorse the position taken

Trammell in his testiand earnestly urge upon
roadcasters that they exert
r.

effort to secure the enact of legislation which will

ntee a freedom for radio

arable with the freedom of
h and the press which are

stations.
This latter recommendation covered
the sometime stand of the FCC
stations.

that temporary legislative steps be
taken at this time, such as an amendment to the Communications Act,
which would have the effect of halt-

ing further Government encroach-

ment "on the rights of the broadThe Chicago session of the NBC
War Clinic is one of a series of five
such regional meetings in which top
NBC personnel have been meeting
with affiliated radio station executives. Previous sessions have been
held in New York, Atlanta and Dalmove on to the West Coast to meet

utrt Rousseau joins McCann -Erick -

(Continued from Page 1)

variety shows as those of Fred ance of the Gripsholm's captain and
, Phil Baker and the program of crew as contestants on Mutual's
"Double or Nothing" quiz to be heard
Bernie.
from the salon of the exchange liner,

-New York-Former Network Broad-

er for Large Accounts-Prepared to
You.
Box 817, Radio Daily, 1501
sdway, New York 18, N. Y.
re

His 16 months experience in England and his story
of the work of the Red Cross in Europe are of vital
interest.

His talk will be broadcast from 1:45 to

2:00 P.M.

i1AXIfE
featured on the "Hour of Charm"
will sing

NBC aired a two -minute descrip-

dly Hour" and supervisor of "Thin tion of the liner's arrival by Ben
Grauer from the pier at 6:02 p.m., cutvious to that, he was radio ting into the regular news period.
or for Trans -American where Bob Trout described the landing from
d "Radio Reader's Digest," "Fa - the Jersey City dock over CBS in a
Jury Trials," "Light of the two -minute portion of "The World
d" and other script shows. Rous- Today" at 6:45 p.m. Feature of later
started in radio at Young & coverage by the webs and many inlam in 1935 where he worked on dependent outlets will be the appear-

Peas-Cooperative-Began Radio Career

1llA1IAItItIE

Director of Public Relations
for the
American Red Cross
In England

las, and the NBC group now will

8n Monday as production assistant five-minute program from the pier
oyd Coulter, vice-president in over WOR-Mutual at 4:25 p.m. Dave
e of radio, it was announced Driscoll, director of war services and
firday by Lawson Paynter, execu- news for WOR, New York, read a
message from S. Pinkney Tuck,
I;iassistant to Coulter.
jr the past year, Rousseau has former U. S. Charge d'Affaires at
1 with Benton and Bowles where Vichy, in behalf of the passengers.

erienced - Competent - Imagination

LINDSAY

caster and listener."

Arrival Of Gripsholm
Covered By Networks

-SCRIPT WRITER-

LUNCHEON

Trammell, in his appearance before
the Senate committee, recommended

With McCann-Erickson

Vas producer of the "Prudential

8:1U10 EXECUTIVES CLUB

against newspaper ownership of radio

with other station men in Los
ided for in the Bill of Rights.
Angeles.
principles referred to were
Problems of war time programming
ed in Trammell's statement to and station operations have been disnate committee that future ra- cussed. At the Chicago meeting, staslation should guarantee radio tion representatives have been in atghts under the First Amend - tendance from Indiana, Michigan,
the Constitution; should pro - Ohio, Minnesota, North Dakota, South
e FCC from exercising busi- Dakota, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas,
r program control over sta- Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, 'Missouri,
should provide for long-term Montana and Illinois.

sseau In New Post

5eatureci -7ociay

Friday, March 24, at 9:30 p.m.

News of the all-out bombing and

Be on hand at 12:30
Hotel Shelton
Gothic Room
(earlier-for cocktails)

infantry attack on Cassino on the Ita-

HOTEL SHELTON

Naples at 10:01 to 10:04:20 a.m., EWT.

Lexington Avenue at 49th Street

lian front was also heard yesterday
in a CBS pickup of John Daly from

Daly also brought to the mike the
lead bombardier in the first plane
that began the bombardment.

\:
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
1r

'r

- CONNECTICUT -NORTH CAROLINAhands....PATERSON - Dorothy Sara,
CHARLOTTE-Bill Parker, WBT noted graphologist and author, appeared
HARTFORD-Commercial Manager
sales
promotion
-publicity
director,
recently on the Helen Leighton show,
William F. Malo of WDRC is observing his 14th anniversary with the and president of the Charlotte Junior "Luncheon With Helen" over WPAT.
Chamber
of
Commerce,
is
managing
- MISSOURI station this month.... Program ManST. LOUIS-When Rush Hughes,
ager Walter Haase of WDRC has been director of the Charlotte $10,000 War
Bond
purse
open
golf
tournament,
St.
Louis
KWK's master of cereelected member of the board of directors of the Advertising Club of sked for March 17, 18, 19.... ASHE- monies on two daily popular record
Hartford, and chairman of the recep- VILLE-Newest addition to the programs, arrived at work the other
tion committee ....BRIDGEPORT - WWNC program sked is "Rhyme and morning, he was approached by a
The Girl Scouts in this area will give Reason," conducted by Sam Gifford strange man who asked, "Are you
a special broadcast over WICC for and features light bits and news Rush Hughes?" The St. Louis radio
Girl Scout Week. Participants will brights with organ interludes and personality replied that he was.
be: Francis Jones, Denise Keller, background. Show is aired Wednes- "Well," said the stranger, "So'm I."
.and he was. The visiting Mr.
Rosemary Sawicki, Mildred Higgins, days and Fridays.
Hughes turned out to be the director
Barbara Jean Ballou, Nancy Harlowe,
- COLORADO of Public School Music of Elwood,
Joyce Madrigan, Nancy Barlow.
DENVER-Cottrell's Men's Store. KOA Indiana, in town for a music educaadvertisers since 1932, has contracted for tors' convention.
- MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON-It is estimated that several a 4:45-5 p.m. newscast Sundays, in addi-SOUTH DAKOTA thousand New Englanders visited the tion to its current sked of spot announceYANKTON-Neighbor Lady's program
WBZ-Westinghouse historical radio exhibit ments. The 52 -week contract was handled
held in the Filene's second floor boys' by the Robertson Advertising Agency,
shop. WBZ and WBZA staffers participat- Denver.... Ceremonies surrounding the
ing in the broadcasts that originated from inaugural flight opening up a Kansas
the exhibit scene were: Marjorie Mills, City to Denver leg for Continental Air

af

Carl Caruso, Bump Hadley's sportscasting, and Geoffrey Harwood. Local radio
artists who made personal appearances at
the exhibit were: Hum and Strum, Songstress Ray Ivers, Arthur Amadon and the
Melodeers, Mildred Carlson, Elmer Newton Eddy, Carl deSuze and Chester Gaylord.

- MINNESOTA MINNEAPOLIS-The Hall
ware Company sponsors the 15 -minute shows aired over WCCO, Mon.,
Wed., and Thurs., titled "Super Mix

ished

by Armstrong Publicat

This information will be heard
the "We Bring You News" shoo
WLIB continues its policy of furl

ing listeners in the New York

"the popular classics with a bleu
the modern, and news" by adding
World Broadcasting System's t
scribed library of music and the
sociated Press news reports ....B

FALO-WBEN's new spielers
Frank Salerno of Bridgeport

Raymond Maclntosh of Niagara 1

....ITHACA-Rym Berry, sum.;

new radio personality on WHCU,

broadcasts his weekly program

Schenectady, and WE
ers to help improve their household bur- Syracuse.
-VIRGINIA dens. However. Neighbor Lady and her
two secretaries received an unusual letter
LYNCHBURG-Tummy Scribner, etc
Lines, were aired during a special 15 - the other day from a farmer who is a Mutual's "Johnson Family" series,
minute program on KOA....Public Ser- constant listener to this program. The con- closed a week of personal apperance
vice Company of Colo., sponsors of regu- tents of his letter go on to describe the Lynchburg. His coast -to -coast broac
lar city high school basketball airings on amount of land, livestock, and other was fed via WLVA ....Newest add
KMYR, has signed for the state high property he possesses. In the last para- to WLVA, and to radio, is Harvey E'
school tournament sked for this week. graph he gets down to business-wonders of Brooklyn, on the announcerial end
if Neighbor Lady would broadcast the fact Edward A. Cleland, Jr., recently
Mark Schreiber will spiel.
that he is badly in need of a wife around charged from the Canadian Army,
- NEW HAMPSHIRE
the place. And "Neighbor Lady" plans to returned to WLVA as chief of the c
PORTSMOUTH - WHEB's new broadcast the farmer's appeal.
department.
over WNAX is designed for women listen- WGY,

-

distaff members: Mrs. Betty Marshall
as receptionist, Mrs. Juanita MacLean

as copy writer, Miss Thelma Lock-

wood as secretary, and Miss Annette
Vocal -Aires," a chorus of 10 mixed Miller in the sales department....Prothe sale of War Bonds, WHEB
voices....Hale Byers, WCCO news- moting
caster, is general chairman for the presents "Salute To Victory" week
and features prominent guests.
third annual Red Cross Benefit Ball days
recent guest was Lt. Edward W.
which will be sponsored by Twin Most
twice -wounded flying fortress
City radio stars and newspaper col- Gould,
of Amesbury. Lt. Gould is
umnists....Larry Haeg, WCCO farm navigator
service director, attended a special back in this country to recover from
meeting of the Minnesota legislature shrapnel injuries sustained during a
this week called concerning the Sol- bombing mission over Germany.
dier Vote bill.
- NEW JERSEY -

THE ALFRED I. duPONT RADIO AWARD
FOUNDATION HONORS

WMAZ
MACON, GEORGIA

NEWARK-"Requestfully Yours" is a
program dedicated to answering requests.

- CALIFORNIA -

-NEW YORK -

NEW YORK-Beginning April
WBYN will be the only radio sti
in New York City that will air ra
summaries and results, to be i

SAN FRANCISCO-Addressing a group but the other day WAAT listeners reof radio, newspaper and advertising execs versed the procedure. It all began when
on post-war plans for advertising, James Charlie Spivak's famous Christmas -gift

A. Shanahan. managing director of the trumpet was missing backstage at the
Chicago Art Center, proposed a world Adams Theater, Newark. Appearing on
conference for advertising to take place in the program as Paul Brenner's guest.
San Francisco in 1945. He urged con- Charlie made a fervent appeal for the
sideration of advertising's relations with return of his trumpet. And in two hours,
the government, "remembering that adver- the sweet instrument was safe in Charlie's
tising has been fighting for its life"....
Replacing Truman Thompson on the KFRC
announcerial-production staff is Alan

"IIN RECOGNITION AND APPRECIATION OF
OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE IN ENCOURAG-

ING, PROMOTING AND DEVELOPING AMERICAN
IDEALS OF FREEDOM AND FOR LOYAL, DEVOTED

SERVICE TO THE NATION AND TO THE COMMUNITY IT SERVES."

Lisser, formerly of KGMB, Honolulu....
OAKLAND-Ray Fournival, spieler for
KROW, will be Uncle Sam's nephew
shortly.

5,000 W.
ANNOUNCER
around

.

.

experience.

.

21

years

all

last

11/2

years. Want position with future. Draft
deferred indefinitely. East. Box 820,
Radio

Daily,

York 18, N. Y.

1501

MACON, GEORGIA

Chief announcer

with 5000 watt station for

Broadway,

New
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Eyed Cross Lauds Radio
lega

Co, Recording

Philadelphia-Dunninger, radio
mentalist, yesterday characterized
his alleged feud with Richard Him.
ber as a one-man affair with Himber doing all the feuding. He's not

Norman H. Davis Praises Broadcasters
For Promotional Effort In '44 Drive
In Letter Read At R E C Luncheon

by the band leader.

Sen. Mead Opens Fight

One Man Feud

[o!densed Stage Hits
i.ntirely new field of home re (S have been opened up by the
Company through pressing of
Sed versions of famous stage
Its, it was learned yesterday.
Irst stage hits to be placed on
double-faced records are
Shanghai Gesture" starring

le Reed and "Polly At the

the least bit apprehensive about
the expose threats hurled at him

Experimental FM Stat.

with' Mabel Taliaferro.

To Obtain FCC Funds
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Radio was commended for its "outstanding contribution" to the current 1944 Red Cross War Fund in a
letter from Norman H. Davis, chair-

man of the American Red Cross,

read at yesterday's luncheon meeting
of the Radio Executives Club at the
Shelton Hotel in New York. Morale

Washington-With the two Senators role of the Red Cross service clubs
New Hampshire heckling in the European Theater of OperaFor Nation's Capital from
and Moorehouse, columnist
throughout
the session, Sen. James tions was described by Lindsay
is for the New York "Sun,"
Mead, D. (N. Y.), yesterday opened Macharrie, director of public relations
An FM station to carry on "research
(Continued on Page 2)
fight to restore the two million for the ARC in England during the
to foster the development" of that his
dollars tentatively cut from the Bud- past 16 months and former producer
type of broadcasting, will be built in get Bureau recommendation for the at the Blue Network and Benton &
ou National Accounts
the Capital area, with transmitter
Mead, supported by Senators
(Continued on Page 6)
ltlew On CBS Network located at Olney, Maryland, according FCC.
Barkley, Hill, Bone and Wheeler,
to Columbia University's department
(Continued on Page 6)

or the new series originated

ational advetisers have re- of public information which states
eir commercials over CBS that the station will be a replica of

Dorothy Lewis' NAB Tour NBC Shortwave Plans
Through South -Midwest Progressing On Coast
in the name of the FM

er season, it was announced the original FM outlet in Alpine, New
by the network. Sponsors Jersey.
Construction permit reies are: Lever Brothers Co.

quested is

Rubicam), Procter & Development Foundation filed with
(Continued on Page 2)
Co. (Compton Advertising),
es Co. (Warwick & Legler)
ley Import Corp. (William Vincent Callahan Joins
aub & Co).
second top Columbia adver- Washington Adv. Agency
&

(Continued on Page 6)

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

ooroves Transfer
tf WPDQ, Jacksonville
kl hiugtm, Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Vincent F. Callahan,
until recently director of Advertising,
Press and Radio of the War Finance
Division of the U. S. Treasury, has

been named an associate of Lewis

Dorothy Lewis, Coordinator of Listener Activity for the NAB, left yes-

terday for Washington on the first
leg of an extended trip through the
South and Midwest. En route she will
stop off in key cities in North and
(Continued on Page 2)

San Francisco-Construction is expected to start about mid -April on

the huge new shortwave broadcasting
plant planned by NBC here, accord-

ing to announcement by KPO manager John W. Elwood. With land already obtained down the peninsula,

work will be speeded to bring the
Orchestra Business
of which there will be
Is Hard Hit By Draft transmitters,
(Continued on Page 4)

Depleting ranks of "name" band B. C. Duffy Of BBD&O
(D. C.)
Agency, and public and leaders and musicians due to the draft
fed to transfer of control of Advertising
business
relations
counsellor.
Elected To CAB Board
has created a serious problem in the
kksonville Broadcasting Corp..
In the Ryan organization, Mr. Cal- radio and dance band field, it was
of WPDQ, Jacksonville, Fla..
(Co,finued on Page 5)
Bernard
C. Duffy, executive vice(Continued on Page 6)
nest D. Black, E. G. McKenzie

Idngton - The

FCC

has Edwin Ryan, Washington,

É. Margaret Curtis, to D. Boggs.

for 18 shares (60 per cent)

80,325.75.

Wins Toss
p of a coin in Naples Wednes40 won for the Blue web an ex-

chve broadcast of a report by

Wt. General Ira C. Eaker on the
wlno. bombing, G. W. Johnstone,
BP'tal events director of the Blue.
Aimed. At the time when Gordon
Frier, net's correspondent, won
t14oin-toss he was told the speak-

er could be "a special airforcq
Pe nality."

German-Jap Radio Backfires;
Programs Entertain Veterans
Australians Enthused
Over Tele Prospects

Atlantic City-Enemy radio propaganda-instead of breaking the morale of our troops overseas-worked in

San Francisco - Australian post- reverse and actually built up the
of the GIs who tuned in on
war radio plans are so advanced that spirits
a Jap or Nazi station.
it would be possible within two
or

"They gave us plenty of Glenn
three years to set up television be- Miller,
Shaw and the rest of the
tween the major cities of Australia, topnotchArtie
bands," say the soldiers
which are separated by distances
who
did
the
listening,
"and we'd dial
ranging from 400 to 1,500 miles. This
the jive we could get. We loved it.
prediction was made here by Sir all"As
for propaganda, it was gener(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 5)

president of BBD&O has been elected
a member of the Board of Governors
of the Cooperative Analysis of Broad (Continued on Page 2)

Coming Out Party
Burlington, Vt.-WCAX, CBS af-

filiate, will hold an "open house"
Wednesday evening, March 22 to
officially open and dedicate Its
new studio building located ad-

jacent to the Hotel Vermont In Burlington. Attending the festivities

as guest of C. P. Hasbrook, president -station

manager

of

WCAX,

will be Gov. William H, Wills, of
Vermont.
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* * * (ONST-TO-(ORST
- CONNECTICUT HARTFORD-Commercial Manager

- NORTH CAROLINA hands....PATERSON - Dorothy Sara,
CHARLOTTE-Bill Parker, WBT noted graphologist and author, appeared
promotion -publicity director, recently on the Helen Leighton show,
and president of the Charlotte Junior "Luncheon With Helen" over WPAT.
Chamber of Commerce, is managing
- MISSOURI director of the Charlotte $10,000 War
ST. LOUIS-When Rush Hughes,
Bond purse open golf tournament, St. Louis KWK's master of ceresked for March 17, 18, 19.... ASHE- monies on two daily popular record
VILLE-Newest addition to the programs, arrived at work the other
WWNC program sked is "Rhyme and morning, he was approached by a
Reason," conducted by Sam Gifford strange man who asked, "Are you
and features light bits and news Rush Hughes?" The St. Louis radio
brights with organ interludes and personality replied that he was.
background. Show is aired Wednes- "Well," said the stranger, "So'm I."
days and Fridays.
....and he was. The visiting Mr.
Hughes turned out to be the director
- COLORADO of Public School Music of Elwood,
DENVER-Cottrell's Men's Store, KOA Indiana, in town for a music educa-

William F. Malo of WDRC is ob- sales

serving his 14th anniversary with the
station this month ....Program Manager Walter Haase of WDRC has been

elected member of the board of directors of the Advertising Club of
Hartford, and chairman of the reception committee ....BRIDGEPORT The Girl Scouts in this area will give

a special broadcast over WICC for
Girl Scout Week. Participants will

be: Francis Jones, Denise Keller,
Rosemary Sawicki, Mildred Higgins,
Barbara Jean Ballou, Nancy Harlowe,
Joyce Madrigan, Nancy Barlow.
advertisers since 1932. has contracted for tors' convention.
- MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON-It is estimated that several a 4:45-5 p.m. newscast Sundays. In addi- SOUTH DAKOTA thousand New Englanders visited the tion to its current sked of spot announceYANKTON-Neighbor Lady's program

WBZ-Westinghouse historical radio exhibit

held in the Filene's second floor boys'
shop. WBZ and WBZA staffers participating in the broadcasts that originated from
the exhibit scene were: Marjorie Mills,

ments. The 52 -week contract was handled
by the Robertson Advertising Agency,
Denver.... Ceremonies surrounding the
inaugural flight opening up a Kansas
City to Denver leg for Continental Air

* *.
- NEW YORK -

NEW YORK-Beginning April
WBYN will be the only radio sta
in New York City that will air ra
summaries and results, to be
ished

by Armstrong Publicatii

This information will be heard (II
the "We Bring You News" show
WLIB continues its policy of furn

ing listeners in the New York

"the popular classics with a bleni
the modern, and news" by adding
World Broadcasting System's tst
scribed library of music and the ;

sociated Press news reports....B.'
FALO-WBEN's new spielers ;
Frank Salerno of Bridgeport t
Raymond MacIntosh of Niagara Fp
....ITHACA-Rym Berry, success
new radio personality on WHCU, tt

broadcasts his weekly program a:

Schenectady, and WS 11
ers to help improve their household bur- Syracuse.
- VIRGINIA dens. However, Neighbor Lady and her
two secretaries received an unusual letter
LYNCHBURG-Tummy Scribner, dad
over WNAX is designed for women listen- WGY,

Family" series, d
Lines, were aired during a special 15 - the other day from a farmer who is a Mutual's
minute program on KOA....Public Ser- constant listener to this program. The con- closed a week of personal apperancei
vice Company of Colo., sponsors of regu- tents of his letter go on to describe the Lynchburg. His coast -to -coast broad
lar city high school basketball airings on amount of land, livestock, and other was fed via WLVA.. Newest adds
KMYR, has signed for the state high property he possesses. In the last para- to WLVA, and to radio, is Harvey Ev'
school tournament sked for this week. graph he gets down to business-wonders of Brooklyn, on the announcerial end,
if Neighbor Lady would broadcast the fact Edward A. Cleland, Jr., recently
Mark Schreiber will spiel.
that he is badly in need of a wife around charged from the Canadian Army,
lord.
- NEW HAMPSHIRE
the place. And "Neighbor Lady" plans to returned to WLVA as chief of the of
PORTSMOUTH
WHEB's
new
- MINNESOTA broadcast the farmer's appeal.
department.
distaff
members:
Mrs.
Betty
Marshall
MINNEAPOLIS-The Hall
as
receptionist,
Mrs.
Juanita
MacLean
ware Company sponsors the 15 -minute shows aired over WCCO, Mon., as copy writer, Miss Thelma Lockas secretary, and Miss Annette
Wed., and Thurs., titled "Super Mix wood
in the sales department....ProTHE ALFRED I. duPONT RADIO AWARD
Vocál-Aires," a chorus of 10 mixed Miller
voices....Hale Byers, WCCO news- moting the sale of War Bonds, WHEB

Carl Caruso. Bump Hadley's sportscasting, and Geoffrey Harwood. Local radio
artists who made personal appearances at
the exhibit were: Hum and Strum, Songstress Kay Ivers, Arthur Amadon and the
Melodeers, Mildred Carlson, Elmer Newton Eddy, Carl deSuze and Chester Gay-

-

caster, is general chairman for the presents "Salute To Victory" week

FOUNDATION HONORS

and features prominent guests.
third annual Red Cross Benefit Ball days
recent guest was Lt. Edward W.
which will be sponsored by Twin Most
twice -wounded flying fortress
City radio stars and newspaper col- Gould,
of Amesbury. Lt. Gould is
umnists....Larry Haeg, WCCO farm navigator
service director, attended a special back in this country to recover from
meeting of the Minnesota legislature shrapnel injuries sustained during a
this week called concerning the Sol- bombing mission over Germany.
dier Vote bill.
- NEW JERSEY NEWARK-"Requestfully Yours" is a
- CALIFORNIA program dedicated to answering requests,
SAN FRANCISCO-Addressing a group but the other day WAAT listeners reof radio, newspaper and advertising execs versed the procedure. It all began when
on post-war plans for advertising, James Charlie Spivak's famous Christmas -gift

A. Shanahan, managing director of the trumpet was missing backstage at the
Chicago Art Center, proposed a world Adams Theater, Newark. Appearing on
conference for advertising to take place in the program as Paul Brenner's guest,
San Francisco in 1945. He urged con- Charlie made a fervent appeal for the
sideration of advertising's relations with return of his trumpet. And in two hours,
the government, "remembering that adver- the sweet instrument was safe in Charlie's
tising has been fighting for its life"....
Replacing Truman Thompson on the KFRC
announcerial-production staff is Alan

WMAZ
MACON, GEORGIA

"I N RECOGNITION AND APPRECIATION OF
OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE IN ENCOURAGING, PROMOTING AND DEVELOPING AMERICAN
IDEALS OF FREEDOM AND FOR LOYAL, DEVOTED

SERVICE TO THE NATION AND TO THE COMMUNITY IT SERVES."

Lisser, formerly of KGMB, Honolulu....
OAKLAND-Ray Fournival, spieler for
KROW, will be Uncle Sam's nephew
shortly.

5,000 W.
ANNOUNCER
around

.

.

experience.

.

21/2

years

all
11/2

years. Want position with future. Draft
deferred indefinitely. East. Box 820,
Radio

Daily,

York 18, N. Y.

1501

Broadway,

New

C.B.S.

MACON, GEORGIA

Chief announcer

with 5000 watt station for last

WMAZ

March 16
Lewis MacConnach
Tommy Donnelly Henny Youngman
Elizabeth Lennox

Dominating Middle Georgia
Represented By THE KATZ AGENCY

:
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Ed Cross Lauds Radio
Ica Co. Recording

One

(oldensed Stage Hits
1;ntirely new field of home refs have been opened up by the
Company through pressing of

sed versions of famous stage
es, it was learned yesterday.
first stage hits to be placed on
double-faced records are
Gesture" starring

shanghai

de Reed and "Polly At the
with' Mabel Taliaferro.

or the new series originated
Vand

columnist

Moorehouse,

tíic for the New York "Sun,"
(Continued on Page 2)

ou National At -counts

R lew On CBS Network
national advetisers have re :their commercials over CBS
er season, it was announced
by the network. Sponsors
ies are: Lever Brothers Co.
&
Rubicam), Procter &
Co. (Compton Advertising),
es Co. (Warwick & Le¢ler)
nley Import Corp. (William
raub & Co).
second top Columbia adver(Cn,,tieeed on Poor 6)

the expose threats hurled at him
by the band leader.

Sen. Mead Opens Fight

Radio was commended for its "outstanding contribution" to the current 1944 Red Cross War Fund in a
letter from Norman H. Davis, chair-

man of the American Red Cross,
read at yesterday's luncheon meeting
Experimental FM Slat.
of the Radio Executives Club at the
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Shelton Hotel in New York. Morale
Washington-With the two Senators role of the Red Cross service clubs
New Hampshire heckling in the European Theater of OperaFor Nation's Capital from
throughout the session, Sen. James tions was described by Lindsay
Mead, D. (N. Y.), yesterday opened Macharrie, director of public relations
An FM station to carry on "research
fight to restore the two million for the ARC in England during the
to foster the development" of that his
dollars tentatively cut from the Bud- past 16 months and former producer
type of broadcasting, will be built in get Bureau recommendation for the at the Blue Network and Benton &
the Capital area, with transmitter FCC. Mead, supported by Senators
(Continued on Page 6)
located at Olney, Maryland, according Barkley, Hill, Bone and Wheeler,
to Columbia University's department
(Continued
on
Page
6)
of public information which states
that the station will be a replica of
NBC Shortwave Plans

To Obtain FCC Funds

Dorothy Lewis' NAB Tour
Through South -Midwest Progressing On Coast
quested is in the name of the FM
the original FM outlet in Alpine, New
Jersey.
Construction permit re-

Development Foundation filed with
(Continued on Page 2)

Dorothy Lewis, Coordinator of Listener Activity for the NAB, left yes-

terday for Washington on the first
Vincent Callahan Joins
leg of an extended trip through the
and Midwest. En route she will
Washington Adv. Agency South
stop off in key cities in North and
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

C( Approves Transfer
(f WPDQ, Jacksonville
ington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Norman H. Davis Praises Broadcasters
For Promotional Effort In '44 Drive
In Letter Read At R E C Luncheon

Man Fend

Philadelphia-Dunninger, radio
mentalist, yesterday characterized
his alleged feud with Richard Him
ber as a one-man affair with Himber doing all the feuding. He's not
the least bit apprehensive about

Washington-Vincent F. Callahan,
until recently director of Advertising,
Press and Radio of the War Finance
Division of the U. S. Treasury, has

been named an associate of Lewis

(Continued on Page 2)

San Francisco-Construction is expected to start about mid -April on

the huge new shortwave broadcasting
plant planned by NBC here, accord-

ing to announcement by KPO manager John W. Elwood. With land already obtained down the peninsula,

work will be speeded to bring the
Orchestra Business
of which there will be
Is Hard Hit By Draft transmitters,
(Continued on Pone 4)

Depleting ranks of "name" band B. C. Duffy Of BBD&O
(D. C.)
Agency, and public and leaders and musicians due to the draft
d to transfer of control of Advertising
business
relations
counsellor.
has created a serious problem in the
Elected To CAB Board
ksonville Broadcasting Corp..

itgton - The

FCC

has Edwin Ryan, Washington,

of WPDQ, Jacksonville, Fla..
hest D. Black, E. G. McKenzie
. Margaret Curtis, to D. Baggs.

for 18 shares (60 per cent)

0,325.75.

Wins Toss
of a coin in Naples Wednesdo won for the Blue web an ex,p

ehve broadcast of a report by

ill. General Ira C. Eaker on the
Ceino. bombing, G. W. Johnstone,

sPlal events director of the Blue,
°trted. At the time when Gordon
Ever, net's correspondent, won
lkl:oln-toss he was told the speaker oould be "a special airforce
Psznality."

In the Ryan organization, Mr. Cal - radio and dance band field, it was
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 6)

German-Jap Radio Backfires;
Programs Entertain Veterans
a

Australians Enthused
Over Tele Prospects

Atlantic City-Enemy radio propaganda-instead of breaking the morale of our troops overseas-worked in

San Francisco-Australian post- reverse and actually built up the
of the GIs who tuned in on
war radio plans are so advanced that spirits
a Jap or Nazi station.
it would be possible within two
or

"They gave us plenty of Glenn
three years to set up television be- Miller,
Shaw and the rest of the
tween the major cities of Australia, topnotchArtie
bands," say the

soldiers
which are separated by distances who did the listening, "and we'd
ranging from 400 to 1,500 miles. This all the jive we could get. We loveddial
it.
prediction was made here by Sir "As for propaganda, it was gener(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page S)

Bernard C. Duffy, executive vice-

president of BBD&O has been elected
a member of the Board of Governors
of the Cooperative Analysis of Broad (Continued on Page 2)

Coming Out Party
Burlington, Vt.-WCAX, CBS af-

filiate. will hold an "open house"
Wednesday evening, March 22 to
officially open and dedicate its
new studio building located ad-

jacent to the Hotel Vermont In Burlington. Attending the festivities

as guest of C. P. Hasbrook. president -station manager of WCAX,
will be Gov. William H, Wills, of
Vermont.

t5i
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net
Chg.

High Low Close
1571/2 157% 1571/2
281/s 27% 28
21% 2034 203/4

Am. Tel. Cr Tel
CBS A'
Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. Cr R
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common
RCA First Pfd

131/4
363/4

3634

131/a
361

31

301/2

30122

131/8

101/4

10

74

74

10/8

---

1/s

1/e
1/4

74
Stewart -Warner
13% 13
133,{s
Westinghouse
99
981
987/8
Zenith Radio
391h 3834
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE

39 -

44 414
OVER THE COUNTER

Nat. Union Radio

41/2

Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Asked
23

21

32

..

Salute To Meriden On NBC

According

to

Armstrong

Dorothy Lewis' NAB Tour
Through South -Midwest

(March 17, 1924 )

(Continued from Page 1)

usual 4 p.m. tea music program due
to absence of the leader.
WANTED

Midwest Regional Station seeking promotion manager, man or woman, well experienced in all types of radio promotion.
Give draft status, education, experience,

references and salary wanted.
Box 812,
1501 BROADWAY

Write-

RADIO DAILY

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

in

Australia,

who

South Carolina, Georgia, .Tennessee,

Kentucky, Ohio. and Penn, At the
towns in which she will speak, she
:will also confer with Radio Councils
and various organizations, also, the

3

York, Montreal and London. Sir Ed-

LESTER GOTTLIEB, publicity director

M

Mutual Network, is on a business trip u
ward, whó entered radio in 1906 along cago.
He's expected back Monday.

with David Sarnoff, now president

"Foundation is organized to carry on sion from England to Australia. He
research and to foster the'develop- is responsible for establishment in
ment of the FM broadcasting art, Australia of the radio equipment
which it is now clearly evident will manufacturing industry, now employrevolutionize the broadcasting inCommenting on the
dustry. The removal of the FCC's ban ing thousands.
of the war, Sir Edward deon newspaper ownership of stations effects
clared
American
servicemen and
and the gradual realization by various
have done much to promote
educational groups and institutions women
between the two counof the possibilities resulting from this understanding
new method of broadcasting has pro- tries.
duced a flood of applications for licenses that are beyond the resources Decca Co. Recording
of Washington people to handle. With
Condensed Stage Hits
the granting of these applications and
the construction of hundreds or even
(Continued from Page 1)
thousands of FM stations, many new and Moorehouse,
say the reports,
problems of allocation and operations suggested such a series in his column
will arise.
and the idea was acted upon by Jack
Purposes Stated
Kapp, president of Decca.
"It is the purpose of the Founda- Fritz Blocki, radio producer, writer
tion," continued. Armstrong, "to carry and director, has been commissioned
out the necessary experimentation to to direct the series of condensations.
solve any operational problems that Blocki, agency and network producer,
may arise, and to _do_so at a location is reported using radio technique in
which will be alike convenient to the the series of dramatic recordings.
Jansky & Bailey laboratories that will Whether or' not these recorded
supervise the 'tests, and capable of dramas can be used on radio is quesdemonstrating by its service over the tionable. Royalty rights, attitude of
Capital area the full possibilities of AFRA, and length of each recorded
possibilities of the Frequency 'Modus i adaptation must be considered.
lation system."
"The station is located as to serve B. C. Duffy Of BBD&O
the Capital area as well as surroundElected To CAB Board
ing country of approximately 20,000
square miles, and within convenient
(Continued from Page 1)
reach of the Jansky &-Bailey labora- casting, Inc.
according to D. P. Smeltories that will supervise the tests, iser Chairman
the Board. Duffy
and capable of demonstrating ,by its fwas nominated of
by the American Asservice over the Capital area the full sociation of Advertising
Agencies to
possibilities of the FM system."
Plans were formulated prior to replace F. B. Ryan, Jr. now serving

20 VERBS RGO TODDY

New York, could not take the air
recently over local outlet for its

Radio

stopped off here en route to New

RCA, collaborated in 1918 with
the of
Marconi on the first radio transmis-

A ceremony citing Meriden, Conn., Pearl Harbor, Armstrong 'said and
for its activities in the war effort will depending upon favorable action by
be aired over NBC at 11:30 p.m. the FCC and termination of hostiliMonday. Paul V. McNutt, chairman ties. It is expected that six to nine
of the WMC, will speak.
months will be required to construct
the station.

The 140th annual dinner of the
Friendly Sons of St. Patrick, being
held tonight at the Astor Hotel,
New York, will be aired direct from
the scene of celebration by WIZ... .
Orchestra of the Hotel Belmont,

mated

ne
,

COmIIIG and GOII91

(Continued from Page 1)

Ernest Fiske, president of Amalga-

the FCC. Also in the names of Prof.
Edwin H. Armstrong of Columbia U,
inventor of the FM system, and C.
M. Jansky, Jr. and Stuart L. Bailey
of the engineering firm that bears the
names of the latter two.

-

I

in the armed forces. CAB, a non-profit

/organization is operated by a Board

of Governors nominated by the AAAA
and the ANA.

i

Other Board members are: D. P.

Smelser, chairman, Procter & Gamble;
(Robert B. Brown, Bristol-Myers Co.;

E. H.
SHOMO, Eastern sales man:,
WBBM, CBS -owned outlet in Chicago, id
I

New York for the home offices followi m
ferences at the headquarters of the netw,

ARTHUR SIMON, general manager of pil
Philadelphia, was in town yesterday on 3tit

business.

JACK HALEY and JOAN DAVIS are e
in New York on Monday for a four -weal
During that time they will broadcast their
day NBC programs from Gotham.

JIMMY DOLAN, sportscaster on the Q
Network, leaves today for Chicago, whet(

be joined by TED HUSING for the br
tomorrow night of the Chicago Relays.

FULTON LEWIS IR., Mutual's comme

national affairs, will lecture tonight at
Oregon.

FRANK SINATRA will broadcast his

gram from Hollywood tomorrow night
leave for New York on Sunday.

HENNY YOUNGMAN arrived
Philadelphia yesterday.

in

to

PARKS JOHNSON and WARREN HULL

their CBS "Vox Pop" microphone to
R. I., on Monday, there to interview
PT Boats at the Motor Torpedo Boat
Training Center.

ALEX L. HILLMAN, of Hillman Pt
to
a business -and -pleasure trip
Phoenix and Hollywood. He'll be got
four weeks. RICHARD H. ROFFMAN,
on

director of radio and public relations,
ington, D. C., for a few days on busing
JOHN

J.

LAUX, general manager o

Steubenville, Ohio; WJPA, Washington,
WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., coming to
for

a week to attend meetings of th

Network's sales committee. He also
look in on the advertising agencies.

PHIL WOOD, of WFMJ, Younggsstowntk
for his Ohio headquarters on Wednesda)tl

lowing a few days in New York.

Heads Ur
If you even suspect there'
a spot open on W -I -T -H .

.

,John L. Bogert, Standard Brands,
Inc.; George H. Gallup, Young &

quick check the facts. We'n
practically sold out 24 hour.

McCann-Erickson, Inc.

a day. And for only oat

Rubicam-, Inc., and L. D. H. Weld,

Probers Hear Applicants
For Garey Counsel Post

reason: W -I -T -H produce:
and advertisers know it!

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Three men have allocal officials of the Assn. of Women's ready been interviewed by the full
Directors of the NAB.

membership of

the House Select

She will use five themes for her Committee investigating the FCC in
talks, such as: Radio and the Com- their attempt to find a successor to

munity; Radio -Instrument of Educa- Eugene L. Garey, who resigned last
tion; Radio's Role in War and Post- month as counsel for the committee.
war; Broadcasting and Youth of Two men were questioned yesterday

during an executive session in the
office of Chairman Clarence F. Lea,
and it is believed that one or two
more lawyers may be heard before
the final choice is made.
It is hoped that the counsel will
Miss Lewis will return to New York be selected either by this week-end

America; Listeners and Broadcasting-Parties in Progress and similar
themes. In each of the towns, Miss
Lewis will hold'a roundtable discussion, all according to the particular
field on tap in the respective towns.
early next month.

or early next week.

W+T H
IN BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED 8Y HEADLEY-Rini

NEW WORLD
A'COMING
dramatisation of Roi Ott-

Unique

ley's best-seller,
starring Canada
Lee every Sunday

3:03-3:30 P.m.

WAKE UPAMERICA

Novel network
quiz debates fea-

turing well-known
leaders in all
fields. 5:30-6:00
p.m. Sunday.
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'THIS
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the time.

AMERICA'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

STATION
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the FCC. Also in the names of Prof. Ernest Fiske, president of AmalgaEdwin H. Armstrong of Columbia U, mated Radio in Australia, who
inventor of the FM system, and C. stopped off here en route to New
M. Jansky, Jr. and Stuart L. Bailey York, Montreal and London. Sir Edof the engineering firm that bears the ward, who'entered radio in 1906 along
with David Sarnoff, now president
names of the latter two.
According to Armstrong the of RCA, collaborated in 1918 with
on the first radio transmis"Foundation is organized to carry on Marconi
from England to Australia. He
research and to foster the 'develop- sion
responsible for establishment in
ment of the FM broadcasting art, isAustralia
of the radio equipment
which it is now clearly evident will manufacturing
industry, now employrevolutionize the broadcasting inthousands. Commenting on the
dustry. The removal of the FCC's ban ing
of the war, Sir Edward deon newspaper ownership of stations effects
American servicemen and
and the gradual realization by various clared
have done much to promote
educational groups and institutions women
between the two counof the possibilities resulting from this understanding
new method of broadcasting has pro- tries.
duced a flood of applications for licenses that are beyond the resources Decca Co. Recording

111.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
of Washington people to handle. With
6607.

LESTER GOTTLIEB, publicity director o
Mutual Network, is on a business trip to
He's expected back Monday.

cago.
E.

H.

SHOMO,

Eastern

sales

manage

WBBM, CBS -owned outlet in Chicago, ha:
New York for the home offices following ;
ferences at the headquarters of the network',
ARTHUR SIMON, general manager of WEN.
Philadelphia, was in town yesterday on s for
business.

JACK HALEY and JOAN DAVIS are exp
in New York on Monday for a four -weeks
During that time they will broadcast their 1'
day NBC programs from Gotham.

JIMMY DOLAN, sportscaster on the Coll»
Network, leaves today for Chicago, where brill
be joined by TED HUSING for the broadc:hrn
tomorrow night of the Chicago Relays.
FULTON LEWIS JR., Mutual's commentat.on
national affairs, will lecture tonight at Pebbled,

Condensed Stage Hits Oregon.
the granting of these applications and
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., the construction of hundreds or even
(Continued from Page 1)
FRANK SINATRA will broadcast his final o under the act of March 3, 1879.
thousands of FM stations, many new and Moorehouse,
say the reports, gram from Hollywood tomorrow night andaill
problems of allocation and operations suggested such a series in his column leave for New York on Sunday,
will arise.
and the idea was acted upon by Jack 'KENNY YOUNGMAN arrived in town m,
Philadelphia yesterday.
Purposes Stated
Kapp, president of Decca.
Fritz Blocki, radio producer, writer PARKS JOHNSON and WARREN HULL will k.
"It is the purpose of the Foundation," continued. Armstrong, "to carry and director, has been commissioned their CBS "Vox Pop" microphone to Melle
on Monday, there to interview cresol
out the necessary experimentation to to direct the series of condensations. R.PT I.Boats
at the Motor Torpedo Boat Squalls
(Thursday, March 16)
solve any operational problems that Blocki, agency and network producer, Training Center.
may arise, and to do_so at a location is reported using radio technique in
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net which will be alike convenient to the the series of dramatic recordings.
ALEX L. HILLMAN, of Hillman Period
High Low Close Chg.
Whether or' not these recorded on a business -and -pleasure trip to Chiijo,
Am. Tel. & Tel
157% 157% 157% + 1/s Tansky & Bailey laboratories that will dramas can be used on radio is ques- Phoenix and Hollywood. He'll be gone aid
supervise the tests, and capable of
CBS A
281/s 277/
28
four weeks. RICHARD H. ROFFMAN, Hain
Crosby Corp.
21% 203/4 204 demonstrating by its service over the tionable. Royalty rights, attitude of director of radio and public relations, to Wk.
ington, D. C., for
AFRA,
and
length
of
each
recorded
361 - lr Capital area the full possibilities of adaptation must be considered.
Gen. Electric
363
36
Philco
31
301
301 - % possibilities of the Frequency ModuJOHN J. LAUX, general manager of WV.
RCA Common
10%%
10
10 s
lation system."
Steubenville, Ohio; WJPA,. Washington, Pa., id
Entered as second class matter, April 5,

Finnan

la.

RCA First Pfd

74

74

74

133/s

13
981

987s -

"The station is located as to serve B. C. Duffy Of BBD&O
the Capital area as well as surroundElected To CAB Board
3834 39 - 1/4 ing country of approximately 20,000
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
square
miles,
and
within
convenient
Nat. Union Radio
41/2
41h
41/2
(Continued from Page I)
reach of the Jansky &-Bailey labora- casting, Inc.
OVER THE COUNTER
according to D. P, SmelBid Asked tories that will supervise the tests,
ser Chairman of the Board. Duffy
WCAO (Baltimore)
21
23
and capable of demonstrating ,by its ;was
W1R (Detroit)
32 ..
nominated by the American Asservice over the Capital area the full sociation
of Advertising Agencies to
possibilities of the FM system."
replace
F. B. Ryan, Jr. now serving
Salute To Meriden On NBC
Plans were formulated - prior to in the armed
forces. CAB, a non-profit
A ceremony citing Meriden, Conn., Pearl Harbor, Armstrong :said and
for its activities in the war effort will depending upon favorable action by (organization is operated by a Board
Governors nominated by the AAAA
be' aired over NBC at 11:30 p.m. the FCC and termination of hostili- of
the ANA.
Monday. Paul V. McNutt, chairman ties. It is expected that six to nine and
Other Board members are; D. P.
of the WMC, will speak.
months will be required to construct Smelser,
chairman, Procter & Gamble;
the station.
,Robert B. Brown, Bristol-Myers Co.;
John L. Bogert, Standard Brands,
tIñc.; George H. Gallup, Young &
Dorothy
Lewis'
NAB
Tour
IRubicam, Inc., and L. D. H. Weld,
TODAY:
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

99

Zenith Radio

13%

1/

391/4

;

20 YENS NO

(March 17, 1924)

The 140th annual dinner of the

Friendly Sons of St. Patrick, being
held tonight at the Astor Hotel,
New York, will be aired direct from
the scene of celebration by WJZ. , ,

. Orchestra of the Hotel Belmont,
New York, could not take the air
recently over local outlet for its
usual 4 p.m. tea music program due
to absence of the leader.
WANTED

Midwest Regional Station seeking promomanager, man or woman, well experienced in all types of radio promotion.
Give draft status, education, experience,
references and salary wanted. Writetion

Box 812,
1501 BROADWAY

RADIO DAILY

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

Through South -Midwest
(Continued from Page 1)

South Carolina, Georgia, :'Tennessee,.

Kentucky, Ohio and Penn, At the
towns in which she will speak, she

:will also confer with Radio Councils
and various organizations, also the

McCann-Erickson, Inc.

Probers Hear Applicants
For Gorey Counsel Post

for

or early next week.

lit

a week to attend meetings of the Mall

Network's sales committee. He also plant.
look in on the advertising agencies.
PHIL WOOD, of WFMJ, Youngstown, It
for his Ohio headquarters on Wednesday,

lowing a few days in New York.

If you even suspect there's
a spot open on W -I -T -H .. .
quick check the facts. We're
practically sold out 24 hours

a day. And for only one
reason: W -I -T -H produces
and advertisers know it!

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Three men have allocal officials of the Assn. of Women's ready been interviewed by the full
membership
of the House Select
Directors of the NAB.
She will use five themes for her Committee investigating the FCC in
talks, such as:. Radio and the Com- their attempt to find a successor to
munity; Radio-Instrument of Educa= Eugene L. Garey, who resigned last
tion; Radio's Role in War and Post- month as counsel for the committee.
war; Broadcasting and Youth of Two men were questioned yesterday
America; Listeners and Broadcast- during an executive session in the
ing-Parties in Progress and similar office of Chairman Clarence F. Lea,
themes. In each of the towns, Miss and it is believed that one or two
Lewis will hold - a roundtable discus- more lawyers may be heard before
sion, all according to the particular the final choice is made.
field on tap in the respective towns. It is hoped that the counsel will
Miss Lewis will return to New York be selected either by this week-end
early next month.

WKNY, Kingston, N. Y., coming to New

W -I -T -N
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
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pos ROGUES

CHICAGO

By RALPH WILL

UPTON CLOSE will contribute his
portion of "World News Parade"
from Washington, D. C., for the 19th
and 26th airings. Before returning to
Hollywood, Close will air the first
three Sunday programs of April from

Chicago.

Bill Goodwin, who is heard Tuesdays on the Burns and Allen show,
has been requested to make recordings of his comedy version of a oneman soap opera, with which he has
been amusing the boys at the Holly-

wood Guild Canteen, to be sent to

overseas stations of the American
armed forces.

Bing is going to take a two-week
breather, the typical Crosby kind.
Following a gruelling picture schedule, the Groaner will be away from
his "Kraft Music Hall" the Thursdays
of March 16 and 23. Brother Bob will
sub for him. Between hospital shows
for wounded servicemen in and
around San Francisco, the NBC singer

will try his hand at a little golf on
the famed Pebble Beach course.
The strange case of "The Return
of Madame Queen" was revived by
Amos 'n' Andy Broadcast, over NBC
last week. Andy's old "gal friend"
came back into his life, bringing

'romance, money and trouble-plus
plenty of laughs for the radio auditnce.

Although Arch Oboler has written

a hundred radio plays of a
supernatural nature, his adaptation
of Robert Sherwood's "The Ghost
Goes West" marks the first time he
has combined the supernatural with
humor. Ronald Colman and Anne
Baxter starred in this newest Obo)ver

ler venture during the Tuesday,
March 14th broadcast, broadcast over
NBC.

By BILL IRVIN

Reporter At Large.

.

How that guy does get around

a friend of ours Gust

one of Old Scoops' spies) down in the heart of that Lone Star State. sends

us the sports section of the Fort Worth Star -Telegram

there smack-

dab across six columns is the scene of a rodeo and superimposed the
photograph of the Lone Ranger, seated upon Silver

beg pardon, Mr.

Treadle, we just took a second gander at the sombreroed cowpuncher
astride the gee -gee and "lasso mph taiga and irah mah hide effen 'taint
my old pardner of the range, Harry Wismar, ace sportscaster of the Blue
Network

next time we bump into Wfsmer in Ray Diaz' cubicle on the
second floor at Radio City, we're going to get 'two -gun Harry' to take us
to a local dude ranch
we want to see the "if he can ride a horse the
way he can describe 'em.". . Stuart Buchanan has hired Jack Turner,
script editor of CBS to occupy a similar post at the Blue Network. . .
Henny Youngman's finest birthday gift yesterday, was the opportunity
to make a hurried trip from Philadelphia to Gotham for a huddle with a
prospective sponsor... Under the baton of Desire Defauw, the NBChicago Symphony Orchestra will launch its new series, "Festival of Symphony Favorites," Saturday. March 25 (3:00 p.m., EWT).

*

*

*

How to have time tó spend with your son home on
furlough yet not have it interfere with your business routine, was
easily solved the past two weeks by Edgar Kobak, executive vicepresident of the Blue Network

NBC Shortwave Plans

Progressing On Coast
(Continued from Page 1)

Hotel, nearby, and at the same time being with Cpl. Edgar H. Kobak,

four of 50 kilowatts each, into operation within eight months. Call letters
KNBI and KNBC have been allocated

tentatively to two of the four transmitters, which will shortwave programs as far as Russia, New Zealand

and Brazil. The plant will be built
in collaboration with the OWI and

with their power stepped up to 200

*

the five or six period. Philco a
the Blue to shift the prograr
WENR, which was done sta
March 5, after the time had

cleared by moving the Sachs

to the 12:30 to 1:30 Sunday peric
WENR. WCFL, sold on the "Hs

Fame" as an audience builder,
reluctant to relinquish the pro¡
and for the last two broadcasts
continued to carry it in conjun,
with WENR. A decision is expt
to be reached shortly by Blue

Advertising Agency ha
.

"We Who Dream," a new serie

romantic stories, blending fact

fantasy such as "dreams are made
makes its debut on the Colun
network
today,
7:15-7:30
b
EWT. The series stars Claire Nie

Milton Geiger is the author, De
Engelbach directs, and orchestral

*

*

Sachs Amateur hour commitmec

On CBS Network Tod

"It Pays To Be Ignorant," have received complaints from grammar
school teachers
to- wit: (we use the word 'wit' with reservations) 'the program teaches youngsters that not only is ignorance
bliss but boy how it pays off'.

*

CWT. WCFL has been the Ch
outlet since the program's ince
due to the fact that WENR hat i

"We Who Dream" Debt

.

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

transmitters eventually will be tied

of F
Sund

States to achieve such an honor.

the

kilowatts, the highest power yet used
by any American shortwave facility.

With completion of the new layout
San Francisco will become one of the
largest distributing centers of shortwave programs in the world. At present programs are aired on numerous
beams over KGEI, the General Electric station, and KWID, operated by
Associated Broadcasters, both under
direction of OWI.'
Elwood explained that the four

Hall
p.m.

}

Donald A. Marcotte, music su

the furlough

together as two dual transmitters,

the OWI.

Philco's "Radio
program at 5

C

visor for the NBC central divi
has been awarded a master's de
from the Jiu -Jitsu Institute of
cago, one of six men in the U

former, who recently returned from Italy where he covered the
Salerno landing and part of the African campaign, was formerly
with the Omaha News -Bee and later with the A.P. while Van,
has been an NBChamp announcer for the past twelve years.
They would have us believe that the CBScrewballs featured on

*

ca

new time.

over, both Kobaks returned to their respective broadcasting interests... Don Hollenbeck and Lyle Van will succeed George Putnam

*

WENR and WCFL have

newest member of the Blue's
tral Division production staff,
For the last two Sundays

decided to buy time on WCF]
supplement the WENR airing

while Pa Kobak was arranging for the meeting of 47 Blue web
department heads from various parts of the country, Cpl. Kobak
would be studying up on broadcasting, as it were, since he also

Dunninger's new number one fan is the Blue Net's own EdWednesday nite in Philadelphia, the Mental telepathist
ward J. Noble
amazed E. J. N. by telling him that he had exactly 78 cents In his left
(we'll go Dunninger one better
side trouser pocket
he had seven
packages of Life Savers in his overcoat pocket)
Howcome sponsors
haven't yet "discovered" a chantootsie named Cordova, who speaks and
sings in three languages and who "looks like a million dollars" in any
L Wolfe Gilbert. ASCAP Director and one of Tin Pan
language'
Alley's most popular songwriters, just in from Hollywood, went into the
Brill Building (Music Publishers' Row) for a five-minute visit at 1:30 p.m.
the mob of admiring tunesters, finally let him get away
yesterday
but only when he told them he "promised his mother
at five o'clock
and dad that he'd be home for dinner."

Defense Plant Corporation, and will
be operated for duration of the war
by NBC for the Overseas branch of

is

Wade

AAFTC, now stationed at Sioux Falls
(couldn't very well
expect the Cpl. to spend his time around the network)
thus

.

division. James L. Billings

to continue airing "Hall of Fa
Both stations also are carrying S
Amateur hour from 12:30 to

of transacting his Blue net affairs at home, at the Ambassador

as the newscasters on the WEAFeaturea 6 and 11 p.m. spots

I<

Reeves Advertising Agency
over the production of the Blue
work's "Jack Armstrong" series
succeeds Ted MacMurray, whc
Chicago March 10 to become pri
tion manager of the Blue Holly

gram execs whether to permit W

Kobak used the simple expedient

finds time to work at the Post's broadcasting center

JAMES NEWELL of the

terludes are written and condu
by Vladimar Selinsky.

ATTENTION FLORIDA
EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER
AVAILABLE
Twelve
_

years

announcing,

regularly

en

ployed entire period. Desires Florida lo
tion for family reasons. Salary not pri
objective. All types of announcing: Ne

Ad-lib; Special

Events

and

Staff we

Good commercial man. Available April 1$

Age 29; draft classification-Four-F. A
Write immediately
Box 818, Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway, N_
recommendations.
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German-Jap Radio Backfires;
Programs Entertain Veterans

"WIDE HORIZONS"

(Continued from Page 1)

Boots Aircraft Nut Corporation

ally so far-fetched it made us laugh."
Air force men told about the enemy
programs they heard while overseas
at the AAF. Redistribution Station
here, where they will receive new as-

Mutual-WOR, Sun. 4-4:30 p.m., EWT
Cecil & Presbrey

Producer: Thomas G. Sabin
Writer: Gene Wang

"Wide Horizons," Eddie Dowling signments.
Ind sponsor Grumman Aircraft En- Capt. John H. Beatty, of Kitanning,
;ineering Corporation have a patriotic Pa., liked to come back from North
nission to accomplish, and judging African raids with music in his ears
rom the second installment of this and he'd sit at the controls of his

far off the beam as that all the time."
Technical Sergeant Michael Reilly,
of Cranford, N. J., had the same ex-

perience while he was serving as a
radio operator -gunner in New Guinea.

"We'd hear 'Madame Tojo'-a girl
who spoke English very well-claim
the Japs had shot down more planes

than we even had," he recalls. "It
was always good for a laugh.
lew program, it promises to be inter- medium bomber and tune in on
"When we were stationed at Mariba
stingly executed with dramatic shortwave.
called us the Mariba butchers
tories, music compositions, and above
"When we were out of danger," he she
we hit a hotel at Rabaul
.11, a sense of humor.
says, "we'd try to get U. S. jive. We because
she said Geisha girls were stayThis particular program featured could generally get a New Jersey where
Maybe. If it's true, you can bet
he dramatization of the Guadalcanal station but sometimes we had to settle ing.
we got a lot of Jap officers, too."
cene of October, 1942, when Corn - for Rome or Tunis.
Staff Sergeant Dewey Arcano,
sander Leroy Coard Simpler volunLaugh at "Haw Haw"
arily took the island's last plane out "Between missions I'd pick up Ger- Stamford, Conn., aerial gunner, took
o sea in order to obtain reinforce- man newscasts on an old second-hand time out between anti -sub patrol
ments for the survivors holding the radio I bought from a Frenchman. I missions from England to hear what
Bland against the Japs. This story
night have been the dramatic highight it was meant to be had Gene
Yang applied a more exciting pen
o the situation. However, it fell flat

WALTER T. WEIR now vice-presiYY dent of the Kenyon & Eckhardt,
Inc., advertising agency, will join
the OWI April 1, it was announced
yesterday. After a brief acclimatization course, Weir will be sent overseas to work with the Forward Combat Team, a division that cooperates
with the Intelligence Department
which is operating at the front lines
of action.
"VOICE OF EXPERIENCE," program announces the appointment of
Marcel Schulhoff

&

Company

Wide Horizons" doesn't end there. "Charlie-that's what he called the
.efore each program participant Jap announcer-would tell us 10
laves the mike, Dowling fittingly American planes had been shot down
roaches its theme with, "What are over Kiska when only seven had gone
,ur wide horizons?" with the answer out on the raid. Charlie was just as
every case reminding the listeners
their patriotic duties to winning Vincent Callahan Joins

scribed shows. Radio will be included

among the media to be used.

HELBROS WATCH COMPANY

through William H. Weintraub &
Company, will add WOR to its list of

sound as though they wanted to lose Jam Handy Corporation, has joined
J. Walter Thompson as a member of
all that territory in Russia.
"But there was a topper for that- the motion picture department.
the day a Nazi newscaster was talking about floods in the midwest. He TODD SHIPYARDS CORPORAsaid, 'All the coffee has been de- TION has appointed Roy S. Durstine,
stroyed by a flood at Coffeyville, Inc., to handle a special advertising
campaign, starting in April.
Kansas'."

PROGRAM THE

,

p. y

allIgg45/
NBC

RECORDED
PROGRAMS

i

t`

Washington Adv. Agency

(Continued from Page 1)
tops, and that Eddie Dowling's
will direct its government
tents should be utilized to greater lahan
liaison, public relations, publicity and
ivantage.

"I Tu llE OUT" for Fun and Music

time between Washington and New

* Combining superb musical talent, pleasant banter

"II Trovatore," one of Verdi's best Within the next month, Mr. Calsown operas, will be broadcast over lahan plans to inaugurate an informale Blue tomorrow from Metropolitan tion service to persons or firms interpera House.
ested in war surplus property.

and expert production. Two series of 26 quarter-hours

radio divisions. He will divide hs

"Trovatore" From Met.

York.

each-Series I with Allen Prescott, Felix Knight and
Ted Steele's Novatones; Series II with Ted Steele and
each with unique lead-in to local
Grace Albert
.

Can do live shows on sponsor participation

basis and handle all types of ad-lib programs.

Capable of doubling

as

pro-

Ra,iunal lioad,aning fo

11//

g

Draft Deferred. WriteRADIO DAILY, Box Li

1501 Broadway

.

Many other NBC Recorded Programs 5 minutes to half-hour.

Nationally known romantic singer on networks and transcriptions, seeks open

duction manager on station.

.

commercials. Outstanding sales record for a wide variety
of products. Many advertisers have repeated for longer
series. Write for details today.

AVAILABLE
ing in live powered radio station.

to

handle the advertising of their tran-

for the "Pick and Pat" proGermans had to say about the stations
still remember the day Lord Haw the
gram, effective March 28.
news.
Haw said all the planes in Africa had "The best thing," he says, "was the
been grounded because we didn't
have any gasoline-all of it had been way the Germans tried to make it WILLIAM J. MORRIS, formerly of

sunk by U-boats.
,ecause the pertinent situations were
"We had just gotten back from a
andled superficially. But despite this mission and were planning one for
andicap, Jackson Beck, John Gib - the next day."
on,
James Meighan and Eddie
Up in the Aleutians, Staff Sergeant
yowling turned in some pretty con - John J. Markos, of Altoona, Pa.,
:tieing personae.
would pick up the Tokyo radio whenOther interesting spots in this ever he got time off from his job as
ariety hour included the presence of administrative NCO with an adlarjorie and Jack Mercer, better vanced bomber echelon.
nown as the comedy team of "Olive
"We all got a kick out of the way
ly1 and Popeye." Marjorie sang "But - the Japs began their propaganda pro)n Up Your Overcoat" and "How grams," he says.
lany Hearts Have You Broken?" in "They always started with the
er droll "Betty Boop Girl" style.
ancient theme song, "It's a Sin to Tell
As for the title of the program, a Lie.'

le war. It's a most commendable aplication. In closing, this department
ids that David Mendoza's musicraft

(MERCIES

New York 18, N. Y.
A Sa.W d Mg/

4,111d1 d MMtu

NB

CRADIO-RECORDING DIVISION
AMERICA

5

NUMBE , W 'SOURCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS.

RCA Bldg., Radio City, N. Y. .. M.rchondi,e Mart, Chic
Tra,ulue Bldg., Wad,inglen, 0. C. .. 5unNl and Vino, Hollywood, Cal.
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Davis Lauds Industry
For Aid In R. C. Drive

* bUtiv1-11NC *

Sen. Mead Opens Fig

SEN. ALBEN W. BARKLEY and ADMIRAL CHESTER W. NIMITZ,
(Continued from Page 1)
THEODORE GREEN, on "In- on "We, the People," Sunday (WABCBowles, whose speech was carried SEN.
formation Please," Monday (WEAF- CBS, 7:30 p.m.).
locally over WJZ.
NBC, 10:30 p.m.).
Text of Letter
MAXINE SULLIVAN, vocalist, on
The text of the congratulatory
CAPT. FREDERICK
BELL, "The Chamber Music Society of
message from ARC Chairman Davis U.S.N., author of "ConditionJ. Red,"
on
Basin Street," Sunday (WJZto the Radio Executives Club, the first "Of Men and Books," tomorrow Lower
Blue Network, 9:15 p.m.).
from national headquarters to the (WABC-CBS, 2 p.m.).
radio industry in the 1944 campaign,
CHANNING POLLOCK, author and
follows:
ADELAIDE KLEIN, featured on playwright; FULTON OURSLER,
"May I take this opportunity to Broadway
in "Uncle Harry," on the
and commentator, and the
thank the members of the Radio Exe- "Grand Central Station" program, editor
REV. RALPH EMERSON DAVIS, on
cutives Club of New York and the tomorrow (WABC-CBS, 1 p.m.).
"A. L. Alexander's Mediation Board,"
entire radio industry, for the outSunday (WOR-Mutual, 8 p.m.).
standing contribution you have made,
CAROLE LANDIS, on Groucho
through radio, in connection with our Marx's "Blue Ribbon Town," tomor- CHARLES E. MERRIAM, profes1944 War Fund goal of $200,000,000?
dow (WABC-CBS, 8 p.m.).
sor emeritus in Political Science, and
"Although the drive has been under
MAYNARD
KRUEGER, assistant
way for 17 days, there is much left
JAY JOSTYN and RAYMOND professor of Economics, both of the
to be done before the quota is ob- BURR, on "The Saturday Night Bond University of Chicago, discussing "Is
tained. The radio industry as a whole Wagon," tomorrow (WOR-Mutual, It True About the Bureaucrat," on
has given, and is giving, a graphic 10:15 p.m.).
the "University of Chicago Roundpicture of the Red Cross in action in
table," Sunday (WEAF-NBC, 1:30
these troubled times.
PROF. PAUL W. DEMPSEY, author p.m.).
"Please accept the deep apprecia- of "Grow Your Own Vegetables," on
tion of your American Red. Cross." the "Country Journal" show, tomor- MIRIAM HOPKINS, FRANCHOT
Macharrie's Comments
row (WABC-CBS, 1:30 p.m.).
TONE and CHESTER MORRIS, in an
Following the broadcast

of

the

Macharrie talk from the REC lun- MAE QUESTEL, on "The Hook 'n'
cheon, the speaker declared that the Ladder Follies," tomorrow (WEAFRed- Cross public -information organ- NBC, 11 a.m.).
ization in England received a tre
mendous amount of co-operation from
REV. L. H. J. HENZE, executive
the BBC. Once in a while, he went secretary of the Atlantic District of
on, there was a laugh to be had from the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of
listening in to the Axis radio, which Missouri, on Columbia's "Church of
changed the melody and tempo of the Air," Sunday (WABC-CBS, 10
American songs. His query as to a.m.).
whether this was done to get away

present were a number of Red Cross
officials.

Three drawings by cartoonist Mil-

ton Caniff were auctioned off for

pledges to the Red Cross drive by
Murray B. Grabhorn, national spot
sales manager of the Blue and club
prexy, who emceed the affair. He read
a letter from the newly formed Radio

Executives Club of Toronto

asking.

For a copy of the Gotham execs' con-

stitution as a pattern for the Cana-

To Obtain FCC Fund
(Continued from Page l)

opened the struggle yesterday wi.

an all-out defense of the Commissit

war activities-chiefly the RID at
FBIS.
He was

subjected to consta
heckling by Senators H. Styl
Bridges and Charles W. Tobey, Nest
Hampshire Republicans, both

whom kept bringing up the recor

mendation to the White House sign(

last year by the Chief of Staff th
RID functions be handled by tl
military. Hardly had Mead offers

his amendment and begun to discu,

it than Bridges was on his feet di.
daring, in effect, that nothing tl

New Yorker could say would chant
his mind. He would take the wox'}
of the military chiefs, he said and the
was that.
Wheeler Praises Fly

Tobey based his arguments on th
same ground and at one point got s.
exicted that Mead was forced t

plead with him for permission

1

reply to Tobey's pointed questions a

adaptation of "The Hard Way," on they were made. Sen. Kenneth Mc
"Lux Radio Theater,"
(WABC-CBS, 9 p.m.).

Monday Kellar, who serves as appropriation

committee chairman in the absent
of Sen. Carter Glass, opposed Meat

JAMES MELTON, tenor, on the claiming that the appropriations coin
Great Artists Series of the "Tele- mittee felt the Army and the Nay

phone Hour," Monday (WEAF-NBC, were doing the RID job, and the FCC
work was merely duplication. Thi
9 p.m.).
Mead denied vehemently.
Wheeler rose to support. the FC(
LT. JOHN M. SULLIVAN, U.S.N.,
on "Ed Sullivan Entertains," Monday and lauded Chairman James Lawr
ence Fly, with his words seconded b;
(WABC-CBS, 7:15 p.m.).

from Ascap brought a laugh from the RUTH HUSSEY, on the Bergen house. Just after the invasion of McCarty program, Sunday (WEAF-. LYNN GARDNER, vocalist, on
Sicily, he stated, the enemy amus- NBC, 8 p.m.).
"Broadway Matinee," Monday (WJZingly broadcast "Japanese Sandman"
Blue Network, 4 p.m.).
GINGER ROGERS, in an adaptaand "Farewell Sorrento."
When asked about the contribution tion of "Vivacious Lady," on "The CHARLES BOYER, MAUREEN
of radio to the morale of our armed Star and the Story," Sunday (WABC- O'SULLIVAN and ALEXIS SMITH,
forces, Macharrie explained the work CBS, 8 p.m.).
in an adaptation of "The Constant
of the American Forces Network in
Nymph," on the program of the
Britain. Set up by the Red Cross and J. R. POPPELE, chief engineer of "Screen Guild Players," Monday
the Arnly's Special Services Divi- WOR, discussing "The Radio of the (WABC-CBS, 10 p.m.).
sion, the GI web under the aegis of Future," on Imogene Wolcott's
the BBC used a number of low -pow- "What's Your Idea," Wednesday, LUCILE PETRY, director of the
ered transmitters for servicemen's (WOR-Mutual, 11:45 a.m.).
division of nurse education for the
programs every evening.
'U. S. Public Health Service in WashOut -of -Town Guests
BRIAN DONLEVY, on the "Silver ington, on Alma Kitchell's "Meet
Among the out-of-town guests at Theater" program, Sunday (WABC- Your Neighbor" program, Monday
the REC luncheon were: John . T. CBS, 6 p.m.).
(WJZ-Blue Network, 12:15 p.m.).
Carey, of WIND, Chicago; Mr. .and
Mrs. Dutch Cassill, WGNY, New- Orchestra Business
Four National Accounts
burgh, N. Y.; Edward Clery, WIBG,
Is Hard Hit By Draft Renew On CBS Network
Philadelphia; Jack Gross, KEMB, San
Diego; Fred G. Goddard, KXRO,
(Continued from Page I)
Aberdeen, Wash.; Allen Lacey, WJDX,
Jackson, Miss.;
George Lasker, disclosed at a meeting of Music
WORL, Boston; Bob Magee, WEEV, Corporation of America executives
Reading, Pa.; Hal Seville, WJEJ, held in New York the past few days.
Hagerstown, Md., and Frank Smith, Officials also were reported discussing
Also the effect of limited recording of
WWSW-WTNT, Pittsburgh.
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(Continued from Page 1)

Hill, who described Wheeler as

ai

authority on the FCC by virtue of hi
position as head of the Interstate
Commerce Committee, which handle
radio legislation.

Fly was attacked by Tobey, wht

characterized the FCC and the BW(
as

"one-man agencies," a

chargt

which he had made last December
during the Interstate Commerce Corn

mittee hearings on S 814. Mead de
fended the Texan as a man of grew
patriotism, doing an important war

job to the best of his ability-and
with great competence.

Debate Continues Next Monday

The debate was quite inconclusive,

and was finally deferred until next

Monday. Mead handled himself quite
well, meeting the onslaught of Tobey,

Bridges and McKellar with a ready
wit at all times, despite their obvious
desire to get him angry. Observers
here were inclined to believe, how-

tiser last year, continues Burns and ever, that he was waging a losing
Allen for Swan soap on the full U. S. battle, although a strong minority is

4. "I Love a convinced that the major part of
Mystery," adventure serial, has been the FCC funds will eventually be
renewed by P & G in behalf of Ivory restored.
"name" bands during the past year soap and Oxydol over 73 outlets, beDies Again Attacks Winchell
as it relates to the orchestra leaders ginning April 3.
For Pabst beer, "Blue Ribbon
Washington-Intimating that his
popularity. Among the MCA executives in attendance were Charles Mil- Town," starring Groucho Marx, has attempts to enlist the aid of the Blue
ler of Hollywood; Norman Steppe of been re-signed on 112 stations, effec- Nework in curbing Walter Winchell
Dallas, Sonny Werblin of New York tive March 25. Schenley's renewal have been rebuffed, Rep. Martin Dies
office and Maurie Lipsey of Chicago. begins April 12 in behalf of Cresta yesterday told the House during an
Blanca wine; the liquor company's attack on Winchell, that the Blue is
dian organization. Maxine, featured "Carnival" program, featuring Mor- apparently "in league with the comvocalist of Phil Spitalny's "Hour of ton Gould's orchestra and Alec Tem- mentator." Dies made a blistering atCharm," sang the "The Star- pleton, will be carried over 71 out- tack on Winchell, bringing the netlets.
work in only incidentally.
Spangled Banner."

net, effective April

Your RED CROSS is at his side

Give

. ..

RED CROSS 1944 War Fund

s
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
'

-CALIFORNIA-

OS ANGELES-Th public service
feature, "This Is My Country" is
dedicated to the Red Cross campaign

for funds, when aired over KECA
....When Erskine Johnson switched

I

.

PICTU \ E OF THE WEEK

his "Hollywood Spotlight" to Sylvan
Simon, prominent M -G -M director,
recently Simon aired some close-up
accounts of a director's headaches

-KDKA's Les Hoyt reports soon to b
gin Navy "Boot" training. ...Clllf Tht
man, new to KDKKA's news room eta
helps to ease East Pittsburgh's manpow
shortage by occupying a rewrite desk 6
the Pittsburgh "Post Gazette". ..1
Schaughency's newscasts, sponsored I
Grove Laboratories, have been renewq
for 52 weeks.

and activities....Ted Bentley is the

-TENNESSEE -

Fighting" program miked over KECA
..OAKLAND-KROW was inspired

MEMPHIS-J. Goldsmith and Son

commentator for the "Free Men Are

department store, has signed for
three -a -week news comment prograt
on a long contract basis....NASH
VILLE-Don Kemper & Associate
have placed an order with WLA';

by its own propaganda! After airing

numerous announcements urging pub-

lic cooperation in the waste paper
drive, the station took Its own advice
and cleaned out a ten .years' accumulation of scripts and old news.

for 15 -minute programs aired si

days the week. The Rhythm Ranger
and five minutes of news will mak

-FLORIDA -

up the format of the show....Con
solidated Drug has purchased a half
hour spot to plug "Kolor Bak" an
"Peruna" with transcriptions by th

MIAMI-An Irwin S. Cobb Memorial
program was held recently over WIOD.
John Harvey Fritsch. director of religious
activities, in charge of the program, read
the 23rd Psalm. A brief biography of the
author's life was narrated by Bob Caffey,
staff annoüncer....ST. AUGUSTINE-Another sales record was broken at WFOY

Morgan Family and Patsy Montan,
furnishing the entertainment.

-TEXASDALLAS-Ralph Nimmons, program di

for the month of February. Billing showed

rector for WFAA-KGKO, has been ap

a 69 per cent increase over same period
last year, according to J. Allen Brews,
general manager.

pointed exec program director In charge
of regional and local sales, thus takinc

over the duties of Alex Keese. forme.

- CONNECTICUT -

station manager. Keese has resigned iron

HARTFORD-Lieut. Col. Norman
I. Adams, consulting engineer for
WDRC, has been awarded the Legion
of Merit by the War Department. Col.
Adams is associate professor of phy-

the Dallas situation to loin the Taylor
Howe -Snowden

group of stations a
Amarillo.... BEAUMONT-At the reques
of the special events division of the OWI
station KFDM produced a transcribed pro

sics at Yale U....WDRC has contracted with Douglas Fellows, garden
editor of the Hartford Courant. to
project a 15 -minute weekly show entitled, "Your Garden and You"....
BRIDGEPORT - Ken .Rapieff is
WICC's most recent possibility to
become ,Uncle Sam's actuality....
Titania Fedory Dixon, former secretary to Jud La Haye, paid a visit to

gram to be short -waved to Poland and
other occupied countries....Despite the.
complete sell-out of the Gene Autry Rodeo
when it visited Beaumont recently, Station

Manager C. B. Locke made "arrange
ments" for the station crew to get in.

- UTAH SALT LAKE CITY-John Page,

the studios recently.

Convincing signs of spring are the days when the webs'
baseball sportscasters don heavy underwear and start for
the wartime spring training camps. Here's Barbara Duddy,
star of Mutual's "First Nighter," giving Orval Grove, White
Sox pitching ace, a "warm up" lesson at the Windy City's
training grounds.

news editor for KDYL, suggests the
following simple formula to lick the
housing shortages in war busy cities.
Page literally spent months trying to

find a place to hang his hat. The man's

desperation came to light the others
day when he calmly announced thatl

he had purchased an entire apartment house....John Baldwin, chief
engineer of KDYL, was a recent

speaker at the Salt Lake Advertising
WNAC's spieler....Ben Hadfield, dean Club. His subject dealt with the relaMINNEAPOLIS-Max Karl, WCCO edu- of Yankee network announcers, em- tion of electronics to the five human
cational director, will instruct a six barked upon his 18th year of unin- senses.
weeks' course on the "Bases of Public terrupted service with WNAC last
Opinion" at the Hennepin Avenue Church Sunday. Two more years and his job
beginning March 19. ...In a 15 -minute becomes permanent, he said....WOR- Juvenile Delinquency
show recently, WCCO saluted station CESTER-Mildred Bailey, women's
On WJR Round Table I
KSTP on its new location in 'Radio City, features editor of WTAG, will partici-

- MINNESOTA -

March 17
Winn Bettinson
Astor B. Cooper
Frank McDonnell
Jimmy Grier
Syd Leipzig
Edwin M. Whitney
Lisa Sergio Mercedes McCambridge
March 18
Phil Alexander
Fred Berrens

Al Charles Edward Everett Horton
Helen Hall William B. Maillefert
Jack Mitchell
Richard Marvin

Judith Rutherford
George Olsen

Joe Whelan
March 19

Frank Chapman
Wayne Cody
G. A. Richards John Shepard Ill
Sally Warren

Minneapolis. Alvin B. Sheehan, assistant

pate in a Worcester Country Con-

behalf of the WCCOmpany.

March 25.

general manager, extended congrats on sumer

Cost -of -Living

Detroit-Two of the nation's fore-

conference most authorities on the subject of

juvenile behavior will participate in
- MASSACHUSETTS - PENNSYLVANIA the sustaining "in our opinion" proBOSTON-WCÓP's Gertrude Rich- PHILADELPHIA-Bob Hnox and Earl gram over station WJR, Detroit, Sunmond, publicity director, announces Carlisle take alternate ten-minute shots at day at 12:30 p.m., EWT. They are Rt.
the presentation of a new program the full -hour news broadcast aired every Rev. Msgr. E. J. Flanagan of Boys entitled "World Wisdom Institute," night over WIBG....John Early is the town, Nebr., and Probate Judge Paul
which will feature prominent figures recent addition to the WCAU engineering W. Alexander of Toledo, who is presin Boston civic and cultural life.... staff ....Dawn Frederick Is the new ident of the Association of Juvenile
Ann Kalafatas is the newswriter at femme vocalist with Johnny Warrington's Court Judges of America. The topic
WNAC.... Vernon T. Williams, is WCAU studio orchestra... .PITTSBURGH will be "juvenile delinquency."

ÚG
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TEN CENTS

Pele Plans Given Impetus
've Offers Rep. Dies

Mina After Winchell
'ringing to the "showdown" stage

Statements By NBC, CBS And A. T. & T.

Committee was the invitation extended late Friday to Walter Winchell and Martin Dies by George

Indicate Steadily Increasing Interest
In Planning Television's Future

V. Denny, Jr., moderator of "America's Town Meeting of the Air" for

series of outbursts by Rep. Martin

Is

Dies vs. Winchell?

Sequel to announced scrutiny
of commentators' scripts by the Dies

against Walter Winchell and

a debate next Thursday on the

!Blue Network, Mark Woods, presnt of the web, on Friday wired the

Blue net program. Subject assigned
to the speakers was: "What Should
Be the Limits to Freedom of Speech

:as Congressman offering him 15
,)utes of network time immediately
lowing conclusion of the Winchell

on the Air?"

ladcast.

roods also assured the legislator,
1)

heads the Committee on un -

Point Up War Effort

(Continued on Page 7)

E dio Listening Level

Interest in television was given impetus the past week-end through

U. S. Court Upholds

statements issued by NBC, CBS and
the American Telephone and TeleCompany.
'Lone Ranger' Action graph
Appointment of N. Ray Kelley to
take charge of technical facilities of
United States District Court for the NBC television indicates live televiNorthern District of Illinois, Eastern sion production planning on a large

Division, has handed down a final scale. Kelley who is considered an
decree, permanently restraining Sun- expert on scenic and similar effects
brock Shows, Inc. and co-defendants important in television leaves the
from using in any manner whatso(Continued on Page 6)

Reaches New Feb. High In CBS Annual Report ever the trade name "The Lone

adio listening in the greater New
ik area in February, 1944, moved Wartime operations of the network
1943, were pointed up in the
per cent above February, 1943, during
report of CBS submitted Frinearly as high as the all-time annual
to stockholders by Paul W. Kes01 reached at the time of the Pearl day
executive vice-president who inIbor disaster, "The Radio Audi - ten,
that more than 12.000 indivie" published by the Pulse of New dicated
dual programs supporting 60 separate
discloses in their March 15th war
-campaigns were broadcast by the
e.
web in course of the year. "That your
lc report states:
(Continued on Page 7)
1n all-time high in habitual radio
.ping has been reached in the be-

annual G. E. Statement:

(Continued on Page 2)

Net Income, $44,922,846

as Tribute To WRUI.
n Congressional Record

Ranger." Decision is an outgrowth of
an action started sometime ago
against Larry Sunbrock, William E.
(Continued on Page 6)

Bob Hope Off Shore Tour
Covers Caribbean Posts

On 'District Attorney'
Appellate Division of the New York

Supreme Court on Friday unani-

Bop Hope and Company who have mously handed down a decision in
favor of Phillips H. Lord, Inc. on the
action brought by Deen Alonzo Cole,
radio author, involving the program,
"Mr. District Attorney." Case had
cast schedule from the Army Air been at trial three different times and

been making a strenuous off shore
tour the past week visiting soldiers
and sailors stationed at bases in the
Caribbean, will resume their broad-

had once been reversed by the Appellate Division. Decision is held to

(Continued on Page 4)

Fifty-second annual report of Gen-

eral Electric Co. for the year 1943

Lord Wins Decision

Slavbaugh Heads Radio
For Morse International

settle an important precedent.

Cole claimed he had submitted a
(Continued on Page 7)
ash ington-A stirring tribute to provisions were made for Federal in¡role of international broadcasting come and excess profits taxes, estibeen inserted in the Congres- mated post-war tax refund, and post- Reorganization of the radio depart- Brooklyn Station Official
ial Record by Senator Elbert war adjustments and contingencies tnent of Morse International, Inc.,
'homas, erudite Democrat of Utah. had been taken into consideration. with several staff changes, was an- Charged With Conspiracy
f)tor Thomas, who has been broad- This is slightly lower than the net nounced by Chester C. Slaybaugh last
Charged with grand larceny and
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 2)
ting in Japanese over shortwave
conspiracy, Samuel Gellard, 49. secrele Pearl Harbor, inserted a brief
tary
and a stockholder of WBYN,
')ry of the World Wide Broadcast
reveals net income of $44,922,846 after

Varbington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

(Continued on Page 5)

Two Masters
The Bible tells us that no man
rn serve two masters. But that's
ie problem facing Bob Davis, afdrle trade -press editor of WOR,
ew York. For he received a
ouble-edged invitation last Frin-one to report for jury dvi7
ad the other for a pre -Induction
hysical examination at the request

his draft board. At last report

3 was considering both offers.

* THE WEEK IN RADIO*

-

i

Disk Decision Upsets Petrillo
By BEN KAUFMAN

Brooklyn, was released on $500 bail
(Continued on Page 2)

i

DEMANDS of the American Federa- amount of unemployment existed
tion of Musicians, headed by among musicians and recommended

James C. Petrillo, for disk payments that the National War Labor Board

were rejected by the special panel exercise its power to terminate the
of the War Labor Board. Decision strike "to the end that the conditions
against payment of direct royalty fees prevailing on July 31, 1942, he reto the union's unemployment fund stored." A labor dispute interfering
climaxed the prolonged controversy with the war effort was adjudged to
between the AFM and three record- exist between the union and the
ing companies-Columbia Recording companies, thus giving the NWLB
Corp., RCA Victor Division and NBC jurisdiction. Decision was regarded
Radio Recording Division.
in industry circles as paving the way
The panel report held that no great
(ConSJsred os Pogo 6)

Commons' Idea
Montreal-Dr. Augustin Frigon,
acting general manaaer of Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, on
Friday said that the new policy of
free time for political broadcasts

was not based on either his own

or the Board of Governors' suggestions but came iron recommendations by an all -party Commons
committee In 1930 which reached

mutual agreement on the subject.

2

Monday, March 20,

RADIO DAILY
Brooklyn Station Exec.
Radio Listening Level
Charged With Conspiracy
Reaches New Feb. High

CONING and GOIII

(Continued from Page 1)

from Page 1)
set by Judge Anna M. Kross of Felony ginning (Continued
of 1944. The high mark set
Court
last
Friday.
Gellard's
case
will
Vol. 26, No. 55 Mon., Mar. 20, 1944 Price 10 Cts.
be heard in court March 24, Dist. Atty. in December 1941, at the outbreak of
the war, is almost equalled by the J. FRED CASE, vice-president and
JOHN W. ALICOATE : : : Publish« Frank S. Hogan announced.
figures of February 1944. manager of KWON, Bartlesville, Okla.,
In making the charge, Hogan al- listening
Listening in this month was only less Friday in the vanguard of the 29 represen
FRANK BURKE
Editar leged that Gellard had netted $11,000 than half of one per cent below the of Mutual affiliates who converged or
York over the week-end for the network
MARVIN KIRSCH : : Budnees Manager via a crew of telephone salesmen who Pearl Harbor high.
ings which will be held today, tomorro
contracted businessmen to pay for "However, the new heights of audi- Wednesday.
1,000 -pack lots of cigarettes to be disPublished daily except Saturdays, S
A. D. WILLARD, JR., station mane(
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (Ig , tributed free overseas. Purchasers ence levels are achieved on the basis
of a continuous trend and by a regu- WBT, CBS -owned outlet in Charlotte,

N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Aliieoate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merger eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, ManEditor; Chester B. Baba, Vice President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
aging

Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,
year, $15.

Subscriber should remit with order.

Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,

1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone

Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

were informed that Gellard's outfit lar listening habit, while the high of
was non-profit making and had War Pearl Harbor had been caused by a
Department sponsorship, both state- unique incentive, without influencing
ments being false, Hogan added.
trend, and quickly gave way to a
Police raided the organization, which the
decline in the following period
was called "Overseas Cigarette Ser- sharp
the normal level of the trend
vice," at 226 West 42nd Street, New until
reached again. The figures prove
York City, Thursday, and made the was
that today's climbing listening figone arrest, that of Gellard.
ures
express a sound, steadily growWilliam Norins, general manager ing trend
which had started late in

III.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph of WBYN, expressed regret over cirWilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite

cumstances which linked the station's 1942, and which is still moving toward
6607.
Entered as second class matter, April 5, name with the arrest and issued the its summit.
"Exactly as in the preceding year
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y., following statement.
under the act of March 3, 1879.

Slaybaugh Heads Radio
For Morse International
(Continued from Page 1)

Friday.

Slaybaugh, formerly time

buyer of the agency, becomes manager of the radio department. Before
joining Morse he was time buyer for
BBD&O.

G. Coleman Dawson has been named
director of programs. Dawson for sev-

eral years has been an independent
radio producer and prior to that time

they had fallen 3.1 per cent durCigarette Service, we beg to give you high,
ing the same period).
the following information.
"Radio listening in February 1944
"This program was owned and con12.3 per cent above February
ducted by Mr. Gellard, who is an moved
and 14.9 per cent above Febofficer and stockholder of WBYN- 1943,
ruary 1942. As compared with the all Brooklyn, Inc.
average of 1943, February 1944
"The time (two one -hour periods year
were 18.9 per cent higher.
per week) was sold and billed to Mr. audiences
"While the seasonal peak of radio
Gellard at below card rates, and the listening
usually arrives in February
income to the station was approxi- and March,
to give way to seasonal
mately $100.00 per week.
"The station had no connection losses during the following months,
trend of increased habituál radio
whatsoever with the solicitation of ad- the
still suggests the possibility
vertisers nor the program, except the listening
of continued high listening for the

.Herman Gelhausen, concert
baritone and popular radio per.

former, has been added to the an-

the Commisison is convinced that it
had knowledge of what was going on

or was negligent in not being aware
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Washington-No official notice on of what was going on.

the WBYN raid in New York had
reached Washington Friday, according to high FCC officials. The only

ATTENTION FLORIDA

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net

announcing, regularly em-

Age 29; draft classification-Four-F.

A-1

recommendations. Write immediately to
Box 818, Radio Daily, 1501 Broadway, New

York 18, N. Y.

High

Am. Tel. Cr Tel

ployed entire period. Desires Florida location for family reasons. Salary not prime
objective. All types of announcing; News;
Ad-lib; Special Events and Staff work.
Good commercial man. Available April 1st.

i

R

formerly d

H. A. WOODMAN, traffic manager for

has left for the West Coast, where he
the NBC "War Clinic" party for the final

day session

in

Los Angeles.

DON S. ELIAS, executive director of
has returned to Asheville following a
in Washington, D. C.

s

T. "SWANEE" HAGMAN, general m er:.

C.

HERMAN PINCUS, of the business sti
Radio Daily, is resting up this week in At
City.

Herrick Succeeds Allen
In Domestic Bureau
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAIL

Washington-John

Herrick,

sistant to Elmer Davis, directo
the OWI, has been named assit
director of the Domestic Branch,
ceeding James Allen, who has jo

Warner Bros. as aide to S. Chi
Einfeld, vice-president in charg
advertising and publicity. Allen
leave for the West Coast in about
weeks.

Low

Close

Chg.

1571/2 1573/e 1573/8 - 1/8

CBS A
Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. Cr R
Gen. Electric
Philco

281/4
21
131/8

281/e
201/4

3634

361/2
303/8

301/2

RCA Common

1234

101/8
733/4
133/8

10

2934

2934

281/4 -I-

1/4

201/4 -

1/2

1234 - 3/s

365/8 +

1/s

301/2
101/8

RCA First Pfd.
731/2 731/2 - 1/2
Stewart -Warner ...
131/e
131/8 - 1/4
Westinghouse
973/4 - 11/8
981/4 973%
Zenith Radio
3834 381/2 381/2 - 1/4
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
.

Hazeltine Corp.
Nat. Union Radio

41/2

41/2

293/4 - 1/s
41/2

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR IDetroit)

21

32

Asked
23

..

They're GLAD We
them!
Baltphis

Beautiful Morning!
WDRC's

Morning

Schedule

they were radio or-of

big chunk

that
e population
p
sleep. They
others
plays playswhilere's
entertain meat.
wanted good radio
them the
gave
Then W -I-T-H
r ft
Club."
Contests,
"Night Owl
pr zes,
news, t sic,
club membership,
Loyal? You bet
entertainment. Time is available.
loyal.
they're
about it.
Learn snore

phans

Oh-What A

(March 17)

Twelve years

JAMES,

H.

P.

They thought

CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER'BROADCASTER

FlnAnclAL

EXPERIENCED ANNOUNCER
AVAILABLE

E.

remembered

way in which the Commission could
discipline the station in the event the

nouncing staff of WOR, Newark, for

the summer's duration.

CAPT.

of advertising and promotion for the Blus
work, visiting Friday at Rockefeller t

the sponsor had sent cigarettes for itself might not be an actual party
to the fraud alleged to have taken
overseas shipment.
"This program was discontinued place, it could be held responsible if
several weeks ago."

(llfarch 20, 1924)

The fourth in a series of lectures
on Practical American Politics by
Schuyler C. Wallace, Supervisor of
Government at Columbia University, was delivered yesterday over
WEAF, New York. Mr. Wallace
spoke on "Choosing the President."

offices.

of 1943, February 1944 listening fig- of WTCN, Minneapolis, left for home
Norins' Statement
were 6.9 per cent over the Jan- following a few days in New York.
"With reference to the publicity ures
recently carried with respect to uary level. (In 1942, when dropping LEONARD ASCH, of WBCA, Schenecta
Samuel G. Gellard and the Overseas from the abnormal Pearl Harbor here on station and network business.

was associated with CBS. Other staff
changes include appointment of Eunice C. Dickson and Walter W. Simons usual monitoring and censoring of coming period."
scripts.
as time buyers.
"The script as presented and broadcast contained commercial announce- charges against it are substantiated
ments, and included in such an- would be by revoking the license.
nouncements was the statement that Even though the station management

120 YEARS AGO TONY

who was conferring at network headq
here late last week, has returned to the

wao

has splendid availabilitiesboth for 50 -word and

1-

minute spot announcements.
Write Wm. Malo, WDRC,
Hartford 4, Conn., or
WDRC's Nat'l Rep., Paul H.
Raymer Co.

USE WDRC TO CONNECT
IN CONNECTICUT!
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IN BALTIMORE
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By RALPH WILL

By BILL IRV1N

ANNOUNCER Tim Leimert is kept

pretty busy these days. Outside

of his regular KNX duties, Tim is

doing two shows for the War Department-the all -colored show "Jubilee,"
and Anita Ellis' "Personal Album."
KNX-CBS Newscaster Bob Greene

is breathing a sigh of relief, for his

house -hunting days are over. He has
just purchased actor Bob Montgomery's former home in Beverly Hills.
Bill Goodwin, who announces and

takes part in the Burns and Allen
CBS show, has been requested to
make a series of shortwave broadcasts based on doings in Hollywood,
for the entertainment of service men
overseas.

His love of the U.S.A. once cost
'n' Andy show, a good job, but he's

Murray Bolen, producer of the Amos

never regretted it. When Bolen was
'n Australia in 1934, working in radio,

be received an offer which held fine
promise for the future. But Bolen
jecided

he

was

so

homesick he

couldn't take it-and he hopped the

next boat for America.
More than 1,000 service men have
vritten to Cass Daley, film and radio
comedienne, during the past month
asking that she send them copies of
the novelty song: "I'm Getting Corns

for My Country at the Stage Door
Canteen." Cass, who presented the
number three times in recent weeks,
reports that it has a soldier -appeal
lever surpassed by any other of her

Unscrambled Wattnotes r

r

Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, radio and television consulting engineer and vice-chairman of the Radio Technical Planning Board, will be the

guest of honor and principal speaker at the next session of the radio
Executives Club, at the Hotel Shelton, (N. Y.) Thursday, March 30
Dr. Goldsmith will deliver a comprehensive paper on the current status of
television
which reminds us to remind Will Bailin. of Television
Broadcasters Assn. Inc., that his first News Letter on Tele issued to TBA
members is a nice job, but we somewhat resent the line stating that trade
papers are taking increased interest in tele
in so far as R.D. is concerned. it has kept abreast of all developments and has run a consistent
lineage of tele news since its inception
as frinstance, take the Feb. 11,
1937 issue of R.D. when it was three days old
and we quote (as the
newscaster sez) "While television shows will be more expensive for broadcasters than radio of-erings, television will give advertisers advantages in
reaching a desired audience that radio does not provide
Television
shows will be more costly because in every instance where performers
appear, sponsors will have to provide settings, lights and backgrounds
by recording a television show on film, sponsors will be able to offer

it nationally and reach a desired audience, say at 9 p.m....." Anyway,
that's our story and we're stuck with it in the bound copies of our file.
along with a host of other tele yarns.

*

*

Morton Downey, the Coca-Cola kid on the Blue threw
the boys a nice St. Patrick's Day party at Toots Shor's Fridee

and drew quite a sizeable crowd of who's who in radio and the
agencies.
Harry McNaughton, one of the four zanies in "It
.

.

nisses the program, has offered his
services for an appearance on "Suspense" (CBS). Producer Bill Spire
is scouting for a suitable story.

Pays to be Ignorant," now on CBS for Philip Morris, is celebrating
his 25th year as a professional actor
Harry incidentally, who is
Scotch by birth, was in World War I, going through several campaigns until taken prisoner by the Germans at San Quentin in 1918...
William de Lannoy, has been added to the WOR Recording Division
Edward Tomlinson, inter -American advisor and analyst

Annual G. E. Statement;

for the Blue, has been appointed to the staff of Collier's as correspondent and editorial advisor... Mutual's assistant publicity

tongs.

Mickey Rooney, who says he never

Net Income, $44,922,846
(Continued from Page 1)

income for 1942. However the sur-

plus at the beginning of 1943 was
$191,251,329 as compared with $181,561,337 in 1942.

Orders received in 1943 totaled
$1,360,643,350 and net sales billed was

approximately $3,000,000 under this
figure. Current assets of the company
are placed at $63,192,298 as against
$51,044,762 in 1942.

In the annual report submitted for
the Board of Directors by Owen D.
Young, chairman and Gerard Swope,
president, post-war planning is well
in hand. No specific subject is mentioned, but full assurance is given

that such efforts were intensified during 1943. Reserves for such planning
and adjustments and contingencies is
now $21,053,137, which sum has been
set aside over a two year period.

To Talk On Tele
C. L. Menser, NBC vice-president

in charge of programs will address
the Drama Workshop of the New
School for Social Research April 6
on "Television is Here."

director, Chris Cross, co-author of "My Fighting Congregation," has

been selected to write a companion book about the work of Navy
which will be based on the experience and observation

Chaplains

of Captain M M. Witherspoon, Chief Chaplain of the 3rd Naval
District. .
Month of April will bring more changes in local
operating time in the CBS network cities of Ohio and probably
remain in effect until next fall
April 2, Columbus returns to
.

April 30, Akron, Cleveland, Youngstown and

Eastern War Time

Latest info indicates Dayton
Cincinnati, also return to EWT
and you can guide yourself accordingly
will remain on CWT
on the places where certain shows will be heard an hour later than
Edgar Kobak, exec, vice-president of the Blue
currently. .
speaks before the Women's Ad Club in Washington tomorrow and
the next day before the Baltimore Ad Club.
.

*

*

*

That guy who got out a patent on putting advt. messages on the
paper bands around the laundered shirts, must be doing all right
first

the movies took advantage of it, but we see that you can now retrieve
the linen from the Chinaman with a band that says: Now enjoy the music
of America's best Bands, with songs by Dick Gilbert on WHN etc
Theresa Stone, of M -G -M public relations, was interviewed Saturday by
Adelaide Hawley over WEAF, on "What the Motion Picture Industry Has
Done in the War Effort."

*

*

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

PAYING tribute to the tenth b
day of the Burlington's "Pic
Zephyr," America's first diesel-;
ered, streamlined train, the Chi.
Burlington and Quincy Railroad,

cago, has contracted with the

Network for sponsorship of a sp

broadcast from Lincoln, Neb.,

April 10, according to an annou

ment by E. K. Hartenbower, j:

manager of the central division.
gram will be aired over tt.e full
Network from 11:45 to 12:00 t4t
EWT, and will be staged at the try{
side of the Burlington station in Ítí

coin. Participating in the ceremc(
will be Gov. Dwight Griswold*
Nebraska; Ralph Budd, presidenj i
the Burlington; Edward G. Byl
president of the Budd Manufactu
Co., and Charles F. Kettering,
president of General Motors,
cnarge of research. Reinicke-E'.,

1

Younggreen and Finn, Chicago
agency handling the Burlington
count.

"Who Told You?" is the new 1
by Don Narcotte, music supervise'
ti.e NBC program Monday, Marc!
Marcotte, an accomplished music
composer, is the writer of numet
popular tunes, including "Tico T
and "Schottische at Sunrise."
Marjorie Snyder, daughter of GI

Snyder, vice-president and gen

manager of station WLS, was mar:

March 11, in the Lady Chapel of
Luke's Church, Evanston, Ill., to

Ned Maxwell, son of Mr. and I
George Maxwell of Denver, Colo

Bob Hope Off Shore Tou

Covers Caribbean Po
(Continued from Page 1)

Force station at Macon, Ga., on TL

day over NBC. He will then start
a middle west tour returning to E

lywood and the West Coast at

end of the month. Hope's middle a

appearances include one for the
Forces at Dayton, Ohio, and anot.

for the Stage Door Canteen in

hometown, Cleveland.

OWI Records KDKA Sh

Bernie Armstrong's musical sht
"The New Duquesne Show," al.
over Pittsburgh's KDKA, Frida
7:30-8 p.m., EWT, will be retort
regularly by the Overseas Branch
the OWI, and transcriptions will
rushed by plane to the 16 overs
radio stations operated by the 01
located in Naples, Palermo, Bari, 4

giers, London and other points n
the fighting fronts, it has been d
closed.

W. E. Dividend

At a meeting of the directors of
Western Electric Company held 1
week, dividned of 50 cents per sh'
on its Common Stock was declar
The dividend is payable on March ".

1944 to stock of record at the

of business on March 24, 1944.

cl.
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AGENCY NEWSCAST
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF FOOD

LESLIE MUNRO and FELIX M.

tion to the daily radio program-Dr.
Eddy's Food and Home Forum over
WOR at 3:30, other programs are to
be presented by the enlarged organization as well as spot recordings as

tors, it has been announced by Ver-

PRODUCTS, long located at 75 West SUTTON, of the copy department of
Street, has moved to larger quarters Geyer, Cornell & Newell, Inc., have
uptown on Madison Avenue. In addi- been appointed associate copy direc-

overflow from the Food Forum. Ver-

non M. Welsh, vice-president and

copy director of the agency. Barbara
Bender and John Mason have been
added to the copy department.

non Radcliffe, for eight years with
ROBERT STEVENS, formerly with
NBC, is in charge of production for the Blue Network, has joined the
the Institute, of which Dr. Walter H. radio department of Kenyon & EckEddy, for 17 years head of Good hardt, Inc. The agency has also added
Housekeeping Bureau, is president. to its radio staff Dorothy Mallinson

and Ann Brae.
MRS. VIRGINIA TRAVERS joins
Compton Advertising, Inc., as pub- DEVOE & RAYNOLDS CO., INC.,
licity supervisor. Mrs. Travers comes for its Dehydray, a paint product, will
shortly an extensive
to Compton from "Pic" Magazine inaugurate
where she held the position of as- Spring campaign. Through Calkins &
Holden, the drive will utilize radio
sistant editor.
in chosen areas.
THE TAYLOR -REED CORPORACHARLES C. GREENE has been
TION, of Mamaroneck, N. Y., manu- elected
of Doremus &
facturers of Tumbo dessert puddings Co., in vice-president
of the Chicago office.
and Cocoa Marsh, milk booster, an- He had charge
been vice-president of Buchnounces the appointment of Ruthrauff anan & Co.
& Ryan, Inc. as its advertising agency,
effective April 15th.

WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB & CO.,

INC., has resigned the Cresta Blanca
N. W. AYER & SON, INC., an- Wine account effective June 1. It will
nounces that Douglas Wood Gibson continue, however, to place the adis now a member of its radio depart- vertising for Dubonnet and Coronet
ment in Philadelphia.
brands.

FULTON

Thomas' Tribute To WRUL Shortwave Technicians
In Congressional Record
Join IBEW At Boston

LEWIS,

(Continued from Page 1)

Boston-Signing of an agreement

ing Foundation, written by Eric Un- between the World -Wide Broadcasting Corporation and Local Union No.
derwood.
Tracing the difficulties experienced by 1228, IBEW, of Boston, covering the
founder Walter S. Lemmon, who broadcast technicians employed by
worked on the scheme for the Foun- the corporation at stations WRUL,

for nearly 20 years before WRUW, WRUS, WRUA and WRUX,
meeting with success in 1935, Under- was announced last week by the

JR.
*
*

dation

All the stations are shortwood devoted the major part of his
article to evaluating the contributions wave stations with transmitters at
IBEW.

v

130 SPONSORS
160 STATIONS

Scituate, Mass.

)f international radio to war effort.
WRUL, the Boston international
station operated by the Foundation, began fighting Hitler 16 hours a day
in 24 different languages back in 1939.

He said, the broadcasts were so efrs#+#rr~rS fective
that Goebbels had frequently

to warn Germans against "the democratic

IS ONLY

(-de Pc~
The other, and most important
is buying time on the RIGHT
STATION ... the station that will do
the biggest job for you!
half,

In Baltimore, it's

WCBM

BALTIMORE'S Blue Network Outlet

I

JOHN ELMER

President

GEORGE ROEDER

Gen. Mgr.

FREE & PETERS, Inc. Nat'l Repres. Motives

drivel"

coming

from "the

troublemaker in Boston unjustifiably
interfering with the establishment of
the new Hitler order in Europe."

Aside from nuisance value to the
Nazis, however, Underwood related
that a WRUL broadcast to JugoSlavia, just as Prince Paul was about
to make a deal with Hitler, is gener-

ally credited with a major share of

credit for- delaying the deal and thus
throwing the Hitler time -table out of
kilter. This broadcast was in great
measure resopnsible for a highly im-

No other news reporter has as many

sponsors on as many stations. What

other test of the pulling power of
Lewis' broadcasts is needed to prove

his ability to sell and move merchan-

dise. A few cities are still available
for sponsorship. Call, wire or write
WM. B. DOLPH,WOL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

portant delay in the Nazi attack on
the Soviet Union.
Another credit to WRUL, according

to Underwood, is its part ir. keeping
the Norwegian fleet from Nazi hands.
There was discussion also of the in-

WOI

valuable work of the station in its

ORIGINATING FROM

educational

Affiliated to ith the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

projects-deferred in
large part now because of the use of

WRUL facilities by OWI.

WASHINGTON, D.

C.
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By RALPH WILL

By BILL IRVIN

ANNOUNCER Tim Leimert is kept

PAYING tribute to the tenth b
day of the Burlington's "Pio
Zephyr," America's first diesel -j
ered, streamlined train, the Chit

pretty busy these days. Outside

of his regular KNX duties, Tim is

doing two shows for the War Department-the all -colored show "Jubilee,"
and Anita Ellis' "Personal Album."
KNX-CBS Newscaster Bob Greene

is breathing a sigh of relief, for his

house -hunting days are over. He has
just purchased actor Bob Montgomery's former home in Beverly Hills.
Bill Goodwin, who announces and

takes part in the Burns and Allen
CBS show, has been requested to
make a series of shortwave broadcasts based on doings in Hollywood,
for the entertainment of service men
overseas.

His love of the U.S.A. once cost

Murray Bolen, producer of the Amos

'n' Andy show, a good job, but he's
never regretted it. When Bolen was
'n Australia in 1934, working in radio,

be received an offer which held fine
promise for the future. But Bolen

iecided he was so homesick he

.touldn't take it-and he hopped the

next boat for America.
More than 1,000 service men have
written to Cass Daley, film and radio
.omedienne, during the past month
asking that she send them copies of
the novelty song: "I'm Getting Corns

for My Country at the Stage Door
Canteen." Cass, who presented the
number three times in recent weeks,
reports that it has a soldier -appeal
'lever surpassed by any other of her

Unscrambled Wattnotes ! !
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, radio and television consulting engineer and vice-chairman of the Radio Technical Planning Board, will be the

guest of honor and principal speaker at the next session of the radio

it nationally and reach a desired audience, say at 9 p.m....." Anyway,
that's our story and we're stuck with it in the bound copies of our file.

by Don IViarcotte, music superviso
ti.e NBC program Monday, March

along with a host of other tele yarns.

*

*

*

Morton Downey, the Coca-Cola kid on the Blue threw
the boys a nice St. Patrick's Day party at Toots Shor's Fridee
.and drew quite a sizeable crowd
who in radio
the
agencies.

,

Harry McNaughton, one of the four zanies in ."It

.

Annual G. E. Statement;

for the Blue, has been appointed to the staff of Collier's as correspondent and editorial advisor... Mutual's assistant publicity

Net Income, $44,922,846
(Continued from Page 1)

income for 1942. However the surplus at the beginning of 1943 was
$191,251,329 as compared with $181,561,337 in 1942.

Orders received in 1943 totaled
$1,360,643,350 and net sales billed was
approximately $3,000,000 under this
figure. Current assets of the company
are placed at $63,192,298 as against
$51,044,762 in 1942.

In the annual report submitted for
the Board of Directors by Owen D.

Young, chairman and Gerard Swope,
president, post-war planning is well
in hand. No specific subject is men-

tioned, but full assurance

To Talk On Tele
C. L. Menser, NBC vice-president
in charge of programs will address
the Drama Workshop of the New
School for Social Research April 6
on "Television is Here."

ment by E. K. Hartenbower,

:

manager of the central division..
gram will be aired over tr.e full :
Network from 11:45 to 12:00 t
EWT, and will be staged at the tr.
side of the Burlington station in
coin. Participating in the ceremo

will be Gov. Dwight Griswold

Nebraska; Ralph Budd, presiden
the Burlington; Edward G. Bt
president of the Budd Manufactu
Co., and Charles F. Kettering, y
president of General Motors,
charge of research. Reinicke-E

Younggreen and Finn, Chicago
agency handling the Burlington
count.

"Who Told You?" is the new t

Marcotte, an accomplished music:
composer, is the writer of numer
popular tunes, including "Tico T:
and "Schottische at Sunrise."
Marjorie Snyder, daughter of Gl

Snyder, vice-president and gent

manager of station WLS, was marl

March 11, in the Lady Chapel of
Luke's Church, Evanston, Ill., to
Ned Maxwell, son of Mr. and A
George Maxwell of Denver, Colo.
:

Bob Hope Off Shore Toul

Covers Caribbean Poi
(Continued from Page 1)

Force station at Macon, Ga., on Tu

been selected to write a companion book about the work of Navy

day over NBC. He will then start
a middle west tour returning to H

which will be based on the experience and observation

end of the month. Hope's middle w

director, Chris Cross, co-author of "My Fighting Congregation," has
Chaplains

of Captain M M. Witherspoon, Chief Chaplain of the 3rd Naval
District.
Month of April will bring more changes in local
operating time in the CBS network cities of Ohio and probably
remain in effect until next fall
April 2, Columbus returns to
.

.

Eastern War Time

April 30, Akron, Cleveland, Youngstown and

Cincinnati, also return to EWT
Latest info indicates Dayton
will remain on CWT
and you can guide yourself accordingly
on the places where certain shows will be heard an hour later than
currently. .
Edgar Kobak, exec, vice-president of the Blue
speaks before the Women's Ad Club in Washington tomorrow and
the next day before the Baltimore Ad Club.
.

*

is given

that such efforts were intensified during 1943. Reserves for such planning
and adjustments and contingencies is
now $21,053,137, which sum has been
set aside over a two year period.

broadcast from Lincoln, Neb.,

April 10, according to an annou

nisses the program, has offered his
services for an appearance on "Suspense" (CBS). Producer Bill Spire
is scouting for a suitable story.

Mickey Rooney, who says he never

.

Network for sponsorship of a sp,

Executives Club, at the Hotel Shelton. (N. Y.) Thursday. March 30
Dr. Goldsmith will deliver a comprehensive paper on the current status of
television
which reminds us to remind Will Baltin, of Television
Broadcasters Assn. Inc., that his first News Letter on Tele issued to TBA
members is a nice job, but we somewhat resent the line stating that trade
papers are taking increased interest in tele
in so far as R.D. is concerned, it has kept abreast of all developments and has run a consistent
lineage of tele news since its inception
as frinstance, take the Feb. 11.
1937 issue of R.D. when it was three days old
and we quote (as the
newscaster sez) "While television shows will be more expensive for broadcasters than radio of:erings, television will give advertisers advantages in
reaching a desired audience that radio does not provide
Television
shows will be more costly because in every instance where performers
appear, sponsors will have to provide settings, lights and backgrounds
by recording a television show on film. sponsors will be able to offer

Pays to be Ignorant," now on CBS for Philip Morris, is celebrating
his 25th year as a professional actor
Harry incidentally, who is
Scotch by birth, was in World War I, going through several campaigns until taken prisoner by the Germans at San Quentin in 1918...
William de Lannoy, has been added to the WOR Recording Division
Edward Tomlinson, inter -American advisor and analyst

tongs.

Burlington and Quincy Railroad,

cago, has contracted with the

*

*

That guy who got out a patent on putting advt. messages on the
paper bands around the laundered shirts, must be doing all right
first

the movies took advantage of it, but we see that you can now retrieve
the linen from the Chinaman with a band that says: Now enjoy the music
of America's best Bands, with songs by Dick Gilbert on WHN etc.
Theresa Stone, of M -G -M public relations, was interviewed Saturday by
Adelaide Hawley over WEAF. on "What the Motion Picture Industry Has
Done in the War Effort."

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

lywood and the West Coast at

appearances include one for the
Forces at Dayton, Ohio, and anotl

for the Stage Door Canteen in

.

hometown, Cleveland.

OWI Records KDKA Sho

Bernie Armstrong's musical she
"The New Duquesne Show," air
over Pittsburgh's KDKA, Frida
7:30-8 p.m., EWT, will be record
regularly by the Overseas Branch
the OWI, and transcriptions will
rushed by plane to the 16 °verse
radio stations operated by the 09

located in Naples, Palermo, Bari, I
giers, London and other points ne
the fighting fronts, it has been d
closed.

W. E. Dividend

At a meeting of the directors of t
Western Electric Company held is
week, dividned of 50 cents per sha
on its Common Stock was declare
The dividend is payable on March

1944 to stock of record at the do
of business on March 24, 1944.
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AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF FOOD
LESLIE MUNRO and FELIX M.
PRODUCTS, long located at 75 West SUTTON, of the copy department of
Street, has moved to larger quarters Geyer, Cornell & Newell, Inc., have
uptown on Madison Avenue. In addi- been appointed associate copy direc-

tion to the daily radio program-Dr.
Eddy's Food and Home Forum over
WOR at 3:30, other programs are to
be presented by the enlarged organization as well as spot recordings as
overflow from the Food Forum. Vernon Radcliffe, for eight years with
NBC, is in charge of production for
the Institute, of which Dr. Walter H.
Eddy, for 17 years head of Good
Housekeeping Bureau, is president.

tors, it has been announced by Vernon M. Welsh, vice-president and
copy director of the agency. Barbara
Bender and John Mason have been
added to the copy department.
ROBERT STEVENS, formerly with

the Blue Network, has joined the

radio department of Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc. The agency has also added
to its radio staff Dorothy Mallinson
and Ann Brae.

MRS. VIRGINIA TRAVERS joins
DEVOE & RAYNOLDS CO., INC.,
Compton Advertising, Inc., as pubits Dehydray, a paint product, will
licity supervisor. Mrs. Travers comes for
shortly an extensive
to Compton from "Pic" Magazine inaugurate
campaign. Through Calkins &
where she held the position of as- Spring
Holden, the drive will utilize radio
sistant editor.
in chosen areas.
THE TAYLOR -REED CORPORATION, of Mamaroneck, N. Y., manufacturers of Tumbo dessert puddings
and Cocoa Marsh, milk booster, announces the appointment of Ruthrauff
& Ryan, Inc, as its advertising agency,
effective April 15th.

CHARLES C. GREENE has been
elected vice-president of Doremus &
Co., in charge of the Chicago office.
He had been vice-president of Buchanan & Co.

WILLIAM H. WEINTRAUB & CO.,

INC., has resigned the Cresta Blanca
N. W. AYER & SON, INC., an- Wine account effective June 1. It will
nounces that Douglas Wood Gibson continue, however, to place the adis now a member of its radio depart- vertising for Dubonnet and Coronet
ment in Philadelphia.
brands.

FULTON
LEWIS,

Thomas' Tribute To WRUL 'Shortwave Technicians
In Congressional Record
Join IBEW At Boston
Boston-Signing of an agreement
(Continued from Page 1)
ing Foundation, written by Eric Un- between the World -Wide Broadcasting Corporation and Local Union No.
derwood.
Tracing the difficulties experienced by 1228, IBEW, of Boston, covering the
technicians employed by
founder Walter S. Lemmon, who broadcast
worked on the scheme for the Foun- the corporation at stations WRUL,

WRUS, WRUA and WRUX,
dation for nearly 20 years before WRUW,
announced last week by the
meeting with success in 1935, Under- was
All the stations are shortwood devoted the major part of his IBEW.
article to evaluating the contributions wave stations with transmitters at

JR.
em

x 130 SPONSORS
* 160 STATIONS

Scituate, Mass.
of international radio to war effort.
WRUL, the Boston international
station operated by the Foundation, began fighting Hitler 16 hours a day

in 24 different languages back in 1939.

He said, the broadcasts were so effective that Goebbels had frequently
to warn Germans against "the democratic
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IS ONLY

ce Pedcvre
The other, and most important
is buying time on the RIGHT
STATION ... the station that will do
the biggest job for you!
half,

In Baltimore, it's

BALTIMORE'S Blue Network Outlet
President

GEORGE ROEDER

Gen. Mgr.

FREE 8 PETERS, Inc. Nat'l Repres'

coming from

"the

Aside from nuisance value to the
Nazis, however, Underwood related
that a WRUL broadcast to JugoSlavia, just as Prince Paul was about
to make a deal with Hitler, is gener-

ally credited with a major share of

credit for -delaying the deal and thus
throwing the Hitler time -table out of
kilter. This broadcast was in great
measure resopnsible for a highly im-

sponsors on as many stations. What

other test of the pulling power of
Lewis' broadcasts is needed to prove

his ability to sell and move merchan-

dise. A few cities are still available
for sponsorship. Call, wire or write
WM. B. DOLPH, WOL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

portant delay in the Nazi attack on

WCBM

JOHN ELMER

drivel"

troublemaker in Boston unjustifiably
interfering with the establishment of
the new Hitler order in Europe,"

No other news reporter has as many

tatnees

the Soviet Union.
Another credit to WRUL, according

to Underwood, is its part in keeping
the Norwegian fleet from Nazi hands.
There was discussion also of the in-

ORIGINATING FROM W O L WASHINGTON, D. C.

large part now because of the use of

Affiliated with the MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

valuable work of the station in its
educational projects-deferred in
WRUL facilities by OWI.
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Networks' Statements

Reflect cele Interest
(Continued from Page 1)

THE WEEK
1N RADIO
Disk Decision Upsets Petrillo
-

for revision

of

U. S. Court Upholds

'Lone Ranger' Actio

(Continued from Page 1)

the union's earlier member Gotham outlet's policy

of

post of NBC eastern production man- voluntary agreements with signa- selling time as well as providing free
ager to supervise the special live tories, including Decca Records and facilities for discussion of controvertalent production angle.
World Broadcasting System. These sial issues.
Special CBS Statement
former pacts provided for relief in Second annual Alfred I, du Pont
The annual report to CBS stock- the event that the union operated awards were made to Raymond Gram
holders released the past week-end under more favorable condiitons with Swing, Blue web commentator;
carries a statement by Paul W. Kes- any' other recording firms.
WMAZ, CBS affiliate in Macon, Ga.,
ten, executive vice-president of the
and WLW, NBC affiliate in Cincinnati
On
the
heels
of
the
decision
came
web, in which he forecasts post-war statements from all the parties to the
..Elaborate plans were completed
tele in full and natural color with dispute. The disk companies jointly by the Blue for its first coverage of
larger pictures and high fidelity. The stated that the panel report at this the national political conventions to
Kesten statement on television fol- time was merely a recommendation be held in Chicago this Summer....
lows:
to the NWLB, that they looked Commentators' scripts were expected
"The impact of wartime progress forward
to an early termination of to be subpoenaed by the Dies Com(especially in very high radio fre- the question
by the Board. They ex- mittee....Construction permit for an
quencies) upon post-war television," pressed the hope that the panel's experimental FM outlet in Washingthe report says, "should be striking recommendation would be accepted ton, D. C., was sought in the names
and far-reaching in its peacetime and the back -to -work order issued. of the FM Development Foundation,
benefits. It has made almost certain Joseph M. Padway, AFM counsel, Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, C. M.
television pictures of larger size and maintained that the Board lacked Jansky, Jr., and Stuart L. Bailey.
higher fidelity, richer in detail and jurisdiction and indicated that the Personalities: Mark Woods, Blue
in full natural color, although con- union would contest the panel edict. net prexy, was honored for "his high
tinued transmission of lower quality The union attorney also called the re- contribution to radio" by the Poor
pictures of pre-war standard may be port a vindication, possibly referring Richard Club of Philadelphia, with a
necessary during an interim period." to the panel opinion that under sizeable New York delegation attendA. T. & T. s New Plans
proper safeguards payments of fees ing....Bernard C. Duffy, executive
Plans for a $2,000,000 trial of short- would not be opposed to social policy. vice-president of BBD&O, was elected
wave radio relays for intercity tele- There was no comment from the FCC to the Board of Governors of the Covision and telephone relays was made or NAB.
operative Analysis of Broadcasting...
by the American Telephone and Tele-. Key outlets of the four major nets Vincent F. Callahan, until recently
graph Company. It will supplement in New York reached agreement with ad, press and radio chief of the
present commercial, long distance the Musicians' Union on a new three- Treasury's War Finance Division,
facilities and provide network facili- year pact to extend the old one, joined the Washington ad -agency and
ties for the transportation of televi- which expired Feb. 1. No important public -relations firm of Lewis Edwin
sion programs between New York, delay . was expected in inking the Ryan.
Boston and intermediate points.
Frank R. Deakins, former executive
within the next two weeks.
Application is being made to FCC contract
difference reportedly involved vice-president of RCA Victor ' Co.
for approval to begin the project Only
a slightly higher scale. With the Ltd. in Canada and for the last ten
which is expected to proceed as was
situation cleared up, the years with the parent company in the
rapidly as the war situation permits. Chicago
picture between the webs and United States, was named president
Principal purpose of the trial is to overall
of the Canadian company effective
determine by practical operation in the union was considered good.
April 1.... Gene King, production
commercial service of the relative News Shorts: Senate fight to restore supervisor of WOR, New York, was
advantages and disadvantages of ra- the tentativetwo-million-dollar cut in appointed production manager of the
dio relay in transmission of long the FCC budget was opened by Sena- outlet, replacing Arthur Whiteside,
distance messages and television pro- tor James Mead, D., N. Y.....Radio who resigned to become a field engigrams compared with transmission was commended for its "outstanding neer with Western Eletcric Co.....M.
to the 1944 Red Cross
by the familiar wires and coaxial contribution"
Wamboldt, Blue commercial proWar Fund campaign by Norman H. P.
cables.
gram supervisor, was granted a leave
Davis,
national
chairman....
Value
of
absence in order to represent
Will Use Radio Relays
put into the war effort by the of
Philco and its agency, Sayre M.
Post-war plans were recently an- time
broadcasting
industry
was
estimated
nounced for a country -wide expan- at $202,000,000 in 1943 by the NAB Ramsdell Associates, in handling the
sion by the Bell System for about ....Television was envisioned as a "Radio Hall of Fame" show heard
over the Blue web,
7,000 miles of its coaxial cables, suitsource of 4,600,000 new jobs
Bill Rousseau, former producer
able for telephone service and the potential
within
a
decade
after
its
full
comwith Benton & Bowles, joined Mctransmission of television programs.
mercialization
in
a
speech
by
Thomas
Cann-Erickson as production assistant
The new system will be operated by

Joyce, manager of RCA Victor's to Lloyd Coulter, vice-president in
radio relays of a type which were F.
under construction at the Bell labora- radio, phonograph and tele depart- charge of_radio....Al Hollender, chief
at the New York Sales Execu- of the radio outpost division of the
tories prior to the war. Directed radio ment,
OWI in New York, went to London
beams at ultra high frequencies will tives Club.
be operated simultaneously in both Enactment of national legislation for the war -information agency to
to
secure
freedom
of
radio
was
fawork under William S. Paley, CBS
directions and these will be relayed
by stations spaced at an average of vored by executives of 32 NBC mid - prexy on leave to the OWI. Robert
about 30 miles throughout the route. western affiliates at the Chicago re- Newman, script writer, took over
It is hoped that ultimately each radio gional meeting of the net's third an- Hollender's vacated post. '
beam will carry a large number of nual War Clinic, backing prexy Niles
Suggestion: Clip and mail
Trammell's stand before the Senate
communications channels.
this news digest to a radio
Interstate Commerce Committee last
NBC Expansion Plans
friend now in the armed forces.,
It is expected that an augmented December.... WMCA, New York, took
schedule of television shows now be- issue with NAB criticism of the non-

ing readied by NBC will be an-

nounced in the near future, Wynn Cana. Marconi Dividend
Wright, who has been acting as as- Montreal-Directors of Canadian
sistant to C. L. Menser, NBC vice- Marconi Company, Ltd., have depresident in charge of production, has clared a dividend of four cents a
been made a national production share, payable June 1 to shareholders
manager and will co-ordinate such of record April 15. A similar payment
activities of all NBC divisions.

(Continued from Page 1)

Baker, Slim Allen and others wI
have used the name in connectit
with traveling outdoor and indo
spectacle shows and exhibitions.
Sets Title Precedent

Decree, signed by U. S. Distri
Judge William E. Campbell, of tl
Northern District of Illinois, is cor
plete in its restraining order and pr

hibits the defendants also from
any way using advertising in tl
press or on the radio any announo

ments which use the name "The Lo#
Ranger" or "The Original Lot

Ranger," "The Lone Ranger Impe
sonated," in fact any adaptation
the name or title which may simula
the trade name.
Apart from injunction against u:
of the trade name or any character
zation simulating it, the court pry
hibits the use of "the distinctive ca

or calls to the horse of the hero

the- plaintiff's program. This in effe.
also places a restraining order on tt

use of "Hi Yo Silver" call.

Lone Ranger Gets Damages

Damages awarded the owners

"The Lone Ranger" from the defeni
ants Larry Sunbrock, Sunbroc

Shows, Inc. and John Daros, is

Oscar H. Romaguera, formerly in
charge of public relations for the International Division of the NBC, has
joined the J. Walter Thompson Company to head up the radio section of
was made at the same time last year. the Latin American department.

1

the sum of $10,000. An additional $25

must be paid by the defendants to .
Arthur Friedlund as custodian. Fried
lund was appointed custodian by th
court last February, pending fsu

outcome of the case. At that time
preliminary injunction against

defendants resulted in their p
a $10,000 bond.
Another Court Victory

Decision in favor of the owners o
"The Lone Ranger" is another of
series heretofore awarded by th
Federal courts. These are against d-

ouses and outdoor shows, of the lesse

type, also against individuals. "Th.
Lone Ranger" is the property o

The Lone Ranger, Inc. which is

a

subsidiary of the King-Trendle Corp
and the Michigan Network. They have

been producing the program on net
works with live talent and also via
transcription. "Ranger" has also ap

peared in pictures under the King
Trendle aegis,

According to Raymond J. Meurer
general counsel for The Lone Ranger

Inc., this is the first time that damages have been awarded for the unauthorized use of a radio program
title.

Town Hall Engagement
Engagement of George V. Denny.
Jr., of New York City, president of
Town Hall, and Miss Jeanne Sarasy
of

Janesville, Wisconsin has been

announced. Mr. Denny is moderator

Joins Thompson Agency

1

on

"America's

Town

Meet-

founded.

After

ing of the Air," the radio forum program

which

he

graduation from Stephens College.
Columbia, Mo., where she majored
in radio and dramatics, Miss Sarasy
took the post of production assistant

on the Forum. The couple plan an _
April wedding.

{
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3lue Offers Rep. Dies

15 Min. After Winchell

Wartime Operations Of CBS Lord Wins Decision
Pointed Up In Annual Report On 'District Attorney'

(Continued from Page I)

(Continued from Page 1)
Activities, that an an- company prospered during 1943,"
said sented, for some 17,000 programs in
iouncement would be made during Kesten,
"is a source of less pride to course of the year, which represents
he Winchell broadcast informing the its management
I feel sure, to 3,380 hours or approximately 36 per
isteners of the fact that Dies .would its' stockholders, and,
than that it met and cent of the network's full operating
ppear on the program immediately fulfilled the urgent
and
multiplied time. Virtually every new account
ollowing.
needs of the Armed Forces and the signed during 1943 pertained to the
Text of Woods' wire follows:
U. S. Government, American indus- war effort, or carried wartime mesIn response to your request by try and the American people at war." sages. (Television reference is contained in other columns in this issue
wire today that the Blue Net Two Gov't Transmitters Built
Work allot the Winchell period to
Report stated that CBS erected two of RADIO DAILY.)
you on some agreeable date so additional high -power transmitters Expanded shortwave broadcasting
that you may use the same facilifor the Government at Wayne, New became increasingly important, the
ties and reach the same audience
Jersey; a third is under construction network's three high-powered interas Winchell, the Andrew Jergens in Brentwood, Long Island. In con- national outlets doing yeoman work.
Company has advised me that it junction with the three already under At the turn of the year two more
Is pleased to offer you its time
operation by CBS, these will be were placed in service and a sixth
beamed to foreign listeners and our was under construction, and schedfrom 9:15 to 9:30 p.m. over the
entire Blue Network this Sun- troops abroad under wartime con- uled to go into operation this month.
day, March 19, or the Sunday of tracts with the OWI and the Co- Transmission beamed to Europe,
the following week, whichever ordinator of Inter -American Affairs. Africa and Asia as well as the Middle
Other transmitters are planned by East, were in 10 languages. Shortmay be most convenient for you.
That period will give you the CBS for Southern California, to be wave listening picked up 50,000,000
benefit of the entire Winchell
beamed westward and also to the words which were broadcast in vari-

lmerican

audience, since it -follows immedi-

ately after this regular broadcast. An announcement will be
made during Winchell's period
that you will speak immediateately following him.

Please advise us at the earliest
convenience which Sunday you
prefer to broadcast.
We are presently assembling

scripts and recordings on past

broadcasts which your committee

and will be pleased to

cooperate completely with the

southward,

ous languages.
In course of the year, the report
Treasurer's Report
reveals, CBS added 15 stations; five

affiliate outlets, with FCC approval,
increased transmission power.
Relative to freedom of radio plea,
Kesten stated: "With America approaching the time when more than
10,000,000 of her sons and daughters
will be in the uniform of their coun-

(Continued from Page 1)

script called "Racketeer & Company"
to Lord when he was employed by the

Lord organization as a writer and
that subsequently the program entitled, "Mr. District Attorney" was
produced by Lord and became a great

success. While Cole is said to have

conceded that there had been no

plagiarism of his script, dialogue or
characters, he averred the basic idea
or formula of a District Attorney

smashing rackets had been taken,'
from him by Lord and that hundreds
of thousands of dollars had been re
ceived by Lord for the value of the
formula of "Mr. District Attorney."
Counsel for Lord, Louis Nizer, con-

tended that the formula of a District
Attorney smashing rackets was un-

original and could not be the basis,
of

a

property claim. Nizer also;

pointed out that Lord was the outstanding producer of crime radio programs, which had been produced on
networks years before Cole sub-

mitted his script. These Lord pro-

As recently reported in these col- ductions were "G Men" and "Gang

umns, CBS' net income was $4,535,940 Busters," Nizer contended, and there
compared to $4,123,697 in 1942. Total was the same formula of public
income from all sources including officials smashing crime.
sales of facilities, talent, lines and
Unless Cole is granted special per -

records (Columbia Recording Corp.) mission for further appeal by the,
was $75,166,440 which compares with Court of Appeals, the Appellate decision will be final.
try in a war for freedom, it is vital $62,211,573 in 1942.

that a free radio, the essential agency of a free people, be
New Legislation Treated

PROGRAM THE

committee in its inquiry.
He commented on the present move
The wire in ending said "Regards, to secure new radio legislation, now

lark Woods, president, Blue Net - before a Congressional Committee, by
sock, New York."
saying: "Freedom of radio, which is
native American freedom of speech
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
amplified and multiplied through
Washington-Rep. Martin Dies, microphone and loudspeaker, lies at
hairman of the House Special Com- the core of the broadcasters' efforts
Dittee on un-American activities, on to secure a new radio law."

'riday revealed that he has issued

NBC
RECORDED
PROGRAMS

Reference was made by Kesten to

ubpoenas for the Blue Network the AFM recordings ban which went
resident, Mark Woods, and the into effect August 1, 1942 and the
cripts and transcriptions of the Wal- status outlined. However the subºr Winchell broadcasts of the past sidiary Columbia Recording Corp.

wo years. This action followed near- managed to maintain good sales from
s, two weeks of constant criticism of limited pressings of masters on hand.

"The Name You Will Remember"

he commentator by the Texan and The shortage of raw materials was
ieps. John Rankin and Clare Hoff- also a factor concerning all companies
lan.
IriiTT but CRC did well notwithstanding
The scripts will be studied by the this.
ommittee with a possibility of open Mention was also made by Kesten
westigatory action. Woods will most of president Paley's services overseas
kely merely turn over the requested with the OWI and the fact that three
ticuments and discs to a committee vice-presidents are now in service:
_presentative.
Colonel Lawrence W. Lowman with

Adds New Stations
Total of 131 Blue stations now carry

Coronet Storyteller" and "Coronet
iuick Quiz," according to the new
)n tract signed

by Esquire,

the OSS; Commander Harry C.
Butcher, aide to General Eisenhower.
and Lt. Commander Mefford R.
Runyon.
Program Breakdown

Many other NBC Recorded Programs 5 minutes to half-hour.

During 1943, there were 31,956 CBS

Inc., programs broadcast, broken down as

hich adds 61 stations to the pre- follows: Music, 10.519 programs, 3,514
iously utilized number of 70, E. K. hours; drama, 8,309 programs, 2,472
'artenbower, sales manager of the hours; variety and comedy, 2,215

lee's central division, announced. shows, 879 hours; news 7,670, running
Storyteller"
is
heard Monday into 1,454 hours; talks and discussions
trough Friday, 9:15-10 p.m., EWT, 2,848, for 803 hours; religion, 226 pro-

"Quick Quiz" Satury, same grams totaling 110 hours and sports,
me. Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, is 169 programs, 97 hours.
le agency.
Sixty war campaigns were preid

* William Lang's five-minute verbal sketches of the
Famous ...news of people -in -the -news ...is a real attention -getter. Lang's punchy style gets across ... packs
a tremendous wallop and leaves a lasting impression.
156 five-minute shows-arranged for 3 -a -week broadcast. Merchandising and publicity plan supplied. And
remember the title "The Name You Will Remember"
is perfect tie-in for the sponsor's name and business.
Send for audition records.

Notional Broadcasting Co

g
A Service of Rodio
Corporation nl Americo

NBC

RADIO -RECORDING DIVISION
AMERICA'S NUMBER

I

SOURCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg., Radio City, N. Y... Merchandise Mart, Chicogo, III.
Irons -Lux Bldg., Washington, D. C... $onset end Vino, Hollywood, Col.
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA -

WASHINGTON-Fulton Lewis, Jr.,

whose news comments on na-

- GEORGIA -

announcer. Jerry Eton, formerly of Wars, an engineer by profession, a

ATLANTA-Gene Sample and Ted the Blue Net, New York, has also author of engineering textbooks, an
Anthony, spielers for WGST, have left joined WCBT as spieler... -HICKORY widely traveled observer of contem

tional affairs for the Mutual net that station to handle programs exclu- -Jimmy Simpson, program director
originate from WOL, is now on a com- sively for Rich's Inc., department store. at WMRC, Greenville, S. C., has recbined newsgathering and lecture tour Sample will write and Anthony will an- ently resigned that position to be
throughout the far and mid -West. nounce the shows.,. , Newcomers to commercial manager at WHKY, 5,000-

Foremost on his list of matters to be WGST's announcerial staff are: Joe
investigated are the reports that some Reeves, formerly with WATL; John Davis,
returning disabled servicemen have formerly with WAGA; and James Young,
to date received no governmental who has been in radio for the past nine
compensation whatsoever since ser- years.
vice pay has been cut off. Mustered
- IILINOIS out of the Armed services because CHICAGO-Helen Williams, formof injuries received during the pres- erly with WIZE, Springfield, Ohio,
ent war, they are unable to return has joined the staff of Bozell and
to work and have no means of sup- Jacobs, Inc., Chicago office, as a radio
port. The American Legion is co- script writer... -The four 17 -year old
operating in locating many of these Chicago boys who are writing, proex -servicemen who will appear on ducing and even acting in their
some of Lewis' broadcasts.
Junior "G" Man thriller over WJJC
-NEW YORK are: Clark Davis, Alec Pavlov, Dan

porary'ánd pre-war affairs...LYNCH 10-

BURG-The new series on WLV, 1

features Cpl. Patricia Tracey whn,
reads stories of unusual interest aboty"
watter Blue, and will also head pro- personalities in the WAC.

duction and continuity departments.
- COLORADO -

-WISCONSIN MILWAUKEE-Allan

Cumuli,

forme

DENVER-Station KOA's engineering manager of WCLO. Janesville, has join

department has been cited by the Gen- the sales staff of WTMJ-WMFM...
eral Electric Company for giving the best SHEBOYGAN-National League game
"performance" of all the stations using are being aired over WHBL, and spot

G. E. equipment, including NBC ,md Blue sored by the Local Finance Corporatiot
M & O affiliates. Of 6,689 hours and 31 .--.January and February sales at WEE
minutes of broadcasting in 1943, KOA are 30 per cent over the correspondini
was off the air for only 42 seconds due period for 1943.... WHBL collaborate(
to technical difficulties. A championship with the Sheboygan County War Finann
plaque will be awarded to Robert H. Committee to stage a War Bond auctiot
Owen, chief engineer; C. A. Peregrine, at the State Theater, and articles donate(

1+

control operator; Roy D. Carrier, station by merchants were sold to the tune o
engineer... , The Public Service Company $134,000 in War Bonds. One bicyclt
of Colorado has renewed its program brought $22,000.
ST. LOUIS-William L. Edgar, new to "Treasure Trails of Melody" for another
radio, has joined the sales service de- 52 weeks.
partment of KWIC. He was formerly with
-OHIO2EC Status Revealed
the Industrial Bank and Trust Company
CINCINNATI-Ed Mason, WLW
William Travis has joined the KMOX
Following Investigation
announcerial staff. He was formerly with farm program director, reports that

NEW YORK-Dick Moeller, able WEVD Shandling and Marion Coleman.

producer, is getting bald trying to find
some intelligible scripts for his Tuesday,

p.m., EWT, spot....In the true
tradition of all newspapermen, Walter
9:45-10

- MISSOURI -

Grey, editor and man behind the disk on
"The Daily Record" on WBYN, always
wears his hat in the studio while doing
his daily stint.... WNYC, New York's
Municipal station, presents the first in KSCJ, Sioux City, Iowa, and WMC, Memphis.... William E. Mansfield and Robert
a new series of programs dealing with W.
Stetson begin their 14th year as engi"Planning the Post -War World" beginwith KMOX...,This station is sponMarch 21....Irene Bordoni, was neers
Shirley Eder's guest on "63 Club" Sunday, soring a series of five special Red Cross
March 19. - - Bert West got commendable
.

notices for his televised performance in
"Wide Horizons" which stars Eddie Dowl-

ing over the Du Mont television staton

age boys in the WLW four -state area
as result of information broadcast
over "From the Ground Up" program
pertaining to farmers' man -power
programs to be miked on successive situation for coming season....DAYTON-A new series of programs is
Saturday matinees.
being aired over WHIO. They are 15 - NEW JERSEY scripts prepared by the Secret
PATERSON-The public's tremend- minute
Service outlining the history of the

.. - -ITHACA-Jack Deal, announcer and ous interest in radio was once more
music director for WHCU, has been ap- dramatically displayed recently when
pointed assistant program director of the 300 women stormed the studios of
station- - - Bernard Morley, announcer and WPAT, seeking to participate in the
sportscaster at WHCU, is the station's new H=]en Leighton show, "Luncheon
.

continuity director.

-OHIO-

CINCINNATI-WSAI is providing
its listeners with the latest activities
from the spring training camp of the
Cincinnati Redlegs at Bloomington,
Ind., by sending Dick Bray ad Lou
Smith, sportscasters, to the Hoosier

city for first-hand observations. -

-

.

he receives many letters from teen-

With Helen." Invitation was miked
when show's time and format were
changed to include studio audience
thrice weekly, with quiz and prizes.
Rush had dazed station employees
frantically wishing someone had invented a studio -stretcher to enable
them to cram everyone in. Morale to
the story: Miss Leighton is mailing
admission tickets to the show only
on written request.
- PENNSYLVANIA -

Miss Norma Robbins is new vocalist
at WLW-WSAI
WCKY's Pat
O'Brian's classification is 1-C despite
the door of his apartment which reads
PHILADELPHIA-The chief Is back at
4-F. - - -MARION-New talent heard WIP: staff's fakation is over. Benedict
over WMRN are: Miss Joy Klein, Gimbel. Jr., president of the station, reMrs. Clay Smith, Mrs. Chester Lyons. turned to his office this week after a
long Illness that had him confined to his
home. To welcome him back, the staff

presented him with a chocolate layer

$200,000, Rene Morin, N -P., Montreal,

part time chairman of CBC, reported
that the network covers 90.9 per cent
of the total population of Canada and
96.1

per cent of the homes in

Dominion with radio sets.

the

Mr. Morin's statement came as a
service and the roles it plays in the sequel
to the Canadian House of
various governmental departments... Commons Radio
inquiring
STEUBENVILLE-The East Liver- into operations Committee
of the Canadian

pool, Ohio Board of Education is cur- Broadcasting Corporation. Highlights
rently presenting a series of student of the CBC investigation were:
broadcasts over WSTV. - . -MARION
Gen. LaFleche, War Services Min-Charles Raha is WMRN's new ister,
was against setting up anothe
spieler.
board to regulate CBC and privately
owned station relations and he
- NEW YORK ALBANY-"America To Victory" is the thought more success could be
by sitting around a conferNational Radio Features' new half-hour achieved
program designed to solve stations' prob- ence table.
lems in airing patriotic shows to help Gen. LaFleche also said operation.

boost sales of Bonds and Stamps, promote of the shortwave radio transmitter,.
salvage of waste fats, scrap metal, paper, planned for Sackville, N. B. would be

tin, and appealing for blood donations, delayed but not as long as had been
etc. Format of the show provides for 15 first anticipated. Certain changes in
minutes of World War II dramatized inci- design
dents. Other 15 minutes is devoted to in- cost.

would mean an increase in

-

terviews with persons having returned
from the various fighting fronts, Under
Radio News In the U. S. Treasury Department's next mag. issue, a complete
item will be devoted to "America To

cake, which they paraded into his office
behind the WIP orchestra playing "For Victory."
- VIRGINIA He's A Jolly Good Fellow." Looking at
the group of 50 and more persons, B. G.,
RICHMOND - WRVA's "Smokes
Jr., said, "I'm happy to be back, and for
the Wounded" campaign is
happy to be welcomed." After the cere- spreading like wild fire. Joe Brown
monies, he met all the latest newcomers is emcee for the weekly program
March 20
Adelbert Burdick
Stuart Metz
Ozzie Nelson
Bill Wigginton
Lowell Smith
Lawson Zerbe
Judith Evelyn

Montreal-Declaring that revenue
for the current fiscal year would exceed expenditures by more than

The Minister said he would take

into consideration a suggestion that'.

he might later make some recom

mendations on whether his relatio with the CBC would be varied in an
degree, but before reaching any deci-

sion on the matter he would seek

advice from the board of governors:
Gen- LaFleche also said consideration was being given to the sugges-)
tion a member of the Canadian Daily
Newspaper Association be appointed".
who had joined the station during his which urges the public to send in to the CBC board of Governors.
!prolonged illness.
Morin, N.P., Montreal, part-time'`,
cigarettes to the station for the boys
- NORTH CAROLINA who are stationed at the naval and chairman of CBC said the governors,'
ROANOKE RAPIDS-WCBT's new military hospitals in Virginia. Every - were of the opinion that free time;
personnel: David M. Segal, formerly time Joe visits the hospitals, he has should be furnished to competent,,
of

KCRJ,

Jerome,

Arizona,

and loads of cartons for

the boys.... speakers to present "without let or

KGGM, Albuquerque, New Mexico, WRVA's new newscaster is H. B. hindrance, varying points of views on'
has been appointed program director - Kenny. Kenny is a vet of both World questions of the day."

.ti
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Review Petrillo Ruling
enate Defeats Moves
To Restore FCC Cuts
I t'ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-By a 38-22 vote, the
enate yesterday brought the curtain
lost of the way down on the hopes
'

the FCC that it will be able to

,aintain its Radio Intelligence Divion and its Foreign Broadcast Intelgence Service on anything like their
esent scale. Two amendments of -

Pres. Joseph Maddy Of Nat. Music Camp
Testifies Before Senate I C C Group

AFM Petition Filed
Washington-The AFM yesterday
filed with the War Labor Board a
petition for oral argument before
the full board on the union's recording contracts. The panel report submitted last week was de-

On Interlochen Incident

clared to be in its conclusion, "contrary to law and fact" and the
recommended action beyond the
jurisdiction of the board.
It is

On Platter -Turners

unlikely that the board will refuse
the union's petition.

Ted by Sen. James Mead, (D., N. Y.),

storing the Commission appropria-

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - President

CBS Defines Stand

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Stromberg-Carlson

Honored for having the best service dicated here yesterday when Wil-

of any NBC station during liam Fay, vice-president in charge
43, KOA, Denver, has been given of broadcasting, announced plans for
c annual G. E. Merit Award, Robert a tele station and a new "Rochester
Peare, manager of broadcasting Radio City" housing AM, FM and
Id publicity for General Electric, television as a post-war development.

'cord

mounced

yesterday. This station

The Stromberg-Carlson Company,

as off the air but 42 seconds out of already owners and operators
(Continued on Page 7)
hours of operation during
e past year.
All NBC stations competed for the Blue's Own Musical Staff

of

3801/2

(Continued on Page 2)

ecca 1943 Earnings
Reaches $2.66 A Share
Decca Records, Inc. earned a net

Ofit of $1,036,361 for the year ending

31, 1943, according to a report
nt to stockholders by Jack Kapp,
C.

resident of the company. This is
luivalent to $2.66 per share and

mpares with $2.08 per share earned
(Continued on Page 2)

On the Beam
At Morton Downey's St. Patrick's

Day party, Irishmen were daintily
nibbling on various hors d'oeuvres
such as smoked salmon. dried herring, crab flakes and anchovy paste
when somebody said they could eat

meat because of a special d,,,,ensation. This being verified, a deluge of corned beef and cabbage
was ordered. Tip.off came from
-Ben Gross, "News" radio ed.

peared before the Senate Interstate

Commerce subcommittee headed by
Senator D. Worth Clark, D., Idaho, to
protest the ban on broadcasts by the

Washington-CBS will not fight the Camp orchestra imposed by AFM
President James C. Petrillo. The subcommittee had been inactive for over

shift of platter -turners from IBEW
to AFM, NAB President J. Harold
udget Bureau were defeated. Thus
Ryan has been advised. Not desiring
hairman Fly received the most re become embroiled in an intra(Continued on Page 6)
Plans Tele Station to
AFL scrap, the network will in no
oppose the transfer of turners'
OA, Denver, Gets Award Rochester-Active interest in the way
memberships, even though the move
will
cost
them a tidy sum. AFM has
For Best Service In 1943 development of television by the had jurisdiction
over platter -turners
Stromberg-Carlson Company was in(Continued on Page 5)
an to the $6,146,000 requested by the

Joseph

Maddy of the National Music Camp,
at Interlochen, Mich., yesterday ap-

Being Recruited In Chicago
Chicago-The Blue Network's cen-

tral division began employing its own

the AFM recording ban.

Until the Petrillo ban, NBC used
(Continued on Page 6)

Expansion In FM -Tele

Los Angeles Tele Station
Planned For Blue Net
Being Planned By NBC
Full expansion by the Blue Net-

West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

into television and FM fields
Hollywood-Niles Trammell, presi- workindicated
over the week-end by
dent of NBC, declared here yester- was
Woods, president of the web,
day that the network has filed an Mark
in addressing the 47 departmental
application with the FCC for permis- heads
other officials at the mansion to build a television station in agerialand
meeting held at the Waldorf(Continued on Page 6)
Astoria Hotel. Apart from this, the

is working out plans to own
Trans -Atlantic Quiz Show Blue
additional key stations in various ci-

Starts On Blue In April

staff of 40 musicians on March 15,
according to James L. Stirton, pro- First trans -Atlantic quiz show will
gram manager of the Blue's central be inaugurated over the Blue Netdivision, who pointed to it as a work in cooperation with the BBC
further step in the separation of the on Sat. April 15, at 1:15-1:30 p.m.,
(Continued on Page 2)

a year, after numerous sessions on

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 5)

Victor Appoints Hope
To 'Red Seal' Disk Post
James W. Murray, general manager
of RCA Victor Record Activities, has
appointed Constance Hope as direc-

Philco Seen Active In British tor of artists relations for Red Seal
Post -War Television Planning
Free Speech
(Continued on Page 2)

WGN Plans New Series;
Dramas With Local Talent
Chicago-Announcing

that

in

Great Britain has grown by leaps and
bounds lately with several of the big
"no radio companies acquiring new tele-

name talent will be imported from
Hollywood or New York" and that
Chicago actors and actresses will be
chosen for title roles, WGN will inaugurate a series of dramatic programs next month under the banner
of the Chicago Theater of the Air;
(Continued on Pope 2)

(British Bureau of RADIO DAILY)

London-Interest in television

vision space.
Philco Radio and Television Corpo-

ration of Great Britain have bought
a factory from General Aircraft, Ltd.,
and control of the manufacturing organization involved. This company
which has been doing considerable re (Continued on Page 7)

Freedom of speech on the air
as compared with the constitutional right of a free press will
be discussed by U. S. Senators
James E. Murray and Burton
Wheeler on

K.

separate programs
over WMCA, New York, tonight
and Thursday night, respectively.
The Senators will be presented with
identical questions by Richard
Eaton, WMCA correspondent

Tuesday, March 21, 19

RADIO DAILY
Trans -Atlantic Quiz Show KOA, Denver, Gets Award
Starts On Blue In April
For Best Service In 1943
(Continued from Page 1)
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Net

ley and Niven are well known here,
Brogan is being tipped as the dark
horse. He has studied here at American colleges and currently teaches
political science and other courses at
Cambridge.

Denver by A. L. Jones, commercial
vice-president of General Electric, at
appropriate ceremonies to be held

sometime next month.
The award was created eight years

ago as a testimonial to the radio
Format will be for the American equipment
and engineering skill disquizzers to ask the English questions played at these NBC operated staabout America and Americans etc. tions. Past winners have been 1936and vice versa.
WGY,
Schenectady; 1937-WEAF,

Blue's Own Musical Staff
Being Recruited In Chicago

New York; 1938 and 1939-WMAL,
Washington, D. C.; 1940 and 1941-

23

32

....

of $1,203,317 over 1942.

WGN Plans New Series;
Dramas With Local Talent

In his letter, Kapp informed the

stockholders of the purchase of World

Broadcasting System which he re-

Major George Fielding Eliot, CBS

military expert, will address a lun-

casting to listeners the first French
lesson ever to be aired, under the

auspices of the Berlitz School of Languages.... Brilliant 40th anniversary
celebration of the Westinghouse

Company's entrance into the electrical industry was aired recently
over KDKA, Pittsburgh.

WRITER -DIRECTOR

available-seven years' agency and freelance experience on network programs.

Please writeBox 822, RADIO DAILY
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N.Y.

NANCY MARTIN,
"Hello Sweetheart"
broadcasts,

of

Blue Netwo4l
"Breakfast CIt't+
Chicago fort#!

the

and

arrived

has

from

week's vacation in New York.
FELTIS,

HUGH

general

manager

of KOH

CBS affiliate in Omaha, Nebr., is spending sew
days

in New York.

ROBERT

R.

FEAGIN,

general

manager

ville will appear tomorrow, while

LES JOHNSON, general manager of WHI
Island, Ill., is here to attend Mutes
meeting of sales and merchandising commit
and the stations service committee.
Rock

NED CALMER, CBS news reporter, off on
He will return to New Yo
and to the air, on Saturday.
brief vacation.

MOSS HART, author of "Winged Victory,"
following tin'
I

rived in New York yesterday
months in Hollywood, during

which

time

completed the screenplay for the show, whl
will be produced by Fox.
TED MUSING and JIMMY DOLAN, sportscast.

on CBS, are back in town from Chicago, whi

last Saturday they broadcast the Chicago Relay,

FRANK SINATRA goes to Palm Springs, G
He will broadcast his CBS progre

tomorrow.

from the Army camp at that point.

HOWARD LANE, director of the CBS stall
relations department, has left New York on
business trip to WBBM, Columbia's 06,0 stati
in Chicago.

Victor Appoints Hope
To 'Red Seal' Disk Post

cheon meeting of the Leather Trades
Division of the National Conference
Ernst Noth, head of the German of Christians and Jews, Wednesday,
(Continued from Page 1)
section,'NBC's International Division, March 22nd, at the Hotel McAlpin, records. Miss Hope assumes these
New
York
City.
has left NBC to join the Navy. Noth
duties April 1. Miss Hope, who is
was announcer, writer and producer,
well known in the publicity field, is
Starlets
To
Visit
Paula
Stone
in addition to his administrative duthe daughter of a musician and has
ties. He was with NBC for two years
Bonita Granville and Louise Allbrit- handled press relations for numerous
ton, young film stars will be heard musical organizations, including the
as guests this week on Paula Stone's Metropolitan Opera and for prominprogram over WNEW. Miss Gran- ent concert and operatic people.

(March 21, 1924)
WJZ, New York, is today broad-

WILLIAM T. LANE, manager of WAGE, Sy. !3
N. Y., is in town for conferences whir
the local representatives of the station.
}'

cuse,

TED ZITTEL has left for Albany, where
will confer on special promotion for Ray Sinali
CBS bandleader now heard on the Arthur Ci
frey program.

(Continued from Page 1)

Leaves For Navy

20 YEflRS AGO TODAY

I

Blue and NBC networks in Chicago. Decca 1943 Earnings
Rex Maupin has been appointed musReaches $2.66 A Share
ical director of the central division,
Stirton announced, with Harry Kogen,
(Continued from Page 1)
staff conductor, as his assistant. Both
will work in close cooperation with in 1942. Net sales of the company
Paul Whiteman, the Blue's musical and subsidiaries in 1943 amounted
to $11,278,345, which is an increase
director, Stirton said.

Asked

21

WTOP, Columbia's 0 fr O station in the
tion's Capital, following a visit of a week
network headquarters in New York.

WPDQ, Jacksonville, is here from Florida 011
short business trip.
Paid a call yesterday
the offices of the local station reps.

Francisco.

-

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR IDetroitl

BILL HENRY, Washington reporter for C
returned to his home office located

has

KGO, San Francisco; 1942-KPO, San

garded as acquiring the leading firm
High Low Close Chg.
1575'8 1571/2 1575/8
Am. Tel. Cr Tel
in the transcription business and felt
(Continued from Page 1)
281/2
CBS A
28%
+
ye
281/4
28
277/8 28
+ 1/e series will include radio adaptations Decca could now contribute much to
CBS B
20
20
20
Crosley Corp.
of famous plays and will be produced the ET field, especially radio enter127/8
121/2
123/4
Farnsworth T. & R.
tainment, for which "there is a great
361/8
365/8
361/8 - 5/8 under the direction of Sherman H. need." Post-war plans are being made,
Gen. Electric
Philco
30
301/2
30
- 3/8 Dryer. Talent auditions are expected Kapp stated and the future held great
9% 10
101,8
RCA Common
to start next week.
73
73
731/2
RCA First Pfd
promise for the company. Reference
123/4
123/4
123/4 - f/a
Stewart -Warner
was also made to Decca's "important
9838 98
Westinghouse
981/8 + Ye Maj. Eliot To Address
role in the entertainment of the
38
Zenith Radio
381/4 38
3/4
Tolerance Group Wed. armed forces throughout the world."
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

COMING aid GOING

(Continued from Page 1)

EWT with Alistair Cook, as emcee for award. Second best record was mainboth sides. First program has lined tained by WMAQ of Chicago, which
up Russell Crouse and Christopher was off the air for five minutes and
Morley on this side and David Niven 41 seconds out of 6,886 hours and 17
and Dennis W. Brogan on the English minutes of operation. Presentation of
side of the pond. While Crouse, Mor- the award to KOA will be made in

Miss Hope will make her head-

Miss Allbritton will pay her visit on quarters at RCA Victor's artists' reThursday. The quarter-hour is broad- ception center located in the RCA
building.
cast each day from 4:45-5 p.m.

Don't Close
Your Eyes!
Or that spot on WITH
might get away. 1,313,000

people live in the Baltimore area. 1,207,000 are
within our primary area!
No wonder WITH produces at the lowest -cost -per dollar -spent.

ON TARGET!
"PATTERN BROADCASTING"
OVER STATION WDAS
COVERS PHILADELPHIA

Outstanding Full -Time In-

wTH

dependent Station about
"Pattern Broadcasting."

REPRESENTED RV HEADLEY-REED

Cover your market with
a package of spots that
cover the day.
To assure intensive coverage, ask Philadelphia's

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

Or

ALL NIGHT
they are listening

to WBAL in 22
Eastern states
Since WBAL has been on the air all night
every night, even we at the station have had
some surprises.

to get mail-including "cash
enclosed" orders-from 22 Eastern states we
When

realized that W B A L was really blanketing
the East from midnight to dawn.

Here's how we figure it out: There are a lot
of people listening to the radio at different
hours of the night-not only in the big industrial centers, but all through the country.

It happens that WBAL is one
of the few stations that can be

- and one of the few who broadcast something worth listening to! It is the ONLY
50,000 watt station on the Atlantic seaboard
outside of New York on the air all night,
every night. And its ALL NIGHT STAR
PARADE is building a fine audience-widely
scattered, but huge in the aggregate.

The 22 Eastern states covered by WBAL
at night have a population of more than 75
million. You need only reach a very small
percentage of that number to make your
advertising at W B A L's low midnight -to dawn rates pay off in a big way.

Talk it over with the Petry
representative.

heard clearly in these "wee" hours

ALL NIGHT

STAR

BAL

50.000 WATTS
BA LTI111ORE

OnE OF AMERICAS
GREAT RADIO STATIOIIS

:PRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.

ii
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Networks' Statements

TIME WEEK IN RADIO

(Continued from Page 1)

U. S. Court Upholds

Disk Decision Upsets Petrillo

Reflect Tele Interest

-

for revision

of

'Lone Ranger' Actioi

(Continued from Page 1)

the union's earlier member Gotham outlet's policy

194!I

of

(Continued from Page 1)
post of NBC eastern production man- voluntary agreements with signa- selling time as well as providing free Baker, Slim
Allen and others wk
ager to supervise the special live tories, including Decca Records and facilities for discussion of controver- have used the
name in connectic
talent production angle.
World Broadcasting System. These sial issues.
traveling outdoor and indot
Special CBS Statement
former pacts provided for relief in Second annual Mired I. du Pont with
and exhibitions.
The annual report to CBS stock- the event that the union operated awards were made to Raymond Gram spectacle shows
Title Precedent
holders released the past week-end under more favorable condiitons with Swing, Blue web commentator; Decree,Sets
signed
by U. S. Distrii
carries a statement by Paul W. Kes- any' other recording firms.
WMAZ, CBS affiliate in Macon, Ga.,
William E. Campbell, of ti'
ten, executive vice-president of the On the heels of the decision came and WLW, NBC affiliate in Cincinnati Judge
Northern District of Illinois, is con
web, in which he forecasts post-war statements from all the parties to the
..Elaborate plans were completed plete in its restraining order and pr<
tele in full and natural color with dispute. The disk companies jointly by the Blue for its first coverage of hibits
the defendants also from
larger pictures and high fidelity. The stated that the panel report at this the national political conventions to any way
advertising in th
Kesten statement on television fol- time was merely a recommendation be held in Chicago this Summer.... press or onusing
the radio any announce
lows:
to the NWLB, that they looked Commentators' scripts were expected ments which use the name "The Lon
"The impact of wartime progress
to an early termination of to be subpoenaed by the Dies Com- Ranger" or "The Original LOU
(especially in very high radio fre- forward
the question by the Board. They ex- mittee.... Construction permit for an
"The Lone Ranger Impel
quencies) upon post-war television," pressed the hope that the panel's experimental FM outlet in Washing- Ranger,"
in fact any adaptation <
the report says, "should be striking recommendation would be accepted ton, D. C., was sought in the names sonated,"
the name or title which may simulat
and far-reaching in its peacetime and the back -to -work order issued. of the FM Development Foundation, the
trade name.
benefits. It has made almost certain Joseph M. Padway, AFM counsel, Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong, C. M. Apart from injunction against us
television pictures of larger size and maintained that the Board lacked Jansky, Jr., and Stuart L. Bailey.
of the trade name or any character)
higher fidelity, richer in detail and jurisdiction and indicated that the Personalities: Mark Woods, Blue zation
simulating it, the court pro
in full natural color, although con- union would contest the panel edict. net prexy, was honored for "his high hibits the use of "the distinctive
ea:
tinued transmission of lower quality The union attorney also called the re- contribution to radio" by the Poor or calls to the horse of the hero c
pictures of pre-war standard may be port a vindication, possibly referring Richard Club of Philadelphia, with a the, plaintiff's program. This in effet
necessary during an interim period." to the panel opinion that under sizeable New York delegation attend- also places a restraining order on th
A. T. & T: s New Plans
proper safeguards payments of fees ing....Bernard C. Duffy, executive use of "Hi Yo Silver" call.
Plans for a $2,000,000 trial of short- would not be opposed to social policy. vice-president of BBD&O, was elected
Lone Ranger Gets Damages
wave radio relays for intercity tele- There was no comment from the FCC to the Board of Governors of the Co- Damages
awarded the owners o
vision and telephone relays was made or NAB.
operative Analysis of Broadcasting...
Lone Ranger" from the defend
by the American Telephone and Tele-. Key outlets of the four major nets Vincent F. Callahan, until recently "The
ants Larry Sunbrock, Sunbrocl
graph Company. It will supplement in New York reached agreement with ad, press and radio chief of the Shows,
and John Daros, is ii
present commercial, long distance the Musicians' Union on a new three- Treasury's War Finance Division, the sum ofInc.
$10,000. An additional $251
facilities and provide network facili- year pact to extend the old one, joined the Washington ad -agency and must be paid
by the defendants to J
ties for the transportation of televi- which expired Feb. 1. No important public -relations firm of Lewis Edwin Arthur Friedlund
as custodian. Fried
sion programs between New York,
Ryan.
lund
was
appointed
custodian by the
_was
the
Boston and intermediate points.
Frank R. Deakins, former executive court last February, pending fina
contract
within
the
next
two
weeks.
Application is being made to FCC Only difference reportedly involved vice-president of RCA Victor 'Co. outcome of the case. At that time t
for approval to begin the project was a slightly higher scale. With the Ltd. in Canada and for the last ten preliminary injunction against tht
which is expected to proceed as Chicago situation cleared up,
the years with the parent company in the defendants resulted in their postln
rapidly as the war situation permits. overall picture between the webs and
United States, was named president a $10,000 bond.
Principal purpose of the trial is to the union was considered good.
of the Canadian company effective
Another Court Victory
determine by practical operation in
April 1.... Gene King, production
Decision in favor of the owners o:
News
Shorts:
Senate
fight
to
restore
commercial service of the relative
supervisor
of
WOR,
New
York,
was
Lone Ranger" is another of t!
advantages and disadvantages of ra- the tentativetwo-million-dollar cut in appointed production manager of the "The
dio relay in transmission of long the FCC budget was opened by Sena- outlet, replacing Arthur Whiteside, series heretofore awarded by the
courts. These are against cir
distance messages and television pro- tor James Mead, D., N. Y.....Radio who resigned to become a field engi- Federal
and outdoor shows, of the lesser
grams compared with transmission was commended for its "outstanding neer with Western Eletcric Co.....M. cuses
type,
also
against individuals. "The
to the 1944 Red Cross
by the familiar wires and coaxial contribution"
Wamboldt, Blue commercial pro- Lone Ranger"
is
property o1
War Fund campaign by Norman H. P.
cables. '
supervisor, was granted a leave The Lone Ranger,the
Inc. which is
Davis, national chairman.... Value of gram
Will Use Radio Relays
of absence in order to represent subsidiary
of the King-Trendle Corp
Post-war plans were recently an- time put into the war effort by the Philco and its agency, Sayre M.
the Michigan Network. They have
nounced for a country -wide expan- broadcasting industry was estimated Ramsdell Associates, in handling the and
$202,000,000 in 1943 by the NAB "Radio Hall of Fame" show heard been producing the program on netsion by the Bell System for about at
works with live talent and also via
7,000 miles of its coaxial cables, suit- ....Television was envisioned as a over- the Blue web.
"Ranger" has also apsource of 4,600,000 new jobs
Bill Rousseau, former producer transcription.
able for telephone service and the potential
in pictures under the Kingtransmission of television programs. within a decade after its full com- with Benton & Bowles, joined Mc- peared
Trendle
aegis.
in a speech by Thomas
as production assistant
The new system will be operated by mercialization
According to Raymond J. Meurer,
Joyce, manager of RCA Victor's Cann-Erickson
to Lloyd Coulter, vice-president in general
radio relays of a type which were F.
counsel for The Lone Ranger,
radio,
phonograph
and
tele
departunder construction at the Bell labora- ment, at the New York Sales Execu- charge of radio ....Al Hollender, chief Inc., this
the first time that damof the radio outpost division of the ages haveisbeen
tories prior to the war. Directed radio tives Club.
awarded for the unOWI in New York, went to London
1

beams at ultra high frequencies will
be operated simultaneously in both
directions and these will be relayed
by stations spaced at an average of
about 30 miles throughout the route.
It is hoped that ultimately each radio

Enactment of national legislation for the war -information agency to authorized use of a radio program
to secure freedom of radio was fa- work under William S. Paley, CBS title.
vored by executives of 32 NBC mid - prexy on leave to the OWI. Robert
western affiliates at the Chicago re- Newman, script writer, took over Town Hall Engagement
gional meeting of the net's third an- Hollender's vacated post.
Engagement of George V. Denny,
beam will carry a large number of nual War Clinic, backing prexy Niles
Jr., of New York City, president of
Trammell's stand before the Senate
Suggestion: Clip and mail
communications channels.
Town Hall, and Miss Jeanne Sarasy
Interstate Commerce Committee last
this news digest to a radio
NBC Expansion Plans
of Janesville, Wisconsin has been
friend now in the armed forces..
It is expected that an augmented December.... WMCA, New York, took
announced. Mr. Denny is moderaissue with NAB criticism of the nonschedule of television shows now be-

ing readied by NBC will be announced in the near future, Wynn

tor

Cana. Marconi Dividend

Joins Thompson Agency

on

"America's

Town

Meet-

ing of the Air," the radio forum pro-

gram

which

he

founded.

After

Wright, who has been acting as as- Montreal-Directors of Canadian Oscar H. Romaguera, formerly in graduation from Stephens College,
sistant to C. L. Menser, NBC vice- Marconi Company, Ltd., have de- charge of public relations for the In- Columbia, Mo., where she majored
president in charge of production, has clared a dividend of four cents a
been made a national production share, payable June 1 to shareholders
manager and will co-ordinate such of record April 15. A similar payment
activities of all NBC divisions.
was made at the same time last year.

ternational Division of the NBC, has
joined the J. Walter Thompson Company to head up the radio section of
the Latin American department.

in radio and dramatics, Miss Sarasy
took the post of production assistant

on the Forum. The couple plan an
April wedding.

d
donay,

M are h 20 1944

flue Offers Rep. Dies
5

Min. After Winchell

RADIO

Wartime Operations Of CBS Lord Wins Decision
Pointed Up In Annual Report On 'District Attorney'

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued f rom Page 1)

tmerican Activities, that an

anprospered during 1943," said
louncement would be made during company
"is a source of less pride to
he Winchell broadcast informing the Kesten,
management and, I feel sure, to
isteners of the fact that Dies ,would its
'stockholders, than that it met and
ppear on the program immediately its
fulfilled
the urgent and multiplied
ollowing.
needs of the Armed Forces and the
Text of Woods' wire follows:
U. S. Government, American indusIn response to your request by try and the American people at war."

wire today that the Blue Network allot the Winchell period to
you on some agreeable date so

that you may use the same facilities and reach the same audience
as Winchell, the Andrew Jergens
Company has advised me that it

pleased to offer you its time
from 9:15 to 9:30 p.m. over the
Is

entire Blue Network this Sun-

day, March 19, or the Sunday of
the following week, whichever
may be most convenient for you.
That period will give you the
benefit of the entire Winchell
audience, since it follows immediately after this regular broad-

cast. An announcement will be
made during Winchell's period
that you will speak immediateately following him.

Please advise us at the earliest
convenience which Sunday you
prefer to broadcast.
We are presently assembling

scripts and recordings on past
broadcasts which your committee
desires and will be pleased to
cooperate completely with the

DAILY7

Two Gov't Transmitters Built

Report stated that CBS erected two
additional high -power transmitters
for the Government at Wayne, New
Jersey; a third is under construction
in Brentwood, Long Island. In conjunction with the three already under

operation by CBS, these will be
beamed to foreign listeners and our
troops abroad under wartime contracts with the OWI and the Coordinator of Inter -American Affairs.
Other transmitters are planned by
CBS for Southern California, to be
beamed westward and also to the
southward,
In course of the year, the report
reveals, CBS added 15 stations; five
affiliate outlets, with FCC approval,
increased transmission power.
Relative to freedom of radio plea,
Kesten stated: "With America approaching the time when more than
10,000,000 of her sons and daughters
will be in the uniform of their coun-

sented, for some 17,000 programs in
course of the year, which represents
3,380 hours or approximately 36 per
cent of the network's full operating

were placed in service and a sixth formula of "Mr. District Attorney."
was under construction, and sched- Counsel for Lord, Louis Nizer, con- '
uled to go into operation this month. tended that the formula of a District
Transmission beamed to Europe, Attorney smashing rackets was un Africa and Asia as well as the Middle original and could not be the basis
East, were in 10 languages. Short- of a property claim. Nizer also
wave listening picked up 50,000,000 pointed out that Lord was the out-,
words which were broadcast in vari- standing producer of crime radio pro-'
grams, which had been produced on
ous languages.
networks years before Cole subTreasurer's Report

that a free radio, the essential agency of a free people, be preserved."
New Legislation Treated

westigatory action. Woods will most of president Paley's services overseas
kely merely turn over the requested with the OWI and the fact that three

ocuments and discs to a committee vice-presidents are now in service:
presentative.
Colonel Lawrence W. Lowman with
the OSS; Commander Harry C.
Butcher, aide to General Eisenhower,

'oronet Storyteller" and "Coronet
nick Quiz," according to the new

)ntraet signed by Esquire, Iné.,
'hich adds 61 stations to the preiously utilized number of 70, E. K.
artenbower, sales manager of the
lue's central division, announced.
Storyteller" is heard Monday
trough Friday, 9:15-10 p.m., EWT,
ad

PROGRAM THE

and Lt.
Runyon.

Commander

Mefford

R.

Otg

vrt

NBC

RECORDED
PROGRAMS

"The Name You Will Kemember"
* William Lang's five-minute verbal sketches of the
Famous ...news of people -in -the -news ...is a real attention -getter. Lang's punchy style gets across ... packs
a tremendous wallop and leaves a lasting impression.
156 five-minute shows-arranged for 3 -a -week broadcast. Merchandising and publicity plan supplied. And
remember the title "The Name You Will Remember"

is perfect tie-in for the sponsor's name and business.
Send for audition records.

Program Breakdown

Many other NBC Recorded Programs 5 minutes to half-hour.

During 1943, there were 31,956 CBS

programs broadcast, broken down as

follows: Music, 10.519 programs, 3.514

hours; drama, 8,309 programs, 2,472
hours; variety and comedy, 2,215

Notional Broodro,ling (o

shows, 879 hours; news 7,670, running
into 1,454 hours; talks and discussions
2,848, for 803 hours; religion, 226 pro-

N BC

"Quick Quiz" Saturday same grams totaling 110 hours and sports,

me. Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, is 169 programs, 97 hours.
de agency.

mitted his script. These Lord pro-

As recently reported in these col- ductions were "G Men" and "Gang
umns, CBS' net income was $4,535,940 Busters," Nizer contended, and there
compared to $4,123,697 in 1942. Total was the same formula of public
income from all sources including officials smashing crime.
sales of facilities, talent, lines and
Unless Cole is granted special per-

records (Columbia Recording Corp.) mission for further appeal by the.,
was $75,166,440 which compares with Court of Appeals, the Appellate decision will be final.
try in a war for freedom, it is vital $62,211,573 in 1942.

le commentator by the Texan and The shortage of raw materials was
:cps. John Rankin and Clare Hoff - also a factor concerning all companies
Ban.
but CRC did well notwithstanding
I IT
The scripts will be studied by the this.
Mention was also made by Kesten
ommittee with a possibility of open

Total of 131 Blue stations now carry

Lord organization as a writer and
that subsequently the program entitled, "Mr. District Attorney" was
produced by Lord and became a great
success. While Cole is said to have
conceded that there had been no

time. Virtually every new account
signed during 1943 pertained to the
war effort, or carried wartime messages. (Television reference is contained in other columns in this issue plagiarism of his script, dialogue or
of RADIO DAILY.)
characters, he averred the basic idea
Expanded shortwave broadcasting or formula of a District Attorney
became increasingly important, the smashing rackets had been taken
network's three high-powered inter- from him by Lord and that hundreds
national outlets doing yeoman work. of thousands of dollars had been reAt the turn of the year two more ceived by Lord for the value of the

committee in its inquiry.
He commented on the present move
The wire in ending said "Regards, to secure new radio legislation, now
lark Woods, president, Blue Net- before a Congressional Committee, by
tork, New York."
saying: "Freedom of radio, which is
native American freedom of speech
Washington Bureau; RADIO DAILY
amplified and multiplied through
Washington-Rep. Martin Dies, microphone and loudspeaker, lies at
hairman of the House Special Com- the core of the broadcasters' efforts
littee on un-American activities, on to secure a new radio law."
'riday revealed that he has issued Reference was made by Kesten to
ubpoenas for the Blue Network the AFM recordings ban which went
resident, Mark Woods, and the into effect August 1, 1942 and the
:ripts and transcriptions of the Wai- status outlined. However the subst. Winchell broadcasts of the past sidiary Columbia Recording Corp.
wo years. This action followed near - managed to maintain good sales from
5t two weeks of constant criticism of limited pressings of masters on hand.

Adds New Stations

(Continued from Page 1)

script called "Racketeer & Company"
to Lord when he was employed by the

Sixty war campaigns were pre-

RADIO -RECORDING DIVISION
AMERICAS NUMBER

1

SOURCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg., Rodio City, N. Y... Merchandise Mort, Chicago, III.
A Sent" of Addle
Cm/re ellon ,l America

7ronA(ue Bldg, Washington, D. C... Sunset and Vino, Hollywood, Col.

8
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
-DISTRICT OF-COLUMBIA-

- GEORGIA announcer. Jerry Eton, formerly of
ATLANTA-Gene Sample and Ted the Blue Net, New York, has also
whose news comments on na- Anthony,
for WGST, have left joined WCBT as spieler ....HICKORY
tional affairs for the Mutual net that stationspielers
to handle' programs exclu- -Jimmy Simpson, program director
WASHINGTON-Fulton Lewis, Jr.,

Wars, an engineer by profession, a
author of engineering textbooks, an
widely traveled observer of conterr

porary`dnd pre-war affairs...LYNCB
at WMRC, Greenville, S. C., has rec- BURG-The new series on WLV.
ently resigned that position to be features Cpl. Patricia Tracey wh
commercial manager at WHKY, 5,000- reads stories of unusual interest abot.
watter Blue, and will also head pro- personalities in the WAC.
investigated are the reports that some Reeves, formerly with WATL; John Davis, duction and continuity departments.
-WISCONSIN originate from WOL, is now on a com- sively for Rich's Inc., department store.
bined newsgathering and lecture tour Sample will write and Anthony will anthroughout the far and mid -West. nounce the shows. ...Newcomers to
Foremost on his list of matters to be WGST's aanounceriºl staff ares Joe

returning disabled servicemen have
to date received no governmental
compensation whatsoever since service pay has been cut off. Mustered
out of the Armed services because
of injuries received during the pres-

formerly with WAGA; and James Young,

-NEW YORK-

NEW YORK-Dick Moeller, able WEVD

some intelligible scripts for his Tuesday,

9:45.10 p.m.. EWT, spot....In the true

M & O affiliates. Of 6,689 hours and 31
minutes of broadcasting in 1943. KOA
was off the air for only 42 seconds due
to technical difficulties. A championship

....January and February sales at WHK
are 30 per cent over the correspondin'

-OHIOthe Industrial Bank and Trust Company
CINCINNATI-Ed Mason, WLW
....William Travis has joined the KMOX
announcerial staff. He was formerly with farm program director, reports that

ABC Status Revealed
Following Investigation

KSCJ. Sioux City, Iowa. and WMC, Mein-

Montreal-Declaring that revenus
for the current fiscal year would exceed expenditures by more than

-OHIO -

With Helen." Invitation was miked
when show's time and format were
changed to include studio audience
thrice weekly, with quiz and prizes.
Rush had dazed station employees
frantically wishing someone had invented a studio -stretcher to enable

period for

1943.... WHBL collaborate:
with the Sheboygan County War Finano

he receives many letters from teen-

$200,000, Rene Morin, N.P., Montreal.

part time chairman of CBC, reported
that the network covers 90.9 per cent
of the total population of Canada and

96.1 per cent of the homes in the
with radio sets.
Service outlining the history of the Dominion
Mr. Morin's statement came as a
service and the roles it plays in the sequel
to the Canadian House of
various governmental departments... Commons
Radio Committee inquiring
STEUBENVILLE-The East Liver- into operations
of the Canadian:

pool, Ohio Board of Education is cur- Broadcasting Corporation. Highlights
rently presenting a series of student
the CBC investigation were:
broadcasts over WSTV ....MARION ofGen.
LaFleche, War Services Min-Charles Raha is WMRN's new ister, was
against setting up another
spieler.
board to regulate CBC and privately
owned station relations and he I
- NEW YORK ALBANY-"America To Victory" is the thought more success could be I
National Radio Features' new half-hour achieved by sitting around a confer-

them to cram everyone in. Morale to program designed to solve stations' prob- ence table.
the story: Miss Leighton is mailing lems in airing patriotic shows to help Gen. LaFleche also said operation
admission tickets to the show only boost sales of Bonds and Stamps, promote of the shortwave radio transmitter,
on written request.
salvage of waste fats, scrap metal, paper. planned for Sackville, N. B. would be
tin, and appealing for blood donations. delayed but not as long as had been
-PENNSYLVANIA etc. Format of the show provides for 15 first anticipated. Certain changes in
PHILADELPHIA-The chief Is back at

4-F.... MARION-New talent heard WIP: staff's fakation is over. Benedict
over WMRN are: Miss Joy Klein, - Gimbel, Jr., president of the station, reMrs. Clay Smith, Mrs. Chester Lyons. turned to his office this week after a

minutes of World War II dramatized inci- design
dents. Other 15 minutes is devoted to in- cost.

terviews with persons having returned
long illness that had him confined to his from the various fighting fronts. Under
home. To welcome him back, the stall Radio News in the U. S. Treasury Denext mag. issue, a complete
presented him with a chocolate layer partment's
cake, which they paraded into his office item will be devoted to "America To
behind the WIP orchestra playing 'Tor Victory."
-VIRGINIA He's A Jolly Good Fellow." Looking at
the group of 50 and more persons, 8. G.,
RICHMOND
- WRVA's "Smokes
Jr., said, "I'm happy to be back, and for the Wounded"
campaign is
happy to be welcomed." After the cere- spreading like wild fire. Joe Brown
monies, he met all the latest newcomers is emcee for the weekly program

March 20
Adelbert Burdick
Stuart Metz
Ozzie Nelson
Bill Wigginton
Lowell Smith
Lawson Zerbe
Judith Evelyn

are being aired over WHBL, and spor

Junior "G" Man thriller over WJJC plaque will be awarded to Robert H. Committee to stage a War Bond auctlotl
are: Clark Davis, Alec Pavlov, Dan Owen. chief engineer; C. A. Peregrine, at the State Theater, and articles donate'
control operator: Roy D. Carrier, station by merchants were sold to the tune o
Shandling and Marion Coleman.
engineer....The Public Service Company $134,000 in War Bonds. One bicyclt
- MISSOURI of Colorado has renewed its program brought $22.000.
ST. LOUIS-William L. Edgar, new to "Treasure Trails of Melody" for another
radio, has Joined the sales service de- 52 weeks.

PATERSON-The public's tremending over the Du Mont television staton
...ITHACA-Jack Deal, announcer and ous interest in radio was once more
music director for WHCU, has been ap- dramatically displayed recently when
pointed assistant program director of the 300 women stormed the studios of
station.... Bernard Morley, announcer and WPAT, seeking to participate in the
sportscaster at WHCU, Is the station's new Helen Leighton show, "Luncheon

CINCINNATI-WSAI is providing
its listeners with the latest activities
from the spring training camp of the
Cincinnati Redlegs at Bloomington,
Ind., by sending Dick Bray ad Lou
Smith, sportscasters, to the Hoosier
city for first-hand observations....
Miss Norma Robbins is new vocalist
at WLW-WSAI
WCKY's Pat
O'Brian's classification is 1-C despite
the door of his apartment which reads

forms

G. E. equipment. including NBC and Blue Bored by the Local Finance Corporatia

phis.... William E. Mansfield and Robert age boys in the WLW four -state area
W. Stetson begin their 14th year as engi- as result of information broadcast
neers with KMOX....This station is spon- over "From the Ground Up" program
to farmers' man -power
a series of five special Red Cross
Shirley Eder 's quest on "63 Club" Sunday, soring
to be miked on successive situation for coming season....DAYMarch 19.... Bert West got commendable programs
TON-A new series of programs is
notices for his televised performance in Saturday matinees.
being aired over WHIO. They are 15 -NEW JERSEY "Wide Horizons" which stars Eddie Dowlminute scripts prepared by the Secret

continuity director.

Curnutt.

manager of WCLO, Janesville, has ioine
the sales staff of WTMJ-WMFM...
SHEBOYGAN-National League game

tradition of all newspapermen, Walter
Grey, editor and man behind the disk on partment of KWK. He was formerly with

"The Daily Record" on WBYN, always
wears his hat in the studio while doing
his daily stint.... WNYC, New York's
Municipal station, presents the first in
a new series of programs dealing with
"Planning the Post -War World" beginning March 21....Irene Sordoni, was

MILWAUKEE-Allan

DENVER-Station KOA's engineering
department has been cited by the Gen- IILINOIS CHICAGO-Helen Williams, form- eral Electric Company for giving the best
erly with WIZE, Springfield, Ohio, "performance" of all the stations using
years.

ent war, they are unable to return has joined the staff of Bozell and
to work and have no means of sup- Jacobs, Inc., Chicago office, as a radio
port. The American Legion is co- script writer....The four 17 -year old
operating in locating many of these Chicago boys who are writing, proex -servicemen who will appear on ducing and even acting in their
some of Lewis' broadcasts.
producer, is getting bald trying to find

- COLORADO -

who has been in radio for the past nine

would mean an increase

in

The Minister said he would take
into consideration a suggestion that

he might later make some recom-

mendations on whether his relations
with the CBC would be varied in any
degree, but before reaching any deci-

sion on the matter he would seek

advice from the board of governors.
Gen. LaFleche also said consideration was being given to the suggestion a member of the Canadian Daily
Newspaper Association be appointed
who had Joined the station during his which urges the public to send in to the CBC board of Governors.
prolonged illness.
cigarettes to the station for the boys Morin, N.P., Montreal, part-time
- NORTH CAROLINA who are stationed at the naval and chairman of CBC said the governors
ROANOKE RAPIDS-WCBT's new military hospitals in Virginia. Every - were of the opinion that free time
personnel: David M. Segal, formerly time Joe visits the hospitals, he has should be furnished to competent
of

KCRJ,

Jerome,

Arizona,

and loads

of cartons for the boys.... speakers to present "without let or

KGGM, Albuquerque, New Mexico, WRVA's new newscaster is H. B. hindrance, varying points of views on
has been appointed program director - Kenny. Kenny is a vet of both World questions of the day."
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Review Petrillo Ruling
ienate Defeats Moves
To Restore FCC Cuts
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-By a 38-22 vote, the
enate yesterday brought the curtain
Lost of the way down on the hopes

the FCC that it will be able to

taintain its Radio Intelligence Divion and its Foreign Broadcast Intel Bence Service on anything like their
resent scale. Two amendments ofired by Sen. James Mead, (D., N. Y.),
?storing the Commission appropriaon to the $6,146,000 requested by the

petition for oral argument before

Pres. Joseph Maddy Of Nat. Music Camp
Testifies Before Senate I C C Group

dared to be in Its conclusion, "contrary to law and fact" and the

CBS Defines Stand

AFM Petition Filed
Washington-The AFM yesterday
filed with the War Labor Board a

On Interlochen Incident

the full board on the union's recording contracts. The panel report submitted last week was de.
recommended action beyond the
jurisdiction of the board.

It is

On Platter -Turners

unlikely that the board will refuse
the union's petition.

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Stromberg-Carlson

Honored for having the best service dicated here yesterday when Wil-

of any NBC station during

143. KOA, Denver, has been given
to annual G. E. Merit Award, Robert

liam Fay, vice-president in charge
of broadcasting, announced plans for
a tele station and a new "Rochester
Radio City" housing AM, FM and

Peare, manager of broadcasting
id publicity for General Electric, television as a post-war development.
viounced yesterday. This
as

station

The Stromberg-Carlson Company,

off the air but 42 seconds out of already owners and operators
(Continued on Page 7)
hours of operation during

of

6801/2

to past year.
All NBC stations competed for the
(Continued on Page 2)

lecca 1943 Earnings
Reaches $2.66 A Share
Decca Records, Inc. earned a net

-Olt of $1,036,361 for the year ending

1943, according to a report
nt to stockholders by Jack Kapp,
lesident of the company. This is
ec. 31,

luivalent to $2.66 per share and
ampares with $2.08 per share earned
(Continued on Page 2)

On the Bean
At Morton Downey's St. Patrick's

Day party, Irishmen were daintily
nibbling on various hors d'oeuvres
such as smoked salmon, dried herring, crab flakes and anchovy paste
when somebody said they could eat

meat because of a special d,s'ensation. This being verified, a deluge of corned beef and cabbage
was ordered. Tip-off came from
-Ben Gross, "News" radio ed.

Joseph

Maddy of the National Music Camp,
at Interlochen, Mich., yesterday ap-

peared before the Senate Interstate

Commerce subcommittee headed by
Senator D. Worth Clark, D., Idaho, to
protest the ban on broadcasts by the

Washington-CBS will not fight the Camp orchestra imposed by AFM
President James C. Petrillo. The subcommittee had been inactive for over

shift of platter -turners from IBEW
to AFM, NAB President J. Harold
udget Bureau were defeated. Thus
Ryan has been advised. Not desiring
hairman Fly received the most re become embroiled in an intra(Continued on Page 6)
Plans Tele Station to
AFL scrap, the network will in no
way oppose the transfer of turners'
:OA, Denver, Gets Award Rochester-Active interest in the memberships, even though the move
cost them a tidy sum. AFM has
For Best Service In 1943 development of television by the will
over platter -turners
Stromberg-Carlson Company was in- had jurisdiction
(Continued on Page 5)
,cord

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington - President

Blue's Own Musical Staff
Being Recruited In Chicago
Chicago-The Blue Network's cen-

tral division began employing its own

staff of 40 musicians on March 15,

the AFM recording ban.

Until the Petrillo ban, NBC used
(Continued on Page 6)

Expansion In FM -Tele

Los Angeles Tele Station
Planned For Blue Net
Being Planned By NBC
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Full expansion by the Blue Net-

into television and FM fields
Hollywood-Niles Trammell, presi- workindicated
over the week-end by
dent of NBC, declared here yester- was
Woods, president of the web,
day that the network has filed an Mark
the 47 departmental
application with the FCC for permis- in addressing
and other officials at the mansion to build a television station in heads
agerial meeting held at the Waldorf(Continued on Page 6)
Astor:a Hotel. Apart from this, the

is working out plans to own
Trans -Atlantic Quiz Show Blue
additional key stations in various ci-

Starts On Blue In April

according to James L. Stirton, pro- First trans -Atlantic quiz show will
gram manager of the Blue's central be inaugurated over the Blue Netdivision, who pointed to it as a work in cooperation with the BBC
further step in the separation of the on Sat. April 15, at 1:15-1:30 p.m.,
(Continued on Page 2)

a year, after numerous sessions on

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 5)

Victor Appoints Hope
To 'Red Seal' Disk Post
James W. Murray, general manager
of RCA Victor Record Activities. has
appointed Constance Hope as direc-

Philco Seen Active In British tor of artists relations for Red Seal
Post- War Television Planning
Free Speech
(Continued on Page 2)

WGN Plans New Series;
Dramas With Local Talent
Chicago-Announcing

that

Great Britain has grown by leaps and
bounds lately with several of the big
"no radio companies acquiring new tele-

name talent will be imported from
Hollywood or New York" and that
Chicago actors and actresses will be
chosen for title roles, WGN will inaugurate a series of dramatic programs next month under the banner
of the Chicago Theater of the Air;
(Continued on Page 2)

(British Bureau of RADIO DAILY)

London-Interest in television in

vision space.
Philco Radio and Television Corpo-

ration of Great Britain have bought
a factory from General Aircraft, Ltd.,
and control of the manufacturing organization involved. This company
which has been doing considerable re (Continued on Page 7)

Freedom of speech on the alr
as compared with the constitutional right of a free press will
be discussed by U. S. Senators
James E. Murray and Burton E.
Wheeler on separate programs
over WMCA, New York, tonight
and Thursday night, respectively.
The Senators will be presented with
Identical questions by Richard
Eaton, WMCA correspondent,

4~~~11

's

2
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Trans -Atlantic Quiz Show KOA, Denver, Gets Award
Starts On Blue In April
For Best Service In 1943
(Continued from Page 1)
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:

ley and Niven are well known here,
Brogan is being tipped as the dark
Published daily except Saturdays, Sundays horse. He has studied here at Ameriand Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), can colleges and currently teaches
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate, political science and other courses at
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merger :

:

(Continued from Page 1)

Business Manager

eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin Cambridge.
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro. ManFormat will
aging Editor;
Chester B. Bahn, VicePresrdent; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,

year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

Denver by A. L. Jones, commercial
vice-president of General Electric, at
appropriate ceremonies to be held
sometime next month.
The award was created eight years

ago as a testimonial to the radio
be for the American
and engineering skill disquizzers to ask the English questions equipment
at these NBC operated staabout America and Americans etc. played
tions. Past winners have been 1936and vice versa.
WGY, Schenectady;
1937-WEAF,

Blue's Own Musical Staff

New York; 1938 and 1939-WMAL,
Washington, D. C.; 1940 and 1941-

I11.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone Being Recruited In Chicago KGO, San Francisco; 1942-K.PO, San
Francisco.
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28). Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.
(Continued from Page 1)
Entered as second class matter, April 5, Blue and NBC networks in Chicago.
1937, at the postofóce at New York, N. Y., Rex Maupin has been appointed musunder the act of March 3, 1879.
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. & Tel

High

Low

1575/8 157/2 1575/8
281/2

28

281/4
277/e

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. & R,
Gen. Electric

20

20

127/8
365/8
301/2

121/2
361/a

123/4

30

30

RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse
Zenith Radio

Net

Chg.

Close

CBS A
CBS B

Philco
RCA Common

10%

97/8

731/2
123/4

73
123/4

9838

98

38% 38

OVER THE COUNTER

283% 4 28
+

1/a
1/8

20

123/4 361/8 -

5/e
3/e

10
73

981/8 +

1/8
3/4

38

Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Comm and GOIIIGI1

EWT with Alistair Cook, as emcee for award. Second best record was mainPrice 10 Cts. both sides. First program has lined tained by WMAQ of Chicago, which
up Russell Crouse and Christopher was off the air for five minutes and
:
Publisher Morley on this side and David Niven 41 seconds out of 6,886 hours and 17
BILL HENRY, Washington reporter for C
and Dennis W. Brogan on the English minutes of operation. Presentation of has returned to his home office located
Columbia's 0 G O station in the
Editor side of the pond. While Crouse, Mor- the award to KOA will be made in WTOP,
tion's Capital, following a visit of

Asked

21

32

23

....

ical director of the central division,

Stirton announced, with Harry Kogen,
staff conductor, as his assistant. Both

Decca 1943 Earnings
Reaches $2.66 A Share
(Continued from Page 1)

will work in close cooperation with in 1942. Net sales of the company
Paul Whiteman, the Blue's musical and subsidiaries in 1943 amounted
to $11,278,345, which is an increase
director, Stirton said.
of $1,203,317 over 1942.
In his letter, Kapp informed the
WGN Plans New Series;

Dramas With Local Talent

stockholders of the purchase of World

Broadcasting System which he re-

garded as acquiring the leading firm
in the transcription business and felt
(Continued from Page 1)
series will include radio adaptations Decca could now contribute much to
of famous plays and will be produced the ET field, especially radio enterunder the direction of Sherman H. tainment, for which "there is a great
Dryer. Talent auditions are expected need." Post-war plans are being made,
Kapp stated and the future held great
to start next week.
promise for the company. Reference
was also made to Decca's "important
Maj. Eliot To Address
role in the entertainment of the
Tolerance Group Wed. armed forces throughout the world."
Major George Fielding Eliot, CBS

military expert, will address a lun-

Victor Appoints Hope

cheon meeting of the Leather Trades
To 'Red Seal' Disk Post
Leaves For Navy
Division of the National Conference
Ernst Noth, head of the German of Christians and Jews, Wednesday,
(Continued from Page 1)
section, 'NBC's International Division, March 22nd, at the Hotel McAlpin, records. Miss Hope assumes these
New
York
City.
has left NBC to join the Navy. Noth
duties April 1. Miss Hope, who is
was announcer, writer and producer,
well known in the publicity field, is
in addition to his administrative duStarlets To Visit Paula Stone the daughter of a musician and has
ties. He was with NBC for two years.
Bonita Granville and Louise Allbrit- handled press relations for numerous
ton, young film stars will be heard musical organizations, including the
as guests this week on Paula Stone's Metropolitan Opera and for prominprogram over WNEW. Miss Gran- ent concert and operatic people.

20 YEARS AGO TODAY
(March 21, 1924)
WIZ, New York, is today broadcasting to listeners the first French

lesson ever to be aired, under the

auspices of the Berlitz School of Languages.... Brilliant 40th anniversary
celebration of the Westinghouse

Company's entrance into the electrical industry was aired recently
over KDKA, Pittsburgh.

WRITER -DIRECTOR

available-seven years' agency and freelance experience on network programs.

Please writeBox 822, RADIO DAILY
1501 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 18, N.Y.

ville will appear tomorrow, while

Miss Hope will make her head-

Miss Allbritton will pay her visit on quarters at RCA Victor's artists' reThursday. The quarter-hour is broad- ception center located in the RCA
building.
cast each day from 4:45-5 p.m.

network headquarters in New York.

a week

WILLIAM T. LANE, manager of WAGE, Sy/4.

cuse, N. Y., is in town for conferences w1a

the local representatives of the station.

NANCY MARTIN, of the Blue Netwo,ynI
"Hello Sweetheart" and "Breakfast CIO;
broadcasts, has arrived from Chicago for

week's vacation in New York.
HUGH

FELTIS,

general

manager

of

KO

CBS affiliate in Omaha, Nebr., is spending seve
days in New York.
ROBERT R. FEAGIN, general
WPDQ, Jacksonville, is here from
short business trip.
Paid a call
the offices of the local station

manager
Florida on
yesterday
reps.

TED ZITTEL has left for Albany, where
will confer on special promotion for Ray Sind
CBS bandleader now heard on the Arthur Cc
frey program.
LES JOHNSON. general manager of WHI
Island, Ill., is here to attend Mutua
meeting of sales and merchandising commit(
and the stations service committee.
Rock

NED CALMER, CBS news reporter, off on

He will return to New Yo:
and to the air, on Saturday.
brief vacation.

MOSS HART, author of "Winged Victory," a
in New York yesterday following thr

rived

months

in

Hollywood,

during

which time

completed the screenplay for the show, whi
will be produced by Fox.
TED HUSING and JIMMY DOLAN, sportscasts

on CBS, are back in town from Chicago, whe
last Saturday they broadcast the Chicago Relays
FRANK SINATRA goes to Palm Springs, Ca
He will broadcast his CBS progra

tomorrow.

from the Army camp at that point.

HOWARD LANE, director of the CBS static
relations department, has left New York on

business trip to WBBM, Columbia's O&O static
in Chicago.

Don't Close
Your Eyes!
Or that spot on WITH
might get away. 1,313,000
people

live in the Balti-

more area. 1,207,000 are
within our primary area!
No wonder WITH produces at the lowest -cost -per dollar -spent.

ON TARGET!
"PATTERN BROADCASTING"
OVER STATION WDAS
COVERS PHILADELPHIA
Cover your market with

a package of spots that
cover the day.
To assure intensive coverage, ask Philadelphia's
Outstanding Full -Time In-

dependent Station about
"Pattern Broadcasting."

1

WITH
IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President

REPRESENTED SY HEADLEY-REED

ALL NIGHT
they are listening

to WBAL in 22
Eastern states
Since WBAL has been on the air all night
every night, even we at the station have had
some surprises.

When we began to get mail-including "cash
enclosed" orders-from 22 Eastern states we
realized that WBAL was really blanketing
the East from midnight to dawn.

Here's how we figure it out: There are a lot
of people listening to the radio at different
hours of the night-not only in the big industrial centers, but all through the country.

It happens that WBAL is one
of the few stations that can be

- and one of the few who broadcast something worth listening to! It is the ONLY
50,000 watt station on the Atlantic seaboard
outside of New York on the air all night,
every night. And its ALL NIGHT STAR
PARADE is building a fine audience-widely
scattered, but huge in the aggregate.

The 22 Eastern states covered by WBAL
at night have a population of more than 75
million. You need only reach a very small
percentage of that number to make your
advertising at W B A L's low midnight -to dawn rates pay off in a big way.

Talk it over with the Petry
representative.

heard clearly in these "wee" hours

ALL NIGHT

STAR

50.000 WATTS

BALTIMORE

OnE OF AMERICA'S
GREAT RADIO STATIOIIS

PARADE

EPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
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pos OHMS
By RALPH WILK

LEE SWEETLAND, radio singer, has
been signed by Walt Lantz, whose

Cartunes are distributed by Universal, to do two numbers, "Dark Eyes"
and "Clementine" in "Chew Chew
Baby," a member of
Woodpecker" series.
Paul Pierce, former NBC "Star
his "Wood

Playhouse" producer, entered the U.

S. Army recently, where he hopes
to be transferred to the Air Force.
Pierce a veteran pilot, has done much
research on plane instrument design. Les Mitchell, former Chicago
radio producer and "First Nighter"
leading man, now directs "Star Play
house."
Stage - screen - radio

Comedienne

Cass Daley recently made three transcriptions which will be released nationally during the Spring.
Geography teachers in public
schools are recommending that their

young students tune in Carlton E.

Morse's "I Love a Mystery" programs.
The schoolmarms write that the CBS

adventure series carries its listeners
to such unusual and interesting parts
of the world that it is a direct stimulant to the study of maps and travel
books.
Bob

Goodrich, trumpeter with
Billy Mills "Fibber McGee" orches-

tra has left the band to go into the
Jeannette Nolan, (Mrs. John Mc-

army.

Intire) who is heard on the "Blondie"
broadcasts as "Mrs. Fuddle," is preparing a landing field for Dr. Stork.
There continues to be gold in them

thar hillbillies, and Standard Radio
has signed two cornfed outfits for
transcription sessions: Johnny Bond
and his Red River Valley Boys, and
Walt Shrum and his Colorado Hillbillies. In tl-e popular field, Standard

has just finished waxing Hal McIntyre and his orchestra in New
York, on the eve of the band's departure for Hollywood to open at the

-11:5
WITH

.

Harry W. Flannery's recent visit
Mexico, where he interviewed

many government and military heads,
has brought the CBS commentator a

requests for talks on the
southern republic. This week he addresses Loyola University, (at Los
Angeles) with other colleges on the
flood of

waiting list.

LISTENEli

é

All surveys agi
WRC leads
morning, after, en

Radio I itamins for Tuesday

and night!

Globe-trotting Bob Hope plus his laugh -getting crew will add
another notch to the service record by flying in from somewhere south of
Florida to hold forth in the home town of Cleveland this Thursday night
and put on a three-hour show for the Cleveland Stage Door Canteen
the comedian is co-chairman of the American Theater Wing in that city
after being at the Canteen from 8 to 11 p.m., Hope will stage a public benefit performance at the 1r cal RKO theater at midnight.
Seven-

PROGRAM!

teen -year -old Joe Tota, has been doing a 15 -minute show over WSSR. Stam-

network Firsts NI

ford. Ct. each Saturday evening

short time ago local singing sensation made a guest appearance on a Fourth War Loan Rally in town and on
the same bill with Brian Aherne and Libby Holman
Miss Holman was
so impressed with Joe's singing talent, she now sponsors his studies with
Rubie Ward, at Carnegie Hall. .
Beverly Kelley. radio director of the
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Greater Shows and Arthur Hopper,
general agent in town from Sarasota. to ballyhoo the forthcoming circus
opening at Madison Sq. Garden next month... Alter holding it for months.

If

you

want permanent position

with 5 kw. CBS station in large
Southeastern market and have qualifications listed, we have opening.

Must be draft deferred, experienced
in newscasting and ad-libbing. Send

transcripti:n, photo, details on education and experience with letter.
Address Box 823, Radio Daily, 1501
Broadway, New York, 18, N. Y.

most highly rail
local programs!

.

SALES

March of Time has released its reel shot at the WLB-Petrillo hearings.

Lower rates thá
Captain E. P. H. (Jimmy) James, of the Army Air Forces,
and formerly Blue web director of promotion and publicity, in town

the second state.

over the week-end and attended the Blue management meeting
Saturday at the Waldorf... Eddie Simmons, who produced the
"Quiz Kids" for the past four years, now in the service of Uncle

... lowest costi
per listener

Eddie Freckman succeeded Simmons. . Shep Fields
and orchestra now on tour, will get a whack at the "Spotlight Band"

of all stations!

Sam

.

series this Thursday night...

Lois Lorraine, former newspaper

woman and network publicist, has started a deluxe service in public
relations
she is launching a weekly news letter entitled, "Listen.".
Fashion Academy, in naming its annual list of America's
10 best -dressed women, picks Penny Singleton of "Blondie" from
radio
under the Volunteer War Work classification, Mrs. George
Fielding Eliot is chosen
(she was formerly with NBC).
.

.

.

George Raft will be guest star when the Joan Davis -Jack Haley
opus starts a New York run via NBC this Thursday night
few
gals in radio, incidentally, have made the strides of Ye Davis, getting
her own program after diligently working on others a season or more
perhaps it was "more," but no gel ever deserved it more.

*

*

*

War Advertising Council, is sending out a new campaign booklet on the urgency of expanded use of V -mail, issued in co-operation with
Army authorities. .
Jack Dowling. son of Eddie Dowling, host on the
MBS "Wide Horizons" program, is a war correspondent in the Pacific theater
Norman Corwin, really heard his own show. "The Long Name
None Could Spell," for the first time last Tuesday as the second of his new
CBS series
When it was produced at Carnegie Hall last May, Corwin
was in Hollywood
probably one of his best scripts.
Dun.

.

.

ANNOUNCER

39 out of 501i

.
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ninger's influence via the Blue web has been felt by a local hotel which
has placards in the elevators which read: "Though Dunninger can read
your mind. Our Girls don't have this gift; So call your floor-in time,
When riding in this lift!".
Could they be grooming Dennis Day for
his Own show or as a Summer replacement?...
that pat dream
sequence and business with Barbara Stanwyck was sensational and the
funniest Benny show in weeks..
with the right script Day packs a little
dynamite.
Jerry Lawrence on WMCA had a novel idea when he
gathered all of the commercial jingles (heard on various stations) and
analyzed them as to progress the past 20 years. and he says, spot broad.

.

.

.

casting is now of age.

Remember Pearl Harbor
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*PROMOTION*
Promotional Kit For ET

(Continued from Page 1)
Promotion and publicity kit, conwell as construct its own stu- sisting
of photographs, publicity rebs in New York, Chicago, Los
mats, recorded advance anngeles and San Francisco. Execu- leases,
and a special program
tes from several out-of-town cities nouncements,
to
be
broadcast
prior to the initial
ere among those in attendance.
program,
is
available
to stations purOther speakers at the all -day ses- chasing NBC's Radio Recording
Divion called and conducted by Edgar sion's new recorded program, "Stand
obak, executive vice-president of By For Adventure." A special "panel"
ie Blue, included: Phillips Carlin,
been appointed to supervise the
Ice -president in charge of programs; has
of this new series of escapNicholas Priaulx, vice-president production
scripts which will attempt to recharge of finance; Charles Rynd, ist
easurer; Robert Swezey, legal create interest in the narrative techof story projection.
iunsel and secretary; G. W. John - nique
With the talent of Joseph De Santis,
one. director of news and special Edwin
Jerome, John Moore, Parker
!attires; Mac Schoenfeld, assistant Fennelly
Producer Bert Wood,
moral manager of the Chicago divi- the projectand
should be successful-proon; C. P, Jaeger, general sales man - viding, of course,
that scripts are tops.
ter, and John McNeil, manager of
as

.

i

'JZ, New York key outlet for the

SMBC's New Piece

Ise.

S

(BS Defines Stand
On Platter -Turners

Audience Tie -Up

(Continued from Page 1)
An idea that calls for audience participation is, no doubt, one of the in CBS -owned stations in Chicago

best ways to promote wider public and St. Louis for a number of years,
interest in a program. This is being Ryan was informed by wire from
done by Mutual's Imogene Woolcott Frank White of CBS. These same
on her "What's Your Idea?" program. workers in other CBS -owned stations
Format of the campaign is designed were IBEW members and performed
to urge feminine listeners to submit their turn -table duties along with
in letter form novel and practical other work.
suggestions for what the well -dressed
White Statement
wartime woman should wear this "Since no questions of new unioncoming Easter. The originator of the ization involved and since this simply

best suggestion will be the winner extended to other company -owned
of a complete Easter outfit-to be purchased by Mutual from the Franklin
Simon department store. Second prize
will be a $25 War Bond. Letters pouring into Mutual warrant the employment of several secretaries. New York

stations jurisdiction we had for years
accepted in two cities, we agreed to
recognize AFM jurisdiction on express

condition that no jurisdictional dispute would be involved. Any other
reaction on our part would have put
newspapers and a Franklin Simon us in the position of opposing one
window display are being utilized for AFL union and favoring another in

Cartoons and photographs tell this contest.
In ,peaking of the expansion policy,
'sods, stated that any network needs KMBC's interesting story in a two

face

of

apparent

mandate

from

Green," White said in his telegram

own key outlets in key cities. At page brochure about Kansas City, tion's "Texas Rangers" program has to Ryan.
Inserted in Record
esent the Blue owns WJZ, New Mo.,-"the heart of America where stimulated sales for the various stasprings from golden wheat tions that "rent" the show for local
ork; WENR, Chicago and KGO, San metropolis
The
full
text of the message was
rancisco. WMAL, Washington is fields." Accompanying the illustra- sponsors: KRLD, Dallas, sponsored yesterday inserted in the record of
ierated under lease from the Wash - tions are captions that reveal inter- by a local drug chain; KGU of Hono- the Clark subcommittee of the Senate
glen "Star." Negotiations are under
ay to purchase stations, but there is
immediate prospect of any early
'al, Woods said.
Confidence In FM

esting statistics to the advertiser. lulu, sponsored by an ice cream com- Interstate

These statistics, in turn, describe how pany; Burkhardt Brewing Company
KMBC's advertising dollar does the of Ohio. The light, dusty pink cover
work of two.
with the diagonally arranged call letCoupled with the above is an ad- ters make this a very neat promotion
vertisement displaying how this sta- piece.

Applications for FM stations in key
enters have beep filed or are being will show a substantial profit for the
epared. Woods revealed.
year, but warned that all radio must

Iods also warned that no one in take cognizance of the fact that this
dcasting could afford to ignore is "a radio year" and that, as soon
ision, and said that the Blue is as the war is over, broadcasting will
completing plans for a television have to pay even more attention to
stem, details of which will be an- programming if it is going to retain

,unced

later. "While we own no the prestige and leadership it now

ilevision stations today," he said, "I
a convinced
that television will
ove to be the greatest medium ever
veloped for entertainment and adrtising. The Blue Network is plan-

enjoys.

"In this respect," Kobak said, "the
Blue for the next 12 months is going
to concentrate on programming. By
that I mean that we will refuse busing to file for its own stations in ness if we do not think the program
nv York, Washington, Chicago and offered is up to our standards. We
)s

Angeles. We are encouraging will not accept a program merely

ue affiliates to file, as soon as pos - because time is available and the
)le for the construction of both FM time sale represents
revenue.
d television transmitters. Just as "Program building is
not a one
on as material becomes available, man
job. And, in this respect, I want
th the Blue and many of its of .li- all employees
to
listen
to
radio, not
is will be prepared to move into
just Blue shows but all radio. Too
th these fields."

many do not. A magazine editor, if
Kobak Sums Up
is worth his salt, must read his
Summing up the talks by other he
book. Broadcasting is a magazine
Bakers, Kobak said that the Blue own
in another form."

SUCCESSFUL WOMAN RADIO PRODUCER

AND WRITER AVAILABLE
Four years' experience with two leading advertising
agencies,
writing and producing network shows. Six and a half
free-lance writing and producing in New York, Chicagoyears
Hollywood, in three top advertising agencies. Interested and
in
position with advertising agency as radio producer and directorand writing if necessary. Write RADIO DAILY, Box
821, 1501
Broadway, New York, lb, N. Y.

Commerce

Committee,

which record was opened for a day
yesterday to permit inclusion of the
testimony of Dr. Joseph Maddy of
the

Camp.
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LEE SWEETLAND, radio singer, has
been signed by Walt Lantz, whose

Cartunes are distributed by Universal, to do two numbers, "Dark Eyes"
and "Clementine" in "Chew Chew
Baby," a member of his "Wood
Woodpecker" series.
Paul Pierce, former NBC "Star

Playhouse" producer, entered the U.

S. Army recently, where he hopes
to be transferred to the Air Force.
Pierce a veteran pilot, has done much
research on plane instrument design. Les Mitchell, former Chicago
radio producer and "First Nighter"
leading man, now directs "Star Play
house."
Stage - screen - radio

Comedienne

Cass Daley recently made three transcriptions which will be released nationally during the Spring.
Geography teachers in public
schools are recommending that their

young students tune in Carlton E.

Morse's "I Love a Mystery" programs.
The schoolmarms write that the CBS

adventure series carries its listeners
to such -unusual and interesting parts
of the world that it is a direct stimu=

lant to the study of maps and travel
books.
Bob

Goodrich, trumpeter with
Billy Mills "Fibber McGee" orches-

tra has left the band to go into the
Jeannette Nolan, (Mrs. John Mc-

army,

Intire) who is heard on the "Blondie"
broadcasts as "Mrs. Fuddle," is preparing a landing field for Dr. Stork.
There continues to be gold in them

thar hillbillies, and Standard Radio
has signed two cornfed outfits for
transcription sessions: Johnny Bond
and his Red River Valley Boys, and
Walt Shrum and his Colorado Hillbillies. In the popular field, Standard

has just finished waxing Hal McIntyre and his orchestra in New
York, on the eve of the band's departure for Hollywood to open at the
Palladium.
Harry W. Flannery's recent visit
to Mexico, where he interviewed
many government and military heads,
has brought the CBS commentator a
flood

of requests for talks on the

southern republic. This week he addresses Loyola University, (at Los
Angeles) with other colleges on the
waiting list.

Radio Vitamins for Tuesday

If you want permanent position
with 5 kw. CBS station in large
Southeastern market and have qualifications listed, we have opening.
Must be draft deferred, experienced
in newscasting and ad-libbing. Send

transcriptizn, photo, details on education and experience with letter.
Address Box 823, Radio Daily, 1501
Broadway, New York, 18, N. Y.

morning, afterier

and night!

Globe-trotting Bob Hope plus his laugh -getting crew will add
another notch to the service record by flying in from somewhere south of
Florida to hold forth in the home town of Cleveland this Thursday night
and put on a three-hour show for the Cleveland Stage Door Canteen
the comedian is co-chairman of the American Theater Wing in that city
alter being at the Canteen from 8 to 11 p.m., Hope will stage a public benefit performance at the local REO theater at midnight.
Seven.

.

teen -year -old Joe Tota, has been doing a 15 -minute show over WSSR, Stam-

ford, Ct. each Saturday evening
short time ago local singing sensation made a guest appearance on a Fourth War Loan Rally in town and on
the same bill with Brian Aherne and Libby Holman
Miss Holman was
so impressed with Joe's singing talent, she now sponsors his studies with
Rubie Ward, at Carnegie Hall. . Beverly Kelley, radio director of the
Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Greater Shows and Arthur Hopper,
general agent in town from Sarasota, to ballyhoo the forthcoming circus
opening at Madison Sq. Garden next month... Alter holding it for months,

PROGRANi
39 out of 50

irsl

network Firsts lltll

most highly raid
local programs

.

SALES

March of Time has released its reel shot at the WLB-Petrillo hearings.

lower rates thi i
Captain

P. H. (Jimmy) James, of the Army Air Forces,
and formerly Blue web director of promotion and publicity, in town

the second star

over the week-end and attended the Blue management meeting
Saturday at the Waldorf... Eddie Simmons, who produced the
"Quiz Kids" for the past four years, now in the service of Uncle

... lowest costlél
per listener

Sam

of all stations!

E.

Eddie Freckman succeeded Simmons. . . Shep Fields
and orchestra now on tour, will get a whack at the "Spotlight Band"

series this Thursday night...

Lois Lorraine, former newspaper

ftlkse

woman and network publicist, has started a deluxe service in public
relations
she is launching a weekly news letter entitled, "Listen.". . Fashion Academy, in naming its annual list of America's
10 best -dressed women, picks Penny Singleton of "Blondie" from
radio
under the Volunteer War Work classification, Mrs. George

Fielding Eliot is chosen
(she was formerly with NBC).
George Raft will be guest star when the Joan Davis -Jack Haley
opus starts a New York run via NBC this Thursday night
few
.

.

gals in radio, incidentally, have made the strides of Ye Davis, getting
her own program after diligently working on others a season or more
perhaps it was "more," but no gel ever deserved it more.

**

*

War Advertising Council, is sending out a new campaign booklet on the urgency of expanded use of V -mail, issued in co-operation with
Army authorities. .
Jack Dowling. son of Eddie Dowling, host on the
MBS "Wide Horizons" program, is a war correspondent in the Pacific the.

ater...

Norman Corwin. really heard his own show. "The Long Name
None Could Spell," for the first time last Tuesday as the second of his new
CBS series
When it was produced at Carnegie Hall last May, Corwin
was in Hollywood
probably one of his best scripts.
Dunninger's influence via the Blue web has been felt by a local hotel which
has placards in the elevators which read: "Though Dunninger can read
your mind. Our Girls don't have this gift: So call your floor-in time.
When riding In this lift!". . . Could they be grooming Dennis Day for
his Own show or as a Summer replacements
that pat dream
sequence and business with Barbara Stanwyck was sensational and the
funniest Benny show in weeks
with the right script Day packs a little
.

ANNOUNCER

W R C leads

.

dynamite. . .
Jerry Lawrence on WMCA had a novel idea when he
gathered all of the commercial jingles (heard on various stations) and

analyzed them as to progress the past 20 years, and he says. spot broadcasting is now of age.

*

>
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*PROMOTION*
Promotional Kit For ET

(Continued from Page 1)
Promotion and publicity kit, conwell as construct its own stu- sisting
photographs, publicity rein New York, Chicago, Los leases, of
mats, recorded advance aneles and San Francisco. Execu- nouncements,
and a special program
ves from several out-of-town cities to be broadcast
prior to the initial
ere among those in attendance.
is available to stations purOther speakers at the all -day ses- program,
chasing NBC's Radio Recording Divion called and conducted by Edgar sion's
new recorded program, "Stand
obak, executive vice-president of
By For Adventure." A special "panel"
ie Blue, included: Phillips Carlin,
been appointed to supervise the
ice -president in charge of programs; has
of this new series of escapNicholas Priaulx, vice-president production
scripts which will attempt to recharge of finance; Charles Rynd, ist
easurer; Robert Swezey, legal create interest in the narrative techof story projection.
runscl and secretary; G. W. John - nique
With the talent of Joseph De Santis,
one, director of news and special Edwin
Jerome, John Moore, Parker
atures; Mac Schoenfeld, assistant Fennelly
Producer Bert Wood,
weral manager of the Chicago divi- the projectand
should be successful-pro)n; C. P. Jaeger, general sales man- viding, of course,
that scripts are tops.
;er, and John McNeil, manager of
JZ, New York key outlet for the
HMBC's New Piece
iue.
,

CBS Defines Stand

On Platter -Turners

Audience Tie -Up

An idea that calls for audience par-

(Continued from Page 1)

no doubt, one of the in CBS -owned stations in Chicago
best ways to promote wider public and St. Louis for a number of years,
interest in a program. This is being Ryan was informed by wire from
done by Mutual's Imogene Woolcott Frank White of CBS. These same
ticipation is,

on her "What's Your Idea?" program. workers in other CBS -owned stations
Format of the campaign is designed were IBEW members and performed
to urge feminine listeners to submit their turn -table duties along with
in letter form novel and practical other work.
suggestions for what the well -dressed
White Statement
wartime woman should wear this "Since no questions of new unioncoming Easter. The originator of the ization involved and since this simply

best suggestion will be the winner extended to other company -owned
of a complete Easter outfit-to be purchased by Mutual from the Franklin
Simon department store. Second prize
will be a $25 War Bond. Letters pouring into Mutual warrant the employment of several secretaries. New York

stations jurisdiction we had for years
accepted in two cities, we agreed to
recognize AFM jurisdiction on express

condition that no jurisdictional dispute would be involved. Any other
reaction on our part would have put
newspapers and a Franklin Simon us in the position of opposing one
window display are being utilized for AFL union and favoring another in

Cartoons and photographs tell this contest.
In speaking of the expansion policy,
oods, stated that, any network needs KMBC's interesting story in a two -

page brochure about Kansas City, tion's "Texas Rangers" program has
own key outlets ín key cities. At Mo.,-"the
of America where stimulated sales for the various stathe Blue owns WJZ, New metropolis heart
springs from golden wheat tions that "rent" the show for local
lrk; WENR, Chicago and KGO, San fields."
Accompanying the illustra- sponsors: KRLD, Dallas, sponsored
ancisco. WMAL, Washington is
are captions that reveal inter- by a local drug chain; KGU of Hono'crated under lease from the Wash- tions
esting
statistics
the advertiser. lulu, sponsored by an ice cream comgton "Star." Negotiations are under These statistics, intoturn,
describe how pany; Burkhardt Brewing Company
ay to purchase stations, but there is
advertising dollar does the of Ohio. The light, dusty pink cover
it immediate prospect of any early KMBC's
work of two.
with the diagonally arranged call letal, Woods said.
Coupled with the above is an ad- ters make this a very neat promotion
Confidence in FM
vertisement displaying how this sta- piece.

face

nters have been filed or are being will show a substantial profit for the
spared. Woods revealed.
year, but warned that all radio must
Woods also warned that no one in take cognizance of the fact that this
could afford to ignore is "a radio year" and that, as soon
ision, and said that the Blue is as the war is over, broadcasting will

completing plans for a television have to pay even more attention to
m, details of which will be an- programming if it is going to retain
ted later. "While we own no the prestige and leadership it now
ision stations today," he said, "I enjoys.
convinced that television will
"In this respect," Kobak said, "the
e to be the greatest medium ever Blue for the next 12 months is going
.loped for entertainment and ad - to concentrate on programming. By
sing. The Blue Network is plan- that I mean that we will refuse busito file for its own stations in ness if we do not think the program
York, Washington, Chicago and offered is up to our standards. We
Angeles. We are encouraging will not accept a program merely
affiliates to file, as soon as pos - because time is available and the
for the construction of both FM time sale represents revenue.
television transmitters. Just as "Program building is not a one
as material becomes available,
job. And, in this respect, I want
the Blue and many of its afflli- man
employees to listen to radio, not
will be prepared to move into all
just Blue shows but all radio. Too
th these fields."
many do not. A magazine editor, if
Kobuk Sums Up
worth his salt, must read his
Summing up the talks by other he isbook.
Broadcasting is a magazine
,takers, Kobak said that the Blue own
in another form."

SUCCESSFUL WOMAN RADIO PRODUCER

AND WRITER AVAILABLE
Four years' experience with two leading advertising
agencies,
writing and producing network shows. Six and a half
free-lance writing and producing in New York, Chicagoyears
Hollywood, in three top advertising agencies. Interested and
in
position with advertising agency as radio producer and directorand writing if necessary. Write RADIO DAILY, Box
821, 1501
Broadway, New York, lb N. Y.
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Green," White said in his telegram

The full text of the message was
yesterday inserted in the record of
the Clark subcommittee of the Senate
Interstate Commerce Committee,

which record was opened for a day
yesterday to permit inclusion of the
testimony of Dr. Joseph Maddy of
the

Camp.

Interlochen

National

Music

"
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Interlochen Executive
11

AGENCY NEWSCAST }

Senate Defeats Mots

Opposes Petrillo Ban

To Restore FCC Cris
Harry C. Ommerle, vice-president STATION WHOM, Jersey City, N.
and account executive of Ruthrauff J., announces the appointment of
& Ryan, Inc., is resigning from that Marcel Schulhoff & Company to
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued rom Page 1)
sounding slap in hef. face from m C
to air the camp musicians each sum- organization. Ommerle is planning to handle their advertising.
gress
in
many
a moon.
mer-the schedule finally reaching 12 re-enter the talent business although
The vote came after Sen. Rol
he has made no definite commitments
sustaining programs.
BARRY FARIS, editor -in -chief of LaFollette, (P., Wis.), had spoken
Maddy and J. Joseph Herbert, a in that direction as yet. '
International News Service, will over two hours in defense of the C1
member of the Camp's board of direcARTHUR MOULTON has joined deliver the principal address at the mission. LaFollette termed the I
tors, asked Legislative action by ConFBIS functions of vital imp t
gress to protect the right of ainateur the Western advertising staff of Hill- luncheon meeting of the Advertising and
to the conduct of the war,
musicians to go on the air. Herbert man Publications, and specifically, Club of New York which will be held ance
insisted that their work is in
suggested that some legal means the Hillman Women's Group, effec- Wednesday at the club house.
way duplicated by the Army
might be found to bar fans on pro- tive immediately. Moulton will asthe Navy. Rejection of the M
grams certified by the FCC as public sist Sid Kalish, Western advertising
amendments, he said, will elimir
service programs, )proposing that manager, in covering all the western
J. M. HICKERSON, INC., New these services, and if the Senate wl
moves such as Petáillo's might be territory.
York, has been named to handle the to "act like an ostrich-refuse to
made punishable by imprisonment
account of Capital Transit Company,
the importance of enemy prgt
and that courts be empowered to en- LES H. FORMAN, Kenyon & Eck- Washington. Local radio will be util- mit
ganda and familiarity with it, t 11
join his action.
hardt agency, Chicago, returning to ized, among other media.
vote down this amendment." To
the Windy City today after a week's
Would Curb Petrillo Power
so, he shouted, would be the hei
looksee
in
New
York.
Clark remarked that he has been
of stupidity.
SORKIN
MUSIC
COMPANY
an"groping" for some legislative means
LaFollette Follows Mead
nounces
the
appointment
of
Marcel
WILLIAM
S.
KELLEY,
JR.,
formto curb Petrillo's power, and that he
of Bermingham, Castleman & Schulhoff & Company to handle the LaFollette arose after Sen. M xt
had even drawn up a bill. The attor- erly
of their Deltone Phono- had spoken briefly and effectively u
ney general found his bill unconsti- Pierce, joins Compton Advertising as advertising
his amendment, and after the appgraph Needles.
tutional, he said, but added that if a a newspaper buyer.
priations committee chairman, Kibill-"if not too broad"-could be
McKellar, (D., Tenn.), had
Los Angeles Tele Station neth
drawn which would meet the test of MBS Program Committee
the amendment. The Wiscor.n
constitutionality,"it could very eas- Opens Web's 3 -Day Meet
Being Planned By NBC posed
Senator was opposed by Senators
,

1-

ily be enacted."
"Congress," Clark said, "is very
Program committee of Mutual held
thoroughly out of sympathy with the a meeting yesterday in the Jansen
conduct of Mr. Petrillo, I know I am. Suite at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
The question is what to do about it." as part of a three-day series that will
include program, sales, merchandisInterlochen Incident
The ban on the Interlochen broad- ing and the station committees of the
program
casts was imposed in July. of 1942, network. Adolph Opfinger,
presided at
after 12 seasons on the air. Petrillo director of the
the
meeting,
attended
by
more
than
also stopped broadcasts from the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music and the 30 program committeement from various parts of the country.
Eastman School of Music.
In addition to Opfinger, talks were
Maddy declared that he was ap- heard
by John Whitmore, Tom Slater
pearing because he believes it the and Allen
de Castro. Today's session
duty of Congress "to see to it that will be taken
up by the sales and
private interests shall not monopolize
the great new facility to the exclusion you say over the radio if you value
of its use for the public welfare in your health.'
the field of music education."
"This threat didn't stop me but the
Maddy, while indicating sympathy officers of the conference did, by retoward Petrillo in his recording funding the $600.00 I had paid for
struggle, charged that the AFM chief the union orchestra. Their reason was
has long been hostile toward school that they feared an unfavorable pubmusic. He related that in 1928 he had lic reaction."
brought together 300 high school
Chicago Situation Reviewed

musicians to form an orchestra as a Maddy said that for three winters
demonstration feature of a Chicago he had conducted music lessons over
convention of the Music Educators NBC from a Chicago studio "under
National Conference. NBC was to the domination of Mr. Petrillo. I was
broadcast the concert, he said.
treated as a non-union musician in
Paid Standbys
that a standby director was required.
"Two days before the scheduled A payment of $25.00 to the union was
broadcast, Mr. Petrillo phoned me demanded whenever I permitted a
that it would be necessary to em- radio pupil to play a few notes over
ploy a 50 -piece union orchestra at the air as a part of the instruction
$12.00 per player as a 'standby' or program, 'Maddy Program.' " Maddy
we would not be allowed to broad- holds an AFM card.
For two years, he continued, he
cast. Parents and friends of these
young musicians, in 4C states, had was in charge of an NBC sustaining
been notified of the broadcast and called "Music and American Youth,"
would gather at their receivers at the the purpose of which was to demonappointed hour to hear their children strate the achievement of School
play. Rather than disappoint them I Music Groups in various sections of
engaged the union orchestra at my the country. Each program originated
own expense, but I intended to an- in a different city. When this program
nounce to the radio audience the fact was scheduled to originate in Chithat this had been necessary," Maddy cago, "Petrillo forbade any school instrumental musician to take part,"
declared.
"Mr. Petrillo evidently heard of Maddy said. Maddy traced the entire
this intention, and phoned me again history of the ban, puncturing Pesaying: 'you better be careful what trillo's argument that the school

Styles Bridges and Wallace H. Wh

Jr., Republicans, of New Hampst
Los Angeles. If the application is and Maine, respectively, as well
granted, construction will begin as by McKellar. He was supported
Majority Leader Alben Barkley, a
soon after the war as possible.
Trammell is here for "war clinic" supported the President in his rej
conferences with western stations tion of the suggestion made a yi
ago by Admiral William Leahy ti
affiliated with NBC.
(Continued from'Page 1)

the functions of the RID be tra

to the Army and the Na
merchandising committee, under the ferred
LaFollette made it plain from
co -chairmanship of Edward Wood, beginning that he expected the ME
Jr. Mutual sales manager and Robert amendment to be defeated, declar:
Schmid, director of sales promotion that he wanted to inform the Sen.
and research. Tomorrow, the station of what it was about to do and
service group will convene.
place the responsibility.
broadcasts
money.

cost

union

members

Budget Remains Cut

Relatively few Democratic Senate

Maddy said he has refused to ap- were on hand for the vote, w
proach Petrillo despite urging from there was a strong showing of Rep
Congress, because he is not interested licans. Numerous Administration

in. a "reasonably satisfactory agree- warts failed to show up to sup
ment." Clark recalled that during the the Commission.
hearing last year Petrillo, or AFM As the FCC budget now app
Counsel Joseph A. Padway, had re- slated to go through, it will call
marked that a limited number of but $4,191,143 rather than the $6,1
school broadcasts could be worked 000 originally sought. The House
out. "I would prefer never to broad- $1,654,857 from it-a million sp
cast educational programs than to do fically from RID and half a m
so only with the permission of Pe- from FBIS-and the Senate
trillo or any other dictator," Maddy agreed to chop off an additional
said.
000. Of this additional cut, $30
Appeals for Children
is slated to be pared from the b
"It matters little whether we broad- for the Commission's war work
cast again from Interlochen. But it $209,000 from its regular functio

of the utmost concern of every Only possibility of restoration
American that the use of radio, the lies with the conference comml
greatest avenue of communication on the bill, since it is not probab
and culture ever devised by man, that the Senate will fail to vote tt'
shall not be denied our children-,and full bill, and chances are extre
their children,-and their children's slim that the conference co
children."
will approve a grant of much
"It is incredible, you will agree, than the $4,191,143 left by the Se
is

that the Congress would ever by law

deny education the use of radio for

Fly Appears Today

FCC Chairman Fly will appear
non-commercial purposes, yet that is morning before the House Lea
exactly what a union dictator has mittee to begin testimony on
done by flat. It seems outrageous that Commission activities in the fo
one union boss has been permitted to language broadcast field.
Discussion of the FCC's draft
do that which the Congress could not
ment policy has been postponed.
and would not do."

esday, March 21, 1944

leport Philco Active

In British Television
(Continued from Page 1)

larch in the home base in the U. S.
has thus acquired a potential prouction plant for the post-war teleIsion setup. Philco officials declare
teir intention to put mass produced
tlevision sets on the market immeiately post-war and circles here reard very favorable the prospects of
sonsored programs in the years fol>wing the close of the conflict.
Advertising Films Foreseen

week by the Radio Industry

'ouncil with the Government CounIl on Television. This body has ad-

anced a scheme by which 85 per
tnt of British homes could be linked
p to television within nine months of

end of the war and operated

:e

trough 12 stations relaying a main
BC programme. No system can use
beat transmission, and under their
tan either cable or shortwave relay
tions would be essential.
Technical advances made in televion in Britain over the war period
idicate that the image which such
ations would transmit would be as
ear as those at present shown in any

nema and that advertising films

tuld be put across at relatively small
et.

Sponsorship a Factor

The factor of cost is being watched
osely in this development, it being

tpreciated that, while a large section
the public would regard television
desirable at whatever cost, to

ally reach any mass market and
stify advertising costs, the productn of a cheap mass produced set
hich can be sold to even the work g classes is an essential.
One of the best known British pub:ists has taken a hand in the game
ith a warning that any consideration
sponsored radio might be unwise
d even wasteful if the importance
sponsored television

were not

ven full thought. His argument is
at Baird, the inventor of television
.s claimed notable improvements in

war years and that Baird has,
the past justified his claims. To
ake an immense dive into spon-

ed radio and to find it superseded
)rtly thereafter by sponsored teledion would, he suggests, result in
tch

loss

of

energy, drive

and

army. The position as he sees it is
at we should rather go slow on
y very great commitment into
onsored radio until the television
Id is clarified.
Pye Tele Firm Formed

If further indication were needed
the attitude of manufacturers to
Is whole position it might be in

news that Pye Radio Ltd. has
med a subsidiary, Pye Telecomrnications Ltd., to acquire certain
thts connected with telecommunica-

ns. The managing director of Pye
dio

is

the founder and former

triaging director of a big publicity
npany and of an Engineering Pubity Services Ltd. also closely con=
rned with radio publicity.

4
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Image Flickers

Stromberg-Carlson
Plans Tele Station
(Continued from Page 1)

Newspaper interest in television is mounting. Latest to apply for a
commercial look -and -listen license is "The New York Times," according to
a reliable though unconfirmed report. The influential metropolitan daily,
this pillar also learns exclusively, has ordered a transmitter and Is further
planning to go in for facsimile. "The Times" seems to have scored a beat
on the "New York Herald Tribune." which is still considering filing for a

WHAM and the FM station WHFM,
have plans under way to launch television on a commercial basis if their
license is approved by the FCC.
Commenting on the plans Mr. Fay

construction permit.

we are convinced that, due to the
refinements brought about as a result of wartime research, the new
art is ready to be transmitted to

*

*

*

Look for a tele statement soon from Westinghouse....J. Walter

Official trade moves in this section
t the sponsored field have been made
tis

7
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Thompson Co. is definitely going into duration television, though dates

and outlet have not yet been set. The Gotham ad agency, which has
been besieged by performers, is only looking for specialty talent at
this time....Young & Rubicam, Inc., is seeking a director of tele to
put on shows, which will be underwritten by clients. Harry Ackerman, associate director of radio for Y & R, will supervise eye.andear activities as well as radio production. John Barry, head of commercial motion picture production for Y & R and formerly 16 mm.
director of Paramount Pictures, will also have tele chores.

*

RHO's sight -and -sound plans may be stalemated, with action from the

board of directors still being awaited.... Don't be surprised at a tele deal
in Philly between CBS and WCAU for an experimental outlet....Farnsworth's plans may be revealed when B. Ray Cummings, v. -p. in charge
of engineering for Farnsworth Television and Radio Corp., discusses postwar tele at next Tuesday's luncheon meeting of the Television Press Club
in the Blue Ribbon Restaurant, Gotham.... There may be a move in some
quarters to pick up the construction permit now held by Metropolitan Television, Inc., New York, unless greater activity is evident from that organization.

*

RCA will cross the Delaware for experimental tele and FM
stations in the City of Brotherly Love ....Among the first news events
to be filmed and televised the same day will be this afternoon's ceremonies of the Army -Navy "E" award to the Allen B. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., Passaic, N. J., which the Paramount camera will record
for a telecast at 9:15 p.m. over W2XWV, New York, the Du Mont

outlet.... Richard W. Hubbell, tele consultant, has left N. W. Ayer
& Son, Inc., and is considering several agency offers while working

on his forthcoming book, "Television Program Production," for Farrar
& Rinehart.... Tom Hutchinson, director of Television at Rµthrauff
& Ryan, Inc., has also resigned, with no new connection announced
just yet. James Whipple, formerly a writer -director with Grant Advertising, Inc., Chicago, takes over most of Hutchinson's duties.

*

*

Expected release of materials for civilian production in June will
hypo eye -and -ear enterprises ....Allocation problems may be settled sooner
than you think-before Spring is over, in fact-thus giving tele the green
light.... Live vs. film telecasts will be scrutinized at tomorrow's meeting
of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Atlantic Coast Section. in the
Pennsylvania Hotel. New York, beginning at 7:30 p.m. Willis Cooper,
director of NBC's program development division, who has written a number of feature films for major Hollywood lots, will speak on "Television Production as Viewed by a Motion Picture Producer." and Worthington C.
Miner, manager of CBS tele, will discuss "Television Production as Viewed
by a Broadcaster."

*

*

Wall Street views tele very favorably. Though the outlook of
some traders is speculative, consensus of "The Street" is that the
electronic prodigy shows a lot of promise. With tele's place in the
news heightening public imagination, and spurring trading activity,
electronic stocks have spiraled upward since the turn of the year.

Now that the market has broadened out with standard issues,

specialties, including tele, have consolidated their positions
though marking time for the present, are firmly poised for and,
developments.

new

said:

"Having watched the development
of television for more than a decade,

the home. Just as our company pioneered in sound broadcasting with its
station WHAM in 1927 and with its
Frequency Modulation Station WHFM

in 1939, so will it offer to the area
in and around Rochester the best
service available for those who wish
to see as well as hear broadcasts of
amusement and informational features. We pledge Rochester the best
television facilities procurable and a
program service worthy of the most
discriminating taste."
Will Produce Sets

In response to an inquiry as to

whether his company was planning
to manufacture television receivers,
Dr. Ray H. Manson, vice-president

and general manager, pointed out that
Stromberg-Carlson had been engaged
in television research since the early
30's and had produced television receivers commercially in 1938 and

1939. It is already evident, said Dr.
Manson, that the interest in television is growing by leaps and bounds.

Rochester will have one of the first
post-war

television

stations

and

Stromberg-Carlson will have available some of the first post-war television receiving sets. Produciton of
these television instruments in the

large

quantities expected, coupled

with the anticipated heavy increase
in the demand for FM sets and for
telephone equipment aided by the
operating companies assure the full
employment of Stromberg-Carlson
workers after the war ends.

Rep. Dies To Air Views

Following W. Winchell
Announcement that Rep. Martin
Dies would speak next Sunday night
in the 15 -minute slot following Wal-

ter Winchell over the Blue net was

made during the past Sunday's broadcast of Winchell's "Jergen's Journal."

Acceptance by the Texas Congressman was scheduled to bring into the
open any grievances nursed by the
Dies committee head. The Andrew
Jergens Co., it was stated, would pay
for the time.
During the Winchell broadcast, the
columnist declined the invitation to

take part with Dies in Thursday's
"Town Meeting of the Air" because
he had another date. George V.

Denny, Jr., "Town Meeting" moderator, had previously extended a joint

invitation to Winchell and Dies to
discuss the subject, "What Should Be
the Limits to Freedom of Speech on
the Air?"

7
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SAN FRANCISCO-During a recent

three-day visit here, the entire
Jack Benny troupe participated in
special War Bond selling stunts, entertained at numerous hospitals and
service camps, and were guests of the

Advertising Club and at a cocktail
party given by KPO. At the Ad
Club luncheon, where Benny described his recent African tour to
servicemen overseas, featured guests
at the table included Sidney N. Strotz,
NBC vice-president in charge of the

western division; John W. Elwood,

general manager KPO-NBC; Robbins
Milbank, manager local office of
Young & Rubicam; Don and Mrs. Wilson; "Rochester," Danny Kaye, Mary
Livingstone, and Louise Landis, press
manager of KPO.

- CONNECTICUTHARTFORD-"Connecticut Yankee At
Camp Wheeler" programs aired over
WTIC, have interview format for Connecticut -men stationed at Camp Wheeler,
Georgia.
Station sends notices to the
men's home addresses so relatives may

- MASSACHUSETTS -

-NEW YORK -

19, 1934, and in the past decade has
not only become synonymous with
Washington baseball,' but has been
known as a familiar voice and figure
the year round, ..In the past 10 years,
amassed an impressive list of
hear them when they appear on the he's
of the most sought-after troair. . . BRIDGEPORT - Florence B a l i o u some
phies
of
his profession. Twice he has
Robinson. WICC assistant manager. di- been voted the most popular baseball
rected the Girl Scouts Birthday Week commentator. His first award came in
broadcast recently.... A 1 m a Dettinger.
.

1932 -when he was on the air in Chat-

former WICC scriptwriter, now commer- tanooga. In 1942, he was named the
cially sponsored by. WQXR for an 11 a.m. outstanding baseball broadcaster in
daily.... Carl Larson batons the General the country by the "Sporting News,"

to the service last week ....The New E
program, with Marlene Ayers, solo- land Union Town Meeting of the
ist and Al Becker, organist.... Ruth originated from the Springfield Te
Swinney, former BOY traffic secretary, be- nical High School last Sat. for WI

has been assigned as narrator

came the bride of Capt. Randolph Soren- WBZA. - ..Louis Segal is the origi
son. Ceremony was transcribed by KOY for and conductor of the "Met
Chief Engineer lake Higgins and presented Dames," a new all -girl choir, he.
over WCOP Sundays ------Calling
to the couple.

Girls Club of the Air," designed

- CALIFORNIAcall attention to teen-age fashions
SAN FRANCISCO-Graham Glad by Tom Shirley.. -.HC
win, formerly with the Yankee net announced
YOKE.. WHYN recently leased
and NBC, has joined the announcerial facilities to the Navy fo rits reert
staff of KQW....Also new to this ing of 60 girls in the WAC...GREE
CBS outlet is Earl Wing, previously FIELD-Gordon Lewis emcees
with KSAN. - .. Don Mozley, in charge popular wax show called "It's
of the station's news bureau, has To Dance," over WHAI.
taken over the daily 6:45 a.m, news-

Electric band aired from the Harding national baseball weekly. He won the
High School.
award for the year's outstanding individual baseball miking in 1937, and in
-INDIANA 1938 was chosen to describe the All cast, oldest news show on the sked
FORT WAYNE - WOWO-WGL's Star game.
....OAKLAND - KROW has been
promotion department showed the
-PENNSYLVANIA
awarded
a certificate of appreciation
Westinghouse film "On the Air" to PHILADELPHIA-Arthur Simon, generseveral hundred members of the al manager of WPEN, is doing radio pub- by the American National Red Cross
Fort Wayne Junior Chamber of Com- licity for the Deborah Sanitarium's forth- for outstanding co-operation with the
Red Cross Blood Donor Service in
merce 'recently.... G A R Y - Edison coming
H. S. Elliott. sec- presenting the program "Blood RelaSchool has been invited to devise its retary to drive....Miss
WlPrexy
Ben
Gimbel,
was
"inown show for presentation over ducted" into the Philadelphia Club of tive."
-SOUTH CAROLINA WIND, March 25... ,MUNCIE-Thou- Adv. Women recently. Miss Elliott served
sands of Hoosiers now stationed with two and a half years an the diplomatic -COLUMBIA-Announcers at WIS look
the Armed forces throughout the front in Washington and prior to that forward each week to their regular Saturday morning Announcers' Clinic, headed
world will have an opportunity to
with the may THIS WEEK. ...Eric by Program Director Ray A. Furr and
hear a play by play description of was
Wilkinson conducts the one -hour musical Program Operations Manager Jack Peterthe Indiana State Championship Bas- show entitled "Studio Party" for WIBG
ketball game this year, because WLBC ....Roger W. Clipp, president of WFIL. son, who plan to give the region the
programming service possible....
is transcribing the event which will was honored at a recent City Business best
be short -waved by the Armed Forces Club confab.... Clarence Fuhrman directs The clinic is based on the premise that
Radio Services throughout the world. "The Flavor Lingers" variety show fea- every announcer has a personal stake
in the reputation of the station as an efDonald A. Burton will announce.
turing Bill Perry and Joan Waring.

-TEXAS -

SAN ANTONIO - Cpl. Ed, Platt,
former radio baritone, is being heard
over KMAC each Thursday in a special Air Wave recruiting program. , , .
Magnolia Petroleum Company sponsored the two special broadcasts

I

- CONNECTICUT -

HARTFORD-Jan Miner will be

tured on a mid -day strip over
shortly

which will spotlight

far

and beauty hints. New program is s
Bored by Sage -Allen & Co.; age
Charles Brunelle. , . BRIDGEPORT Dearbon, spieler for WICC, has a net
Friday series he calls "Words and II
,

....NEW HAVEN-Ken Carter is

r

-IOWA-

DES MOINES-KSO, KRNT and
their patriotic advertisers gave more
than one thousand hours of air time
to the war effórt last year, Ed. Line-

-on wax.... STAMFORD-Madeline I
erett, talented young soprano, is bec
over WSRR in a program of the 11gh'
classics,
Mrs. Everett has sung or
WWRL. Long Island and WRYN, Broc

'

Lyn.

08 Wt.341 ED
SELLING

any other American newsman, has -and went on record as comparing

been signed as news editor of WFAA it to the two high -rating net dramas,
and KGKO.
"Lum and Abner" and Vic and Sade."

of

KANS

AS

oY/
for ' QU ' o I

han, program director of the two sta-

high school championship basketball Ma Smithers" bowed in over KRNT,
games... , DALLAS - Hugo Speck, an amusement magazine reviewer of
noted foreign correspondent credited the program said, "Talent and writing
with having seen more of the Rus- is good and network timber." With
sian front from the German side than which the local Radio Council agrees

mc

on WELI's "The Battle of the Baritone
featuring Bing Crosby and Frank Sine

fective dispenser of information, entertainment, and public- service.

miked over a special statewide net tions, announced., ..In July of last
from Gregory Gym in Austin for the year, when Dan Hosmer's "Pa and
March 21
A. S. "Tony" Bessan
Gil Jones
J. V. McConnell
Garnett Marks
Edna Stillwell
James Wilkinson

-KANSAS -

BOSTON-Sessions for class IV of the NEW YORK-Actress Eva Le GalSALINA-Every piece of mail recrre
WEEI school for announcers are sked to lienne will guest on Kathryn Cravens'
begin March 20, Ray Girardin, produc- "News Through A Woman's Eyes" from a listener by UAL Is acknowle,ed
by
special postcard which thanks :eh
tion mgr, announced....Governor John WNEW program, next Thursday. , , .
W. Bricker, of Ohio, while touring New Paul Flynn, WOV engineer, has re- writer for his criticism or request
England, visited WNAC studios to broad- signed from his post to enter the small world: A recent outstanding soles,
cast a message on "National Issues Con- U. S. Navy. Ruth Broderick, appren- interviewed as "King for a Dal"qt
was a native of Lynn. Mass
fronting the American People"....Mary tice engineer, has joined the engin- KSAL,
Philips. actress appearing currently in eering staff of WOV....Edward mediately after the program a Sr
called the station, identified
the "Chicken Every Sunday" play at the Choate, producer of "Decision," will woman
Plymouth Theater, will be interviewed guest Wednesday on Adrienne Ames' self as a former Lynn resident, and a
over Louise Morgan 's next Friday's show "Gloom Dodgers" show heard over for the address of the soldier and
in Salina. She wished to
, , ..WORCESTER-WTAG will
carry a WHN....Do n a l d Ogden Stewart, family
party for him during his dr
special Red Cross program entitled "In noted author and playwright, was a"kingship'
at the Lamer Hotel.
Action With the Red Cross," shortly, which interviewed recently by Dian Dincin
will include a London feature via short- over WABF (FM).
- MASSACHUSETTS wave.
BOSTON-Cedric Foster, who
-ARIZONA -DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PHOENIX-Hugh Moshier, former sen- came -Mutual's first daytime ne
caster
on Oct 21, 1940, is now sp
WASHINGTON-Last Sunday, Arch ior engineer for KOY and in charge of
McDonald, popular broadcaster, cele- transmitter maintenance. now wears Navy sored daily in 19 states on 40 static
brated his 10th anniversary with Blues...."An Open Letter To a Man In with program originating from INN
.C. W. Stone, WNAC engine
WTOP. The "sportsman's sportsman" Service" has been rescheduled over KOY
came to WTOP, Washington, March on Tuesday evenings. Elizabeth Taylor began his 19th year of continu

e+á
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TEN CENT:

FCC Inquiry Is Resumed
Westinghouse Files
Three Tele Licenses
Television license applications for
transmitters in Boston, Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh have been filed with
the FCC, it was announced yesterday,

by Lee B. Wailes, general manager.

Plans for the establishment of tele
stations in these cities would eventuate in the construction of new studios, transmitters and other facilities
in addition to the company's present

For The Boys
Joan Davis -Jack Haley program
for Sealtest just arrived in the East
for Thursday night shows over

NBC in New York, is holding up

the tickets for studio audiences due
to decision of the sponsor to have

House Committee Hears Discussion Of
Commission Finances As Well As
Foreign Language Programs

the show play Army and Navy
camps around New York. Preview

of the first show which was held
last night may be the only chance
of the fans having a peek.

Senate Less Enthused

About New Radio Law
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

broadcasting outlets in operation such

for

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Latest mystery in the

FCC investigation by the House Select

Committee headed by Clarence F.
Lea is the history of "16 bottles of
seltzer water." The matter was raised

by Representative Louis E. Miller,
Republican, Missouri, who suddenly

new demanded of the FCC general counas KDKA, Pittsburgh; KYW, Phila- BBC -NBC Will Air
radio legislation from the Senate sel, "is it fair to charge 16 bottles
delphia, and WBZ, Boston.
Committee on Interstate Commerce of seltzer water as official business?".
According to F. P. Nelson, in charge
dimmer today than ever before.
FCC Counsel Charles Denny re(Continued on Page 6)
Actual Sound Of War are
Both chairman Burton K. Wheeler plied that it was hypothetical quesand Senate Minority Leader Wallace tion. "It's not hypothetical;" Miller asH. White, Jr., the leading movers for serted, "it's a fact. Would the FCC
CAB Appoints G. H. Allen
West Coast Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Hollywood-An
agreement
between
legislation, are very close to giv(Continued on Page 7)
As Manager -Secretary NBC and BBC to pool their resources such
ing up the idea at this point.
so
that
American
and
British
Wheeler
said
lisyesterday that he
Changes in executive personnel
can actually hear sounds of
(Continued on Page 7)
land expansion of this branch of the teners
invasion
battles
when
assault
is
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcast- launched on Hitler's European forting, have been announced by Dr. D.
WGN Announces Contest
iP. Smelser, chairman of the board of ress was announced here by Sheldon For 'Theater Of The Future'
Discuss Sales Plans
B.
Hickox,
manager
of
NBC's
station
governors; with A. W. Lehman, for
relations
department.
News
of
poolyears manager and secretary beChicago-WGN, Inc., the Chicago
agreement was broken by Hickox
Second all -day session by Mutual
ing elevated to the office of presi- ing
Tribune station, is sponsoring a $10,000 network affiliate groups was held
dent and George H. Allen, 'appointed at a "war clinic" sesion.
prize
architectural
competition
for yesterday at the
New York executive of NBC also
tto succeed Lehman.
its "Theater of the Future" which Hotel, when matters ofWaldorf-Astoria
sales and mer(Continued on Page 2)
Allen will have full charge of the
will
be
the
heart
of
the
new
WGN
chandising were discussed before 40
(Continued on Page 2)
post-war
building,
plans
for
which
out of town delegates. In the. mornFour -A's Wartime Problems
(Continued on Page 6)
ing, Miller McClintock, MBS presi41,000,000 Radio Tubes
To Be Subject Of Meeting
dent, was heard and Ed Woods, sales

Washington-Prospects

Mutual Affiliates

Blue To Include "Sink"
In New Experimental Show

manager of the network, spoke on
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington-The number of tubes ing of the American Association of Blue Network will give the 7-7:30
Advertising Agencies to be held
needed for replacement in civilian
sets is estimated at more than 41,000,- Tuesday, April 11, at the Waldorf- p.m., EWT spot tomorrow night to
000 because of the backlog of demand Astoria Hotel, New York. Four -A an experiment, which if it works

Scophony Mulls Inclusion
Of More Film Companies

Needed During

1944

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

for tubes, longer radio listening hours
and the use of old or repaired radios,
according to a statement released by
WPB through OWI channels.

Rig (louse Broadcast
Milo Boulton will take the "We
People" mikes behind the
stone walls of the Federal prison
at Leavenworth, Kansas, next Sunday, to interview six unno ,ied convicts and Warden Wolter A. Hunter. Among the prisoners
to be
heard is the one who donated the
most
The

blood,

to

the Red

Cross,

the one who bought the most War
Bonds. Show is heard over CBS.

Wartime problems will be considered by the closed annual meet-

(Continued on Paye 2)

out will become a regular Thurs(Continued on Page 2)

Wartime Personnel Turnover 7
lAt CBS; 8 Appointments Made
Seven NBC Programs
Going To Full Network
Seven NBC programs,
by Sterling Drug Products, sponsored
Inc., subsidiaries, will expand to take the full
NBC network, it was announced yesterday. Expansion means an average
gain of 65 -outlets for each program.
Afternoon programs affected by the
(Continued on Page 2)

Faced with a personnel turnover

due to announcers and assistant directors entering the service, Horace

Guillotte, manager of the CBS' Network Operations, yesterday announced the appointment of two new
supervisors and six new assistant
directors to fill vacancies and anticipated staff changes.

The two new supervisors are John
Tormey and Rocco Tito. Tormey was
(Continued on Page 71

Method whereby additional film
companies may acquire an interest
in Scophony Corp. of America, tele
firm, will be considered at a meeting
(Continued on Page 2)

Dunking Champions
Dunk!ng champions of the child

ren's world will debut on Uncle
Don's program over WOR, New
York, today at 5 p.m., as a feature
of National Donut Week. The masters of the art of dipping donuts

gracefully are Roberta Ricca, aged
51/2 and Peter Nevins,
aged 5,
Their seconds will be Billie Gould
and Bert Nevins.

e
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Four -A's Wartime Problems Blue To Include "Sink"
To Be Subject Of Meeting In New Experimental Show
(Continued from Page 1)
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NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
ty3:ft,
vr:M:

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A ..

085 8

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. G R
Gen. Electric

cv

281/2

28

281/2 +

28r/2

28

281/2

20

1934

Net
Chg.
1/s

representation to one, if possible.
wich, Jr., a senior staff producer and
Program committee is headed by A. titled, "Kelly's Courthouse." AccordD. Chiquoine, Jr., vice-president of ing to report, Leftwich and the wriBBD&O, Inc., New York. Members of ters, Lenard Finger and Elliott Whitthe committee include: Leonard T. man, have packed into the half-hour
Bush, vice-president, Compton Ad- script virtually all types of proven
vertising, Inc., New York; Emerson radio shows. It will include comedy,
Foote, president, Foote, Cone & Beld- murder mysteries, vocalizing, audiing, New York; Norman W. Geare, ence participation, a quiz angle, an
president, Geare-Marston, Inc., Phila- orchestra and an organ.
delphia; Sigurd S. Larmon, president, Various factors will be presented
Young & Rubicam, Inc., New York; by a cast composed of Anne Seymour,
Philip W. Lennen, president, Lennen Phillip Clark, Sanford Bickett, Byrna
& Mitchell, Inc., New York; Willard Raeburn, John Aulicino, and others;
F. Lochridge, vice-president, J. Wal- Joseph Stopak and orchestra; Kay
ter Thompson Co., Chicago; Dan B. Arman as singer; Fred Uttal, as emcee
Miner, president, Dan B. Miner Co., and Henry Sylvern, swing organist.
Los Angeles; Henry M. Stevens, vicepresident, J. Walter Thompson Co., Scophony Mulls Inclusion
New York; Kenneth R. Sutherland,
Of More Film Companies
partner, Sutherland -Abbott, Boston;
H. Paul Warwick, president, Warwick
(Continued from Page 1)
& Legler, Inc., New York.
of the directorate to be held today.
Paramount and 20th -Fox now own

CAB Appoints G. H. Allen stock on the company but it is rethat other motion picture orAs Manager -Secretary ported
ganizations also are interested.
(Continued from Page 1)

day-to-day management and operation of the CAB (Crossley repots)

which will include supervision of the
research work, contacting and servicing members and assisting and plan-

+ sh ning further improvements in the
193/4 - 54 organization. This will be in keep-

131/8

121/2

365/e
303,E
101/8

36%

123%

361/2 +
301/4 +

30

3/e

14

Radio Luncheons.

20 MRS RGO 1OOflY Seven NBC Programs

Going To Full Network

(March 22, 1924)

The Honorable Fiorello H. La.
Guardia, member of the House of
Representatives from New York,
will be heard today in an address
over WJZ....Dinner recently given
in honor of Sir Esme Howard by
the Pilgrim Society in the grand
ballroom of the

*

1480 Kilocycles

Ascap Board Election

Max Mayer, chairman of the Ascap
committee, yesterday inincreased coverage are "Back Stage election
Wife," "Stella Dallas," "Lorenzo formed members of the society that
Jones" and "Young Widder Brown." board members elected are, writer

JValdorfAstoria

*

broadcasting from Rome, Copenhagen,
Paris and Oslo when and if these
capitals are liberated.

(Continued from Page 1)

Hotel was aired by local outlet

*

Taylor, Otto HarThe evening programs are "Man- members: Deems
Rodgers and Stanley
hattan Merry Go Round," "Album of bach, Richard
Publisher
members: R. J.
Familiar Music" and "Waltz Time." Adams.
Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample, Inc., is Murray, J. J. Robbins, J. J. Bregman
the agency for the seven accounts. and Walter Fischer. All of the above
board members are being returned to
the board with the exception of Stanley Adams who is new to the Ascap
board as a member. There are 24
board members in all.
Full Time Operation

*

IHI

TOM

SLATER,

Mutual's

director of specia

features and sports, off for Washington, D. C,
where he will transact some network business
and deliver a Red Cross lecture.
CONRAD NAGEL, emcee on the "Radio Read.
er's Digest" program heard over CBS, and DEI
SHARBUTT, announcer for the show, go down ti
Philadelphia today

to observe the presentation

of the "A" award to Campbell Soup Co.
JOHN MASTERSON to New York to conies
with executives of the Blue Network regard.
ing Summer Bond tour for "Breakfast at San.
di's."
KATE SMITH and the members of her program
entourage are back in New York.
BILL O'NEILL, president of WPM, Cleveland.,
is spending a few weeks in California.
PHIL SPITALNY and the members of his all.
girl orchestra are in Rochester, where tomorrow
they open an engagement at Loew's Rochester.

*

(ion."

New Godfrey Show

New Arthur Godfrey show launched

Gardens, L.

I.

Hospital. McArdell,

now a private in the Signal Corps,
was on leave in New York for the
event.

It's THE
Baltimore
Station
sales at the
If
we
again have
lowest cost.
you'll
time available
a
that's
sure.

W -1 -T -H produces

agree, we're

good thiag to remember.

Kent -Johnson Consultants

,

I

FOR BETTER THAN AVERAGE RESULTS
Joseph Lang, Gen. Mgr.
New York Studios: 29 West 57th Street, New York City

Ct

DICK MOSES, publicist, is back from Washington, where he made arrangements for Lionel
Hampton's WMC program, "Soldiers of Produc.

last Monday on WABC includes the
talent of Lillian Lane, Ray Sinatra's
Scophony has announced a new orchestra and the Godfrey singers.
development in carbon technique pro- Show is heard Monday, Wednesday
duced by National Carbon Company and Friday from 6:30 to 6:45 p.m.,
which is said to represent a long step EWT. Barbasol company is the sponforward in making color television sor.
available on full-size screens in film
houses by using "supersonic" televiNews
sion projectors. The projectors are William F.Stork
McArdell, former memdescribed as the only ones for tele- ber of the NBC
press department,
vision able to use carbon arc lamps and Mrs. McArdell
are parents of a
as a light source.
boy, Michael. born March 15 at Kew

ing with the new policy which calls
for ultimate development of "true,
9% 10
nationwide ratings." Allen has been
123/4
Stewart-Warner123/4
director of research and assistant di993/e 981/4 994 + 11/2
Westinghouse
rector of sales promotion for WOR. BBC -NBC Will Air
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
43,4
45/8
Nat. Union Radio
Before entering research work, he
411
Actual Sound Of War
OVER THE COUNTER
was assistant to the president of NaBid Asked
201/2
.... tional Theater Supply Co. He is a
WCAO (Baltimore)
from Page 1)
321/2
.... director of the New York Chapter disclosed(Continued
WJR (Detroit)
that special NBC personnel
of the American Marketing Assn. and has been selected and trained to folchairman of the Wartime Series of low United Nations armies and start
Philco
RCA Common

itY;

High Low Close
157x/8 1571/2 157%

fab, are urged to limit their agency ated and produced by Alex Left-

Alan Kent and Austen Johnson,
well known team of jingle writers

and producers, have been retained by
Phillips Carlin, vice-president in

charge of Blue Network programs,

as program consultants. Kent -Johnson

at present produce the all-night recorded show on WJZ. Kent also is
under contract to Pedlar, Ryan and
Lusk on the "Pepper Young" daytime serial.

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY-REED

She OUStama "tidzinff Wam1iany .ftinnouncea

le a`ijiain ,fnienl a

DIXIE B. McKEY
TECHNICAL SUPERVISOR OF RADIO

eclitae

/94

under way for
postwar FM and Television
Preparations

McKey is one of the industry's

outstanding technical experts

IN both the

fields of publishing and
broadcasting, the Oklahoma Publishing
Company has been characterized by its
eagerness and courage to plan for the
future. Applications for FM and Television licenses for both WKY and KLZ are
now on file with the FCC and similar applications are planned for station KVOR.
These stations expect to pioneer these

developments in

DIXIE B. \Ic:KEY resigned his position
as general communications engineer of
the Gráybar Electric Company with which
he was associated since 1923 to join the
staff of the Oklahoma Publishing Company.

His first 10 years of radio training began in the U. S. Navy, in 1914, graduating from the Naval Sound Radio School,
Aviation School, and Radio School.

radio transmission in
as they did

In 1923 McKey joined Graybar as a
member of A. T. & T's technical staff
attached to Station WEAF. Three years

Oklahoma and Colorado

standard AM broadcasting.
Delving into the mysteries, problems,
and behavior of these new radio developments is too big and important a job, for
part-time handling by even the topnotch
engineering staffs of these stations.

That is why one of radio's most competent technical experts has been secured
for this job. For thirty years, Dixie' B.
McKey has been exploring the frontiers of
radio knowledge, advancing the horizons
of technical information. He will continue
exploring practical operation of FM and

Television both in the plains region of
Oklahoma and mountain area of Colorado.

later he was transferred to trans -oceanic
radio telephone development and was made

Dixie B. McKey

resident engineer of the station at LawWhen peace comes, these stations will
be ready for whatever direction listeners
demand that radio take.
The decision to add this acknowledged
expert to its staff follows precedent. The
Oklahoma Publishing Company has never
spared money nor effort to serve its
readers and listeners and keep abreast of
technical advancement. None knows better
than advertisers how well this policy pays.

renceville, N. J. By 1930 he was a member of the technical staff of Bell Telephone
Laboratories in charge of development and
design of aircraft radio telephone systems.

In 1936 he was made sales manager
of broadcasting equipment for Graybar's
Atlanta branch, and later manager.
Since 1942

Dixie McKey has been

general Communications engineer for Gray-

bar, which position he leaves to join the
staff of the Oklahoma Publishing Co.

Owner and Operator of

.1re

~cma "i4hiny Wc.
Publisher of the Oklahoman and Times and The Former- Stockman

WKY OKLAHOMA CITY
Operational Management of

KVOR

COLORADO SPRINGS

Operational Management of

KLZ DENVER
REPRESENTED BY

THE KATZ AGENCY

On Target.. Bombs Away!
Behind the mission's success

is the trained skill of the bombardier

Bomb release and bomb sight, extraordinary mechanisms of
precision, all wait upon the expert hand of the skilled bom-

bardier to bring them into perfectly coordinated action at
precisely the right moment to hit the target accurately.
In a similar way, the success of Spot Radio depends upon
the skill with which it is applied to each product. If time,
locality, and program are perfectly coordinated to build an
effective campaign ...the product hits the target in listeners.

We concentrate on the study and planning of Spot Radio
Advertising and the stations we represent. We believe our
success in Spot Radio depends on knowing what to do...and
doing it with an expert hand.

ti
O

PAUL N. RAYMER COMPANY
NEW YORK

DETROIT

CHICAGO

RADIO STATION REPRESENTATIVES
SAN FRANCISCO

LOS ANGELES
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Westinghouse Flit

Mutual Affiliates

Three Tele Literl

Discuss Sales Plans

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

this aspect of the web. Bob Schmid,
gave the research and promotion picture and Lester Gottlieb, the publicity
angle. Anthony Rojas, of Radio Mil
the

on

spoke

Mexican

situation.

Schmid did the over-all emcee job.
Later an open discussion was held on

various items that had been previously up on the agenda. Allen de
Castro, spoke on cooperative programs.

Among those present were: Charles
Jordan of WRR, Dallas; Fred Fletcher,
WRAL, Raleigh, N. C.; Garland
WRUF,

Powell,

Gainesville,

Fla.;

Felix Hinkle, WHBC, Canton, Ohio;

Eugene Cagle, KFJZ, Fort Worth;
James E. Gordon of WNOE, New
Orleans, and others.

Today Mutual will hold a Station

Service Committee Meeting at which
Miller McClintock will speak.
Next Monday a meeting of the program operating board of member sta-

tions will be held in New York.

CBS Appoints Hoffman
As New Script Editor
Changes in the CBS program writ-

ing division, include Elwood Hoffman
being promoted from associate script
editor to editor, and Mortimer
Frankel, from staff writer to associate
editor, according to Robert J. Landry,

director of the department.
Hoffman fills the vacancy created
when John C. Turner, became assistant to Stuart Buchanan, Blue
Network script editor. Hoffman came
to CBS as a staff writer in June 1943
from the Domestic Radio Bureau of
the OWI and has since moved up to

the point where he becomes script
editor next week. Frankel, before
joining CBS was associated with
United Artists' home office in New

the company's tele depar

of

Westinghouse's 24 years of expe

in sound broadcasting has bee

Unscrambled Wattnotes ! !

plied to all planning for

What happened Monday night when gremlins ran riot over
the networks and nearly every first line commentator, newscaster and
not a few good artists fluffed continuously all thru the evening?
let's blame it on the unseasonable
most iinxiest night we ever heard
snow. . . Toscanini s War Bond concerts at the New York City Arts'
Center. are a complete sellout, nearly a month in advance, and lines wait.
tribute both to a great conductor and the
ing to buy standing -room

th<

services. Actual building and
tion of new tele facilities mus
on the availability of various
rials, some of which are critics
which will be determined by th,
of wartime demands, it was p
out.

Television technique sand pr
sources have been exhaustivel
died and it is foreseen, at this
says Westinghouse, that motio:

combination of music -loving people who will buy a Bond without waiting for
'Toskieá " NBC concerts for General Motors, seem to imspecial drives

prove with every program, despite seeming perfection at the beginning.
DuPont's "Cavalcade of America" has purchased radio rights to "My
Fighting Congregation," co-authored by Chris Cross of Mutual and will
dramatize it on one of the April programs on NBC. . . "Look" magazine now on the stands includes an article and layout entitled, "Tommy

tures, along with live local
presentations, and pickups of
side events such as football

Dorsey Gets A Visit From A Fan Club."

adelphia, has complete broadc
facilities in its seven -story lot
provided when the building wa
structed in 1938, that include
finished television studios. Th
two floors are arranged for cat

1'Y

*

parades, etc. will comprise the
cipal programming activities.
Philip Facilities

KYW, Westinghouse station ir

*

Ginny Simms' first recording for Columbia, two sides of

"Suddenly It's Spring" and "Irresistible You," reported as selling
like the proverbial hot cakes... Charlotte Keane, young actress,
has joined the cast of "The Goldbergs," in the role of Dora Mayer.. .

lights, scenery and other t
necessary for televising prof
Extensive ceiling height pri

The Mary Small Show on the Blue, boasts the only femme duo
Mimi Wolf and Melba Weiss, who do
of gag writers extant
the script for comic Olin Landick, "the Hackensack Gossip".
"My Uncle Chihuahua," is what Xavier Cugat calls that mythical
this intrigued Sander Heyman, Cresta Blanca advertisuncle
.

.

ery and make possible various c,

angle shots, all unhampered b:
close quarters.

now in print

ing exec and she co-authored a song about "uncle"

the song will be heard tonight on Mutual.

room for microphone booms,
to suspend sets, light racks and

.

.

Paula Stone,

These arrangements, planne

anticipation of television, roun

Hollywood commentator for WNEW will be mistress of ceremonies
at the Red Cross Rally at CCNY tomorrow night.

*

*

a complete broadcasting plant ta
in, under one roof and considers

*

usual among independent

WGN Announces Contest 'Kate Smith Hour' Resumes
For 'Theater Of The Future' Broadcasting From N. Y.
Returning to New York after

st<

regular or

- Rrmrmher Pearl Harbor -

standard broadce
frequency modulation progran
of KYM-FM and television pi
tion and televising can all be ha
at the same time.
Point to Research Record

a

"Within a few years after We

will be one of thé world's largest and dios on Friday at 8 p.m. Akim
most elaborate radio studios with a Tamiroff, movieland character actor,
seating capacity of 2,000 and a stage will be the guest star of the broadcapable of accommodating a 75 -piece cast. Tamiroff will be heard in a
orchestra, a chorus of 40 and the sketch titled, "The Quality of Mercy."
principals of a musical cast. The
architecture of the WGN building Cancel Montgomery Bout
itself will be largely determined by Due to the illness of Bob Montthe prize winning design for the thea- gomery, the proposed championship
ter, it was announced. The $10,000 in bout between Montgomery and Sam-

Pittsburgh. The first cathode ra:

(Continued from Page 1)

York. He assumes his new duties with were recently announced. Details of four week stay in Hollywood, Kate house had inaugurated broadc
the architectural competition will be Smith and Ted Collins will resume in 1920," says the Westinghouse
the'network March 27.
made public within the next 60 days. broadcasts of the "Kate Smith Hour" ment, "experiments in linking
The station's "Theater of the Future" over CBS from the Manhattan stu- and sight were under way at

in the
Few Stations Equal KOts's
Notion Cart
Dominance:
W gy
69%

DEMSA PREFERENCE

1.119 10
T p PROGRAMS

9 01110!

WOO

WATT

1 VIE

POWER

COVERAGE
Spot Sales

PeptasenledNationallyty

Sauuo s s

prizes will be awarded by a group my Angott, has been cancelled for
of WGN staff members, as follows: March 31, and instead Juan Zuarita
$5,000 first prize; $2,500 second; $1,000 and Beau Jack will be the card, to

tem of television transmission
developed and demonstrated a
Westinghouse Research Laboral
One of the first experimental
grams televised was a cartoon
of simple black -and -white line

nique. Today's stage of the
proximates the photography
ordinary motion pictures."

AAF Blood Dono

When AAF soldiers statione
third, and 15 prizes of $100 each. The be broadcast over Mutual network.
porarily at the Mitchel Field
new WGN building, to be erected on
a site just South of Tribune Tower, minded that the "Theater of the Air Base donate blood to the

overlooking Michigan Avenue and Future" is to be a radio and later a ican Red Cross plasma dri
the Chicago River, will have two Television theater. In this connection, their fellow soldiers on the
other theaters, each seating about 600 reference was made to the fact that front, Monday, March 27,
persons. The building will be from WGN has placed a post-war order WNEW, New York, will br
eight to 10 stories and will house with General Electric for a 40,000 - interviews of donors' reactio
all musical, dramatic, mechanical and watt transmitter and telecasting other interesting highlights
business activities of WGN as well equipment to cost more than a quar- ing to the occasion at 4:45as the Chicago offices of the Mutual ter of a million dollars. It was also EWT. The program will be pr
pointed out that in its new building by the Mitchel Field Army
Broadcasting System.
In the announcement of the con- WGN plans to take full advantage of in cooperation with the Nassau
ty Chapter of the ARC.
test prospective entrants were re - television and FM broadcasting.
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FCC Probe Hears Testimony CBS' Staff Additions
lout New Radio Law On Language Shows, Finance Replace Men In Army
Hate Less Enthused

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

1)

expect to see a bill for a long
all. Personally, he said,
just as soon not write one. There
ftrong pressure on him from the
l;n't

t --if at
I

Itstry, however. He said the in-

recently an account executive at

(Continued from Page 1)

WABC. Tito is a former annoancer
know what to do with 16 bottles of tations have crept into the record." and assistant director at CBS and
The
FCC
general
counsel
read
into
seltzer water?"
prior to then was associated with
the record part of a report on pro - WEEU,
To Become "Very Pertinent"
Reading, and WERC, Erie,
Pearl
to
prior
Axis
broadcasting
Miller declared-and then kept
Pa.

Harbor, written by the Commission's
monitoring and analysis chief. It read,
in part:
"Early in the Autumn of 1941, many
programs had been tempered in their
Miller,
who
has
taken
over
the
activipro
-Axis sentiments and many news)le most difficult posts in Washing-one where the pressure from all ties formerly handled by Rep. E. E. casts had been curtailed; it was the
Cox and Eugene L. Garey, who used newscast which offered the offending
s is "terrific."
le networks, Wheeler added, want to be committee chairman and coun- announcers the broadest opportunity
legislation which will in any way sel, respectively, declared early in to color the contents of the news
tern them. What they really want, yesterday's session that he intended items and their comments about them,
larding to Wheeler, is to have to produce "one or two" boys dis- in that way exploiting their evident
Ilority over them lifted. That he abled on a task force which, said he, sympathies in favor of the Axis coundoped out, he said, even though was sent into Alaskan waters as a tries. However, in an endeavor to inIse radio people come in and result of "FCC bungling." He re- fluence the listeners in favor of their
ige their minds every week about fused to offer any details of the inci- point of view, various methods did
t they want." He said he has dent, despite Denny's plea for in- not escape the subtlety of the guilty
d from a number of independent formation. (The FCC has been trying announcers. In repeating the oath of
I;dcasters, but that few of them to get details of this story ever since allegiance it was sometimes spoken in
been constructive in their sug- Garey first mentioned it last summer). a none too respectful manner, often
Admiral Joseph Redmond told the disdainful, and appeal to buy War
lions.
hite, who has been in disagree - story in secret session before the com- Bonds was sometimes not made on
t with Wheeler on several points mittee, Miller said. He charged that the thesis that the money derived
he bill, has been unable to give a copy of the Admiral's testimony therefrom would help win the war,
cient time to the matter be- was requested by the White House, but that the accumulated interest at
e of his heavy duties as minority and also that shortly thereafter FCC the end of 10 years would aid the deser. As he talked of the bill yes - Chairman James Lawrence Fly had titute relatives of the purchaser in
lay, he lacked the enthusiasm with read a letter presumably from the Germany or Italy after the war.
:h he was wont to discush the White House-in the presence of Com- "Then again one was urged to buy

lay has "lit a fire" under FCC silent on the subject, that "as far
f irman Fly, whom he personally as the 16 bottles of seltzer water are
:eves to be both an honest and an concerned, they will become very
1, administrator but lacking in tact, pertinent in a few days-if the FCC is
I occupies, said the Montanan, one willing to let the hearing go on."

missioner T. A. M. Craven-which
warned of possible attrition against

tier.

:Mont Receives'E' Award
At Colorful Ceremonies

individuals who testified in secret before the committee.

imaxing spectacular contributions

Denny presented a lengthy state-

bor, and extended previously to
I Government during the days of
tonal defense and to the United
ons, Allen B. Du Mont Laboras of Passaic, N. J., yesterday reed formally the Army -Navy "E"
Ihat city's Central Theater. Some

broadcasts, quoting at length from
broadcast statements by Axis sympathizers. He made the point that
most foreign language broadcasters

Foreign Language Testimony

lmerica's war effort since Pearl ment

regarding foreign

language

do an excellent job and that their
loyalty to this country is not to be

_

and civic dignitaries, virtually eign language programs in 1938, and
d the 2,400 -seat house.
stepped up its program in 1940. Late
in that year it began active cooperation with the Department of Justice
and had, by March of 1941, sent the
Department of Justice a thousand

Scenic Grandeur

and

Denny

promised to check the records. In

reply to a query from Magnuson, he
explained that broadcasters could
have protected themselves from pro Axis broadcasters

HIGH IN FAVOR WITH
TIME BUYERS

CBS

5,000
WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.

by having the

when

pro-

grams appeared to be subversive, at
which point acting committee -counsel
Harry S. Barger asked, "doesn't Sec-

tion 326 clearly deny the Commission
control over program content?"

Denny replied that it does "and I

can't understand how other interpre-

network at this time. They are Helen
Payne and John Wilson. Wilson joins
McCann-Erickson, Inc.

certain products which would remind

the listener or articles produced in
Germany and Italy, which they contended were always superior; martial
airs (composed for Axis propaganda)
were recorded and played; the superabundant wealth and opulence of the

United States was subtly characterized as a justifiable reason why Hitler

and Mussolini should receive and
fight for their share of it; the weaknesses of Democracies were over -em-

phasized while those of Naziism and
Fascism were never mentioned.

CA RSdN

R SdNukarv

and

is

Many other NBC Recorded Programs 5 minutes to half-hour

scripts translated for them and taking steps to insure that the announcers followed their scripts. Magnuson
insisted that the FCC should have
informed broadcasters

and John Tillman, staff announcer,
has left to enter the Army. Two
other assistant directors are leaving

music that's keyed to the adventure, humor,
and pathos of life on the range in programs
that are smooth and brilliantly balanced...
of proven mass appeal for men, women and
children. 117 quarter-hour shows. Write for
audition records today.

presented on Communism in foreign
broadcasts,

Bob Kania, an assistant director at
CBS, is resigning to join the Marines

and his Buckaroos know how to produce

asked why evidence was not

language

Houston.

* Here's Western music that has lassoed big
sales for an imposing list of manufacturers.
(Cereal, refrigerators, soap, chewing gum,
drugs, and local merchants.) Carson Robison

recordings of Italian and German language prorgams.
Rep. Ed Hart, Democrat, New Jersey,

Hartung, Stanley Davis,
Louis LeBourgeois Chapin, Jr., Ronald Dawson, John Tyler and Theodore
Charles

LOOK TO NBC FOR THE BEST
IN RECORDED RADIO PROGRAMS

questioned.
The Commission, said Denny, be1 employes, augmented by invited
Its whose numbers included mili- gan to study and monitor these for-

CHATTANOOGA
High In

New Assistant Directors

New assistant directors named are

Notionul Broadcasting Co

eN ,

y C`

NBC

RADIO -RECORDING DIVISION
AMERICA'S NUMBER ISOu RCF OF RECORDED PROGRAMS
RCA Bldg., Radio Cal,, N. Y.

A S,nlu

of Rodlo

terp,oll,n of Osmotic.

Merchandise Mort, Chicago, 111.

Tronsrlaa Bldg., Washington, D. C... Sunset and Viro, Hollywood, Col.

s
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- NEW JERSEY -

- MISSOURI -

In Kansas City

NEWARK -"Music From Mon- ST. LOUIS-KMOX, the CBS outlet, a
mouth," soldier show aired Sun- week alter announcing five new camdays over WAAT from Fort Mon- paigns, one renewal and one spot-sked
mouth, celebrated the 81st anniver- increase, follows up with an announcesary of the founding of the Signal ment of four renewals and one spon-

Corps in a feature presentation of sorship increase.... When the groundhog
Brigadier General George L. Van failed to see his shadow, XSD decided
Dusen, commanding general of the it was time to begin a spring program
Eastern Signal Corps Training Cen-

series for Victory gardeners. -KANSAS
ter. Program was written and directed
- The original "Uncle Ezra" reby Pvt. Edward Langley, formerly with CITY
to the Kansas airwaves with a surNBC and BBC.... PATERSON-The turns
Uncle Ezra Butterfield. Butterlanding of the epic -making bomber, name-It's
field will hold forth for two hours every
"Hell's Angels," at the Curtiss-Wright day, Mon. thru Sat, on ECMO with simple.

Propeller Plant's Airport in Caldwell, ballad -type music, five minutes newscasts,
and interviews with its famous crew time and temperature reports.
were naked over WPAT recently. Ted
-MINNESOTA Webbe, program director, supervised.
MINNEAPOLIS-John MacKnight,
-OHIOCLEVELAND - When Bob Greenberg WDGY's program director and proentered Uncle Sam's department recently. duction manager, leaves for the Navy
Please note: John received
Miss Sue Cornelius succeeded him as shortly.
re-classification notice on Thankshead of the merchandising and adver- his
tising departments at WHE-WCLE.... giving, classified 1-A on Christmas
took his pre -induction physical
Todd Branson, WJW announcer, emcees Day
the station's new live show called "Cleve - on his 6th wedding anniversary and
Navy on
1 and Clambake "....Lee
....Lee Leonard, an- will be inducted into theMax
Karl,
nouiicer for WIW and formerly with April 1, his birthday!
educational director, presented
WFMJ, underwent an operation at 'South WCCO
of Columbia's AmeriSide Hospital, recently ....TOLEDO-The transcriptions
School of the Air at the Gutter number of Lion Store programs on WTOL can
School Parent -Teachers' Associawill soon reach three, when the new son
tion recently. Karl and Walter Rock,
Sewing Lessons broadcasts commence, Minnesota
Education Association rateaturing Ruth Land wehr Fields.... DAY- dio chairman,
discussed the subject
Woodyard, vice -proxy "Utilization of Radio Programs in
of WING, announced that baseball has School."
again been sold for WING and WIZE,
-NEW YORK Springfield for the summer of 1944....
YOUNGSTOWN - Birdie Irene Schmidt, BUFFALO - Connie Evans, who has
former director of women's activities for been singing on the popular "House
WFMJ, is now at Red Cross headquarters. Party" program: Jim Frieling. who arEngland.

- COLORADO DENVER-KLZ produces a public
service program series titled "Victory
Theater." Talent from nearby Army
camps and local patriotic groups is
being used. Recent broadcasts have

the Swing

is toWHI

ranges and directs the WBEN orchestra.
and Martha Torge, commentator, have
inaugurated a new series of musical shoppers for Mon. thru Fri. airings....SCHENECTADY-Gene O'Haire, associated with

.WGY for

18 years as

actor, minstrel.

AND WE INVITE YOU to 'phone us for availabiliti

newscaster, has resigned for a post with
obtained movie actors John Payne and NBC.... SYRACUSE - Charles F. Phil-

if you're considering spot radio in this war -boom markt
In strong second place all day long, "Your Mutual Frienr
is Kansas City's Dominant Daytime Station ... deliveric

Victor Mature to the KLZ mikes. A lips, commercial manager of WFBL, has
particular phase of the war effort is been named commercial and program
featured in specially written scripts manager of the station....ITHACA -

the "most listeners per dollar" throughout the wester
half of Missouri and the eastern third of Kansas. Ft

for each broadcast....W. O. Albert

Gertrude Grover, reporter, free-lance writer
C. McCellan, KOA engineer, on leave and nutrition expert, is the newly ap-

availabilities, call

from the station for Naval Radio Ser- pointed women's editor for WHCU... .
vice and stationed at Pearl Harbor Jack Deal, who conducts the "Swap
since July, 1941, was a recent visitor Shop" program for WHCU, is trying to
to KOA.

NEW YORK CITY -507 Fifth Avenue-VAnderbilt 6-2550
CHICAGO - 333 North Michigan Blvd.- CENtral 7980
HOLLYWOOD -5855 Hollywood Blvd.-H011ywood 6211

find a home for a young alligator.

-PENNSYLVANIA PHILDELPHIA-Jimmy Saunders,

KEY

gram over WCAE.

STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWOR''

Kansas City
¡Missouri

ex-WCAU vocal star now with Charlie

Spivak's orchestra, paid a visit to the
station while filling local theater engagement....Karl Weger, Jr., former
recording engineer and radio serviceman, has been added to the WFIL env gineering staff ....Ruth Welles, women's commentator of KYW, will act
as femcee at the 10th annual International Master Ladies Hairdressers Association at the Ritz -Carlton Hotel,
March 22
March 26.... Comparatively new proClarence Clark
Don Dowd
grams on WDAS are: "Voice of ExParks Johnson
Chico Marx
perience" and "Name the Tune."....
Earl Palmer
William H. Pitkin
PITTSBURGH-Decorating tips are
Muriel Zinneman
Emily Holt
given
by Polly Rowles Synder, who is
Joan Bradford
Bertha Hunter
featured on the "Peggy Painter" pro-

DON DAVIS

KANSAS CITY - Scarritt Building - HArrison 1161

Wichita
Kansas

Great Bend
Kansas

Salina
Kansas

Empori
Kansw
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Hearing By Select Committee Of House
On FCC Draws Fiery Statement
From Commission Chairman

"War Heroes Day"
Servicemen lust returned from

omments With NWLB
I' ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Columbia Recording
orp. and RCA Victor Division, inter nor s

in the dispute between elect ttranscription manufacturers

the American Federation of Musis, before the National War Labor
d, has filed its comments relative

active duty in combat areas will
be interviewed every hour from 8
a.m. to 7 p.m., EWT, Friday over
WOR, New York. All -day event will

signalize "War Heroes Day" for

the benefit of the 1944 Red Cross
War Fund, which is to be aided

SMPE Meet Weighs

by appeals for contributions. Slogan,

"Your Red Cross Is at His Side,"
will keynote the servicemen's ex-

Film And Live Tele

periences.

e recent findings of the WLB

1 in New York.

e AFM recently filed its comts with exception to the recom(Continued on Page 7)

wo Sponsors Renewing
Four CBS Web Shows
Two sponsors have renewed a total

four net shows over CBS. Lever
others Co. has re-signed a trio of
tlytime serials-"Aunt Jenny," "Big
ster" and "Bright Horizon." Young

Rubicam, Inc., handles "Bright
I}rizon," and Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc.,

(Continued on Page 2)

'Breakfast Club' Artists
Leaving For Navy Posts
ricago-With Jack

Baker, tenor,

Durward Kirby, announcer,
'eduled to leave soon for the Navy,
McNeill, emcee of the Blue
work "Breakfast Club" is casting

out for talent replacements. Both
iker and Kirby have been featured
NBC and the Blue from Chicago
r several years.

Resourceful
Montreal - Since September 3,
1939, not one school broadcast has

failed to go on the air in Britain.
in spite of the fact that It was necessary to evacuate the school production department

of

the

BBC.

Dr. W. A. F. Hepburn, director of
education for Ayrshire and chairman of the Scottish Council on
Education Broadcasting, declared
here recently.

ence Fly, chairman of the FCC, at
odds on the Miller charge that FCC
bungled things with the U. S. Navy
in the Alaskan waters, are expected

Film can be used for most televi- to air their views further at the
programs, declared Wyllis House Select Committee investigaCooper, director of program devel- tion of FCC today.
opment for NBC, at a meeting of the
Rep. Miller, challenged by Fly to
Society of Motion Picture Engineers bring forth the facts in the alleged
last night in the Pennsylvania Hotel, Alaskan incident, promised yesterday
New York. Cooper, a former asso(Continued on Page 7)
sion

Garey Says Fly Tries

To Hait Free Speech

ciate producer for Universal Pictures
Charging that the FCC, through its and writer of Paramount and Twenchairman, James L. Fly, is seeking by tieth Century -Fox, spoke on televi"muzzling" tactics to impede, or even sion as viewed by a motion picture
eliminate, free speech in the United
(Continued on Page 6)
States, Eugene L. Garey, former
counsel to the special Congressional Censorship To Be Discussed
committee investigating the CommisBy "Town Hall Meeting"
sion, yesterday declared that Fly's ac-

the agency for the preceding pair tivities, if not halted, will reduce Censorship will be the topic disAmerican radio to the low plane
shows.
Both "Big Sister" and "Bright which it occupies in Germany, Italy cussed on "America's Town Meeting"
when a panel of newspapermen will
uizon" have been extended to the and Russia.
1] U. S. web. Similarly, Servel, Inc.,

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Representative Louis
Miller, Rep., Mo., and James Lawr-

Garey's talk was delivered at

'Lands of the Free' Resumes

(Continued on Page 2)

versity of the Air, begins the second
Montreal-Rate schedules sought by
semester of its second year Sunday. the Canadian Performing Rights SoGenerally titled "Development of ciety and Broadcasting Music IncorIdeas in the Americas," the forthcom- porated for the broadcasting of copy (Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Business Gives $352,650,000
In Advertising To War Effort
Blue's Time Sales Up
In Optional Time Periods
A substantial increase in the
amount of time sold in optional time
periods on the Blue is set forth in a
February -March report issued by

net's

being sold as a package group known

as "The Dairyland Network." The

All three stations operate full time
with 250 watts power. KATE, on a
frequency of 1,450 kilocycles, is owned
(Continued on Page 2)

NBC Will Purchase Films
For Tele, Says Trammell
West Coast Bureau. RADIO DAILY

Hollywood-NBC will contract with

motion picture producers for films
that will be made solely for television, it was declared here yesterday
(Continued on Page 4)

Reaching Out

total of $352,650,000
worth of advertising was contributed
by U. S. business in 1943 to bring to

Ralph Edwards will do his 'Truth
or Consequences" routine on a
trans -Atlantic basis Saturday April

portant wartime problems and to urge
them to take action necessary in sup-

Spotlight" on NBC

Staggering

the people on the home front im-

porting the fighting fronts, it is revealed in the second annual report

research of the War Advertising Council, made
public today.
The percentage of total quarter Although no breakdown is made as

hours sold in network optional time to the contributions of various media
(Continued on Page 2)

Three Minnesota stations have been

added to the Blue Network and are

three stations are KATE, Albert Lea;
KWIM, Willmar, and KWNO, Winona,
Much Censorship of War News?" Pro- Minn.
gram will be heard over WJZ and the

On NBC Next Sunday Copyright Rate Schedules
"Lands of the Free," the historical Approved By Cana. Board
series of NBC's Inter -American Uni-

Evans,

Joins Blue Network

a be heard on the subject, "Is There Too

(Continued on Page 6)

Edward F.
manager.

Gopher State Group

(Continued on Page 6)

1. when he appears on "Atlantic
12:30-1

p.m

EWT. Edwards will hand out the
"consequences," Performed he»
and in London. He is said to be
figuring on using plenty of seltzer
and possibly have a Bobble "direct" traffic In Times Square.

e
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- NEW JERSEY -

NEWARK - "Music

From

Mon-

- MISSOURI ST. LOUIS-KMOX, the CBS outlet, a

mouth," soldier show aired Sun- week after announcing five new camdays over WAAT from Fort Mon- paigns, one renewal and one spot-sked
mouth, celebrated the 81st anniver- increase, follows up with an announcesary of the founding of the Signal ment
of four renewals and one spon-

Corps in a feature presentation of sorship increase.... When the groundhog
Brigadier General George L. Van failed to see his shadow, KSD decided
Dusen, commanding general of the it was time to begin a spring program
Eastern Signal Corps Training Cen-

series for Victory gardeners ...KANSAS
ter. Program was written and directed CITY - The original "Uncle Ezra" reby Pvt. Edward Langley, formerly with turns to the Kansas airwaves
with a surNBC and BBC....PATERSON-The name-it's Uncle Ezra Butterfield.
Butterlanding of the epic -making bomber, field will hold forth for two hours every
"Hell's Angels," at the Curtiss-Wright day, Mon. thru Sat. on &CMO with simple,

Propeller Plant's Airport in Caldwell, ballad -type music, five minutes newscasts,
and interviews with its famous crew time and temperature reports.
were miked over WPAT recently. Ted
-MINNESOTA Webbe, program director, supervised.
MINNEAPOLIS-John MacKnight,
-OHIOCLEVELAND - When Bob Greenberg WDGY's program director and proentered Uncle Sam's department recently, duction manager, leaves for the Navy
Please note: John received
Miss Sue Cornelius succeeded him as shortly.
head of the merchandising and adver- his re-classification notice on Thankstising departments at WHK-WCLE.... giving, classified 1-A on Christmas
took his pre -induction physical
Todd Branson, WJW announcer, emcees Day
the station's new live show called "Cleve- on his 6th wedding anniversary and
be inducted into the Navy on
land Clambake '....Lee Leonard. an- will
nouncer for WIW and formerly with April 1, his birthday!....Max Karl,
educational director, presented
WFMJ, underwent an operation at 'South WCCO
Side Hospital, recently ....TOLEDO-The transcriptions of Columbia's AmeriSchool of the Air at the Gutter number of Lion Store programs on WTOL can
School Parent -Teachers' Associawill soon reach three, when the new son
tion
recently. Karl and Walter Rock,
Sewing Lessons b:oad:asts commence,
Education Association rafeaturing Ruth Land weir Fields....DAY- Minnesota
dio chairman, discussed the subject
TON-Ronald
vice-prexy "Utilization of Radio Programs in
of WING, announced that baseball has School."
again been sold for WING and WIZE,
Springfield for the summer of 1944....
-NEW YORK YOUNGSTOWN - Birdie Irene Schmidt,
BUFFALO - Connie Evans, who has
former director of women's activities for been singing on the popular "House
WFMJ, is now at Red Cross headquarters, Party" program; Jim Frieling, who arEngland.

ranges and directs the WBEN orchestra,

- COLORADO and Martha Torge, commentator, have
DENVER-KLZ produces a public inaugurated a new series of musical shop-

service program series titled "Victory pers for Mon. thru Fri. airings. ...SCHEN-

Theater." Talent from nearby Army ECTADY-Gene O'Haire, associated with
camps and local patriotic groups is .WGY for 18 years as actor, minstrel,
being used. Recent broadcasts have newscaster, has resigned for a post with
obtained movie actors John Payne and NBC. ...SYRACUSE - Charles

Victor Mature to the KLZ mikes. A
particular phase of the war effort is
featured in specially written scripts
for each broadcast.... W. O. Albert

F.

the Swing
is to WH
AND WE INVITE YOU to 'phone us for availabiliti
if you're considering spot radio in this war -boom mark(
In strong second place all day long, "Your Mutual Friene
is Kansas City's Dominant Daytime Station .. deliverit

Phil-

lips, commercial manager of WFBL, has

been named commercial and program
manager of the station... -ITHACA -

the "most listeners per dollar" throughout the wester
half of Missouri and the eastern third of Kansas. Ft

Gertrude Grover, reporter, free-lance writer
C. McCellan, KOA engineer, on leave and nutrition expert, is the newly ap-

availabilities, call

from the station for Naval Radio Ser- pointed women's editor for WHCU....
vice and stationed at Pearl Harbor lack Deal, who conducts the "Swap
since July, 1941, was a recent visitor Shop" program for WHCU, is trying to
to KOA.

-PENNSYLVANIA PHILDELPHIA-Jimmy Saunders,

gram over WCAE.

Building - HArrison 1161

KEY STATION for the KANSAS STATE NETWO
City

K

;Missouri

ex-WCAU vocal star now with Charlie

March 22
Clarence Clark
Don Dowd
Parks Johnson
Chico Marx
Earl Palmer
William H. Pitkin
Muriel Zinneman
Emily Holt
Bertha Hunter
Joan Bradford

'
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CHICAGO - 333 North Michigan Blvd.- CENtral 7980
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find a home for a young alligator.

Spivak's orchestra, paid a visit to the
station while filling local theater engagement....Karl Weger, Jr., former
recording engineer and radio serviceman, has been added to the WFIL engineering staff ....Ruth Welles, women's commentator of KYW, will act
as femcee at the 10th annual International Master Ladies Hairdressers Association at the Ritz -Carlton Hotel,
March 26.... Comparatively new programs on WDAS are: "Voice of Experience" and "Name the Tune."....
PITTSBURGH-Decorating tips are
given by Polly Rowles Synder, who is
featured on the "Peggy Painter" pro-

DON DAVIS
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Kansas
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"War Heroes Day"

Hearing By Select Committee Of House

active duty in combat areas will

On FCC Draws Fiery Statement
From Commission Chairman

Servicemen just returned from

omments With NWLB

be interviewed every hour from 8
a.m. to 7 p.m.. EWT, Friday over
WOR, New York. All -day event will

i''ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

signalize "War Heroes Day" for

ashington-Columbia Recording
. and RCA Victor Division, inter-

the benefit of the 1944 Red Cross
War Fund, which is to be aided

rs in the dispute between elec-

1

transcription

SMPE Meet Weighs

by appeals for contributions. Slogan,

manufacturers

"Your Red Cross Is at His Side,"
will keynote the servicemen's ex-

the American Federation of Musi, before the National War Labor
d, has filed its comments relative

Film And Live Tele

periences.

e recent findings of the WLB

1 in New York.

e AFM recently filed its comts with exception to the recom(Continued on Page 7)

Film can be used for most televi- to air their views further at the
programs, declared Wyllis House Select Committee investigaCooper, director of program devel- tion of FCC today.
opment for NBC, at a meeting of the
Rep. Miller, challenged by Fly to
Society of Motion Picture Engineers bring forth the facts in the alleged
last night in the Pennsylvania Hotel, Alaskan incident, promised yesterday
New York. Cooper, a former asso(Continued on Page 7)

Garey Says Fly Tries

To Halt Free Speech

ciate producer for Universal Pictures
Charging that the FCC, through its and writer of Paramount and Twenchairman,
James
L.
Fly,
is
seeking
by
o sponsors have renewed a total
tieth Century -Fox, spoke on televiour net shows over CBS. Lever "muzzling" tactics to impede, or even sion as viewed by a motion picture

thers Co. has re-signed a trio of eliminate, free speech in the United
ime serials-"Aunt Jenny," "Big States, Eugene L. Garey, former
r" and "Bright Horizon." Young counsel to the special Congressional

"Bright committee investigating the Commisorizon," and Ruthrauff & Ryan, Inc., sion, yesterday declared that Fly's acthe agency for the preceding pair tivities, if not halted, will reduce
Inc., handles

Censorship To Be Discussed
By "Town Hall Meeting"

American radio to the low plane Censorship will be the topic disBoth "Big Sister" and "Bright which it occupies in Germany, Italy cussed on "America's Town Meeting"
when a panel of newspapermen will
izon" have been extended to the and Russia.

Garey's talk was delivered at

'Breakfast Club' Artists
Leaving For Navy Posts
Chicago-With Jack Baker, tenor,

Durward Kirby, announcer,
heduled to leave soon for the Navy,
int McNeill, emcee of the Blue
work "Breakfast Club" is casting
id

for talent replacements. Both
tker and Kirby have been featured
t NBC and the Blue from Chicago
r several years.

Resourceful
Montreal - Since September 3.
1939, not one school broadcast has

failed to go on the air In Britain.
In spite of the fact that It was necessary to evacuate the school production

department

of

the BBC.

Dr. W. A. F. Hepburn, director of
education for Ayrshire and chair.
man of the Scottish Council on
Education Broadcasting, declared

here recently.

'Lands of the Free' Resumes

Three Minnesota stations have been

added to the Blue Network and are

being sold as a package group known

as "The Dairyland Network." The

three stations are KATE, Albert Lea;
Willmar, and KWNO, Winona,
Much Censorship of War News?" Pro- KWIM,
gram will be heard over WJZ and the Minn.
(Continued on Page 2)

On NBC Next Sunday Copyright Rate Schedules
"Lands of the Free," the historical Approved By Cana. Board
series of NBC's Inter -American Uni-

versity of the Air, begins the second Montreal-Rate schedules sought by
semester of its second year Sunday. the Canadian Performing Rights SoGenerally titled "Development of ciety and Broadcasting Music IncorIdeas in the Americas," the forthcom- porated for the broadcasting of copy (Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Business Gives $352,650,000
In Advertising To War Effort
Blue's Time Sales Up
In Optional Time Periods

total of tá352,650,000
worth of advertising was contributed
Staggering

by U. S. business in 1943 to bring to

the people on the home front im-

substantial increase in the
amount of time sold in optional time
periods on the Blue is set forth in a
February -March report issued by
Edward F. Evans, net's research
manager.
The percentage of total quarter

porting the fighting fronts, it is revealed in the second annual report

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 6)

A

Joins Blue Network

a be heard on the subject, "Is There Too

(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on. Page 2)

Gopher State Group

(Continued on Page 6)

shows.

U. S. web. Similarly, Servel, Inc.,

ence Fly, chairman of the FCC, at
odds on the Miller charge that FCC
bungled things with the U. S. Navy
in the Alaskan waters, are expected

sion

Iwo Sponsors Renewing
Four CBS Web Shows

Rubicam,

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Representative Louis
Miller, Rep., Mo., and James Lawr-

portant wartime problems and to urge
them to take action necessary in sup-

of the War Advertising Council, made
public today.
Although no breakdown is made as
hours sold in network optional time to the contributions of various media

All three stations operate full time
with 250 watts power. KATE, on a
frequency of 1,450 kilocycles, is owned
(Continued on Page 2)

NBC Will Purchase Films
For Tele, Says Trammell
West Coast Bureau. RADIO DAILY

Hollywood-NBC will contract with

motion picture producers for films
that will be made solely for television, it was declared here yesterday
(Continued on Page 4)

Reaching Out
Ralph Edwards will do his "Truth
or Consequences" routine on a
trans -Atlantic basis Saturday April

1, when he appears on "Atlantic
Spotlight" on NBC 12:30-1

p.m..

EWT. Edwards will hand out the
"consequences," performed here
and in London. He Is said to be
figuring on using plenty of seltzer

and possibly have a Bobbie "di-

rect" traffic in Times Square.

2
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Copyright Rate Schedules Censorship To Be Discussed
Approved By Cana. Board By "Town Hall Meeting"
(Continued from Page 1)
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right music have been approved by
the Copyright Appeal Board, it has
been announced in the publication
of the schedules in a special edition
of the Canada "Gazette."
The board reserved judgment on
the application of the American Per-

tor and author of "Men In Motion,"
will tell why he thinks the Ameri-

can people are not obtaining adequate

forming Rights, which sought for the news coverage of the war. Clifton
first time this year to make a charge Utley, director of the Chicago CounN. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Aliceste, on radio stations and other users of cil on Foreign Relations and a memPresident and Publisher; Donato M, Merger copyright music. Copyrights held by ber of the editorial staff of the Chieau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin the American Society were formerly cago "Sun," will defend the present
Kirsch, Vice -President: M. H. Shapiro. Managing Editor;
Chester
B. Bahn,
Vier under control of the Canadian society. news policy of the United Nations.
daily except Saturday», Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
Published

President Charles A. Aticoate, Secretary.
Terms (Pout free) United States outside of

Greater New York, one year, 810; foreign,
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18). N. Y. Phone
Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

111.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.

Entered as second class matter, April

1937,

5,

at the poatoffice at New York. N. Y.,

under the act of March 3, 1879.

The Canadian Society's

1944

George V. Denny, Jr., will act as

schedule as approved includes a new moderator.

provision for a charge on industrial
establishments using music through
their own loud speaker systems. Such
firms will be required to pay a semi-

Gopher State Group
Joins Blue Network

annual fee of $25 for up to 500 em(Continued from Page 1)
ployees and an addtional $5 for each by the Albert
Austin Broadcastadditional 100 employees. A levy of ing Company;-Lea
Edgar Hayek is man10 per cent on the rate charged which ager. KWLM, on
a frequency of 1,340
has appeared in previous tariffs, ap- kilocycles, is owned
by the .Lakeland

manager. KWNO, on a frequency
'Lands of the Free' Resumes The new Canadian Rights Schedule is
of 1,230 kilocycles, is owned by Winona
also
provides
an
increase
from
$1
to
On NBC Next Sunday $2 for each four 16 mm film negatives Radio Service; L. L. McCurnin is
using copyright music of the society. manager.
(Continued from Page 1)
of the Minnesota stations
The total charge by the Canadian Addition
ing 20 stanzas deal with social ideas
the Blue brings the net's total to
Performing Rights Society to Cana- to
and ways of life in the Americas.
181 stations.
One of the NBC University of the dian radio stations in 1944 is $138,310,
Air's three permanent presentations, compared with $129,879 in 1943. The
is based on eight cents per li- Blue's Time Sales Up
"Lands of the Free" is under the rate
general supervision of Dr. James censed radio set and the increase reIn Optional Time Periods
from an increase in the number
Rowland Angell, NBC public service sults.
of
licenses
sold.
counselor, and is directed by Sterling
(Continued from Page 1)
Fisher, director of the University of BMI will be entitled under the 1944 at night in March 1944 is 76.2, comthe Air. Special advisor and editor of tariff to collect $17,288 on the basis pared with 62 per cent for the same
publications is Dr. Max Jordan. Mor- of one cent per set. Last year the month a year ago. The increase is
fee was $16,234.
ton Wishengrad writes the scripts, corporation's
more impressive in the dayThe American Performing Rights even
and Joseph Mansfield directs the prooptional time periods, with 45.2
Society
in
its
schedule which is still time
ductions.
per cent of the total quarter hours

(March 23, 1924)
WJZ is today broadcasting a banquet commemorating the 50th anniversary of the Young Men's Hebrew
Association of New York, being held

in the Astor Hotel. Eddie Cantor,
famous comedian, will be one of
the guest speakers. As station is still
unlicensed by A.SA.C. and P., association has lifted the music restric-

tion for the celebration.

EARL MULLIN, director of publicity fo
Blue Network, off on a business trip to
cago; Milwaukee and Detroit.
be away about a week.

He copec

TED HUSING and JIMMY DOLAN CBS s
leave today , for Cleveland,

reporters,

1

s

tomorrow they will broadcast the Knight
Columbus track meet from 11:15-1130 p.r
MORT SILVERMAN, commercial manage
WEIM, Fitchburg, is here from Massachp
on station and network business.

HARRY HOESSLY, sales manager of WI
Ohio, left yesterday for the
offices following a short stay in New York.
Columbus

plies to any music transmitted by Broadcasting Company; H. W. Linder
telephone or other wire service.

p20 YEflRS flG0 IODflY

CORING and G0111

(Continued from Page 1)

Blue Network from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
tonight.
Henry J. Taylor, Scripps -Howard
columnist, Blue Network commenta-

I

GASTON W. GRIGNON, general manage
WISH, Milwaukee, has arrived from Wises
for conferences with. the local representa
of the station.
'DAVID

M.

KIMEL,

local

sales

directo,

WLAW, CBS affiliate in Lawrence, Mass
back at the station after having spent the b
part of last week in New York.

REX HOWELL is in town and visited
terday with the local reps. He's the presl
and sales promotion manager of KFXI, G
Junction, Colo.

EARL HARPER, director of sports and

cial events for WIW, Cleveland, has retu

to the station following a visit to Lafays
Ind., where he recorded interviews with:

Cleveland Indians in Spring training.

HENRY V. SEAY, sales manager of WOL
town from Washington, D. C., on a short b

ness

trip.

GEORGE BISSELL, station manager of WN
Plattsburg, N. Y., is here on station buslnel

WOODY HERMAN and the members of.l
band have returned to New York for record
engagements but will leave tomorrow fog
three-day theater appearance in Providence.
FULTON LEWIS, JR.,

Mutual's commen

national affairs, spoke in Los Angeles
Tuesday as the last stop in his coast -to on

lecture and news -gathering tour.
He
under consideration by the board
remain on the coast until his broadcast of
in March this year, compared day,
March 31, after which he will return.
seeks $17,288 for the use of its music sold
by radio stations and also asked that with 29.4 per cent in 1943. The total Washington, D. C.
percentage, night and day, for 1944 is
a fee be imposed on theaters.
while the figure in 1943 was
At the hearing held in January, 55.6,
Mr. Justice J. T. Thorson, chairman 43.2 per cent.
of the board, said the board proposed
-

having a survey made in an effort to
determine the value. of music controlled by the three organizations.

Two Sponsors Renewing
Four CBS Web Shows

Lasky To Be Elman Guest

(Continued from Page 1)

has renewed its ayem program, "FaJesse L. Lasky, Warner Bros. pro- shions in Rations," expanding the
ducer whose next release will be "The hookup to the full domestic web
Adventures of Mark Twain," will ap- through BBD&O.
pear on Dave Elman's "Victory Auction" over the Mutual network, Saturday, March 25, at 8 p.m.

FinAncin

Grab it

At this writing there are
mighty few minutes left out
of 24 hours! That gives you
an idea how W -I -T -H produces for advertisers! When
you hear of an open spot on
W -I -T -H ... grab it!

(Wednesday, March 22)

Only Philadelphia Station Featuring 3 HOURS
of Classical Music EVERY DAY

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
CBS B

No wonder WDAS audiences say
"Thank you!" In addition to other
musical programs, WDAS features
classical music for two hours every
morning from 10 to 12 A.M. and again

for another hour from 11 to 12 P.M.
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WITH
IN BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLEY. President
REPRESENTED IV HEADLEY-REED

gatifiÍ-VET

S,

"

CIAGE

.TI

"That «'UN' did win the
confidence of its listeners

is tribute enough, testifying tv the toughest public

relations job of any Amer-

ican radio station in 1943."
"FILLED THE AIR WITH DEMOCRACY"
IN presenting WOV with the award for "Fostering Racial Goodwill and
Understanding," Variety, in direct, clearly defined language, draws into
sharp focus WOV's famed accomplishments and successes of 1943. We are
proud of these results and of the honor Variety bestows upon us And
another recent award we prize highly is the Hillman Periodicals Award for
"Tolerance through Music" given to Alan Courtney of WOV's "1280 Club."
Not

t

but two awards to WOV

. .

. the key to two markets!

!MN H. Well. GENERAL MANAGER
IOSIPM NEISNER McGILIVIA, NAIL. M.

I
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CHICAGO

All surveys a'e+

By BILL IRVIN

WRC leads

IRVING BICKLER of the NBC cen-

tral division sound effects department, left last week on leave of absence to go with Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co., to work

in a military capacity with Radar.
After a two -month training period
at Baltimore, he will be assigned
other duties.
Four 17 -year -old Chicago boys are
writing, producing and even acting in
their junior "G" man thriller, "Robin
Mason,"

over WJJD on Mondays,

Wednesdays and Fridays, 5:30 to 5:45
p.m. The boys are Clark Davis, Alec

Paulov, Dan Shandling and Marion
Coleman. Program is sponsored by
Mason and Company, Chicago.

Esquire, Inc. (Coronet), sponsors

of the Coronet "Story -Teller" and
Coronet Quiz, have added another 61

Blue Network stations to the lineup
now carrying the program. The programs, heard Monday through Saturday, 9:55 to 10:00 p.m., EWT, were
originally heard over 72 stations. The
additional increase, effective March
20, brings the total to 133 outlets.

Schwimmer and Scott, Chicago, is
the agency handling the Esquire ad-

and night!

Reporter At Large. .
Pittsburgh-All we know is we suddenly found ourselves on
a train and a kindly conductor informed us that we were headed for Pittsburgh
thus upon arriving in the "smoky city" where American Radio
was born, we 'hastened forthwith to the cubicle of our old friend Si Steinas usual. Si had enough
hauser, radio editor of the Pittsburgh Press
stories to fill five columns but well have to hold some for a later date
but first a word about The 'Golden Triangle City.' .. It was KDKA which
first broadcast a radio program, although station KQV, now this town's Blue
many years
Network affiliate, was the first licensed by the government
ago, a clerk in a furniture store, learned that his boss held a $16,000.00
mortgage on YQV which was nothing but a turn -table operating Iron a
when foreclosure proceedings took place, the
local department store
ambitious and far-sighted clerk, offered to take over the station, promised
to pay off the debt and PARLAYED the turn -table. into a business that
that's the story of H. J.
ultimately made him a multi -millionaire
Brennan, who now is also the owner of WAS CBS' Pittsburgh outlet.. .
Leaving Si, we went to KDKA studios where a lovely little lady named
Shirley Leiser, who is music librarian, proved a valuable guide and introduced us to the recently appointed program director, Bob White, who is a
Bostonian and who knew several old friends of ours in the Bean town

vertising account.

namely Pearly Breed who used to WNAConduct the orchestra at the Colonial
Restaurant on Tremont St. and Morey Pearl, Batoneer-owner of the Tent
A tall lad named Slim Bryant whose "Georgia
in good old Back Bay

NBC Will Purchase Films
For Tele, Says Trammell

Wildcats" are featured daily via KDKA stopped a moment to assure us
a short
that he is a 'Main Street' reader (that makes fourteen readers)

by Niles Trammell, president of the

walk to the Chamber of Commerce Bldg. to WJAS-KQV where Jim Hughes,
publicity director for 15 years gave us additional data on Pittsburghers
for instance, Eugenie Baird, currently trilling with Glen Gray's band,
the station employs
WJAStarted her career with Ben Barton's band
three Temgineers: namely Ruth Rhodes, Edna Hunt and Peggy Bruce, filling

opposition from the film companies.

In (and capably) for lada now in the armed forces

(Continued from Page 1)

network.
Trammell, speaking at a press conference, declared that he expected no

He pointed to vast sums expended
by NBC in tele research and added

that the network plans to televise the
Presidential inaugural in January.
John F. Royal, in charge of NBC's

television activities, said that some
dim producers have agreed to sell
NBC short subjects and newsreel
material, but he did not disclose the
names of the companies.

Returns On Gripsholm;

we then met an-

nouncer Sumner Granby formerly with WHDH and shook hands with Maestro

then into a cab (note to auditor: it
Lee Kelton, the musical director
started to snow) and to the studios of WCAE, located atop the Wm. Penn
Hotel where we spent a most enjoyable half hour with Prexy Leonard Kapner. who promised to drop In to return our visit some time in April
thence to the Terrace Room of the same hostelry where we renewed acquaintanceship with an old friend Maestro Maurice Spitalny, who, originally

*

*

*

Cincinnati - Lytle Frederickson,

Jack Grimes, producer -director of the amazing "Wheeling Steelmakers" so we entrained for that city (some 60 miles away), nestled

"world front guest observer." Before
being taken prisoner by the Germans,
Frederickson was a correspondent for

the AP and later for the Chicago

"Daily News" in Germany, France
and other parts of Europe.

"GINGER & LANNY"
IN THE 'MOVIES'!

Just completed a short released thru
Columbia Pictures

singing the next "Msirzy Soots,"
"He Holds the Lantern While His

Mother Chops the Wood"
For Jingles, Programs, Television, Movies,

"GINGER a LANNY" GREY
595 Fifth Ave.

Lea. 2-1100

39 out of 5
network First al

most highly r,+
local program!

SALES
Lower rates to
the second stµk

... lowest coi
per listener

in the foothills of the Alleghanies on the bank of the Ohio River
between rehearsal and the broadcast, J. L. G. pridefully informed us
that Wheeling is the home of Nan Wynn, Joan (Mrs. Dick Haymes)
Lacock, Al (Paramount Publicity Chief) Wilkie, 'Si Steinhauser and
Lt. Andrew Bycott, who was recently decorated with members of his
Jack and his assistants, Roy Wilson, Lew
crew of USAAFliers

Davies and Maurice Longfellow (related to Henry W.) have been
confounding professional radiolites with the calibre of their enterthe talent heard on this Blue net coast -to-,
tainment for years
coast Sunday feature, are employed either in the mills or in the
Regina Colbert, the vocalovely, who spurned several
office
Broadway offers, takes a few weeks vacation to go to Huntington,
W. Va. where her husband, Herbert Swearer, Yeoman, First Class,
awaits sailing orders

the little lady who made her debut Sunday,
(Continued on Page 7)

i

of all station:1

04).143
S.1`t
S.1 í

14

last Tuesday, Spitalny started his seventh year on "Tap Time"
here
sponsored via KDKA by Ft. Pitt Beer and Old Shay Ale.

We couldn't resist the temptation to visit our old pal,

has joined the staff of WLW as a

PROGRAi

booked for two weeks, has already rounded out TEN CONSECUTIVE MONTHS

Joins Staff Of WLW, Cincy
foreign correspondent who returned
on the diplomatic liner, Gripsholm,

7
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BELIEVING!

Pastc a Picture of
Your Product on
This Tcicvision Screen!

tlMO

The most successful sales method ever

Experimental Television commercials by

known

leading advertisers and their agencies have

the personal call - is coming into

its own, stain er than ever

show n that sight -plus -sound salesmanship

One master salesman can smile from the

over the air is spectacularly effective...so

ss teens of countless Tries sax Receivers,

effective that new yardsticks are being fash-

1i1.4 thousands of prospects in the eve.

ioned to forecast their postwar markets!

and demonstrate the meats of his product

Television is the most potent marketing

I le w II sell thousands as easily as Salesman

tool in your peacetime sales kit. Prepare

Sam used

h' sell one. Liisec!

now-toddy-to use it!

.ir.... L w.. 4d i.l.orw, areipin..r new,
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U. S. Business Liberal

In Adv. Aid To War

* WOE,

AmD 14

me *

SMPE Meet Weighs
Film And Live Tel,

By BEN KAUFMAN

nor

(Continued from Page 1)

comparative figures otherwise,

tributions by agencies and clients.

may well stand up as future classics, are "Conlin' in on a Wing and a
Prayer" and "Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition." These songs
of spiritual inspiration are swingy while "Over There" is a marching

Council points out that indicative
of the scope of industry's contributions toward a better informed citizenry, the value of war theme advertising last year was equivalent to the
total advertising expenditures of the
country's 700 leading national advertisers. By comparison, the entire advertising contribution of World War
I, is dwarfed into insignificance, that
total for all advertising being recorded as but $2,000,000.
War Bonds Led

Of the total expended and con-

tributed last year, war bonds received
the largest advertising support, $88,840,590. Campaigns dealing with war-

time food problems were in second
place with $46,586,794. Other major
programs received the following advi' 1

vertising support: conservation, $38,927,000; the armed services, $30,835,335; manpower, $21,633,792; anti-inflation, $11,304,864; National War
Fund, $19,899,591; Red Cross, $10,616,-

unnecessary travel, $8,802,898;
and civilian services, $4,719,624.
014;

In its capacity as the chief liaison
between business and government in
the development of home -front campaigns, the Council worked with 17
government agencies and the OWI, on
37 different information programs.

rhythm. The public ear today is not attuned to march tempos-and thereby
hangs one explanation.
7

7

and had nothing to do with NBC.
Another speaker was Worthingtt
C. Miner, manager of CBS tele, wl

discussed tele production from h

personal viewpoint as a broadcast.
Clyde Keith, chairman of the SMF
branch, presided and set the keyno
for the floor discussion that follow.
with his introduction of the subje

Part of the Army's recently launched campaign to make the
public conscious of the vital role of the infantry in total war will

on the use of film in tele design.

be to popularize a pair of doughboy songs-one for servicemen and
one for civilians. Glorification of other branches of the service
almost to the exclusion of the marching branch is causing concern
in high Army circles. Importance of this problem was evidenced
the past Monday night by the appearance before the American
Theater Wing's Music War Committee of Maj. Edward H. Coffey,

for tele because of cost and time wet
minimized by Cooper, who indicat.
that economies and short cuts woul
evolve an inexpensive and practicab.
motion picture technique for ti
sight -and -sound medium. As for prt

of the Army War College, and Lt. Col. Stuart Davis, of the Infantry,
the latter a recent arrival from the fighting around the Anzio beachhead. Among the many intent listeners at the MWC meeting were
Irving Caesar, J. Fred Coots, Oscar Hammerstein II, Otto Harbach,
Ray Henderson, Herman Hupfeld and Jack Robbins.

*

*

*

Tin Pan Alley's latest batch of 1 -A's is said to include Sammy Kaye,
Tommy Ryan and Boyd Raeburn
Charlie Barnet is reported to have
been called up for another physical, his fourth
Bob Astor, former MCA
bandleader, is due for an Army medical discharge in May
Herbie
Fields, who has had a crack service combination at Fort Dix, N J.. for

the past two years. has followed up his honorable discharge from the
Army with a contract for a leader buildup by the William Morris Agency.

*

*

*

primarily for home receivers.
Objections to specially made filn

duction cost, he stated that shootin

in sequence would keep down a lar4
number of takes since perfection wt

not the aim as on large screens. B

discounted the contention of the "in
mediacy" value of live -talent tel
since portable processing would mak
film available in a matter of minuts

after the performance or happenin
in the case of a special event.
"Film Not Tele Backbone"

Film cannot be used as the back

bone of a television schedule, count
ered Miner of CBS in the followin.
address. Basic difficulty that face,
the picture companies, he stated, wa
the enormous scope in entertainmen
forms which they would suddenly b
asked to cover. "Television, simpl;
because it must maintain a standari

Mary Small, Blue net thrush, will sing the "WAC Hymn" as the
introduction to the movie -short tribute to the servicewomen made

and WAVEs, Christmas packages for

by Warner Brothers for release April 15 in 14,000 theaters
Woody Herman's orchestra returns to the air when the Herd opens
a one -week stand at Frank Dailey's Terrace Room, Newark, N. J.,
March 31
Harry Cool, hot singing attraction on the Columbia
web's "Here's to Romance," opens a week's date at Loew's State
in Gotham today
Phil Spitalny, leader of NBC's "Hour of

obligation to produce in widely varier
categories to a hungry public. It mus

built. Tougher, because we shall have
to fight easy optimism, war weariness

Charm," is currently enlarging his all -femme aggregation from 35 to
40 sidewomen in preparation for an opening at the Capitol Theater,
New York, late next month.

war, Miner signified, isolated telt
stations with no network link woulc

"Unless we are careful, unless campaigns are carefully planned, the day

Kathleen Cotter Gross, the better half of Ben Gross, New York "Daily
News" radio editor, has just placed a plug song, "You Are My Favorite
Arturo Toscanini, conductor of the
Dream," with Ford Music Co., Inc

ing of spot news-unpredictable in
time-for both theater operator and
broadcaster. Finally, he indicated,
there would be a certain portion of

men overseas, farm production, V mail, nutrition, forest fire prevention
and many others.
Council warned however that from
"here on the task is both easier and
tougher. Easier, because the surveying has been done and the road half.

and the strong and wishful thinkers
who cry that business as usual is just
around the corner.

after German defeat there will be

close to 130,000,000 people running

around doing the wrong things....information, persuasion, repetition-ad-

vertising messages with a sense of
responsibility to the nation as well
as to the business that signs themare going to be necessary for some
time to come .

Chet Bowles On "M Of T"

Guests on the "March of Time"

'aF

the present. Out of the many smash tunes born of the present conflict, which

producer and emphasized that wh
he had to say was his own opinit

These included economic stabilization,
conservation of critical resources,

cadet nurses, recruitment of WACs

1,5

(Continued from Page 1)

Griping about the need for a war song like "Over There" may be
answered by the fact that the past often exercises a greater allure than

time and talent, as well as the con-

M1

Thirty -Second Notes

radio is known to have shared in the
major portion of the contribution,
which includes network and station

program over NBC at 10:30 p.m. today

include Chester Bowles, head of the
OPA, who will tell the inside story
of

gasoline -coupon

counterfeiting.

Also on the program will be: Chester
M. Peters, civilian who escaped from
the Philippines; Col. Norman Morrow,
just back from the Italian front, and

Teddy White, who was head of the
Far Eastern Bureau of "Time" mag.

*

*

*

Deems Taylor, ASCAP proxy, was

NBC Symphony, will be 77 Saturday

re-elected as a writer member of the board by the largest vote in the
Bandleader Ted Flo Rito celebrates his twentyhistory of the Society
fifth anniversary as a songwriter Monday at his present stand in the Roseland Ballroom, Gotham, where fellow maestri Russ Morgan, Frankie Carle.
Xavier Cugat, Jerry Wald, Lee Castle and others will hold a lam session
to the tune of one of Ted's hit numbers. "I Never Knew."

*

*

*

While rummaging through a sheaf of old music last year, Hildegarde came across the song, "I'll Be Seeing You." Published about
four years ago, the ditty had never achieved much popularity. The
melody and lyrics both appealed to the glamorous singer -emcee of

NBC's "Beat The Band" program, and she had a special arrangement of the song made. One or two renditions on the air convinced
Hilde that her hunch about the song was right, because the requests
came pouring in. She is now featuring "I'll Be Seeing You" on her
show and has just recorded it for Decca.

of public service," he said, "has at

produce fully as widely as radio.'
That was not feasible with film, the
speaker indicated, principally becauet

of production cost and the vast out
put needed.

For a number of years after th.

use film. Another use, he asserted, anc
perhaps the most important and most
permanent, would be the film record-

every schedule devoted to the release
of selective films.

Garey Says Fly Tries
To Halt Free Speech
(Continued from Page 1)

luncheon of the Kiwanis Club held
in the Hotel McAlpin. In his criticism

of Fly, the lawyer charged that the
FCC chairman "is by taste, training
and commitment an advocate of the
theory that bureaucrats in Government are more to be trusted than the;
American people" and added that, if
a check is not placed on the Commis-

sion's activities, free speech on the
radio shortly will be a thing of the
past, "and that step leads to dictatorship."
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Feud Looms Between Miller And Fly Recording Firms File
As IrivestigationiOf FCC Is Continued Comments With NWLB
(Continued from Page 1)

sale of WFTL by, Ralph Horton to clear." He submitted for the record
he will do so if the Navy will permit., Storer in payment for a favor by an analysis of the reasons for the
His promise followed a fiery state- Storer. This favor, he implied, had issuance of temporary licenses to 463
ment from Fly, who declared that:
to do with the bringing out of the stations between March 1941 and
"In throwing sneak punches at the facts concerning the $2,500 received June 1943:
Commission in the form of unsup- by Rep. E. E. Cox, former committee
No. of
(Continued from Page 1)

ported innuendos, Mr. Miller is carry- chairman, from WALB, Albany, Ga.,
ing on the pattern of character assas- for his aid before the Commission.
Reasons
sination devised for him by the
Fly paid only an 85 cent breakfast 1. Late filing
former counsel of the committee.
check on the trip, said Miller, with 2. Held for further

"If Mr. Miller has any evidence Storer paying for the 16 bottles of

that FCC men were responsible for seltzer. Miller said also that the De-

any 'incident' as he hinted this morn- partment of Justice is interested in
ing, he should bring his case into the the WFTL case and "ready to prose-

apen. This charge in the form of a cute if I give them the facts."
anide innuendo has been tossed at us
at least five or six times during these
learings.

FCC Refutes Charges

Attempting to refute in a single

day the testimony recorded against

"I can say further that neither
in 18 separate sessions last summer,
9dmiral Hooper's secret testimony it
ior that of any other official sets the FCC yesterday placed in the Lea
`'orth facts to substantiate such an committee record six separate docurresponsible charge. Miller knows ments relating to its activities in the
field of foreign language broadcast.

hat.

Stations on
Temporary

in-

formation by law dept.
3. Held for further Information by accounting department
4.. Held for further information by engineering department
S..Held for further information by more than
one department
6.. Held pending action on
another matter
7.. Renewal application In
hearing
8.. Pending approval of

Per

compliance

NARBA

of a judicial attitude. Yet
1943, there was no monitorBiller continues to grab the head- February
of 28.4 per cent of all foreign Ines by planting the daily booby ing
programs in this country
rap. Congressman Miller is clothed language
ith something more than arbitrary and no review of 14.6 per cent.
Treats Temporary Licenses
,over. He had the same quality of
He dwelt also upon the charge that
public trust that I, as a public official,
temporary licenses have been issued
m sworn to preserve.
"Both Miller and the press know by the FCC as a means of intimidat'sat where we have got the charges ing broadcasters, presenting a 33 ato the open and been permitted page statement which included reanswer them with the overwhelm - plies from a number of broadcasters
facts, the charges evaporated in to a request from former committee
sin air. But we are not playing for counsel Eugene L. Garey for informale headlines: Miller can have them. tion as to why these stations had
dl we ask is something slightly re - been placed on temporary licenses.

ambling fairness and a judicial atti- All replies received declared that the
ide."
Commission had legitimate cause,
and that without the temporary
Seltzer Bottle Incident
they might have been forced
Miller said also that the 16 bottles licenses
go off the air for short periods
E seltzer water he referred to Tues- to
while renewal applications were coray were consumed in part by Fly, rected on some similar matter
cleared
uring a trip to Atlanta, Ga. Fly had up. "The necessity for temporary
liipposedly gone to investigate WFTL, censes is apparent," Denny said. "The
ort Lauderdale, Fla., but had never legality of such licenses is
equally
)ne beyond Atlanta. There, said
filler, he met George B. Storer, head
Fort Industries.
Miller declared that Fly forced the

NGLISH

KC.

JEWISH ITALIAN

iational Advertisers consider WEVD

"must" to cover the great Metro)litan New York Market.
Send for WHO'S WHO on WEVD

VD- ill West 46th Street. New York,.N. Y.

Entire comment was less than a page.

12

4.1

77

16.9

8

1.7

to substantiate the claim that con-

56

12.0

28

6.0

among musicians and (2) even if unemployment did exist the NWLB

38

8.2

Cent

with

to force them to remove from the

Two -Part Commentary

Recording companies filed

their

comment on about four and a half
closely typewritten pages and in substance held to their two main points.
(1). That no evidence was submitted
siderable

unemployment

existed

should order the men back to work

to the jobs they left July 31, 1942.
That the demand by the AFM is unique in labor history-that no such
demands has ever been presented to
the WLB before-that therefore the
demand is not "customery" and one
under which the Board could take
jurisdiction and ....and force such a
move on the employers.
Otherwise the comments review
the case and mention the Panel's

air alleged pro -fascist announcers and
recommendations which are fully endorsed. Recording company comment

newscasters. He was reluctant to discuss WOV at length because an application for transfer of the station from
Arde Bulova to Mester Bros. is pending. But Representative Ed. J. Hart,
Dem., N. J., forced additional testimony and a statement by Denny that
he might present more details on the
WOV case.
Cites Letter Be WOV

is filed by Robert P. Myers for RCA
and Ralph Colin for CRC.

Fly Aide To Navy

Washington-Norman E. Jorgensen,

assistant to Chairman James Lawr-

ence Fly, will report to the Navy

Friday as a Lieutenant (Junior
Denny inserted a letter written the Grade) in the Navy's Bureau of SupFCC in March 1942, when there was ply and Accounts. Before coming to
an earlier application for transfer of the FCC last April, Jorgensen worked

WOV to Mester Bros. pending, which in the sales department of the Firereferred to the would-be purchasers as stone Tire and Rubber Company dur"a group of well-known Fascists." ing 1933, and through 1940 was emCIAA and Elmer Davis also referred ployed by Chalmers and Co., merto Andrea Luotta, who was to be- chandise distributors, Iron Mountain,
come station manager, as "if not an Mich., where he became sales manactive supporter of Fascism, at least ager.

a sympathizer." The matter was set
for hearing, after which the application was withdrawn. It was resubmitted early this year.

-7> mAIl1 STREET

5000 WATTS 1330

Joseph A. Padway and Henry A.
Friedman requested a full hearing
with oral argument in the matter.

46.0

8
1.7
into the specific cases where 9.. Miscellaneous
16
3.4
"We have had 13 months of this Going
the Commission was charged with Denny dwelt specifically on the
,art of abuse from certain represen- misconduct,
General Counsel Charles charges of Commission coercion of
atives of an investigative body pre- R. Denny submitted
discussing
umably charged with some obliga- in full detail several files
New York; WBNX, New York;
of these cases. WOV,
ion to maintain something in the
Denny revealed that as late as WCOP, Boston, and WGES, Chicago,

iature

it was contrary to law and beyond

the powers and jurisdiction of the
Board. The AFM through attorneys

License
213

proof of performance

In

mendation that the NWLB order the
musicians back to work, stating that

Named Blue Script Editor
John Turner has been named script
editor of the Blue Network, effective
April 3, Stuart Buchanan, manager
of the net's script department, announced. Turner was formerly script
editor with CBS.

(Continued from Page 4)

Marjorie Aitkey, soprano, looks like Lily Pons, will be heard
from..
John Winchcoll, 'Old Timer' on the program, will visit Gotham
soon to guest -judge a forthcoming Dunninger program
and as
for Lois Mae Nolte, the blonde and lovely femcee,
you may mark
our words
she's headed for Broadway and the big time
and
a tip to film scouts
the Evans sisters, were around when good
looks was handed out
they look every bit as beautiful as they
sound
we told you that this is

an amazing radio 'family'
so when Carlo Ross sings "Got a Feeling I'll Be Stealing
Back to
Wheeling, West Ve." we can understand the sincerity
of his song.

*

*
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COAST -TO -COAST
- ALABAMA - CONNECTICUT HARTFORD - The new hodge- BIRMINGHAM-Station WSGN has inpodge show, "Ham Session," on creased its office space for the third

WDRC, is losing Emcee Harvey Olson time since it moved Into the Dixie Carl.
to the Marines shortly ....Pointing up ton Hotel in March, 1941....Stan Bush

the importance of the Red Cross to has joined the announcerial staff of
the people at home, Mrs. Joseph W. WSGN. He was formerly with WAYS,

Thursday, March 23, 114

GLIB, LIKEABLE, SALES -BUILDING

FRED VITAL
NOW EMCEES A NEW WOR HIT SHOW-

Alsop, director of the Conn. Women's Charlotte, North Carolina.... The promo-

Land Army, related her own experiences in a broadcast to the people of
Southern New England over WTIC
....NEW HAVEN-WELI has a new
weekly show dealing with the current
youth problems and social conditions
leading to juvenile delinquency. It's

tion department of WSGN has just corn.
pleted the fifth in a series of window and

- FLORIDA -

tor and market reporter hails from

called "Tomorrow's Citizens."

MIAMI-Civic and fraternal organiza.
bons in this city are being entertained
by a group of actors consisting of members of WIOD. A half-hour skit with
sound effects. "The Mike Parade," is
creating laughs at luncheons, business
and sportsmen's organization meeting.

counter display signs calling attention
to programs aired on the Blue affiliate
in Birmingham.

-KANSAS SALINA-KSAL's newest farm edi-

"DOLLARS FOR
BREAKFAST"

New York City. He's George Cirotto

and has had ample time to get acing territory because he came to

quainted with Salina and surroundSalina with the Army in November,

1942-and has remained. Cirotto is out

of uniform now....Royal Arch Gunnews analyst repatriated from
The skit is a satire on a day In radio nison,
Japanese -held territory, spoke recent-

.PENSACOLA - WCOA's manager. ly over a coast -to -coast hook-up
discloses the following
changes. on announcerial staff: Joe Frib- which originated from KSAL.
Jack Rathbun.

ley, formerly associated with KTUC,
Arizona; Lamer Morgan, previously with

WJHP. Jacksonville.

- MASSACHUSETTS -

BOSTON-Lady Marine Rose E.
Walker, formerly in Yankee's bookkeeping department. has been made
a corporal in the Post Paymaster's
office, Oceanside, California....Viscount Halifax, Ambassador of Great
Britain, did two broad _asts recently

- NORTH CAROLINA ASHEVILLE-Bill Melia, production man-

ager of WWNC, was one of few civilians
to attend luncheon -confab for
North Carolina's Governor Broughton at
Invited

he Army's Moore General Hospital re:ently.... WWNC has sold the daily
live -minute feature. "Gardens for Victory."
'.o

the Carolina Garden Shops. Inc....

WWNC will operate a quarter hour
earlier each morning beginning April
over WCOP...-While Dolphe Martin, 2. New sign -on time will be 6:30 a.m.
director of the CBS "Youth On Sign -off at 12:05 a.m. will continue as
Parade," maintains an open door at present.

policy so far as new talent for his
-OHIOprogram is concerned, the result is CLEVELAND-Tom Collins Haley,
that a steady stream of youngsters spieler for WJW, is now handling
parade through his auditions and the new Hymn program carried five
some gifted children are given the days a week. The hymns played are
opportunity to cultivate their gifts...
SPRINGFIELD-A schedule of Portuguese broadcasts over WBOS, the
International Voice of Westinghouse,
has finally arrived in Boston, after a

selected by well-known men in Cleveland ....Bruce MacDonald, newscast-

er, has passed his physical and re-

ceived notice of his coming induction
in April....Earl Harper, sports
27 -month search for the listeners who early
director, is handling the first interrequested it.
views in Cleveland with the Indians

- MINNESOTA -

from Lafayette, Indiana, where they
MINNEAPOLIS-Dick Day. vet WDGY are spring training.... DAYTONspieler, has taken over the duties of pro- Fred Campbell, Lew Wampler, R. D.
gram and production chief. Dick has Riggs, and Les Spencer, all of WHIO,

been with the station for seven years.... were honored recently at the 25th
New to the station's announcerial staff annual fish fry of the Greene County
are: Lee Barron, formerly with KTUL, Fish and Game Association in Xenia.
Oklahoma, and Bob Miller from WEBC,
Duluth.... Walter Rudd, WDGY director
of music, was married recently to Miss
Shirley Ellis of this city ..Proceeds of
the 3rd Annual Broadcasters and Columnists Ball sponsored by the literary lights
and radio celebs of the Twin Cities which
occurred recently went to the Red Cross.

WTBO
Full Time
NBC Affiliated
Cumberland, Md.

It's low-priced. It's timed to hit listeners when
they're brushing their teeth (with your dentifrice?)
or munching their favorite breakfast crunchies (the
ones you make ?) .

Fred Uttal wanders around a Times Square restaurant with an open mike; leisurely quizzes sleepy
breakfast diners; turns out a pleasant show as smooth
as coffee cream. (You know Uttal. His is the golden
voice that helped build a rating of 5.4 for Macy's
Consumer Quiz; that's heard on"Words in the News",
"Mr: District Attorney", other network shows.)
"Dollars for Breakfast", aired Mondays through
Fridays, 8:15 to 8:30 A.M., is now transcribed. However, it can be produced live or recorded, from any
desired locale. Call or wire WOR'S Executive Sales
Office: PE 6-8600.

March 23
Al Bernard
Luise Barclay
Arnold Johnson
Ken Griffin
James Wicks
Jay Johnson
A. Mike Vogel

That power full station
at 1440 Broadway,
New York, 18
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TEN CENTS

Ply Replies To Critics
ledium Sized Outlets
Outlets
Report Het
Net Sales Up
Washington

Bureau, RADIO DAILY

ashington-Net time sales by the

stations with power ranging from

to 2,500 watts, in the category
both unlimited and limited time
e air, were 22.2 per cent higher
943 than the previous year, the
revealed yesterday. While the
C -all average was up, 14 stations

the 125 showed decreases in net
ranging from $69 to $42,448.
of the outlets shows increases

Dead Pan

Gal reputed to have the most
unfunny job in the world is Betty
North, secretary to Senator Ford,
of the "Can You Top This," program on WOR and on NBC. Miss
North has the job of sorting out
the thousands of gags received by
the program as sent in by listeners.
But Miss North is credited with a

Chairman Ofh'L(;
FCC TestifiesAt
AiHearing
Hrarin
Held By House Select
Select Committee
Committee
On Garey-Craven Charges
Sees Agencies Aware

strictly scientific outlook.

Of Tele Possibilities

Haverlin To Mutual;

to act plays under commercial spon- ences fits him well for the station
rship over the Du Mont television relations post, has acted as consultant
ation, W2XVW, beginning Tuesday, to both the OWI and Treasury Dept.

arch 28, was announced yesterday on station relations and has been
r Newell -Emmett in the interest of active in NAB affairs as well.
He joined BMI at its inception and
.octor Electric Company. Show will
known as "The Proctor Playhouse"
(Continued on Page 7)
td the first dramatization will be an
laptation of George Kaufman's "If
en Played Cards As Women Do." NBC Plans 'Holy Week'
ansorn P. Dunnell of the agency's
Observance, April 3-8
dio department will direct.
Distinguished church and lay lead-

by Eugene L. Garey, former Lea committee counsel, and Commissioner T.
A. M. Craven that the FCC dominates
the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory

Committee, FCC head James LawrAdvertisers and advertising men ence Fly declared that "nothing can

are already convinced that television
advertising has real possibilities,
$189 to $128,631.
Heads Station Dept. Allen B. Du Mont, president of Teleer-all net sales in 1943 totaled
visitin Broadcasters Association, Inc.,
(Continued on Page 5)
told a luncheon meeting of the AmerCarl Haverlin, vice-president of ican Marketing Association yesterday
Broadcast
Music,
Inc,
is
joining
Muele Show With Sponsor tual shortly to take charge of the sta- in the Murray Hill Hotel, New York.
before a crowd of about
)ebuts On W2XVW Soon tion relations department. He will Speaking
500, he discussed the topic, "T.N.T.succeed Dick Connors who resigned
(Continued on Page 5)
Inauguration of a monthly series of recently. Haverlin, whose -past experi13,

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Replying to charges

Pre -Invasion Program
Sked On CBS April 9

be farther from the truth." Appearing
before the Lea committee, Fly quoted
Admiral Stanford C. Hooper, former
Naval Communcations Chief and bitter foe of the Commission, as prais(Continued on Page 6)

Major Webs Schedule
Churchill On Sunday

Five CBS foreign correspondents, Prime Minister Winston Churchill
stationed at as many American bases will be heard on all major networks

overseas, will take part in a roundup which will describe invasion
preparations under the direction of
Edward R. Murrow, the network's

and numerous independent stations
throughout the country on Sunday, t
4 p.m., EWT. Talk is scheduled ten- :
tatively for one half hour. Major

European news chief. Program will webs have cancelled both sustaining
(Continued on Page 2)
and commercial commitments for the
address. NBC is cutting the last half

Army Hour," while
SJB Freauency Shifted; ers will participate in the National Canadian Tube Situation hour of "The
(Continued on Page 2)
Broadcasting Company's religious
Shows
Improvement
Other Activities By FCC programs in observance of the Easter
season, Monday through Saturday, Montreal-An optimistic view of WLW Will Enter Tele Field
ll-ashington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
April 3-8, under the general title the radio tube situation was taken by According to Trade Reports
Washington-The FCC revealed "This War and Christianity."
Hon. C. D. Howe, minister of muni!sterday that it has made proposed

idings to grant the application of

SJB, Jamestown, N. D., for modifition from 1,440 kc, 250 watts, un (Continued on Page 2)

Works Roth Ways
Hollywood-Jennifer Jones. who

scored with her artistry in 'The

Song of Bernadette." and scheduled

to appear with Walter Pidgeon on
his current show. "The Star and
the Story." Apr. 2. suddenly cancelled. Query brings out the, fact
that Miss Jones and her agent are
of

the opinion she is not quite

"ready for radio."

No doubt an

Intelligent move for all.

Of the series, Dr. Max Jordan, tions and supply, who, answering
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 4)

Tele Expert To Be Quizzed
By Radio Executives Group
All -Star Network Show

To Encourage Voters

When Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, radio and television engineer, addresses

the April 6 luncheon meeting of the
Radio Executives Club at the Hotel
Shelton, New York, he will be asked
to answer a number of questions on
the subject of television prepared by
members of the club.
"Our club members are intensely
bells" tonight over the entire net- Interested
television and post-war
work, 12:05-12:30 a.m., EWT with planning ofinthe
industry," Murray B.
Hollywood-For the purpose of encouraging new registrations for voting in the coming elections, NBC is
producing an all-star non-political
program entitled `Let's Ring Door(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 6)

Cincinnati-WLW will become a
factor in the development of television in the middle west as soon as
equipment

becomes

available

(Continued on Page 2)

First Birthday "This

Life Is Mine" program
celebrated its first annversary the
other day and scripters Addy Richton and Lynn Stone, presented Bob
Landry, CBS director of program
writing, with a small cake and one
candle. Rest of the cast fared better, however, and cut a huge cake.

enough to go round and
"seconds" for the many

wanted them,

even

who

to

'¡
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Blue has "Those Good Old Days," and would make possible a CBS
old time songs which is followed at affiliation for KSJB.

4:30 p.m. by "Metropolitan Auditions

of the Air." On CBS the last half
hour of the sponsored New York

6607.

Entered as second class matter, April 5,
1937, at the postoffsce at New York, N. Y.,

under the act of March 3,

1879.

Philharmonic Symphony will be cut, FCC, will make it "possible to bring
but the "American Scriptures" por- to a majority of this increased area
tion will be heard, earlier if neces- and population Columbia programs
sary. This is the second time that not heretofore enjoyed by them." There
CBS has cancelled part of the Phil- will be increased interference with
harmonic, the first time being due WMT, Cedar Rapids, Ia., the Comalso to an address by Mr. Churchill. mission admitted, but added the inVarious indie outlets in New York terference does not occur within the
and elsewhere have arranged for a normally protected contour and that

the Prime Minister's talk. in the area where the interference
Nature of the address has not been will be strong, listeners get primary
service from one or more other stamade known,

--(Thursday, March 23)
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High Low Close Chg.
15758 1571/4 1571/4 - 38

Am. Tel. G Tel
CBS A

291/4
291/e

CBS B

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. G R.
Gen. Electric
Philco

RCA Common

RCA First Pfd

191/2
123/4

361/2
301/4
10
73

13%

Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

98
38

Zenith Radio

29

29

283/4
191/8

287/8
191/8

121/2

121

36
293/4
97/8

723/4
127/8

97

37%

36

1/8

5/e
1/4

-

29% 97/s

723/4 12% +
97

tions.

from Richard E. Coon to Poughkeep-

(Continued from Page 1)

senting 80 shares or 20 per cent-of

....

291/4

291/4

Nat. Union Radio ....

45/8

-1

371/4 -

34
3s

1/8

1/4
1/8

at -large of the Congregational Christ-

ian Churches; Clive Staples Lewis,
author and fellow of Magdalen Col-

Oxford, England; Margaret
Webster, producer and actress; Bishop
291/4 - 1/2 William T. Manning of the Protestant

41/2

45/8

OVER THE COUNTER
Bid

WCAO (Baltimore)
WIR (Detioit)

201/2
321/2

of control of WKIP, Poughkeepsie,

sie Newspapers, Inc., for $10,600, repre-

points out, "Radio is probably one percent-of Common.
of the most sensitive barometers in Approval was granted also for the
gauging public sentiment. Not only transfer of KOVC, Valley City, N. D.,
does it reach the millions, but it also from Milton Holiday, Herman Stern
is recipient of the national emotional and E. J. Pegg to Robert E. Ingstad.
and intellectual vibrations that come The deal involves transfer of 112
shares of Capital Stock -56 per cent
back from the millions."
Speakers taking part in the Holy -for $3,920.
Tele Applications Received
Week series will be: Dom William
Michael Ducey, O. S. B., executive The Commission yesterday resecretary, The Liturgical Conference, ceived applications for three new
Inc.; Dr. Douglas Horton, minister - commercial television stations from
lege,

NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Hazeltine Corp.

The Commission approved transfer

NBC Plans 'Holy Week'
Observance, April 3-8

NBC's director of religious broadcasts, Preferred Stock and 480 shares -60

FinAnciAL

(Continued from Page I)

All -Star Network Show

will include the following person-

alities: Dinah Shore, Walter Huston,
modernize their present station, ac- Martha
Scott, William Bendix, Viccording to reports. Station has a hold- tor Moore.
Joan Bennett, Maureen

over tele license from three years O'Hara, Charioteers Quartet. Kay
ago and is equipped at present for Thompson
and Chorus, Thomas
experimental work.

20 YEARS AGO JODAY

broadcast from WHAT., Troy, New
York, was heard in Invercargill, New

Zealand, a point 9,577 miles from
Troy....Other interesting figures

on transmission distances cante front
WJAZ which readied Samoa, 7,000
miles distant; and WL.4G which
traveled 6,680 miles, through Soviet
Russia, to Batum.

with the
station.

HAROLD

New
S.

York

representatives

FELLOWS,

general

of

manager

WEEI, CBS -owned station in Boston,
ing several days in New York.

is

spea

L. C. JOHNSON, vice-president and gene
manager of WHBF, Rock Island, who has be
here for the Mutual meetings, left yesterday

the return trip to Illinois.

GILBERT CHASE, music supervisor of
Inter -American University of the

NBC

I

in Cincinnati to preside over a discussion s,
on "Pan American
Music" at toda
meeting of the Music Teachers National Au
ciation.
is

sion

WILLIAM T. LANE, station manager
Syracuse, left for his upstate offit
yesterday following a few days in New York.
WAGE,

PARKS JOHNSON and WARREN HULL go dot

on Monday to broadcast th
CBS "Vox Pop" program as a Red Cross Dri
program from the Academy of Music.
to Philadelphia

ROSAMOND WILFLEY, educational direct
of KMOX, CBS -owned station in St. Louis,
town

this week for conferences at netwo
headquarters. Plans to leave for home today.

FRED FLETCHER, general manager of WRA
returned to North Carolina yesterd

Raleigh,

morning after having spent the week in Ni
York attending the Mutual network meetings.

Rains Joins Raymer

On

Your Toes?

<111(Lar
BEST

For time availabilities? Then
keep your eyes open for open
time on W -I -T -H! That's the

way to sell Baltimore at the

Peluso's Orchestra. The program will
originate from Hollywood's Radio

RADIO BUY

lowest - cost - per - dollar - spent.

City.

in the
DETROIT

Only a few minutes left out of
24 hours!

Pre -Invasion Program
Sked On CBS April 9

(March 24, 1924)

On four successive mornings a

headquarters, which are located at WBBM, t
lumbia's 0 Cr 0 station in the Windy City.

B. Rains has joined the Pal
the Westinghouse Company, the sta- H.Robert
Raymer organization as manage
tions to be located in Boston, Pitts- of the
Detroit office, Paul H. Raymt
burgh and Philadelphia (See RADIO announced.
Rains, formerly of WJ1
DAILY, Wednesday, March 22).
will represent the station re
An application for a Chicago tele- Detroit,
organization
in Michigan, Ohio an
vision station was received from western Pennsylvania.
WGN, Inc.

Episcopal Church of New York; Rt.
Rev. Msgr. Fulton P. Sheen; Dr. Paul FM licenses were sought by the
WFMJ Broadcasting Co., Youngstown,
Asked Scherer, D. D., of the Evangelical
O., and by a newspaper, the Tampa,
.... Lutheran Church of New York.
Fla. "Tribune."
....

To Encourage Voters
WLW Will Enter Tele Field
from Page 1)
According to Trade Reports Franchot(Continued
Tone emceeing. The cast

FLORENCE WARNER, Midwestern educatlo
director of CBS who has been visiting brit
in New York, leaves today for her Chic.

BRUFF W. OLIN, JR., general manager
Interference Considered
WKIP, Blue Network affiliate in Poughkeep:
The affiliation, according to the N. Y., was in town yesterday for conferen

[II.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph feed of
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite

COf1iIDG and GOIIIGN

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

Mutual will cancel its commercial limited to 600 kc, 100 watts, night,
"Wide Horizons" with Eddie Dowl- 250 watts day. The Commission
ing. Another MBS commercial "Abe found that the shift would greatly
Lincoln's Story" follows this pro- improve daytime coverage of a large
gram.
agricultural area about Jamestown,

(Continued from Page 1)

be heard on CBS during the "World
News Today" period 2:30-2:55 p.m.,
EWT, Sunday, April 9. "Invasion Pre-

view," will also bring the audience
some sound effects of war materials
at "work." CBS men who will take
part in the show include, Murrow,
Richard Hottelet,

Charles Colling-

wood, Larry Lesueur and Charles
Shaw.

AREA
5,000 WATTS
DAY and NIGHT

800 Kc.
MUTUAL SYSTEM

TOM TINSLEY

President
Represented hl
HEADLEY-REW

BALTIMORE

T-45

RSAL

.._

ONES

ILITARY APPLICATION
Universal takes pride in producing these three types of
Microphones at the request of the U. S. Army Signal

Corps. These units represent but a small part of the
skill and experience which has produced over 250 different types and models made available to our customers.
From Submarine Detectors to High Altitude Acoustic
units, Universal's Engineering experience has covered
World War II.

These Microphones built without peace time glamour

have every essential of military utility. When peace
comes, Universal Microphones, with many innovations
of design and accoutrements, will enter upon the postwar scene. Universal includes among its electronic communication components, in addition to microphones
Plugs, Jacks, Switches, and Cord Assemblies.
:

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE COMPANY
INGLEWOOD, CALIFORNIA

t

r¡t
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CHICAGO

LOS At1GELES
By RALPH WILK

JACK MELVIN, of Melvin-Rackin
Publicity Agency, in New York
for a six -week stay. Handling arrangements for Joan Davis program
with Jack Haley, which moved east
for four weeks.

"Everything for the Boys" guest
for people who have helped her.
star Martha Scott has a long memory

When Martha was signed for the lead

in the film version of "Our Town,"
the first person to hear the news of

her good fortune was her Kansas
City high school teacher who had

contributed close to $1,500 to educate
the girl. First thing Miss Scott asked
for after the film contract was signed
was an advance of $100. After he gave

her the money, her producer asked,
"Why do you want that money,
Martha?" "To finish paying a debt,"
Miss Scott said.

Felix Mills, "Silver Theater" maes-

tro, last week presented an innovation in microphone setup. Instead of
having several mikes placed in various sections of the band. Mills had a

suspended above the
podium, thus enabling the tuner -in to
single

It's Never Been told....that Eddie
Paul, musical director of the weekly
Joan Davis Show with Jack Haley,
once instructed Rudy Vallee in the
art- of conducting an orchestra; that

Dave Street, featured vocalist on the
show, has a recording of each song
he sings on the Thursday night NBC
broadcast and sends it to members in
the Armed Forces; that Verna Felton,
the "Blossom Blimp" on the show,

has a sample nugget from the first
gold mined in California that started
the famous gold rush of '49.
Musical director Edgar "Cookie"
Fairchild handled the baton at Camp
Haan the other night when the Eddie

Cantor "Time to Smile" show was
aired from the Riverside spot, over
NBC.

Charles F. Chaplin has been added

to the staff of Hillman -Shane -Breyer,

Los Angeles advertising agency, as
director

By BILL IRVIN

,.NATIONAL BARN DANCE" tit

Memos of an Interested Bystander... !
Good point is brought out in the April issue of Coronet, by
A. S. Burrows, Duffy's Tavern scripter
he writes on the subject,
"There's Teeth in Wartime Humor"
and says, "radio comedy writers
know that the presence of a government message greatly enhances the
entertainment value of every funny show going"
and, if you want to
tell a lot of people something about the war in a hurry, give the message
to a comedian

of

radio

production. He

comes to the agency from the Producers Releasing Corporation. Hav-

ing also written for Burns and Allen,
Chaplin has acted as consultant to the
radio division of Special Service of
the U. S. Army.

Canadian Tube Situation
Shows Improvement
(Continued from Page 1)

Gordon Fraser member for Peterborough, Ont., said there should be

enough radio tubes to go round this
year "although distribution may not
be very good."
Mr. Fraser had asked whether any-

thing could be done about the tube
shortage, and Mr. Howe concluded:

"of all the war requirements, there

are none more urgent than radio

tubes, and we have made great efforts to expand production,"

he points out for instance that Fibber McGee and Molly

program has an average listening audience of about 40,000,000 people
every Tuesday night
Jack Benny, Bob Hope and Charlie McCarthy
also draw down these size audiences whereas "Information Please" and
some excellent war dramas as well. may run to 15,000,000 down to 8,000,000
listeners
which makes it obvious where the message should be
planted
Burrows reminds us too that the comedy program has its
pressure -group trouble and great care is taken in handling racial characters,

particularly on such shows as Duffy's, Fred Allen and "The Great Gildersleeve"
several examples of wartime humor and the use of government messages is also given by Burrows, with Jim Jordan of Fibber McGee
fame
being one of the outstanding examples.

*

one

hear exactly the same tonal qualities
that the conductor, himself, hears.

1

Bob White, Jr. whose dad produces and stars in "Deadline Dramas" on the Blue, has been awarded the Arnold Constable
Medal for selling war bonds, by Jack Dempsey
Bob, Jr. sold
$14,000 worth of bonds at Ardsley High School, during the Fourth
War Loan Drive. . . "485," the first CBS general house organ
circulated at headquarters in New York, celebrates its first birthday
this week
anniversary number just issued was circulated among
1,500 employees, and those now in the service..
Housing situation in Cincinnati has about licked Arthur Barry, newcomer to the
WCKY announcing staff who came from Columbus all ready to take
a nice little apartment
in desperation Barry took an ad in
Cincy newspapers headed MURDER and told about his three -year old curly headed boy who had to sleep someplace
ad was cute
but so far Barry is still camping out.
Tom Howard, now
monickered, "the poor man's Clifton Fadiman".
New song
written by the Duncan Sisters, was premiered yesterday afternoon
on the "Chick Carter" serial over Mutual
it ties in with the
new Hawaiian sequence. . Benny Goodman arrives in town
soon to arrange for several personal appearances, and to start
work on a screen play of his life.
-

.

.

.

.

.

*

*

*

Major George Fielding Eliot's new book "Hour of Triumph,"
is probably the Major's most serious work to date; as he declares in his

II prices will be increased iron
to 20 per cent starting April 1,
cording to George Cook, WLS tr
urer. The new prices will be 85 ct
for adults and 45 cents for child
an increase of 10 cents on each cla
cation. The program is aired from
Eighth Street Theater.
"Hello Sweetheart," a 15-mir

program of songs featuring Na
Martin, heard Saturdays from 4:4;

5:00 p.m., CWT, over the Blue t

is now being heard over
additional stations, giving it a t
work,

of 123 outlets. Sponsor is Ivor

Chewing Gum. Rex Maupin dir
the orchestra; Jim Campbell is
announcer.
While Kleve Kirby vacations at
West Palm Beach, Fla., home, his

nouncing chores on his NBC shi
are being handled by Franklin M
Cormack and Dick Noble. MacC
mack is doing the Sheaffer "W<
Parade" and Noble "Reveille Rou

up "
Homer

Courchene,

WLS-WE

transmitter chief, found himself

the headlines March 14 for hay

discovered the bullet -pierced body
Karl Braband, Berwyn, Ill., insures

man. The slaying originally was
lieved to
murder.

have been another

gt

Renewal of "Hollywood Theatt
weekly half-hour transcribed drar
tic series, placement of 26 spot
nouncements and the renewal of
spot announcements comprised
business week at WMAQ, it was
nounced by Oliver Morton, mana,

of NBC central division local

r

spot sales department. "Hollyw<

Theater" renewal was placed for
weeks by Good Foods, Inc. (Ski'Peanut Butter) through the Gu
Advertising Agency, San Francis
effective April 1. Program is ah
Saturday, 8:00 to 8:30 p.m., CV
and features radio and motion p
ture stars.

Eddie Simmons, who has produc
the "Quiz Kids" program since inc<
Lion on the Blue Network four yet

ago, was inducted into the Army

introduction," it seeks to examine the conditions under which victory may be
attained and the practical possibilities of reaping from that bloody harvest

March 14. Eddie Freckma repla

the CBS analyst, has crystalized his
the fruits of a lasting peace"
thinking based on five years of study devoted to the problems involved ...
Nominated as probably the most Radio -Minded Family is that of Cyril
Mrs. Armbrister,
Armbrister, senior producer at the Blue Network

rector of WBBM, and Rosam
Wifiey, educational director of KM
St. Louis, in New York this week 1
conferences.

former director of children's programs at an Omaha station, currently is
doing radio scripts and has discovered highly unusual theater and radio
then there's son Teddy at three and a half years old, appearing
talent
an Madge Tucker's "Coast to Coast on a Bus," Sunday ayem web sus-

tainer...

WNEW's Milt Robertson, has prepared a script titled "Priming

him.

Florence Warner, Educational

Bob Becker's "Pet Parade," spo
sored by John Morrell and Compel
(Red Heart 3 -Flavor Dog Foot
through Henri, Hurst and McDonai
Inc., will expand from 86 stations
the full NBC network on April 1.

the Prime Primer," or "It's Corwiá s Turn to Bum," described as a good
but, Corwin says he will listen in, and it better
natured rib of Ye Genius
caught
be good... Bob Davis of WOR has ironed out his dilemma
with a jury and draft notice for the same morning, the court quickly bowed
whither Bob quickly hustled and was just as
to the Selective Service
quickly rejected.

*

*

*

-Remember Pearl Harbor -

JOHN TILLMAN
CBS Announcer
Now serving in the
Army of the U. S.
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Of Tele Possibilities

Medium Sized Outlets
i

Report Net Sales Up
POSTHUMOUS award of the Army JEWEL TEA COMPANY, BarringLegion of Merit for Col. John G. ton, Ill., has appointed Goodkind,
(Continued from Page 1)
Ayling, former executive of Geyer,
& Morgan, Chicago, as advertis(Continued from Page 1)
Television Now and Tomorrow." The Cornell & Newell, Inc. has been an- Joice
agency for Jewel Food Stores and $4,536,000 which compares with
rBAI chief shared the speakers' stand nounced by the War Department. ing
Home -Service Routes, it has $1,897,000 in 1942. Actual increase is
with Miller McClintock, MBS prexy, Crediting him for "exceptionally Jewel
announced by J. Raymond Hul- a total of $2,639,000, as reported t
who forecast a rapid post-war devel- meritorious conduct in the perform- (peen
bert, advertising manager. Daily spot the Commission. As already reported
opment of FM, which, the latter said,
of outstanding services," the announcements are being used on in these columns, 52 stations of 50,000
had certain qualitative elements of ance
citation
said:
"As
commanding
officer
WBBM, Chicago. Further plans are watts each averaged nearly $1,000,000
benefit to the advertiser.
an advanced echelon in the initial not yet complete.
each.
Du Mont, who also heads the Allen of
of the campaign in Sicily, his
Increases under $5,000 were reB. Du Mont Laboratories, Inc., and phases
able
supervision
of
the
supply
and
tele outlet W2XWV, New York, stated maintenance functions relative to air
EDWARD J. FITZGERALD, form- ported by 16 stations, between $5,000
that clients and agencies were now operations was an important factor erly vice-president of Erwin, Wasey and $25,000 by 51 stations, betwee
cutting their eye teeth on tele adver- in the effective support rendered by & Company and Donahue & Coe, is $25,000 and $50,000 by 31 stations, wit
tising and would be ready, so that air elements in behalf of the Seventh joining Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample in 13 stations reporting increases over
$50,000.
telecasters would be assured of a Army. While engaged in the perform- an executive capacity.
source of income. Switching from ance of similar functions during
160 Stations Included
home to theater tele, he indicated operations in Italy, Colonel Ayling's MARIA JEANNETTA WHITE has Of the 160 stations in this power
that practical theater television
was struck by enemy artillery resigned, effective April 1, as media range, 11 are non-commercial, while
loomed as an early possibility, with aircraft
which resulted in his fatal in- director of Grey Advertising Agency, 93 of the remainder carry network
many signs pointing to tele's use as fire
Inc.
affiliations as follows: Blue, 23; Blue
a medium of bringing special events jury,"
and Mutual, 4; CBS, 19; Mutual, 26;
to scattered theater audiences. "The
CRESTA BLANCA WINE COMBLACKWELL SMITH, who has NBC, 18; NBC and Blue, 3. ThirtyDu Mont organization," he said, "has
of these stations operated with
already evolved certain techniques PANY of Livermore, Calif., an- been associated with the Foreign one
power night. Two of the
whereby television images cán be re- nounces the appointment of the Bat- Economic Administration in Washing- reduced
produced on full-sized theater screens ten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., ton, will join the executive staff of stations are in Alaska, one each in
Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the District
advertising agency for Cresta Blanca Arthur Kudner, Inc.
with good pictorial definition."
Sees Tele Strong At Night

of Columbia, with the other 155 distributed through 42 states. None are

wines, effective June 1, 1944.

Declaring that both broadcasting
and tele had their place, the speaker S. A. SCHONBRUNN & CO., INC.,
the appointment of Roy S.
asserted that in many places broad- announces
cast and tele stations would be oper- Durstine, Inc., as the advertising
agency
for
Savarin Coffee starting
ated,side by side, one supplementing
the other. Eye -and -ear -entertainment April 1st.
in the home, he signified, would reign

BYRNE, BOWMAN & FORSHAY, to be found in Delaware, Kentucky,

INC., have appointed J. R, Kupsick Maine, Maryland, South Dakota and
Advertising Agency, Inc., to adver- Utah. Twenty-six of the stations opertise the residential and business prop- ate on clear channels, with the rest
erties which are now listed under of the outlets operating on regional
their management.

"Quiz Kids" Old Timers
the family could concentrate on a
Will Battle Youngsters
real show. Advantages of visual mer-

frequencies.

supreme from 7 to 11 at night when

PROGRAM THE

chandising via tele were likened to a

Chicago-Five aging alumni of the
rich display ad as compared with a "Quiz
Kids" program, in their middle
plain type ad offered by sound alone. and late
'teens, will compete with the
"Television will set new standards current quintet,
all under ten years
in marketing," he summed up.
for honors on the broadcast to
Discussing the future of advertis- old,
aired over the Blue Network Sun.,
ing in radio, FM and tele, Mutual's be
March 26, 7:30-8 p.m., EWT. Five
McClintock said that advertisers
alumni
are: Jack Lucel, 17; Van Dyke
must meet the inevitable challenge Tiers, 17;
Beckman, 17; Joan
of tele and FM in the post-war world. Bishop, 17;Jack
"Despite the glamor of frequency cradle crew and Cynthia Cline. The
include Sparky
modulation and television," he de- Fischman, four;will
Patrick Conlon, six;
lared, "we should remember that Bunny Duskin, six;
Joel Kupperman,
ey will grow only upon the same seven; and Harriet Kupperman,
nine.
ndamentals which have made radio Joe Kelly will quiz.
' eat. They are, in other words," he The Blue has replaced Eddie Simntinued, "not so much a change in
new Army private and former
e functions of radio advertising as mons,
of "Quiz Kids" shows, with
ey are in their qualities and capa - producer
Eddie
Freckman as the program's
ties to serve more effectively."

Ogg
NBC

RECORDED
t.

THROUGH THE SAVRT GIASS
with SAM HAYES

new producer. Simmons had produced

Film Screened
the program since its inception four
After citing the general acceptance years ago.
FM by the radio industry, the
BS head indicated several elements
Buys Coast NBC Time
ecting the activities and planning
advertisers. With an unlimited
Langendorf United Bakeries, Inc.,
umber of licensed FM stations, he through the Pacific Coast Advertising
nified, radio's capacity to serve Agency, has placed a contract with
ould be greatly expanded. Lower the National Broadcasting Company
= pital and operating costs provided for "A Song Is Born," to be heard
other factor. And lastly, since FM over six Pacific Coast stations, KFI,
KPO, KMJ, KFSD, KGW

as limited to primary area cover and KOMO.
e in principle, he concluded that
vertisers would find it necessary
James Jordan Hospitalized
use a greater number of local sta- Hollywood-James Jordan,
of the
ons to cover their buying power. "Fibber
McGee and
program,
cClintock was optimistic about the is confined to Santa Molly"
Monica
Hospital
ery near acceptability of television with lobar pneumonia
to radio homes. A Paramount educa- to be off the show forand is expected
tional film short, "Television Pre- weeks. Production also two or three
will be susview," was also screened for the pended on the film, "Heavenly
gathering.

'

(RKO), in which he has a role.

Days"

yuN.
PROGRAMS
t*_., vkt`L,ítlt

A. new series of 26 quarter-hour programs. Thrilling
moments in sports -history
famous figures in the
sports -world ... made vivid and exciting by Sam Hayes.
ace sportcaster. Little known facts ... dramatic re-enactments ... covering the whole field of sports. Successfully
sponsored by beverages, sports equipment, clothing firms
and makers of other products of interest to men. Ask for
presentation, audition records, availability data, today.
.

.

Many other NBC Recorded Programs
5 minutes to half-hour.

-

Hound Broodco,iing Co

i

A SMBk..14AI*

Geordie .4 ARMS.

RADIO-RECORING DIVISION
AMERICA'S NUMBEtjSOIIRCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg., Rodio City, N. Y... Machondi. Mart, Chicago, Ill.
rron,-la Bldg., Wallington, D. C... Sun,.t and Vine, Hollywood, Col.

,
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Fly Replies To Critics

WHO'S WHO 1N RADIO

Of FCC's Operations
(Continued from Page 1)

ing FCC representatves on IRAC for

"capable and efficient leadership," The
charges were, he said, "generally
speaking, couched in vague and gen-

eral language and contain numerous
innuendos, insinuations and implications."

EDWIN R. BORROFF
BACK in 1923, when no one knew for certain whether radio was here to
stay, Edwin R. Borroff landed a temporary broadcast spot in Chicago
to take up the slack between jobs. The infant industry developed, and Ed
took part in airwave pioneering, until a little more thaw two years ago he
was elected to his present post as vice-president in charge of the Central
Division of the Blue Network.
Ed Borroff went to school in Chicago. After graduating from Hyde Park High

on the South Side, he entered the University of

Fly ridiculed the charge that the

Chicago. later switching to the University of

FCC was hindering the military departments from obtaining frequencies, pointing out that assignments
of low frequencies increased since
1939 from 26 to 37 per cent of the
total number assigned to all governent agencies, and high frequency assignments from no channels to 47.3
per cent.

Illinois in Urbana. At the end of his junior year.
he decided to strike out for himself. He traveled

to Washington State to become a fruit rancher.
but a late frost nipped his plans in the bud.

A varied career followed. For two years Ed
sold life insurance in Louisville, Sy. When interest

Denies Interference

He denied interferring with the presentation by government agencies
of their needs to the President for his
consideration. "The Commission has
never found it necessary to object to,

or comment upon, any assignment
contained in any orders proposed by
IRAC," he testified. "There is no evidence that the Commission has ever
unduly delayed the transmission of
IRAC-proposed executive orders to

the President in view of the mass
of complex detail embodied in the
orders."
Fly also ridiculed the suggestion
that he was responsible for the failure of a proposed constitution for
IRAC to come to the attention of
the President. "In brief," he said,
"the bare facts of this alleged conspiracy of mine simmer down to this:
IRAC wanted to become an independent executive agency; while they
were discussing the matter, the President established the defense communications board and designated IRAC
as one of its committees in the event
of a national emergency or war; IRAC

dropped the proposal and adopted

new by-laws incorporating the major
features of the proposed order."
Refutes Garey Charge

He refuted also Garey's charge that
the Army and Navy drafted the proposed order to eliminate his alleged

control over IRAC. The order was

first proposed several months before
he was appointed to the Commission
and did not originate with either the
Army or Navy, Fly declared. There
was little questioning by committee

lagged-his own and his clients'-he

came a "dinkey skinner"

Pioneer Radio Exec.

befor a road -construc-

tion company. The road finished, he filled in between jobs by joining the staff of KYW, at that
time located in the Windy City, as a composite
newscaster and handyman. That was in 1923.
He then became announcer, salesman and finally
manager.

Five years later Borroff resigned to go with
WENR as sales manager. When NBC acquired the outlet in 1931. he
joined the sales staff of the Central Division of the network and in nine
years progressed to the sales managership of the Blue net's Central Division. The radio industry was informed on Jan. 9, 1942, that he had been
elected v. -p. In charge of the Central Division of the Blue web, which
had been established as a separate entity from NBC. Since assuming
these duties, he has been interested in radio's wartime and post-war roles.
As Chicago consultant of the OWI Domestic Radio Bureau, he has been
the liaison there between the industry and the war -information agency's
station relations section.

Ed Borroff is married and has one son, Robert, aged 10. Making his
home in the Windy City. Ed has two hobbies-golf and ships-which he
shares with a dexterity at the keyboard. He plays by ear and knows
the hits from the Gay Nineties to the present. And for a real treat when
the party gets dull, people call him up and ask him to bring his accordion along.

CBS Awarded Scroll
time. IRAC granted the first in July Award
the 1944 scroll of the Pan
1942, and two more in November of Americanof
Colombista Society to CBS
the same year, without notifying the for "activities
promoting the welBWC of the applications or of its ware of the inpeoples
New
approval. In November Fly wrote World" was announcedofat the
soCraven, FCC representative on IRAC, ciety's headquarters in Havana,the
Cuba.
suggesting that BWC should be noti- The scroll will be presented on Pan
fied of the pending applications for American Day, April 14, to William
eight more such stations.
of CBS, and to
"One thing should be made clear," S. Paley,A.president
Chester, director of Latin
he said, "at no time did I have any Edmund
doubt that Alaska needed the service. American Relations for the network.
I not only knew that it needed the
service, but did everything I could
to see that it got it." He added that
he supported the applications before

the BWC. The President, he said,
the propriety of the Army
members as Fly went through his questioned
these stations, and a joint
statement, but the Texan will be operating
called back this morning for question- report from FCC and the Army was
ing on the IRAC matter. Representa- drawn up for him and approved by
tives Louis E. Miller, Rep., Mo., and him.
Cites IRAC Minutes
Warren G. Magnuson, Wash., were
As for his delaying operation of
not on hand.
Fly pointed out that in his efforts these station, Fly said IRAC minutes
to prove that the FCC had held up show that "thirteen out of 21 stations
the establishment of low -powered for which IRAC's approval was
stations for morale broadcasts to sought were authorized at the same
troops in the Alaskan area, Garey meeting that the applications first
spent nearly two days on 142 pages appeared on the IRAC agenda. These
of the printed record. "The evidence included one at the July 1942 meetconsisted," he added, "principally of ing, two at the November 1942 meetat

REC Poses Questions

For Guest To Ansvp
(Continued from Page 1)

Grabhorn, president of REC, decla:

yesterday. "Because of their inter
we are asking Dr. Goldsmith to p

vide answers to a list of questi
submitted by members of the clu
Some of the questions which

speaker will be asked to answer a
1. Will we have to wait until of
the war for practical technical dev
opment in television?
2. How far away are we from n
work television?
3. Is television ready now wits
wide angle theater size screen?

4. What is the situation with

t

FCC as far as higher frequency bar
are concerned?
5. In your opinion will product]

stem from motion pictures or

1:

talent?
6. Is color television practical on
electronic basis?
7. Do you care to discuss the pos

bilities of the third dimension?

Guests at the luncheon will a:
include several men prominent

the development of television. Amo

those expected to attend are All
Du Mont, C. L. Menser, John F. Ro3

and Gilbert Seldes.

Mrs. Hope Mercereau Bryson

Mrs. Hope Mercereau Bryson, WI
of Dr. Lyman Bryson, the Director
Education, Columbia Broadcasti:

System and Chairman of the Boa

of the American Association for Adt
Education, died at 1:15 a.m. Thursd.

after a long illness, at the Harkne
Pavilion. She was 57 years old. Mt

tions except that they do not sell

the reading of IRAC minutes and ing, and one

1

the January

1943

comments by Commissioner Craven." meeting, two at the April 1943 meetThere are now 21 of these 25 -watt ing, three at the August 1943 meeting,
outlets at Army posts in Alaska, one at the September 1943 meeting,
operating largely as commercial sta- two at the October 1943 meeting and

Member Of Institute

Alexander D. Nicol, controller of
the Blue Network Co., Inc., New
York City, has been elected to membership in the Controllers Institute
of America. The Institute is a technical and professional organization of
controllers devoted to the improvement of contcollership procedure.

one at the February, 1944 meeting.

Bryson was born in St. Louis, M
daughter of the late Mr. and M:

Charles V. Mercereau. She was grad
ated from the University of Michig,

and received a master of arts degn
from Columbia University.

Mrs. Bryson studied at art schoC
in the United States and in Paris ar
her paintings

were

exhibited

American and European gallerie
From 1919-1924 she resided in Par;
where Dr. Bryson served on the stá
of the International Red Cross. Bo

sides her husband, she leaves a so
and four grandchildren.

Ginny Simms Coming Ea

Hollywood-Ginny Simms, the "GI
Girl Tuesday," will bring her "Johnn

Presents" show to New York
four consecutive broadcasts

f

begir

ping April 11, to originate from stl
tion WEAF for the NBC net.

Vesuvius Eruption On WOE

The voice of Maj. Frank Pellegrit
"The remaining eight of the twenty- formerly director of broadcast advet
one stations were authorized the tising for the NAB, was heard agai
month following the first appearance last night as WOR aired a recordin
of the respective applications on the of interviews by the major at Sa
IRAC agenda. Teh applications for Sebastiano, located at the foot of M
these eight stations first appeared on Vesuvius. Actual sounds of the erup
the December 1942 IRAC agenda, and tion could be heard. Among those in
were granted at the January 1943 terviewed was Luther Reed, formed
meeting.
of CBS and now with Army Specie
"They were passed over at the Services. The War Services Divisioi
December meeting at the insistence of WOR received War Departmen
of the Army and Navy representa- authorization for the broadcasting o
the interviews.
tives," he declared.

1
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Haverlin To Mutual;
Heads Station Dept.

!rPROMOTION*

Crosby -Sinatra Contest
Institutional
A lot of publicity resulted for sta- Something unusual in the way of
ident. New post with Mutual be- tion WSAY when that station con- trade paper advertising has been unes effective next Monday, March ducted a Sinatra -Crosby poll for its dertaken by KMBC of Kansas City
listeners in Rochester, N. Y. How- with its paid space dedicated in be"Sydney M. Kaye, executive vice - ever, the contest began very inno- half of the broadcasting industry,
emphasizing radio's contributions to
)resident of BMI, said yesterday that cently.
t
was with keen regret that he Mort Nusbaum, who conducts a America in war and at peace.
dewed the departure of Haverlin. He daily platter -chatter show over Reversing the usual procedure of
'fated that Haverlin made a major WSAY known as the "1240 Club," testimonials, KMBC is obtaining apontribution to the formation of BMI, casually mentioned that he wondered propriate expressions of tribute from
and the affection and good wishes of who had more fans in Rochester- typical radio listeners throughout the
3MI's Board and entire personnel Sinatra or Crosby. The next day the "Heart of America." The butcher, the
ollow him to his new position. "We letters and cards poured in, and that's baker and the candlestick maker-all
re delighted with the assurance how Nusbaum realized he had some- walks of life are being interviewed
liven to us by him and his new em- thing on his hands. Result was 111,603 to determine how radio has served
loyers," said Kaye "that we may separate signatures mailed in, with their needs. Such findings are then
ontinue to count on his friendly co- petitions signed by cadets of the 51st incorporated into KMBC's regular
peration. BMI is grateful to Carl for College Training Detachment sta- trade paper advertising space.
oyal and efficient services, and tioned in Rochester, Military Police,
The first in this series of advertisewishes him the best of luck."
sailors, marines, schools, factories, ments consisted of a testimonial by
Haverlin, in commenting on this retail stores and clubs. Contest ended Robert L. Mehornay, president of the
hange in affiliation, said:
with 59,306 votes for Sinatra and Kansas City Chamber of Commerce.
(Continued from Page 1)

elected later to become vice-

"Although I look forward with keen 52,297 for Crosby. It was a clever pro- Soon to appear will be the second

nticipation to the major opportun- motional bit on Nusbaum's part.
y I will find with MBS, leaving BMI
;, understandably, not an easy thing
Boy Scout Tie-up
or me to do. This is not only because
Denver's station KOA collaborated
f the many friends I have made,
oth in and out of the organization, with 18 Boy Scouts to conduct a lastut because I believe so deeply in minute "Mop -up campaign" at the
to principle for which both BMI close of the Fourth War Loan Drive,
nd thé industry have fought so suc- with the resulting sales amounting
to $500,000. Prize salon prints from
sssfully.
"However, the transition from one the collection of great war pictures

rganization to the other, in this case, on view at the station's studios
ill be far simpler than usual be - throughout the Loan were presented
tuse so many Mutual affiliates are to each of the 10 Scouts who sold over
nong the stanchest adherents of BMI. $15,000 worth of bond pledges; other
ince they are licensed, almost with- eight boys received certificates in
ut exception, I shall shortly be recognition of their efforts in making
:ruing these old friends again, al - cash sales. Some of the boys received
tough in a new capacity.

Will Celebrate 10th Year Former N. Y. Radio Man
With Debut N. Y. Offices
Promoted To Captaincy

MI has built, it is doubtful if there
ill ever be a need for any call upon
y four years of BMI background.
ut if the occasion should present

ton M. Blink celebrate 10 years of

ue to the splendid organization .that

Los Angeles-Gerald King and Mil-

CBC Radio Problems

Discussed By Frigon
Montreal-Difficulty of trying to
please everyone with broadcast programs commented on by Dr. Augustin

Frigon acting general manager of
CBC in testifying this week before
the parliamentary radio committee.
He declared:
"It is unquestionably our duty to
try to meet, somehow, and as often
as possible, the requirements of each
unit of the human kaleidoscope, often

ignoring the predominance of some
desire at a given moment, in order
to protect the interests of a minority."

He said that a labor forum, somewhat along the pattern of "Of Things
to Come," with listening groups, had
been broached by Dr. Thomson, before he retired. But the man selected

to take care of the program was in
ill health and as a result of the controversy which arose over the "Of
Things to Come" broadcast, "I thought
we had our hands full for the time
being." He added that doubtless the
new general manager, when he was

of the series including an expression
of tribute by a Kansas City shop girl,
with KMBC conducting an extensive chosen, would proceed with the prosurvey to find this typical shop girl.
gram at a convenient time. Speaking
E. P. J. Shurick, KMBC's promotion of criticism of the CBC news bulledirector, announced that follow-up tins he said "our policy in general
advertisements of the series will in- has been to accept our Ottawa news
clude as subject themes testimonials through the Ottawa Bureau of the
by political leaders, in particular Canadian Press which serves papers
Senator Harry S. Truman, city offic- of different political affiliations."
ials, stenographers, shop workers, cab
He said it was an interesting fact
drivers, etc.
that the CBC had been "severely criboth citations for using "double- ticized" by supporters of all the fedpolitical parties. "We have even
barrelled shotguns" while conducting eral
criticism from more than one
sales. By utilizing the services of the had
party,
over a single item, and for
Boy Scouts, KOA sounded doubly its
entirely
opposite reasons," he added.
patriotic note.
He described the new CBC policy

to BMI itself, having been
its
,rowth, I will continue to watch its
Progress with the deepest interest.
"As

rivileged to have a part in
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.of free political broadcast time an-

nounced last week in a special white
paper and said the policy was based
on recommendations of an all -party
Patterson Field, 0.-Ray L. Winters, Commons committee which studied
producer and announcer for radio the question in 1939. The policy had
station WHN, New York, and Para- not been applied yet, and he did not
mount Newsreel commentator, now indicate when it would come into
on military leave, was promoted to effect.
the rank of Captain, from First Lieut-

partnership when they open Standard
Radio's New York offices at 1 East
54th Street on April 1.
self in which I might be of help It was on that date in 1934 that the
BMI or its licensees, Mr. McClin- two joined forces in the transcription enant, it was learned here today at

ck has stated I may do so to the concern, and their expansion east - the world headquarters of Air Ser-

Tobacco Network Sets
Walker Co. As Nat. Rep.

reasury Exec. On Blue
To Salute Web Bond -Aid

The Walker Co. has been appointed
national representative of the Tobacco
Network, Eastern North Carolina re-

;llest extent."

Purchase of $138,000 worth of War
Dods by Blue net employees during

e Fourth War Loan Drive will be
rtified by the Treasury's War Fin ice Division, represented by Naanal Director Ted Gamble, in a spe-

al broadcast on that web Monday
om 1:45 to 2 p.m., EWT.
Edgar Kobak, executive vice-presi:nt

of the Blue, will receive the

rtificate and present it to Col.

alter Jensen, acting Surgeon Gen al of the Army Air Forces, who will

.scribe the importance of the hostal service plane purchased with
e War Bond money. Also speaking
ill be Donald Douglas, pltexy of
)uglas Aircraft Corp., manufacturer
the DC -3, the ambulance ship.

I

Ward is a logical step for a company vice Command.
which started in Hollywood, moved Capt. Winters, who was assigned to
on to Chicago, and has prospered the ASC headquarters in September,
1943, is radio officer for the Special
with its expansion.
Office
headquarters,
Standard's New York headquarters Information
will provide closer contact with the here, which is in control of radio
firm's large list of eastern subscrib- and public relations work for the
installations in this country and
ing stations; serve as an added base ASC
for talent and as the center of the in all foreign theaters.
company's export business, which,
shortwave and War Departdespite the war, now includes sta- through
tions in Mexico, Canada, South Africa ment transcriptions,
The partners visualize networks in
and Newfoundland.
countries such as those of Emilio
More than 300 radio stations in the other
Azcarraga,
of XEW and XEQ, Mexico
United States and Canada carry the City, whose
and "Blue" netStandard Program Library, while un- works south"Red"
of the border operate
counted others use Standard Super extensively with
transcriptions where
Sound Effects of everything from a wire facilities are
baby cry to the latest sounds of war. outlying sections. not available to
With American business at its
Thus, with 10 years of partnership
saturation point, King and Blink are behind
him, Jerry King said on the
already casting appraising eyes at eve of Standard's
entrance into New
the post-war market in countries
"Milt and I may have become
which have become familiar with York,
American -style radio showmanship partners on April Fool's Day, but it
looks as if we weren't fooling!"

gional web, effective April 1.
New officers of the network are:
Paul Moyle, WFNC, president; Fred

Fletcher,

WRAL,
vice-president;
Harry Bright, WGBR, secretary, and
Allen Wannamaker, WGTM, treasurer. Central billing offices are now

located in Wilson, N. C. in the WGTM
building.

Macy's Buy WOR Time
"The Answer Man," fact-finding
show over WOR, New York, has been

signed by R. H. Macy & Co., large
metropolitan department store, for a
three -a -week series, beginning Monday from 7:15 to 7:30 p.m. A feature
on the Gotham outlet since 1937, the

program will also be heard Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 7:45 p.m.
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
- CALIFORNIA -

-PENNSYLVANIA PHILADELPHIA - Carroll Alcott,

PICTU \ E OF TE

author and authority of the Far
East, has joined the WCAU staff as

LOS ANGELES - 'WAVES Farewi
Party," a special program on KECA r
cently, saluted the largest contingent
WAVES to weigh anchor from this cit

WEEK

news analyst. His sponsors are Stude
baker and Kentucky Club tobacco...

Program included recorded excerpts fro
the party given the WAVES week -et

For the purpose of obtaining first

hand information about Philadelphia's 1944 baseball clubs, WIP's

Stoney McLinn, sports director and
commentator, will visit training

camps of the A's and Phil's teams
with the WIP mobile unit....Little

Crow Milling Company of Warsaw
has renewed its five -weekly participations in the Ruth Welles program
for an additional two weeks....Newest addition to the announcing staff

of WPEN is. Lee Stafford, a Pennsyl-

vanian who entered radio two years
ago....Ray Walton, formerly of the
WIBG announcerial staff, is now in
Army school teaching the rest of the

boys a thing or two about 155mm
guns.... PITTSBURGH-Less than 12
hours after he received the Congressional Medal of Honor from the Commanding General of the Italian theater of war, Sgt. Charles Edward Kelly,
"Pittsburgh's one-man army," was
honored in a special coast -to -coast
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gel

on the WDRC staff for more than eight
years, has resigned to become commercial manager of WPRO, Providence....
BRIDGEPORT-Joe Lopez, WICC and
WEAN, Providence, R. I., supervisor, broad-

casts a new "Memory Song" program over

thrice weekly.... Carl
directs the General Electric band heard
over WICC....STAMFORD-WSRR has
Larson

WEAN

added to its engineering staff Walter
Schorr who was formerly with the Ameriin

the capacity of flight

radio officer, making many trips between
the United States and points overseas.
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Duffy Of BBD&O
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of March 20, and a broadcast from t]
Union Station from where the WAVI
will entrain for Hunter College....Fra
ces Scully gave a preview of the "East
Promenade" when she broadcast ov
KECA, an account of a pre -Easter shay
ing of latest Spring creations at the Tov
House.... OAKLAND-In line with tl
wide spread public interest in bowlin
KROW mikes a series of programs dire
from the Annual Men's Championsh
games of the Oakland Bowling Associ
lion, emceed by Speed Reilly.

-ARIZONA PHOENIX-John Hess, former:
KOY's Arizona network corresponc

ent in Cochise County, has tran.
ferred to Phoenix. Hess originated tt
Friday portion of the Arizona Net

Dinner Bell program from the KSÚi

aeeri á

n Publecer BIeen Ce

HARTFORD-J. Eric Williams, salesman
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The TIED / FOSS is al his side and the Red Cross is YOU
Photo by Steve Hannagan.

Kay Kyser-"the of professor"-crashed right through
the front page of Radio Daily to project his plea for the

studios in Lowell.... C. J. Wolff hi
resigned his newsroom post at Kcf
to accept a position in San Francis
..And Lilah Matson has resign.
from KOY continuity department 1
join her husband who is in the set
vice..GLOBE-New on KWJB's st4
is: Marion Hamblin, receptionist an
bookkeeper.

Others

are:

Willa

Shoecraft, program director; Lest;
McBride, Benny Greenshaw and $j
Tankersley, spielers.

- NEW JERSEY NEWARK-Eddie Sep:, test make director for Paramount and Fox studio

will be the guest on WAAT's "Beau'q
Goes to Work" program Friday, March ., 3
Nan Lupo and Norm "Red" Benson w:rl''
PATERSON-Brigs'
interview Senz

who takes over the Ellis spot April 3r
has entitled his WPAT program -Be
Bright's

Bandstand."

Bright

something new and different

promise
in din

jockeying and will introduce many orb
final novelties in his program-most
which have never before been tried on
show of this kind, he says.

t

Red Cross drive and to compliment the broadcasters on their
support of the 1944 campaign for funds. Kay, who makes
frequent appearances with his orchestra on the Blue's "Victory Parade of Spotlight Bands," is an ardent Red Cross Mississippi Station
supporter.
Nearing Completioi
Quiz'
BECKLEY-WILS,
Telephone
- VIRGINIA CBS outlet, recently produced a two-hour
Tupelo, Miss.-Completion of radi

March 24
Maurice Coleman
Arthur Boran
Ted Webbe
Rudolph Field
K. A. Harron
March 25
Bessie Mack
Louise Klubnik
Jean Rogers Raymond Gram Swing

Frankie Carle
Jerry Sears
Arturo Toscanini

March 26
Jean Sablon
Charles Balthrope

Howard L. Schreiber
Val Clare
Frank Merrified
George Carhart
lack Jacobson
Phillip Rapp
Arnold Van Leer Henry Sylvean
Fulton Dent

RICHMOND - G. Harold Lucas,
for the purpose of helping the city's
WRVA's Norfolk manager, was ap- show
serviceman's canteen to augment
pointed District Coast Guard auxiliary small
its
finances.
morale officer of the 5th Naval Dis- WISCONSIN trict...PORTSMOUTH-WSAP added
to its staff sportscaster Jack Harris, MILWAUKEE-As a public service
former sports writer for the Norfolk feature and because of the importance
"Ledger Dispatch"....Program Direc- of the election, WTMJ cancelled two
tor John G. Maupin is conducting a commercial network shows recently
radio speech school for aspiring an- to make available free time for the
six mayoralty candidates to broadcast
nouncers.
election eve talks
SHEBOYGAN-

-WEST VIRGINIA -

WHEELING-Joanna Green has joined
the announcing staff of WWVA. She was
formerly with KVOO, Tulsa, Okla.....
Lew Clawson, WWVA program director.
recently broadcast his 500th "Cooey-Dents

station WELO, new Mutual outlet i
Tupelo, is expected the early part
April, Bob McRaney, general mar
ager of the station, has ar
nounced. Contracts have been signe

by McRaney for Associated Prel
news service, Standard and Keysto.
transcription library services. Gen

Tibbett of Birmingham, Alabama, h
been appointed station manager; Bo
Evans, Tupelo business man an

New personae at WHBL are: Spielers former newspaperman, as head
Lee Wesner and Robert Swoboda, sales department; and Sarah Caldw
formerly of WRJN. Glen "Casey" as receptionist and director of off!
James, chief announcer, has been ap- personnel. The station has just join

pointed program director of the sta- the National Association of Broad
tion.

casters.

DAN.
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TEN CENTS

Aleutian Charges Denied
Higher Court Decision

Dunninger "Boats"

Dunninger's rendition of "Matrzy Doats" on his Blue net broadcast last week swelled the coffers
of the Red Cross by $1.000. The
mind reader was advised by Mrs.

Unfavorable To Ascap
Decision which may have far reach -

in music circles was handed

effect

make the donation

suing Ascap and its officers, also
board members, for a 10 -year accounting and charging the society
executives with failure in carrying

if Dunninger
vocalized. He obliged with lyrical
assistance.

Of Educational Radio

Kansas City-Appointment of Dr.
Charles F. Church, Jr., to conduct an
extensive study and research in
determining the full potentialities of
radio in education was announced by
Karl Koerper, managing director of
KMBC. Dr. Church will visit many

Cowles Reported

Buying Into WCCO

Allan Jones & Carle Band
Get 'Old Gold' Spot On CBS
Jones,

singing

star,

group operating stations in Iowa and
South Dakota, is reported practically
closed with Gardner Cowles, Jr., having been in conference with New

York network executives the past
week.

In event the Cowles group acquires

Illinois GOP Group
Buys Middle West Time
Illinois State Republican Commit-

tee as part of

headline the new Old Gold air show West, during the period of the state
which debuts on Wednesday, April 5, primary election drive.
over CBS at 8 p.m., EWT, J. Walter
Thirteen quarter-hours have been
Thompson agency, announced Friday.
(Continued on Page 4)

Show replaces Sammy Kaye's orches-

tra and guest stars who have held

down the spot for some time.

ailing

distaff - side

commentator.

Mrs. Sanger's accomplishments as

a mother and radio exec. enabled
her to handle smoothly the topichow to handle eight -year -olds.

E. Miller. R., Mo.

(Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Page 5)

Educators To Attend

BMI's New President
To Be Announced Apr. 19 N. Y. Radio Conference
With the automatic resignation of

Fourteenth annual meeting of the

Neville Miller as president of Broad- National Board of Consultants of CBS'
cast Music, Inc., coming about with "American School of the Air," will

his resignation from the presidency be held in New York, March 29, at
of NAB, a new president will be an- the network's headquarters when
nounced on April 19. This announce - plans will be discussed for the pro(Continued on Page 7)
gram's 1944-45 season. Presiding at
the meeting will be chairman of the
Mutual Leases N. Y. Theater board William C. Bagley, Professor

For Network Originations
Leasing of the Forrest Theater, New
York City, by Mutual was announced

last Friday. First network show to

(Continued on Page 3)

Several Staff Switches
In Blue Network Setup

be broadcast from the Forrest will be
New assignments in personnel posts
"Green Valley U. S. A.," which pre- have
been made by the Blue Network,
mieres on April 2.
one moving Dick Charles, who has
been in charge of recordings for the
production department to the post of

* THE WEEK IN RADIO*

(Continued on Page 2)

Fly Answers Charges

Versatility
Eleanor N. Sanger. program director of WQXR, New York. and
mother of two sons in the service.
added another title to her name
when she went on the air Friday
to pinch-hit for Alma Dettinger,

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-FCC Chairman James

Lawrence FIy Friday washed the
commission slate of charges made
earlier in the week by Rep. Louis

Testifying before
the Lea committee, Fly charged that
In a move to build up afternoon "when I walk in, Miller walks out,"
studio audiences, WOR, New York, is referring to Miller's failure to atinaugurating a "triple feature" start- tend the last two sessions.
ing Monday afternoon, April 3.
Rep. Richard B. Wigglesworth of
Studio visitors to Fred Uttal's "Con- Massachusetts, the other minority
sumer Quiz" show at 2:45 p.m., will member of the committee, remarked

tion owned by CBS, to the Cowles show, "The Black Castle" and then

its advertising camand paign has purchased
time on four
Frankie Carle and his orchestra will Blue
Network outlets in the Middle
Allan

WOR Offers Audience

Deal for the sale of stock in WCCO, be invited to remain in their seats
Minneapolis -St. Paul 50,000 watt sta- for Don Douglas' one-man horror

cities during the coming months to WCCO the station will operate closely
make a careful survey of educational with their newspaper holdings in
activities and how radio is being
(Continued on Page 4)
utilized to serve the needs of those
communities.

On Alaskan Naval Incident

'Triple Feature' Show

(Continued on Page 3)

KMBC Will Make Survey

House Select Committee Statement

Bernard Gimbel. vice-president of
AWVS, that a studio guest would

down Friday by the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court of New
York in the case of the Gem Music
Co. and Denton & Haskins, who are

out their trust.
Court affirmed the order of Judge

FCC Chairman James L. Fly Refutes

By BEN KAUFMAN

DOMINATION of the Interdepart- from obtaining frequencies.
He
mental Radio Advisory Commit- pointed out the increase in assign-

tee

was denied by James L. Fly, ments of low and high frequencies
chairman of the FCC, in testimony
1939, when he was appointed
last week before the House Select since
chairman.
Refuting the charge that
Committee investigating his agency. the FCC had
held up the establishFly's denial was in answer

to former ment of
-powered outlets in
witnesses' charges, which he charac- Alaska for low
morale broadcasts to our
terized as containing numerous in- troops there,
Fly indicated he did
nuendos.
he could to supply it.
The FCC chief ridiculed the accu- everything
Earlier in the week, Fly challenged
sation that the Commission was
hindering the military departments Rep. Louis Miller, R., Mo., to bring
(Costiswed ow Pepe 7)

Beatty For Longmire
Morgan Beatty replaces Carey
Longmire on NBC's 1:45 p.m., (Mon-

days through Fridays) news broadcasts, William F. Brooks, director
of news and special events for the
NBC announced last week. Long -

mire, who makes hs final broadcast Friday, March 31, expects to
leave in April to cover the war

overseas for a national news aseo.
clatlon.
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COInInG and GOIIIG.

Refuting the old saying "It's a man's world," a male reporter for Radio Daily contacted the femme publicity staff

Price 10 Cts.

of NBC and was taken up by a girl guide to the studio

rehearsal of "Now Is The Time" at Radio City last Friday.
The reporter's report on the happenings follows:
Three men stood helplessly by Kent, Ernesta Barlow, Ethel Owen,
while a competent crew of women who can be seen in the show "Three's
took over every department to pro- A Family". ... Jean McCoy, of "Winged
duce NBC's "Now Is the Time," a Victory"....Florence Halop, former-

series of four dramatic tributes to ly of "Duffy's" as Miss Duffy....
women of the armed forces which Other femmes in the cast: Kathleen
bowed in last Satdee morn....Murial Cordell, Mitzi.... Priscilla Kent is
Kennedy at the control -panel.... scripter for the four occasions....
sound effects manipped by Marjorie those three powerless men: Stephen
Ochs....directorial wand waved by Chase, Dick Keith, John Sylvester
Nancy Osgood.... and Ann Kullmer ....might mention, the women couldbatoning the 24 -piece orchestra.... n't (and wouldn't) get started, until
cast includes: Jone Allison, Elaine the men arrived!....

Several Staff Switches
Chaplin Off To London;
In Blue Network Setup
Peterson Replaces Him
With W. W. Chaplin, who has been

(Continued from Page 1)

producer -director of the Blue under
Raymond Knight, production manGordon D. Cooke Dies;
ager. Charles replaces Robert Stevens
Was Adv. Agency V. -P. who left to join Kenyon & Eckhardt.
James Sheldon moves into Charles'
former post. John Mitchell replaces
Gordon D. Cooke, 42, vice-president ,Sheldon
and Ben Abbena follows Mit-

serving as an NBC commentator the
past year, preparing to join the network's invasion covering team in

day morning at the Lawrence Hos- Kenway, to carry out a number of
pital, Bronxville, N. Y. He is sur- special studies for the Blue's station
vived by his wife, Virginia Devine relations department. Kenway has
Cooke; a son, Gordon D. Cooke, Jr., been sating as a special assistant to
and his parents, residing in Chicago. Edgar Kobak, executive vice-presiFuneral services were held Saturday dent.
morning at St. Joseph's Church in
Bronxville. The body interred in a
vault in Ferncliffe Cemtery, Harts- Stewart -Warner Dividend

Starts Eighth Year

of Roche, Williams and Cunnyngham, chell.
Inc., advertising agency, died ThursOther appointment is that of Ivor

menagerie over WOR, the

Barn-

berger station in Newark, has put a
new zest into broadcasting, at one
time drove a two.horse hitch for a
biscuit company... .WOR is experimenting with a filter which will rid
amateur wave lengths of disagree.
able harmonies.

serial adapted from the famous stage
play "Sunday," begins its eighth year
the Columbia network,

on

EWT, over 160 stations of the Blue
Network, has been renewed by Hall
Will Televise Bouts
greeting cards, for another
Intercity finals of the Golden Brothers
weeks. Al Boyd, former producer,
Gloves Tournament at Madison 26
serve as consultant on the proSquare Garden, conducted by the will
New York Daily "News," will be tele- gram. The agency handling the Hall

cast Monday, by NBC's television sta- account is Henri, Hurst & McDonald,
tion WNBT, C. L. Menser, NBC vice- Chicago.

president in charge of programs, announced Friday.

.Zgya,

FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS
this loyalty makes WDAS

the best dollar buy
in this area. That's why
78% of its sponsors
renew regularly.

W

LINUS TRAVERS, executive vice-president of
the Yankee Network and WNAC, Boston, is in
town for conferences at the headquarters of,
the Mutual Network.

GASTON W. GRIGNON, general manager of
WISN, Milwaukee, left for home Friday night

following a few

days

in

tion business.

New York on sta-

VIRGINIA PIERSON, educational director of
WTAD, Quincy, Ill., affiliate of CBS, in New
York to discuss phases of public service broad.
casting.

ALDERT VAN der MOLEN, president of Alpha
Music Publishers, left on Sunday for Hollywood;
where he will confer with film executives on
Latin-American music.
LYNN
KLO,

L.

Ogden,

MEYER,
is

on

commercial manager .of
the way back to Utah/

after spending the latter portion of last week
in New York.

C. W. HUNTER, program director of WCLE,

Mutual outlet in Cleveland, is in town for
the meetings of the MBS program operating,

board which will be held today and tomorrow.

vice-president and genJAMES GORDON,
eral manager of WNOE, New Orleans, left
Friday for the home offices after a few days

here on station business.

Takes MBS Financial Post

The "Meet Your Navy" program,
heard Friday from 8:30 to 9 p.m.,

i

PHILADELPHIA knows that

Wed.,

for the West Coast.

business May 2.

of

mount

AUDIENCES HAVE
BEEN

dramatized

CHARLIE CANTOR, comedian appearing on
"Texaco Star Theater" and "The
Moore and Durante Show," leaves on Wednesday
Columbia's

'Meet Your Navy' Renewed

special dividend of 25 cents per share.

to stock of record at the close
"Jolly" Bill Steinke, known as the
"original radio clown," whose radio

Sunday,"

Gal

He'll

Both dividends are payable June 1

of 25 cents per share on the five dol-

(March 27, 1924)

staff. Peterson, formerly stationed in
London, returned to the United States
two weeks ago.

versity and the territory around Ithaca.
return late Thursday night.

lar par value Common Stock and a

regular, semi-annual cash dividend

20 YEflRS RGO 10011Y

named to replace hips on the domestic

MERT EMMERT, farm editor of WEAF, leaver
tonight on a recording trip to Cornell Uni

J. E. Wallen, formerly controller of
March 29. Dorothy Lowell plays the Federal Telephone and Radio Corp.
part of Sunday, the role she created and more recently with the WPB asl
when the program was initiated; and an industrial advisor, has joined thé'
Karl Swenson, who portrays Lord Mutual network as controller and'
Henry Brinthrope, has also appeared financial director. Robert Puryeari
on the program since the beginning. continues as assistant controller.
st
The serial is written and produced by
Frank and Anne Hummert.

Chicago --Directors of Stewart Warner Corporation voted the

dale.

London, Elmer Peterson has been

"Our

194411

WIDE

AWAKE!
That's the time buyer who
keeps his eye on W -I -T -H

in Baltimore. That's the
station that produces at the.
lowest - cost - per - dollar
spent.

(March 24)

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net
High Low Close Chg.
1573/ 1571/8 157% +
1/4

Am. Tel. & Tel
CBS A
Crosley Corp.

Farnsworth T. & R.
Gen. Electric
Philco
RCA Common

RCA First Pfd
Stewart -Warner
Westinghouse

28%

283/4 - 1/4

12%

191/4
121/4

191/4 +

363/

36

36

301/4

297/e

9%

93/4

291/8
191/4

7311
-

73

/s

121/2

301/4 + %
97/a

731/= +

13%

13

13% +

98
373/8

97
373%

98

3/4

11

+1

Zenith Radio
373/8 + Vs
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio
41/4 - 1/a
411
41/
OVER THE COUNTER

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

Bid

20

32
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Í
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Educators To Attend
H. Y. Radio Conference i

I' lit OMOTION

"Calling All Girls"
Premiere of the new WHIO program "Calling All Girls" was part
of a promotion produced by the Dayton, Ohio station for the Elder and
Johnston department store, sponsor
of the series. Over 1,000 'teen age
chool of the Air." Leon Levine, man- girls of the city were present for the
er of CBS educational staff will first broadcast that featured Tommy
eport on the operational phases of Dunkelberger's orchestra, Richard
e broadcast, and outline proposed Higham, Fran Filmore, Adele Unver(Continued from Page

1)

KCMO's Sales Piece

Higher Court Decision

Unfavorable To Ascap
(Continued from Page 1)

meritus, Teachers College, Columfa University. Leading national eduators will attend.
Dr. Lyman Bryson, network direcr of education will discuss educaonal aspects of the "American

In eye-catching colors of bold blue
Dineen of the N. Y. Supreme
and gold, station KCMO's new bro- Benedict
which sustained the complainchure announces that "the Blue is Court
as having a cause of action. At
your 'sure thing' radio bet in the ants
time, Judge Dineen threw out
golden Kansas City market." The in- the
the corporate defendants and held in

rograms for the Fall series.
Members of the Board of Consulnts who plan to attend are:
Roy Chapman Andrews, Honorary
irector of the American Museum of
atural History.

ferth, Don Wayne and Fred Campbell "1941 was a great year for Missouri- stated the corporate defendants such
in a dramatic skit. Bill Hamilton, pro- a great year for Kansas. Crops never as the president, Deems Taylor, and
gram director, was emcee, and Myron were better. Industrial production the individual members of the board.
Scott of the Dayton "News" played never was higher. And never in his- both current and those who served
magician.
tory have these two great states found the past 10 years.
such a ready and profitable market Reinstatement of the corporal
Hotel Exploitation
for their products." It's a provocative defendants means that the plaint: i
Dial cards are being utilized to seller that should bring in the first can hold liable the individual boar,i
members, also their own corporapublicize WCAE's news programs, note of a musical scale.
tions represented on the Ascap boarc:.
and are being placed in the rooms
of the William Penn Hotel in PittsWLW "Home Forum" Tieup
Andrew D. Weinberger represented
burgh as courtesy reminders. This Station WLW's grocery trade rela- the plaintiffs and Schwartz & Frolic!.
clever idea informs the hotel patron- tions department has been taking Ascap. Next move, according to at-

Regina C. M. Burke, Associate
uperintendent of Schools, New York
ity.

William G. Carr, Secretary, Educa-

ional Policies Commission, Wash-

gton, D. C.

Paul E. Elicker, Executive Secre-

side of the promotion piece utters effect that the action was against
loudly in pictorial sound that "Mil- Ascap only, as an organization.
lions of dollars are crossing the KanAppellate Division in addition to
sas City counters!" To justify this
theme, the brochure declares that upholding the cause for action, rein-

tary, National Association of Sec- izers the hours newscasts are aired- advantage of the housecleaning sea- torneys in the case, is for the tw.
ondary -School Principals, Washing- morning, afternoon and evening, and son, March 18 to April' 1, by devoting music houses to amend their com also lists some of the commentators its "Home Forum" broadcasts to giv- plaint and start the action on it.;
ton, D. C.

Belmont Farley, Director of Pub- featured on WCAE. These cards are ing feminine listeners housecleaning original basis. Two music houses seek
Relations and Coordinator of placed on the knobs of the hotel tips. Announcements of the programs an accounting of Ascap funds for 10
Radio, National Education Associa- radios and will be replaced every are printed daily in the WLW area years due to limitations, which will
few months to keep them timely.
grocery trade papers. This depart- not permit the plaintiffs to go back
tion, Washington, D. C.
ment visualizes a happy triumvirate, further than that.
Florence Hale, Editor, "The Grade
New KLRA Monthly
with WLW as the guiding point for Litigation was started on January
Teacher."
Station KLRA's newly inaugur- both the merchant and the consumer. 8, 1943.
Major Harold Kent, War Department Liaison U. S. Office of Educa- ated monthly publication is a newsy,
tion, Washington, D. C., President, four -page sheet which includes interAssociation for Education by Radio. esting stories that are on the lips of
lic

-

radio
indiMiss Lou LaBrant, President, Assovidual. And accompanying some of
ciation for Arts in Childhood.
Charles H. Lake, Superintendent of the stories are attractive photographs
Schools, Cleveland.

of the CBStars who are heard over

tion Association.

rently is heard over 112 domestic CBS

R. S. Lambert, Education Supervi- KLRA. This promotion piece, which
or, Canadian Broadcasting Corpora - does a lot for CBS, should indirectly
do a lot more for KLRA's commercial
'on.
Dr. Morris Meister, President, interests, simply because it's attention
merican Science Teachers Associa- commanding.
ion and Principal of the New York Room, are Frank Ernest Hill, Mildred
ity High School of Science.
Jane E. Monahan, Chairman, Radio Game and Dorothy Rowden of CBS'
ommittee, Department of Elemen- Education Division.
"American School of the Air," curary School Principals, National Edu-

Lilla Belle Pitts, President, Music stations, and in addition is being carried by 38 Canadian Broadcasting
ducators National Conference.
Mrs. Mary Riley, New York Board Corporation outlets.

f Education.
Dr. John W. Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of Education; Chairman of
Federal Radio Education Committee.
Others planning to attend the meet-

ing, to be held in the network's Blue

Qei 4tu 3 r.'dt olia~

S

Sell Them on

Affiliated with Mutual

Nat'l Reps. SPOT SALES, INC.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco

.

An important market calls for a good advertising

WASNINON

AND YOU S
1NE NAr10N

. .

CREATIVE FORCE
with Producers,
Home

Musical Directors,
Staff Writers,

Economists,

job! Get all 3 on WDRC-1) coverage, 2) programs,
3) rate! That's the tried and true formula of successful adcasters.

News Editors, and Publicity Dept.make WTAG a BIG station in a
BIG market.

BASIC CBS

WTAG

WORCESTER

Hartford 4

Connecticut
CONNECTICUT'S PIONEER BROADCASTER

NATIONAL REP.
Paul H. Raymer Co.

4
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Cowles Reported

LISTENERS

Buying Into WCCO

írt

(Continued from Page 1)

Minneapolis -St. Paul and will probably be used as the spring board for
development of FM and television in
the Northwest.
Another aspect of the Cowles -CBS
negotiations may be a deal whereby
the Cowles group, owners of KSO and

KRNT, Des Moines, will dispose of

their interest in KRNT to the network. Under the FCC multiple own-

ership rule, it was pointed out, Cowles

will find it necessary to dispose of
one of the Des Moines properties.
Possible WCCO-KRNT deal has
somewhat of a precedent in the recent

CBS deal whereby it sold part of
WBT, Charlotte, N. C. for KFAB, al -

''r though it is true, the KFAB deal
cleared up the 770 kc for WBBM,

110

Chicago.

Understood that the Cowles broth-

ers have long desired an outlet in
Minneapolis, inasmuch as John is
publisher of the Minneapolis StarJournal, Tribune and Times, and
a piece of WCCO would greatly complement and complete the picture
there for the Cowles brothers.

(Continued from Page 1)

remain for another 15 minutes to hear
"Songs By Sunny Skylar."
Three -for -one bargain idea in stu-

dio entertainment will probably at-

tract a lot of women shoppers during
the Monday through Friday schedule
of the three shows.

Illinois GOP Group
Buys Middle West Time
(Continued from Page 1)

set on the following stations: WENR,
WROK,

Rockford,

Ill.;

WCBS, Springfield, Ill., and KMOX,
St. Louis. Time is between March 23

and April 19. McJunkin Advt. Co.,
Chicago is the agency.

EXPERIENCED
ANNOUNCERS

.Submit E.T.

WRITERS

Submit 'Aired" Script.

COPYWRITERS
Samples of Ad. & Coml.

RESEARCH MEN
Submit Resumé
EXECUTIVES

Submit Roo m;
TECHNICIANS

FRANK McGRANN
Radio Specialist

POSITION SECURING BUREAU,

Inc.

(Agency)

331 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. MU. 2-6494

PROGRAM
39 out of 50
network Firsts ail

most highly rate

Gayer, syndicated amusement columnist for the UP, is writing a column on
the opportunities for free-lance scripters over NBC, and the Blue
pillar

local programs!

,

goes to 900 daily papers
now the webs better watch out for more
mail... Arthur Lesser, whose radio commentary "The Next rune I See
Paris," is currently on WNEW Saturday nights, donates his salary to the
Red Cross

Lesser is an American who was attached to the Free French
and speaks on the underground movement.

SALES

*

Wonder what became of "the one, and only, the original

Lower rates thai

the former fact-finding wizard of the airwaves

the second stati

used to offer real brain twisters to his contestants and listening
public
it seems to this pillar that there's a place in radio for
him today
Prof. Quiz who in private life was Dr. Craig Earlethe title stands for Ph. D.-hit a Crossley of 19.6 at the peak of his
radio career.
A thank you to Babs Brodsley, who used to
comment on the distaff view of things before a Gotham mike, for
.

... lowest cost
per/listener

of all stations!

.

,e

her kind note from Charleston, where she is now a Navy wife
as the better half of Lt. Comdr. Milton Kurzok, M.C., USNR

L

her suggestion for a contributors' corner made up of excerpts of
letters from scattered radio folk sounds likely. Now it's up to you
readers... Lulu Bates and the "All -Time Hit Parade," will move
into the 7-7:30 p.m. Sunday slot in June when Jack Benny leaves
on his annual vacation.
Two of Mutual's bond -selling programs, "Saturday Night Bondwagon" and Dave Elman's "Victory
Auction," concluded their series Saturday night... On Sunday
.

.

April 2, "This is the Army Hour," marks its third anniversary
Army program started on NBC April 5, 1942 and has since been
taking listeners on Army operations and tours in all corners of the
earth as well as U. S. training centers
many notables have been
heard on the show which has been consistently good and packed
with good stuff.

*

WANT

morning, afternoo

and night!

Now that Dennis Day (nee McNulty) has been sworn into the
U. S. Navy as an Ensign and joins the colors April 15, will Jack Benny
start another search for a singer -foil as he did when he parted company
with Kenny Baker?
or will he plan to alter his format
seems as
though everyone expects some kind of a feller like that on the show and
most likely a ""golden" opportunity awaits a hopeful somewhere
which is radio itself-opportunity and reward for the right guy in the right
spot
at any rate, this corner wishes the beat of luck to Eugene Denis
McNulty, of Brooklyn
he'll be missed by many a listener... Jack

Professor Quiz?"

WOR Offers Audience
"Triple Feature" Show

Chicago;

Radio Vitamins For Monday 1 1

All surveys agreed

WRC leads

*

*

H. V. Kaltenborn walked into the publicity offices of NBC the
other day with a preview handful of his new "Invasion Maps" for presentation to press chief, John McKay
encountering a bevy of newspaper
women Kaltenborn lost all his maps to the press autograph seekers
Ralph Atlass, who recently sold WILD, Chicago. to Marshall Field, in town
NBC biggies back from their coast for a huddle with CBS executives
Eddie Grief of NBC press` qualified as an
to -coast "War Clinic" tour
efficient host as he escorted a press party to the Joan Davis broadcast at
Mitchel Field the other night. . . State of Arizona will again adopt
Mountain War rime on April 1, and will operate on that time through Sept.
30. 1844
notes Ned Midgley, CBS sales service manager
web
shows for instance will be heard one hour later than currently over Arizona
outlets. .. Jack Soo. only Chinese baritone on the air, and in this country say some sources, has been added to the cast of "Mutual Goes Calling."
three times weekly... Mayor LaGuardia of New York dropped a line
to Frank Mullen of NBC the other day. re the courtesy and efficiency of the
web's Protection Service.

*

- Remember Pearl Harbor -

11
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FCC Head Answers Charges
Regarding Aleutians Incident

CHICAGO

By RALPH WILK

By BILL DIVER

(Continued from Page 1)
IERE is good cheer for the long- that he didn't like the implication
-hairs in "Cookie" Fairchild's ex- of Fly's statement regarding Miller, sible and respected man in radio.
It appears that "he bought and paid
lence recently at Camp Haan in but Fly did not back down.
for and, so far as I know, conifornia. Armed with boogie-woogie
"Last Tuesday," said Fly, "Rep. sumed 16 bottles of seltzer water."
jive when he went to the Camp Miller doused us with charges inRecalling that managers of the varinusical director of Eddie Cantor's volving two kinds of
water-one, ous stations owned by Fort Industries,
w. "Cookie" was a plenty sur- Aleutian waters, and, two,
seltzer Inc., were meeting in Atlanta at the
ied pianist when the G. I. boys
t him playing Rachmaninoff com- water." Declaring his regret that Mil- time, Fly opined that the number

had not seen fit to substantiate might have been even greater than
itions an hour after the regular ler
these charges or present them to Fly, 16. Personally, he said, he drank
w.
roudest possession of Comedian the Commission chairman went into very little.
Explains Atlanta Trip
k Douglas is a pool table which a discussion of the first.
Denies Alaskan Charge
Al for the 85 -cent breakfast check,
n L. Sullivan, his boyhood idol, The first
charge,
he
said,
appears
Fly continued, "I regret that I had
e played on.
wentieth Century -Fox Corpora - to be that the commission's Radio to pay that much. I generally get
Intelligence
division
misled
a
portion
around the corner to some one -legged
has signed a 13 -week contract
sponsor Galen Drake on Monday, of the fleet and drew it into a falsely joint and eat for about 40 cents. I
indicated
safe
and
clear
area
in
Alasguess that fizzes out the seltzer
Inesday and Friday each week in kan waters.
"No such mishap has water."
5 -minute philosophical commenestablished in public or secret Fly said the purpose of his trip to
'. The program is heard 5:00 to been
Fly said. Wigglesworth Atlanta at that time was to inspect
p.m.; PWT on KNX. Western testimony,"
'iertising Agency placed the ac- interrupted "You didn't mean to a new Western Union installation
nt through William Reid, KNX leave the impression that you have there, and that he had never intended
been through the secret testimony to go to Fort Lauderdale, as Miller
taint executive.
leorge L. Moskovics, sales manager before the committee, did you?" Fly had charged. He did meet Ralph Hor1

i

HE United States Army will pre-1 sent three post -broadcast stage

shows in Medinah Temple, following

the forthcoming production of the
WGN "Chicago Theater of the Air,"
heard Saturdays from 8 to 9 p.m.,
CWT, over WGN and Mutual, according to announcement by Maj. Gen.

H. S. Aurand, Commanding General
of the Sixth Service Command.
Following the broadcast of "New
Moon" on April 1, the Army will
salute War Department civil service
employees with a show composed of
the 344th Army Band from Ft. Sheridan, Ill.; Pvt, Bob Eberly, former

dance band vocalist, and several acts
from Camp Ellis, Ill. Among the latter will be "Nip and Tuck," a dance
team formerly featured in the Broadway stage success "Babes in Arms."
Vera Lane, CBS-WBBM vocalist
recently heard on the "Aunt Jemina"
series, eloped

last week with Lt.

the Columbia Pacific Network, is answered that he wished he had, ton, owner of WFTL, Fort Lauderdale,
I:ing an extended tour of the East that he saw what he was able to in Atlanta while there and discussed
'st. Moskovics has been scheduled see-. The rest of the testimony taken the affairs of the station. He denied
liscuss the West Coast Story of behind locked office doors and "in that he discussed sale of the station.

Lowell Sund, a fighter pilot and
veteran of the African, Sicilian and
Italian campaigns, Lt. Sund, who
wears four oak leaf clusters, is stationed at the Santa Monica, Calif.,
Air Force Redistribution Center.

tually transferred his station without
authority from the Commission, and
Fly advised him to file all the facts
with the Commission.
Fly will return tomorrow morning.

with the Navy has been named assistant motion picture operations
officer in Washington. He has acted

io, at the request of more than hotel bedrooms," he said, has been
vestern representatives of eastern withheld from the commission and
ufacturers and suppliers who used "to bludgeon us." He has retied their home offices. Armed peatedly asked to see the secret tesa story on the "Pacific Panora - timony, he said, but it has not been

and the charts pertaining to the made available to him.
t Coast's reason for being named Fly pointed out that RID never
test-tubeland" of radio, Mosko- suggested fleet movements, and has

Horton, said Fly, had already vir-

Robert Brown, NBC announcer now

in six Naval films, in connection with
other work.

will invade the mid -west and never attempted to say whether a

radio signal comes from a ship, a
for a protracted stay.
lckstage visitor at a recent broad - plane, or give any other conjecture
of Walter Pidgeon's "The Star as to source. All it does, he saidthe Story" via CBS was Sergeant and under questioning Rep. Warren
Stone from March Field, Cal- G. Magnuson, RID head George Ster-

ia, and best remembered by lis- ling backed him up-is to give the
rs for his creation of the "Henry" military figures on RID bearings takin radio's
;ram.

Summer-or Winter

REPLACEMENTS
"CAFE SOCIETY"

"Aldrich Family" en at two or more listening posts.

The military makes its own fixes
from these bearings, and reaches
its own decisions as to what to do

about them.
"Neither Admiral Hooper nor any
other officer in the Navy has ever
brought to the attention of the commission any erroneous bearings supplied by RID," said Fly, adding that
the Navy still relies upon RID
findings. He declared also that he
was certain no commander in the

Navy would send a task force hun-

dreds of miles on the strength of one
bearing submitted by RID or any
other listening agency.
Fly Discusses Seltzer Water

As to the seltzer, Fly said he was

mystified by Miller's remarks until he
read in RAmo DAILY (Wed., March

Musical variety show of unusual format. Starring Hazel
Scott, Jimmy Savo, Mildred Bailey, John Sebastian, Teddy
Wilson and His Band, and others. NOT just another variety
show.

"TOPSY AND EVA TIME"

Half hour comedy script show, with music, starring Rosetta
and Vivian Duncan, the famous Topsy and Eva team. Theatrical celebrities in supporting cast. Distinctive, different.

"CHICK CARTER"
Leading juvenile serial, in association with Mutual, and
Street and Smith. Originated, produced, and directed by

Fritz Blocki. Scripts by Jean and Nancy Webb.

22)

Miller's explanation of the inFly declared that was the
first clue he had as to what Miller
referred to. He pointed out that the
story Miller told RAnio
cident.

DAILY differed somewhat from the impression

std Petry & Co., National RepresenWre

the Missouri congressman had left
Tuesday in that Miller made it plain
that the "16 bottles of seltzer water"
had not been charged to the government.
George Storer, said Fly, is a respon-

FRITZ BLOCKI

WRITER - PRODUCER - DIRECTOR

655 Fifth Ave., New York 22, N. Y.-PL 9-6180
Builder of GOOD radio shows. Past successes include
"COURT OP MISSING HEIRS" and

"CAPTAIN MIDNIGHT"

f
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E advertising budget of Ruppert
Brewery for 1944 will show an JOAN DAVIS-JACK HALEY promise- to make "Stop Or Go" go
very far.
increase of 10 per cent over the apSHOW
however, doesn't have to
propriation for last year, it has been WEAF-NBC. Thurs., March 23. 9:30 to doBrown,
all the work. Matty Malneck leads
announced by J. Kingsley Gould, di10 p.m.
his orchestra in the musical numbers
rector of advertising. The large group,
Mitchel Field, L. I.
that have to be identified by the conof media will, as in the past, include
radio. In this connection speical em- Cast-Joan Davis, Jack Haley, George testant drawing a set of questions in
category. It's lots of fun, and a
phasis will be placed on broadcasts Raft, Verna Felton. Sharon Douglas, Dave that
of sporting events in the New York Street, "Modernaires," Merle Kendrick's pleasant "trip" is had by all who go
with the contestant who goes from
orchestra.
area.
TWO CAMPAIGN GUIDES-One
on food and one on V-Mail-are being
mailed to advertising agencies by
A.A.A.A.

DOROTHY THOMPSON, columnist

and radio commentator, is among the

judges chosen to consider the en-

trants in the 14th Annual Exhibition
of Newspaper Typography sponsored
by N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc. The other

judges will be Lowell Mellett, Maj.
Gen. A. D. Surles, Adm. A. J. Hep-

burn, Jean Carlu and Thomas F.

Barnhart.

Sponsor-Sealtest, Inc.
Agency-McKee and Allbright
Producer-Tom McAvity
Writers-Ray Singer and Dick Chevillet
Announcer-Kelvin Keech
SMOOTH -WORKING
TEAM SHOWS

that had to be identified by one of
the contestants. It took hint a little
ARTISTRY IN OFFERING "CORN WITH time to identify Miss Lamour-don't
FINESSE."
ask us why.
Joan Davis, radio's vivacious At the end of the program, Brown
comedienne,
unauburn -haired
read an editorial that was written
wrapped her bag of radio tricks on by a newspaper man leaving his loved
her first eastern invasion before the ones, to take an active role in World
flyers at Mitchel Field, L. I., the War I. Brown imparted to this mesother night. Her appearance re- sage a simplicity and sincerity that
vealed that a fine sense of radio tech- could not have been surpassed by
nique plus good vaudeville show- any dramatic actor. Judging from this
manship are the things that make first program, it seems that the radio

tives Club which will be held tomor- script.
row at the Hotel Roosevelt.
The Joan Davis show is essentially
corny but it is corn with finesse.
CHARLES W. HOYT CO., INC., has Her faltering voice as she continues
been appointed to handle the adver- from week to week in her quest for
tising of Hirestra Laboratories, Inc., a man, served on this occasion to
manufacturers of beauty prepara- bring on George Raft, the dapper
tions.
gent of movieland, who participated
in a little comedy skit and said comROBERT BUECHNER, formerly of plimentary things about the Red
N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., has joined Cross.
the staff of Batten, Barton, Durstine Musical highlights of the half hour
& Osborn, Inc. as assistant account included a neat vocal arrangement
exec. JEANNE E. AVERY, former of "Holiday for Strings" as sung by
member of the staff of WHCU, Ithaca, the Modernaires, and Dave Street,
where she announced and did script talented vocalist, singing "I'll be Seeand copy writing, has become a mem- ing You Again." Verna Felton as
ber of the BBD&O radio commercial "Blossom Blimp" registered solidly
group.
with her air -minded audience.

Los Angeles-A kaleidoscopic picture of Hollywood personalities and
their activities will be provided Blue
Network listeners twice weekly in a
new five-minute program of movie
chatter, featuring Buddy Twiss at the

Philadelp

David Victor, Peggy Mayer, Fred Norman,
Hal Collins.

Another audience participation pro-

gram, slightly comparable

to

the

"Truth and Consequences" format, is
the Eversharp production of "Let
Yourself Go" starring Milton Berle.

through Stewart -Jordan Co., Ph

delphia; Jackson & Moyer, Phila.] 1,
phia (Clothing), 15 sports studio i
grams, once weekly, 52 we
through LaBrum & Hanson, Phil
phia; Olivo, Philadelphia
(
Tonic), six 10 -minute studio pro:
weekly, 52 weeks, through Pb
Klein Advertising, Philadelphia;nI

vile Clothing, Philadelphia

(11Rí

Clothing), one half hour studio D
gram (transcribed) weekly, 13 wet
through H. M. Dittman, Philadelp

National Oil Prod.

Co., Harris

(Admiracion Shampoo), five
nouncements weekly, 26 wet
through Charles Dallas Rea
Newark, N. J.; George Gorson, PI
adelphia (used cars), 15 announ
ments weekly, 13 weeks, throt

Philip Klein Advertising, Philaf

Phillips Packing Co., Cs
bridge, Md. (Phillips
nouncements weekly, 52 we
through Aitkin-Kynett Co., Philaf
phia (renewal); John F. Daly, Ph:
delphia (used cars), three announ
ments weekly, 13 weeks, through
L. Brown Advertising, Philadelpi
SKF Industries, Inc. (help wante
Philadelphia,
six announceme
phia;

The format of "Let Yourself Go"
is a simple one. If you've ever had a weekly, six weeks, through Gea
secret ambition to give somebody a Marston, Inc., Philadelphia; Fob
haircut via the soupbowl method, you Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y. (Doa
may do so on this program providing Pills), three announcements week
your letter is chosen-and you're will- 52 weeks, through Spot Broadcasti
ing to do it with a few obstacles de- Inc., New York; Philadelphia & We
signed by the Berle entourage. Other em Railway Co. (transportation), t
hitherto frustrated individuals were 15 -minute studio programs, 52 wee
given the opportunity to -(1) be an placed direct.
announcer, (2) whistle over the air,
(3) be the judge of a bathing beauty
Gets Promotion
contest. Prizes ranging, from $25 to
$100 were awarded to the persons Arthur F. Gibson has been
least inhibited by the conditions un- pointed assistant general sales mi

fun for the persons who were fortun- announced by Lloyd L. Spenc
ate enough to see the program, while vice-president and general sales ma

10:30-11 p.m., EWT

has in its emcee, Joe E. Brown of

Agency,

Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N
(soup), three announcements wet

der which they must realize their ager of the Stromberg-Carlson Co:
ambitions. It seemed like a lot of pany of Rochester, New York, it tt

McKesson á Robbins
Blue-WJZ, Thurs,, March 23.
.

The Blue's new "Stop Or Go,"
microphone, to be launched on
fashioned along the "Take It Or Leave
April 4.
It"
and "Double Or Nothing" shows,
Sponsored by the Wilco Company in
behalf of Biff Fly Spray and Clearex,
the new Hollywood commentary program will be heard each Tuesday and
Thursday at 10:55 a.m., PWT, on 14
stations of the Pacific Coast Blue

Advertising

a

"STOP OR GO"

J. D. Tarcher
Writers: Erna Lazarus, Vic McLeod.
Ben Pearson
Producer: Bill Krauch

Aid), seven announcements wet
for 13 weeks, through Chas. Can

for 13 weeks, through Ward Whee:
Co., Philadelphia; Wilbur -Suck
Chocolate Co., Lititz, Pa. (Suck
three announcer*
question to question and is not Chocolate),
weekly for 13 weeks, through G
"stopped" until he gets to his destina- &
Rogers, Philadelphia; Blau
tion with $80.
Philadelphia (department stq
Guest on the first program was Inc.,
Dorothy Lamour. She sang a song five announcements weekly, 13 we

MILTON T. KYLE has been named her tick.
do more justice to Joe E. Brown's
manager of the Philadelphia office Miss Davis, capably supported by may
of Albert Frank-Guenther Law, Inc. Jack Haley, proved that well timed talents than have the movies.
Kyle has been in the Philadelphia mugging and grotesque gestures are
"LET YOURSELF GO"
office for 10 years.
good visual laugh getting stunts and
Eversharp Pen á Pencil
add to the tempo of her radio show.
Blue -WIZ, 7-7:30 p.m., EWT
JAMES F. LINCOLN, president of Haley, who is a great entertainer in
Agency: Blow Company
the Lincoln Electric Company, will his own right, displayed artistic reProducer: Hal James
be -the principal speaker at the lun- straint as he foiled for Joan's merrythe Sales Execu- making and guided her through the Writers: Hal Block. Jay Franklin Jones,
cheon meeting

New Movieland Show
Slated For Blue Net

WFIL, Philadelphia: Winfield DI
Philadelphia (Zenith Hea

Co.,

this department bemoaned the fact ager. A native

of

Rochester,

11

that television hadn't made more Gibson joined the Stromberg-Ca
son Company in 1912 as a materil
strides.
Oh, yes, at the beginning of the inspector and subsequently he
program, Mr. Berle mentioned that numerous positions in the compan;
Earl Wilson, New York "Post" col- manufacturing division.
umnist, and Elsa Maxwell were
among the judges. But they didn't do
Lubkert To Army

the movies, all the personality a quiz or say anything, so this department
Cliff Lubkert, transcription
show could ask for. The comedian pulled another long face. However, ducer
in McCann-Erickson's
effuses a naturalness other quizmast- Zasu Pitts came up to the mike a few
is on leave of ab
ers might do well to emulate. His minutes before curtain time and Berle department,
presence at the mike is engaging, played straight man to her dated to the Army today. He has been
Network.
10 years, has bee
Written by Noel Corbett, the scripts particularly when he is face to face material. Outside of that, everything the agency
by Johnny Wilson, ass
will feature news and feature items with a contestant. He handles his else was fine. Commercials made us placed
at CBS, who moved ov
about the stars and last-minute bulle- witticisms masterfully, and all in all, envious of the participants who were director
the agency last week.
he projects a warmth and charm that each presented with an Eversharp.
tins on the Hollywood scene.
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1W-WSAI Announce

Invasion Planning i

THE WEEK
IN RADIO
Fly Answers Charges
(Continued from Page 1)

nnati-Utilizing four news forth the facts on the Miller charge ing Winchell last night. Dies had pres, its own war correspondents that the FCC had bungled things with viously disclosed that he had subecial overseas broadcast ar- the U. S. Navy in Alaskan waters. poenaed the scripts and transcriptions
ents, WLW and WSAI have The Missouri Congressman promised of the Winchell broadcasts for the
ted plans for extensive cover - to do so if the Navy would permit. past two years. This action followed
the impending European in - His promise followed a fiery state- nearly two weeks of constant critiment from Fly on Miller's tactics of cism of the commentator by the
and Chamberlain, WLW pro - throwing sneak punches at the Com- Texan and Reps. John Rankin and
director, in co-operation with mission in the form of unsupported Clare Hoffman.
D. Shouse, vice-president of innuendos. Additional matters probed New Shorts: Curb on the power of
osley Corporation in charge of by the special House committee in- James C. Petrillo, musicians' union
asting, has announced the or- cluded FCC activities in foreign -lan- chief, was sought from the Senate Intization which will handle the in - guage broadcasting.
terstate Commerce sub -committee by
Television received a shot in the officials of the National Music Camp
ion coverage.
a the newsroom, William Dowdell, arm with the disclosure of develop- at Interlochen, Mich., which used to
tor -in -chief, has arranged for the ments by NBC, CBS, the Blue Net- broadcast Summer sustaining prock recall of his staff of 20 writers work and the American Telephone grams over NBC until the Petrillo
commentators when the break and Telegraph Co. Live -talent pro- ban ....Columbia Recording Corp.
aes. With all three major American duction planning on a large scale by and RCA Victor Division filed their
vs services, in addition to Reuter's, NBC was indicated by the appoint- comments with the National War
news staff operates on three shifts, ment of N. Ray Kelley, eastern pro- Labor Board, endorsing the WLB
h in charge of an editor. Dowdell, duction manager and an expert on panel findings in the disk decision
his assistant, Gilbert Kingsbury, scenic and similar effects, to take ordering the musicians back to work,
in charge during the day; Milton charge of the net's technical tele thus aswering the previous filing of
Ise, night editor, takes over at 6 facilities. NBC later made known it exceptions by the American Federaand Jack Doyle assumes corn - would contract with motion pic- tion of Musicians.... CBS decided not
Ind at 1 a.m.
ture producers for film to be made to fight the shift of platter turners
LW's three war correspondents solely for tele, according to a state- from the International Brotherhood
G'e instructions to provide special
ment in Hollywood by Niles Tram- of Electrical Workers to the AFM,
erage by cable and to broadcast mell, network prexy.
both AFL unions, even though the
:et if occasion presents. In addiThe annual report to CBS stock- transfers would cost them a tidy sum.
James Cassidy, WLW special holders carried a statement by Paul
Staggering total of $352,650,000
nts director, has made arrange - W. Kesten, executive vice-president worth of advertising was contributed
its for BBC coverage, including, of the web, in which he forecast post- to publicizing war -effort problems in
,ossible, exclusive overseas broad- war tele in full and natural color 1943 by U. S. business, with radio
s such as have been used on WLW with larger pictures and high fidelity. known to share in the major portion
I the last year.
Intention of the Blue to file for four of the contribution, it was revealed
tele outlets of its own, in addition to in the second annual report of the
encouraging affiliates to follow suit, War Advertising Council. ... Tl.e
i,opersmith Returns
was affirmed by Mark Woods, presi- Senate defeated a move to restore the
I

I

i.

1,

1

of the net. Plans for a two - FCC budget cuts....Net time sales
From Dominican Tour dent
million -dollar trial of shortwave

Music Library and Copyright
ision of WOR, has recently re led from a three-month study of
musical resources of the DominiRepublic. In recognition of his
tribution to the Republic he was

BMI's New President
To Be Named Apr. 19
(Continued from Page 1)

ment will follow a board meeting

scheduled soon after J. Harold Ryan
formally takes over his post with
the NAB.

Usual procedure, it is expected
would be to install Ryan as president
in the industry -owned music house,

but there

is

also the possibility of

Merritt Tompkins, vice-president, being named in order to lighten Ryan's

many duties. Nothing definite how-

ever will be known until after the
BMI board and Ryan hold forth.

To Pick Up Detroit Winners
"Swing Shift Frolics," Blue Net-

work's sustaining show heard Fridays
from 11:30 p.m., to midnight, will
launch a series of pickups from other
cities throughout the country begin-

ning with Detroit. Each week the
Detroit winner will be picked up
through the facilities of WXYZ in
conjunction with the New York
broadcast of winners in the eastern
area which is heard over WJZ.

Major Eliot's New Book

Major George Fielding Eliot's new

book, "Hour of Triumph" which is
being published by Reynal & Hitchcock, went on sale last week. In introducing the work the CBS military analyst wrote: "It seeks to examine the conditions under which

victory may be attained and the practical possibilities of reaping from that
bloody harvest the fruits of a lasting

of 160 outlets with power ranging peace."

J. M. Coopersmith, director of radio relays for inter -city television from 1,000 to 2,500 watts were 22..
and telephone relays were revealed per cent higher in 1943 than the preby the AT&T.
vious year, it was reported by the
Other tele news centered around FCC.
new eye -and -ear entries. WestingPersonalities: Carl Haverlin, BMI
house filed applications for tele li- vice-president, joined
Mutual as head
censes in Boston, Philadelphia and of the web's station relations
departPittsburgh.
The
Stromberg-Carlson
)rated with the Order of Juan
ment, succeeding Dick Connors, who
lo Duarte, the country's most dis- Co. announced plans for a commercial recently resigned. ..A. W. Lehman,
uished honor. Dr. Coopersmith tele outlet in Rochester, N. Y., pend- manager and secretary of the Coted 22 cities of the Republic, ing license approval by the FCC. operative Analysis of Broadcasting,
'eling by mule pack and automo- WLW, Cincinnati, possessor of a hold- was elevated to the office of president.
He carried with him portable over tele license from three years with George H. Allen, of WOR, New
irding equipment and was able to ago, was reported planning to mod- York, taking over the vacated spot
:e 78 records of the folk music of ernize the outlet when equipment
.Chester S. Slaybaugh, former
country.
became available. Philco Radio and time buyer of Morse
International,
Television Corp. of Great Britain Inc., became manager of
ad agenbought a factory from General Air- cy's radio department.... the
Joins CBC Board
Norman E.
craft, Ltd., in the island kingdom,
Jorgensen,
.
assistant
to
FCC
Chairontreal-Bernard K. Sandwell of thus acquiring a potential producinto, has been appointed a mem- tion plant in the post-war television man James L. Fly, reported to the
Navy as a lieutenant (j.g.) ....John
of the Board of Governors of set-up.
formerly script editor with
Hon. R. L. LaFleche, War Ser A series of outbursts by Rep. Mar- Turner,
Minister, announced Friday in tin Dies, D., Tex., chairman of the CBS,Kwas named script editor of the
ouse of Commons. Sandwell is House Special Committee on Un- Blue net, effective April 3.
ging editor of Toronto Saturday American Activities,
against Walter
Suggestion: This news digest
Winchell, columnist and commentamay interest some one from
tor, was climaxed by the Blue net's
now in the armed forces.
dry To Donahue & Coe offer to Dies, and his acceptance, to radio
Clip and send it along.
inahue and Coe agency, in fur- speak in the 15 -minute slot followexpanding its radio department
taken on Gladys M. Conry, script
Renews "Gangbusters"
er who has done such shows as Effective April 14, Dr. Earl S. Sloan, Broadcasts Relief Dinner
Station WINS broadcast the 40th
Telephone Hour," "Helpmate," Inc., has renewed "Gangbusters"
on anniversary of the Jewish Consump1d of the Free" etc. She v(I,ll be the Blue and has added 13 stations,
tt writer and editor. Miss Conry making a total of 110. "Gangbusters" tive Relief Society dinner from the
formerly associated with Benton is heard in behalf of Sloan's liniment Grand Ball Room of the Hotel Astor,
Sunday evening. The society was
wles and Erwin, Wasey Co.
Friday from 9 to 9:30 p.m., EWT. last
founded in September, 1904.
r.
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Goes Full Network
Beginning April 1, Bob Becker's
Pet Parade, sponsored by John Morrell and Company for Red Heart 3 Flavor Dog Food, will be heard over
the full NBC network. The contract,
calling for the expansion from 86

outlets, was placed through Henri,
Hurst and McDonald, Inc.

Vu0,1g ?úáe
IS ONLY

eKc PC<:tóllle
The other, and most important
is buying time on the RIGHT
STATION ... the station that will do
the biggest job for you!
half,

In Baltimore, it's

WCBM

BALTIMORE'S Blue Network Outlet
JOHN ELMER
President

GEORGE ROEDER

Gen. Mgr.

FREE 8 PETERS, Inc. WWI Representatives

Monday, Marc,
h Z7
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- COLORADO -TEXAS - CALIFORNIA -DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA '
WASHINGTON-In recognitioi
SAN FRANCISCO-Capt. Wilber SAN ANTONIO-New series of broad- DENVER-KLZ is receiving wideand individua
Eickleberg of the U. S. Marine casts aimed at rural Texans is being aired spread and favorable comment be- outstanding service
in the sale of
Corps, former manager of KFRC and over WOAL 15 minutes Mon. through Fri., cause of the recently inaugurated use complishments
Bonds
through
her
"Good
Neigh
sales manager for KHJ, dropped in with Bill McCan as spieler for the pro- of the Sonovox recorded station broadcasts on WWDC during
to pay his respects to the KFRC staff grams. ...DALLAS-From the stage of breaks.... James R. MacPherson, gen- Fourth War Loan Drive, Alice 1
recently....Headed by general man- the Palace Theater beginning April 3, eral manager and commercial man- has been awarded a special cite
ager John W. Elwood, KPO depart- will originate a series of seven broadcasts ager of KOA, and Duncan A. McColl, by the United States Treasury
the NBC "Dr. I. Q." show-the first asst. KOA sales manager, are in Los
ment heads trekked to Hollywood of
Wheeler,
time the series has originated in the Angeles attending an NBC regional partment ....George
last week-end to attend the NBC Southwest.
Jimmy McClain is the "doc- station executives meeting to discuss sistant to the general manager
Western Division War Clinic. Attendwill leave for London she
ing are: Ray Buffum, program direc- toí'....FORT WORTH-Hugo Speck. problems of wartime programming WRC,
a war correspondent for NBC
tor; George Greaves, engineer in popular news analyst and commentator, and station operation with top per- as
Wilson has been appot
charge; Louise Landis, information - is being heard in a seres of broadcasts sonnel from NBC's New York head- Ward
quizmaster and emcee
press manager; Helen Murray, sales over KGKO. Mon.. through Fri..... LONG- quarters....Robert H. Owen, chief permanent
"Battle of the Bureaus," pros
promotion director; Charles Cooney, VIEW-Mary Frances Oney, formerly of engineer of KOA, attended the NBC the
.... WOL has just added a new
director of news and special events; KFRO, is now an apprentice seaman.... War Clinic meeting held in Chicago nouncer
to its staff; Michael Wa
Walter G. Tolleson, Jr., NBC net- HUNTSVILLE - Harold Coley, former last week.
formerly with WINX, Washingtc
work sales; Larry Smith, news com- KSAM announcer, has returned to that
-ARIZONA - OKLAHOMA mentator....OAKLAND-KROW car- station in the capacity of program director.

ried a special remote broadcast of

the dedication ceremonies attendant

-NEW YORK BUFFALO - Elva Timberlake,

to the opening of a new chapter house teacher of interior decorating at the
for the American Red Cross.
University of Buffalo, started a new

- CONNECTICUT -

PHOENIR-BOY execs are munching
aspirins again! Governor Osborn and the
Arizona legislature have decided to return
the Baby State to Mountain War Time on
April 1st. Resultant shift of programs has
produced multiple headaches and Problems as well... .GLOBE-March 1st was

OKLAHOMA CITY-New faces at 1

are announcers Al Breaks from Indi
George King. formerly with KCME, 15
and Blue Wright as assistant pros

director ....TULSA-The KVOO spr
show originating from Camp Gruber,
lahoma, is helping to materialize eon
members, a gala occasion for stations KWJB and the GI's wishes. Some of them real)

series entitled "Decorating Is Fun"
over WBEN, last week....SYRA-

HARTFORD-Commercial Manager Wilstaff
liam F. Malo of WDRC is back at his CUSE-Twenty-six
three-quarters of the station's entire
desk after a brief siege of the grippe.:.. personnel as of Dec, 7, 1941, are now KYCA. Willlard ShoecrafI. program direc- screen test for a soldier, a date wit
Jim Platt has resumed his Victory Garden in the armed services. Among the tor, announces, because both stations be- princess, a ride in a submarine. a chi
series over WTIC. It's a Monday through latest to leave were Ray Krist, news came affiliates of the National Broadcast- to conduct a symphony orchestra. C
Allen A. Funt emcees the program.
ing Company.
feature ....BRIDGEPORT - 1st

Friday
editor, and William Thorpe, spieler
Lieut. George C. Wetmore, formerly Iden- ....ITHACA-Robert E. Short, spieler
tified with WICC Norwalk presentations, and engineer at WHCU,-is on leave to

r

Is home on furlough after two years in the U. S. Army....JAMESTOWNthe South Pacific.... STAMFORD-A'me Jack Charest, now associated with
Gauvfn, former announcer at WSRR, and Blue Network guest relations in New
now with WHN, New York. has been in- York, will assume announcerial duducted into the armed services and will ties at WJTN in April....PLATTSreport within the next week or so.

SE

WMFF, has been appointed program
and assistant manager of the
to put director
sponsors behind war bond programs, station.
KSD sold 30 quarter-hour bond shows
- NORTH CAROLINA -

- MISSOURI ST. LOUIS-In its effort

RGGD
i...-p _R

_ 0"LET'S

during the Fourth War Loan Drive

t.riixx J-:

recently employed
.KANSAS CITY-James W. Coy, CHARLOTTE-WAYS
girls to operate the control boards
former program director for KCMO, two
....Jimmy Patterson, former WAYS an-

\..

has returned to this station in the

in the Navy, dropped in for
same capacity, Jack Stewart, manager nouncer, nowchat....
ASHEVILLE--Charles
brief
of KCMO, announced. Coy was form- aPekor,
of
the
CBS
press information deerly news editor and in charge of partment. was a recent
visitor to WWNC
special events for WNEW, New York
broadcast its evenng

WWNC will
..Mrs. Jack Stewart has been proReporter program next Monday from
moted by the board of directors of Esso
's Grove Park Inn in the preKCMO to the position of assistant Asheville
sence of a group of Standard Oil repregeneral manager.

%gC

FGR 111._,1* TOPS 114
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BURG-Betty Swift, young vet at
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'Never mind, Schnitzelberg, now you
can listen to WFDF Flint sons* more."
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TEN CENTS

[ndustry Studying `Draft'
lew Tele Sponsor

Signed by Du Mont
As a forecast of things to come in the

ectronic world, Durez Plastics and
aemical Company of North Tona-

anda, N. Y., will sponsor a 13 -week
ries of television programs entitled,
.tour World Tomorrow," on the Du
ont

Re -Classification Of Men From 30-38
May Seriously Affect Broadcasters'
Manpower Situation During '44

Diz Daisies
Dizzy Dean. erstwhile big league

pitcher, who has a vocabulary all
his own when it comes to describing a baseball game has written
a book on baseball lingo called,
"Diz Daisies." Dean incidentally,
will, broadcast the St. Louis National and American League home

With occupational deferments of
Selective Service registrants between
18 through 25 eliminated and a dispoon the part of Draft Board adIn Time -Web Changes sition
ministration to regard radio as "nonessential" industry, broadcasters yesThree General Foods daytime pro- terday were giving serious considera-

3 Gen. Foods Programs

games for Falstaff Brewing Corporation again this year.

station, W2XWV, New York,

isrting on Sunday, April 30.

IThe half-hour program will be diIded between entertainment, and a

,eview of "things to come." Such
p -flight industrial designers as. Wal-

Teague, Raymond Loewy, Nor (Continued on Page 2)

Forecasts Changes

In Radio Broadcasting

Styles Enters Race
For Congress In Calif.

Montreal-Changes in broadcasting
methods were foreseen by Dr. Augustin Frigon, acting general manager of
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation,
is Angeles-Hal Styles, veteran in giving evidence before the Domiter of ceremonies and producer, nion House of Commons committee
airs "Let's Face Facts" and "Lest on radio. He said the CBC was jusForget," over KFWB, is making tified in not recommending an indrited campaign as a candidate crease in power over 1,000 watts partcongress in the 16th district. He is ly because "it is quite possible and
ling on both the Democratic and even probable, that when the war is

al

to a warning bulletin sent out
grams will shift schedules, some to tion
different networks in order that they by NAB.
will run consecutively on their re- While the drafting of 18 to 25 -year
spective webs. Three will run suc- olds will not have a paralyzing effect
broadcasting operations the proscessively on CBS and two on NBC, on
after the shift is made Monday, pect of drafting pre -Pearl Harbor
April 3.
(Continued on Paps 6)
Shows that will move are: "Portia
Faces Life," now heard 5:15 p.m.,
EWT on NBC for Post's 40% Bran Grant Agency Expands;
(Continued on Page 2)

Plan Amended Complaint In Cuba & Venezuela
In Ascap Accounting Suit

ublican tickets and has the sup - over, important changes will _ occur With music circles buzzing over the
of several labor and civic groups. in the method now used in broadcast - decision by the Appellate Division of
conducted the 'Help Thy Neigh the Supreme Court of New York last
(Continued on Page 8)
program for almost five years.
Friday wherein Denton & Haskins
and Gem Music Co. were upheld in
Commercial Television
the contention that they had a cause
13S Sets Varied Sked

For Easter Sunday Fare

Inquiries Increasing

tster Sunday, April 9, will be Increasing client and agency interbrated on CBS with a variety of est in the commercial possibilities of
:ial programs originating through - television are indicated from develthe country, beginning with Sun - opments of past week. Lever BrothServices at 6:00 a.m., EWT, two ers, heavy users of radio time, are
stations with tele facilities
rs earlier than the normal open - canvassing
of network operations, and con- to ascertain commercial rates and
(Continued on Page 2)
ing throughout the day.

fshering in the array of Easter prof ms is the 172nd annual Moravian
(Continued on Page 2)

Good Cause
For the two-week period ending
March 31, Coca-Cola has abandned its middle commercial on the
:wo Blue web programs in order
o make an appeal for used must :al instruments to be distributed
o servicemen. Through "Spotlight
lands" and the Morton Downer
nogram, listeners are asked to
leliver the instruments to Coca :ola bottlers or Blue outlets.

(Continued on Pads 2)

NBC To Re -Broadcast

"Assignment U. S. A."
In response to many requests, NBC
will rebroadcast "Assignment U. S. A."

on Tuesday, April 4, at 11:30 p.m.
Dramatic presentation was first heard
(Continued on Page 8)

Winchell-Dies Row Topical;

Broadcast Results Analyzed

Mr. 'P. W.' Gets A Surprise! Aided by newspaper and radio adCuts Pre -Birthday Cake vance buildup, the 9-9:30 p.m. spot

on the Blue Network Sunday night

Paul Whiteman, Blue
musical director, whose

Network
birthday
falls today, got a pre -birthday surprise following his "Hall of Fame"
show on Sunday. P. W. received a
huge birthday cake from Peter deRose
and May Singhi Breen embellished
(Continued on Page 2)

probably achieved its greatest Cross-

ley as many millions of additional
listeners tuned into get both sides

of the Winchell-Congressman Martin
Dies feud which is expected to be
kept hot in the press until Winchell's
next broadcast at least. Repercussions
may go far beyond that time, but the

Acquisition of a

new

office

In

Havana, Cuba, and another at Cara-

cas, Venezuela, effective April 1, was
announced yesterday by Will C.
Grant, president of the Grant Advertising, Inc., following consummation
of a deal with Charles Monroe,
former owner of the two foreign concerns.
Monroe

Advertising Agency,

in

(Continued on Page 6)

Lewis Arrives From Coast
For Radio Conferences
Martin Lewis, radio head of Paramount studio's publicity department,
arrived in New York yesterday to
confer with R. M. Gillham, advertis(Continued on Page 2)

Televise Shostakovieh
Prelude to the Western Hemisphere premiere of Dmhri Shostako-

vlch's 'Eighth Symphony' by the

New York Philharmonic Symphony
over CBS Sunday will be the telecast of a film featuring the famed

Soviet

planist-composer over
WCBW. Columbia's tele outlet in
Gotham, Thursday. In the film
Shostakovich plays music he wrote
for a Russian movie.

(Continued on Page 8)
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CBS Sets Varied Sked
3 Gen. Foods Programs
For Easter Sunday Fare
In Time -Web Changes
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)
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Flakes to .the 2-2:15 p.m., time on CBS Sunrise Service conducted by Bishop
Vol. 26, No. 61 Tues., Mar. 28, 1944 Price 10 Cts.

JOHN W. ALICOATE

FRANK BURKE
MARVIN KIRSCH

:

:

:

.

:

for Grape Nuts Flakes and Grape J. Kenneth Pfohl, D.D., of the Mora-

vian Church, who will deliver an adNuts Meal.
EDGAR KOBAK, executive vice-president
"Young Doctor Malone," now heard dress to the armed forces of America the Blue, Network, Is in Akron today to addr<
and
her
allies
through
CBS
shortwave
the
Rotary Club of that city.
2 p.m. on the full CBS network, will
Editor be heard 2:30-2:45 p.m. the product facilities.
C. L. MENSER, vice-president of NBC

Publisher

Business Manager,

remaining the same, Post's 40% Bran
Flakes.

Other participants in the programs

to follow in the same day will be:

"We Love and Learn," now heard 'Rev. Douglas L, Rights, pastor of the
Publiehed daily except Saturday., Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18), 2:30-2:45 p.m. on CBS for Grape Nuts Trinity Moravian Church; John M.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicante, Flakes and Meal, will move to the Brown, lay member of the Moravian
President and Publisher; Donald IL Merger eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin 5:15 srfot vacated on NBC by "Portia," Congregation; Rt. Rev. Oliver J. Hart,
D. D., Bishop of the Diocese of PennKirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- also for the bran flakes.
aging Editor; Cheater B. Bahn, Vice Thus General Foods will have three sylvania; Rev. Edward F. Manthei,
President; Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary.
of Colorado Springs' First ConTerms (Post free) United States outside of consecutive programs of 15 minutes pastor
Greater New York one year, $10; foreign, each on CBS beginning 2 p.m... gregational Church; Rev. A. W. Luce,
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order. "Portia," "Joyce Jordan, M.D." and pastor of the Colorado Springs CenAddress all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone "Young Dr. Malone,"; two on NBC tral Christian Church; Rev. Cyrus E.
Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7.6338. Chicago (15), will be -5-5:30 p.m. with "When A Girl Albertson, pastor of the First- MethoIll.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
dist Church; Rev. Roy P. Morris, pasOakland 4545. Hollywood (28). Calif.-Ralph Marries" and "We Love and Learn." tor
of the United Presbyterian
Benton & Bowles is the agency on
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
Church; E. Power Biggs, organist;
the
General
Foods
account
for
the
6607.
April
matter,
5,
Maurice Brown and the CBS enEntered as second class
shows involved.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.,
semble; Rev. William A. Young, pasunder the act of March 3, 1879.
of the First Presbyterian Church
Plan Amended Complaint tor
of Peoria.

In Ascap Accounting Suit

mount

Also Rev. Glenn T. Settle, pastor
of the Gethsemane Baptist Church,

Cleveland; Albert E. Bowen, member
for action against Ascap and its offic- of the Quorum of the 12 Apostles of
(Confirmed from Page 1)

ials and board of directors and also the Church of Jesus Christ; Bruno
(Monday, March 27)
wherein the board's corporate affilia- Walter and the N. Y. Philharmonic,
tions were reinstated, it is expected with soloists Nadine Conner, William
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Net that Andrew D. Weinberger, attor- Hain, Mack Harrell, Jean Watson,
High Low Close Chg. ney for ;the two music houses will Herbert Janssen and Lorenzo Alvary.
1571/2 1571/4 1571/2 -IAm. Tel. & Tel
291/8 287/8 287/a +
/e now file his amended complaint.
CBS A
29
There is also the possibility that
29
29
CBS B
191/2
191/2
191/2
Crosley Corp.
Schwartz & Frohlich, attorneys for New Tele Sponsor
Farnsworth T. & R... 121/8 121/8 121/8 - 1/4 Ascap may seek an appeal to the
Signed by Du Mont
..
361/4 357/8 36
Gen. Electric
291/2 291/ - Y2 Court of Appeals. If the appeal is
301/8
Philco
9=/8
93/4
91/4
(Continued from Page 1)
RCA Common
granted, the amended complaint will
... 133/8 131/4 13% Stewart -Warner
97% 973/4 -I- 14 probably wait until this decision is man Bel Geddes, Donald Deskey and
98
Westinghouse
the
new
scores of others, will appear on the
37% 371/4 371/4 - /4 handed down. Otherwise
Zenith Radio
1

OVER THE COUNTER

Bid

Stromberg-Carlson

115/4

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

201/2
321/2

Asked
121/4

...
...

20 YENS HGO TODDY
(March 28, 1924)
"Impressions of Political Move-

ments in the Orient" is the subject
of a lecture to be delivered today
by Jane Addams from Town Hall,

New York, which will be aired over
WJZ... ,Billy Jones and Ernest
Hare, "The Happiness Boys," are a

popular and regular feature on the
WEAF airwaves.

complaint will be tiled. Áction seeks series to demostrate and describe the
a 10 -year accounting of Ascap funds plastic and electronic wonders being
among other items, but the reinstate- readied for the post-war period.
zation. This ultimately bounces back
as far as such firms as M -G -M and
Warner Bros. as well as the other
music house members, and writers.

Lewis Arrives From Coast
For Radio Conferences
(Continued from Page 1)

items, constructed by the special effects department of the Television
Workshop, will be used on each telecast. Motion pictures, specially prepared for this series, and numerous
props, dioramas and miniatures will
also be utilized.

J. M. Mathes is the agenc,' in
charge. Irwin A. Shane, who has
headed the Television Workshop

ing and publicity director, on plans since October, will write and direct
for extensive radio campaigns on the series.
Cecil B. DeMille's "The Story of Dr.
Wessell" and "The Hitler Gang."
Lewis came here from Chicago where

Commercial Television

planning

Dtio_

VOICE /I

\

.24 #a« a Da. y
BASIC MUTUAL
AMR 6 v.,n.

/

network's traveling War Clinic.

3r
REYNOLDS, station manager
JOHN B.
WKWK, CBS affiliate in Wheeling, West Va., V
spending several days in New York.

JOHN TOOTHILL, president of The Bur I.
Company, Inc., station representative l
has returned to his Chicago headquarters folly si
ing several weeks in New York.
Smith

TED. BUSING and JIMMY DOLAN, sports,.
casters on the Columbia network, are back fu il
Cleveland,

where

they

broadcast

the

Knigi

Mr. 'P. W.' Gets A Surprise!
Cuts Pre -Birthday Cake
(Continued from Page 1)

commercial

GRACE JOHNSON, director of women's a,
tivities for the Blue Network, is back at t h

home offices after having addressed the Creae .E
Cleveland Radio Council.

MA). GARLAND POWELL, director of WRl i
Gainesville, has returned to his Florida hea
quarters after attending the Mutual netwc
meetings in New York.
JAMES V. McCONNELL, NBC manager
spot sales, leaves today for the West Coast
He'll be gone about fc
way of Denver.

Purple."

t

GLENN MARSHALL, JR., commercial manal to
and sales promotion director of WMBR, Colut ,)
bia's outlet in Jacksonville, has arrived fit
Florida on a short business trip.
GREGORY MURPHY, JR., of the Atlanta
fice of Headley -Reed Company, station r
organization, is In town for conferences
the New York headquarters.
BENNY GOODMAN arriving in New Yo:
<

having left Los Angeles last Friday by train

I.

the East.

DALTON LeMASURIER, president and statl
manager of KDAL, CBS affiliate in Dulut
Minn., is visiting network headquarters In Ni
York.

WATCI

ouT!

available time
Much of our
That gives
is almost gone.
job
you an idea what a biigdo s
this LOCAL
When time
in Baltimore.
grab
id
opens up ...

JS

television

Gets 121 Stations

Fridays, 12:15 to 12:30 p.m., EWT.

<<

weeks.

shows, to use their station for experimental programs.

with a caricature of dean of modern "Big Sister," daytime drama, will
American music. It was their annual be aired over 121 Columbia stations
tribute to Whiteman for populariz- beginning Monday, April 3. The proing De Rose's composition, "Deep gram is broadcast Mondays through

,

of Columbus track meet.

Realistic models of post-war homes,
ment of the corporate defendants
makes them and their companies cars, planes, ships, washing machines,
liable as well as Ascap as an organi- refrigerators and scores of other

he worked on a week's schedule of
Inquiries Increasing
radio broadcasts for the world pre(Continued from Page 1)
miere of "The Navy Way." His next
assignment is on broadcasts in con- production facilities. In Chicago,
nection with the official Washington Helen Carson, manager of the B & K
preview of "The Story of Dr. Was - television station, WBKB, has sent
sell" in Constitution Hall on April 1. out a letter' to advertising agencies

GREATER KANSAS CITY

charge of programs, is expected back tomorn
from Los Angeles, where he participated in I

IN BALTIMORE
TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY - REED

t

Right in the Palm of your Hand
AMERICA'S 49 LARGEST MARKET,

This recapitulation is from the continuous survey conducted
in North Jersey by "The Pulse of New York" (cooperatively paid
for by ALL major stations in this area), covering an impartial
study of '/3 hour ratings from 12 Noon to 6 P. M. for THE
ENTIRE YEAR OF 1943! Ask to see it today!
SMART BUYERS

'

National Representatives (Outside New York Area) Spot Sales, Inc.

use

"DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR
NEW JERSEY'S

111

BEST RADIO BUY"
*Do you realise this market contains over 31,4 million people; more than these 14 cities combined:
Kansas City, Indianapolis, Rochester, Denver, Atlanta,
Dallas, Toledo, Omaha, Syracuse, Richmond,

-

Hartford, Des Moines, Spokane, Fort

Wayne.

4
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CHICAGO

By RALPH WILH

By BILL IRVIN

ILLIAN RANDOLPH, who is cur rently featured in Columbia's
"Hollywood Inn" confesses to a hidebound superstition about Fridays.

IJHE post -broadcast show April L

1

Friday, claims Lillian, is her Bad
Day. She refuses to start a new job,
go on a trip, or launch any ventures
on the sixth day of the week.
Lee Trent, former Texas radio announcer, gets an important role in
picture,

the

"Graciously

Yours,"

which Paramount is making. Trent is
also doubling at Betty Rowland's
"Ball of Fire" night spot on the Sunset Strip.
Frank Sinatra and his Vimms air show

left

Hollywood

last

week

for an eight week period of broadcasting from New York. The first
Sinatra broadcast will originate in
New York on April 5th.
Bill Goodwin, who is more and
more in demand for important picture roles since his work in Para mount's "Incendiary Blonde," is now
slated for a big part in "A Medal for
Benny" at the same studio. With three
major radio shows, including the
Burns aid Allen and Bergen programs, on his roster, Goodwin is on&

I will

A Reporter's Report Card ...

NAT ABRAMSON: During our recent trip through the hinterlands, we 'went calling' on many an orchestra leader, singer and radiolite
we wish to go on record with the statement 'that Willard's orchestra,
featured an the MBSwellegant musical, 'Mutual Goes Calling.' which originates from WHIP in Cleveland. rates a Radiokay
and as for vocºlovely
Lillian Sherman 'her trilling Is thrilling'... HERMAN STARR: We think
you should know that Ann Hogan of your Chicago office is undoubtedly
(and deservedly) the popular 'music lemployee' in town... I. L. GRIMES:

Since you are proxy of the Poodles Hanneford Tent of the Circus Saints
& Sinners, you might like to know that Governor Bricker. the Republican
candidate for the White House, who is a member of your Tent, will be the
'fall guy' at the next "C. S. & S. luncheon." slated to be held at the WaldorfAstoria May 24th... VERNON H. PEBBLE: Just wanted you to know
how much we enjoyed hearing your advanced ideas on modern and future
radio technique... BOB GILLHAM: Your radio contact men are on
their toes
Dotty Lamour who has lust completed "Road to Utopia."
has been set to guestar on the "Palmolive Party" Saturday and Phyllis
Brooks, who arrives in Gotham today, will be the NBCharming guest on
that same program a week hence.

*

*

be salute

officers training

*

ARCHIE GOTTLER: You are but a few months away

to the reserve
corps, with more

than 2,500 members of this organiza
tion in the studio audience. The shoe
will feature the 740th Military Polio

Battalion Band from Camp Skokie
Ill., under direction of Staff Sgl
Hubert Finlay. There will be voca
numbers by Pfc. Michael Stewart ant
Pfc. Leo Henning, and acts Iron
Camp McCoy, Wis. It will be broad
cast on WGN.

Another Army show will be dedi
cated to the Army General Hospital
in the Sixth Service Command.
Helaine Stone has been added to
the WJJD staff as assistant continu

ity chief. Miss Stone formerly wa

with KFEQ, St. Joseph, Mo.
Dick Noble, NBC announcer, join.'

the intelligence branch of the U. S
Navy at the end of March.
At least 25 tons of waste paper wil

be - salvaged for the current paper
campaign from business records it
the dead storage files of the NB(

central division, it was announced bl
Arthur G. Pearson, central divisios
purchasing agent. The weeding-ou

Freeman F. Gosden and Charles J.
Correll (Amos 'n' Andy) have been
famous for years for bowling people
over with their humor but an earnest

your lad, Sgt. Jerry Gottler, who
also writes ditties, expects a 'Stork'estration some time in July....
'mozeltoff'. . . CAESAR PETRILLO: You have discovered many
your newest protege,
a vocalist and guided them to stardom
Jeánnette (Davis) is WBBMarvelous... ROY HOWARD: Your
"World -Telegram" radio editor, Harriet Van Horne, will have a

project started March 1 and wil
continue through June 15. Pearson

the famous pair in their Beverly

book published soon by Simon & Schuster, titled "Weep Not Maiden"

his new series of weekly sports talk:
over the network on Thursday, 6:156:30 p.m., EWT. Husing will fill hi:
15 -minute periods with forecasts or
sporting events, inside sports world
news and chatter, and interviews with
luminaries, athletes in the services,

of the busiest individuals in Hollywood.

AWVS war bond sales gal smiled for
a different reason when she solicited
Hills office recently....They both
asked for the $1,000 form.
Producer C. P. MacGregor has

signed Tommy Peluso to record for
his transcription musical library.
Five years ago Billy Mills, leader
of the Fibber McGee radio orchestra,
organized a group of 20 neighbors
and trades people into a chorus which

still holds weekly music fests at the
members' homes. At the outbreak of
war, the choristers began playing
special dates at hospitals and service
camps around Southern California.
So far they have given 34 concerts
in 11 cities.

Our Passing Show: Don Thornburgh, Harry Witt, Fox Case and

Lloyd Brownfield at projection room
showing of "Command Performance USA," which had been photographed
at CBS and which is a one -reel subject produced by Army -Navy Maga-

zine, Signal Corps, for showing to
armed forces stationed in various
parts of the world.

Arch Franklin Cole

Arch Franklin Cole, famed as "King
Cole," trombonist, died the past week-

end at a hospital in Independence,
Iowa. Cole, who recorded with many
famous bands and was known to radio, suffered a head injury in an automobile accident three months ago at

Waterloo, Iowa, and never fully re-

covered. He is survived by his widow,
Catherine Cole, who is confined in
St. Francis Hospital, Waterloo, Iowa,
with chronic arthritis.

from becoming a grandpappy

Harriet hopes to go overseas this summer for Uncle Sam.. .
CARL LAMPL: Your new torch tune, "Hat Check Girl" which
you wrote with Maestro George Hamilton, is every bit as fine a
composition as your current hit, "Close To You"... SI STEINHAUSER: Just wish to thank you for kindly allowing 01 Scoops
the use of your office, typewriter and time, while we were in Pittsburgh. . . AL FRIEDMAN: We always knew that you were
well -versed in matters pertaining to radio talent etc. but your 'keen
knowledge of music -programming' should be made available to some
enterprising radio agency.

*

*

*

PHIL BRITO: Your manager Irving Romm will open his own
first two songs will be
music publishing firm, Chelsea Music Co.
"Who? Me?" and "I Should Worry," both of which have, already been
recorded by Will Osborne for Musicraft... UNCLE SAM: It 'outlictlons
Richard Cromwell, the original "Kit" of the NBCast of "Those
fiction'
We Love," who was given a medical discharge from the Coast Guard after
a year of service, returns to this program to succeed Bill Henry who has
been 'Kit' for the past year and who reported to a U. S. Navy Boot camp
last Saturday... LAZARE SAMINSKY: A Radiokay to your for generously donating your services, your musical brainchildren and all the proceeds of the "Three Concert -Salutes' to the children of the three countries
you've thus musically -honored: namely France. England and Russia. . .
we know you're
SANDER HEYMAN: It was an unintentional error
a 'Re but when the Mexicano spoke of 'My Uncle Chihuahua.' he used the
thus when we wrote the item we
w.k. phrase. 'My Uncle, She etc.'
Si? Si? (see? see what we mean?). .
were 'mentally' in 'Makikó
JACK BENNY: Dennis Day will wear the uniform of an Ensign in the
U. S. Navy, starting April 15. .. ED EAST: After one week's plug on
the 'Ladies Be Seated' program, your book. "Ed East's Fun Book." garnered
(and that ain't tin).
261,000 nickels

estimated that more than 80 per cen
of the old records can be discarded

New Husing Show Thurs.

Ted Husing, CBS sportscaster, start:

trainers and sports writers. One o'
the oldest employees of CBS, he has
been on the announcing staff since
Christmas Day, 1927.

PA Signs Five More

Five more stations have contracted

with Press Association, Inc for the

special AP radio wire service: WCAL,
St. Olaf College Campus, Northfield,
Minn.; KOCA, Kilgore, Texas; WDSM,
Superior, Wisconsin; KUSD, Vermillion, South Dakota; WDNC, Durham,
North Carolina; KGKB, Tyler, Texas.

Seeks 250 Watt License
Rochester-A certificate of incorporation for the Rochester Broadcasting

Corporation has been filed here and

application has been made to

the

FCC for a license to operate on 250
watts. Directors of the company include Carl S. Hallauer, of the Bausch
& Lomb Optical Company.

.

* * *
- Remember Pearl Harbor -

ANNOUNCER WANTED
In

Midwest Capital City-network aft:ii-

ated station needs experienced announcer operator. Attractive salary and working
conditions. Send full details and audition
transcription if possible. Write R. L. Rose,
KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo.

Iasday. March 28, 1944

LID CIG IR 1tii
"THE TOP OF THE
EVENING"
1

Westinghouse EL & Mist. Co.
WIZ -Blue Network, Mon.-Wed.-FrL
10:15-10:30 p.m.. EWT
McCann-Erickson. Inc.
CELLENT VOICES AND PIANO DUET
VIDE EXTREMELY PLEASANT QUARHOUR.

Alv, they don't hear
"KELLY'S COURTHOUSE"
Sustaining
The Blue -WIZ, Thurs.. Max. 23.
7-7:30 p.m., EWT.

CONCOCTION OF MUSIC, MYSTERY
AND QUIZ AMUSES AND REVEALS PO-

the person aiming for the prize is
e standard set by the vocalists. awarded a $25 War Bond if he solves
good measure there is a male the mystery-the penalty is "death"
rus to further enhance the offer- for the contestant who fails to supply
the correct solution. With the continuance of intriguing mysteries, the
estinghouse has chosen the
should catch on.
nt it could get along the lines it program
ired and the effect is well worth To say that those involved in the
le. Darby and the Kings Men in proceedings were adequate is to damn
with faint praise. However, the small
ticular are well versed in radio art cast
of "The Case of the Stolen
id the entire show is nicely blended.
Hands" mystery merit more than
togram originates in Hollywood.
passing praise: Roc Rogers, Bryna
Raeburn, Sanford Bickart and John
NEWS PROGRAM
no to round out the show in the

Aulicino.

informs his listeners, of which this
department is one, who's who in the

news. Only he does it under the

William Lang conducts one of the heading "The Name You Will Repat interesting news programs to be member."
I.rd on the air at the above men- One of these profiles concerned

Iaed time. While the first part of Major General James A. Ulio, Adt program contains the usual
per - jutant General of the U. S. Army.
tent news items of the moment,
General Ulio's name, this department
la program is a "must" because Mr.
g is concerned with more than the
perflcial highlights of his material.
Eery night at this time, Mr. Lang

Ode.
VITAL METALS

KLZ¿ /e
HE DENVER MARKET

til 4111.111.

us in Ketchikan!

Writers: Leonard Finger and
Elliott Whitman
Producer: Alex Leftwich, Jr.

ollowing Raymond Gram Swing, TENTIALITIES.
Jr., producer and
tinghouse has an unusually fine If Alex Leftwich,
of the Blue's new sustainer
ay of singing, arranging and musi- originator
"Kelly's Courthouse," dispenses with
talent, packing a strong wallop some
of the asinine activity that opens
15 -minutes of undiluted enter- the program,
listeners will stick to
menL But one short commercial 770 on their dials
and potential sponheard, relative to wartime efflci- sors will eventually
bid for the opy in manufacturing specific and portunity to have their
ortant items such as small but heard on this show. commercials
erful motors, etc.
The format consist of an amusing
en Darby and the "world's finest concoction
of music, mystery and
rtct," The Kings Men, offer snappy
A musical number is played by
excellent harmony in their deliv- quiz.
thus getting away from the old the "jury" which is Joseph Stopek
bershop rendition yet not de- and his orchestra. The clue to the
solution of the mystery is in the title
gcting from entertaining qualities. of
the number. Persons listening to
heir selections of old and new tunes
as good. Sally Sweetland provides the program are whispered the title
to femme angle, also in fine voice; of the song, while persons in the studio
ed Saidenberg and Edward Rebner, have to guess what it is. And later
t accompaniments and duets at the the mystery play has been performed,

Sustaining
HN, Every Evening, 6:15-6:30 p.m.. EWT
Producer and Writer. William Lang

s

RADIO DAILY

learned, is on almost any Army docu-

ment you may happen to pick up,
for he sends out all orders, instructions and regulations issued by the

Secretary of War. From induction to
the notification of kin or mustering
out, General Ulio supervises every
move of the millions of Americans
under arms. Promotions, decorations,
delivery of mail, discipline,-he receives some 13 million letters a year
in reference to his charges, for he's
the Adjutant General of the U. S. A.
He's one general who climbed up the
hard way, starting
1900.

how many hundreds of miles its signal could be heard. Some still do.

Today, radio is matured. Market
analyses ... surveys on radio listenership and other pertinent data
are now the bases for buying radio time. The wise and intelligent
buyer of radio time discounts such overworked phrases as "bonus
coverage" and "plus values" and replaces them with actual facts.
WFIL does not make any far-fetched
claims about coverage! WFIL more than adequately serves
the gigantic Philadelphia Trading Area. It is in this area that
sales potentials are the highest ... it is in this area that the
greatest bulk of your sales are made.
Why spend extra money reaching unproductive areas?
This is the time to re-examine old ideas
and to remove obsolete opinions and data from the mental
attic. Today the station which is the most progressive in
the entire Philadelphia Trading Area ...the station which
is gaining more and more favor with listeners and with
advertisers is WFIL. Have you seen the latest
Crossley Study of Radio Listenership in the
Philadelphia Trading Area?
No, Eskimos don't hear us in Ketchikan

-but great numbers of people throughout the vast
Philadelphia Trading Area do listen to WFIL.
And what is even more important to you, is that they respond
to the sales messages they hear over WFIL.

A BLUE NETWORK AFFILIATE

as a private in

The only criticism this department
has to make of this unique news program concerns Mr. Lang's delivery.
His messages would make greater
impressions upon his listeners if he
didn't read his material with his customary lighting speed. A little relaxation sometimes has a far-reaching effect.

Years ago, when radio was going
through its growing pains, station salesmen, for the lack of
anything else, talked about how far their station would reach ...

PHILADELPHIA'S
MOST PROGRESSIVE

RADIO STATION

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY

6
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Draft Re -Classification

Seen Industry Problem
Megacycle Mumbo

(Continued from Page 1)

fathers and men ranging in ages from
30 to 38 will seriously affect present
manpower situation.
Brig. General Ames T. Brown, New
York State Director of Selective Service, announced yesterday that radio
has been classified as non -essential

during the past two weeks, in ac-

cordance with the President's recent
request for modification of the Selective Service Law with regard to men
deferred because of essential occupations.

The sight -and -sound set is buzzing with an unconfirmed report about
the proposed welding of the Blue net, Twentieth Century -Fox and Time. Inc.
Understood that three -cornered negotiations are now going on, with sessions

cloaked in secrecy. Deal is logical since Time, Inc., has an interest in the
Blue and also releases "The March of Time" films through Fox. Possibilities
of look -and -listen broadcasting as a future billion -dollar industry have
the nets and movie companies on edge.
1.

*

*

Watch for a shuffle in the BBD&O tele department.... Ted Bates,

This measure will remain in effect

Inc., is scouting the tele scene....Buchanan & Co. will soon be an
important eye -and -ear entry....Tele spot at Young & Rubicam has

which

been filled....The Arthur Kudner agency is showing interest in
tele programming talent....Abbott Kimball Co. has placed a two -

until a special committee has been
appointed

by

Washington,

should be soon, Gen. Brown said.
As soon as this committee is ap-

pointed, the radio industry may then
appoint representatives to voice their
pleas concerning the essentiality of
the man (or men) for whom the
representative (s) wishes to obtain
deferment.

No department in the radio industry comes under the "essential" heading, reiterated General Brown. "All
departments, from the engineering
department down, are currently considered non -essential until further
clarification," he declared.

NAB Issues Notice

Over the week-end, the NAB urged

broadcasters to immediately review
deferments already granted and that
the State Directors be given full information on the "necessity" of individuals needed.
Order now in effect by Major Gen-

eral Lewis B. Hershey, director of

Selective Service, in granting no occupational deferments to registrants
18 through 25 unless the State Director recommends it, will not dislocate

the radio broadcasting setup in the
opinion of personnel and executive
officers queried by RADIO DAILY. Deferments in any case would only be
applied to a much needed engineer
or important newsmen and already
nearly everyone on the staffs under
30 are either in the service or classified as ready to go within the next
few months.

Few if any essential or key men
under 26 are left in the broadcasting phase of the industry and few
at that age existed in the past it is
pointed out, as far as broadcasting

is concerned. Thus little upset is expected in the replacement skeds now
on tap. It is pointed out that writers,
producers, etc. were never classified
as essential and were not asked for
consideration by the broadcasters.
Boards Must Decide,

General Hershey in stating that

under current procedure State Directors are expected to recommend deferment of individual registrants
under 26 years of age without whose
services the production requirements
of a critical industry cannot be met,
is not presumed to take in broadcast-

a -month fashion series for "Harper's Bazaar" over W2XWV, Du Mont

tele unit in Gotham, beginning April 10...."Mademoiselle" mag
launches a tele show over the same outlet tomorrow, with "Look"
following suit in May.

*

*

*

Important newcomer to sight -and -sound broadcasting will be the ad
agency specializing in fashion. Up to now, style plugging has played a
small role on the air. With the addition of sight, however, milady's wardrobe
will figure prominently over the airwaves, tapping a rich and little -explored
source of broadcast advertising revenue. Top agencies with fashion accounts
are beginning to stir in the tele field. Undercurrent of their activity is a
result of clients' demands for participation in the new medium.

*

*

Programming for NBC's live -talent tele studio, which will
open next month, awaits the return to New York tomorrow of
Clarence L. Menser, the net's vice-president in charge of programs
....Allen B. Du Mont coined a nice synonym for tele home receivers
when he called them telesets at the luncheon of the American Marketing Association in Gotham last week....Edward L. "Robbie"
Robinson, publicity chief of General Electric's electronics department
in Schenectady, N. Y., is reported to be in 1-A....Ken Patrick, head
of GE's public relations department in Gotham, also 1-A....B. A.
Brink, CBS video switcher, has returned to the web's tele technical
staff after a medical discharge from the Navy.

*

*

*

Eye -and -ear production will be dominated by broadcasters in the early

stages, with ad agencies authoritatively predicted as taking over alter a
while.... Directors of the Television Broadcasters Association, Inc., will
meet Friday at New York headquarters....Name of the newly formed
Television Producers Association will be changed to Television Producers
and Technicians Association, which will set up professional standards for
working tele staffers. Associate memberships will be available for tyros....
Philco is rumored not to have made any concrete tele plans, despite a
well -publicized rush of activity.

*

*

*

North American Philips Co., domestic offshoot of the famous
Holland manufactory which pioneered tele on the Continent, is
promising a post-war future to electronics specialists taking jobs
at its Dobbs Ferry (N. Y.) war plant....Scophony's experimentation
may meet with some stiff competition along the same lines from

GE and RCA....Now that the American Television Society has
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[AGEnCIES
AWORLD-WIDE shipping orgat
zation also prominently known
an importer of coffee has now esta
lished its own coffee brand name a
will introduce it on WOR. Isbrandso
Moller Company, operator of steal
ships and big motorship-freighters

the Atlantic and through the Panel

Canal to the Far East, is calling
coffee "26," probably as a tribute

its New York offices at 26 Broadwi

It will be advertised on "Breakft
with the Fitzgeralds" on WOR fi
mornings a week. Media in addition
radio will be used later.

CARL H. HENRIKSON, JR., h
been engaged by J. M. Mathes, In
as associate director of research,
newly created position in departme
headed by Dr. O. L. Tinklepaug
Hendrikson formerly was busine
consultant for the New York regii
of the Department of Commerce.
WINTHROP HOYT, former pret
dent of Charles W. Hoyt Compan
Inc., now on leave with the arms
forces, has been promoted to the no
of major, according to word receivl
here by his brother, Everett W. Ho3

the company's present chief execs
tive. Maj. Hoyt entered the army

Apr., 1942. At present he is Intelligen'
Officer of a heavy bombardmei

group of the Army Air Force and wt
shortly be assigned to overseas dUt

ROBERT J. BODKIN is now asi
ciated with Hillman Periodicals
their Eastern Circulation Repres

tative. He formerly was with Cromel
Collier Co. WM. W. PETERSO
distributi
former mid -western

representative for Hillman Publics

tions, is now a captain in the U.

Army ground forces, assigned to t
Army War College in Washington.

JOHN V. TARLETON, former)
president of J. Stirling Getchell, Ins

has joined William Esty and Con
pany in an executive capacity.

Grant Agency Expands;
In Cuba And Venezueb
(Continued from Page I)

Havana, has been established for t1
past 25 years. Publicidad Inter -Ame!
icana was established in Caracas
1939 to handle space and radio adv=
tising throughout Venezuela for b .'
local and American clients.
The new Grant offices in Cuba

Venezuela will be under the dir
tion of John A. Dey, vice -presiden

Grant Advertising, Inc., who is
charge of the Caribbean Division

sisting of the West Indian Isla
Cuba, Venezuela, Colombia and
Grant office at Miami, Florida. B
joining Grant in Florida, Mr.
was advertising manager for
Eastern Division of Pan Amer

r

ing even though it has been on the

become a New York State membership corporation, the latest perpetuation move by the present regime has been to appoint a nominating committee for the selection of a new slate.... Romance of tele

has so caught the public fancy in Gotham that the metropolitan
market in secondhand sets is booming, with dealers buying and

handled their advertising during
past five years in the countries of

ent case.

reconditioning home receivers for resale.

South, America, Brazil and Argen.P.

list of critical industries. On the other
hand a manufacturer of radio equipment would have an altogether differ-

Airways in which capacity he

Caribbean area, the north coast

What happens when

your hat comes down ?

r

SOMEDAY, a group of grim -faced
men will walk stiffly into a room,

sit down at a table, sign a piece of
paper-and the War will be over.
That'll be quite a day. It doesn't
take much imagination to picture the

way the hats will be tossed into the
air all over America on that day.
But what about the day after?

What happens when the tumult
and the shouting have died, and all of

us turn back to the job of actually
making this country the wonderful
place we've dreamed it would be?

What happens to you "after the War?"
No man knows just what's going to
happen then. But we know one thing
that must not happen:
We must not have a postwar America fumbling to restore an out -of -gear
economy, staggering under a burden.
of idle factories and idle men, wracked
with internal dissension and stricken
with poverty and want.

We must not have breadlines and
vacant farms and jobless, tired men

in Army overcoats tramping city
streets.

Lelag KEEP

That is why we must buy War

Bonds- now.

For every time you buy a Bond.
you not only help finance the War.
You help to build up a vast reserve of
postwar buying power. Buying power

that can mean millions of postwar
jobs making billions of dollars' worth
of postwar goods and a healthy, pros-

perous, strong America in which
there'll be a richer, happier living for
every one of us.
To protect your Country, your fam-

ily, and your job after the War-buy
War Bonds now!

BACKING THE ATTACK!

The Treasury Department acknowledges with appreciation
the publication of this message by

RADIO DAILY
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Forecasts Changes

COAST -TO -COAST

In Radio Broadcasting
(Continued from Page 1)

ing, when frequency modulation, tele-

vision and possibly facsimile trans-

mission, will come definitely into the
picture."
Dr. Frigon said this might mean the
introduction of a new North American radio treaty.

In answer to another question he

said there was little room left on

CBC networks for any more commer-

cial broadcasting and he said it was

the opinion of CBC officials that they

now had all the commercials they
could handle and still do the job the
listeners had a right to expect them
to do.

Cites "Profits" Reduction

He disclosed that only about five

- CONNECTICUT -

1.94

Winchell-Dies Disput
Draws Wide Attentioi l

- NORTH CAROLINA -

(Continued from Page 1)
HARTFORD-Rev. Charles Graves, ASHEVILLE-Effective next Thursday. next move
regarded as being up
public service counsellor of WWNC wR present its Army broadcast Dies from isthe
point of vies
WDRC, recently observed his 50th "Moore General Varieties" direct from since he will be radio
expected to prove h
anniversary as a minister. WDRC the Red Cross auditorium of Moore Gen- charges anent the
columnist heir
celebrated the 'anniversary with a eral Hospital. Swannanoa.... WWNC has "the tool" of a well organized
"sme:
half-hour Sunday noon broadcast by scheduled the city's local Sunrise Easter Bund."
Rev. Graves from the Unitarian Service to be broadcast from the AsheWinchell
was
heard
in
his
usu:
Meeting House....Ruth Proven, di- ville City auditorium beginning at 7:05 9-9:15 p.m., EWT time slot with
tk
rector of the Women's Radio Bazaar, a.m. Easter morning.
sponsor the Andrew Jergens Co.
- COLORADO celebrated u double anniversary last
DENVER-Roger Rambeau, pro- Cincinnati, which also sponsor
week. The occasion marked her first
Basin Street," 9:15-9:45 p.a
anniversary as director of the Bazaar motion manager of KLZ, is on vaca- "Lower
Dies the first 15 minutes fo:
-it was also her birthday....STAM- tion, during which he is to serve as giving
Winchell. Winchell did on
FORD-WSRR's local early newscast one of the official scorers at the Na- lowing
is being sponsored by the SK & tional A. A. U. basketball tournament. of his usual talks and the Jergee
Rambeau was formerly a star athlete Company cut its commercials to le
Retail Stores of Stamford.
'at Denver U....The Public Service the columnist conclude with h
- GEORGIA Company, basketball sponsors, rec- "newspaperman's personal declaratio
ATLANTA-J. Leonard Relnsch, man- ently featured a basketball clinic for of independence." Dies made an over
e

plea for the Congress to be le
per cent of the CBC's 50 per cent aging director of WSB. WIOD, Miami; youngsters in Denver's junior Vic- all
"cut" in network profits was actually WHIO, Dayton. has been appointed a tory league and Denver high schools alone and defended the action an
record of his investigating committee
money in pocket because of the vari- member of the Allocations Committee of in the city's Electric Institute.
Both spoke from Blue Networ
ous commissions and other expenses Panel S of the Radio Technical Planning
MICHIGAN
separate studios in WMAL Washing
Board by the federal government. Reinsch
that the corporation had to pay.
DETROIT-Jim
Van
Kuren
of
CKLW's
met in the reception root
Dr. Frigon said that of last year's has also been appointed a member of newstaff is now offering a complete cov- ton,thebut
way out. Winchell said he wa
revenue of $1,200,000, about $457,000 the Legislative Committee of NAB.... erage of the news each Sunday at 1 on
still
waiting
for his subpoena an:
MACON-Annual spring get-together by p.m. EWT....CKLW orignated the famed
went to pay line tolls.
Proof that the CBC was not com- WMAZ employes took place Saturday Casa Loma Band with Glen Gray at the Dies said it would all come in du'
peting commercially with private sta- afternoon and evening in the backyard of Hotel Stotler.

tions was the fact that "spot" and
other types of local advertising-very'
lucrative for the stations-was not
carried by the CBC.
Most private stations, Dr. Frigon
said, like to be on the CBC chain
which they recognize as a boon to

"Red" Cross's new home.

- MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON-Kingsley F. Horton, returning to Boston after a trip to New
York, reports that he found CBSales

force in N. Y. listening attentively

- KANSAS SALINA-"Kitchen Melodies" is the
new KSAL program to keep homemakers entertained in their kitchens.
It's a variety of transcribed popular
music, broadcast at 11:30 each ayem
...."Three-quarter hour in three-

time.

Widely Commented On

Importance of this unprecedentet

setup of the sponsor giving an ag
grieved Congressman free time b
answer accusations, was not mini,
mized either in the press or by con
peting networks. All key outlets a:

to Carl Moore's "Coffee Club."....
well as networks and many independ
them both financially and materially. SPRINGFIELD-Wayne Henry La- quarter time" is the identifying erit
carried press association
Dr. Frigon said the private stations tham, program director of WSPR, was phrase for "Shall We Waltz?" a Sun- and stations
own reports of the broad,
"are firmly behind" the CBC in the appointed a member of the city li- day feature. Popularity of the pro- cast their
on the first regular news promatter of cleaning up medicine and cense commission recently.... WOR- gram proves that people want relax- grams
that followed, particularly a'
other advertising copy.
CESTER-Ralph S. Damon, vice- ing music on a Sunday afternoon.
11 p.m. in the East. Morning news
He also announced that a complete prexy and general manager of Amer- WASHINGTON including the New York
job analysis of the CBC staff was be- ican Airlines, Inc., did a broadcast SEATTLE-Station KJR . announces ex- papers
devoted a column and a hall
ing made for the purpose of read- over WTAG recently on "The Future pansion of its farm service, with the, addi- "Times"
the story.
justing personnel both as to occupa- of Aviation in Worcester"....GREEN- iton of Bill Moshier s 'Tarm Journal" pro- toSpeculation
in the trade now is
tion and salary.
FIELD-Informally celebrating the gram to its schedule.... Max Dolin, con- whether the precedent
established b_
birthday of the program director, Ann ductor of KIRO's Gold Shield orchestra. the Lennen & Mitchell agency and itt
Erickson, the staff and their families predicts that Patricia Rouse, coloratura, client will become a trade practice
NBC To Re -Broadcast
surprised her with a party on the 25th will one fine day be seen in the Met.... and whether this is good or bad from
YASIMA-Fulton Lewis, Jr., spoke to a a commercial point of view for the
"Assignment U. S. A." of March.
capacity audience at the 50th annual sponsor. On this there are two distinct
LOUISIANA
(Continued from Page 1)
NEW ORLEANS-Dr. Alfred I. Bonomo. meeting of the Chamber of Commerce. schools of thought, majority believ-

on Feb. 22 as one of the programs education director of WWL, recently ad- KIT carried some of the program's highof NBC's "Words At War" series. dressed the Southern Association of lights.
- CALIFORNIA Script is taken from Selden Menefee's Teachers at Jackson, Mississippi. He spoke
SAN FRANCISCO-Recent tie-up
book which deals fearlessly with the on "Radio-the Baby of the Curriculum."
anti-Semitism and Negro problems in Dr. Bonomo is professor of speech, radio between independent KYA and the

,

Probably quivering in its pants is

"The

Chamber

Music

Society of

"Chronicle," for hourly broad- Lower Basin Street" which follows
and drama at Loyola U..... During the daily
of "Time -Clocked" news, some Winchell and would most certainly
1944 Red Cross War Fund Campaign in casts
this city, WW1 went all-out in backing of which is selected from the "Chron- dislike getting pushed off the air for
icle" city room, has already been 15 minutes everytime they decide to
the effort by producing a daily one -hour tabbed a "huge
success" by the daily let someone follow Winchell.
program of dramatised stories of blood

America.

.

ing this is not a good practice as a

general thing, since it would be
abused.

.Short time ago Dwight Newton
plasma and its importance. Program was devoted
his KPO news program,
called "That They Might Live."
"Fighting Front 'Facts," to a descrip-

"Y>'

-_y,'

March 28
Robert Allen
Ton Dodson
Pauline Goodman
Ray Miller
Bertram Lebbar, Jr. Frank Parker
Frank Lovejoy
E. C. Stodel
Arthur Palt
West W. Willcox
Paul Whiteman
Joel Hevesi
Al Stevens

- SOUTH CAROLINA COLUMBIA-G. Richard Shafto,
general manager of WIS, has been
voted president of the Forest Lake
Country Club and a director of the
Columbia Kiwanis Club....Ray A.
Furr, the station's program director,
has been appointed to a three-year
term directorship of the County Red
Cross Chapter, as well as to edit the
monthly

tion and discussion of the Aleutian
Island, starting off with the serviceman's own description of that geo-

Kobak Lauds Broadcasters
For War Effort Support

Paying tribute to the broadcasting
graphical outpost as "no good-to man industry's contribution to the war
or beast." Response from the boys on effort, especially the War Bond
the Aleutian front was, "first broad- drives, Edgar Kobak, executive vicecast we have heard where the narra- president of the Blue Network, actor has spoken the plain unadulter- cepted a Treasury department certiated truth."...It's a boy, called Wil- ficate during a broadcast over the net
liam Baldwin, Jr., for Bill Baldwin, yesterday. Presentation of the certifi-

bulletin of the Kiwanis special event director, for KGO, a cate came as a sequel to the Blue
Clubs of the two Carolinas.... Leo Blue affiliate ...OAKLAND-Dr. Raoul Network employees purchase of

Downs, salesman for WIS, is serving Auernheimer, well-known Berkeley $138,000 in Fourth War Loan Bonds
as president of the local Young writer, was interviewed over KROW for the purchase of a hospital ambuDemocrats.
recently.
lance plane for the U. S. áir forces.

Pl
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Fly Resumes Testimony
Elmer Davis Replies

Two "Birthdays"
William

To Criticism By OWI

C.

Bagley,

Professor

Emeritus, Teachers College, Columbia University, today is celebrating

two occasions-his 14th year as
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Elmer Davis, OWI
director, yesterday replied to several
charges of "propaganda" and color-

ing of the news made against his

lagency two weeks ago by Representative Clarence Brown, Rep., Ohio.

Chairman of the National Board of
Consultants for

CBS'

"American

School of the Air" which is meeting in the network's Blue Room

and-his 70th birthday.

Committee

to

testify

regarding

sional bi-partisan board to review informational matter designed for servicemen at home and abroad, Davis
(Continued on Page 6)

WOR Station Billings

Remain On Upgrade

Study of WOR's summer -winter

CBS Program Survey

Reveals Preferences

Appearing before the House Rules

Brown's resolution for a Congres-

FCC Head, At Lea Committee Hearing,
Criticizes NAB As Unrepresentative
Of Entire Broadcasting Industry

Outlines Company's

Summary

of

station

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-James Lawrence Fly,
chairman of FCC, under questioning

of Representative Louis E. Miller, R.,
Mo., at the House Select Committee
hearing yesterday, took occasion to
review the administration of Neville

managers' Miller, retiring president of NAB, and

answers to the CBS questionnaire to berate the broadcasters organizato the network's program- tion as not being representative of the
Television Planning relative
ming has been completed by the web's entire industry.
research department which studied "The trouble with NAB," Fly deEnjoyment of television will depend and compiled the results submitted clared, "is that they are trying to
on the success of the program makers by 98 per cent of the 111 stations co- control a vast industry through two
and those who create for tele, de- operating. Ten basic questions were
(Continued on Page 6)
clared B. May Cummings, vice-presi- asked for purposes of ranking and

dent In charge of engineering for

Television & Radio Corp.,
clients reveals a decline in seasonal Farnsworth
at the monthly luncheon meeting of
cancellations, according to the station the
Television
Press Club yesterday
which points out that 119 of the out- in the Blue Ribbon
Restaurant, New
.et's advertisers in 1943, remained on York
Ithe air summer and winter despite
"The largest side of television is
their particular type of product

(Continued on Page 7)

All "Jingle" Commercials Special "V -Discs"
Now Barred Over WQXR

Being Recorded

"singing commercials" and
it," Cummings "jingles," have been banned over

thought suited to one season only. Of what is done with
(Continued on Page 5)
the 119 accounts, 77 used the station
for the 52 weeks in 1943.
From a percentage angle, the 1943 Arrangers And Copyists
(Continued on Page 5)

Get Higher Radio Rates

All

First commercial program
WQXR, according to announcement designed and dedicated to theto"Vbeyesterday of Hugh Kendall Bolee, Discs," Army project, is Andre Kosvice-president in charge of sales. Sta- telanetz and his music which will be
tion's new policy follows a six-month recorded for overseas servicemen's
(Continued on Page 4)

entertainment during the broadcast

next Sunday. Eight thousand presPublisher To Sponsor
Arrangers and copyist members of Mutual's Racing Season
sings will be made of each of seven
AFM, will come in for the most
Blue Web Broadcast the
(Continued on Page 7)
Gets
Under
Way
April
8
revised boost in rates according to
Curtis Publishing Company will the negotiations concluded between
Sixth consecutive season of New Editorial Comment
iponsor another "Four Freedoms" Local 802 and the key network sta- Ybrk horse racing will start on MuOn Dies-Winchell Feud
War Bond broadcast on the complete tions in New York, WEAF, WABC, tual, April 8, with Bryan Field at the
and WJZ. Increases, as already mike each Saturday.
3lue Network, Saturday, April 29, WOR
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
from 10:30 to 11 p.m., EWT, originat- reported in these columns will go
Although actual time of the various
(Continued on Page 2)
Washington-Except that it may
ng in Denver in connection with a
(Continued on Page 5)
help sell beauty aids to women, the
raveling exhibit of "Saturday Evenng Post" paintings. MacFarland Averard & Company is the agency.

Tito's Tipperary
American listeners heard over

Mutual at 10 a.m. yesterday a pro-

gram broadcast from London by
BBC and featuring a recording
made previously in Jugosla"la at
the headquarters of the partisan
forces of Gen. Tito. An appeal for

arms was made, while a male
chorus sang marching songs, one

of which was described as "the
lugoslavian Tipperary."

Envisions Tele As Instrument
For Effective Mass Education
Bankhead Bill May Not
Reach The House Floor
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

That television's quality of immediacy would provide the greatest
vehicle of mass education that we had

ever known was indicated yesterday
by Thomas F. Joyce, manager of RCA

Washington - The House Rules
radio, phonograph and tele
Committee yesterday deferred the Victor's
bringing out to the House floor of the department, in an address before a
morning educational forum of The
embattled Bankhead bill,
which
Women of New York at
would provide funds for government Advertising
the New York Times Hall. Appeal of
purchase of War Bond advertising the
sight -and -sound medium, he
space in small country newspapers;
(Continued oft Page 2)

stressed, lay in the viewer actually
(Continued on Page 7)

Washington "Post" can see that nothing was gained by the Sunday night
(Continued on Page 5)

Heckler
Sevareid. covering the
Naples area for CBS. has been notEric

ing the Mount Vesuvius eruption
late. First day of the violent
volcanic blast he came upon an
elderly Italian who was shaking
his head ann saying, "First we
have 20 years of Mussolini, then
four years of war, the Nazi's invade the north country and now,
of

we have this!"

O.
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into effect April 1, whereby 30 minute broadcasts or less will be $14 per
man; for broadcasts beyond 30 minutes, but not more than one hour, $18
per man; the rehearsal scale remains
at $6 per man per hour. Leader rules
in the present price book remain the
same (minimum of double that of the
musician scale etc, if scale is paid

Passover Program

fI-nAnCIAL

work generally will be at the rate of

3,154th

annual ob-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
High

Am. Tel. G Tel.
CBS A .,
CBS B

Crosley Corp.
Farnsworth T. & R
Gen. Electric

Low

Net
Chg.

Close

1571/21573/a 1573/4 - 1/a
287/8
281/2

19%
121/
361/4
291/2

281/2
281/2
181/2

113/
353

Dunninger At Adv. Club

Dunninger, mentalist whose procast to be charged for at the rate of grams are heard on the Blue Network,
$10 per hour. Many of the boosts aver- will be the principal speaker today
age 10 cents to 50 cents per page or at the regular Wednesday luncheon
job, as the case may be. A, B and C of the Advertising Club of New York.
$6 per hour. Time work during broad-

(Tuesday, March 28)

i

281/2 - 3/4
281 - 1/2
181/2 - 1
117/8 - 1/4

scales are eliminated and the following language added: all ditto or re-

production work to be charged for
at double the page rate.

+ 1/4
91/4 - /a
73/4 - 1/4
36

A. E. JOSCELYN, general manager of WCCO
Minneapolis, is here to attend the meetings

granted Thursday, despite the desire
of rules committee chairman Adolph
Sabath, Ill., to hold the bill in com-

Security as of April 1.
servance of the Passover holiday,
Terms (Post free) United States outside of
Exactly 26 changes will go into efGreater New York one year, $10; foreign, fect relative to arrangers and copy- WOR-Mutual in cooperation with the
American Jewish Committee will preyear, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY. ists whose work covers a wide range sent a special program on Sat., April
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone of classification. Thus such employees 1, (10-15-10:45 p.m., EWT). Milton
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15), and contractors will have to refér to
Geiger's dramatization of Franz WerIII.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph the "book" constantly until well fel's "The Third Commandment-the
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite versed in the new scale. These may Story of the Modern Exodus" will be
6607.
Entered as second class matter. April 5, range anywhere from 5 to 25 per cent featured on the special broadcast.
1937, at the postoffice at New York, N. Y.. in increases.
Philip Merivale will be the narrator.
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Changes are also made in defini- Joe Ripley will be the producer, and
tion of what constitutes certain piece special music will be composed by
work such as: a score page to con- Vaclav Moravan.
sist of four measures, coma sopras to

be written out and paid for. Time

Network, returns today from a busineni
trip to Chicago, Detroit and Milwaukee.
Blue

mittee.
It is believed that a rule may be

Marking the

Editor; Chester B. Baba, Vice
President; Charles A. Aliconte, Secretary

Will Produce Tele Pictures

GoinG

EARL MULLIN, director of publicity for the

House Banking and Currency Com-

mittee.
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicante, only).
Arrangers and copyists employed on
President and Publisher; Donald M. Memel,
eau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin piece work rates for network staKirach, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man tions will be credited with Social
aging

comin >,a

(Continued from Page 1)

radio time purchase would not be
authorized by the bill as passed by
the Senate and approved by the

at the headquarters of CBS.

HOPE H. BARROLL, JR., executive vice -Presi-

dent of WFBR, Baltimore, is in town for conferences at Mutual offices.
"

DOROTHY LAMOUR has arrived
West Coast.

from

the

M. C. WATTERS, vice-president of Scripps Howard Radio, Inc., owner of WNOX, CBS outlet in Knoxville, Tenn., is spending several

days

in New York.

LOU SARGENT, manager of Specialty
subsidiary of WLW, Cincinnati, off
business trip to St. Louis.

Sales,
on a

HARRY RAUCH, of the Blue Network's publicity department, leaves today for Boston, where
he will help set the stage for the forthcoming program of the Boston Symhony.

C. W. MYERS, president and station manager of KOIN, CBS affiliate in Portland, Oregon,
is

visiting briefly in New York.

FRANK SINATRA finally has arrived in New
York and will broadcast his CBS program from
the local studios.

CARL ,BRISSON has returned from a personal

appearance tour and opens today at the Versailles.

Special Easter Program
Station WOV will sponsor a special

Century Productions, Inc., recently Easter program which will feature
chartered in Albany, plans to ph'oduce an. important message on racial tolermotion pictures for television use. At ance by Archbishop Francis J. Spell-

present it is making industrial and man at 2 p.m. today. This broadcast
Gets WIP Post
be transcribed so that other
Philadelphia-Benedict Gimbel, Jr., educational shorts for the Navy. Com- will
13
13
- 1/4 president of radio station WIP-the pany is headed by George P. Quigley. stations throughout the country may
131/4
Stewart -Warner
project the message over Italian -lan951/2 96
- 13/4 Mutual station of Philadelphia has
971/2
Westinghouse
367/8
Zenith Radio
programs. The Italian transla351/2 351/2 - 13/4
announced the appointment of Ralph Renew "Sherlock Holmes" guage
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
tion will be narrated by Diana Baldi,
H. Minton as promotion director. Min29
29
291/2
Hazeltine Corp.
1/4
"Sherlock Holmes" has been re- popular commentator.
ton was former promotion manager newed by Petri Wine Co. over WOROVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked of the evening "Public Ledger" and
Mutual, effective Monday, April 24.
WCAO (Baltimore)
relations counsel of Philadel- Program is heard 8:30-9 p.m., EWT
32
..., public
WJR (Detroit)
phia Fourth War Loan. He assumes with Basil Rathbone, portraying the
his new duties April 3.
famous detective character, and Nigel
Bruce, playing "Dr. Watson." Young
Stork News
& Rubicam is the agency.
CBC Official Resigns
Harry B. Shaw, sales Manager of
If you even suspect there's
Toronto-O. J. W. Shugg, superradio station WSJS, Winston-Salem,
a spot open on W -I -T -H ..
of farm broadcasts for the Farley, Leonard, Ross Guests
North Carolina, is the father of a visor
James A. Farley, formerly U. S.
quick check the facts. We're
daughter, Flora Jean, born March 20. Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Postmaster
-General; Lt. Benny Leonhas resigned from that post to return
practically sold out 24 hours
to private farming at his home in ard, U. S. Maritime Service, and Sgt.
a day. And for only one
Watford', Ontario. Harry J. Doyle, Barney Ross, U.S.M.C., will be heard
reason: W -I -T -H produces
CBS assistant supervisor of farm tonight on Arch Ward's "Sports .Reand advertisers know it!
20 YENS 11G0 tODAY broadcasts, has been appointed to re- view" broadcast over the Mutual netPhilco

RCA Common

91/8

RCA First Pfd

734

281/4

9/4

731/4

283/4 - 3/4

-

Heads Up
.

place Shugg.

(March 29, 1924)

production of "Launcelot
and Elaine," which featured Selena
The

Royle and Josephine Royle, was
heard on WJZ....According to sta-

tistical records, more than 200,000
persons in the United States depend
upon radio for a living.

IN THE COUNTRY'S

GREATEST STATE

OVER STATION

ON TARGET!
"PATTERN BROADCASTING"
OVER STATION WDAS
COVERS PHILADELPHIA
Cover your market with
a package of spots that

(OVER THE 3rd
LARGEST MARKET

work at 10:15.

WSAY

cover the day.
To assure intensive coverage, ask Philadelphia's

ROCHESTER
N. Y.

dependent Station about
"Pattern Broadcasting."

Outstanding Full -Time In-

W+TH
IN BALTIMORE
TOM iINSLIY, Presidia/

REPRESENTED RV NEAPLEY-REE

They have written a Best Seller

263,000 COPIES
They have a program on The Blue Network. Sustaining Daytime.
Five times a week.

They made five announcements during the week of March 13th
offering a booklet for 5 cents.

To date, more than 263,000 letters and nickels have hurricaned
in. And the end is not yet.

Who are they? What is the program? We will be glad to send
you a full story because the program . is for sale, and unless we
are poor prophets it won't be available very long.

71,e Witte,Afetwor-4
NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT HOLLYWOOD PITTSBURGH SAN FRANCISCO
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"Jingle" Commercials
Barred Over WOXR
(Continued from Page 1)

experiment in barring these commercials during the night-time hours and

now it has been adopted for the entire broadcast time.
Only a few advertisers are affected

by the ban, but their spots will be
permitted until contract expiration.
All expire during the next few
months. Station felt that since it specializes in the presentation of good

the "singing commercials"
were too much of a transition and apt
to create ill -will among listeners and
advertisers as well.
music,

Ruling is not a ban of all tran-

scribed announcements. Spots con-

taining other types of music conforming to the station's musical policy will
continue to be accepted. For example,

an excerpt or selection from a musi
cal production-such as an 'opera,
operetta or motion picture-may be
included in an announcement advertising such production if the musical
selection fits in with the musical

standards of the station.
For the past year WQXR's staff has

been creating its own specific type

of musical transcription. The Pepsi Cola Company, one of radio's earliest
jingle advertisers, has been using announcements on WQXR as time signals on the hour. These spots, how-

ever, have not been presented

in

"jingle" form, but carry the characteristic tune of the jingle, played on
a celeste but without the singing accompaniment.

As to non-musical transcriptions,

WQXR will continue to accept those
which are in "keeping with the station
programming."

Will Present New Symphony

Roy Harris' Sixth Symphony, specially commissioned by the Blue Network, will be performed for the first
time Saturday, April 15, during the
regular broadcast of the Boston Symphony orchestra sponsored by AllisChalmers Mfg. Co.

GFNNEFTSPEEDY-Q
Sound Effect Records
LARGEST LIBRARY IN
THE WORLD

Notes From a

Ringside Seat...

S'funny how that tune keeps running thru our (alleged) mind

the one Mack Gordon and Harry Revel wrote a few years back
the funny part is,
titled. "Did You Ever See A Dream Walking?"
that the tune is similar but the words we find ourselves humming are
and we
"Did You Ever See A Dynamo Working? well we did .. "
mean none other than Nat Abramson, manager of the WOR Entertainment
Dept
in the first place, Nat has been named Production Manager
of WOR's newly created commercial recording company. Feature Records.
which has already pressed four sides featuring the music of Jan Garber
which will be nationally released April 7, to retail for 50 cents
Tom Kelleher of the WORecordinq Studios will be in charge assisted
by Bert Schmidt
realising that there is an annual demand for 360.000.000 records but that the total national output -capacity is only 110.000,000 units and keenly aware of the fact that with the exception of
Mecca. Victor and Columbia. the smaller recording companies are dependent wholly on the output of the Scranton Button Works. Abramson discovered the proverbial "needle in the haystack." namely 12 presses, which
the plant located
he purchased for an independent business venture
in Long Island City has already contracted to supply product for WOR's
new firm, Feature Records, which will wax popular songs. Sonora Records
which will make albums of classical music (Nat is also this outfit's prothus should you phone Nat and
ducer) and Eli Oberstein's Company
should his secretary inform you he's tied up "at the moment." poi' may rest
assured that Nat is one executive, who "isn't in conference" (with a gin rummy hand).

*

*

*

Baritone Earl Wrightson, who will be guest CBSerenader on the Celanese program, April 19 and 26, was screen-tested
Monday afternoon by Columbia filmoguls

with his voice, looks

and histrionic talents, Earl should soon be warbling Joe Meyer's
famous ditty, "California Here I Come.",
Al Garry, former
writer with the Kate CBSmith Hour staff, joins the Blue Network
this week as Producer.
Leonard Keller has returned to the
scenes of his early triumphs as a Bandleader, namely Chicago,
where he gets plenty of air time originating at the Bandbox, where
his music is packing them in... Gene Carroll, WTAM songster,
whose famous "Lena" characterization was born on the "National
.

,

.

Barn Dance" program many years ago, will visit that WLSong-fest,
Saturday... The Dick (Biow Co.) Lewis have just been visited
by Sir Stork, who left a boyby... That "thank -you -for -wishing me -well" letter written by Lawson Zerbe to Ann Thomas, which now
hangs on the third floor bulletin board at NBC, is a classic. . .
Frank Sinatra -la -la -la arrives in Gotham from the Coast today.

Stuart Buchanan, script editor of the Blue Net, has just upped

his secretary, Margaret Halligan to a job as staff scripter... Phil
Clarke, heard on several important shows, named his newly -purchased home at Baldwin Harbor, L. I., "On the Airview.".. Kent -

All $2.00 Each

Johnson, the jingleers, have written and donated a one -minute

INCLUDING LATEST
ACTUAL WARFARE
EFFECTS
IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES
Order From Nearest Office

musical announcement for the Greater New York Fund, Inc., to be
used in that organization's forthcoming radio Drive.

CH MILES MICHHSON

New York, N. Y.
67 W. 44th St.
STARR PIANO CO.

STARR PIANO CO.

Loa Angeles, Cal.
So. Ist and li Sts. 1344 So. Flower St.

Rieluuund, M.

When Ed (Archie) Gardner's "Dully's Tavern" moves to the
Coast next Tuesday, the music will be supplied by Joe Venuti's orchesintroducing Joe, Gardner will say, "My, my. how you've changed
tra
(in case the listeners don't get it, they'll be informed
Benay Venuti"
that Benay Venuta was the show's vocalovely while in Gotham).
1k

1Y

Y7

Remember Pearl Harbor ---

Wednesday. March 29, 1944

'ednesday, March 29, 1944

uflines Company's
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Mutual's Racing Season
WOR Station Billings
Gets Under Way April 8
Remain On Upgrade Editorial Comment

Television Planning

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

races has not been set, the schedule
is as follows: Jamaica, April 8 to
(Continued from Page 1)
May 6; Belmont, May 13 -June 3;
Id, whereupon he pointed out that Aqueduct, June 10 -July 1; Empire,

figures reveal that the

119

accounts

immediacy to be gained from tele.

Joins Blue Sales Staff

other respects, he went on, we Earl B. Salmon has been named a
lld have motion pictures instead member of the Blue Network sales
staff effective April 3. He replaces

television.

Che Farnsworth -official stated that Lawrence Hasbrouck who has joined
sight -and -sound medium would the sales staff of the Chicago "Sun."

ng into the viewer's home enter-

(Continued from Page 1)

station last year. Breakdown shows debate between Walter Winchell and
Representative Martin Dies, it declared yesterday. Aside from the ad-

:hnical developments had advanced July 8-29; Saratoga, August 5 -Sept. 2; 11 drug clients on the station summer
such a point that it was worth Aqueduct, Sept. 9-16; Belmont, Sept. and winter, with eight on 52 weeks;
inking about the place of tele in 23 -Oct. 7; Jamaica, Oct. 14-21, and 37 foodstuffs accounts were on sumhome. Only real reason for its Empire, Oct. 28 -Nov. 4.
mer and winter and 23 for 52 weeks;
istence, apart from its technical
10 beverage clients on winter and

ases, he indicated, was the factor

On Dies-Winchell Row

represent over 38 per cent if the total
number of sponsors (312) using the

vertising for Jergens Lotion, the

broadcast was a bust, the paper said
in a lead editorial entitled, borrowing
summer, with eight on 52 weeks; 13 from Keats' "Ode on a Grecian Urn,
toilet goods accounts on for both "beauty is truth."
seasons and eight the year 'round. "The quality of the back -bitOther similar percentages concern ing it seemed to us, was definitely inconfections and soft drinks, tobacco ferior to that carried on by Messrs.
products and soap and household sup- Jack Benny and Fred Allen," said the
plies.
"Post."

nment of a kind not privately avail le and at no charge. "Economically,"
commented, "it makes a change in
r thinking."
Celevision broadcasting to the

me is not the only form of tele,

erted Cummings before going into

discussion of its practical theater
He said: "Television signals can
carried over wire lines as well as
radio. The wire -line possibility
ms to be very potent." After statr that he was not all qualified to
)ak on the economics of the amuse-

nt business, he said that it would
possible shortly to feed a theater
ar a wire line a complete show.

for Farnsworth's position in
the speaker declared that it was
company's intention to build and
transmitting equipment and home

.s

'elvers. He revealed that Farnso^th planned to resume operation
its tele outlet near Fort Wayne,
., which the company chose not
Operate in the war period. Farnsth's post-war plans were not too
cific, he said, and prices of sets
not yet been mentioned because
company didn't know what the
:es would be.

icture tubes, the Farnsworth offisignified in answer to a question,

:e being replaced by projection
es. Replying to a query about

titer tele, he indicated that it was
Bible to broadcast the same show
n a central studio.

WOOD in Grand Rapids is the' only
Western Michigan station that can deliver
the unbeatable combination of POPULATION - PROGRAMS - and POWER in

Michigan's greatest market outside

IANPOWER

troit.

AND WOMANrOWER.

TOO!

GRAND

IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A
VERY SPECIAL TYPE OF MAN

OR WOMAN TO FILL SOME
VACANCY,

LET

ME

IF

DON'T HAVE REGISTERED
THE PERSON YOU ARE SEEKING, THEN
WILL ENDEAVOR
I

I

TO FIND THAT PERSON.
I

SPECIALIZE

IN

FILLING

ORDERS FOR MEN AND
WOMEN OF "BLUE -PRINTED"
SPECIFICATIONS.
CALL

.

FRANK McGRANN
Radio Speeiotis,

SITION
II

RAPIDS

ASSIST

YOU.

SECURING BUREAU,

Inc.

(Mono')

Madison Ave., N. Y. C. MU. 2-.494

De-

larger than the next three Western
Michigan cities - Kalamazoo, Muskegon
and Battle Creek - combined. Recent
listener surveys in Grand Rapids show
that WOOD continues to average befter
is

than 2 to 1 over any other station any-

where. That's why 69 National Advertisers
are currently using WOOD to sell the
Grand Rapids Market.
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.. Sales Representatives

l'-')NBC

5000 watts
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Fly Questions NAB's Value To Radio Elmer Davis Replies
As Lea Committee Hearing Resumes To Criticism By OVN'º
(Continued from Page

t)

that such a group woi
although tentative list" of the ele- he can put that one over he is a better declared
probably "keep us on Capitol Hill a
man
than
P.
T.
Barnum."
ments
comprising
public
interest
was
large networks. I think the broadcastus away from our work." He d
Fly then declared that the Supreme keep
out.
ers ought to have an association that setTurning
cussed at some length the operati
Court
habitually
confines
its
decisions
then
to
the
network
deciis not dominated by the big netthe OWI overseas branch inso.
Fly declared that the reasons to the questions before it, and that of
works. The independent broadcasters sion,
as it affects the news reaching ov.
program
control
was
not
before
it.
for
the
outcry
against
the
phrase
in
have no way of being heard."
added that the court would not seas troops, and answered a nu
Under questioning by Rep. Miller the last year are clear. "The Commis- He
of questions about alleged Co
promulgated eight regulations have ruled against Section 326 of the ber
on his relations with the broadcast- sion
leanings within the organi
at the big radio monopoly, Communications Act, which specific- munist
ing industry and NAB, the Commis- directed
These came from Representat
these regulations were upheld ally denies the Commission power tion.
sion chairman presented statements and
Hamilton Fish, N. Y. and E. E. C
programs.
regarding the network rules, "public by the Supreme Court. That is why over
Miller opened his questioning at Ga., ranking minority and major
interest, convenience. and. necessity," we now hear the powerful voice of about
this point, asking Fly for spe- members of the committee reset
and "the composition of that traffic" these monopolists cry that 'public cific instances
NAB -inspired edi- tively.
interest
is
too
vague
a
standard'
and
a passage from the Supreme Court that the FCC, under the Supreme torials. Fly did of
not
have specific ex- Brown was not present, with I
decision of last May upholding the Court's decision 'has the power to amples with him, but
declared that publican Congressional Lead
network rules.
the Scripps -Howard papers ,had run Charles Halleck, Ind., "representir
determine
what
shall
and
what
shall
He expressed surprise that former
be broadcast to the American several, and that he could produce him.
Committee Counsel Eugene L. Garey not
others. Fly suggested Congressional Davis caught Brown up on his
people'."
and Commissioner T. A. M. Craven
investigation for the NAB campaign. sinuation that E. Palmer Hoyt, fora
Charges
Fake
Slogan
OWI domestic director, had be
should have admitted that they did
Compliments Nets' "Reps"
Declaring
that
the
networks
realbrought to the post in order to s
not know the meaning of the term
Miller then asked Fly to name pease Congress and then dropped 1
"public interest, convenience and ized they could not come before Connecessity." The term "public inter- gress crying "we want our monopoly individuals who led the campaign cause he was a Republican in ore
est" appears in Federal legislation back," Fly said that they chose the particularly those active in contact- to get someone whose thinking u
as far back as 1806, he reported, and words, "the composition of that ing members of Congress. Fly re- more in line with the administratih
has been widely used in administra- traffic," as their slogan is a Legisla- ferred to the "top group of officials Arrangements for Hoyt's coming
tive and common law since then. As tive campaign designed to get Con- of the two big networks, their local Washington were completed thi
for the meaning of the phrase in gress to amend the radio act in their vice-presidents and the NAB." He months before he arrived, David sa
named Harry Butcher, former CBS and the date of his departure v;
connection with radio, he referred the favor.
committee to the second annual re- "In other words," shouted Fly, "the vice-president now Naval aide to likewise decided upon at that tin
port of the Federal Radio Commis- president of NAB tried to blame the General Eisenhower, and Earl Gam- Hoyt could not get more than t
sion (1928) when "a comprehensive soap operas on the Commission. If mons, Butcher's successor-"both of months leave from his paper-t
(Continued from Page 1)

them very competent men, very Portland "Oregonian." Davis Si
splendid men for this type of job." Hoyt personally selected his SUM
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Miller's questioning, Fly reiterated "aliens and

1N

management, first uttered in St. Louis rectly because of Civil Service rer
in 1941. The administration of Neville lations. Final action of the Brov
Miller, said, Fly, still reminds him of resolution was deferred indefini
"a dead mackerel in the moonlight- No decision is expected until after
-

it shines and it stinks." Fly made it recess, and it is possible that D
plain he was referring to administra- may again be called to testify.
tion by Neville Miller and Mark
that he is actually owner also
Ethridge.

Unger
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AMERICA'S NUMB

communistic person

his famous description of the NAB whom the agency could not hire c

.é'

A LOOK
LET'S TAKE
YOUR MIRROR

\'c

Questioned by Miller, he said that ef- sor, George W. Healey, Jr., of Ni
fective personal contact was ex- Orleans.
tremely important in the job.
Shortwave Inquiry
Miller then asked who the local Cox questioned Davis regard
NBC representative was, to which Fly Shortwave Research, Inc., an orga
responded, "Flrank Russell-Scoop' ization which until about a year a
Russell,-a very good man." Rumina- held a contract with the overse
tively, Miller replied, "Scoop Russell branch of OWI. Davis denied that t
-I think I've heard of him." Under contract called to furnish OWI wi

Fly denied that he had ever assisted WGKV, in Charleston, Miller's in.

or inspired any "rump association" was to link Fly with Kennedy,
to compete with NAB. Miller ques- was reputed to be forming an or
tioned him about John Kennedy, ization to oppose NAB.
former NAB board member. Ken- FCC general counsel Charl
nedy now operates WCHS, Charles- Denny will be on the stand this
ton, W. Va., and Garey had charged ing.

*

*

*

*

*

WHOM
Full Time Operation

1 480 'Kilocycles

FOR BETTER THAN AVERAGE RESULTS

ING DIVISION
RCE OF RECORDED PROGRAMS

RCA Bldg., Radio City, N. Y...Merchondisa Mart, Chicago, lll.
Trans -Lux Bldg., Washington, D. C... Sunset and Vine, Harm:sod, Cal.

Joseph Lang, Gen. Mgr.
New York Studios: 29 West 57th Street, New York City

*
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CBS Program Preferences
Special "V -Discs"
Revealed By Outlet Managers
Being Recorded

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

present as things happened- evaluation, the questions ranging from you named under Question No. 2."
en at a distance of 100 miles.
the best types of programs generally, In answer to Question No. 4 most
Proof of this point was offered by to the best liked show on any net- stations answered that Columbia's
yce in the recent simultaneous work. Questions and summary of programming by types, "was about
lining of more than 200,000 air raid answers follow in part:
right." Question No. 5, sought inIrdens in New York City. "School 1. Which of the following program formation on sustaining programs actrning," he said, "need no longer types do you believe are enjoyed by cepted by the stations as fed by CBS
confined to academic demonstra- the audience to your station? Check network. Out of 29 such shows, 21
,ns. It may well encompass trips only the ones you think a substantial
or 72 per cent were rated
the heart of industry, and pos- part of your listeners like. Leave the programs
as
"excellent",
or "good." Only eight
y into legislative bodies such as others blank.
per cent were felt to be "fair" or
e Congress of the United States,
Station managers ranked the shows
Result of Question No. 6, as
en as our laws are being made." in the following order: Variety come- "poor."
why , certain programs were not
for the development of adult edu- dy; sports events; children's enter- to
crossed out in the previous question,
tional programs, he stated that tainment;
quiz-general interest; developed that only five programs
are were countless skills, hobbies music-popular (dance) ; news-com- it
checked as "not suitable to my
d arts that tele could demonstrate mentators; drama-complete one time; were
audience." These five were Invitation
a fascinating manner.
drama-mystery; music -light (semi- to Learning; Joe and Ethel Turp;
Through television, the RCA official classical) and variety shows -musical. Wings Over Jordan; Judith Evelyn
^lared, the democratic processes
2. What program-on any network
luld be immeasurably advanced. or station, commercial or sustaining Reads and Columbia's Country Journal. Since then, CBS says, Joe and
pointed out that the functions of
you think is the outstanding Ethel Turp and Judith Evelyn Reads,
ernment and the meanings of -do
program of each type? In the blank were removed from the network.
slative bills could be graphically
ing

below please write in the name of the
Opinions Given on Sustainers
lained. "Our future President," he program you think is the best of each Question
No. 7 asked for reaction
It on, "will have to be telegenic.
type?
Please
don't
pull
your
punches.
on
the
new CBS cue-"This Is CBSdoubt a television personality will
Results Listed in Order
The Columbia Broadcasting System."
as essential to a future White
ase hopeful as a radio personality Result of this question was as fol- Relative to No. 8, the bringing back
oday."

Sees Aid to Tolerance

y spreading truth, Joyce asserted,
vision could help overcome pre-

ices and foil the evil designs of

stators and demagogues. "But it

st spread truth," he warned, "bese in the hands of dictators it will
a more powerful weapon of pro ;anda than either the radio of the
vies." Just as tele had the power

lows in order, each name or title re- of sustaining shows formerly heard
presenting the category it is in: Pep- on CBS "Columbia Workshop" headed
sodent Show; Ted Husing; "Let's Pre- the list with 11.4 per cent. To the
tend," "Take It Or Leave It"; Harry query what is the best CBS sustanier
James; Raymond Gram Swing; "Lux at present, "Suspense" took 28.6 per
Radio Theater"; "Suspense"; "Pause cent of the vote. Some shows on the
that Refreshes"; "America's Town

Meeting'; Kraft Music Hall; Salt Lake
Tabernacle Choir; "Aldrich Family";

National Barn Dance; Report to the
Nation; Army Hour; World Today;
;ell ideas and ideals to an unparal- National Farm and Home Hour; One
Id degree, he continued, so it would Man's Family; N. Y. Philharmonic
able to sell goods and services. Symphony; Mary Lee Taylor; Vox
leaking for our own country," he Pop; Major Bowes' Amateurs; Church
i, "television as an advertising of the Air and eight other programs
dium can help build markets and on CBS and other webs listed, gradate jobs for the 10 or 12 million uating down to small percentages.
Question No. 3 admittedly did a
riming ex -servicemen and thus as
in preventing a depression such flop since it was impossible to compare some shows. The question was,
has followed other wars."
"Consider the all-time best show as
'100' and '0' as the poorest, write in
Basie's Smith Contract your score or rating for each show
Fount Basie, who joined the Kate
dth program on CBS last week as
dano soloist, has been signed as a
lar feature for an indefinite
od. His orchestra is currently play -

in the Roxy Theater, and opens

11

n at the Lincoln Hotel.

AVAILABLE
'emote

Radio Producer,

with five years

Deal was set between Paul Louis

of the D'Arcy agency, producer -direc-

tor of the Coca-Cola show, and Cap-

tain Robert Vincent, chief of "V Discs" stationed with the music section of the Army's Special Services
Division in New York.
Three artists are penciled in for the
program: Eleanor Steber, Leonard
Warren and Sergeant Eugene List.

Plans are to furnish popular music

for

"V -Discs" from a "Spotlight
Bands" broadcast Apr. 17th, probably
with Tommy Dorsey. Steve Mudge of
D'Arcy is handling the agency end on
"Spotlight," also sponsored by Coca-

Cola.

list have since gone commercials. As
to the 10 best sustainers ever put on

the air by CBS, The N. Y. Philharmonic Symphony came in first (now
commercial) ; "The Man Behind the
Gun" (also come and gone as a com-

mercial) ; Mercury Theater; 26 by

Corwin; Forecast; Columbia Workshop and others were mentioned.
Summary is fairly complete and
frank in its treatment. In back of the
booklet containing the summary are

answers by the network to various
comment by the stations managers.

Daylori,
BASIC BLUE

WING is the 2 to 1 choice in
Dayton in local commercial programs. National time buyers

may well be guided by local

NETWORK
5000 WATTS

preference.
Few Stations in the
Nation Can Equal
KOA's Dominance in:

1'i

,0441..,..1-1:

DEALER PREFERENCE (68.8%)

I -A agency experience, handling top shows.

LISTENER LOYALTY (69%)

%DEPT CASTING - continuity writing.
candled details on all shows. Write Box

PROGRAMS t9 out of top 10

.124, RADIO DAILY, 1501 Broadway, New

POWER 150,000 Watts I

'fork, 18, N. Y.

"THE

(Continued from Page 1)

musical numbers, minus commentary
and commercials.

+;

s

1,

COVERAGE (parts of 1 states)

ANNOUNCER WANTED
Midwest Capital City --network affili-

ted station needs experienced announceroerator. Attractive salary and making
snditions.

Send full details and audition
anscription if possible. Write R. L. Rose,
WOS, Jefferson City, Mo.

FIRST IN DENVER
Representes Nationally
by

1

Spot Sales

RONALD B. WOODYARD, Executive Vice -President
WEED & COMPANY, National Representatives

aso SC

KOA
>7a

8
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If?

***COAST -TO -COAST***
- CONNECTICUT HARTFORD-In connection with
11 the NBC network show "Now Is
the Time," heard over WTIC, Hartford WACS are planning to take girls
interested in seeing WACS at work

- MISSOURI -

- CALIFORNIA -

- MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON-Gracie Fields, English
comedienne, guested on Evelyn
Howe's "Follies" program over WEEI
a short time ago.... SPRINGFIELDEstelle Alpert, winner of the Warner

ST. LOUIS-Charles Edward Ba
LOS ANGELES-Tom Collins, versatile
Hollywood radio actor, was recently pro- hart, former continuity director
jected in the "Star Performance" program KMOX, has reported for his "bo
on EFI, in an original radio story by Caryl training in Idaho. He has been
Coleman and John Elliott titled "Adapta- placed by Milton Monroe, who
on a tour of Bradley Field, Windsor Brothers singing contest, made her tion From Life'....Mrs. Margaret Lambert his assistant....John Sherman Ch;
Locks, where a group of Air-WACS radio debut over WBZ recently.... has joined the radio division of Hillman- man has joined the announcer
are stationed.... Jack Stevens, news WORCESTER - Manhattan Soap ShaneBreyer, advertising agency as radio force at KMOX. He was forme
commentator for WDRC, spoke before Company for Sweetheart Soap has
members of the Fathers and Sons signed for a 52 -week contract renewal
Club recently....NEW HAVEN- on Midred Bailey's "Afternoon JourWOCD, the Yale campus station, has nal" aired over WTAG....GREEN-

copywriter. Mrs. Lambert was formerly with WHN, WKAT, WHBQ, WNI
in

public

relations and research with and WCPO.... KANSAS CITY-I
the rest of 1944, the Blue-Baukh;

NBC. New York, and the radio division
of Benton & Bowles. ... OABLAND-Euel
the following new staff members: T. FIELD-H. W. "Bob" Nichols, man- Labhard has joined the announeerial staff
Lawrence Tolan, director; Homer D. ager of WHAI, was co -recipient of a of BROW. He had formerly been asso-

Babbidge, assistant director; John C. visit by Sir Stork. The new son is to ciated with BFBE,
Wells, program producer. Foregoing be called William Taylor Nichols.
BYMC, Marysville.
are students at Yale U....STAMFORD-Bob Henry, formerly of
WCOP, Boston, and WJAR, Providence, is WSRR's new spieler. Henry
is a Tufts College graduate.

Sacramento,

will be sponsored by
Crown Drug Company on KCh
Crown has also bought three oil
and daily spots to be transcribed
Co -Op

played back by the KCMO comps

- ARIZONA -

PHOENIX-Luise Putcamp, Jr., has resigned her post at KOY to join her family
in Florida.... Bob Thompson. former ROY

chief eñgineer, paid a visit recently to

his Phoenix friends....Al Johnson. KOY
business manager, has been appointed
program chairman for the Phoenix Kiwanis Club....Max Kohoe, new to radio,
has joined the KOY newstatt as a partime
writer.

ANNOUNCES

THE OPENING OF A
March 29

NEW YORK OFFICE

Joe Cook
Jean Dinning

Bill 'Berns

Ginger Dinning
Nancy Douglas William H. Ensign
Leon Levine
Harvey Goldin
Harry Von Tilzer

at

ONE EAST 54th STREET
PHONE: PLAZA 3-6690

CHATTANOOGA
IS THE HEART
OF A POWER
EMPIRE SERVED BY

in charge of
Mr. ALEX SHERWOOD
April

1st,

1944, our New York office will assume

the complete servicing of Standard Radio's eastern clientele
EFFECTIVE
Standard Radio Program Library subscribers in the east. heretofore
contacted from our Chicago office, will now be handled directly
from New York by Mr. Sherwood. The New York office will also
take over the full stock of all Standard Radio Super Sound Effect
records, replacing our former eastern Sound Effects representative

CBS
5,000 WATTS
DAY AND NIGHT

PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
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Denny Defies Probers
Governm't Dissolving

Radio's Quads
The Nation's birth rate was upped

Electronics Prod. Unit
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Washington-Rep. Robert Rams peck, (D.-Ga.), chairman of the Com-

mittee on Civil Service, House of
Representatives, announced yesterday
that an investigation conducted by
the staff of that committee had resulted in an agreement that the
Army -Navy Electronics Production
Agency be liquidated. The agency was

established as a joint separate opera-

tion of the War and Navy Depart-

ments in October, 1942, to clarify the
situation then existing in the produc(Continued on Page 6)

Walter Winchell Reveals
Admiral Hepburn Letter

by four yesterday when quadruplets were born to Mrs. Harry Zarief,
wife of a CBS staff violinist, at the
Sloane Hospital for Women in

FCC General Counsel Declines Answer
To Question. From Lea Committee;
May Be Cited For Contempt

Mother and quads get
ting along excellently at latest re
Gotham.

port. The

welcome foursome

ranges in weight from live pounds
to four pounds, twelve ounces.

Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

Chi. Radio Council

Reviews Activities

tell the committee whether he thinks
Luotto, Italian time -broker
Chicago-In its radio education sur- Stefano
vey for first semester, '43-'44, the Ra- of Chicago, is a fit person to be on
Republicans Louis E. Miller
dio Council of Chicago Public Schools the air.
Richard B. Wigglesworth yesterClose 3 -Day Meeting reveals that the total hours of opera- and
day insisted that Denny reply within
tion for its FM station, WBEZ, for 24
hours or be cited for contempt.
that
period
was
206
hours,
50
minThree-day meeting of managers of
Wigglesworth and Chairman
Radio Council broadcasts car- Miller, (Continued
Columbia -Owned stations, was con- utes.
on Page 7)
by other Chicago stationscluded yesterday in New York with ried
Frank N. Stanton, CBS vice-president WIND, WJJD, WMAQ, WBBM, WCFL
(Continued on Page 2)
presiding over the series of discusCBS Correspondent

CBS' C-0 Managers

Revealing that Admiral Arthur J. sions and talks which thrashed out

Hepburn, former commander -in -chief matters of operating problems, policy,
of the U. S. Fleet, advised him to stay etc. and various routine items usually
on the radio rather than go on active

Wrigley Resigns As Pres.

Of Chicago Gum Corp.
up at the semi-annual sessions.
duty, Walter Winchell yesterday re- taken
were heard by CBS departmenleased a letter from the Navy officer. Talks
Chicago-Philip K. Wrigley, presiThe letter, written, Dec. 17, 1941, read tal heads on phases of broadcasting dent of the William Wrigley, Jr., Co.,
(Continued on Page 6)
in part as follows:
announced his resignation at the an"We all feel that you are doing
nual meeting of stockholders. He will
better work for the Navy in your Clem McCarthy Joins
continue as a director of the compresent broadcasting activity than
pany. James C. Cox, first vice-presi(Continued on Page 2)

Education -By -Radio Assn.

Announces New Officers
Chicago-I. Keith Tyler, director
at Ohio State University,
was elected president of the Assoof radio

ciation for Education by Radio in the
balloting by mail just concluded
among the association's 900 members.

Luke Roberts of KOIN, Portland,

Ore., was elected first vice-president;
Robert B. Hudson, of the Rocky
(Continued on Page 7)

Back Home
CBS correspondent
lust returned from Italy, was given
a guest shot on "Report to the NaJohn Daly,

tion" Tuesday night inasmuch as
he was formerly narrator on the
show. To make him feel c. home,
he was led early into the dark
studio, a disk played "God Save
the Ring," (He was born in So.
Africa) then "Dixie." followed by
the crash of bombs and big guns.

Washington-The Lea committee
meets this morning to determine
whether it would cite FCC General
Counsel Charles R. Denny for contempt. Denny refused yesterday to

Sports Staff Of NBC

(Continued on Page 2)

Returns From Italy
Back a few days from the Italian

front, John Daly, CBS correspondent

who has been overseas for the past
14 months was guest of honor yesterday at the Hotel Ambassador Garden
Room where he told newspaper and
radio guests of existing conditions

and situations on the Italian fronts,
Clem McCarthy, noted turf expert,
most of it off-the-record.
has signed an exclusive contract with Kobak Reviews Blue's
Daly said that facilities in Naples
NBC and will be heard Mondays
(Continued on Page 2)
Growth In Personnel
through Fridays at 6:40 p.m., EWT,
with a resume of the day's sports activities. Under the exclusive contract Akron-Speaking before the Akron Treasury May Continue
with NBC, McCarthy's only outside Rotary Club, Edgar Kobak, executive
Local -Sponsorship Disks
assignment this year will be the Ken- vice-president of the Blue Network,
tucky Derby which he will do for the told the club members that the net's
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
CBS under a previous commitment.
Washington-The Treasury is con(Continued on Page 2)
sidering continuing its "Treasury
Salute" and "Treasury Song for To-

Ex -Servicemen Prove Source

For Personnel Replacements
Canvassing of lists of discharged
with radio backgrounds
Takes Mike To Front servicemen
as a source of replacements for employes being inducted into the armed
A new phase of radio war report- forces is being carried on by several
ing developed Tuesday night when radio stations in New York, Chicago
George Thomas Folster, NBC news and the West Coast areas, it was
reporter, was heard on the "News learned yesterday.
of the World" program speaking from
In New York several technicianswho
a fox hole on Bougainville Island in have had either Army or Navy serthe South Pacific. Folster, according vice have found positions with local
to reports, inched his way beyond stations. Some are men over 38 and

NBC News Reporter

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 7)

day" series-disks first made during
(Continued on Page 7)

Farm Help Wanted
Montreal-The CBC farm broad-

casts department will cooperate
with the Ontario farm service force,
this year, in securing 100,000 workers needed to harvest Ontario's
crops. Under the title, "Help

Wanted" a 15 -minute dramatized
program will be broadcast over an
Ontario network of the CBC, on
Fridays, at 8:30 p.m,. EDT, beginning April 7th.

'II

I

2
-
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CBS Correspondent
Chi. Radio Council
Returns From Italy
Reviews Activities
(Continued from Page 1)
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JOHN W. ALICOATE
PRANK BURKE :
MARVIN KIRSCH
kl

:
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:

s

:

:

~her

:

:
:
: Editor
Bucean Manager

daily except Saturdaye, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
Pabllahed

N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alienate,
President and Publisher; Donald M. Merser-

ai.u. Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Managing
Editor; Cheater B.
Balsa, Vice -

within 10 minutes after being sub- was given as 1,191. "Despite the Fact,"
mitted. Daly also mentioned some that a number of schools purchased
amusing incidents relative to the FM equipment during the semester,
rivalry among newspaper and radio "the survey notes," that total numcorrespondents and stated that the ber of receivers in the schools de-

free competitive method of news creased. This decrease is due to two
President; Charles A. Alienate, Secretary. gathering as practiced was found factors: first, the normal depreciation
of sets coupled with the impossibility
Terms (Poet free) United States outside of highly satisfactory.
Greater New York, one year, $10; foreign,
year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway, New York (18), N. Y. Phone
Wlsconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7.6338. Chicago (IS),
i¡,

III.-Bill Irvin, 4802 Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
4607.

Entered as second claws matter, April 5,
1937, at the postofóce at New York. N. Y.,

under the act of March 3, 1879.

mount
(Wednesday, March 29)

,f

of obtaining repairs, and, second, the
Future Duties Unrevealed
Pending the return of Paul White, loss of sets through burglary of
CBS heád of news broadcasts, Daly's schools. Theft has increased to the
future assignment was indefinite. He point where in some districts princijoined the network after having been pals hesitate to replace equipment.
with the affiliated outlet WSJV, now
WTOP, in Washington and subse- Wrigley Resigns As Pres.
quently accompanied Roosevelt and
Of Chicago Gum Corp.
Willkie on their campaign tours. In
the fall of 1942, he was assigned to
(Continued from Page 1)
the CBS London office and remained
there five months, transferring to dent and treasurer, succeeds Wrigley
president. It is believed that
North Africa at the opening of the as
as a director of the comcampaign there. Among other items Wrigley
will continue to take an active
he broadcast the first eye -witness pany
in the company's radio adveraccount of the fall of Messina and interest
tising program. Company has been
other Sicily victories.

Net
High

P':A Common
1CA First Pfd.
Stewart -Warner

267/8
281/4
185/8
121/8
361/4
287/8
91/2
721/2
13

Westinghouse

96

CBS B
Crosley Corp.

Farnsworth T. Cr R
Cr.n. Electric
1'hilco

Low

Close

281/2
281/4
181/2

281/4 - V.

1134

18% +

,/8

12

1/a

355/8

281/2

WCAO (Baltimore)
WJR (Detroit)

+

355/e - 3,43

282 285/8 91/4
9Y2 + f/4
72
72
- 11/4
1234
123/4 - 1/4
951/2 957/e - 1/e

Zenith Radio
357/8 355/8
357/e
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
Nat. Union Radio
41/4
41/4
41/4
OYER THE COUNTER
Stromberg-Carlson

Chg.

1571/4 1571/8 1571/4 - 1/s

Bid

-J-

3/8

Asked

LEONARD KAPNER,

president

and

general

manager of WCAE, Pittsburgh, is in town for
conferences with the New York representatives

of the station.

J. FRED CASE, vice-president and general manKWON, Mutual affiliate in BartlesOkla., left for the home offices yes-

ager of

ville,

terday following

a

few days here on network

business.

PHIL SPITALNY and
all -girl orchestra

are

the

in

members

of

Palace Theater.

MARCIA RICE, formerly staff soloist at
WTAG, Worcester, Mass., has returned from a
tour of South America, North Africa and Italy
shortly will be heard on a series over
WMCA for Steuben Tavern and Crossroads.
and

on

FULTON LEWIS, JR., Mutual's commentator
national affairs, who recently completed a

coast -to -coast lecture and news -gathering tour,

will broadcast from the West Coast tomorrow,
after which he will return to his home office

at Washington, D. C.
FRED PALMER, manager of WCKY, Cincinnati, in Chicago this week on station business.
SARA -JANE PETTY, secretary, and ESSIE TOP MILLER, secretary to Robert Fleming, program

director, have returned from a visit with Mist
Topmiller's family at Bowling Green, Ky.

Night Club Stars On WOV

"Tolerance through

Music,"

Walter Winchell Reveals
Admiral Hepburn Letter Kobak Reviews Blue's
Growth In Personnel
(Continued from Page 1)

125/8

32

....

you would do in some active station
of minor importance."

Winchell released the letter as a

sequel to charges made by Rep. Martin Dies during a broadcast last Sunday night on the Blue Network. Dies
had said:
"Who is this great personage with

so much power that he can reach

at Cafe Society Downtown, New York
night club, next Monday, April 3, 1010:30 p.m. All musicians donate their
(Continued from Page 1)
services gratis to "Tolerance Through
employes has increased from 324 to Music" with the sanction of the AFM.
832 including 134 in the armed serGuest speaker on Monday's program
vices since it became an independent will be Gregory F. Noonan, prominnetwork in January, 1942.
ent lawyer and former United States

Burke Leaves OWI

Attorney for the Southern District of
New York.

Dick

on the air and off the sea for propa- division in New York, has resigned

ganda purposes; and who is so exalted and is returning to Buffalo to 1'esume
that his name cannot be breathed radio work. Burke was formerly news
editor of WBNY, Buffalo.
Joe Seiferth and the WJZ "Victory until the war ends."

"Victory 'Troupe r To Sunnyside

It was pointed out that Admiral
Troupe" will give their 233rd performance Saturday, April 1, in Sunny- Hepburn was serving as Director of
side, L. I., for the Red Cross.
Navy Public Relations in Washing-

They're

ton at the time Winchell was seeking
active duty.

GLAD we

remembered
is for

120 YEARS AGO TODAY NBC News Reporter

Takes Mike To Front

vertisers, Inc. was aired yesterday

by WJZ direct from the Astor Hotel,
New York. Listeners heard addresses

by Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pick ford, Will Hays, D. W. Griffith and
Rupert Hughes. Samuel L. Rothafel
acted as toastmaster.

ANNOUNCER WANTED
In

Midwest Capital City-network affili-

ated station needs experienced announcer operator. Attractive salary and working
conditions. Send full details and audition
transcription if possible. Write R. L. Rose,
KWOS, Jefferson City, Mo.

FORCE

(Continued from Page 1)

WKY advertising is
a force you can feel at

front lines carrying a microphone
connected by a trailing wire to a rear
communications center. Signal Corps
engineers co-operated in unreeling

the sales counter.

wire which enabled Folster to take

them.

they were

radio

or chunk of
that
wartime population
Baltimore's
others sleep. They
plays while radio entertainment.
wanted good
them the
gave
W'I.T-H
prises,
Then
Club." Contests,
live
"Night Owl
news, music.
club membership, Loyal? You bet
is available.
entertainment.
Time
they'{e loyal.about it.

They thought

(March 30, 1924)
The fourth annual banquet of the
Association of Motion Pictures Ad.

the

lineup of stars currently appearing

Burke, for the past nine
.... into the -Navy and keep Mr. Winchell months associated with OWI overseas

115/8
201/2

his

Albany, where today

they open an engagement of one week at the

an important CBS account for several WOV program series featuring jazz
years.
musicians and outstanding liberals as
guest speakers, will feature the entire

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

Am. Tel. G Tel
CBS A

CONING sud GOIDG

(Continued from Page 1)

for sending news reports back to the -for the semester totaled 147, equiU. S. were fairly perfect and that valent to 31 hours and 30 minutes of
since RCA had installed its services air time. The broadcasts, including
there it was about 90 per cent on the those carried by WBEZ, were heard
nose. Beyond the perusal of the cen- by 3,981 classes in 234 public schools,
sors, little if anything prevented the representing 182,110 students. The
news from being radioed to the U. S. number of receivers in all schools

that

Learn more

mike to a point of vantage on the
actual fighting front.
his

WKY

Joins Marks Staff
Victor Parfonry, representative of
Latin-American and Spanish com-

posers and publishers, has been named
head of the Latin- American and
Spanish department of the Edward B.

Marks Music Corp., it has been an-

nounced by Edward B. Marks,
president of the music publishing
company.

q

OKLAHOMA CITY
Ile Kill At.iiy
8888. 1.11811x,

,Q
TOM TINSLEY, President

F8yTHINO'Qo

REPRESENTED BY HEADLEY"REED

WPATMØÜS BOB BRIGHT
The Jingle King
in a new feature
BOB BRIGHT'S BANDSTAND

A fast moving hour and a half
of music to thrill to .. and
dance to ..
.

3 to 4:30 P.M. Mon. thru Sat.
(Beginning April 3rd)

ONE MORE REASON FOR SELLING YOUR
CLIENTS WPAT ... The Fastest Growing

Station in the Metropolitan Area.

RADIO
STATION

WPAT

PARAMOUNT

NEW JERSErY

BUG.

YORK

4
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CHICAGO

LOS ANGELES

By BILL IRVIN

By RALPH WU
REID, commercial traffic man-

MORE than 40 young women studying radio and television at
Stephens College, Columbia, Mo.; are

BILL
ager for KNX and the Columbia

Pacific network, has assumed new
duties as CBS-KNX account execu-

tive for the handling of local and West
Coast radio sales. Joseph Harty, form-

erly with WOR in New York as efficiency engineer over a six year
period and also WMCA, N. Y., the
Inter -City Broadcasting System for
a four year period handling sales service, has replaced Reid as commer-

traffic manager for KNX and
CPN.
With his "G. I. Joe" contest going full -steam, Eddie Cantor has
found it necessary to augmet his
cial

secretarial staff to sort out the letters
which are pouring into his home from

service men and their relatives and
friends. The contest was officially

opened March, and will close May 31.
Private Jack Levinson, son of

Colonel Nathan Levinson, head of

Warner Bros. sound department, was
notified this week that his song, "The
Mouse with a Rat in her Hair," won

the contest conducted by "A Song

is Born" radio program. Sgt. Russell
Black did the music on the winner.
Judy Canova, star of the CBS-KNX
"Judy Canova Show" for Colgate's,
will start production of her next motion picture at Columbia Pictures stu-

dio within two weeks. Title of the
picture is "Louisiana Hayride."

introduced some-

Bill "Goodwin

thing new by way of "warm-up"

commercials before the Burns & Allen
show recently. As Felix Mills' orchestra deliberately drowned him out,
Goodwin pantomimed the use of

Swan Soap to
audience.

a

mightily amused

When Bob Crosby was being inter-

viewed during that sparkling new

luncheon program "Hollywood Star
Time," broadcast over the Blue Network from the RKO studio cafe, he
was asked' by co -hosts Gary Breckner

and Larry Keating what he was do-

ing on the RKO lot. "Well," Bob
answered, "My brother, Bing, is coming here to make a picture and he
sent me over first to 'case' the joint."
Robert E. Dawn, for past year pro-

gram manager of KGO, San Francisco Blue outlet, has joined NBC's

production staff in Hollywood. A
graduate of Stanford University,

Dawn first joined NBC in San Francisco as a junior announcer in 1936.
Louise Erickson, young star of radio's "Date With Judy" program, this

week was presented with a silver
compact by NBC in appreciation of
her appearance with Jack Benny on
his special War Bond broadcast.

Radio Is My Seat.. !

in town for a couple of days for a

Radio "Executives" Club (Gotham Branch) and therefore is beset with a
said probproblem that baffled even the Caesars of ancient Rome
seems that meetings are supposed to be
lem being the "calendar"

held every first and third Thursday of each month BUT someone or
rather everyone seemed to have forgotten that some months contained
so a special "reminder" cord had to be sent to all
FIVE Thursdays
members, advising that since this month has five pre -fish days. members
we're running
should buy their luncheons at their favorite bistros
firstly: we like Murray
this item for 21, reasons but we'll list three
secondly: we're a member (in more or less
and wish to help him out
good standing) and as such it is our duty to uphold the dignity??? and
help preserve the integrity (if this sounds like double-talk, it is purely not
thirdly: our 14 -year -old youngster. Jerry, who Is this
co -incidental)
columnist's severest critic, is about to become an Eagle Scout and therefore must feel a bit more kindly disposed (to today's pillar at least) for who
can deny that by helping Grabhorn spread the word that the next REC
luncheon will be held at the regular meeting place April 6. your Old Scoops
is doing a "good deed" (which in the Boy Scout's credo, ranks second only
to its motto "Be Prepared.")

*

*

*

And April 6 again creeps into print

seems this is
the date when Russell Swann, suave purveyor of magic and hokum,
who has recently been given a medical discharge from the Army,
(where he served for 18 months in Alaska) opens an engagement
we are most inat the Waldorf-Astoria's Wedgewood Room

terested in meeting Swann's trained rabbit, known as Spencer,
(honest
the Hare, which is named after Russell's press agent
folks, the p.a.'s moniker is Spencer Hare, has an office at 221
W. 57th St., N. Y. C. and incidentally ranks with the best) .
.

LANNY Cr GINGER

to Join the ranks of the

Foremost. Radio. Stage & Screen Stars

under management

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

GINGER & LANNY GREY
"I Go for a Man Who Wears an Adam Hat."
(whistle)
LExington 2-1100

.

Glancing through the data mailed us by the press dep't. of

WNYC, we noticed that included in the list of songs to be sung by
the Coleman Brothers Quintet, is the highly -entertaining rhythmic
the composer credit number titled, "Stalin Wasn't Stalin' "
we just happen to know that this number was
reads, "Anon"
written by several members of the Golden Gate Quartette (we heard
them introduce the song one night at the Cafe Society Uptown)
and this is to help the city -of -New York -owned station, to correct
A vocalovely named Elaine Howard rates. a netthe error..
phone her manager Gregory Coleman and then thank
work spot

and a talk with G. W. Lang, chief
engineer of the station. Several of
them also were to take part in a
telecast over the Balaban and Katz
television station, WBKB.

"Farmer's Braintrust," a new series

of shortwave transcribed question -

and -answer broadcasts on English
agriculture, is being produced exclu-

sively by BBC for WLS. Arrange-

ments for these broadcasts were made
with the British Broadcasting Corpo-

ration, by WLS news editor Julian
Bentley while he was in Great Britain last November. The first questions sent in by WLS listeners were

delivered by Bentley in person. Since
his return the WLS program department has cabled all inquiries to Great

Britain, where a board of farm experts gather in BBC studios and
shortwave the answer to the United
States for the WLS "Dinnerbell Time"

audience. Inaugural broadcast in the
series was heard on "Dinnerbell
Time" March 22.

WJJD's singer of romantic songs,
George Carol, has been signed for a
two -week's stage engagement at the

1.1

March 31, after substituting the other
day at the Chicago for Patricia Mor-

Iii
R,

us.

.

.

ison.

*

not fear the 30 per cent TAX any more than we fear the FIFTH WAR LOAN

and we'd like to add that Irving Carroll's orchestra,
featured at that Niteclub and heard via MBS, makes us want to roll up
the axminster .. Metropolitan Opera tenor, Charles Ullman has been
invited to make his third guest appearance on next Wednesday's "Great
unquote:

Moments in Music" CBShow.

*

li
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on Sundays.

*

quote: we do

'

takes over production of the thrice- k ,
weekly "Serenade and Swing," and ! 1,,
O. J. Neuworth will handle the direction of "This Is the Underground,'
quarter-hour dramatic series heard

Roger Bower will be the new producer -director of the

*

i

James Jewell, WBBM producer, has pa
resigned from the staff effective
April 1. He will be replaced by Ill
Hooper White, formerly program di-, aY
rector of WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich. J bt'.
With Jewell's departure, Larry Kurtze-

Paul Winchell-Jerry Mahoney variety WORevue, starting Monday.
Mrs. Patti Pickens, mother of the famous Pickens Sisters, will
be a WEAFeatured guest (for the third time) on Mary Margaret McBridé s
neither has any idea what she will speak about,
program Saturday
Saturday is "April Fools'
hut if they fool each other 'twill be okay
Day.".. Monica Lewis, WMCA and WHN "Gloomdodgers' songstress
will guestrill on CBSongfest, "Here's to Romance," Thursday. . . We
like the spirit that prompted Carl Erbe and Joe Howard, co -owners of

nE

B & K Chicago Theater, starting

.

Cafe Zanzibar to print and mail out this statement

-HONORED-

look-see at radio and television studios here. Their schedule included
an inspection tour of WGN facilities

Pity poor Murray Grabhorn, energetic Blue Network Sales
Executive, who, in addition to his numerous duties, is also Prexy of the

CREATIVE FORC
with Producers, Musical Directors,
Home Economists, Staff Writers,

News Editors, and Publicity Dept.make WTAG a BIG station in a
BIG market.

WTAG
WORCESTER
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AGEt1CIES

ALE BYERS, WCCO newscaster,
Agricultural Tie-in
has left the station to join
)&O, Minneapolis, as radio direcThrough the facilities of KXEL of
He had been on the WCCO staff Waterloo, Iowa, a committee consistfour years.
ing of prominent state and county
agricultural leaders were able to
ENYON & ECKHARDT, INC., has reach a state-wide public recently
ed

S

RADIO DAILY

to its staff Vernon Bowan, for the purpose of stressing the im-

aerly of J. M. Mathes, Inc.; Frank portance of increased food producner, recently with Benton & tion during 1944. Among the speakers
rles, and Shirley Wolfson, who was Governor Bourke B. Hickenbeen with the War Food Admin- looper of Iowa, who pledged comittion. Bowan joins the copy de - plete support of the State House to
Lament, Palmer the radio division, the farmer in his effort to produce
vie Miss Wolfson will give her at - more food for victory. Hugh Muncy,
farm editor for KXEL, acted as
¿ion to the agency's publicity.
moderator throughout the one -hour
.,MER W. FROEHLICH, director broadcast and led the discussions
diedia and research for MacManus, which were participated in by 11 farm
1.1 & Adams, Inc., Detroit advertis- authorities. It was estimated that
e agency, has just completed a more than 3,000 families were listenpater of a century of service with ing to this broadcast pertinent to the
organization and its predecessor inhabitants of the Iowa valley. This
>any. In his present capacity, he public service program was a meri-

GUEST -111G

HARRISON KNOX, tenor, on Lyn
Murray's "To Your Good Health," FriWith Henry F. Schricker, governor day (WABC-CBS, 6:15 p.m.).

Achievement Awards

of Indiana as featured speaker, station WOWO recently held its fifth LUISE RAINER, on The Kate Smith
annual Achievement Award dinner Hour,"
Friday (WABC-CBS, 8 p.m.).
in Fort Wayne's Anthony Hotel.
This

annual

event is WOWO's

WALTER HAMPDEN, NINO MARWOWO tri-State area who have made TINI and ETHEL MERMAN, on the

tribute to the men and women in the

significant contributions to Agricul- "Stage Door Canteen" program, Friture and Home Economics during the day (WABC-CBS, 10:30 p.m.).
past year. Certificates of achievement

this year were awarded to 12 indivi-

DOROTHY LAMOUR, at the
duals. Tom Wheeler, popular WOWO Barry -Wood Patsy Kelly "Palmolive
farm director, was the toastmaster Party," Saturday (WEAF-NBC, 10
for the occasion.
p.m.).

Home -Front Letters
DIANA BARRYMORE, on the
A constructive home -front meas- "Inner
Sanctum" program, Saturday
ure is being practiced by KFEL, (WABC-CBS,
8:30 p.m.).
Denver, Colo. Believing that letters
from home are as vital to the success
PETER DONALD, on the Mary
is expenditures and supervises torious achievement on the part of of our armed forces as munitions of Small
show, Sunday (WJZ-Blue Netwar, Gene O'Fallon, manager of the
et research activities for prin- KXEL.
station, announced this week that the work, 5 p.m.).
clients of MacManus.

station will pay $1 for each suggested
Educational Tieup
used on KFEL newscasts, to
SGT. MARION HARGROVE, author
1VLON PRODUCTS CORP. of The publicity for the new "We thought
York has appointed McCann - March With Faith" series aired over keep the home -front turning out of "See Here, Private Hargrove," on
those
letters.
Suggestions
are
to
be
"Information
Please," Monday
son, Inc., as its advertising KOWH, Omaha, Nebraska, does
(WEAF-NBC, 9:30 p.m.).
icy.
more than merely promote some- confined to 15 words or less.

thing new in program format. This
OUGLAS WOOD GIBSON, pub - new series which sponsors the talents
r advertising, fiction, radio and of students, teachers and lay citizens
Ile continuity writer and editor, promotes something more vital-the
joined the radio department of ideals of Americanism, good citizenIV. Ayer & Son, Inc.
ship and other matters pertinent to
the outcome of a deranged world.

KOWH is to be commended for conyH. COTTINGTON, radio director,
kin, Wasey & Co., Inc., has left for tributing to its listening area a pro-

(ywood. He will be on the Coast gram that deals constructively with
two or three weeks.
situations concerning vandalism and
juvenile delinquency. As one leading
"ILLIAM L. SHINNICK, General adult participant pointed out, "In
account executive with Benton these productions, we must project
lowles, Inc., has left the agency that we have to learn to understand
pin the Overseas Branch of the life and the world we live in, and
e of War Information. He will we have to teach our children to
reach below life's surface, to think,
le in the Asiatic area.

a

nber of the merchandising depart t of Young & Rubicam. Formerly
was general sales manager of the
ynos and Bisodol divisions of
erican Home Products Company.

s.11

and publicity head for Paramount's
short subjects department, has arrived in New York from Reykjavik,
Iceland, where he was stationed 14

EXPERIENCE'

months for the Office of War Informa-

tion. Reiner was director of Radio
Reykjavik, the island's sole station.

TO -COAST. A TRANSCRIBED QUARTER-

Nationally known romantic singer on networks and transcriptions, seeks opening in live powered radio station. Can do live shows on sponsor participation
basis and handle all types of ad-lib programs.

Capable of doubling

as

pro-

Draft Deferred. Write-

HOUR RADIO PROGRAM THAT SELLS

ANYTHING-ANYWHERE

NEW SERIES -LOW RATES
WRITE-PHONE-WIRE

RADIO DAILY, Box Li
1501 Broadway

FOR QUICK RESULTS
MILLIONS OF FANS FROM COAST -

AVAILABLE
duction manager on station.

ICE OF

and to develop a point a view for

iTHUR D. OSBORNE, formerly themselves."
/alkins and Holden and the G. M.
Lord Company, has joined the
Returns From Iceland
sing staff of McCann-Erickson.
Manny Reiner, formerly advertising

OBERT T. MEYERS now is

opolz

New York 18, N. Y.

VOICE OF EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
140 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

Phone Wisconsin 7-4964

g,

'9)
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Governm't Dissolving
Electronics Prod. Unit
(Continued from Page 1)

tion and procurement, by the two services, of electronic equipment.
When the investigation started the

agency had in excess of 1,000 employees and a number of Army and
Navy officers detailed to the opera-

tion. Most employees were civilians.
In the summer of 1943, rumors that

everything was not going well with
the agency came to the attention of
Congress and in July Chairman

whose committee is
authorized to investigate the emRamspeck,

ployment and utilization of personnel
in the various government agencies,
ordered his staff to make a prelimin-

ary investigation which later developed into a complete survey of departmental and field operations of
the agency.

Agency "Overstaffed"

Interim reports to the Committee
on

Civil Service alleged that the

agency was overstaffed with highly

paid and, in many instances, inexperienced personnel. These findings were

reported to the War and Navy Departments and a gradual reduction in
the headquarters and field staff was

effected. These changes failed to satis-

fy the committee and the investigation was continued, with the result
that duplication of effort, irregular
personnel practices as to pay and pro-

motions and other types of alleged
mismanagement were, it is understood, reported. It is specifically

charged that the agency was duplicating the work of Army and Navy

expeditors and to a large extent overlapping the functions of WPB.
It is understood that the functions
of Army -Navy Electronics Production
Agency will be re -distributed to appropriate elements of the Army and

the Navy and particularly to the

WPB, where the greater part of the
duplication was found by the investigators. It is stated on responsible
authority that a small number of
technically qualified consultants and
other employees of Army -Navy Electronic Production Agency may be

transferred to the WPB.
It is estimated that savings from
liquidation of the Army -Navy Electronic Production Agency will approximate $5,000,000.

Food Administrators
Round Table On WJR
Detroit-Top administrators of ra-

tioning in the United States and
Canada will compare systems and dis-

cuss problems at a radio round table
in the WJR studios in Detroit Sunday
at 12:30 p.m., EWT. Participating in
the program will be Colonel Bryan

deputy administrator in
charge of the OPA rationing division
at Washington, D. C. and Kenneth W.
Taylor, coordinator of the Canadian
Food Administration who previously
was secretary of the Wartime Prices
Houston,

and Trade Board. George Cushing,
WJR new editor is the moderator of
the program.

$ W®

*

AND ]l
By BEN KAUFMAN

CBS' C-0 Managers

Close 3 -Day Meetin
0

Undertones

(Continued from Page 1)

A long run on Broadway usually means a play staying on the boards
for more than a year. But the stage has no records to compare with the
perennial beaming of the 18 current network shows produced by Frank and
Anne Hummert for a run totaling 1321/2 years of actual time on the air.
Of the prolific pair's five musical and 13 dramatic programs now on the
webs, the first to take the air was the "American Album of Familiar
Music." which premiered over NBC in October, 1931.

*

*

affair marked the beginning of an invasion vogue, which was
climaxed last January by the All-American Band's jazz concert
at the Metropolitan Opera House. "Pops" sure started something.
Right now, the master of modern rhythm, who gave ragtime a velvet

touch, is planning a short trip to Hollywood to appear in a film
called "Atlantic City," which will re-create the first Whiteman
band that got under way in the seaside resort around 1920.

*

*

Jazz really arrived in New York in 1916. In that hectic pre-war year
when Woodrow Wilson was running for a second White House term
against Charles Evans Hughes, the Original Dixieland Jazz Band trekked
eastwood for a stand at Reisenweber's, celebrated Gotham restaurant and
night spot that has faded into the past. The Dixieland combination at
first mystified the Big Town sophisticates with renditions of its New Orleans rhythms. such as "Tiger Rag." But the hot music caught on fast.
and New York began dancing to it. Similar tunes were also heard at
of an earlier
Rector's. another
clarinetist with Earl Fuller's aggregation.

*

*

*

set to wax a second album for Capitol Records....Decca and
Musicraft are due to cut the new ballad, "Seven Days a Week,"
which has already been featured on the webs by Kate Smith, Dick
Haymes, Joan Brooks, Morton Downey, Mary Small, Jeri Sullivan
L

*

L

L

*

*

When guitarist Eddie Condon's next jam session

sel

Board and Selective Service quo

tions; William H. Feinshriber, Jr., ac

ing director of broadcasts, spoke t
network programming plans; Jam
M. Seward, CBS director of open
tions discussed matters pertaining
his department; John K. Church#
research director did the same as
research; William B. Lodge, actit
director of engineering included

in his talk and related engineer
matter, and Worthington Miner,

ager of television spoke on his

ticular field. At the Monday lunche4

session John Daly, CBS correspo
ent recently back from Italy, told
his experiences and gave his off-tla

record viewpoint in that theaters
war.
OutofTown Attendees

Those in attendance from outl

held in

Gotham's Town Hall Saturday, Apr. 8, the BBC and OWI will carry
it in addition to recordings by the Co-ordinator of Inter -American
Affairs for Latin-American rebroadcast. The only scheduled domestic
pickup, though, is a half-hour local program over WHN, New York.
Is Eddie Condon's music too hot for the webs?

tl.

town were: Don W. Thornburgh,

vice-president in charge of the P
fic Coast, for KNX, Los Angeles;
D. Willard, Jr. manager of
Charlotte, N. C.; Carl Burkland,

eral manager, WTOP, Washin

tc-

11'

IF

E. Josce

general manager WCCO, Minneap

Harold E. Fellows, manager, W
Boston, and Merle Jones, gen

Ic

manager, KMOX, St. Louis.

Arthur Hull Hayes, general m
ager of WABC, New York was
local C -O representative present
Thad Holt, president and gen

manager of WAPI, Birmingham,

in which outlet CBS has an inte
attended, but not as a C -O sta
representative.
Special gathering late yester
afternoon was a social one for the

men, CBS exces and agencies
clients.

Nelson S. Hesse

Nelson S. Hesse, manager of

Chase Taylor, known on the radio
Col. Stoopnagle, died yesterday
lowing a protracted illness at
Park East Hospital, He was 39 y
old.

Approve Sale Of EBIZ
Washington-The FCC yester
announced approval of the sale
KBIZ, Ottumwa, Iowa, from J.
Falvey to KBIZ, Inc., for $60,000.

is

t

legal problems, including War Lab

*

Duke Ellington, who has been bedded at home with an infected tonsil,
expects to open tonight at the Hurricane. Broadway bistro.... Benny Goodman arrives in Gotham today to complete arrangements for several personal
appearances and to iron out details for his planned tour of more than 100
Army bases.... The "Mairzy Doats" boys-Milton Drake, Al Hoffman and
Jerry Livingston-have written a new one for Miller Music about a monkey
named "Ikky Tikky Tambo." which will be sung by the Landt Trio over
CBS today and tomorrow at 5:30 p.m.. EWT.... Bandleader Georgie Auld.
young tenor -sax wiz. will be heard again over Mutual when he goes into
the Roosevelt. Washington, D. C., for a three-week date, beginning Arp. 10.

*

Speakers who addressed the

sions in course of the three-day meal
ing included Howard L. Hausman,

ager, WBBM; Austen

is

1'r

spectively of Radio Sales division
the network.

J. K. Van Volkenburg, assistant

In nostalgic vein of more recent vintage is Victor's new album
release of rhythmic reveries, "Smoke Rings," which consists of an
octet of all-time hits played by the bands that made them-Larry
Clinton, Tommy Dorsey, Duke Ellington, Benny Goodman, Sammy
Kaye, Freddy Martin, Glenn Miller and Artie Shaw....Paul Lavalle,
lively little maestro of the Blue net's "Basin Street," will soon
make a sweet shift when he records an album of favorite American
waltzes for Musicraft....Betty Hutton, Paramount Pictures' player,

and Kay Armen.

ager and Eastern sales manager r

the CBS legal staff, who spoke

*

Paul Whiteman's birthday the past Monday brings to mind that
this year also marks the twentieth anniversary of his famed concert at the old Aeolian Hall in Gotham. Hot standout of the tradition -shattering session in the former West Forty-second Street
sanctum of classic music was a tune titled "Whispering." That

*

including FM and television, as w,
as reports by J. Kelly Smith a:l
Howard Meighan, general sales ma

Fields Series On Blue

Irving Fields, pianist, composer

conductor, will be featured in a
series which will be heard each
day from 1:45-2 p.m. over the I
Network, exclusive of WJZ.

Ii
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Denny Declines To Answer
Question By Lea Committee i

ROGRAIN REVIEWS
"NOW IS THE TIME"

DEU! BUSIDESS
KPO,

(Continued from Page 1)

Special Sustaining Series

San

i

Francisco:

Standard
Brands, Inc. (Stan -B Vitamins), six
anns. weekly, through Ted Bates, Inc.;
Globe Mills (A-1 Flour), two anns.,
ETs, weekly, through McCann-Erickson. Inc.; Bernhardt Ullman Co., Inc.
(embroidery wool and cotton), "Woman's Magazine of the Air," triweekly participation, through Grey Advertising Agency; Pan-American Coffee
Bureau (coffee promotion), five par-

Lea pounded Denny on this matter to say so? "And Will you admit
for about an hour, with Denny pro- you're an American?"
testing that it was not a proper ques- Denny pointed out that the report
Writer. Priscilla Kent
tion. He pointed out that he was not to the Attorney General had been
Producen Nancy Osgood
called upon to pass upon such a ques- classified as confidential, but that he
adio Row was quite tense Satur- tion at the Commission, that all he would be willing to testify concernmorning just before the first of knew about Luotto was contained in ing the contents of the report in exeall -women produced broadcast the FCC report given the FBI and cutive session. His only knowledge of
'Now Is the Time" hit the air at that this report was confidential. He Luotto was gained from the report,
breathless moment of 9:30 a.m., was willing to discuss it in executive he declared, and added, "I've never ticipations weekly in "Woman's MagaNBC-WEAF, Sat.. March 25.
9:30-10 a.m. EWT

F'

ause it also marked the first time session. The Commission itself did not
NBC program was produced en- pass on such questions but merely inty by the not quite weaker sex. cluded personnel of station in its redoubt everybody, perhaps parti- view of over-all operation of station
I;rly the masculine members of when it came up for license renewal,
engineering department, expected Denny said. Denny also pointed out
iel Kennedy to faint in a heap at that if he answers this question, he
I stroke of 9:30-just as she was will be pinned down on many other

'rt to pull the switch at the con- persons.

-panel. But nothing like that hapDenies Several Accusations
tid. Everything went as smooth, as Under cross-examination by actn all -male company had applied ing committee counsel Harry S.
infallible touch.
Barger, Denny had earlier denied
)r that reason, and many others, that the Commission censors proies of "Now Is the Time," an ap- grams, that it has forced supplanting

ng dramatization of how some

of

taken the position that he's a Fascist; zine of the Air," through J. M. Mathes;
Arvey Corp. (R. V. Lite), tri-weekly
I don't think he is a Fascist."
Miller wanted to know if it was participation in "Farmers Digest,"
all right for Luotto to be put off the through First United Broadcasters;
air while Browder walked the streets. Mountain Coppee Co. (sprays, insecDenny's answer was that the same ticides), weekly participation in
criterion would not apply. It is a "Farmers Digest," through Allied Admuch different thing to permit a man. vertising Agency; Shasta Water Co.

to walk the streets from permitting (drinking water), news, six times
him access to a microphone to in -1 weekly, through Brisacher, Van Norfiuence the thinking of a large alien den & Staff.
audience, he said. The FBI, he pointed

out, has not seen fit to take any action regarding Luotto.
Wigglesworth then asked again if

citizen broadcasters with aliens
is a fit person to broadcast,
S have come to be WACS, and numerous similar questions put Luotto
to which Denny replied. "Passing on
ad do more to inspire enlistments by Barger.

Ex -Servicemen Ease

Drain On Manpower

(Continued from Page 1)
the fitness of a man is not the busi- others are
ex -servicemen who returned as casualties.

le various distaff agencies of our The, first half of the session was de- ness of the Commission. I'm afraid
'led services than all the spot an- voted to matters previously covered you're going to ask me that quesIcements that usually cry out in in the testimony one or more times. tion on each person involved in this
bus command for recruits. It was not until after the first hour foreign language field."
tted, while these spots are im- that the hearing took on any parti- Denny continued that the Commisant, they service mainly as re- cular interest. From there until the sion never passes on the fitness of
lers-whereas this program pro- close of the hearing, Barger and the any particular individual. The Comd an inspiring message. Priscilla committee attempted to get Denny mission reviews the over-all period
has penned a script completely to state his opinion of Stefano Luotto of the license to decide if the opera4d of all the obvious pincer and his fitness to be on the air, with
of the station has been in the
aments, and injected in their Miller asking such questions as: "If tion
public interest, he said.
the nuances that should and you knew someone was a Fascist or Denny will resume the stand this
do more for the cause. Miss a Nazi aren't you American enough morning after the executive session.
story is a simple one-of a

who wants to do something

hwhile in this war just because
lance's at the fighting front. Her
(tie is tired of making pretty ges-

such as sending goodies and

Treasury May Continue

Local -Sponsorship Disks
(Continued from Page 1)

and handkerchiefs. Her heroine the Fourth War Loan. These are des to help in the all-out manner. signed for local sponsorship. Letters
Kent's story has cited' a specific from Ted Gamble, war finance direciple, subtly showing what this tor, and Thomas H. Lane, director of

goes through from her enlist - press, radio and advertising, have
to the final scene of actual par- gone out to elicit information from
;tion in this war, with many broadcasters as to whether they feel
ing scenes included along the that continuing the series would be
This department might mention of value to the industry and would
the entire production avoided pay dividends to the Treasury.
ning maudlin through the sensifirection of Nancy Osgood.

e Goldbergs" Signed
nr Cartoon Comic Strip
e Goldbergs," Gertrude Berg's
nial radio favorite, will become
;dicated cartoon strip released
gh the New York "Post" synNational Concert and Artists
ration announced yesterday.

3sholm' Skipper On WHN
tain

Sigfrid

Ericsson

the
r of the repatriation ...hip
;holm," will be interviewed i,,er
today, March 30, (8:15-8:30
EWT), by William Lang, pro and writer.

Over 800 stations used the "Treasury Salute," and over 600 the "Treasury Song for Today." The series was
to be discontinued, after the drive,
but numerous requests have come in
from broadcasters that production of
these discs be continued.
"Whether we continue distributing
these programs for a month, or two
months, or indefinitely, depends to a
large extent, upon information you
give us," said Lane, and added: "So
far we've received scattered
comments and criticism concerning
the

Education -By -Radio Assn.

Announces New Officers
(Continued from Page 1)

Experience with discharged ex -servicemen as wartime replacement personnel in station operations has
worked out favorably at WOR, New

York, it was indicated yesterday by
J. R. Poppele, chief engineer, and
Bert Harkins, co-ordinator of engineering traffic. The Gotham outlet,
which has recently employed about

a half dozen returned soldiers discharged because of minor physical
defects, requires an absolute minimum of the regular Signal Corps
training course plus former radio experience, or, as a substitute for the
latter, mechanical ability in a related
field or a definite aptitude for broad-

Mountain Radio Council, Denver, casting.
second
vice-president; Elizabeth
beginning to look forward
Goudy of the Office of Education, to"We're
a replacement factor from that
Washington, D. C., secretary, and source
to quite an extent," replied

George Jennings, acting director of Poppele when questioned about how
the Radio Council of the Chicago the wartime expedient was working
Public Schools, treasurer.
WOR. He pointed out, too, that the
Officers will be installed at the at
men were also given the station's
Institute of Education by Radio in training course lasting from six to
Columbus, Ohio, on May 5.

Will Narrate Show

Philip Merivale, soon to open in
the new show "Public Relations," will
be the narrator this Saturday evening on a special Passover broadcast
presented by the American Jewish

eight months. Many men with schooling in the art of electronics, he noted,

made good sound effects specialists

since about 95 per cent of radio sound
effects were electrical.

Harkins also stressed the factor of
temperament. The men not only had
to have the knowledge, he indicated,
Committee over WOR and the Mutual but also had to be quick -thinking as
network on Saturday evening (April the operations end was exacting.
1st) from 10:15 to 10:45 p.m. Merivale Training, he stated, had to be more
will be heard in a radio adaptation than a mere smattering gained
from
of a story by Franz Werfel, "The communications work in the infantry,
Third Commandment-The Story of for example. Applicants were proa Modern Exodus."
cured from various rehabilitation
centers, he stated.
salutes. In the mass, the comments
Today"
series.
In
the
salutes,
there
is
were highly favorable, the
only
a
musical
bridge
of
30
seconds
durachanges requested were for musical
Takes Production Post
bridges within the salutes which tion near the opening and a bridge
enables a one -minute sponsor Lou Fulton takes
would enable the station to fade down which
over production
message near the close. In the "Song of NBC's "Hook 'n Ladder
the music and insert the local spon- for
Follies"
Today"
records
there
is
a bridge when Director Jack Roche leaves
sor's message. This now is being done permitting a 30 -second message
from
a Hollywood assignment. Show for
in both the salutes and the "Song for a local sponsor."
is
heard Saturdays, 11 a.m., EWT.
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***COAST -TO -COAST***
-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA -

- PENNSYLVANIA -

WASHINGTON-Bill Herson, a maestro
PHILADELPHIA - Edwin Halbert
has joined the production staff of at WRC, was recently credited by cupid
WIP....Bob Knox, WIBG announcer for assisting in match -making. It hapand disc jockey, has just been in- pened via a simple introduction....To
formed that a new fans' club has been serve the thousands of servicemen and
organized naming him as its idol.... women stationed in this area. as well as

-OHIO-

Originating in England, the program s

h
CINCINNATI - William Dowdell, dedicated to American women who
to

rt
WLW-WSAI editor -in -chief, and Mar- made outstanding contributions
garet L. Whitehead, NBC newswriter, ....Guesting at WOWO-WGL during

are writing a radio news book which past few weeks have been Norr
will be published by a N. Y. firm.... Thomas, thrice undaunted socialist ca
William J. Huster, prexy of Burger date for President, and Bernie Cummh

leader.
Brewing Company has signed for popular orchestra
- MISSOURI WINX has begun a series of programs WKRC's exclusive play - by - play
ST.
LOUIS-Paul
Shock has
entitled, "U.S.O. Bulletin Board"....Jack broadcast coverage of the Cincinnati's turned to the engineering departm
Reds'
sked.
Waite
Hoyt
will
sportsLowe, WWDC's 1450 Club emcee, recently
of KMOX after serving in the U1
interviewed Lionel Hampton over his hep- cast....U. S. Meteorologist J. Cecil Navy as a Looey (j.g.) for app 11
reports
weather
dramatizes
Alter
cat program.
months.... Merle S. Jones, staff
over WCKY with remarks as, "Better 18
- WASHINGTON manager of KMOX, has been dt,
weather
will
be
broadcast
as
soon
as
SEATTLE-KIRO's "The Children's
neering staff ....Clifford C. Harris,
to represent radio on
can get it" when snow or rain pointed
technical supervisor at WIP for the Hour" program recently sold $30,000 we
newly organized St. Louis Food i
on
hand....DAYTON-WING's
are
past 12 years, has obtained a leave in War Bonds and Stamps. Alice Emel
dustry Advisory Committee ... e

Miss Jayne Raffo of WPEN's bookkeeping department is engaged to
Alan B. Lubar of the Army Air
Corps...Doug Arthur of WIBG roller
skates to and from work every day...
Allen Joffee, formerly of WHAT, is
newest addition to WCAU's engi-

;4

fr'
'r

the constant stream of visitors in uniform.

variety show, "Sunny Side
the writer and producer of this morning
has been expanded to 45 minshow....Fred Delano now heads the Up,"
to
accommodate
newly added
KOMO-KJR news room, and Bill utes
COLUMBUS-Frank N.
Moshier is the new director of special sponsors....
has been appointed national
events.... Newly named publicity di- Jones representative
for WCOL....
Detroit-visiting her brother in the rector for the two stations is Mrs. sales
- Gilbert Simon,
Carolyn Ashbaugh... TACOMA-Van YOUNGSTOWN
Navy.
promotion manager of WKBN,
Newkirk, formerly program director sales
-TEXAS enters the Army March 31....
of absence to take a position of field
engineer with the Western Electric
duty overseas....PITTSCo. for
BURGH-Irene Gaedes of WCAE's
traffic department is week -ending in

is

order to bring the meaning of

f

war close to home, station KSD l

started a new series of Sunday aft d
noon programs which project
work and idealsoaf St. Louis Heroi,
d

- NEW JERSEY NEWARK-Gail,

fashion

editor

Beauty Culture magazine and publl
of the Don Lee network, recently MARION-Chief Engineer Bob Morri- manager
Eddie Senz; John Hall
visited KMO studios. Newkirk is son is the proud new parent of a Mlle, Reif,forwill
be the guests of Nan La.
former program director, is the new man- touring the Pacific Coast stations for
and Norm "Red" Benson on their 'Bea
ager of the Majestic Theater.... DALLAS Uncle Sam.... YAKIMA VALLEY- baby boy.
Goes to Work" program tomorrow of
-INDIANA -Jim Alderman is being heard over WRR Lt. R. Lee Black, former KIT sales
FORT WAYNE-Rosemary Stanger and WART.... PATERSON-Fred Young
SAN-ANTONIO-Bob Premont is KTSA's
new spieler... Jack Mitchell, KTSA's

1

in a nightly series of quarter-hour news- promotion manager and special
the announcerial staff of WP
casts.... Ralph Maddox has been made events director, is overseas with an Johnnie Gould of the WOWO program joined
department were recently honored on the Young hails from WAGE. Syracuse.
program director of WFAA-KGKO.... Army Special Services radio.
boy.
an
program. entered
BBC special "Bridge
FORT WORTH-Ken McClure, news chief
- ARIZONA of KGKO, now cover:nj the war in
PHOENIX-KOY and KTUC, Tucson.
Europe. will be heard in a quarter-hour have
blossomed out with "singing
program sked each Sun. matinee over stationboth
breaks." The affi' fated stations
KGKO via transcriptions from London.
ordered Sonovox jingles simultaneously
-VIRGINIA and are using Novacords for background
RICHMOND-Mrs. John Coville has ..."Blythe Moments" is the title of a
replaced her husband on "Market new recorded women's program over
Reports" over WRVA. He's off to KOY. Handled by Blythe Miller, who was
the Navy ....WHEELING - Paul formerly starred on the station's "Love
representative for Story Time" daily strip for Tovrea Packing
Myers, sales
WWVA, and Joe Barker, featured Company, the program consists of partiWWV-A entertainer, are in Navy blue, cipation announcements and selected re-

LOOK TO NBC FOR THE BEST
IN RECORDED RADIO PROGRAMS

tt

too ....PORTSMOUTH-Recent visi- cordings.
tor to WSAP was Tom Slater, Mu- CONNECTICUT tual's director of special events. Slater
HARTFORD-WTIC is taking calls
broadcast the only coast -to -coast net
description of the Shangri-La launch- from Hartfordites who were not
home when Red Cross canvassers
ing through the MBS affiliate.
made the rounds for contributions.
The station is acting as a "secretary
for appointments" for both civilians
and the RC....NEW HAVEN-"Yale
Interprets the News," a quarter-hour

On 187 U. S. stations...
100 hours a week!

ated at WTIC, now emanates from
WOCD, the Yale Broadcasting System, for campus listeners. This program features members of the Yale

than 100 broadcast hours a week. In addition
. NBC is furnishing its recorded shows to

NBC's Syndicated Recorded Programs convinc-

ingly ... consistently ... prove their worth-are
sought more and more for sponsorship. Now .. .
14 different program series are being heard in
the United States and in U.S. possessions, over
187 different radio stations, adding up to more

Sunday eve program formerly origin-

.

Canada, Newfoundland, New Zealand, Mexico,
and Panama*. For full details of the wide variety

faculty, who analyze headlines.

- MINNESOTA March 30
William H. Brown

Preston H. Pumphrey

WTBO
Full Time
NBC Affiliated
Cumberland, Md.

of NBC 5 -minute to half-hour recorded programs,

write today.

MINNEAPOLIS-CBS' "Country Journal"

originated from WCCO last week, with
Jack Brainard, Minnesota AAA committee
guesting and commentary by Larry Hoeg,
WCCO farm service director.... ST. PAUL

-Zinsmaster Baking Co., through W. E.
Long agency. Chicago, renewed its 52.
week announcement sked on KSTP....
Al & Hank, the Dakota Ramblers, featured members of KSTP's "Sunset Valley
Barn Dance" program, are doing a quarter-hour strip across the board at 6:45
a.m. for sponsor Johnstone Drug Sales
Corp.

*Does not include the hundreds of hours of musical shows programmed weekly by NBC Thesaurus on more than 225 stations.
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TEN CENTS

Record Network Crowds
enny Testifies;

'Mayor' Ginny Simms

Lea Com. Adjourns
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

[Washington-As the Lea committee

nt into recess until the middle of
lit month, FCC General Counsel
arles R. Denny escaped a contempt

tion by testifying concerning the
1ess of Stefano Luotto, Italian time
'oker, to be on the air. If Denny had
fused to answer-as he did Wednes-

y-the committee was prepared to
ess contempt charges against him.

,is had been definitely decided in a
tee -quarter hour executive session
eceding the open hearing.
Ile committee reporter opened the
(Continued on Page 5)

Ginny Simms, NBC's singing star,

yesterday took office as the honor-

ary mayor of Northridge. Calif.
Gimp was "elected" to the post
by the Board of Directors of the

Northridge Chamber of Commerce.

Northridge. in case you are interested, lies within the city limits

of sprawling Los Angeles.

May Extend Deadline

For 'Multiple Outlets'

Movie -Tele Tieups
Take Form On Coast
Los Angeles-New angle in the exploitation of motion pictures via television developed at station W6XYZ

et Charlotte Greenwood in Hollywood the past week when
3 Bob Hope Replacement Eddie Bracken, star of the Paramount
Charlotte

'44 Shows Attracting Biggest Audiences
To Studios In All Key -Outlet Cities,
Survey By Radio Daily Reveals

picture "The Miracle of Morgan's

Studio audiences attending .net-

work broadcasts are at an all time
high in key -outlet cities throughout
the country, with New York alone
now hosting more than 3,300,000 an-

nually. This figure is a substantial
gain over previous years despite the
fact that many first -line programs
Washington-The FCC will meet have moved to the Coast, and paranext week to consider the numerous doxically disproves the depression petitions it has received that the May born contention of motion picture
31 dealine for disposal of stations the exhibitors that studio audiences cut
owners of which own other stations into their box-office take, since nearly
in the same primary service area be every movie house in the citj has
postponed. A number of such peti(Continued on Page 7)
tions have been filed with either an
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY

(Continued on Page 2)

and Creek," was induced to come to the

Ashley Leaves Lyons;

een actress, has been signed by studio by station manager Klaus Ascap Annual Meeting
psodent as summer replacement Landsberg. Landsberg used a series And Dinner Held In N. Y.
Other Staff Changes
the Bob Hope program. It will be of slides made of stills from the picr first commercial radio appearance, ture which was having its premiere
More than 500 publisher and writer
d will start Tuesday June 13, in the in town. It being a comedy filth, members attended the annual meetArthur H. Ashley, vice-president
ing of Ascap at the Ritz -Carlton and
.10:30 p.m., EWT spot, running un (Continued on Page 2)
director of radio for A. & S.
Hope's return in the fall. Deal
Hotel, New York, on Wednesday Lyons,
Inc., with headquarters in the
s
consummated through Foote.
afternoon. Annual banquet with 700 talent and production organization's
Cohen Names Ecclesine
members and guests present, was held New York office, has resigned as of
(Continued on Page 2)
hotel in the evening with April 1, it was learned yesterday.
To Succeed Fairbanks in the same
Understood that Ashley's contract
(Continued on Page 2)
ess-Radio Relations
has run out and he has chosen not
Washington Bureau, RADIO DAILY
Good In Eastern Cities Washington-Departure of William Radio Time Changes
to renew after an association of a
(Continued on Page 6)
Fairbanks as chief of the allocation
Confusing In Ohio
3ack from a survey of press -radio division of the OWI Radio Bureau,
ations in several cities on the east- and appointment of Joseph Ecclesine
Fly Invited To Attend
Columbus, O. - Semi-annual time
seaboard, Charles Oppenheim, to replace him, was announced yesREC Tele Luncheon
blicity director of WOR, revealed terday by Philip Cohen, bureau head.
change in many Ohio cities is again
ter -day that the newspaper attitude Fairbanks was forced to resign for bringing gray hair to radio execuyard radio is most friendly. He
James Lawrence Fly, chairman of
tives. Starting April 1 and continu(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 6)
the FCC, heads a list of personalities
d space curtailments due to paper
from radio and television who have
trtages in several cities had elimind radio news columns but program
been invited by Murray Grabhorn,
(Continued on Page 2)
president of the Radio Executives
Greenwood, stage

"'In Person"
That much in evidence singing
commercial for I. J. Fox entitled

Press Services Make Plans
For European Invasion Cover

"All Girls Are Beautiful." got a
buildup by the WHN "Gloom

Circus Using Radio
Press services have made extensive
for radio coverage of the comTo Ballyhoo N. Y. Date plans
ing invasion of Western Europe, it

Roberts.

Spot radio announcements and tieins with commercial shows are being
used extensively in Greater New
York this year in connection with the
opening of the Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey circus at Madison

Dodgers" who worked it up to the
point where today his identity will
be made known and he will be put
on "in person," more or less to
settle the argument. Appears that
the vocalist is really a tenor. Tony

was confirmed yesterday by interviews with officials of the United
Press Associations and International
News Service in addition to data obtained from Press Association, Inc.,
radio affiliate of Associated Press.

of the press associations
Square Garden on April 5. Circus Preparations
of special interest to broadcasters
has contracted for spots on WABC are
since the Nation's more than 900 out (Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 2)

Mexican 'First'
For the first time a sponsored
broadcast of a prize fight will be
heard in Mexico via Radio Mil.
Latin American affiliated network
of Mutual. Due to the fact that Juan
Zurita, who fights Beau Jack at the
Garden tonight is Mexican born.
Gillette Safety Razor Co. decided

to buy the Mexican outlets and
put on a native sports announcer
for blow -by -low account.

Friday, Mauch 31, 1941

RADIO DAILY
Fly Invited To Attend
Ascap Annual Meeting
REC Tele Luncheon
And Dinner Held In N. Y.
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

COMING mud GOING

representatives of radio present on Club, to attend the club's "Television
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Business Manager

the dais. These included James Lawrence Fly, FCC chairman; Frank Mullen, executive vice-president and general manager of NBC; Mark Woods,

Luncheon" at the Hotel Shelton, New
York, Thursday, April 6. Dr. Alfred
N. Goldsmith, engineer and scientist,
will speak on "The Future of Televipresident of the Blue Network; Ed- sion" and will answer questions subward J. Noble, chairman of the board mitted by club members.

of the Blue, and Congressman Sol

Guests of honor at the luncheon

Bloom, formerly a music man himself will include: Allen B. Du Mont, presbefore going into political life.
ident of the Television Broadcasters
N. Y., by Radio Daily Corp. J. W. Alicoate,
At the business meeting, Ascap Association; Norman D. Waters, presPresident and Publisher; Donald M. Merger - president Deems Taylor, stated that
ident of the American Television Soeau, Treasurer and General Manager; Marvin
Kirsch, Vice -President; M. H. Shapiro, Man- the first quarter dividend for 1944 ciety; Jack Poppele, assistant secreHahn, Vice- was one of the largest in the society's tary and treasurer of the Television
Chester B.
aging Editor;
Preaident- Charles A. Alicoate, Secretary. history and nearly the same as that Broadcasters Association; Orrin E.
Terms (Post free) United States outside of

daily except Saturdays, Sundays
and Holidays at 1501 Broadway, New York (18),
Published

Greater New York one year. $10; foreign,

year, $15. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to RADIO DAILY,
1501 Broadway. New York (18), N. Y. Phone
Wisconsin 7-6336, 7-6337, 7-6338. Chicago (15),

III.-Bill Irvin, 4802. Dorchester Ave., Phone
Oakland 4545. Hollywood (28), Calif.-Ralph
Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd. Phone Granite
6607.
Entered as second class matter, April 5,
.937, at the poetoffice at New York, N. Y.,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
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121/8
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Crosley -Corp.
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36
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Stewart -Warner
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.1571% 157% 1571%
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721/2
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96

Westinghouse

281/2
281/8
19

285/8
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121/8
357/e

353/

28%
19

9%
28%

9%
28%
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721%
131/a
96

13

96
36

+
+
+
+
+

Chg
1/4
1/8
1/8

3/g

1/4

+

1/2
3/8

+
+

1/a

36%
36
NEW YORK CURB EXCHANGE
29% 29
29
Hazeltine Corp.
4%
Nat. Union Radio
41% - 1/8
4%
OVER THE COUNTER
Bid Asked

Zenith Radio

performance. Some opposition to the "Four Thousand Years of Television."
plan is prevalent and it was originally
scheduled to go into effect Jan.' 1, 1944.

Set Charlotte Greenwood
As Bob Hope Replacement

and Martin Broones. She has appeared in the pictures "Springtime

the Rockies," "The Gang's All
-... Here," and a forthcoming release is
....

11% 12% in
32

May Extend Deadline
For 'Multiple Outlets'
(Continued from Page 1)

extension for a definite period sought
or an indefinite postponement. Peti-

tioners complain that if they are
forced to meet the May 31 deadline
"forced sales" would result.
There is no indication as to what
action the Commission will decide
upon.

120 YEARS NGO TODDY
(March 31, 1924)

FOR has announced that it will
broadcast every Monday night by
remote control, the weekly concert
in Branch Brook Park, Newark, N:
I., of the recently organized Phil-

harmonic band. This will be the

first out-of-the.studio

Take Form On Coast

broadcasting

done by the outlet....Fannie Brice,

musical comedy star, heard today in
songs and a personal interview over
WEAF, New York.

tions shown on the slides.
Paramount decided the presentation
was so successful it will now exploit

(Continued from Page 1)

dent of the toothpaste concern.
Miss Greenwood's half-hour will be
titled, "Life With Charlotte" and be
a continuity type offering, which is
a package show owned by John Gudel

WJR (Detroit)

20%

Movie -Tele Tieups

at least one picture each week and
Bracken meanwhile was so sold on
make as many
tele he has offered
Cone & Belding,
sodent Co. according to announce- appearances before the camera as
ment by James Barnett, vice-presi- requested.
.

Sirombergg-Carlson

WCAO (Baltimore)

WILLIAM WYSE, president of KWBW, Null
inson, who has been here for the past w
the home o

or so, will leave tomorrow for
fices in Kansas.

G. O. SHEPHERD, general manager of W

Pictures

that efforts would be made to hold up of Research & Development, Scophony

bert who was not re-elected to thi rator and also work in some of the
dialogue used in the picture as acAscap board at the recent election.
companiment to the comedy situa-

Net

S.
PETERSON, business manager of th
R.
Blue Network's Chicago office, is in New Yorl
this week for conferences at Rockefeller Center

for the time being, the putting into Corp. of America; Ralph Austrian,
operation of the Fred Ahlert Plan radio and television consultant, RKO,
based on a system of payment on and Richard W. Hubbell, author of

liaison writer between the Coast
(Continued from Page 1)
group and New York home office, a
post formerly filled by L. Wolfe Gil- Landsberg had Bracken act as nar-

(Thursday, March 30)

having toured with the NBC "War Clinic."

Charlotte, has arrived from North Carolina

Motion by Archie Gottler was car-

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE

director of advertising and promo
tion for the network, are back in town aft.
assistant

for the final quarter of 1943. Law- Dunlap, Jr., of RCA; Arthur Levey,
suits against the organization he said, president, Scophony Corp. of Amerwere at a new low. Taylor also said ica; Dr. A. H. Rosenthal, director

ried, the motion being to appoint a

F111AIlCIAL

C. L. MENSER, vice-president of NBC Ii
charge of programs, and JAMES M. GAINES

"Home in Indiana." She gained her
theatrical fame from her roles in the
two "Lefty" plays, "So -Long Letty"

and "Linger -Longer Letty."

Press -Radio Relations

Thus the oldest form of projection
is actually being used to complement
the present day miracle. Presentation
ran 15 minutes and was considered a
better bet than trying to televise some
of the actual film within so short a
time; narration would still be needed
to acquaint the spectator with what
was going on unless the entire picture was run off.

Circus Using Radio
To Ballyhoo N. Y. Date
(,ntiaurd hum Pagc 1)

and plans to use other local stations.
In addition the radio department of
the "big show" under the direction
(Continued from Page 1)
Beverly Kelly has arranged guest
listings were carried everywhere as of
appearances on several of the coma service to readers. Oppenheim be- mercial shows. Merle Evans and the
lieves that relations between news- circus band will be heard on the
papers and radio at the present time Fitch Bandwagon over NBC direct
is good and that the editors have an from the Garden on April 9th.
eye toward post-war development of
FM, television and facsimile. Among

Good In Eastern Cities

the cities viisted were Hartford,
Waterbury, Stamford, Bridgeport,
Trenton, Philadelphia, Jersey City
and Newark.

the

headquarters

of

the

M

network.

MARTIN LEWIS, radio head of the Paramaj
publicity department, will return
the West Coast over the week-end. He has

conferring at the home offices during the W
several

days.

JAMES V. McCONNELL, manager of NB(
national spot sales department, is on a bus(
trip to Chicago.
VIVIEN DELLA CHIESA, soprano, is in Rochf

ter, where she will sing the title role in Puce
"La Tosca" today and tomorrow.

BOB NOLAN, producer -director of the Rea
ers Digest show for Transamerican Radio, leaf
this week-end on his first vacation in tht
,years. He expects to be gone about three weel

during which time he plans to get his yid
garden into shape.

CHARLIE MARTIN and GEORGE RAFT
left for Hollywood.

LULU BELLE and SCOTTY, vocalists on
"National Barn Dance," are in Hollywood
begin work on their seventh film. It will
"Sing, Neighbor, Sing," for Republic Pictures.
CLAUDIO ARRAU, pianist frequently
is in Cincinnati, where tt
and tomorrow he will appear as soloist with

tured on the air,

Cincinnati Symphony.

NANCY MARTIN, vocalist on the Chicago
r riginated "Breakfast Club" program heard ov
the Blue Network, is back in the Windy CI
following a short visit to New York.

Don't Close
Your Eyes!
Or that spot on WITH
might get away. 1,313,000

people live in the Baltimore area. 1,207,000 are
within our primary area!
No wonder WITH produces at the lowest -cost -per dollar -spent.

Cohen Names Ecclesine
To Succeed Fairbanks
(Continued from Page I)

reasons of health, and has already

Seeks Station License

left Washington on doctor's orders.

Ashtabula, 0.-Federal Communi- Ecclesine, who has been in charge
cations Commission has received an of network sales promotion for NBC,
application for a permit to contruct will come to work April 16.
said he is "extremely sorry
a high frequency broadcast station at toCohen
lose Fairbanks. His contribution
Ashtabula, O. The application was
Sled by WICA, Inc., and the proposed has been great while here. Under, his
station would be operated on 48,900 able direction the number of availkilocycles with a coverage of 4,116 able listeners coverd by the allocation plan has doubled."

square miles.
.
A

at

confabs

n

IN BALTIMORE

TOM TINSLEY, President
REPRESENTED IV HEADLEY-REED

(Ala a/A

daahaths

can made /AÑ c/aith!

Only way

to reach

the 5,000,000

radio listeners
of %Iichigall is

with the Ilichigan
Radio Network
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LOS AtIGELES

CHICAGO

By RALPH WILK

By BILL IRVIN

(CHARLES SWALLOW, son of John
W. Swallow, NBC program head,

western division, received his wings
and second lieutenantcy in the United
States Army Air Forces March 18 at
Marfa Field, Texas. Lt. Swallow got

a short leave to visit his parents in
Hollywood before reporting back to
duty.

If Spike Jones and his music murdering "City Slickers" orchestra
sounds even louder these days to lis-

teners of the Bob Burns air show,
blame it on the addition of Wayne
Songer and his alto sax.
John Loder, director of the International Silver Company "Silver
Theater" program, and Ted Bliss,
producer of the program for Young &

Rubicam, Inc., agency for the sponsor, will leave for New York early in
April to set up the show's first broadcast from New York on Easter Sunday.

"Ish Kabibble," hair -banged member of Kay Kyser's "College of Musi-

cal Knowledge," will have his biggest movie part to date in Kyser's

new Columbia flicker, as yet untitled.
J. Walter Thompson agency is talking to Bill Goodwin, announcer -actor,
on a plan to build an Old Gold show
around him. Goodwin will be devel-

oped as a comedy personality under
the setup. Currently, Goodwin is announcing and working on the Burns
& Allen, Edgar Bergen and Old Gold
programs.

SEVERAL WGN programs

Reporter At Large...

Last week you reporter was really at large
faithful followers of 01 Scoops, read the column we wrote from Pittsburgh and the
subsequent columns wherein we listed places visited in Cleveland and
Chicago and radiolites we met
but this is merely preamble to what
we're about to chronicle

what makes columning so interesting is that
each morning, with few exceptions, we haven't even an inkling of what
we'll write to fill this space
but something always happens and
presto

another column has been rit (poet's license No. 379.432-001)

Two weeks ago, when the man who pays us our weekly stipend suggested
that. we might take a few days off, we literally leaped at the opportunity
(a Eiddlydivey too) wouldn't you'
we promised a friend that while
in the Windy City, we'd look up a certain vocalovely, named Nancy Martin
who sings on Don McNeill's Blue Network program "Breakfast Club"
And so bright and early we left our suite (room and bath) at the St. Clair
Hotel on E. Ohio St. (free plug), crossed N. Michigan Ave.. walked past the
Wrigley building where we bumped into Caesar Petrillo (but had to turn
down his invitation to loin him at breakfast) thence across the bridge and
onto Wells St. where we hastened into the Merchandise Mart
when
we finally reached Don Marcotté s office, we learned that Nancy wasn't
scheduled that week
we tried several days to reach Miss Martin but
to no avail
yesterday, ye editor, accompanied by a beautiful auburn tressed damsel, invaded our ,cubby hole and said, "Scoops, I'd like you to
meet Nancy Martin of the 'Breakfast Club' program"
so you see how
columns are written
one of the radiolites we travelled about 2á00
miles to see (and didn't) turns up in our very own office
and thus
provides almost half a column.

*

hai

been recommended to Wiscons
listeners in "Good Listening,"

*

monthly publication of good rad
programs prepared and distributed t
the American Association of Unive

sity Women, Madison branch. WGN.
"Chicago Theater of the Air" opere

tas and operas were singled out fi
special commendation. Other WG

programs cited include "Cathedral ,
Music" (Sundays,

8 a.m.), "Nortl
western University Reviewing Stanc
(Sundays, 11 a.m.), and the "Hums
Adventure" (Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.).
George Jennings, acting director
the Radio Council of the Chicago Pul
lic Schools, has been appointed to tb

National War Writers' Board, rad)
division.

The Falstaff Brewing Corp., (Fe
staff Beer), St. Louis, Mo., throug
Dancer -Fitzgerald -Sample,

Chicagi

has contracted for 52 weeks with th
Blue Network for sponsorship of
thrice -weekly musical variety serie

known as the "Falstaff Show" an
featuring Alan Reed, the "Falstal
Openshaw" of the Fred Allen pro
gram. The quarter-hour progran 1f
starting April 3, will be heard Mon
days, Wednesdays and Fridays, 10:0
to 10:15 p.m., CWT, over 38 midwest

ern stations of the Blue Network
Also appearing on the program wil
be singer Evelyn Knight and thi

John

Gart Trio. Commercial an

nouncer for the series, which wil

Jim Doyle, veteran news commen-

Joe Bolton, remembered for his fine "Wheaties Play -by Play Baseball" series and as emcee of the WOR "Go Get It" novelty

originate in. New York, will be Dal

ira: America this fall. Doyle has been

show, is now comic -emcee heard every Tuesday nite on that station's television show, "Video Varieties".
When Harry Link
the Leo Feist biggie, returns next week from Culver City, he'll bear
happy tidings to Irving Caesar and Gerald (Dixie) Marks on their

sponsor a series of 15 -minute tran

tator, is making plans to visit Cen-

invited by Central American radio

executives to instruct newscasters in
microphone technique and the United
States method of preparing radio

.

.

news script.

swingy-little-thingy titled, "Good-Lookin' It's Good Lookin' At You".

Woman's War Service Organization,

George (star -maker) Evans is now handling the press affairs
for Radio Row's one and only Duke
who else but Ellington,
whose rhythmakers return to the Hurricane in Gotham... When

Lurene Tuttle has been elected
second vice-president of the Radio
with Vérne Felton, honorary presi-

dent, and Marion Lansing, first vicepresident. Purpose of the group is to

keep our boys in the service, who
were connected with radio, informed
of what is going on while they are

items like this start blooming, can Summer be far away'
"Terry and the Pirates" Blue Network program, written by Al

Barker and directed by Cy Armbrister, will not take a summer vaca-

tion this year...

A shake-up in the production department of
Wynn Wright, National

Seymour.

Old Ben

Corporation

Coal

wí1

scribed programs over WLS featuriní

Dr. Preston Bradley, noted church. ,
han, starting Monday, April 3, tux
continuing daily, Monday throug'
Friday, 7:45 to 8:00 a.m. CWT.
Arthur C. Page, WLS farm program
director, will deliver an address Aptl,

14 before the agriculture section tS

Illinois Educational Association at ik
annual meeting in Springfield, Ill.

MANPOWER

away.

NBC (Gotham) will take place shortly

Irving Berlin Heard
On Blue From Naples

assistants Bruce Kamman and Garnett Garrison on details etc. .
Stephen Daye will publish (set for release end of April) a book
titled, "Measuring a Radio Audience" written by C. E. Hooper
and M. N. Chappel... Count Basie and his crew return to the
Blue Room of the Hotel Lincoln, Thursday.

And Woman power, Too!

*

cancy, let me assist you.

Irving Berlin, currently appearing

in his "This Is the Army" show in

Naples, was interviewed by Gordon
Frazier, the Blue's news correspondent in Italy, during yesterday's news
round -up at 10:15-10:30 a.m., EWT.
Berlin, sounding cheerful and confident, said he expected to take cer-

tain acts of the show to the beachhead for the "busy" boys to see. The

original cast, costumes and sets, which

were used for the President's per-

formance, the Broadway production
and before the King of England, are
completely intact for the production
now touring Italy. The uniform of
the Allied Nations is the password
admitting the wearer to the patriotic
extravaganza.

Production Manager of that net is currently huddling with his
.

*

Dave Gould and Fay Lehman of the Bill Burton office entrain
for Hollywood next week where temporary offices will be maintained at
another lucky lad headed for the sunny
the Beverly -Wilshire Hotel
environs of Sunset Blvd. and Vine, is Al Friedman, who resigns as Chicago
manager for Southern Music, to accept a similar post for ABC Music.. .
Radio can use his talents... Frances B. Kaye, publiciste, has opened
her own office at 65 Central Park West... Ethel Smith, triple -threat star
(organist, singer actress) who Is featured opposite Harry James in the forthcoming M -G -Movie, "Bathing Beauty," will make a radio appearance
Sunday on Paul Whiteman s "Hull of Fame."

-Remember Pearl Harbor -

?.

you are looking for a
very special type of man
If

or woman to fill some va-

I specialize In filling orders

for men and women of
"blue -printed" specifica
tions.

.

.

-

- CALL
FRANK McGRANN
Radio Speciallat

POSITION SECURING BUREAU,

Inc.

(Agency)

331 Madison Ave., N. Y. C. MU. 2-6494
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Press Services Make Plans
GUEST-IDG
For European Invasion Cover

SKIPPY HOMEIER and JAY JOSTYN, on "Armstrong Theater of To(Continued from Page 1)
day," Saturday (WABC-CBS, 12 lets carry one or more of the major in the neighborhood of 175 stations
roon).
news services.
throughout the country. When asked
Consensus of
queried was whether the contemplated invasion
PAUL V. McNUTT, chairman of that there would those
be
no
advance
inwould be reflected in an inthe WMC, on Billie Burke's "Fashions formation of the invasion date here, coverage
crease of outlet clients, he answered:
in Rations," Saturday (WABC-CBS, thus requiring a constant alert by "I don't think that the invasion cov11:30 a.m.).
broadcasters and news agencies. If, as erage will in itself be responsible
appears to be the case, there was for any increase in client stations but
JOHN W. BRICKER, Governor of some advance knowledge of the North rather the total quality of the InterOhio and aspirant for the Republican African landings, which were directed national News Service will operate
Presidential nomination, on "Victory from Washington, that must have to increase clients in the normal
F.O.B.," Saturday (WA$C-CBS, 3 been a word-of-mouth proposition. course of events." Both UP and INS
p.m.).

Situation in the case of the European invasion is considered differ-

DR. BARNETT BRICKNER, Rabbi ent since advance news will probably
of the Euclid Avenue Temple, Cleve- emanate from the continent, making

land, on the "Church of the Air," any cabled advances a mark for the
Sunday (WABC-CBS, 1 p.m.).

enemy.

UP Organization Ready

OLIVER ST. JOHN GOGARTY,
Phil Newsom, radio news manager
Irish lecturer and author; WILLIAM of the United Press Associations, disJMEARA, professor of philosophy closed that the UP London Bureau,
it the University of Chicago; KEN- which is still in the process of being
V ETH E. OLSON, Dean of the Medill built up, now numbers 40 newsmen
School of Journalism, Northwestern under the direction of Virgil Pinkley,
iniversity, and CLIFTON UTLEY, European manager. Further increases,
,f the Chicago "Sun," discussing "Ire - he stated, will depend on the Army.
and and the War," on the "Review - He said, "The armed forces are being
:1g Stand" program, Sunday (WOR- very liberal in the number of newsVlutual, 12 noon).

men that they are allowing to be
assigned to the various branches."
LINDA KEENE, vocalist, on the From the London Bureau of the

Sob Crosby -Les Tremayne show, UP, nerve center of invasion coverage, he noted that a front-line staff
iunday (WEAF-NBC, 10:30 p.m.).

will go out with the troops. This advance group, he pointed out, will include Ed Beattie, who covered the
Ethiopian and Finnish incidents and
the Polish and Norwegian invasions,
and Richard D. McMillan, who has
covering the war since the BEF
MAJ. GEN. CHARLES M. WES- been
from Dunkerque.
ION, senior assistant administeator, evacuation
"We've been mailing out a good
ioviet Supply Service in the office deal
of special pre -invasion copy to
if
Lend -Lease,
as
intermission
ELLIOTT NUGENT, starred on
3: oadway in "The Voice of the
('urtle," on "Green Valley, U. S. A.,"
iunday (WOR-Mutual, 5 p.m.).

our more than 600 radio clients,"
peaker during the program of the said
Newsom, "and, as the time for
Y. Philharmonic -Symphony, Sun - the invasion
draws nearer, we'll belay (WABC-CBS, 3 p.m.).
gin putting out special copy on the
DR. ELAM J. ANDERSON, president of Redlands University, Califoriia, on "Mutual's Radio Chapel," Sun ,lay (WOR-Mutual, 10:30 p.m.).

wire." The UP radio circuit, he stated,
operates 24 hours a day. Most client
stations carry the 24 -hour service, he

declared, and, where they close up
for the night, a wire has been sent
to them reading: "Please notify nearJOAN EDWARDS, vocalist of "Your est United Press Bureau if any spelit Parade," on Louis Sobol's "Bright cial protection is desired on the West.fights of New York," Monday (WOR- ern European invasion, if the break
4Iutual, 7:30 p.m.).

DEW BesmEss
KFRC, San Francisco: Bell Brook
Dairies (milk), anns. ETs, 13 weeks;
Loma Linda Food Co. (varied products), four weekly participations in
Emily Barton program, through
Gerth-Pacific Adv., indefinite; Denalan Co. (Denalan), two anus. weekly,
through Rhoades & Davis, four weeks;

Marlin Firearms Co. (blades), anns.
ETs, tri-weekly, 13 weeks, through
Craven & Hendrick Adv.; Seven -Up

Bottling

Co.

(beverages) ,

weekly

anns., 13weeks, through Rhoades &
Davis Adv.; Bond Stores, Inc. (Bond
representatives took the view that clothes), six news shows weekly,
there were sufficient printers on hand through January, 1945, through Neff to take care of their requirements.
Rogow, Inc.; Ex -Lax Inc., five weekly
anns. ETs, 13 weeks, through Joseph
PA's London Setup

Data gleaned from PA revealed that Katz Co.
the parent AP organization had gathered a group of about 30 U. S. newsmen for the London operational cen- KFEL, Denver: McClanahan Clothter under the supervision of Bureau ing Company, seven weekly spots as
Chief Bob Bunnelle. AP also has its of March 16, for 52 weeks, through
own radio listening post, which is Ted Levy Agency; Janney, Semple
being augmented for wider coverage Hill & Co., 25 weekly announcements,
of the European air waves, according for 13 weeks, through Manson -Gold
to an article in the news service's cur- Advertising Agency, Minneapolis;
rent house organ, "Inter -Office," by Hassenstein Co., six weekly five-minAlan J. Gould, assistant general man- ute run of schedule, through Dean L.
ager in charge of news and news - Simmons, Hollywood; Gragnano
photos, who recently returned from Products, Inc., two weekly announceBritain. Heading the invasion team, ments, for 13 weeks, through BrisaGould noted, is J. Wes Gallagher, who cher, Van Norden & Staff, San Franhas had broad experience on the con- cisco; Kindel Bedding Co., five week- /
tinent as well as in the Mediterranean ly spots for 20 weeks, through Galen¡
theater.
E. Broyles Advertising Agency.

ED EAST
HAS DONE IT AGAIN!*

comes after your office has closed."
INS Plans Outlined-

J. C. Oestreicher, director of forEDWARD G. ROBINSON, MARservice of International News
.UERITE CHAPMAN and DENNIS eign
Service, said: "We're setting up two
i'KEEFE, in an adaptation of "De- separate commands in London." He
troyer," on the "Lux Radio Theater" indicated that the home staff in the
Irogram, Monday (WABC-CBS, 9
British capital, which will number
.m.).
about 25 under the management of

Charles A. Smith, will handle the
HELEN TRAUBEL, soprano, on the sources of information in London ittreat Artists Series of "The Tele - self, which will be the U. S. Army,
hone Hour," Monday (WEAF-NBC. British Army, U. S. Army Air Force,
p.m.) .
Royal Air Force and the British,Ministry of Information. The second com-

mand, he stated, will be the uniformed invasion staff itself, which is
headed by Pierre J. Huss, who was
"The Magic Flute" last opera writ - for more than eight years Central
In by Mozart, will be broadcast in European manager of INS with headnglish over the Blue Network to- quarters in Berlin.
orrow afternoon from the stage of Basil A. Caparell, INS sales mantie Metropolitan Opera House.
ager, stated that his agency serviced

"Magic Flute" Tomorrow

'SWAMPED THE BLUE NETWORK MAIL
DEPARTMENT WITH 263,135 REQUESTS
FOR "ED EAST AND POLLY'S FUNBOOK"
AFTER ONLY FIVE ANNOUNCEMENTS

WERE MADE ON

THEIR

"LADIES

BE

SEATED" PROGRAM.

NCAC
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Denny Testifies;

AGENCY NEWSCAST

Lea Com. Adjourns
(Continued from Page 1)

session, at the chair's direction, by
reading to Denny the questions put
to him yesterday by Representative
Richard B. Wigglesworth, R., Mass.
Denny was asked whether, from the
Commission standpoint, there was
any reason why Luotto, should not
be permitted on the air. He replied
that he personally knew of no reason,
but that he had not polled the Commission. If Luotto were to be put on

New Counsel Today?

Washington-The Lea committee is expected to name its new
chief counsel today, in order to

give him a chance to study the
records of the investigation thus
far during the Congressional recess. Appointment was expected
yesterday, but the matter was
finally deferred, with no definite
statement as

to when the

an-

nouncement would be made. All
members, however, are agreed on
the need for counsel, and action
today is likely.

WILLIAM H. RANKIN COMPANY
ASSOCIATION OF NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS will hold its announces the removal of headquar-

semi-annual membership meeting at ters to Chrysler Bld., New York, and
the Westchester Country Club, Rye, Willoughby Bld., Chicago, where they
N. Y., on May 1st, 2nd and 3rd. The will specialize in war time and postmeeting will be open only to members war planning in advertising, public
relations and workers relations. Mr.
of the Association.
Rankin has completed all of his obligations to promote government war
JOHN H. (JACK) KELLY, for a time campaigns and will devote his
number of years head of the market- entire time to the business of advering department of BBD&O, has been tising and public relations, with
appointed advertising director of the ample man and woman power Asso-

Emerson Drug Company, Inc. He will ciates and specialists.
take over this post on April 15th,
with headquarters in Baltimore, Md.
WARREN L. BASSETT, formerly
executive editor of "Advertising
WILLIAM T. CAVANAGH, radio Age," has joined Maxon, Inc., adverdirector of the Blackstone Agency, tising agency.
announces the expansion of the radio
department, with an additional suite EARL B. SALMON has been added
of offices on the tenth floor of Black - to the spot sales staff of the Blue
stone's present quarters on 57th St. Network. He formerly was with
station
Headley -Reed
Company,
representatives.
PARKER WATCH COMPANY,
through its newly -appointed agency,
ALFRED C. THOMPSON, of the
Mercury Service Company, San Fran- Retail Research Association, will b(
cisco, is including radio in the media the principal speaker at the luncheon

which will be used to advertise its meeting of the American Marketing
product to retail dealers throughout Association which will be held next
the country.
Tuesday at the Hotel Sheraton.
the air fpday, he said, Denny would
not recommend that he be removed,
C.
A.
SYNDER
on
April
1
will
join
AL PAUL LEFTON CO., INC., has
he said.
Biow Company in an executive opened an office in Washington, D. C.
Asked next if he knew of any jus- the
He formerly was manager Col. Charles M. Piper, vice-president
tification for the removal of Luotto capacity.
of the New York office of Russel M. of the agency, will direct activities

from WGES, Chicago, in Nov. 1942, Seeds Company.
in the Capital.
and from WHOM, New York, in May,
1943, . Denny opined that there apBob Bright Will Debut
peared
Wide Coverage
be
He
pointed out that Luotto came to this
On WPAT, Paterson, N. I.
For
CBC
In
Canada
country in 1931 but did not apply for
citizenship until 1940, and read from
Montreal - Programs over the Bob Bright, chosen from 20 disc
a letter written the Chicago Immi- Transcontinental
of Cana- jockeys who auditioned for the post,
gration Office by Gene T. Dyer, owner dian Broadcasting network
Corporation reach makes his debut on WPAT, Paterson,
of WGES and two other Chicago sta- 90 per cent of the Dominion's
popula- N. J., next Monday replacing Steve
tions. Dyer, although he said he felt tion and 96 per cent of the Canadian
Luotto would make a good citizen, homes with receiving sets and in a Ellis. Bright's new show, according
stated that when he had asked Luotto short time with opening of the short- to Sidney Flamm, general manager
prior to 1940 why he did not become wave station at Sackville CBC call of WPAT, will be heard from 3 to
a citizen, the time broker had replied letters will be heard around the 4:30 p.m., Monday through Saturday,
that he was "not sure I am thor- world, Maurice Goudreault, KC, CBC and has been titled, "Bob Bright's
Bandstand." Bright is known in radio
oughly sold on America."
official declared in an address before as "The Jingle King."
Officer In Italian Society.
St. Lauwrence Kiwanis Club.

Luotto was also vice-president of
CBC owns ten of Canada's 89 broadthe Chicago Chapter of the Dante casting stations Mr. Goudrault exAlighieri Society, and Denny re- plained.
vealed that the Attorney General has
held that the holding of office in the
Chicago and New York chapters of
this society, "raises a question for
further investigation" as to whether

the individual should be interned.

During the hearing, Mrs. Hilda Shea
of the FCC law department checked
with the Department of Justice and
reported that the opinion of the Attorney General was to be held confidential. It had, however, already

been put on the wires by the news
services.
Representative Ed, J. Hart, (D.)

Shortwave Construction

idi

Ashley Leaves Lyons;
Other Staff Change 11
(Continued from Page 1)

year and four months with the Lyor

16

outfit.

Ashley's resignation follows tt

recent departure of Earl Thomas
general manager of the New Yor
office. Thomas, who was only the]
about three months, came in aft(
John Zanft had left the Lyons' ger
eral managership to go to the Coas
While there, it is believed that Zan
worked out a deal with Arthur Lyor
to return to his former Gotham pos

which he had held for a couple
years. Zanft came back and replace
Thomas but left shortly afterwar,
about three or four weeks ago. B(
fore going to Lyons on what is ur
derstood to have been a six-mont
(

deal, Thomas had been a captain
the Army Specialists Corps and wr

i

formerly radio director for Henr

Souvaine and for the Chicago offic
of McCann-Erickson. Both Thorns

and Zanft have not made know
their plans.

Future activities of Ashley have nc

been revealed by' the outgoing vice

president and radio chief, but it
believed that he has already negoti
ated for a new spot, which will b
disclosed when he returns from
i

planned vacation. Ashley was asso

ciated with the William Morris Agen
vy for a considerable period until h

left a few years ago to start his owl
foreign -language radio business ser

vicing national accounts such as Proc
ter & Gamble. He conducted his owl
firm until the war broke out. His asso
ciation with A. & S. Lyons followe(

shortly afterward, Successors to

thi

vacated posts at the Lyons office have
not been announced.

Radio Time Changes
Confusing In Ohic
(Continued from Page 1)

ing through the month, many citie,
will turn their clocks ahead an how
from Central War Time to Eastert
War Time for the summer montltp
continuing through September.
While

Mansfield

and

Shel

to fast time in February
San Francisco-Construction on an changed
most cities do not switch until April
CBC regulations assure protection expansive
shortwave
plant
have
been
of freedom of the air, Mr. Goudrault started by KPO, NBC outlet, with ex- On April 1 the following cities will
declared; no citizen or commercial penditures expected to reach the change their time: Toledo, Portó-EI:
enterprise can buy time to express amount of $1,000,000, John W. Elwood, mouth, Zanesville, Mt. Vernon, Nelpersonal views or opinions. Political station's manager, announced recent- sonville and Painesville.
broadcasts are permitted during gen- ly. The plant will contain four power- On April 2 the same will happen
eral election campaigns while citi- ful transmitters which will be util- in Columbus, Fremont, London,
zen societies and associations inter- ized to project government propa- Springfield, and Bellefontaige. LisbaÚ]
ested in public affairs are allowed to ganda. Elwood also revealed that will change on April 1¢, and Cincindiscuss matters of interest without KPO has concrete plans for the in- nati is expected to change "sometime
having the right to buy the network stallation of a television transmitter in April." On April 30 Cleveland,
Akron, Youngstown, Alliance, Batfor this object.
and an FM transmitter at the end berton, East Palestine, Kent, Lake-

New Zoog Agency

New Jersey was visibly upset.
Harry Zoog, former
The rest of the session was devoted Trenton-A.
manager for the Trent Broadto questioning by Committee Counsel general
Corporation, has newly organHarry S. Barger on matters previously cast
a specialized radio advertising
covered in the testimony. At one ized
agency
with main offices at the Broad
point, Denny remarked when, asked
building, Trenton, New
Bank
about individuals named in his tes- St.
and a branch office in Philatimony last week as suspect among Jersey,
Mr. Zoog's associates in his
foreign -language broadcasters, that delphia.
venture will be Joseph Fries and
one had been denaturalized only new
T. J. Cagney.
Wednesday of this week.

of the war.

Chico Marx Guesting

wood, Lorain, Salem, Sandusky, Van

Wert, and Warren set their clocks
ahead.

Expected to change but no

date it

Chico Marx, nimbled fingered pian- set are the cities of Canton, Daya
ist of the Four Marx brothers, will be Huron, Massillon, Middletown, East- ;;
the guest artist on the broadcast of St. Mary's. Cities remaining onmostly
the Chamber Music Society of Lower ern War Time the year around, are:
Basin Street" over the Blue Network near the Pennsylvania border,
Martins r
on Sunday, 9:15 p.m.,'EWT. Marx is East Liverpool, Steubenville,Conneaut,
coming East from Hollywood for a Ferry, Bellaire, Ashtabula,
Ironton and Willard.
f.;i
role in a new Broadway show.
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PROGRAM REVIEWS

Record Audiences Attending
Programs In Webs' Studios

ORONET STORYTELLER"

(Continued from Page I)

Coronet Magazine
been playing to record -breaking are usually far behind in supplying
ie Blue -WIZ, Monday through Friday, business for the past two years.
the over-all demand. NBC has its
9:55-10 p.m., EWT.
Conservative compilation by RADIO "Information Please" and the Tos Schwimmer & Scott (Chicago)
DAILY, places the combined weekly canini concerts sponsored by Gen Producer:. Al Fishburn
radio studio audiences in theaters eral Motors. The demand is great no

When effectively projected, a short, and studios in New York at 64,500 matter who conducts. As compared
iscinating story is as easy to listen guests,
which allows rather more for to this more or less demand from a
as it is to read. Proof of this occasional unfilled seats than the many certain type audience, there is no let
atement is the five-minute program shows with unfilled requests for up in requests for "Truth or Conse-ititled "The Coronet Storyteller." tickets to favorite shows.
quences" which when in town uses a
erhaps you're puzzled, wondering Quick picture of the patronage studio
about 600 guests and
ow much a brief performance can weekly is as follows, in New York: usuallyseating
runs 1,000 tickets less than the
immand any attention. It does,
average weekly demand. With many
;$tudlos and Theater. including
tough. Of course, you've got to have NBC
use by Blue of same Radio City
strong shows on the Coast, NBC is re?or dial turned to 770 five minutes Studios
25,000 lieved in New York considerably,
efore the five-minute program is an- CBS Studios and four Theaters
22.000
-WOK Studios and Theater
12,000 what with Jack Benny, Bob Hope,
ounced, otherwise you're apt to find Mutual
Crosby, Charlie McCarth et al
Network -Theater
5,500
aurself five minutes too late.
i

Most of the short -shorts aired on

tese

programs

are written

with

eat skill and narrated by Marvin
tiller with equal dramatic force. He
iesn't melodramatize the characters

BingMcCarthyBlue
also stacking up vast amounts of

64,500 ticket requests.

This

situation is

NBC which has the Vanderbilt again eased on the Coast due to the
Theater particularly for the Fred traveling of the programs and origin Waring Chesterfield show, includes ations at Army and Navy posts. For
repeats in its total and also the seat- an across-the-board show Fred War-

i

Country -Wide 'Breakfast Club'

Plans for the formation of a "Breakfast Club," made up of listeners to
the Blue Network's "Breakfast Club"
program all over the nation, has been

announced by E. J. (Mike) Huber,

sales promotion manager of the Blue's
central division. Thousands of persons
have written to Don McNeill, the pro-

gram's emcee, suggesting that either
he, or the network, consider the club
idea, Huber said. A conference between McNeill and network officials
provided the green light for the plan
and the entire promotion was okayed
after McNeill had queried his regular radio audience for about a week
on the idea and drew some 5,000 letters and cards asking that a "Breakfast Club" be formed.
The network's sales promotion department has designed a large
souvenir folder, Blue in color, containing information and pictures on
the "Breakfast Club" cast, as well as
attractive membership cards for the

his stories in the manner other ing at Carnegie Hall where the Fri- ing probably piles up the largest
"signer -uppers". Listeners who exday night "All Time Hit Parade" audience weekly.
press a desire to join the "Breakoriginates. Carnegie Hall seating
"Hit Parade" Champ

irrators do. Nonetheless, his reads are pleasant. Should one expect
the trimmings in a flash per1

Grand Total

!PLOD/NOTION

,rmance? Incidently, music plays an
iportant role on some of these
:etches, and is well handled. Corn-

crcials are also nicely phrased and
a lot to punch that you -must -get c -forthcoming - copy - of - Coronet
ca.

CBS Staff Additions
Personnel additions at CBS bring
Robert Larrabure to the producm and announcing staff of the
ortwave division and Ralph Brass
network operations as announcer.
efore coming to Columbia, Lana ire was associated with WBYN,
-ooklyn, N. Y., and the NBC interitional division. Brass was formerly
i announcer on outlets in Pensacola,
a., and Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and had

so appeared as a free lance actor
t NBC, the Blue and Mutual netorks.

WWL 22nd Anniversary

New Orleans-Station WWL will
lebrated its 22nd anniversary this
eek

in accordance with warine regulations, by purchasing extra

ar Bonds, contributing to the Red

:nss War Fund Campaign and going
(masse to the Red Cross Blood Donor

inter. A 15 -minute program was
ghlight of the war effort programs
hich have been aired during the
1st year, with special emphasis on
e all-out effort for Victory.

at the studios such as that of Bessie
Beatty and these are comparatively
small studios, but operate five days
weekly. Mutual also uses the Barbizon Plaza Theater, an auditorium
in the Hotel Barbizon Plaza. "Wide
Horizons" originates on Sundays for
Boots Aircraft. This has a seating
00 p.m., PWT, over KFI, KMJ, capacity of 400 and has been used
also for other shows.
PO, KGW, KOMO, KHQ and KFSD.
Ticket demand continues to be both

Renews Coast Show

Manhattan Soap Co., has renewed
'e audience participation prggram,
leramby Amby," on seven Pacific
last stations effective April 19 for
weeks, the National Broadcasting
impany has announced. "Scramby
nby" is heard Wednesdays at 9: 30-

fast Club" will be sent both items and

capacity contributes 2,760. This audi-

CBS' champ still seems to be "Hit
be urged to invite their friends
torium is also used by CBS during Parade" heard Saturday nights for will
the off-season for the New York Phil-. Lucky Strikes. This perennial favorite to join.
harmonic Symphony sponsored by U. was a strong audience show even be - All Blue stations have been sent
S. Rubber Co.1 but no figures relat- fore the advent of one Frank Sinatra; special promotional kits containing
announcements, courtesy plugs,
ing to the Hall are in the current since then the theater is mobbed at spot
CBS total.
Same network uses each performance. Kate Smith and publicity stories, mats, glossy prints
Liederkrantz Hall where Andre Kos- Fred Allen shows, along with Jimmy and other material necessary for the
telanetz holds forth for Coca-Cola, Durante are much in demand. "Take success of the drive in the area served
but this show does not have an audi- It Or Leave It," now on the Coast by the station. More than 1,000,000
ence as a usual practice. Therefore also is among the "sellout" shows. listeners are expected to join the
no figures are included on this hall. Quiz -show tickets give some of the club, according to Huber.
best comedians a run for their money.
CBS' Four Theaters
Sticker Campaign
CBS currently is operating four Major Bowes', Amateurs continues as
To call attention to its key proformer legitimate theaters on or just a steady audience draw. "It Pays to grams,
WPEN, Philadelphia, is plugoff Broadway, formerly known as the be Ignorant," Tom Howard zanie ging them
with a novel method.
Avon, Hammerstein, New Yorker and comedy a newcomer to CBS is develMaxine Elliot, now called numbers oping a powerful demand for tickets. They've had printed a series of small
2, 3, 4 and 5 respectively. From these On the coast CBS has Groucho gummed stickers to be sent out on
four theaters 25 programs weekly are Marx, Burns & Allen, Lux Radio all outgoing mail. Each week a difprogram is featured. The stickoriginated. From two CBS auditor- Theater, etc. all drawing large audi- ferent
ers are carried out in the station's
iums in the Studio Building, 17 pro- ences.
colors of blue and yellow, and make
Good Music a Factor
grams are originated weekly. This
attractive addition to the mail of
makes 42 CBS shows with studio Good music as well as that of the an
the outlet,
audiences.
better popular dance orchestras are a
Blue Network operates the Ritz strong factor in bringing audiences
Theater which does a busy week with to the studios. Neither NBC nor GenGiven New Post
eight shows weekly. These include eral Motors ever is able to fully Cleveland-Carl M. Emerson, genthe Philco "Hall of Fame," "Blind supply the weekly demand for the eral manager of station WHKC, has
Date," Connee Boswell show, "Famous NBC Symphony concerts and when been appointed vice-president of the
Jury Trials," "Chamber Music So- the summer season makes sponsor United Broadcasting Company,
ownciety of Lower Basin Street," the new tickets available for the New York ers and operators of stations WHK
RCA musical show, as well as "Ladies Philharmonic Symphony, Carnegie and WCLE, Cleveland, and WHKC,
Be Seated," a morning show, twice Hall fills to the proverbial rafters. Columbus. Everson is also president
weekly.
(Nobody climbs to the roof in C. H.
Ohio Association of BroadcastMutual and WOR originate 18 audi- because he dislikes music). On the of the
He will continue in the capacity
ence programs many from its Play- Blue, "Metropolitan Auditions of the ers.
house which formerly housed the Air" has a steady, demand both from as manager of WHKC.
Theater Guild productions. In addi- professional and lay people. Philco's Town Meeting of the Air,"
has a
tion there are some morning shows "Hall of Fame" with Paul Whiteman steady patronage.
and guests newly started this season
is another strong draw for the Blue.
This network's "Duffy's Tavern" now
going to the Coast has been a tough
one on which to fill requests and
"Blind Date" seems to have a decided

pull with servicemen and younger

generation of gals. Still another Blue
Network program that has the fancy
of listeners who wish to attend broadanklin Bruck Advertiisng Corp., is a pleasure and a headache to stations, casts is the Joseph Dunninger mind reading act which packs them in on
e agency.
networks and agencies. Best programs tour or in New York. "American

Mutual-WOR has a wide variety

of
shows during the week including
"Double or Nothing" quiz; "Green
Valley, U.S.A." for which a new theater, The Forrest, has been leased,
which has not been included in its
audience figures. One of its shows
running an hour however, originates
in Chicago studios, "Chicago Theater." Newly leased Forrest Theater
may subsequently house other Mutual shows such as "Pick & Pat" now
at the Barbizon Theater.
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* * * CONST-TO-(OAST
- MASSACHUSETTS BOSTON-Louise Morgan is fern-

ceeing the preliminaries of the na-

tional sewing contest over WNAC...
Judge Willsie E. Brisbin, columnist of
the "Daily News," Burlington, Vt.,
has challenged Carl Moore to a fiveminute battle on WEEI's "Coffee

PICTURE OF THE WEEK

Earl McCain, KLZ news editor, and lilt'
staff were the judges in a recent conies,
held by the Colorado Press Women
Mrs. Betty Wright, formerly of NBC's In
ternational Short -Wave Division, New
York, has joined KOA's staff to do sacra..

tartal work and to act as assistant direo
for of the "Home Forum" program ...
Fox Denver theaters have sked a series

Club" program in which to uphold
the humor and intelligence of Vermonters... SPRINGFIELD-Approximately 350 members of the Boston

of

daytime and nighttime transcribed

station breaks and one -minute spots on
KOA.

Market Gardeners Association visited

-NEW JERSEY -

the WBZ studios recently as guests
of the New England Farm hour....
WORCESTER - George Pethick,

NEWARK-Jonas W. Swensoó,.
deputy administrator of New Jersey's

is WTAG's new spieler. And before

spoke on the success of radio pro-

port, and WLIB, Brooklyn.

SON-After a long and thorough
search, during which many topnotch

War Finance Committee and state

formerly of WATR, Waterbury, Conn.,

director of "Schools at War" program,r

that, he was with WNAB, Bridge-

grams in cooperation with the schools'
war projects over WAAT....PATER-

-OHIO-

radio record spinners were auditioned
WPAT signed Bob Bright to replace

TOLEDO-Bob Wright, from Erie. Pa..

and Charles Norman, from Ottumwa.
Iowa, are new announcers at WSPD,

duties of Glenn Jackson, former program

Steve Ellis on the station's popular
recorded sweet and hot music pro
gram from 3-4:30 p.m., it was an
nounced by Sidney Flamm, vice
prexy and general manager.

Great Lakes (Ill.) Training Station....Don
Mothers, formerly an announcer at WSPD,
Toledo. has resigned to join Broadcast
Music, .Inc., as station r:!alions representative in the midwest or a.

MIAMI-June Cotton, director of wat
men's activities at WIOD, gained a hod
of new listeners for her "June Recommends" program when she did a broadcast about the Merrick Demonstration

NEW YORK-Di:k Bell, WBYN
staff announcer, assumes additional

class room were tuned to the program and

Toledo.... Bob Evans, war program direc-

tor and special events chief at WSPD.
Toledo, has in addition taken over the

- FLORIDA -

director, now in the Navy stationed at

School. Coral Gables. Radios

-NEW YORK-

the parents of pupils were requested to
tune in, too. Fan mail is more over.
abundant ever since.... Members of th,
Order of Elks in South Florida were a,
dressed by their Grand Exalted Rule

duties as an OWI news commentator.
He broadcasts shortwave three evenings a week....Trimount Clothing

Company sponsors Dorothy Thompson over 71 stations of the Blue. Emil
Mogul Company is the agency ....Del
St. John, Harlem blues singer, is feat-

Frank J. Lonergan, via WIOD recently

-OHIO-

CINCINNATI - Jimmy Leonar
WSAI program director, recentl
celebrated his second anniversary a
program chief....Capt. Ken Churc
general manager of WKRC, is co

ured on the "63 Club" Sunday pro-

gram over WMCA....Sgt. Walter
Gross, Carson Robinson, Lt. Catherine

McCune and Captain Harry Salter
and his orchestra featured recently

manding the first new company of

on WHN's "Army Service Show."

Photo By Robert E. Harding

Nancy Comerford's "Port of Missing Song Hits" Easter
dress creation explains what becomes of some professional
copies of sheet music which flood radio studios. Nancy, on
the staff of the program department of WC AU, Philadelphia,

fashioned her outfit from songs that never rated radio
popularity.
-MINNESOTA -

March 31
William Carley
Grace Breene

Fred W. N. Crouch Bab Reynolds
James L. Saphier
Lester Damon
William Hickey

Bob Coe

Dwight E. Rorer
April 1
Arthur King
Eddy Duchin
Linton Wells
H. C. Hudson, Jr.
Roland Martini
April 2
Jerry Cooper
Frances Carlon
Cora Frank
William Days
W. Arthur Rush
Phyllis Kenny
Gary Stevens

in each

added to the production staff at KFI-

MINNEAPOLIS-Cedric Adams, WCCO KECA. He replaces Sid Goodwin who

newscaster, appealed to listeners for six resigned to be producer for the Blue

pianos for Marines stationed in North in Hollywood.... Diana Lynn, rising
Carolina. Seven listeners came through!
....Darragh Aldrich, femcee on WCCO's
"Calling All Women" program, will speak
before the Art section of the College
Women's Club next week on "How To

recently expanded Ohio State Gua
unit....The name of Rex Davis, ne
editor -in -chief, for WCKY, has be

suggested for inclusion in the

19

edition of the Biographical Encycl
pedia of the World. Davis was notifi

of the honor by C. A. Nichols, a
ciate editor

of the publication.

STEUBENVILLE-Robert Sherw
is WSTV's new spieler.

Will Broadcast Opening
Of Veterans' Service Cen

starlet and a featured player in the Opening ceremonies of the V
film "Miracle of Morgan's Creek," erans' Service Center, New York,
was recently interviewed by Erskine be broadcast Saturday over WO
Johnson over KECA....Elliot Paul, Mutual from 1 to 1:30 p.m., EWT.
author of "The Last Time I Saw Speakers will include: Brig. Gen.

Listen To Radio"....ST. PAUL-New- Paris," and many others, was recentcomer to Bee Baxter's "Household Forum," ly tele -interviewed on W6XAO by
on KSTP, is the Glidden Company for Thomas S. Lee....OAKLAND-Bert
13 -week, thrice -weekly aired participation Winn, program director for KROW,
recently celebrated his 31st birthday.
in behalf of its Spred, paint product.
- COLORADO -CALIFORNIA

Frank T. Hines, head of the Vetera)i
Administration and administrator
retraining and reemployment; Paul
V. McNutt, chairman of the War
Manpower Commission; Bern
Baruch; Anna M. Rosenberg, region

LOS ANGELES - Bill Holmes, DENVER-Hugh B. Terry, manager for director of the WMC in New York prominent in radio circles in Holly- KLZ, has been appointed to the govern- State, and Mayor Fiorello H. Lawood and San Francisco, has been ing board of the Denver Gyro Club.... Guardia.
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